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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT

COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT

OF VIRGINIA

(Alexandria Division)

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
Petitioner

V.

JOSEPH MATAL, UNDER SECRETARY
OF COMMERCE & DIRECTOR, UNITED :
STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK

OFFICE

Respondent

Case No.

VERIFIED PETITION UNDER L.R. 83.5 FOR REVIEW

OF DIRECTOR FINAL ORDER OF SUSPENSION

DATED FEBRUARY 9,2018

The Petitioner, JOHN H. FARO, ESQ., (FARO), appearing pro se, herein submits this

Petition Under LR 83.5 For Review Oj Director Final Order Oj Suspension Dated February 9,

2018, againstJoseph Matal, in his capacity as Under SecretaryOf Commerce & Director, United

States Patent & Trademark Office (DIRECTOR), and alleges as follows:

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

This Petition seeks review of a disciplinary proceeding (D2015-27) initiated by Patent

Office, Office of Enrollment & Discipline (OED) against the Petitioner under 37 CFR 11.32. The

chronology of the proceedings are summarized below for ease of reference,

OnMav 15,2012. the OED initiated a disciplinary proceeding by filing a Complaint

the Patent Office, OED Complaint, annexed hereto as Petition Exit No. 1'

' There are references throughout this Petition to various documents and record:
• "Petition Exh No" is to an Exhibit annexed to this Petition;

• "RES Exh No" is to a Trial Exhibit for the hearing before the ALJ;

1
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On May 10-11, 2016, a trial was conducted before an ALJ (HUD Appeals) within the

Federal District Courthouse in Miami, Florida.

On September 15,2016. the ALJ rendered an Initial Decision & Opinion, annexed hereto

as Petition Exh No. 2. The ALJ Initial Decision& Opinion, was 33 single spaced pages, 12point

font. 37 CFR 11.55 required that the appeal of the ALJ Initial Decision & Opinion, conform to

the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure (Fed R App Proc) - specifically, double space text, 14

point type. 37 CFR 11.55 limited the page length of the Initial Brief to 30 pages, or a word count

of 14,000, words, which equates to about 38-40 pages.

On October 25,2016, the Petitioner (Appellant) filed a Motion to Waive the 40 Page Limit

for the Initial Brief for his appeal of the ALJ's Initial Opinion, Petition Exit No. 3. The Motion

was opposed and ultimately denied. Thenumber of pages andfont constraints on the InitialBrief

forced Petitioner to take shortcuts with the form the Brief to sandwich 60 pages of argument into

a 30 page document. The OED objected to the form of Initial Brief and Director upheld the

objections.

On December 6,2016, the Petitioner (Appellant) filed a '^RevisedSubstitute " Initial Brief

Petition Exh No. 4. The form of this Revised Substitute" Initial Brief acceptable, however,

because of the numerous issues on appeal, forced the Petitioner to spread the allotted space over

the numerous issues, and thereby provide only a cryptic or abbreviated discussion to each. OED

once again objected, asserting that lack of adequate detail prevented it from properly addressing

such issues. Notwithstanding, the OED did timely file a Response/Opposition Brief

On January 13, 2017, Petitioner (Appellant) filed a Motion Under 37 CFR 11.55(h) For

An Order Re-Opening, the disciplinary proceeding, based on newly discovered evidence that was

• "Tx" references transcript of the hearing before the ALJ

2
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unavailable to Petitioner prior to and during Trial. Petition Exit No. 5 This Motion sought to re

open the case because upon the OED false certification of the completeness of the principle trial

exhibit. The OED opposed the Motion for obvious reasons. The Director declined substantive

review, denied the Motion, and incorrectly concluded the new evidence, could have been

discovered prior to trail.

On February 10,2017, Petitioner (Appellant) filed a Reply Brief, in which he addressed a

number of legal issues and evidentiary burden raised by OED Response Brief, Petition Exit No. 6

On August 2.2017, the Director issued a Final Order in which she "rubber stamped" ALJ

Initial Opinion. In this process, she proceeded to strike the Petitioner (Appellant) Revised

Substitute " Initial Brief, while leaving undisturbed the Petitioner(Appellant) Reply Brief Petition

Exh No. 7

On August 17, 2017, Petitioner (Appellant) filed a Request for Reconsideration of the

Final Order ofAugust 2, 2017, Petition Exh No. 8

On September 14,2017, the OED Director filed its Response in opposition to the Request

for Reconsideration ofthe Final Order ofAugust 2, 2017, Petition Exit No. 9

On August 27,2017, the Petitioner (Appellant) filed a Replyto the OED Director Response

in opposition to the Requestfor Reconsideration of the Final Order ofAugust 2, 2017, Petition

Exh No. 10

On February 2, 2018, the Director entered an Order denying the Petitioner (Appellant)

filed a Requestfor Reconsideration ofthe Final Order ofAugust 2, 2017, Petition Exh No. 11

SUMMARY OF PETITION

The OED Director Violation ofMandatory Procedures Under 37 CFR 11.22(d) In

His Investi2ation ofAUesations ofProfessional Misconduct Aeainst Petitioner Is Preclusive
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of the OED Director Empanelins a Committee on DiscipUne, Under 37 CFR 11.23, the

Return ofA Finding ofProbable Cause bv the Committee & The Initiation ofDisciplinary

Proceeding Asainst Petitioner on Mav 15, 2015 - The OED Director investigation of

allegations of professional misconduct against an attorney requires the OED Director comply

with 37 CFR 11.22, including the mandatory provisions with 37 CFR 11.22(d) for the conduct

of an investigation See, Swyers v. United States Patent and Trademark Office, 2016 WL

7042943, (ED VA 2016), for history of extensive revision to OED investigation protocol and

practice since 2004, as necessitated by 4 '̂' Circuit decision in Goldstein v. Moatz. The Patent

Office regulations have the effect ofa rule of law, and, where the regulation requires mandatory

performance or compliance the Patent Office actions 37 CFR 11.22, c.f. Hyatt v. U.S. Patent

and TrademarkOffice, 110 F.Supp.3d644, 652-53 (ED VA 2015). - "legal effect" of mandatory

language ("shall") upon the interpretation of Patent Office duties and prerogatives. Petitioner

asserts that under the OED' own rules, its failure of adherence to its own rules, circumscribes the

OED Director from initiating a disciplinary proceeding against Petitioner; and, consequently, the

OED lacked subject matter jurisdiction to entertain the OED Grievant's allegation of misconduct

against Petitioner

Where, as in this case, the Petitioner (Respondent) has timely challenged the subject

matter jurisdiction of the OED, as above described, the OED has the burden to establish

"jurisdictional facts" to support the appropriateness of the disciplinary proceeding, Helmerich &

Payne International Drilling Co. v. Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela el al, 185 F.Supp.3d 233,

238-239 (DC DC. 2016)

To the extent that jurisdiction depends on particular factual propositions (at least
those independent ofthe merits), the plaintiff must, on a challenge by the defendant, present
adequate supporting evidence."^*239Agudas Chasidei Chabad of U.S. v. Russian Fed'n,
528 F.3d 934, 940 (D.C.Cir.2008)
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In this case, "adequate supporting evidence" requires the OED demonstrate strict

compHance with i7 CFR 11.22. The provisions of 37 CFR 11.22, sets forth a sequence of steps

the OED Director must follow, in a prescribed order, upon receipt of a grievance against an

attorney. Under 37 CFR 11.22(d) The OED Director ""shair review "all information and

evidence" related to the allegations of misconduct; and, the OED Director strict adherence to

37 CFR 11.22(d), is a condition precedent, to the OED Director referral to a Committee on

Discipline for determination of "probable cause", under 27 CFR 11.23 If and when, the

Committee on Discipline returns "probable cause", based upon the OED Director investigation

under 37 CFR 11.22(d), then, and only then, can the OED Director initiate a disciplinary

proceeding under 37 CFR 11.22(h)(3). In this case, OED Director's investigation was

prematurely concluded, and therefore incomplete; and, thus, exclusive of information thatmay

"'justify or exonerate the alleged actions oj the registeredpractitioner or mitisate the seriousness

ofany violations that may have occurred"

The Patent Office is entitled to no deference in the interpretation of the scope of an

investigation under the foregoing procedural rule, 37 CFR 11.22... c.f. Mohsenzadeh v. Lee, 5

F.Supp.3d 791, 802 (ED Va 2014)

Where a party challenges a USPTO regulation that was established pursuant to the
general procedural rulemaking authority of § 154(b)(3)(A), the USPTO's interpretation
may be entitled to some deference. Abraxis Bioscience, LLC v. Kappos, No. 1:11-CV-
00730, F.Supp.3d , , 2014 WL 65739, at *10-11 (D.D.C. Jan. 8.
2014) (grantingSkidmore deference to USPTO regulation 37 C.F.R. § 1.703(b) because it
was issued pursuant to statutory authority to address procedural issues in § 154(b)(3)(A)).

Therefore, only after the OED Director has conducted his information gathering

(investigation, in accordance with his mandatory information gathering obligations), can the

OED Director empanel a Committee on Discipline, under 37 CFR 11.23 for determination of
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probable cause.

In this case the OED Director prematurely concluded his investigation on or about on

May 2015, notwithstanding, he was aware of (a) additional information and evidence relevant

to OED Grievant allegation of professional misconduct was forthcoming from the prior filed,

pending malpractice litigation, (GOV #16, Docket Sheet, ECF ?, Motion for Summary

Judgment in malpractice case), (b) such forthcoming information implicated violations of

OED Rules of Professional Conduct, (c) the malpractice litigation Docket of the Federal

District Court (GOV # ), indicated that dispositive motions had been filed, and were awaiting

hearing, and (d) the Federal District Court had set the malpractice litigation for trial in August

2015 (rescheduled for September 15, 2015), {GOV #16, Docket Sheet, ECF ?, Scheduling

Order in malpractice case)),.

The OED's own implementation of 37 CFR 11.22(a) & (d), defines the information

gathering duties of the OED, the OED objectives in conducting the investigation in its standard

Request for information ("RFI"), to Petitioner, GOV U12 @1, RFl #2,. The language of the

RFI, which defines the purpose and scope of the RFI, is apparently based upon an interpretive

decision of 37 CFR 11.22(d). The OED Requests for Information (''RFI"), is reproduced

below:

" You should understand that the OED must develop all information regarding the

information received (the grievance), including that information which may justify or

exonerate the alleged actions ofthe registered practitioner or mitisate the seriousness of

any violations that may have occurred. GOV #12 @1, RFI #2 @page 1
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With this context, the arbitrary conclusion of the OED Director investigation^, was

calculated to frustrate the objective of the investigation, and to unfairly confine the scope of

the investigation before the District Court had rendered a decision upon the parties' dispositive

motion. Thus, the arbitrary conclusion of the investigation before the District Court ruling on

dispositive motions, or Trial, necessarily excluded relevant and material information required

for his investigation. Accordingly, the OED Director investigation was incomplete, under 37

CFR 11.22(d) and the OED Director referral of his incomplete investigation to the Committee,

under 37 CFER 11.22(1). was illegal.

Consequently, the OED Director empaneling a Committee on Discipline to solicit a

probable cause finding, based incomplete and illegal investigation, necessarily influenced the

Committee deliberations, c.f U.S. v. Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66,78 (1986), 106 S.Ct. 938,89 L.Ed.2d

50. 54 USLW 4167: followed Bank ofNova Scotia v. U.S, 487 U.S. 250. 251 (1988), 108 S.Ct.

2369, 101 L.Ed.2d 228, 62 A.F.T.R.2d 88-5738, 56 USLW 4714

(Concurring Opinion by Justice O'Connor) In my view, when a defendant makes a
timely objection to the grand jury indictment based ona violation ofRule 6(d)^, the remedy
of dismissal of the indictment is appropriate if it is established that the violation
substantially influenced the grand jury's decision to indict, or if there is grave doubt as to
whether it had such effect. See Lane, supra, at 449, 106 S.Ct., at ; Kotteakos v.
United States, 328 U.S. 750, 765, 66 S.Ct. 1239, 1248, 90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946). The focus of
the prejudice inquiryshould be on theeffectof the allegederroron the grandjury's decision
to indict even if the court postpones its decision until the conclusion of the trial.

^ OED Counsel has acknowledge in open court that there was not any hard and fast deadline for
conclusion of the OED Director investigation, because the investigation period was subject to
extension, upon agreement of the parties - presumably, an agreement by Petitioner to toll the
running of the statute of limitations on the alleged violations. Faro v. Director (Lee) ofPatent &
Trademark Office, Case No. (Fed Cir), Oral Argument Hearing Transcipt

^ Rule 6(d) - restricts attendance of grand jury proceeding to prevent undue influence of grand
jury deliberation proceedings.
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Petitioner asserts that these departures (procedural irregularities) from the mandatory

requirements of37 CFR J1.22(d), resulted in prejudicial error, in the determination ofprobable

cause by the Committee on Discipline; and, in the Trail of the OED Complaint, by inflating

the number of specious allegations of misconduct the Petitioner was required to defend. Such

prejudicial errors, incident to the illegal initiation of a disciplinary proceeding, has forced

Petitioner to defend specious allegations of misconduct, and the OED overcharging Petitioner

with misconduct. The failure of adherence to mandatory procedural rule effecting the

Petitioner's right to a fair and impartial hearing and/or the outcome of a disciplinary

proceeding, was illegal, and, requires the reversal of the suspension of Petitioner, Halvonik v.

Dudas, 398 F.Supp.2d 115, (DC 2005)

It is undisputed the under the OED's own rules, a disciplinary proceeding may only be

initiated after the '"the conclusion of an investigation'^ under 37 CFR 11.22(d), and the OED

Director issue "formal charges: under 37 CFR 11.22(h)(3), with approval of the Committee on

Discipline. Thus, only the Committee on Discipline can determine, from the OED Director

investigation under 37 CFER 11.22(d), that there is ""probable cause to bring charges under §

1L32 against a practitioner" under 37 CFR 11.23(b)(1)

Where, as in this case, the OED Director has subverted the integritv of the investigation of

the allegations of misconduct against the Petitioner, by premature conclusion of his investigation,

his subsequent empaneling of a Committee on Discipline, does not obviate the OED Director

failure to adhere to his mandatory obligations under 37 CFR 11.22(d), nor, can the Committee on

Discipline, finding ofprobable cause, redefine the OED Director's mandatory obligation, or scope

of the OED Director investigation, under 37 CFR 11.22(d). The OED Direction corruption of the

OED processing of allegation of misconduct of misconduct against Petitioner, under 37 CFR

8
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11.22(d)and 37 CFR 11.23, circumscribes the OED Director authority to issue "formal charges"

of professional misconduct against Petitioner under 37 CFR 11.22(h)(3). Accordingly, the OED

lacked subject matter jurisdiction to initiate a disciplinary proceeding against Petitioner, based

upon the OED Grievant allegations of misconduct, 37 CFR 11.32.

Petitioner timely challenged"* the issue of subject matter jurisdiction of the OED to initiate

a disciplinary proceeding on three (3) separate and distinct occasions. The Petitioner challenged

the subject matterjurisdiction (a) during the Trial before the ALJ, by way of a Motion to Amend

Affirmative Defense', (b) by way of Petition to the Commissioner (sic), under 37 CFR 1.181 & 37

CFR 1.182, requesting her to invoke her supervisory authority to compel OED compliance with

37 CFR 11.22(d), and (c) by way of Petitionfor Writ ofMandamus, to the District Court (ED VA)

to order the Director to enforce 37 CFR 11.22(d), (which was denied for lack ofjurisdiction),

The Director's Final Order has never addressed the issue of subject matter. The Order

attempts todeflectthe Court's attention (page 18),byasserting the OEDneedonlyhavepersonal

jurisdiction over Petitioner to initiate disciplinary proceeding. Why then do the OED Rule

include 37 CFR 11.22(d), which requires an investigation, begs the question?

Final Order ofSuspension Is Unsupported By Substantial Evidence - The Petitioner

seeks reversal of the Final Order of February 9. 2018, which endorsed Initial Decision & Order

of ALJ Mahoney dated September 15. 2015.

The ALI Initial Opinion - The Petitioner diligently and competently represented his

former client EPRT from the time of engagement of Petitioner's service in November 2002, up

to and including the appeal of the Final Rejection ofNovember 14,2005, to the Board of Patent

A challenge to the subject matter jurisdiction of an agency, or court, can be raised at any time
during the proceedings between the parties, and even of appeal, (citation ofauthority unnecessary).

9
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Appeals. The Final Rejection was affirmed and the Board's Decision forwarded to Petitioner's

correspondence address on June 1, 2009. The Petitioner never received the Board's Decision,

and the application was subsequently abandoned.

The ALJ Initial Decision & Order, explicitly acknowledges these undisputed facts:

Respondent worked competently to achieve EPRT's goals from 2002 until
2006, when he filed the Second Appeal. After doing so, he resigned himself to waiting
for a PTO response. According to the OED Director's theory^ Respondent received
that response in 2009. Rather than file an appeal, as he had done twice already,
Respondent chose to ignore the Board Decision. He then proceeded to stonewall and
avoid Ms. Blake for more than a year. Missing from the OED Director's theory is
any hintof Respondent's purported motive for this sharp shift in attitude. As of2009,
his relationship with EPRT and its personnel remained congenial. In fact, he was
handling a number of other patent and trademark matters for the company at the time.
The OED Director has provided no reason why Respondent would act in the manner
alleged in the Complaint. The Court is therefore persuaded that Respondent did not
receive the copies of the Board Decision or the Notice of Abandonment in 2009.
Having failed to receive the documents when they were initially sent. Respondent did
not become aware of the actual status of the '519 Application until October 2011,
when he asked his associate to personally check the physical file.^ His e-mail to Ms.
Blake on July 30, 2010, was therefore not deceptive or dishonest. Accordingly, the
Court finds that the OED Director failed to prove, by clear and convincing evidence,
that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4). (emphasis added)

Petition Exh. No. 2, Initial Opinion @ page 22

As set forth herein in detail. Petitioner adhered to the client's legal objective, as

communicated to both predecessor patent counsel, and relayed to him, in November 2002, in

prosecuting the application, RES Exh No. 2, Bates No. The client's legal objective were

specific and unequivocal - the attainment of patent protection for the ''electrode wrap" for its

products. In August 2008, the client had abandoned the product configuration develop in

1998-1999, and claimed in the ' 519 Patent Application, in favor ofa new product configuration

{Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap), RES Exh No. 16, Bates No

^As discussed supra. Respondent's delayed awareness ofthese documents was due to his own negligent and
neglectful conduct.

10
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A EPRT new product configuration, based upon Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap,

was conceived in 2007-2008, and claimed in a new patent application filed in 2008. At about

the same time EPRT (a) discontinued products based upon the '519 Patent Application, (b)

abandoned international patent applications based upon the '519 Patent Application, (c) filed

for new FDA registration (51OK application) for the product configuration, based upon the

Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, and (d) directed Petitioner to refrain from incurring

addition legal fees pursuing for the '519 Patent Application.

The ALJ basis for his finding of neglect, ("delayed awareness), was predicated upon

the Petitioner's use of a "virtual office" (executive suite), as his correspondence address and

the use of traditional monitoring practice for confirmation of the status of the appeal at the

Board of Appeals

The Courtfinds that Respondent's neslect ofthe '519 Application stemmed
primarily from his decision to move to the 28 W, Flasler address. Had he remained
in his original office, or changed his correspondence address to his home office, he
would have timely received the Board Decision and the Notice ofAbandonment.

Petition Exh No, 2, ALJ Initial Opinion @27

In Petitioner's Post-Trial Brief& Reply, (Petition Exh Nos, 4 & 6), Petitioner challenged

this finding, and ALJ reasoning, as a shallow and impermissible attempt to illegally redefine or

modify the Patent Office Rules of Practice ("legislate from the bench")'̂ '. Petitioner asserted that

ALJ's "delayed awareness" rational, was impermissible "rule making", and, thus was contrary to

law, Tafas v. Doll, 559 F.3d 1345, 1352-54 (Fed Cir 2009). The Director agreed and abandon

the "delayed awareness", based upon Petitioner's choice of correspondence address.

The Director of the Patent & Trademark Office has abandoned the "delayed awareness"
foundation of the ALJ finding of neglect, when challenged by Petitioner.

11
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The ALJ's departure from a reasoned, and legally supported analysis, was pervasive in the

ALJ's Initial Opinion & Order. More specifically, the ALJ decision is rife with gratuitous and

unsupported assumptions, based his "personal biases" and the impermissible "stacking of

inferences'', relative to finding violation to

• 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) - Neglectingthe '519 Application-,

• 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8) - Failure to Inform EPRT ofPTO Correspondence

• 37 C.F.R. §10.84(a) -Failing to Seek EPRT's Lawful Objectives.

• 37 C.F.R. §10.112(c)(4) - Failing to Return EPRT's Client File\

• 37 C.F.R. §10.23(b)(6) -Engaging in Other Conduct that Adversely Reflects

on Respondent's Fitness to Practice.

The Director recognized the manifest impropriety of the ALJ the finding of "neglect", as

based upon the Petitioner's use of an executive suite as a "correspondence address", was

incredible. Petition Exit Noy 2, Initial Opinion @ 22. In lieu of dismissing the allegation, the

Director attempted to put a "Band-Aid" the ALJ's on is ill-reasoned finding of neglect, plug the

gaping hole in the ALJ finding of neglect, by conflating unsupported, circumstantial evidence, to

shore up the ALJ Initial Decision & Order.

The above ALJ departure from law and reason is reflected in the ALJ's interpretation of

the Petitionercompliance with Rules of Practice, as a violation of one or more of the OED Rules

of Professional Conduct, based upon his "hind-sight", and shallow attempt to engraft or import

addition requirements into the Rules of Practice (Part I), for the prosecution of patents applications

before the Patent Office. This effort is not entitled to any Chevron deference, because such an

'interpretation' is not included within 'V/ congressional delegation ofadministrative authority"

12
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to administer the regulation of the practiceof registered patentpractitioner, Tafas v. Doll, 559 F.3d

1345, 1353, (Fed Cir. 2009)^

Lastly, the ALJ has "reasoned" that Petitioner's compliance with the Patent & Trademark

Office Rules of Practice (37 CFR, Part 1), can violate the OED Rules of Professional Misconduct,

and thereby provide a basis for disciplinary action, if, in hind-sight, some other (optional)

procedure "could have" better served the client's needs, Petition Exit No, 2, Initial Opinion @.

The ALJ interpretation of the foregoing Rulesof Practice is not entitled to any Chevrondeference.

More specifically, the availability of optional electronic filing Patent Office correspondence, and

the monitor of Patent Office files on the internet, has not displaced traditional forms of

communication between an attorney and the Patent Office. An interpretation of the OED rules of

Professional Conduct amounts, as adopted by the ALJ, amounts to "substantive rules that change

existing law and alters the rights of applicants such as [Appellees] under the Patent Act.", and

WXtgdil Id @1350-51.

DETAILED PETITION

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. This action is brought under 35 (JSC 32 & 5 USC 70L to review the Director's

Final Order of August 2, 2017, suspending FARO from practice before the Patent Office, Petition

Exh No. 1.

2. This matter arises from a disciplinary action initialed by the Office of Enrollment

and Discipline, under 37 CFR 11.55, and the appeal of the Initial Opinion & Order of

^ Rehearing en banc Granted, Opinion Vacated by Tafas v. Doll, Fed.Cir.(Va.), July 6, 2009,
when Patent Office altered its rules and rendered the decision moot.

13
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Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Jeremiaii Mahoney, dated September 15, 2016. The legal

challenge to the Director Final Order is based upon the Director's violation of 5 (JSC 706

3. This Petition challenges

• The OED initiation ofa disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, in violation

of Petitioner's legal rights under37 CFR 11.22(d) & 37 CFR 11.22(h)(3);

• The OED misconduct during trial of the disciplinary proceeding denied FARO a

fair and impartial hearing, specifically, the (a) the OED violation of 28 USC

1001(c), by OED false verification under penalty of perjury, under 28 U.S.C. §

1746, of the authenticity of OED Exh Gov #7, (b) the OED violation of F/fl,Stats.

831,02 (False Uttering) of OEDExh Gov #/ (a public document), and (c) the OED

violation of Fla, Stat. 44,405, relating to introduction of evidence and solicitation

of testimony of the confidentially of a Federal Court Ordered mediation,;

• the Director arbitrary and patently unreasonable denial of Petitioner's Motion Of

Enlargement in the numberof pagesof Petitioner's post-trial brief to respond to the

ALJ Initial Opinion;

• the Director arbitrary and patently unreasonable denial of Petitioner's Motion

Under 37 CFR 11.55(h) to Re-Open the disciplinary proceeding based upon newly

discovered evidence;

• ALJ Initial Opinion, as to existence of the of clear and convincing admissible

evidence of violation of 37 C.F.R. §10.77(c) - Neglecting the '519 Application',

• ALJ Initial Opinion, as to existence of the clear and convincing admissible

evidence of violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) - Failure to Inform EPRT of

PTO Correspondence

14
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• ALJ InUial Opinion, as to existence of clearand convincing evidence of violation

of i7 C.P.R. §10.84(a) -Failing to Seek EPRT's Lawful Objectives.

• ALJ Initial Opinion, as to existence of clear and convincing admissible evidence

of violation 37 C.F.R. §10.112(c)(4)-Failing to Return EPRT's Client File-,

• ALJ Initial Opinion, as to existence of clear and convincing admissible evidence

of violation of 37 C.F.R. §10.23(b)(6) -Engaging in Other Conduct that

Adversely Reflects on Respondent's Fitness to Practice.

• ALJ Initial Opinion, as to existence of clearandconvincing admissible evidence of

attribution of any E?RTfinancial loss;

II. THE PARTIES

4. The Petitioner, John H. Faro, Esq. is a registered patent attorney residing in Florida.

He has a combined forty-nine (49) corporate and private practice intellectual property law and

related litigation (the last thirtv-two (33) in private practice). His practice and technical

background includes the medical device and diagnostic products technologies (including related

instrumentation). Appellant's on-line profile appears at https://lawyers.justia.com/lawyer/john-

faro-1336219

5. The Respondent, Joseph Matal, is the Under Secretary of Commerce and the

Director of the United States Patent & Trademark Office.

III. JURISDICTION & VENUE

6. This Federal District Court has jurisdiction over this Petition under 35 (JSC§32, 5

U.S.C. §701, 28 use§1331; 28 USC 1338 & 28 U.S.C. §1361.

1. Venue is proper in this judicial district under 28 USC§139I(e)( 1)
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IV RELATED MATTERS

8. The issues common to the subject matter of this Petition have been contested

between the parties in malpractice complaint filed in Federal District Court for the Southern

District of Florida; and, before the Florida Bar, based upon a disciplinary action filed by the same

gnevant, based upon the same allegations of professional misconduct,.

• Thrisoint PTY Ltd <& EPRT Technologies v. John H Faro & Technology

Business Law Group, LLC, Case No. 13-CV-23893-HUCK (SO Fla 20130.

Disposition - Legal malpractice, Dismissed with prejudice on September 15,

2015;

• Florida Bar v. John H. Faro, Esq. -Case No. 16-1408, (Florida Supreme Court)

Disposition - OED Grievant complaint (identical to OED grievance against the

Petitioner) - Dismissed, (declination to prosecute);

• John H. Faro, Esq. v. Michelle Lee, Director PTO -Case No. 1:16-cv-320

(GBUTCB), (ED VA 2016)

Disposition - District Court (Mandamus Petition) - Dismissed, Lack of

Jurisdiction;

V. STANDARD OF REVIEW

9. The Administrative Procedures Act (APA), 5 USC 701, et seq., permits courts to

review only of those actions "made reviewable by statute and final agency action for which there

is no other adequate remedy in a court." 5 U.S.C. § 704 (2006). In this case, the final agency

action is the Director's Final Order, dated February 9, 2018, affirming the Initial Opinion of the

ALJ, under 37 CFR 11.55, dated September 15. 2016. is reviewable Reviewing courts consider
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the"wholerecord" and set aside agency actions that are, inter alia, "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse

ofdiscretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law:" "without observance of procedure required

by law:" or "unsupported bv substantial evidence." 5 U.S.C. $ 706 (2006). Garcia v. U.S., 442

Fed.Appx. 745. 748 (4"^ Cir 2010)

10. "In determining whether (an) agency action was arbitrary or capricious, the court

must consider whether the agency considered the relevant factors, and whether a clear error of

judgment was made." Ohio Valley Envll. Coalition v. Aracoma Coal Co.. 556 F.3d 177. 192 (4th

Cir.2009). The standard of review is "highly deferential, with a presumption in favor of finding

the agency action valid." M We will uphold the agency action if "the agency has examined the

relevant data" and provided an explanation of its decision that includes "a 'rational connection

between the facts found and the choice made.' " M (quoting Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass 'n v. State

Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co.. 463 U.S. 29. 43. 103 S.Ct. 2856. 77 L.Ed.2d 443 (1983)). Id

V CONCISE STATEMENT OF BACKGROUND FACTS

a. Petitioner's Relationship With Former Client (EPRT)

11. On or about September 9. 2000. the OED Grievant, EPRT, hired the law firm of

Howrey Simon (California) to file a patentapplication in the U. S. Patent& Trademark Office in

the names of the inventors Keith Wendell ("Wendell") and David Estes ("Estes"). This patent

application was assigned Ser. No. 09/655/519, (hereinafter the "'519 Patent Application"). This

patent application was based upon a prototype of a medical device (TENS Machine) conceived in

1998-99.

12. On March 27, 2002. the '519 Patent Application was examined and rejected, RES

Exh. #/. The Patent Office rejection was forwarded by EPRT patent counsel, Howrey Simon, to

the inventor, Estes, for review and comments.
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13. On June 19. 2002. Estes forward his written comments, via email, to Howrey

Simon, including specifically, ESTES emphasizing the importance of obtaining patent protection

for the unique ""electrode wrap'" component of the EPRT TENS Machine, RES Exh No. 2 (Estes

Email reproduced below in part)

The Ojfice Action Summary rejected the electrode wraps. 1 would like to delineate the

similarities and differences in the wraps that the examiner referred to in Rogozinski (US

5395398), and the wraps utilizedin the EPRTdevice. This is very important to us, as to my

knowledge there are no other wrapsthat operate in the manner ofthe EPRT device and

there are no other wraps constructed in the same manner. The construction ofthe wrap

is key to the effectiveness ofour device. It may be appropriate that our description be

expandedso that the uniqueness ofthe EPRT wraps is apparent

14. The EPRT legal objective, in the initial filing of its patent application in 2000, and

in the continuation of the prosecution from and after June 19. 2002. as set forth in Paragraph 13

above^was to attain patent protection, was for an "electrode wrap", and/or a system incorporating

the "electrode wrap". {EPRT TENS Machine). The importance of obtaining a patent for the

"electrode wrap" was understood by all to be the EPRT primary legal objective in the filing of its

patent application.

15. Howrey Simon subsequently amended the '519 Patent Application on at least two

(2) occasions without success, and the application was finally rejected on September 20. 2002.

RES Exh No. 3

16. In October 2002. Petitioner was contacted, (in Florida), by David Estes, (from

California), the Director of Engineering for EPRT Technologies, Inc. (hereinafter "EPRT) (to

review the "519 Patent Application, and its Patent Office file, including the Final Rejection.
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17. On November 19, 2002, Petitioner sent an evaluation of the EPRT Patent File

{Review & Recommendation) to EPRT (David Estes), RES Exh No, 4. Estes subsequently

circulated the Petitioner's Review & Recommendation within EPRT, including to Blake. RES Exh

No. 5. Petitioner's Review & Recommendation was very critical of the '519 Patent Application

drafting, made a series of recommendations and projected the likelihood ofobtaining an allowance

as remote. RES Exh No. 4. More specifically, Petitioner explicitly counseled EPRT that.

In its current proceduralposture, thefinal rejection is likely to be sustained because of

the absence ofany allowable claim, and the inability to modifyan existin2claim to overcome

the final rejection:

18. Notwithstanding, the Petitioner's highly critical Review & Recommendation,

including the Petitioner's prediction ofan unfavorable outcome, EPRT hired Petitioner tocontinue

the patent prosecution of the'519 Patent Application. On November 22, 2002, Katherine Blake,

(the "nominal" president of EPRT), forwarded David Estes' recommendation to hire Petitioner,

from the EPRT offices in California, to Keith Wendell, in Australia, RES Exh No. 6. Keith

Wendell concurred in the Estes recommendation to hire Petitioner. The decision to hire Petitioner

was made by the inventors, David Estes & Keith Wendell, both of whom were the Directors of

EPRT. Katherine Blakeplayed no role in the decision to hire Petitioner, other than her criticism

of the amount of the predecessor patent counsel fees.

19. Petitioner, thereafter, manually filed, {via snail mail), a Power ofAttorney, GOV

#/ @ 450 The Power of Attorney included the Petitioner's "correspondence address" and

"telephone contact information". The Power ofAttorneywas accepted by the Patent Office, GOV

Ul @452 The Power ofAttorney did not include an optionai "CustomerNumber". Accordingly,

Petitioner did not request, nor have electronic access to the Patent Office files Petitioner.
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Notwithstandina, Petitioner was thereafter recognized as the attorney of record, and proceeded to

undertake the representation of EPRT in respect to the '519 Patent Application, including

responding to the Patent Office correspondence & filing a Request for Continuing Examination,

RES Exh No. 7.

b. Petitioner's Reportins Relationship Relative to the *519 Patent Application

20. The EPRT oversight of the Petitioner's prosecution of was bv the inventors. David

Estes & Keith Wendell.

21. Petitioner preferred to communicate via email, and addressed his email

correspondence to both Estes and Blake, with the understanding that Blake would forward her

copy of the email to Wendell in Australia,

22. On November 14, 2005, the *519 Patent Application was finally rejected (3^^ Final

Rejection), RES Exh No.8.

23. On November 29, 2005, Petitioner sent an email to Blake & Estes, in which the

Petitioner summarized, in layman^s terms, the November 14,2005, Final Rejection, and included

a copy of the then pending claims, A. RES Exh No.9 . The Petitioner's email indicated:

• The (November 14,2005) office action was issued ("after the appeal was taken and

brief filed");

• the dependent "Method claims 3 & 4" were potentially allowable, if further

amended to include all of the limitation of independent claim 23;

• "the appeal is still going forward because we are entitled to broader coverage -

specifically coverage as to the configuration of the wrap itself - (the "wrap" was

rejected in a prior Final Rejection in June 2002, and the November 14,2005 restated

Final Rejection, had not withdrawn the prior June 2002 Final Rejection the wrap.
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• The November 29, 2005 email concluded with the phrase, "any questions, pis

advise-John"

24. When neither Blake nor Estes indicated that they had any questions relative to the

Petitioner's summary/explanation of the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection, or disagreed with

the Petitioner's recommendation to pursue an appeal. Petitioner acted accordingly. Petitioner

filed a second Notice ofAppeal of the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection.

25. On or about December 2006. the '519 Patent Application was assigned to a patent

holding company, Thrisoint Pty, Ltd (in Belize), . Wendell was the sole officer and director of

Thrisoint; and, indicated that Petitioner was to remain responsible for the prosecution'519 Patent

Application.

26. The appeal was fully briefed and docketed for review in 2008. Petitioner

periodically checked upon the status of the appeal by telephonic inquiry to the Clerk of the Board

of Appeals, as directed in the Docketing Notice, dated June 1, 2008 RES Exh No. 11

c. EPR TAbandonment OfObsolete (1998-99) Electrode Wrap Configuration

27. In about August 2008. EPRT, specifically, David Estes, conceived of an

improvement to the EPRT prototype and product concept covered in the '519 Patent Application;

and, Estes directed Petitioner filed a new patent application entitled: ''Conductive Silver Electrode

Wrap'\ RES Exh No. 10

28. The Estes' Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, was to rcplacc the "electrode wrap"

of the EPRT product concept claimed in the '519 Patent Application,.

29. Consequently, Estes explicitly advised Petitioner to not incur any additional legal

fees or expense in pursuing the '519 Patent Application, because the EPRT TENS machine, with

a Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, was outside the scope of the '519 Patent Application,
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d, EPR TAbandonment OfForeign Equivalents of the'519 Patent Applicationfor
Obsolete (1998-99) Electrode Wrap Configuration

30. On or about 2008-2009, EPRT (Blake) intentionally abandoned a number of the

foreign equivalents of the '519 Patent Application throughout Europe and elsewhere.

31. In 2009, EPRT ceased active operation in the U.S.A. From and after 2009, EPRT

(Blake), inquired re the statusof the appeal of the '519 Patent Application; and, Petitioner checked

its status periodically, as per the instructions on the Board of Patent Appeals' June 1, 2008,

Docketins Statement, bv telephone inquiry.

e„ Board ofPatent Appeals Affirms Final Rejection OfAll Claims On Appeal

32. On June 1. 2009, the Board of Appeals issued a Decision, in which affirmed the

November 14. 2005, Final Rejection, GOV #7 @ 7, Decision. A copy of the Board of Appeals

Decision was forwarded, via US Mail, to the Petitioner's executive suites "correspondence

address". Petitioner never received it!

33. The ALJ has conceded in his Initial Opinion, that Petitioner never received the

Boardof Appeals Decision, {PetitionExh No, 2, Initial Opinion @page 22), Because Petitioner

did not receive the June 1. 1999. Board of Appeals Decision, he did not take any action, nor did

he advise EPRT of the June 1. 1999. Board of Appeals Decision.

34. Insofar as the June 1, 1999. Board of Appeals Decision, did not allow any of the

claims on appeal, the continued prosecution was not available without some new "evidence" (e.g.

Affidavits under Rule 1.132), to refute the rejection^.

The '519 Patent Application became abandoned on August 1, 2009.

^ The lawrelative to continuing the prosecution in 2009 changed in 2012, when the Patent Office
signed the Patent Treaty; and, iharmonized" US practice to international practice
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36. Ihe Petitioner subsequently became aware of the June 1. 2009, Board of Appeals

Decision, and the abandonment thereof on August 1, 2009, on October 201K by physical

inspection of the Patent Office files. Petitioner obtained a copy ofthe Board of Appeals Decision^

from his Alexandria, Virginia associate and, forwarded it to EPRT's litigation counsel, who

threatened Petitioner with a malpractice lawsuit.

e. EPRT Filins Of Malpractice Lawsuits & Grievances With The Florida

Bar & OED

36. On October 23, 2013, EPRT filed a malpractice lawsuit, (second suit), in the

Federal District Court within the Southern District of Florida, Thrisoint PTY Ltd <& EPRT

Technologies v. John H Faro & Technology Business Law Group, LLC, Case No. 13-CV-

23893-HUCK. The malpractice complaint was amended of three (3) occasions. The Third

Amended Complaint, specifically, Paragraph 57 thereof, set forth the allegations of professional

misconduct and neglect against the Petitioner, GOV11, @ 14 Paragraph 57 is reproduced below

for the convenience of the Court:

57. Faro breached his duty to EPRT by his actions which include, but are not
limited to:

a. As a lawyer who devotes a portion of his practice to patent prosecution and is
admitted to practice before the USPTO, Farowas or should have been familiar with
the USPTO's rules of practice and procedure, including, but not limited to the
deadlines to respond to notices and office action letters issued by the USPTO and
the rules related to the filing of petitions to revive abandoned patent applications;

b. As a lawyer. Faro was or should have been familiar with the Florida Bar rules of
Professional Responsibilitv-particularly Rules4-1.3 (lack of diligence). 4-1.4 (lack
of communication) and 4-8.4 (conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice);

c. Faro failed to respond to the Decision, (June 1.2009). on Appeal within the two-
month deadline imposed by the USPTO. Faro knew or should have known that by
failing to response to the Decision on Appeal, Faro's was placing EPRT and
Thrisoint at risk of not obtaining a patent based upon the '519 Application.
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d. Faro failed to respond to the phone message left for him by the USPTO examiner
on August 6, 2009. Faro knew or should have known that by not returning the
USPTO examiner's call, Faro was placing EPRT and Thrisoint at risk of not
obtaining a patent based upon the '519 Application.

e. Faro failed to respond to the Notice of Abandonment which was mailed to him
by the USPTO on August 17. 2009. Faro knew or should have known that the
Notice of Abandonment prevented EPRT and Thrisoint from obtaining a patent
based upon the '519 Application.

f. Faro failed to File a petition to revive the abandoned '519 Application pursuant to
37C.F.R. 1.137.

g. Faro failed to communicate the status of the '519 Application to Blake. Further,
Faro made false and material misrepresentations that the '519 Application was in
appeal when he knew or should have known, based upon the Notice of
Abandonment, that the USPTO in fact had made a final determination that the '519
Application was abandoned as a result of Faro's failure to respond to the Decision
on Appeal.

36. In May 2014, EPRT (Blake) filed of a grievance with the Florida Bar. The Florida

Bar V. John H. Faro, Esq, No. SCI6 -1408. The Florida BarComplaint allegations of professional

misconduct, (alleged violations of Rule 4-1.1 (Competence) and 4-1.3 (Diligence)), paralleled of

the malpractice pleadings (e.g. Paragraph 57 of the ThirdAmended Complaint). On February 17,

2017, the Florida Bar dismissed the EPRT (Blake) allegations of professional misconduct with

respect to the alleged violations ofRule 4-1.1 (Competence) and 4-1.3 (Diligence).

37. In May 2014. EPRT (Blake) filed of a grievance with the Patent Office, Office of

Enrollment & Discipline OED. The allegations of professional misconduct also paralleled

Paragraph 57 of the Third Amended Complaint. The OED, initiated an investigation of the

grievance, pursuant to 37 CFR 11.22, by forwarding a copy thereof to Petitioner for comment and

response, A.

38. On September 14. 2014. the Petitioner timely responded to an OED Request For

Information (1RF1 #1). Petitioner explicitly apprised the OED of the prior filed pending
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malpractice lawsuit by EPRT against the Petitioner in the Federal District Court in the Southern

District of Florida.

39. On February 5. 2015. the OED, transmitted a Second Requestfor Information {RFI

#2), GOVUI2. This RFI #2 explicitly indicate that the object of RFI, and the OED obligations

under 37 CFR 11.22, were as follows:

Tow should understand that the OED must develop all information regarding the

information received (the grievance), including that information which may justify or

exonerate the alleged actionsofthe registeredpractitioner or mitisate the seriousnessoj

any violations that may have occurred. GOV UI2 @1, RFI #2

40. Upon information and belief, the above quoted language in this RFI #2 is based

upon an interpretive decision, by the Director, as to scope of 37 CFR 11.22. Petitioner timely

responded to the OED RFI #2.

41. Upon information and belief, the OED Director concluded his investigation on or

before March/April 2015, and convened a Committee on Discipline to review the results of his

investigation.

42. Upon information and belief, the Committee on Discipline thereafter made its

"probable cause" finding, of Petitioner's violation of the OED Rules of Professional Conduct; and,

on May 15. 2015, while the malpractice litigation by the OED Grievant against the Petitioner was

actively being prosecuted, the OED Director initiated a formal disciplinary proceeding against the

Petitioner.

f. Federal District Rulings Pertinent to Allegations ofProfessional Misconduct

43. On July 20. 2015, the Federal District Court conducted a Dauhert hearing of the

OEDGrievant's damage expert, RESExhNo. 18. In the coursesof the hearing, the District Court
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made repealed reference to the OED Grievant's January 22, 2015, deposition (RES Exh 26) and

made a number of specific fmdinas of fact inconsistent with the OED Grievant's prior deposition

testimony; and, with the commercial direction of EPRT, After this Dauhert hearing, the District

Court struck the expert EPRT damage report, and granted Petitioner's Motion in Limine with

respect the EPRT claimof economic loss resulting from the absence of patent protection, RESExh

No. 21.

44. On August 15, 2015, the Federal District Court granted, in part, the Petitioner's

Motion for Summary Judgment, wherein he dismissed the EPRT claims against the Petitioner for

lack of standing and no redressable harm. RES Exh No. 22^ The OED Grievant and Petitioner

thereafter entered into a Joint Stipulation ofDismissal with prejudice, on September 1, 2015.

COUNT I

The OED Lacked Subject Matter Jurisdiction

To Initiate A Disciplinary Proceeding A2ainst The Petitioner

Illegal Initiation ofFormal Disciplinary Proceeding Under 37 CFR 11.32

45. The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

46. As set forth herein, the OED conduct of the Trial of the disciplinary proceeding was

neither "in accordance with law", and such Trial was conducted "without observance of procedure

required by law" 5 U.S.C. ^ 706 (2006). Garcia v. U.S, 442 Fed.Appx. 745, 748 (4^" Cir 2010)

47. The OED procedure under 37 CFR 11.22, for investigation of an allegation of

attorneymisconduct, involves a sequence ofsteps performed, in a specific order, as set forth below:

§ U.22 Disciplinary investi2ations.

(a) The OED Director is authorized to investigate possible grounds for discipline. An
investigation may be initiated when the OED Director receives a grievance,
information or evidence from any source suggesting possible grounds for discipline.
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Neither unwillingness nor neglect by a grievant to prosecute a charge, nor settlement,
compromise, or restitution with the grievant, shall in itselfjustify abatement of an
investigation.

(b) Any person possessing information or evidence concerning possible grounds for
discipline ofa practitioner may report theinformation orevidence to the OED Director.
The OED Director may request that the report be presented in the form of an affidavit
or declaration.

(c) [Reserved]

(d) Preliminary screeningof information or evidence. The OED Director shall examine
all information or evidenceconcerning possiblegrounds for disciplineof a practitioner.

(e) Notification of investigation. The OED Director shall notify the practitioner in
writing of the initiation of an investigation into whether a practitioner has engaged in
conduct constituting possible grounds for discipline.

(0 Request for information and evidence bv OED Director.

(1) In the course of the investigation, the OED Director may request information
and evidence regarding possible grounds for discipline of a practitioner from:

(i) The grievant,
(ii) The practitioner, or
(iii) Any person who may reasonably be expected to provide information
and evidence needed in connection with the grievance or investigation.

(2) The OED Director may request information and evidence regarding possible
grounds for discipline of a practitioner from a non-grieving client either after
obtaining the consent of the practitioner or upon a finding by a Contact Member of
the Committee on Discipline, appointed in accordance with $ 11.23(d), that good
cause exists to believe that the possible ground for discipline alleged has occurred
with respect to non-grieving clients. Neither a request for, nor disclosure of, such
information shall constitute a violation of any USPTO Rules of Professional
Conduct.

(g) Where the OED Director makes a request under paragraph (f)(2) of this section to
a Contact Member of the Committee on Discipline, such Contact Member shall not,
with respect to the practitioner connected to the OED Director's request, participate in
the Committee on Discipline panel that renders a probable cause determination under
paragraph (b)(1) of this section concerning such practitioner, and that forwards the
probable cause finding and recommendation to the OED Director under paragraph
(b)(2) of this section.

(h) Disposition of investigation. Upon the conclusion of an investigation, the OED
Director may:
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(1) Close the investigation without issuing a warning, or taking disciplinary action;
(2) Issue a warning to the practitioner:
(3) Institute formal charges upon the approval of the Committee on Discipline: or
(4) Enter into a settlement agreement with the practitioner and submit the same for
approval of the USPTO Director.

(i) Closing investigation. The OED Director shall terminate an investigation and
decline to refer a matter to the Committee on Discipline if the OED Director determines
that:

(1) The information or evidence is unfounded;
(2) The information or evidence relates to matters not within the jurisdiction of the
Office:

(3) As a matter of law, the conduct about which information or evidence has been
obtained does not constitute grounds for discipline,even if the conduct may involve
a legal dispute; or
(4) The available evidence is insufficient to conclude that there is probable cause
to believe that grounds exist for discipline.

48. In this case, the OED Director does not have any discretion, under 37 CFR 11.22,

to initiate a disciplinary proceeding. Quite the contrary, all of the OED Director's actions under

37 CFR 11.22(h). are contingent "'Upon the conclusion of an investigation (under 37 CFR

I1.22(d)y\ This District Court views such mandatory language in Patent Office procedural rules

(e.g. 37 CFR 11.22(d)), as a "legal" requirement, c.f Hyatt v. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,

110 F.Supp.3d 644, 652-53 (ED VA 2015). - legal effect of mandatory language ("shall") in the

interpretation of Patent Office duties and prerogatives.

49. The May 2014. grievance filed by Katherine Blake ("Blake") with the OED against

the Petitioner, alleging Professional Misconduct in his prosecution of a Patent Application ("519

Patent Application"), was never fully investigated in accordance with the mandatory requirement

oiSlCFR 11.22.

50. The OED Director is a "gate-keeper", under 37 CFR 11.22. whose sole function is

to gather information. Moreover, only after the ''the conclusion of an investigation'' under 37
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CFR 11.22(d), may the OED Director issue"formal charges: under31 CFR 11.22(h)(3), and then

only upon approval of the Committee on Discipline. Thus, only the Committee on Discipline can

determine, from the OED Director investigation under 37 CFER 11.22(d), that there is ^'probable

cause to bring charges under S 11.32 against a practitioner" under i7 CFR JJ.23(b)(1)

51. Where, as in this case, the OED Director has subverted the integrity of the

investigation of the allegations of misconduct against the Petitioner, by premature conclusion of

his investigation, his subsequent empaneling of a Committee on Discipline, does not obviate the

OED Director failure to adhere to his mandatory obligations under 37 CFR 11.22(d), nor, can the

Committee on Discipline, finding of probable cause, redefine the OED Director's mandatory

obligation, or scope of the OED Director investigation, under 37 CFR 11.22(d).

52. The OED Direction corruption of the OED processing of allegation of misconduct,

under 37 CFR 11.22(d) and 37 CFR 11.23, circumscribes the OED Director authority to issue

"formal charges" of professional misconduct against Petitioner under 37 CFR 11.22(h)(3).

Accordingly, the OED lacked subject matter jurisdiction to initiate a disciplinary proceeding

against Petitioner, based upon the OED Grievant allegations of misconduct. 37 CFR 11.32

53. As set forth herein in detail hereinafter, the actions of the OED Director, and the

Director Of The Patent & Trademark Office, by endorsement and/or ratification of the OED

Director, were in violation of the mandatory requirementof the OED rules, and the initiation of a

disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, was also in violation of 5 USC 706(A) to (D) & (F)

Petitioner Timely CItallense ofOED Subject Matter Jurisdiction

54. Petitioner timely challenged^ the issue of subject matter jurisdiction of the OED to

^ A challenge to the subject matter jurisdiction of an agency, or court, can be raised at any time
during the proceedings between the parties, and even ofappeal, (citation ofauthority unnecessary).
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initiate a disciplinary proceeding on three (3) separate and distinct occasions. The Petitioner

challenged the subject matter jurisdiction (a) during the Trial before theALJ, byway of a Motion

to Amend Affirmative Defense', (b) by way of Petition to the Commissioner (sic), under 37 CFR

1.181 & 37 CFR 1.182, requesting her to invoke her supervisory authority to compel OED

compliance with 37CFR 11.22(d), and (c) by way ofPetitionfor Writ ofMandamus, tothe District

Court (ED VA) to order the Director to enforce 37 CFR 11.22(d), (which was denied for lack of

jurisdiction),

55. More specifically, on December 14,2015. Petitioner'scounsel filed a Respondent's

(Petitioner's) Motion For Leave To AmendAffirmative Defenses AndMemorandum OfLaw. This

Motion included Respondent's First Amended Affirmative Defenses (Proposed). The Proposed

3'̂ '' Affirmative Defense (appearing on pages 2-3), is reproduced below:

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

IMPROPER DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE - The OED
determination of probable cause, (a condition precedent to the filing and pursuit the
Complaint & Notice of Proceedings Under 35 USC §32 (before and Administrative
LawJudge)), was made by the OED Directorin violation of 37 CFR 11.22(d), because
such probable cause determination did not include an examination of "...all
information or evidence concerning possible grounds for discipline of a practitioner".
The OED filing and pursuit the Complaint & Noticeof Proceedings Under35 USC §32
(before and Administrative Law Judge) against the Petitioner, was made by the OED
Director, without either regard, or consideration, of the potentially preclusive effect of
September 1, 2015, Stipulation of Dismissal, with prejudice, of the malpractice
complaint against the Petitioner, in violation of 37 CFR 11.32, because OED Director
did not conduct an investigation in compliance with 37 CFR 11.22(d).Therefore, the
May 15, 2015, OED determination of probable cause, and the filing and pursuit a
Complaint & Notice of Proceedings Under 35 USC ^32 (before and Administrative
Law Judge), violated the OED procedures and practice relative to the pursuit of a
disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, the OED also violated Petitioner's
constitutional right to due process, under the US Constitution (5th Amendment).

56. On or about January 2015. the ALJ denied the Petitioner's Motion to Amend
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Affirmative Defenses challenging the probable cause finding, and consequently a lack of subject

matter jurisdiction), to initiate a disciplinary proceeding. The ALJ denial of the Motion to Amend

was based upon the ALJ conclusion the OED departure from 37 CFR 11.22(d) was not an

affirmative defense under 37 CFR 11.36(c) fno ''nexus to misconduct").

57. On December 18. 2015, the Petitioner's filed a Petition to Commissioner (sic)

Under Rule 1.1Hi and 1.182., Petition under Rules 1,181 & 1.182. The Petition to the Director,

requested that she invoke her supervisory authority to compel the OED Director to comply with

37 CFR 11.22(d). On December 18. 2015. the Director entered an Order deferring action on the

Petition as premature, indicating that the Petitioner's challenge to the OED subject matter

jurisdiction to initiate a disciplinary proceeding against Petitioner would have to beaddressed after

the ALJ Initial Decision on the merits, (presumably in the post-trial briefs).

58. On February 17,2016. the Petitioner filed a WritofMandamus to District Court for

Eastern District of Virginia. The District Court dismissed Petition for Mandamus., based upon a

lack of jurisdiction. The Petitioner thereafter appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit. On October 3. 2017, the Federal Circuit heard argument on the Appeal, and affirmed the

District Court dismissal. The Federal Circuit indicated, during oral argument that it would not

rule on the entitlement to mandamus relief until after a Final Order on the disciplinary proceeding

had been issued by the Director.

59. On August 2. 2017, the Director issued a (Final) Order of suspension, Petition Exh

No 7. The Final Order, under review in this proceeding under LR 83.5, does not address the issue

of subject matter iurisdiction of the OED Director to initiate a disciplinary proceeding against the

Petitioner. In lieu thereof, the Director attempts to "bury" her discussion of the Petitioner's

challenge to subject matter jurisdiction on page 18 of her Order, Petition Exh No 7, Final Order
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@ 18. . In lieu thereof, the Director attempts to deflect, and therefore ignore, discussion of the

Petitioner's challenge to subject matter jurisdiction. The Final Order asserts that the OED

"'personal jurisdiction'' of Petitioner as ''registered patent attorney", is sufficient basis and legal

justification, to initiate a disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner under35 USC 32.

OED Interpretation OfIts Own Oblisations Under Of37 CFR 11.22

60. The OED procedure for the OED Director's investigation of an allegation of

misconduct is forth in i7 CFR 11.22, is subiect to judicial review under JJ USC §32 and 5 U.S.C.

§§701 & 706.

61. On May 12, 2014, the OED received a grievance against the Petitioner from a

former client, EPRT, GOV #i. The OED acknowledged the receipt of the EPRT grievance on

May 16, 2014. GOV On July 11, 2014. the OED sent Petitioner as Request for Information

{RFl #7), and a copy of the EPRT grievance, GOV #5, pages 1-12.

62. The OED RFl U1 stated that:

"The OED must develop all information regarding the information received (Client
Complaint), including that information that may justify or exonerate the allege actions of
the registered practitioner or mitigate the seriousness of any violation that may have
occurred" (emphasis added)'®, GOV #13 @ 3, Exhibit "A" 1

63. On September 11, 2014, the Petitioner responded to the OED RFl #1, GOV UIO,

pages 1-38. In the Petitioner's response to the OED RFl #1, the Petitionerexplicitly advised the

OED ofa prior filed malpractice case by EPRT against the Petitioner in the Federal District Court

in the Southern District of Florida. Thrisoint PTY Ltd. <& EPRT Technologies v. John H Faro

& Technolosv Business Law Group, LLC, Case No. 13-CV-23893-HUCK (GOK#yO, @page

Petitioner regards the mandatory language of the RFI#1 as based upon an "interpretive
decision" of 37 CFR 11.22(d)
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I), and provided a copy of the EPRT Second Amended Complainl (GOV #7 0, @pages 12-26)

64. On May 14. 2014, while the prior filed parallel malpractice lawsuit against

Petitioner was still pending, the OED Director concluded his investigation, under 37 CFR

11.22(d). He thereafter empaneled a Committee on Discipline, presented the results of his

investigation to the Committee on Discipline, (which had returned a "probable cause" finding

based upon the OED Director investigation). The OED Director used this "probable cause"

finding asjustifyinghis initiation of a formal disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, under

37 CFR 11.22(h)(3), by filing a Complaint against Petitioner under 37 CFR 11.32.

65. Upon information and belief, the OED investigation was superficial, incomplete

and based exclusively upon the pleadings filed by counsel for the OED Grievant, in the prior filed

pending malpractice litigation, including specifically. Paragraph 57 of the Third Amended

Complaint and the OED Grievant Motionfor SummaryJudgment.

66. Upon information and belief, at no time did the OED investigation undertake an

independent review oftheOED Grievant January 25,2015, deposition inthemalpractice litigation,

which included information that was material, specifically, Blake's admissions that (a) she had

abandoned the foreign equivalents of the '519 Patent Applications; (b) the original product

configuration (developed in 1998-1999), which preceded the filing of the '519 Patent Application

in 2000, had been discontinued and (c) the EPRT products (TENS Machine) were now based upon

an ensemble of components incorporating a new '"Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap'\ that was

covered by new patent application, filed in 2008, in the name of David Estes, RES Exh No 18.

Daubert Hearing Transcript @ (reference Blake January 22, 2015, Blake Deposition (RES Exh

No. 26)

67. The foregoing admission by Blake were relevant, and directly bear upon the OED
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investigation, specifically, the OED allegations that the Petitioner's attainment of patent

protection, based upon the '519 Patent Application, was the EPRT "leual objective'', from and

afterAugust 2008; the Petitioner unintentional abandonment of the '519 Patent Application caused

anyeconomic harm to EPRT, andthe Petitioner's periodic telephonic contacts in the "monitoring"

the status of the appeal of the '519 Patent Application from and after 2008, was insufficient and

amounted to neglect; and, the credibility of OED witnesses.

68. Upon information and belief,at no time did the OED investigation include a review

Maybeck Expert Report dated January 15. 2015, or his June 1. 2015, Deposition., which included

information that was material to an investigation under37 CFR 11.22(d),, specifically, Maybeck's

admissions that (a) checking the status of an appeal before the Board of Appeals, every six (6)

months, is "more than necessary". RES Exh No.21, Maybeck Deposition Transcript, @ page 78.

line 3 to page 79, line 12, (b) the optional electronic communication from the public to the Patent

Office" has not replaced the more traditional methods of communication, RES Exh No. 27,

Maybeck Deposition Transcript, page 34, line 21 to page 35, line 24; (c) Maybeck still primarily

relies upon receipt of the Patent Office correspondence, in the US Mail, as his primary reminder

of Patent Office activity in a pending patent matter, RES Exh No.21, Maybeck Deposition

Transcript @ page 79, line 4-9

69. The foregoing admissions by Maybeck were relevant, and directly bear upon the

OEDinvestigation, specifically, the OEDallegations that the Petitioner's lackof access to optional

on-line "monitoring" the status of the appeal of the '519 Patent Application from and after 2008,

" There is no corresponding electroniccommunication link or capability from the PatentOffice
to the public. Accordingly, whatever transpires within the Patent Office is communicated to the
public, if at all. exclusively through the US Mails. Maybeck Deposition Transcript @ page 79,
line 4-9
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amounted to neglect.

70. Upon information and belief,at no time did the OED investigation include a review

of the Gray Damage Expert Report December 21, 2013. or his May 25. 2015, Gray Deposition,

which included information that was material to an investigation under 37 CFR 11.22(d),

specifically. Gray's admissions that EPRT had not sustained any loss or sales in USA, or other

damages, which could be attributed to the abandonment of the '519 Patent Application.

71. The conclusion of the OED investigation without review of the foregoing

depositions, and while the malpractice litigation was still pending, violated 37 CFR 11.22(d), and

was illegal, under i7 CFR 11.22(h), because such information, and the District Court ruling upon

the parties pending motion, cross-motion for summary judgment, implicated factual

determinations and issues, in common to the OED grievance against the Petitioner,

72. The conclusion of the OED investigation prior to May 2015. without review of the

foregoing depositions, while the malpractice litigation was still pending, specifically, prior to the

District Court ruling upon the parties pending motion, and cross-motion for summary judgment,

likely excluded "information and evidence", which could "iustifv or exonerate the allege actions

of the registered practitioneror mitigate the seriousness of any violation that may haveoccurred",

and was illegal, under 37 CFR 77.22(77/(emphasis added), GOV i^l3, OED RFl @ 3, Exhibit "A "

@1.

73. The OED Director reliance upon the "cold record", specifically, the incomplete

OED exhibit GOV #1. and the Paragraph 57 of the OED Grievant Third Amended Complaints in

the legal malpractice litigation, was both illegal, underthe mandatory standards for the conductof

an investigation under 37 CFR 11.22(d); and, patently inconsistent with its own interpretative

decision of 37 CFR 11.22(d). as reflected in its own RFI #2, GOV Ull, RFl @12 Moreover,
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conclusion of the OED investigation without review of the foregoing depositions, and,

forthcoming information from the parallel between the parties that necessarily implicated the

issuesbefore the OED, (e.g. the DistrictCourt rulings upon the parties pending motion, and cross-

motion for summaryjudgment), likely excluded "information and evidence", which was relevant

to the CommiUee on Discipline deliberations and unfairly influenced the Committee on Discipline

finding of probable c.f U.S. v. Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66, 78 (1986), 106 S.Ct. 938, 89 L.Ed.2d 50,

54 USLW 4167; followed BankofNovaScotia v. U.S., 487 U.S. 250, 251 (1988), 108 S.Ct. 2369,

101 L.Ed.2d 228, 62 A.F.T.R.2d 88-5738, 56 USLW 4714

(Concurring Opinion by Justice O'Connor) In my view, when a defendantmakesa
timely objection to the grand jury indictment based on a violation of Rule 6(d)the
remedy of dismissal of the indictment is appropriate if it is established that the violation
substantially influenced the grand iurv's decision to indict, or if there is grave doubt as to
whether it had such effect. See Lane, supra, at 449, 106 S.Ct., at ; Kotteakos v.
United States, 328 U.S. 750, 765, 66 S.Ct. 1239, 1248, 90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946). The focus of
theprejudice inquiry should beon theeffect of thealleged erroron thegrand jury's decision
to indict even if the court postpones its decision until the conclusion of the trial.

74. The acts and omissions of the OED Director, as set forth in Paragraphs 64-72.

inclusive, and the Director of the Patent & Trademark Office in her endorsement and ratification,

by her inaction, of the OED Director as set forth in Paragraphs 64-72, inclusive, is in (a) violation

of the mandatory requirements for the conduct of an investigation of allegations of attorney

violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct and (b) illegally soliciting a probable cause finding

based incomplete and biased information, and was illegal, under 37 CFR 11.22(h).

75. (Reserved)

76. More specifically, the OED violation of 5 USC 706 (1) & (2), as a result of the

OED Director acts and omissions set forth in Paragraphs 64-72, include

Rule 6(d) - restricts attendance of grand jury proceeding to prevent undue influence of grand
jury deliberation proceedings.
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• the OED Director's imoroDerlv and illegally conclude his investigation of the

allegation of misconduct against Petitioner's in violation of 37 CFR 11.22(d);

• the OED Director's improperly and illegallv empaneling of a Committee on

Discipline, in violation of 37 CFR 11.22(h), in pursuit of a probable cause

finding;

• the OED Director's improperly and illegally initiation of a disciplinary

proceeding, in violation of 37 CFR 1.32,

77. As a direct and proximateconsequence of the OED violation of violates5 USC 706

(1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraph 76, the Petitioner's procedural and substantive constitutional

rights under, U.S. Constitution, Amend 5, have been violated.

WHEREFORE Petitioner request the Court reverse the Final Order of suspension dated,

February 9, 2018, includingentering an Order granting the following relief:

a. Dismissing the disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, with prejudice;

b. Retroactively reinstating the Petitioner as registered patent attorney;

c. Purging the Patent Office records of the suspension of Petitioner;

d. Awarding Petitioner of compensatory damages for his attorney fees, cost and for his

expenditure of his professional time, under 5 U.S.C. §504, of not less than $250,000

or according to proof

e. Granting Petitioner such other relief as it deems just and appropriate.

COUNT II

OED Misconduct Diirins Trial Of The Disciplinarv Proceedins

Which Denied FARO A Fair And Impartial Hearins -

False Certification Under 28 US.C. SI 746 ofOED Exhibit GOV Ul,
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78. The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

79. As set forth herein, the OED conduct ofthe Trial of the disciplinary proceeding was

neither initiated "in accordance with law", and such Trial was conducted "without observance of

procedure required by law" 5 U.S.C. § 706 (2006). Garcia v. U.S., 442 Fed.Appx. 745, 748 (4"^

Cir 2010)

80. More specifically, the OED misconduct during trial of the disciplinary proceeding

denied FARO a fair and impartial hearing and includes violations of State & Federal Law,

specifically, the OED false certification under 28 USC 1746, of the completeness of the OED

exhibit GOV #1, and effected concealment of material information and evidence relevant to both

the OED allegations of misconduct and the discipline sought to be imposed, and imposed by the

ALJ. 28 U.S.C. 1746 is reproduced below for the convenience of the Court

Unsworn Declarations Under Penalty OfPenury

Wherever, under any law of the United States or under any rule, regulation, order, or
requirement made pursuant to law, any matter is required or permitted to be supported,
evidenced, established, or proved bv the sworn declaration, verification, certificate,
statement, oath, or affidavit, in writing of the person making the same (other than a
deposition, or an oath of office, or an oath required to be taken before a specified official
other than a notary public), such matter may, with like force and effect, be supported,
evidenced, established, or proved by the unsworn declaration, certificate, verification, or
statement, in writing of such person which is subscribed by him, as true under penalty of
perjury, and dated, in substantially the following form:

1. If executed without the United States: "I declare (or certify, verify, or state) under
penaltyofperjury under the laws ofthe United States ofAmerica that the foregoing
is true and correct. Executed on (date). (Signature)".

2. Ifexecuted within the United States, its territories, possessions, or commonwealths:
"I declare (or certify, verify, or state) under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct. Executed on (date). (Signature)".
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OEDfalse verification (28 U.S.C, §1746) under penalty ofperjury
ofthe completeness ofGov #7 , '*File Wrapper" of "519 Patent Application) ,

81. The trial of OED May 15, 2016, Complaint in the disciplinary proceeding against

Petitioner was based upon Petitioner's alleged neglect of prosecution of the '519 Patent

Application, an intentional abandonment the OED Greiyant's (EPRT) *519 Patent Application,

and the OED Grieyant loss of patent rights.

82. The Trial of the allegations of misconduct, as set forth in the OED Complaint

against Petitioner, were based in whole, or in part, upon OED Gov #7, ''File Wrapper" of "519

Patent Application

83. On or about April 8. 2015, the OED proyided Petitioner with the OED Exhibit list

and Exhibits, as per the schedule established by the ALJ. As part of the OED proposed Exhibits,

the OED submitted a declaration under 28 U.S.C. §1746, certifying that GOV U]. was a ''correct

copy"" of the Patent Office file for 'File Wrapper'\ OED Declaration under 28 U.S.C. §1746.

The OED Trial Exhibits in May 2016. were the same as the Exhibits proposed on April 8, 2015:

and, were accompanied by the same declaration under 28 U.S.C. §1746, certifying that GOV #1,

was a "correct copy" of the Patent Office file for "File Wrapper".

84. This OED declaration under 28 U.S.C. §1746, as to the completeness of the "File

Wrapper" of the '519 Patent Application, is reproduced below for the conyenience of the Court:

1. Shane M. Walter, hereby declare as follows:

1.1 am a Paralegal Specialist in the Office of the Solicitor at the United States Patent
and Trademark Office ("USPTO"), 600 Dulany Street, Alexandria, Virginia.

2. The attached patent application files is correct copy of official USPTO electronic
data retrieyed by me from the USPTO's Patent Application Location and Monitoring

("PALM") system yia the PTOZone Intranet Portal, which is a central point for
accessing applications, information, and other resources within the USPTO.

3. Specifically, the attached document is the respective image file wrapper for: U.S.
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Patent Application No. 09/656.519.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1746, I hereby certify under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief

Shane M. Walters 4/8/2015

Paralegal Specialist Date
Office of Solicitor

U.S. Patent Office

85. The OED GOV # 1 exhibit of "File Wrapper", certified by the Office of Solicitor

as a '̂complete copy\ was anything but complete. Missinu from the File Wrapper were

correspondence between OED Grievant's new patent attorney, {patent attorney U4), Steven

Greenberg, Esq., and the Patent Office, on December7,2015 and May 2,2016 - (the Trial of the

OED Complaint commenced on May 10, 2016). These correspondence included

• A December 7, 2015. Petition for Revival of an Application for Patent Abandoned

Unintentionally Abandoned Under 37 CFR 1.137(a)

• A May 2. 2016. Decision granting the OED Grievant, December 7, 2015, Petitionfor

Revival

86. Neither of the December 7. 2015 nor the May 2, 2016 correspondence was

included in OED exhibit GOV #1. As of February 14. 2013. the Petitioner's power of attorney in

the '519 Patent Application had been revoked, GOV#7 @ page I. Accordingly, from and after

February 14. 2013. Petitioner did not have access to the confidential *519 Patent Application in

the Patent Office; and, could not discovered such correspondence prior to Trial.

87. Conversely, the OED had continuous access to the confidential '519 Patent

Application, up to and including the Trail on May 10-11, 2016, all correspondence filed with the

Patent Office in the '519 Patent Application on December 7, 2015 and May 2, 2016 by OED

Grievant's new patent attorney. Notwithstanding, such prior certification and continuous access.
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the OED did not amend or supplement OED exhibit GOV #1.

88. The OED concealment of the December 7, 2015 and May 2, 2016 Patent Office

correspondence from the OED Grievant's new patent attorney, from the Petitioner, was material

to the issues contestedat Trial, specifically, that the allegation that as a results of Petitioner's acts

and omissions, the *519 Patent Application was intentional abandoned; the failure to appeal the

June 1, 2009, Decision of the Board of Appeals, forfeited the ERPT patent rights; the allegations

of economic consequence flowing from thealleged loss of patent rights; and, the credibility of the

OED witnesses.

Materiality ofthe December 7, 2015 and May 2, 2016
Patent Office correspondence to discipline and sanction

89. During the Trial of the OED Complaint against Petitioner, the OED solicited

testimony from its witnesswho (a) made repeated reference to the File Wrapper of the '519 Patent

Application, Petitioner, (b) propounded exhibits to establish that Petitioner "'intentionally"

abandoned theOEDGrieyant's patent application ('519 Patent Application), (c) elicited testimony

and propounded exhibits to establish that the Petitioner legal seryices in prosecution of the patent

resulted inprosecution of the '519 Patent Application, was yirtually worthless; and (d)to establish

that the OED Grieyant business (EPRT) business was prejudiced because of the lack of patent

rights.

90. The ALJ Initial Opinion and Order dated September 2016. referenced and relied

upon the Trial testimony and the File Wrapper, in his findings of fact, upon which he based his

determination of misconduct and the imposition of discipline.

91. On January 13,2017, the Petitionerfiled a Motion, Under 37 CFR 11.55(h), For

An Order Reopening The Subject Disciplinary Proceeding For Consideration Of Newly

Discovered Evidence, ; Petition Exh No. 5, Rule 11.5(h) Motion to Reopen @ Exhibit "A " Walter
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Certification under 28 (JSC 1742 . The Director denied the Petitioner's Motion on the basis

that that Petitioner should have discovered such "evidence" before the May 10,2017, Trial. There

is no factual support for the Director conclusion, that Petitioner could have discovered the

December 7, 2015 and May 2, 2016 Patent Office correspondence in the "Confidential" Patent

Office files, GOV #1; Power ofAttorney @ 2 - Februarv 13.2013. Power ofAttorney to successor

patent counsel revoked Power ofAttorney to Petitioner. The Director denial of the Petitioner's

Rule 37 CFR 11.55(h) was therefore arbitrary capricious and unreasonable.

92. The OED acts and omission, as set forth herein Paragraphs 84-91, violates 5 USC

706(1)&(2),

93. As a direct and proximate consequenceof the OED violation of 5 USC 706 (1) &

(2),as set forth in Paragraphs 84-91, Petitioner wasdenied his right to fair, impartial and objective

review of the allegations of Professional misconduct against Petitioner,

94. As a direct and proximate consequence of the OED violation of 5 USC 706 (1) &

(2), as set forth in Paragraphs 84-91, Petitioner's procedural and substantive rights, U.S.

Constitution, Amend 5, were violated/

WHEREFORE Petitioner request the Court reverse the Final Order of suspension dated,

including entering an Order granting the following relief:

a. Dismissing the disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, with prejudice:

b. Retroactively reinstating the Petitioner as registered patent attorney;

c. Purging the Patent Office records of the suspension of Petitioner;

d. Awarding Petitioner of compensatory damages for his attorney fees, cost and for his

expenditure of his professional time, under 5 U.S.C. §504, of not less than $250,000

or according to proof
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e. Granting Petitioner such other relief as it deems just and appropriate.

COUNT III

{OED Misconduct Durins Trial Of The Disciplinary Proceedins

Denied FARO A Fair And Impartial Hearing -

Violation ofConfidentiality ofFederal Court Ordered Mediation

103 The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

104 The Trial of the OED Complaint against Petitioner was conducted on May 10 &

11, 2016, in Miami, Florida, in the Federal District Court in U.S. Federal District Courthouse.

105 As set forth herein, the OED conduct ofthe Trial of the disciplinary proceeding was

neither "in accordance with law", and such Trial was conducted "without observance of procedure

required by law" 5 U.S.C. $ 706 a006). Garcia v. U.S., 442 Fed.Appx. 745, 748 (4"^ Cir 2010)

106 The OED misconductduring Trial includesa violation of the of Local Rulesof the

Federal District Court, and the law of the State of Florida, for the protection of the "confidentiality"

of a Federal Court ordered mediation.

(a) Local Rule 26(g) - Federal DistrictCourt for the Southern District of Florida

(1) Trial upon Failure to Settle. If the mediation conference fails to result in a
settlement, the case will be tried as originally scheduled.

(2) Restrictions on the Use of Information Derived During the Mediation
Conference. All proceedings of the mediation shall be confidential and are
privileged in all respects as provided under federal law and Florida Statutes §
44.405. The proceedings mav not be reported, recorded, placed into evidence,
made known to the Court or jury, or construed for any purpose as an admission
against interest. A party is not bound by anything said or done at the conference,
unless a written settlement is reached, in which case only the terms of the
settlement are binding (emphasis added)

(b) Fla. Stat, 44.405 - Confidentiality ofMediation
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Except as provided in this section, all mediation communications shall be
confidential. A mediation participant shall not disclose a mediation communication
to a person other than another mediation participant or a participant's counsel.

A violation of this section may be remedied as provided by s. 44.406. If the
mediation is court ordered, a violation of this section may also subject the mediation
participant to sanctions by the court, including, but not limited to, costs, attorney's
fees, and mediator's fees.

107. A Federal Court ordered mediation in the State of Florida is conducted before a

mediator and the parties, including the attorneys for the parties

108. The State of Florida prohibits recording or the making of a record of the

confidential mediation proceedings.

109. On August 28.2015. the OED Grievant and the Petitioner engaged in mediation of

the prior filed Federal District Court malpractice litigation; and, the parties reached a tentative

agreement (agreement to agree), with respect a number of basic terms, however, failed to agree as

the wording of Exhibit "A", the OED Grievant asserted was needed to revive the '519 Patent

Application. The negotiations were impassed. as to the wording of an Exhibit "A",

notwithstanding a tentative agreement (agreement to agree). The OED Grievant demanded a

letter of the Petitioner's law office letterhead, (Exhibit "A" to the tentative agreement), in which

Petitioner admit that he "intentionally" abandon, which was false. No such letter. (Exhibit "A"),

was ever created, and the tentative agreement never finalized or consummated

110. During the Trial of the OED Complaint against Petitioner, the OED called Meredith

Chaiken, the OED Grievant counsel, as its witness. Chaiken was allowed to testify, on direct

examination, over the Petitioner's timely objection, as to confidential mediation negotiations.

Chaiken's uncorroborated testimony asserted that the parties reach a final agreement and that

Petitioner had reneged on the agreement.. Neither Chaiken nor the OED ever produced any such
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agreement.

111. Upon information and belief, Chaiken's uncorroborated and perjurious testimony,

as to the existence of complete settlement agreement (including Exhibit "A"), was calculated to

mislead lead the Court relative to settlement discussion, and portrav the Petitioner as dishonest as

having reneged on his agreement to settle the malpractice litigation. No such complete settlement

was produced, because there wasn't any. OED Trial Counsel, Terry Kepler, compounded the

Chaiken perjurious testimony, by representing in open Court that she in fact had copy of the

settlement agreement including Exhibit "A".

112. The malpractice litigation was settled on September 1.2015, by a Joint Stipulation

ofDismissal with prejudice^^, under Rule 41. There was no reference toany settlement agreement

in the Joint Stipulation ofDismissal,

113. The OED acts and omission as set forth in Paragraphs 110-112, violates 5 USC 706

(1)&(2),

114. As a direct and proximateconsequence of the OED violationof violates 5 USC 706

(1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraphs 110-112. Petitioner's rights to fair and impartial an impartial

and objective review of the allegations of Professional misconduct under 37 CFR 11,22(d).

115. As a direct and proximate consequence of the OED violation of violates 5 USC

706 (1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraphs110-112, Petitioner's procedural and substantive rights,

U.S. Constitution, Amend 5.

116. The OED acts and omission as set forth herein Paragraphs 110-112, violates 5 USC

706(1)&(2),

The OED Exhibit List reference to GOV #40 is incorrectly identifies GOV #40 as having been
enteredon September 1, 2015, (the document Date Stamp indicating a September2, 2015, docket
entry).
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117. As a direct and proximate consequence of the OED violation ofviolates 5 USC 706

(1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraphs 110-112, Petitioner's rights to fair impartial and objective

review of the allegations of Professional misconduct under 37 CFR 11.22(d), were violated.

118. (Deleted as duplicative)

119. As a direct and proximate consequence of the OED violation of violates 5 USC

706 (1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraphs 110-112.Petitioner's violates Petitioner's procedural and

substantive rights, U.S. Constitution, Amend 5.

WHEREFORE Petitioner request the Court reverse the Final Order of suspension dated,

including entering an Order granting the following relief:

a. Dismissing the disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, with preiudice:

b. Retroactively reinstating the Petitioner as registered patent attorney;

c. Purging the Patent Office records of the suspension of Petitioner;

d. Awarding Petitioner of compensatorydamages for his attorney fees, cost and for his

expenditure of his professional time, under 5 U.S.C. §504, of not less than $250,000

or according to proof

e. Granting Petitioner such other relief as it deems just and appropriate.
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COUNT IV

{The Director Arbitrary & Unreasonable Denial Of
Petitioner's Motion OfEnlargement In Page Limitations Of

Post-Trial Brief To Respond To The ALJ Initial Opinion
&

Rejection ofRevised Substitute BriefAs Non-Conforming 37 CFR 11.55

120. The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

121. As set forth herein, the Trial of the disciplinary proceeding was neither "in

accordance with law", and such Trial was conducted "without observance of procedure required

by law" 5 U.S.C. $ 706 (2Q06V Garcia v. U.S., 442 Fed.Appx. 745, 748 (4 '̂̂ Cir 2010)

122. Upon conclusion of the Trial of the OED disciplinary proceedings against the

Petitioner, the ALJ presiding over the Trial issued an Initial Opinion & Order on September 15,

2016., Petition Exh No. 2

123. The ALJ Inilial Decision & Order is subject to review by the Director of the United

Patent & Trademark Office, under 37 CFR 11.55, who has delegated her authority to the Office

of the General Counsel. The OED Director reports to the General Counsel. The instant Petition

asserts that the OED Director has violated the law in his investigation of the allegations against

Petitioner. The Patent Office Solicitor reports to General Counsel. The instant Petition asserts

that the attorneys from the Patent Office Solicitor have committed fraud upon the Court (ALJ),

and engaged in other acts and omissions prejudicial to the administration ofjustice during the Trial

before the Court (ALJ).

124. Under J7 CFR 11.55(c), the page number limitation, font size and line page spacing

of the Petitioner's Appeal Brief to the Director is governed by same rules as are applicable to

appeals briefs under Rule 32 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, Rule 37 CFR 11.55(c)
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is reproduced below:

(c) All briefs shall:

(1) Be filed with the USPTO Director at the address set forth in $ l.Ua)(3)(ii) of
this subchapter and served on the opposing party;

(2) Include separate sectionscontaining a concise statementof the disputed facts
and disputed points of law; and

(3) Be typed on 8 1/2 by 11-inch paper, and comply with Rule 32(a)(4M6) of the
Federal Rules ofAppellate Procedure, (emphasis added)

Rule 32(a) of the Federal Rules ofAppellate Procedure is set forth below:

(a) Form

(4) Paper Size, LineSpacing, and Margins. The brief must be on 8 1/2 by
11 inch paper. The text must be double-spaced, but quotations more than
two lines long may be indented and single-spaced. Headings and footnotes
may be single-spaced. Margins must be at least one inch on all four sides.
Page numbers may be placed in the margins, but no text may appear there.
(5) Typeface. Either a proportionally spaced or a monospaced face may be
used.

(A) A proportionally spaced face must include serifs, but sans-serif
type may be used in headings and captions. A proportionally
spaced face must be 14-point or larger.
(B) A monospaced face may not contain more than 10 1/2
characters per inch.

(6) Type Styles. A brief must be set in a plain, roman stvle. although italics
or boldface may be used for emphasis. Case names must be italicized or
underlined, (emphasis added)

125. Under i7 CFR 11.55(d), the length of the Petitioner's Appeal Brief to the Director

is governed by same rules as are applicable to appeals briefs under Rule 28 of the Federal Rules

of Appellate Procedure, Rule 37 CFR 11.55(c) is reproduced below:

(d) An appellant's, cross-appellant's, appellee's, and cross-appellee's brief shall be
no more than thirty pages in length, and comply with Rule 28(a)(2). (31 and (5)
through (10) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. Any reply brief shall be
no more than fifteen pages in length, and shall comply with Rule 28(a)(2), (3), (8),
and (9) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure
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126. Rule 28(e) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure is set forth below;

(e) Length.

(1) Page Limitation. Unless it complies with Rule 28.1(e)(2) and (3), the
appellant's principal brief must not exceed 30 pages: the appellee's
principal and response brief, 35 pages; the appellant's response and reply
brief, 30 pages; and the appellee's reply brief, 15 pages.

(2) Type-Volume Limitation.

(A) The appellant's principal brief or the appellant's response and
reply brief is acceptable if:

(i) it contains no more than 14.000 words: or
(ii) it uses a monospaced face and contains no more than 1,300

lines of text.

(B) The appellee's principal and response brief is acceptable if:

(i) it contains no more than 16,500 words; or
(ii) it uses a monospaced face and contains no more than 1,500

lines of text.

127. The ALJ Initial Decision & Order was thirty-four (34), single spaced pages, 12

point type. When you convert the numberof pages, the document format and font point type, to

the number of pages, the document format and font point type, specified for the post-trial briefs,

under Rule37 CFR 11.55(c) (double space, 14 point type), the length of ALJ Initial Decision &

Order is approximately seventy-nine (79) page double spaced, 14 point text. (32 page single

spaced, equates to 64 pages double spaced: and, an increase in font point size from 12to 14 point

type, the length of the ALJ Initial Opinion is increased from an additional 20% to the number

of pages of the Initial Decision & Order.

128. Appellant estimated, based upon his prior experience under Rule 28(e), a 14.000

word brief equates to about forty (40) pages of double spaced, 14 point text. Accordingly, On

October26.2016. Appellant fileda Motion To Waive The 40 Page Limit For Initial Brief, to permit
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an increase in the permissible length of his Brief from his estimated length of forty (40) pages to

sixty (60) pages, or 33.33% less than less than equivalent length ALJ Initial Decision & Order, in

the same document format (when adjusted for double line spacing and 14 point type font). The

Director denied this Petitioner Motion

129. Petitioner, thereafter, was forced to resort to a less than complete and detailed

response to the issues raised in the Initial Opinion & Order, including specifically effectively

challenging the ALJ's incomplete recitation and misinterpretation of facts. In order to conserve

space, the Petitioner was forced to (a) consolidate certain of the required sections in the Brief and

(b) resorted to numerous "footnotes" to gain better use the limit document space accorded under

35 CFR 11.55. Upon OED filing of Motion to Strike, Petitioner's Initial Brief was rejected.

Petitioner thereafter file a ''Substitute Brief\ which further limited his ability to further contestthe

ALJ Initial Decision 6c Order.

130. The '̂ Substitute Brief complied with formalities of the Rules as to format of the

Brief

131. Notwithstanding, Director subsequently rejected the Substitute Brief because, in

her opinion, the content did not sufficiently elaborate the basis or grounds assert for appeal,

adopting the OED claims and assertion of feigned ignorance, of the basis of the appeal of the ALJ

Initial Opinion. In a limited numberof instances, the Substitute 5n£?/"was lacking in reference to

the Record, and failed to adequately dispute the ALJ Initial Opinion. The OED was not prejudice

by such deficiencies in support of the Petitioner's argument. Certainly such substantive

deficiencies, to the extent they did exist, did not justify striking the entire Substitute Brief The

OED and Director's subjective criticism, as to the lack of elaboration of the argument, was the

result of the arbitrary constraint upon Petitioner when Director Denied the Petitioner Motion to
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IVaiver the forty (40) limit on the length of the Petitioner's Brief, and feigned ignorance of the

issues on Appeal.

132. The OED acts and omission as set forth herein Paragraphs 127-131, violates 5 USC

706(1)&(2),

133. As a direct and proximate consequence of the OED violationof violates5 USC 706

(1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraphs 127-131. Petitioner's rights to fair and impartial an impartial

and objective review of the allegations of Professional misconduct under 37 CFR 11.22(d).

134. Asa direct and proximate consequence of the OED violation of violates 5 USC 706

(1) & (2), as set forth in Paragraphs 127-131, Petitioner's procedural and substantive rights, U.S.

Constitution, Amend 5.

WHEREFORE Petitioner request the Court reverse the Final Order of suspension dated,

including entering an Order granting the following relief:

a. Dismissing the disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner, with prejudice;

b. Retroactively reinstating the Petitioner as registered patent attorney

c. Purging the Patent Office records of the suspension of Petitioner;

d. Awarding Petitioner of comoensatorv damages for his attorney fees, cost and for

his expenditure of his professional time, under 5 U.S.C. §504, of not less than

$250,000 or according to proof.

e. Granting Petitioner such other relief as it deems just and appropriate.
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COUNT V

The ALJ Initial Opinion & Order Lacks
Clear & Convincing Evidence Of Any Violation

of the Rules of Professional Conduct

135. The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

136. The Director Final Order adopts (more accurately ''rubber stamped") the ALJ

Initial Opinion and Order of September 15,2016, with one very notable exception. The Director

rejected the ALJ the "primary" reason, or predicate, for his finding of neglect, as reflected in ALJ

Opinion (Initial Opinion @ page 21), reproduced below for the convenience of the Court,

The Court finds that Respondent's neglectof the '519 Application stemmed primarily
from his decision to move to the 28 W. Flagler address. Had he remained in his
original office, or chanued his correspondence address to his home office, he would

have timely received the Board Decision and the Notice of Abandonment. He would

therefore have had an opportunity to inform EPRT of those documents, agree upon a
course of action, and file appropriate responses. Instead, he entrusted a receptionist to
sort his mail without his input. By doing so. he put the burden on the receptionist to
recognize critical correspondence and notify him in a timely manner. It wasa calculated
risk that has cost both Respondent and EPRT

137. The quotation from the ALJ Initial Opinion, providesa clear windowintothe ALJ's

deliberative process, his dependence uponcircumstantial evidence and the construct of a narrative

based upon one unsupported assumption after another. The practice is legally impermissible

where, as here, the Trail was conducted within a Courtroom in the Courthouse for the Federal

District in Miami, Florida, ("stacking of inferences"). Florida law prohibits stacking of inferences

where there is no direct evidence to establish the basic facts from which an inference may be

drawn, being impermissible in Florida, Collins v. Marriott Intern., Inc., 749 F.3d 951. 959 (2014),

see National UnionFire Ins. Co. ofPittsburgh v. Tyco integratedSecurity LLC, 2015 WL3905018
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*15-*16 (SD Fla 2015), for choice of law analysis

ALJAnalysis & Conclusions Are Based Upon Inadmissible Evidence

138. Al all times material hereto, the Petitioner represented the OED Grievant from his

offices in Miami, Florida. The Trail of the disciplinary proceeding was conducted on May 10-11,

2016, at the Federal District Courthouse in Miami, Florida. The procedural rules governing the

Trail of the disciplinary proceeding are dictated by venue of the forum of the Trial, which is this

case is Miami Florida, including the rules governing the admission and exclusion of evidence.

139. With very limited exception, the OED case was a construct of circumstantial

evidence, and the impermissible "stacking of inferences". The ALJ Initicd Opinion was thereby

based upon speculation and conjecture, and thus unsupported by substantial (admissible) evidence.

Consequently, the Director Final Order, by wholesale adoption ALJ Initicd Opinion, was also

based upon speculation and conjecture, in violation of the law.

140. The OED has repeatedly and improperly introduced circumstantial evidence at

Trial, based upon the impermissible "stacking of inferences", to construct a narrative predicated

upon speculation and conjecture. The "stacking of inferences", as hereinafter set forth with

respect to each allege violation against Petitioner, is unavailable to establish negligence or

proximate cause, unless the initial inference can be established to the exclusion of all other

reasonable inferences, and therefore an uncontroverted fact

141. The ALJ Initial Opinion is subject to review under 5 USC 706, Whitmore v.

Department ofLabor, 680 F.3d 1353, 1366 (Fed Cir 2012)

By statute, we may set aside the judgment of the MSPB if the decision is "(1)
arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with
law; (2) obtained without procedures required bv law, rule, or regulation having
been followed: or (3) unsupported bv substantial evidence." 5 U.S.C. § 7703(c). In
exercising this limited scope of review, we do not consider how we would have
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decided the case in the first instance, and may not merely substitute our judgment
for that of the board. See Mendoza v. Merit Systems Protection Bd, 966 F.2d 650,
653 (Fed.Cir.1992).

142. As set forth hereinafter, with respect to each asserted violation of the OED Rules

of Professional Conduct, the ALJ analysisof the recordand testimony is also inconsistent with his

own factual findings, and/or such evidence, when considered in the aggregate,detractsfrom his

conclusions^', there is no substantial evidence. Id @ 1368

Whetherevidence is sufficientlyclear and convincing to carry this burden of proof
cannot be evaluated by looking only at the evidence that supports the conclusion
reached. Evidence only clearly and convincingly supports a conclusion when it
does so in the aggregate considering all the pertinent evidence in the record, and
despite the evidence that fairly detracts from that conclusion. See, e.g., Li Second
Family LP. v. Toshiba Corp., 231 F.3d 1373, 1381 (Fed.Cir.2000)

143. It is undisputed that the record in this case is devoid of any direct evidence of

wrongdoing, specifically, any violation of 37 C.F.R. §I0.77(c) - Neglecting the '519 Application:

any violation of i7 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8) - Failure to Inform EPRT ofPTO Correspondence',

anyviolation of 37 C.P.R. §10.84(a) - Failing to Seek EPRT's Lawful Objectives; any violation

of 37 C.F.R. §10.112(c)(4) - Failing to Return EPRT's Client File; any violation of 37 C.F.R.

§ 10.112(c)(4) - Refusing to return EPRT's clientfile when requested: or any violation of, 37

C.F.R. §10.23(b)(6) -Engaging in Other Conduct that Adversely Reflects on Respondent's

Fitness to Practice;

144. Accordingly, the ALJ has had to rely upon circumstantial evidence. The ALJ

reliance upon circumstantial evidence is not without its limits; and, under the facts of this case, his

analysis and conclusion are based upon conjecture and speculation, and therefore cannot support

the conclusion sought to be established. National Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh v. Tyco

integrated Security LLC, 2015 WL 3905018 *23 (SD Fla 2015)
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a. Client Management Structure & Inventor Oversight of Intellectual Property
Activates and Estate

145. The above quote passage from Initial Opinion is indeed reflective of the ALJ's

deliberative process, his unbridled willingness to engage in speculation and his boundless embrace

of the illegal ''stacking of inferences", to fill the gaping holes in the OED evidence, in the

prosecution the disciplinary action against the Petitioner.

146. As set forth herein, the ALJ also chose to totallv ignore, in his deliberative process,

the documentary evidence and testimony, relative to the (a) EPRT legal objectives in its pursuit of

patentprotection, as explicitlvcommunicated to patentcounsel:(RES Exh No, 2), and, (b) adopted

the OED artificially inflating the role and responsibilities of the office manager, Blake, (an

administrative assistant and the nominal president of the client, EPRT), as the primary corporate

representative responsible for overseeing the Petitioner's work and relationship with the client,

EPRT client., which was false.

Clearly, each of the co-inventors, Estes & Wendell (the "co-inventors") of the '519 Patent

Application, not the administrative assistant and the nominal president of EPRT, Blake, were the

most knowledgeable and sophisticate corporate individual, from whom patent counsel sought

guidance and input, (RES Exh No. 2) for

a. technical analysis,

b. EPRT product features and operation and

c. all of the substantive decisions relative the '519 Patent Application {Tr.VoL /,

296:4-17).

Moreover, Blake acknowledge to Petitioner, that Wendell & Estes, they were decision

makers, relative patent matters, {Tr. Vol. /, 2P6, 16-19)\ and. Estes, as the EPRT Director of

Engineering, was the responsible EPRT executive, was exercising exclusive corporate oversight
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of the prosecution of the '519 Patent Application (RES Exh. No. 4),

147. The record evidence is also clear and unequivocal that whatever role Katherine

Blake (BLAKE) claims to have had in the involvement with the "519 Patent Application, was

limited to administration (processing Petitioner's statements for fees), and as a conduit for

forward emails and Patent Office file to Keith Wendell (WENDELL) in Australia (7>. Vol. /,

296:4-17) Thus, BLAKE's direct involvement with FARO on substantive matters was limited to

trademark matters, (Tr. Vol. /, 296,17-19) BLAKE was, therefore, also kept abreast of FARO's

patent related activities on behalfof EPRT, because she was responsible for office administration,

e.g. processing FARO's invoices, (RES Exh No. 26,197:2-3). BLAKE also deferred to ESTES

and WENDELL as to her knowledge/awareness of the functional and technical features of the

EPRT BodiHealth TENS machine, (RES Exh No. 26,196:23 to 197:1)

148. The ALJ disregarded the substantive evidence of the inventor oversight of the

patent estate and Petitioner's testimony, as to Blake's subordinate role in the EPRT, and in lieu

thereof, applied a quantitative standard, as indicated of Blake's responsivities - the ALJ simple

counted the number of emails which included her as an address, without regard to their content or

the additional addressee, to whom such emails were addressed. The vast number of emails from

Petitioner to Blake, were also addressed Estes the EPRT Director of Engineering. RES Exh Nos.

30, 31, 33, 34, 37 & 38 (compilations of emailsfrom 2005-2011). Where Petitioner wrote to

Blake exclusive, such correspondence was composed to emphasize a positive or glass "half full"

picture of the EPRT patent prospects, for use and distribution by Blake to attract potential

investors.

149. As set forth hereinafter, the OED conduct of the Trial of the disciplinary proceeding

was neither "in accordance with law", and such Trial was conducted "without observance of
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procedure required by law" 5 U.S.C. 6 706 (2006). Garcia v. U.S., 442 Fed.Appx. 745, 748 (4''̂

Cir 2010).

(b) There is insufficient substantial admissible evidence of Ne2lect to
establish a Violation Of37 C.F.R. §10,77(c) because (a) there is no direct evidence that
Petitioner did not comport his prosecution ofthe ^518 Patent Application with the Rules
ofPractice ofthe Patent Office^ and (b) the circumstantial evidence as to causation and
proximate does not exclude other reasonable alternative inferences negating misconduct
and/or wrongdoing

150. With respect to the 37 C.F.R. ^JO. 77(c) - Nesleclin2 the '519 ADplicalion. TheALJ

concluded in his Initial Opinion that Petitioner did not engage in any act and/or omission inconsistent

with theevidence andhis testimony, specifically, that(a)he didnot receive a copy of theJune 1, 2009,

Board of Appeal of Patent Appeals Decision, in 2009; and (b) first became aware , Board of Appeal

of Patent Appeals Decision, in October 2011, when his Alexandria associate obtained a copy from

physical inspection of the Patent Office files

Respondent worked competently to achieve EPRT's goals from 2002 until 2006, when
he filed the Second Appeal. After doing so, he resigned himself to waiting for a PTO
response. According to the OED Director's theory. Respondent received that response
in 2009. Rather than file an appeal, as he had done twice already. Respondent chose to
ignore the Board Decision. He then proceeded to stonewall and avoid Ms. Blake for
more than a year. Missing from the OED Director's theory is any hint of Respondent's
purported motive for this sharp shift in attitude. As of 2009, his relationship with
EPRT and its personnel remained congenial. In fact, he was handling a number of
other patent and trademark matters for the company at the time. The OED Director has
provided no reason why Respondent would act in the manner alleged in the Complaint.
The Court is therefore persuaded that Respondent did not receive the copies of the
Board Decision or the Notice of Abandonment in 2009. Having failed to receive the
documents when they were initially sent. Respondent did not become aware of the
actual status of the '519 Application until October 201 K when he asked his associate

to personally check the physical file.''' Hise-mail to Ms. Blake on July 30, 2010, was
therefore not deceptive or dishonest. Accordingly, the Court finds that the OED
Director failed to prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that Respondent violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4).

As discussed supra, Respondent's delayed awareness of these documents was due to his own
negligent and neglectful conduct.
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Petition Exh No, 2, Initial Opinion @ 22

151. At all times material hereto, the Petitioner comported his representation ofEPRT

with, and adhered to. the Patent Rules of Practice, with respect to (a) his submission of a Power

of Attorney, (b) maintained a current "correspondence address", (c) used traditional and

accepted modes of communication with the Patent Office, including telephonic

communication, facsimile, "snail" mail and in-person interview with Patent Office personnel,

to periodically monitor the status of the appeal of the '519 Patent Application, and (d)

reasonably informed his client, in layman terms, as to content of Patent Office correspondence

and status of the *519 Patent Application.

152. At all times material hereto, the Petitioner monitored the status of the appeal of

the '519 Patent Application at the Board of Patent Appeals, no less frequently than every six

(6) months, by traditional and customary means; or, more frequently when a conference with

the client was contemplated sooner than six (6) months.

153. The Docketing Notice, {RES Exh No, 11, Bates No. 55), for the appeal of the '519

Patent Application directed Petitioner to communicate with the Board, relative to the status of

the appeal, viafacsimile or telephone. Petitioner testified that he periodically telephoned the

Clerk at the Board, no less than every six (6) months, from and after the appeal was filed and

subsequently docketed'̂ . Moreover, there is corroboration that the respondent's frequency &

method of monitoring was "more than adequate'̂ ". More specifically, thePetitioner proffered the

The Record also reflects the that the same practice was followed by ERPT patent expert,
Gary Maybeck in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, located in Florida

Maybeck Deposition. RES Exh No. 27, Bates No. 339 @ 78:6-19)
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sworn deposition as a non-expert of Gregory Maybeck, a patent attorney contemporary in Miami,

as to his frequency of his monitoring an application before the Board of Appeals every six (6)

months (classic hearsay), RES Exh 21. Mr., Maybeck was the EPRT patent expert in the EPRT

malpractice litigation against Petitioner; and, Mr. Maybeck's the expert report was annexed to

GOV i^26, EPRT Motion for Summary. All of the OED Exhibits were also included in the

Petitioner's List of Exhibits. Upon the conclusion of the trial, the OED moved to withdrew from

evidence, over Petitioner's objection, the Maybeck expert report, which the ALJ permitted. The

ALJ, thereafter improperlydenied admission of the Maybeck sworn testimony. Notwithstanding,

there is nothing to refute that the Petitioner's custom and practice was unreasonable under

circumstances, (the Petitioner's custom and practice in monitoring the status of the '519 Patent

Application before the Board of PatentAppeals was reasonable) Had he Maybeck deposition

been admitted into evidence, as to "custom and practice" ofan experience practitioner, it would

have confirmed the reasonableness of Petitioner's monitoring of status of an appeal. Other

than the ALL's "hind-sight", there was no other evidence as the custom and practice of

attorneys to define a monitoring standard.

154. According to the ALJ, (applying a hind sightperspective of the facts), there were

permissible, optional and alternative means for monitoring the status of the appeal at the Board of

Patent Appeals, and that such permissible, optional and alternative means may have revealed the

AUIniliai Opinion, @page 15,footnote (JO)

Respondent could have monitored the status of the '519 Application electronically via the
PAIR system had he associated the application with his Customer Number. He chose not
to do so. Instead, he trusted the physical mail and his own occasional phone calls to ensure
he was properly apprised of the progress of the '519 Application. Use of the PAIR system
is not required, but it is strongly encouraged by PTO to eliminate scenarios like this one.
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status of the '519 Patent Application at the Board of Patent Appeals sooner. Petition Exh No, 2.

Initial Decision @ 15. There was no direct evidence that Petitioner did not comport his

prosecution of the *510 Patent Application, in accordance with the Rules of Practice, or that

Petitioner was either careless, inappropriate, his monitoring of the status of the appeal, in any way,

contributed to the unintentional abandonment of the '519 Patent Application, Petitioner's

monitoring practices (phone and facsimile), independent of on-line access to the Patent Office

files, was acceptable when adopted in November 2002 (Power of Attorney), and comported with

the Rules of Practice, RES Exh No, II, Docketing Notice. Accordingly, Petitioner's practice,

acceptable when adopted in 2002, cannot be used as element or predicate to prove neglect

occurring in 2009. To the extent a violation ofthe OED Rules of Professional Conduct, rests upon

a practice, acceptable when adopted, reliance thereon is otherwise was time barred, (cannot be

used as an element, or as a predicate fact, to support a violation occurring before September 16,

2007) Remigio v. Kelly, 2005 WL 1950138, *7 (DC SD NY 2005).

155. Accordingly, the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15, 2016, and Director Final

Order of February 9, 2018, which adopted the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15, 2016

finding Petitioner, lacks substantial (admissible) evidence to establish a Violation Of 37 C.F.R.

§ 10.77(c) for Neglect because (a) there is no direct evidence that Petitioner's did not comport his

prosecution of the '518 Patent Application with the Rules of Practice of the Patent Office, (b) the

circumstantial evidence as to neglect and proximate cause, does not exclude other reasonable

alternative inferences negating misconduct and/or wrongdoing and/or (c) and/or all of the

evidence, when considered in the aggregate, "'detracts from his conclusions'', of neglect.

Accordingly, the Director Final Order of February 9, 2018, holding Petitioner in violation of

37 C.F.R. §10.77(c) for Neglect must be reversed
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(c) There is insufficient substantial evidenceto establish a Failure ToInform
to establish a Violation Of 37 C.F.R, 6S10,23(c)(8)). because (a) there is no direct
evidence that Petitioner's did notforward the November 14^ 2005 Final Rejection to the
client, and (b) the circumstantial evidencedoes not exclude other reasonable alternative
inferences negating misconduct and/or wrongdoing

156. The OED's Complaint, is classic "shotgun pleading", asserting a "litany" of

Petitioner's alleged violations of the rules. Remarkably, the OED never alleged that Petitioner

violated 37 CFR i>JJ.104. (which required Petitioner keep the client "reasonablv informed"). The

Petitioner's aggregate email correspondence, from June 2005 to November 2005, RES Exh No,

30, which includes the Petitioner's November 29, 2005, email, more than "reasonably informed"

the client of Patent Office correspondence, to permit an informed participation in the solicitation

of a patent based upon the '519 Patent Application

157. The OED allegations of misconduct, relative to 37 CFR $10.23(c)(8), is

therefore inconsistent with the OED failure to allege a violation of 37 CFR $11.104, and

suggests that a technical violation of 37 CFR $10.23(c)(8) is subsumed, or rendered moot,

by compliance with the more pervasive and comprehensive standards ofi7 CFR $11.104.

158. There is no direct evidence of record that Petitioner failed to forward a copy of the

November 14, 2005, Final Rejection, to EPRT (specifically to the inventor. David Estes). Therecord

suggests the contrary.

159. The allegations of a technical violation of 37 C.F.R. $10.23(c)(8), is based upon

independent and discrete violation of the OED rules, which occurred in November 2005, or more

than five (5) years prior to September 16, 2011. Accordingly, such alleged technical violation is

time barred, under the applicable five (5) federal year statute of limitation, (iJ U.S.C. §2462), even

if these alleged violations have a '"'continuing impact" on the client, Remisio v. Kelly, 2005 WL

1950138, *7.
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160. Even if the allegations of misconduct occurring in November 2005, are not time-

barred, the perceived technical violation of 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8), is

a. inconsistent with inferences to be drawn from the circumstantial

evidence, specifically, the fact that neither recipient of November 29,

2005, email had any questions, relative to the Petitioner's explanation,

of the status of the claims under examination, and/or

b. 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8), has been subsumed in the Petitioner's

compliance with 37 CFR $11.104, specifically, the apparent

acknowledgement by the ALJ that Petitioner to keep it "reasonably informed''

of the status of the prosecution of the '519 Patent Application, without ever

providing EPRT a copy of November 14, 2005, Final Rejection - the ALJ

conceding that the client was fully informed in December 2006m upon receipt

of Petitioner's draft of the Appeal Brief filed at the Board of Appeals.

161. As is evident herein, the Petitioner has complied with his obligations under 37 CFR

$11.104, to EPRT to keep it "reasonably informed" of the status of the prosecution of the '519

Patent Application. It is undisputed that the Petitioner that the emails to EPRT between June to

September 2005, to EPRT, explaining the status of the claims (allowed, potentially allowable,

rejected), and, the status of application of the '519 Patent Application before the Patent Office

(to be appealed).

• On June 30, 2005. FARO filed a Notice ofAppeal of the Final Rejection of April 19.

2005. (RES Exh No. 47, Bates No. 583-84);

• C)n July 7^ 2005. FARO conducted a Telephone Interview with the Patent Examiner,

(RES Exh No. 49, Bates No. 588-89);
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On July 27, 2005. FARO sent an email to EPRT (WENDELL, BLAKE & Dr. Cleve

Laird, EPRT FDA compliance officer), in which adyised EPRT;

"The Patent Examiner (Examiner Oropeza) had no intention ofallowing this case
so it has been our intention from the outset to either wait her out, until she was
transferred or quit or to go above her to the Board ofAppeals. That is where the
application is today." (RES Exh No, 30y Bates No. 420)

On November 14, 2005, the Patent Examiner, or more accurately her Supervisor, issued

yet another Final Reiection. in which he restated the Final Rejection of June 20. 2005.

of all of the claims, suggested amendments to the Method & System claims (3 & 4). to

avoid the final rejection, and persisted in the Final Rejection of the Claim 25 for the

Electrode Wrap (key component of the invention), (RES Exh No. 8, Bates No. 27-37)',.

On November 29, 2005. FARO sent an email {RES Exh No. 9, Bates No.38'40)^ to

EPR T, (ESTES & BLAKE), in which FARO advised them that the Patent Office

"...had issued an office action (after the appeal (was) taken and briej filed), in
which he has allowed Method Claims 3 & 4 (copies attached) -1 have also included
Claim 23 to which each ofthese allowedclaims make reference. The dependent
Claims 3 & 4 are to be read as including all ofthe limitations ofClaim 23 - where
a limitation in Claim 23 isfurther defined (as in Claims 3 & 4), the limitations of
Claims 3 & 4 respectively replace the limitation in Claim 23.

The appeal is sioinn forward, because we are entitled to broader coverage as to the
configuration ofthe wrap itself

The FARO November 29, 2005, email to EPRT include a copy of Claims 3. 4 & 23.

referenced in the November 29, 2005, email, (RES Exh No. 9, Bates No.38-40). In the

FARO November 29, 2005. email to EPRT (ESTES and BLAKE), explicitly solicited

comment or questions re the content of the November 29,2005 email, (RES Exh No. 30,

Bates No. 421). FARO never received and comments or question from EPRT relative to

the content of the November 29, 2005 email
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162. The Petitioner November 29,2005, email to EPRT was but one of factor in keeping

client "reasonably informed". Accordingly, the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15, 2016,

and Director Final Order of February 9, 2018, which adopted the ALJ Initial Opinion of

September 15, 2016 finding Petitioner is (a) unsupported by substantial (admissible) evidence,

because the alleged technical violation of 37 CFR ^10.23(c)(8), (b) is inconsistent with the

OED failure to allege a violation of 37 CFR J.I 04. and/or or (c) and/or all of the evidence,

when considered in the aggregate, ""detractsfrom his conclusions", of not providing ERPT witha

copy of the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection. Alternatively, the Petitioner's apparent

compliance 37 CFR ^11.104 subsumes any alleged violation of 37 CFR ^10.23(c)(8),

Accordingly, the DirectorFinal Order of February 9, 2018, holding Petitioner in violation of

37 CFR ^10.23(c)(8) for Failure To Inform, must be reversed

(d) There is insufficient substantial evidence to establish a violation of 37
C.P.R. §10.84(a)forFailing to Seek EPRTs Lawful Objectives, because (a) there is
no direct evidence that Petitioner's did not pursue the client's lawful objectives as
communicated to him in November 2002 and in Ausust 2008, and (b) the circumstantial
evidence does not exclude other reasonable alternative inferences negating misconduct
and/or wrongdoing

163. The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

164. There is no direct evidence of record that Petitioner failed to seek the ERPT lawful

objectives. The record suggests the contrary and is reflected in both the Petitioner's Trail testimony,

and in the Petitioner's Exhibits, which corroborates such testimony.

165. Petitioner testified extensively at the Trial in May 2016, (Tx Vol:175 - Vol 11:118),

that

• the EPRT product, based the 1998-1999 prototype,with the original electrode wrap
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configuration had become obsolete:

• EPRT had discontinued the its commercial product configuration, based upon the

1998-1999 prototype incorporating the original electrode wrap

• EPRT was abandoning a number of the foreign applications and issued patent

corresponding to the '519 Patent Application;

• Petitioner was directed by EPRT (Estes) to refrain from incurring any additional

legal expenses in the pursuit of the prosecution of the '519 Patent Application

based upon the 1998-1999 prototype;

• Petitioner was directed by Estes, a co-inventor of the '519 Patent Application, to

file a new patent application based upon a product configuration having a

Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap;

• The abandonment of the '519 Patent Application was unintentional;

166. The Petitioner's Trial testimony was corroborated by direct evidence, specifically,

the Petitioner's exhibits,

• RES Exh No. 2. - June 19, 2002, Estes email to patent counsel discussing the

Patent Office rejection of the '519 Patent Application, which identified the

'"electrode wrap'̂ as the "Atry component of the EPRT device and '519 Patent

Application.

Petitioner, thus, understood, as of November 2002, when EPRT retained him as

its patent counsel, that the attainment of allowance of the patent claims for the

electrode wrap^ was EPRT "legal objective" in pursing patent protection.

• RES Exh No. 10. - Estes August 28, 2008, Patent Application for the
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Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap:

Petitioner, thus, understood, as of August 2008, when EPRT filed the Patent

Application for the Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap that the attainment of

allowance of the patent claims for the electrode wrap Conductive Silver

Electrode Wrap p, was the EPRT 'legal obiective"(and EPRT legal objective)

- the pursue patent protection for a product configuration, based upon

Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap.

RES ExhNo. 18. - Julv20.2015, ofDaubert Hearing: (a) EPRT had de minimis

U.S. sales, when it sued Petitioner for $5.8MM; (b) EPRT was discontinuing

its original product as of the 2013, as obsolete because it was being replaced by

new product configuration, based upon Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap\ (c)

EPRT was abandoning the foreign equivalents to the '519 Patent Application;

(d) the EPRT expert damage report was stricken, and all testimony based upon

that report was to be excluded at trial, because of the absence of any credible

evidence of economic harm, that could be attributable (no nexus) to the

unintentional abandonment of the '519 Patent Application and ,

The OED investigation of the allegations of misconduct concluded on May 15,

2016, when it initiated a disciplinary proceeding against the Petitioner.

Accordingly, the OED investigation of the allegations of misconduct did not

include, as information and evidence, the Hearing Transcript July 20, 2015, of

Daubert Hearing transcript
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• RES Exh No. 26 - January 25. 2015, Blake deposition, was referenced

extensively by the District Court in the Daubert hearing, specifically, the

• (b) EPRT was discontinuing its original product as of the 2013, as obsolete

because it was being replaced by new product configuration, based upon

Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap: (c) EPRT was abandoning the foreign

equivalents to the '519 Patent Application;

167. Thus, the EPRT "legal objectives", relative to its patent protection evolved from

2002 to 2008; and, the EPRT patent applications portfolio adapted, accordingly. In 2005, the

pursuit of patent for the product configuration, based upon theoriginal electrode wrap in the *519

Patent Application was the EPRT legal obiective. In 2005, the patent claims of the '519 Patent

Application were examined and in November 14, 2005, the Patent Office issued a Final Rejection

(RES Exh No. 8), Petitioner recommended the pursuit of an appeal "because we are entitled to

broader protection for the wrap'' (RES Exh No. 9). The Petitioner's recommendation was

followed, the appeal taken in 2006, and on June 1.2009. the Boardof PatentAppeals affirmed the

November 14, 2005, Final Rejection.

168. In about August 2008, while the appeal of the '519 Patent Application was

pending, EPRT (David Estes) conceived an improvement to EPRT product, specifically, the

development of "Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap'' to replace the "electrode wrap" of the

original EPRT product configuration and file a patent application for such improvement, RESExh

No, 10

169. In about August 2008, while the appeal of the '519 Patent Application was

pending. EPRT abandoned its initial product configuration with the original electrode wrap,
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170. In about August 2008, while the appeal of the '519 Patent Application was

pending. EPRT abandoned a number of the foreign equivalent patent and applications, based upon

the '519 Patent Application

171. On June h 2009, Board of Patent Appeals affirmed the November 14, 2005, Final

Rejection. The Board of Appeals Decision was res judicata as to the patentability of the claims

before the Board. No appeal or action was taken because the Petitioner never received it. Had

the Decision of the Board of Appeals been received by Petitioner, it would have been forwarded

to EPRT. No further action would have been recommended or undertaken by Petitioner, in

keeping with explicit directions to Petitioner in 2008. from the EPRT the Director of Research -

specifically, not to incur any additional legal fees in pursuit of the '519 Patent Application.

172. Accordingly, the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15, 2016, and Director Final

Order of February 9, 2018, which adopted the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15. 2016

finding Petitioner, a violation of 37 C.F.R. §10.84(a) for Failing to Seek EPRT's Lawful

Objectives, lacks substantial (admissible) evidence to establish a violation of i7 C.F.R.

§10.84(a), because (a) there is no direct evidence that Petitioner's did not forward adhere to the

explicit instructions of EPRT to direct his services to securing patent protection on the

improvement to the EPRT product, the Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, and (b) the

circumstantial evidence as to lack of forwarding such correspondence does not exclude other

reasonable alternative inferences negating misconduct and/or wrongdoing, (c) such a violation to

the extent it may have occurred has been subsumed, under 37 CFR §11.104, in the Petitioner'

apparentacknowledge that EPRT has been kept "reasonably informed" and/or all of the evidence,

when considered in the aggregate, ''detracts from his conclusions'', of failing to seek the EPRT

"legal objectives". Accordingly, the Director Final Order of February 9, 2018, holding
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Petitioner in violation of 37 C.F.R. ^^10,23(c)(8)), must be reversed

(e) There is insufficientsubstantialy 37 C.F. R. §10.84(a admissibleevidence
to establish a violation of37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4) for Refusins to return EPRT's
Client File when requestedbecause (a) there is no direct evidence that Petitioner's had
possessionf custody or control of the EPRT's Client File and (b) the circumstantial
evidence does not exclude other reasonable alternative inferences negating misconduct
and/or wrongdoing

173. The Petitioner incorporates paragraphs 1-44, as if restated herein and further

alleges.

174. At all times material hereto in 2011, Petitioner maintained a home office in his

personal residence in Miami, Florida. The home office contained computer equipment, electronic

files stored on portable media and hard copies of Patent Office files, including the EPRT patent

files.

175. Inabout August 2011, the Petitioner andhis second wifeconsulted counsel, relative

to the division of their marital property, in contemplation of divorce. The parties separated

periodically separated and reconciled thereafter, and ultimately became estranged in

September/October 2011. During thisperiod. Petitioner's second wifechanged the locks on their

marital home, and denied Petitioner access to the marital home, including the Petitioner's home

office and his office files. Accordingly, Petitioner lost access, custody and control over his

personal property in marital home, including his property in his home office.

176. On or about November 1,2011, Petitionerpermanently separatedfrom second wife,

and moved out of his marital home, taking only some clothes, his laptop computer and some

portable computer storage media, containinga limited numberof active client files.

177. Petitioner and his second wife were divorced in June 2012, and the marital home

was thereafter sold by his second wife.
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178. Upon information and belief. Petitioner's personal properly was discarded or sold

or remained in the marital home when.

179. The OED Grievant subsequently recovered the '519 Patent Application from

Petitioner's second wife during the malpractice litigation.

180. Accordingly, the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15, 2016, and Director Final

Order of February 9, 2018, which adopted the ALJ Initial Opinion of September 15, 2016

finding Petitioner, a 27 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4) - Refusing to return EPRT's Client File, must be

reversed because(a) there is no direct evidencethat Petitioner's had possession, custodyor control

over EPRT's Client File, when request to return it, RES Exh No. 50 - Petitioner's second wife

has retained and only produced when compelled to do so by EPRT, and in a malpractice action

Petitioner, and (b) the circumstantial evidence as Petitioner's had possession, custody or control

over EPRT's Client File, does not exclude other reasonable alternative inferences negating

misconduct and/or wrongdoing, and/or (c) all of the evidence, when considered in the aggregate,

''detractsfrom his conclusions'', of "refusing to return EPRT's Client File,. Accordingly, the

Director Final Order of February 9, 2018, holding Petitioner in violation of a 37 C.F.R. §

10.112(c)(4) must be reversed

VERIFICATION UNDER 28 USC 1726

Pursuant to 28 USC 1726, I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing

statements in this Petition under LR 83.5 of the Federal District Court of the ED of Virginia, are

accurate and truthful, and those statements, where made upon information and belief, are believed

to be truthful and accurate.
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JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
FARO & ASSOCIATES

1395 Brickell Avenue - Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131
Phone:305-761-6921

Fax: 305-726-0029

Email: JohnF75712@aoI.com

JohnF75712@gmail.com

John
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

In the Matter of:

John H. Faro,

Respondent.

Proceeding No. D2015-27

September 15, 2016

Appearances:

Tracy L. Kepler, Esq.
Robin Crabbe, Esq.
Associate Solicitors

United States Patent and Trademark Office

John H. Faro, Esq.
Edmar Amaya, Esq.
Attorneysfor Respondent

Before: J. Jeremiah MAHONEY, United States Administrative LawJudge

INITIAL DECISION AND ORDER

On May 11,2015, the Court received aComplaint and Notice ofProceedings under 35
U.S.C. §32 ^Complaint'') related to this matter. In the Complaint, the Director of the Office of
Enrollment and Discipline ("OED Director") for the United States Patent and Trademark Office
("USPTO" or "PTO") requested the suspension ofJohn H. Faro ("Respondent") from practice
before the USPTO in patent, trademark, and other non-patent matters.' As the basis for his
request, the OED Director claimed Respondent committed multiple violations of the USPTO
Code ofProfessional Responsibility during his representation ofEPRT Technologies, Inc.
("EPRT" or "the Client").^ Specifically, the OED Director alleged various acts and omissions
committed by Respondent during his prosecution ofEPRT's U.S. Patent Application No.
09/656,519 ("the *519 Application" or"Application").

' Pursuant to an Interagency Agreement in effect beginning March 27,2013, Administrative Law Judges ofthe U.S.
Department ofHousing and Urban Development are authorized to hear cases brought by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office.

2 The USPTO Rules ofProfessional Conduct apply to persons who practice before the USPTO and became
effective May 3,2013. The Complaint alleges Respondent committed various violations ofthe USPTO disciphnary
rules before the effective date ofthe Rules ofProfessional Conduct. The USPTO Code of Professional
Responsibility, rather than the Rules ofProfessional Conduct, therefore applies to this proceedmg.
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Respondent filed an Answer to the Complaint on June 9,2015, and sought leave to file an
Amended Answer and Affirmative Defenses ("First Amended Answer") on September 8,2015.
This request was granted on September 15,2015. Respondent filed aMotionfor Summary
Judgment on October 6, 2015; aSecond Amended Answer on October 9,2015; and Motions in
Limine on October 16 and 19,2015. The OED Director filed aMotion to Strike Affirmative
Defenses on October 8,2015, which was granted on October 21,2015. In response. Respondent
filed an Objection to the OED Exhibits on November 24,2015, and aMotionfor leave to Amend
Affirmative Defenses on December 14,2015.

On January 21,2016, the Court denied Respondent's Motions in Limine. On February 5,
2016, the Court issued an Order that rejected Respondent's summary judgment arguments, his
objection to the OED Director's exhibits, and his Motionfor Leave to Amend Affirmative
Defenses. The Order did permit Respondent to maintain and assert his statute of limitations
affirmative defense.

Ahearing in this matter was held May 10-11,2016, in Miami, Florida. Testimony was
taken from EPRT President and CEO Katherine Blake, attorney Meredith Chaiken, and
Respondent. Tlie parties filed their respective Post-Hearing Briefs on July 6,2016, and their
Reply Briefs on July 18, 2016.

APPLICABLE LAW

The USPTO has the"exclusive authority toestablish qualifications for admitting persons
to practice before it, and to suspend or exclude them from practicing before it." ^oll v.
Finnertv. 242 F.3d 1359, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2001). The Director ofthe USPTO may suspend or
exclude aperson from practice before the USPTO ifthe person is"shown tobe incompetent or
disreputable, or guilty ofgross misconduct," or ifthe person violates regulations established by
the USPTO. 35 U.S.C. § 32. The OED Director has the burden ofproving alleged violations by
clear and convincing evidence. 37C.F.R. § 11.49. Respondent thereafter must prove any
affirmative defenseby clear and convincing evidence. Id,

FINDINGS OF FACT

Based upon the administrative record and the hearing transcript, the following findings
are relevant and material to the issues raised by the Complaint in this matter.

Respondent's Personal Background

1. Respondent has been a patent attorney registered with the USPTO since March 3,
1971. His USPTO registration number is 25,859.

2. Respondent was admitted to the Massachusetts State Bar in 1969, theDelaware State
Bar in 1970, and the Ohio StateBar in 1971. He remains an active member of the
Massachusetts Bar.
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3. Respondent was admitted to the FloridaState Bar on January 21,1986. He is
currently an active member of that Bar. His Florida Bar number is 527,459.

4. Respondent was disciplined by the Florida Bar in 1995 and 2011. The former
discipline was a 10-day suspension; the latter was a public reprimand. In 2013, he
received reciprocal discipline by the USPTO in connection with the 2011 Florida
discipline.

5. Since approximately 2000, Respondent has prosecuted 25 published patent
applications. Nineteen of the applications wereabandoned, seven of which were
reinstated after Respondent filed petitions to revive for unintentional abandonment.
The *519 Application was one of the sevenabandoned and reinstatedapplications.

6. Of the25 published patent applications, the PTO has issued eightpatents.

7. Respondent has operated a private legal practice since 1986.

The *519 Patent Application

8. The *519 Application was originally filed on September 7,2000bythe Howrey
Simon law firm on behalfof EPRT. The Application covered an electrical
stimulation device for pain management (**the device").

9. The device was granted patent protection inAustralia and New Zealand in 2002 and
in theUnited Kingdom in 2005. The European Patent Office granted thedevice
patentprotection in 2007.

10. On March 27, 2002, the USPTO issued a non-final Office Action rejecting many of
the Application's claims.

11. On September 20,2002, the USPTO issued a final Office Action ('*First Final
Rejection") rejecting Claims 2 through 22 ofthe '519 Application.

12. After receiving the First Final Rejection, EPRT contacted Respondent and asked him
to review the *519 Application file.

13. Respondent e-mailed EPRT co-inventor and executive Mr. David Estes^ on
November 19, 2002, to provide ''constructive criticism" of the *519 Application.

14. The November 19,2002, e-mail stated that **the final rejection is likelyto be
sustained becauseof the absence of any allowable claim, and the inability to modify
an existing claim to overcome the final rejection."

' Although the e-mail was sent to Mr. Estes' e-mail address. Respondent addressed itto "Keith," presumably EPRT
co-founder Mr. Keith Wendell, the product's other inventor.
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15. The November 19,2002, e-mail also included an estimate of"20 to 25 hours of
professional time" to perform the necessary services on the '519 Application.

16. Mr. Estes noted in a November 20,2002, e-mail to Ms. Blake thatRespondent's total
fee would be approximately $4,000.

17. Ms. Blake replied toRespondent's November 19 e-mail onNovember 20,2002,
thanking him for his time and careful review ofdocuments, indicating she would "be
in touch with" Mr. Estes on how to proceed.

18. Mr. Estes e-mailed Respondent on November 22,2002, authorizing Respondent to
attempt to remedy the deficiencies in the '519 Application.

19. Respondent replied to Mr. Estes thesamedayvia e-mail, and told Mr. Estes to
"forward a retainer in the amountof 50% of the projected fees ($2,500)."

20. On December 12,2002, EPRT filed a Powerof Attorney and Revocation of Prior
Powers appointing Respondent as the attorney for the '519 Application. The Power
ofAttorney was signed by Ms. Blake.

21. Other than the e-mail exchangesand the PowerofAttorney, there is no other
document memorializing an attomey-client relationship between Respondent and
EPRT.

22. Respondent did not associate his PTO Customer Number with the '519 Application.

23. Respondent filed a Request for Continued Examination ("RCE") with PTO on
January 10, 2003.

24. On January 30,2003, PTO issued a non-final Office Action that was responsive to the
RCE.

25. Respondent filed a response to the Office Action on March 14,2003, which was
rejected in another non-final Office Action, issued June 4, 2003. Both Office Actions
rejected Claims 2-4 and 23-25 of the '519 Application.

26. On November 12,2003, Respondent filed an Amendment, which included an
affidavit from Dr. Steven Kaye, whom Respondent identified as EPRT's clinical
consultant.

27. On January 8,2004, PTO issueda Notice ofNon-Responsive Amendment ("January
2004 Notice") to Respondent.

28. Respondent's subsequent attempts to respond to the January 2004 Notice were
deemed non-compliant by PTO.
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29. The PTO patent examiner, Ms. Frances Oropeza, left a voice messagewith
Respondent on February 6,2004, informing him that a compliant responsewas due
no later than February 9, 2004.

30. Ms. Oropeza called Respondent on February 9,2004, because she hadnot received a
response to the January 2004 Notice.

31. Afterdiscussing the situation with Ms. Oropeza, Respondent informed her thathe
couldnot file a response until the nextday. He then hungup the phone.

32. Respondent did file a response on February 9, 2004. However, the response was
deemed non-compliant.

33. On August 12,2004, PTO issued a Notice ofAbandonment ("First Abandonment") in
the '519 Application, citing Respondent's failure to file a compliant response to the
January 2004 Notice.

34. The First Abandonment stated thatMs. Oropeza had called and left voice messages
with Respondent onJuly 9,July 19, and July 20,2004. The third call informed
Respondent that the '519 Application would be deemed abandoned ifRespondent did
not contact Ms. Oropeza by July 23,2004. Respondent did not return any ofthe
messages.

35. Respondent filed a Petition to revive the '519 Application on October 27,2004. The
Petition stated that the Application was unintentionally abandoned because
Respondent had notreceived the January 2004 Notice.

36. The Petition was granted on January 18,2005.

37. On April 19,2005, PTO issued afinal Office Action ("Second Final Rejection")
rejecting Claims 3,4, and 23-25.

38. On June 20, 2005, Respondent sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with the
subject "Re: Statis [sic] ofPatents". The e-mail stated that "the US examiner has
issued anoffice action fnon-final rejection) and I shall setupan interview with her
shortly" (emphasis in original).

39. Respondent filed a Notice ofAppeal ("First Appeal") onJune 30,2005.

40. On July 27, 2005, Respondent sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Wendell ane-mail with the
subject "Patent Status." The e-mail informed them that Respondent had appealed the
rejection of the '519 Application.

41. OnNovember 14,2005, PTO issued a final Office Action ("Third Final Rejection")
rejecting Claims23-35 and objecting to Claims 3 and 4.
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42. Under"Allowable Subject Matter," the Third Final Rejectionstated that "Claims 3
and 4 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would be
allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base
claim and any intervening claims."

43. The first substantivepage of a PTO Office Actiondefines the "Period for Reply." In
the Third Final Rejection, that section informed Respondent, in all capital letters, that
a shortened reply period ofeither 90 days or three months, whichever was longer,
would apply. The same section also stated that the application would become
abandoned if a reply was not received within the reply period.

44. On November 29, 2005, Respondent sent to Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with
the subject "Allowed subject matter." The e-mailstated that the Third Final
Rejection had allowed Claims3 and4, and that Respondent had "included Claim 23
to which each of these allowed claims make reference." The e-mail also stated that
the appealwas going forward because EPRT was"entitled to broadercoverage -
specifically coverage as to the configuration of the wrap itself."

45. The November 29,2005, e-maildid not say that Claims 3 and 4 would only be
allowable if rewritten, nordid it say that Claims 23-35 had been rejected. The email
did not mention that EPRT had three months to file a reply.

46. By virtue of the Power of Attorney, Respondent alone received the Third Final
Rejection, and he did not send anyone at EPRT a copy ofthe Third Final Rejection.

47. Respondent did not rewrite Claims 3and 4 to qualify for protection as outlined in
PTO's Third Final Rejection.

48. On January 14,2006, Respondent e-mailed Ms. Blake and informed her that PTO had
withdrawn two ofthe system/method claims but "persisted inrejection ofelectrode
claim."

49. Respondent appealed the Third Final Rejection ("Second Appeal") to the Board of
Patent Appeals and Interferences ("Board") onFebruary 2,2006.

50. On May 31,2006, Respondent sent an e-mail to Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr. Cleve
Laird, EPRT's FDA compliance coordinator. The e-mail stated that "only Claim 25,
directed to the structure of the electrode wrap, remains rejected as unpatentable over
the prior art."

51. In the May 31,2006, e-mail. Respondent expressed cautious optimism that Claim 25
would be accepted, and stated that EPRT had a"better than even chance of
prevailing" on that claim.

52. The PTO patent examiner answered the Second Appeal on August 31,2006. Ms.
Oropeza stated that Claims 3and 4were rejected because they had not been rewritten
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in independent form, as PTO had suggested in the Third Final Rejection. She also
reiterated tliat Claim 25 had been rejected.

53. Between 2006 and 2009, Respondent and various EPRT personnel, including Ms.
Blake and Mr. Estes, exchanged several e-mails discussing various patent and
trademark matters, including the '519 Application.

54. In January 2008, Respondent moved from his office on 44 West Flagler Street ("44
W. Flagler") to an office on 28 West Flagler Street ("28 W. Flagler"). He properly
informed PTO of his new address,

55. Respondent had no physical presence at the 28 W. Flagler office. The office served
primarily as amailing address, but Respondent had access to an available conference
room when needed.

56. Documents sent to28 W. Flagler were set aside for Respondent by anon-site
receptionist, who would inform him when mail was received.

57. On June 1,2009, the Board issued its Decision on Appeal ("Board Decision"), in
which it affirmed the Third Final Rejection's conclusions asto Claims 3,4, and 23-
25.

58. The first page of the Board Decision included a footnote announcing the two-month
period to file an appeal orinitiate a civil case. The Board Decision's final page stated
"no time period for taking any subsequent action inconnection with this appeal may
be extended."

59. The Board Decision was mailed to Respondent's28 W. Flagler address on June 1,
2009.

60. Respondent did not file any appeal withinthe two-month window.

61. Respondent did not informEPRTabout the BoardDecisionwithin the two-month
window.

62. On August 17,2009, PTO issued a Noticeof Abandonment regarding the '519
Application because all claims hadbeen rejected and had not been amended and
because no appeal was filed within the two-month window.

63. The Notice of Abandonment was mailed to Respondent's 28 W. Flagler address on
August 17, 2009.

64. The Notice of Abandonment stated that a message had been left on Respondent's
answering machine on August6,2009, but Respondent did not return the call.

65. Respondent did not attempt to revive the '519 Application, and did not informEPRT
that it had been abandoned.
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66. In aJuly 16,2010, e-mail to Respondent, Ms. Blake requested an update on the '519
Application. Respondent did not reply to the e-mail.

67. Ms. Blake sent Respondent another e-mail on July 29,2010, also seeking information
about the '519 Application's progress.

68 On July 30,2010, Respondent e-mailed Ms. Blake and stated that he had "attempted
to determine the status of the patent applications and have yet to hear back from my
inquiries."

69. Because Respondent had not associated his Customer Number with the 519
Application, he could not use PTO's Patent Application Information Retrieval
("PAIR") system to check the status ofthe Application online.

70. Ms. Blake contacted Respondent by phone in March 2011 to discuss the 519
Application. Respondent unilaterally terminated the call and did not answer the
phone when Ms. Blake immediately attempted to call him back.

71. In 2011, Ms. Blake sent Respondent seven increasingly urgent e-mails about the '519
Application.

72. The e-mails were sent on April 1, April 4, April 6, April 22, July 15, July 20, and
October 5. The subject line ofthe e-mails were, in order: "phone calls," "Trying to
reach you," "Need to reach you," "Have you received my messages," "US Patent
status?" "Status of US patents?" and "check has not been cleared."

73. Eache-mail stated that Ms. Blake had made repeated attempts to reach Respondent
by phone orto otherwise get in contact with him. The October 5e-mail asked
Respondent ifhe had moved.

74. Threeof the e-mailsnoted that Ms. Blake needed to speakwith Respondent "asap."

75. The April 22 e-mail stated that Ms. Blake "did not ever receive correspondence
stating the patent had been denied as final. Itwas still under review per our last
discussion."

76. Respondent never replied to Ms. Blake's e-mails, text messages, or phone calls.

77. On April 5,2011, Ms. Blake e-mailed Dr. Laird to see ifhe had been incontact with
Respondent. On April 28, 2011, Ms. Blake asked Dr. Laird to attempt to
commimicate with Respondent.

78. On April 29,2011, Dr. Laird informed Ms. Blake that he had successfully contacted
Respondent via e-mail.
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79. Still unable to reach Respondent, EPRT hired the Farahmand Law Firm to pursue
possible legal action against Respondent.

80. On October 21,2011, attorney Roger Farahmand sent Respondent aletter requesting
the status of the '519 Application.

81. Respondent faxed acopy of the Board Decision to Mr. Farahmand on October 28,
2011. Hedid not include a copy of the Notice of Abandonment.

82. On October 31,2011, Mr. Farahmand sent Respondent a letter requesting acomplete
copy of the '519 Application file.

83. Respondent did not send the file to Mr. Farahmand oranyone atEPRT.

84. Respondent did not file a notice ofwithdrawal as attomey ofrecord in the '519
Application and did not revoke the Power ofAttorney filed in2003.

85. On February 13, 2013, EPRT revoked Respondent's Power ofAttomey in favor of
Mr. Robert Babayi, a newly retained patent attorney. ThePower of Attomey was
signed by Ms. Blake.

86. BetweenNovember 22,2002; and Febmary 13,2013, EPRT paid Respondent
between $35,000and $45,000 to prosecute the '519 Application.

Respondent's Docketing Svstem

87. Prior to 2011, Respondent did not use an electronic docket management system.
Instead, he had a tickler file, a desk calendar, and a day book,

88. Respondent placed any document withan outstanding due date in the tickler file, and
noted the date and the necessary action in the calendar and day book.

89. Respondent's then-wife was primarily in charge of maintaining the tickler file and
ensuring documents were filed on time.

90. Respondent assessed the status of the cases in his docket tv^dce a year; during the
winter holiday season and before going on summer vacation.

91. If Respondent was going to meet with a client, he would check their file beforehand
to ensure all deadlines were up to date. He followed the same procedure ifa client
contacted him requesting an update, even if a meeting was not upcoming.
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EPRT's Malpractice Lawsuits Against Respondent

92. On December 5,2012, EPRT and Thrisoint PTY, Ltd., ("Thrisoint")'' sued
Respondent in U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas for legal
malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, fraud, and breach of contract.

93. TheTexas casewasultimately dismissed onjurisdictional grounds.

94. On October 25,2013, EPRT and Thrisoint filed a substantially identical lawsuit
against Respondent in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida.

95. EPRT was dismissed from the Florida case due to lack of standing, but the case was
permitted to continue with Thrisoint as the lone plaintiff

96. On September 1,2015, the case was settled and dismissed with prejudice. The court
retained jurisdiction for 60 days to enforce the terms ofthe settlement agreement.

97. The dismissal was predicated on a settlement agreement in which Respondent agreed
to pay EPRT $7,000 and submit a letter stating that he had intentionally abandoned
the '519 Application.

98. An admission of intentional abandonment byRespondent would allow EPRT to
revive the Application.

99. The settlement agreement prohibited any EPRT representative, including Ms. Blake,
from voluntarily participating in the then-pending disciplinary proceedings against
Respondent by the Florida Bar and PTO. The agreement did note that participation
could be compelled via subpoena.

100. Ms. Blake executed the settlement agreement onAugust 28, 2015, inAustralia.
However, the signed agreement was not received by Ms. Chaiken until several weeks
later, after the case had been dismissed.

101. Respondent did not accept Ms. Chaiken's phone calls and did not finalize the
settlement agreement. In response, Ms. Chaiken filed amotion to compel compliance
with the agreement. However, the motion was denied because the federal court's 60-
dayjurisdictionhad already elapsed.

102. EPRT has filed a lawsuit in Florida state court alleging breach of contract in
connection with the settlement agreement. That lawsuit remains ongoing.

103. To date, EPRT has spent approximately $170,000 litigating Respondent's handling of
the *519 Application.

* On December 22,2006, EPRT assigned its rights to the *519 Application toThrisoint. Ms. Blake is the manager
ofTTirisoint.
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DEFERRED RULING ON OBJECTION MADE AT HEARING

The OED Director objects to Respondent Exhibit 27. That exhibit isa transcript ofMr.
Gregory Mayback's deposition inthe Florida malpractice litigation. Mr. Mayback served asan
expert witness for EPRT in that proceeding. He was not called asa witness in the current
proceeding. Respondent sought to admit Respondent's Exhibit 27 as evidence that Respondent's
docketing system and six-month survey schedule did not offend the standard ofcare in the legal
profession. The OED Director contends that the Exhibit should be excluded on procedural
grounds because Respondent did not follow the Court's instructions regarding expert witness
testimony. Additionally, the OED Director asserts that the Exhibit is inappropriate because the
standard ofcare ina malpractice case is not relevant in an attorney discipline case. The Court
conditionally accepted the deposition transcript at the hearing, but ordered the parties to brief the
issue in their respective Post-Hearing Briefs. Both parties have done so.

The Notice ofHearing and Scheduling Order authorized expert witness testimony only if
"scientific, technical, orother specialized knowledge will assist the hearing officer to understand
theevidence or to determine a fact in issue." The Court previously struckRespondent's attempt
to present himself as an expert witness because the scientific and technical aspects ofthis
proceeding were not sufficiently complex to require expert testimony. Comprehending the
standard ofcare in the legal profession, to the degree that the issue isrelevant here, isno more
daunting an undertaking. Mr. Mayback's deposition testimony is therefore ofonly minimal
value in helping the Court assess the evidence.

Moreover, the transcript cannot properly be considered expert testimony because Mr.
Mayback has not been qualified as an expert witness in this proceeding. The party seeking to
present expert testimony must disclose the expert's identity to the other party and submit a
written expert report. Respondent took neither of those actions with respect to Mr. Mayback. ^
The use ofhis deposition transcript from the previous proceeding would allow Respondent to
sidestep the procedural rules assuring the qualification ofthe witness as an expert. This puts the
OED Director at a significant disadvantage. The malpractice litigation was between
EPRT/Thrisoint and Respondent. The OED Director was not a party inthat litigation. As a
result, his Counsel never had the opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Mayback. This Court has
also been deprived ofthe chance to query Mr. Mayback, orassess his credibility. Respondent
states that Mr. Mayback practices in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Given his proximity to the hearing
location and his familiarity with the issues involved, there isno apparent reason why Respondent
chose not tosubpoena Mr. Mayback toprovide testimony at the hearing.

For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that Mr. Mayback's deposition transcript was
not offered inaccordance with accepted procedures and its admission inevidence would bemore
prejudicial than probative. The OED Director's objection is therefore SUSTAINED, and the
transcript will not be considered.

5 The OED Director initially offered as an exhibit asummary judgment motion from the malpractice case, which
included acopy ofMr. Mayback's expert report. However, the OED Director withdrew that exhibit. Respondent
did not submit the report to the Court and has not otherwise attempted to comply with the procedures for
establishing Mr. Mayback as an expert witness.
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DISCUSSION

The Court has considered ail issues and examined all evidence contained in the record
and admitted athearing. Any issues not discussed here are not addressed because the Court finds
they lack materiality or importance to the decision.

Although the Complaint is presented as only two counts, the OED Director actually
alleges a litany ofethical violations against Respondent. Specifically, the OED Director accuses
Respondent of(1) neglecting the '519 Application atvarious points during the application
process; (2) failing to inform EPRT ofimportant correspondence; (3) failing to seek EPRT's
lawful objectives atvarious points during the application process; (4) engaging ingross or
disreputable conduct; (5) engaging in conduct involving ftaud, dishonesty, deceit, or
misrepresentation; (6) giving EPRT false or misleading information; (7) making a false statement
oflaw orfact; (8) failing todeliver toEPRT property that it was entitled to receive; and (9)
engaging in other conduct that adversely reflects on his fitness topractice.

As apreliminary matter, the Court must determine whether any ofthese allegations
survive Respondent's statute of limitations defense. Respondent contends that any conduct that
occurred in 2005 orearlier is governed by the five-year statute of limitations ineffect at that
time. The applicable statute, 28 U.S.C. §2462, stated:

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, an action, suit or
proceeding for the enforcement ofany civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture,
pecuniary or otherwise, shall not be entertained unless commenced
within five years from the date when the claim first accrued...

28 U.S.C. § 2462

On September 16,2011, Congress enacted the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act
("AIA"), which replaced 28 U.S.C. §2462, for USPTO purposes, with an amended version of35
U.S.C. §32. As amended, 35 U.S.C. §32 now includes the following two-stage limitations
period:

Aproceeding under this section shall be commenced not later than the
earlier of either the date that is 10 vears after the date on which the
misconduct forming the basis for the proceeding occurred, or 1 year
after the date on which the misconduct forming the basis for the
proceeding ismade known to an officer or employee ofthe Office.

35 U.S.C. §32; s^ also. Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. Law No. 112-29, §3(k), 125
Stat. 291 (2011) (emphases added).

The new statute of limitations period applies to any case under 35 U.S.C. § 32 that had
not already lapsed by the time ofthe AIA's enactment. Accordingly, any misconduct that
occurred prior to September 16,2006, —five years before the AIA took effect —falls under 28
U.S.C. §2462, and thus isno longer actionable. The OED Director contends, however, that even
ifsome ofthe misconduct pre-dated the AIA, those violations were continuous innature, thereby
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tolling the statutory clock until the violation ended. Those violations would still beactionable if
theydid not conclude until sometime after September 16,2006.

With one exception, discussed below, thealleged violations occurred between 2007and
2011.^ They thus fall under the AIA's limitations umbrella, not28 U.S.C. § 2462. Ten years
have not elapsed since the alleged misconduct occurred, and the Complaint was brought within
one year of theOED Director learning of the alleged misconduct. Ms. Blake first informed the
OED Director of these events on August 11,2014. The Complaint was filed approximately 10
months later, on May 11, 2015. Accordingly, theallegations from the Complaint discussed here
are timely.

The OED Director alleges that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) due, in part,
tohis failure to notify EPRT about the Third Final Rejection, which hereceived in 2005. TTiis
claim thus should have gone stale sometime in2010. The OED Director asserts that the
continuing violation doctrine should apply inthis instance to toll the statutory clock. Respondent
argues in opposition that the statutory clock begins to run when the violation occurs, even if the
impact of the violationextends into the future.

Courts will normally apply the continuing violations doctrine only if (1) there isexplicit
language in the relevant statute or regulation defining the violation as continuous; or(2) ifthe
nature ofthe offense charged is such that Congress (or an agency) must have intended that it be
treatedas a continuous offense. Toussie v. U.S., 397 U.S. 112,115 (1970). There is a strong
preference against applying the doctrine because itdirectly undermines the very purpose of
statutes of limitations. Toussie. 397 U.S. 112 at 135 (White, J. dissenting) ("we should
undoubtedly approach the task ofstatutory interpretation with a presumption against a finding
that an offense is a continuing one").

The Court does not find explicit language in37C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8), which proscribes as
a continuing offense the failure to inform a client of significant correspondence from PTO.
However, the nature of the Rule does imply a time element. Unlike, for example, a false
statement, this isnot a "point intime" violation. The duty to inform one's clients ofpotentially
adverse information remains active until the practitioner informs the client of thecorrespondence
or ceases representation ofthat client. The Court therefore finds that 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8)
states—and was intended to state—a continuingviolation.

The question ofwhether Respondent ever fully informed EPRT of the contents ofthe
Third Final Rejection is addressed in more detail infra. At present, it is sufficient to note that the
November 29,2005, e-mail wasdeficient. It didnotcontain a copyof the ThirdFinal Rejection;
it omitted some key information and it inaccurately described other information. Some of these
errors were rectified somewhat in two 2006 e-mails. The first, on January 14, 2006, stated that
PTO had persisted in its rejection of the electrode wrap. A May 31,2006, e-mail again stated
thatClaim 25 remained "rejected as unpatentable." EPRT thusknew at that point that the '519
Application had been rejected, and thegeneral grounds upon which PTO based that rejection.

' Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply Briefasserts that the OED Director bases the Complaint inpart on
Respondent's failure toassociate his Customer Number with the '519 Application when he filed the Power of
Attorney in2002. He thus argues that the charge istime-barred. TXxt Complaint made nosuch charge.
Respondent's argument onthispoint therefore does not warrant additional consideration.
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The client was alsoaware thatRespondent had appealed the rejection to the Board in February
2006. Asa result, the Court concludes that Respondent at leastpartially revealed the substance
of the Third Final Rejection to EPRT onJanuary 14,2006. The statutory clock thus began to
runon that date.^ The OED Directorwas therefore required to file the Complaintby January 14,
2016. As already noted, the Complaint was filed onMay 11, 2015. Thus, discipline for the
alleged violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) is not time-barred.

I. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 8 10.77(c^ -Neglecting the ^519 Application

The Code of Professional Responsibility states that a practitioner "shall not neglect a
legal matter entrusted to the practitioner." 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c). Black's Law Dictionary defines
"neglect" as "the omission ofproper attention to a person orthing, whether inadvertent,
negligent, or willful." Black's LawDictionary (8th ed. 2004).

The American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
opined in 1973 that:

[N]eglect involves indifference and a consistent failure to carry out
the obligations that a lav/yer has assumed, or a conscious disregard
for the responsibilities a lawyer owes a client. The concept of
ordinary negligence isdifferent. Neglect usually involves more than
a single act or omission. Neglect cannot be found if the acts or
omissions complained of were inadvertent or the result of an error
of judgmentmade in good faith."

American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
Informal Opinion 1273 (1973).^

Neglect occurs when apractitioner ignores or otherwise disregards his obligations to his
client. Itdoes not occur instantaneously, however. Instead, neglect generally requires a pattern
orcourse ofconduct clearly illustrating the practitioner's disinterest inperforming his duties.
See Inre Levin. 395 N.E.2d 1374,1375 (111. 1979) (inaction, delay, andlack of effort expended
on behalfofa client constitutes neglect). Atime element is therefore a central aspect ofthe
violation. As a result, a single forgetful moment orhonest mistake normally will notviolate 37
C.F.R. § 10.77(c).9

' Respondent correctly summarizes the "continuing impact" theory. However, the impact ofhis alleged misconduct
isnot at issue here. Failure to inform is a continuing violation. The clock thus begins when the violation itselfends,
notits impact. TheCourt finds that the violation ended on January 14, 2006.

®Informal Opinion 1273 discusses then-ABA Disciplinary Rule 6-I01(A)(3), which is identical in wording to 37
C.F.R. § 10.77(c).

' Although neglect and negligence are not interchangeable, there are scenarios where a single negligent act may
constitute neglect. For example, in Attorney Grievance Commission v. Montfiomerv. the attorney inadvertently
failed to appear for a hearing, resulting in dismissal ofhis client's case. 460 A.2d 597 (Md. 1983). The court found
that he had neglected the client.
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The OED Director contends that Respondent's conduct prior to and immediately after the
Board Decision constitutes neglect of the '519 Application. More specifically, the OED Director
alleges that Respondent did not monitor the Application's progress through PTO; did not return
the patent examiner's phone call; did not inform EPRT ofthe Board Decision; refused to
communicate with Ms. Blake; and took nosteps to appeal the Board Decision or otherwise
prevent the Application from being abandoned.

Respondent counters that he made regular attempts to track the application after filing the
appeal to the Board in February 2006. On October 9,2008, he told Ms. Blake via e-mail that he
had "called the PTO 3 times and have yet to receive a return call re the status of the appeal inthe
US appln." AJuly 30,2010, e-mail stated that he had "attempted to determine the status ofthe
patent applns and have yet to hear back fi^om my inquiries." Respondent also testified that he
normally determined the status ofapplications by calling the patent examiner directly.'® He also
claims to check the statusofall his pending casesevery six months.

These statements suggest that Respondent's failure to learn the status of the *519
Application was the product ofPTO's non-responsiveness. In actuality, Ms. Oropeza had left a
voice message for Respondent on August 6,2009, before the application was abandoned.
Respondent testified that he attempted to return her call on multiple occasions, but "never
connected with her." Hemade no more attempts todetermine the purpose of the call. Had he
done so, hewould have learned that the appeal had been denied two months earlier, and that
abandonment was imminent.

The personal phone call from Ms. Oropeza should have alerted Respondent that there was
movement on the '519 Application. Itwas PTO's first attempt tocontact him onthe matter in
more than two years. It would take Respondent two more years, until October 2011, to
undertake any investigation of the status ofthe '519 Application. He did soonly after receiving
the letter from Mr. Farahmand. Under the circumstances. Respondent's complete failure to
follow up on Ms. Oropeza's phone call is inexplicable. This failure is even more glaring in light
ofRespondent's claim that calling patent examiners ishis primary means of tracking his
applications." Moreover, had Respondent been clearing his docket every six months as he
claims, hewould have learned of the Board Decision no later than December 2009.'̂
Respondent insists he was ignorant of it until October 28,2011.

Respondent could have monitored the status ofthe '519 Application electronically via the PAIR system had he
associated the application with his Customer Number. He chose not to do so. Instead, he trusted the physical mail
and his own occasional phone calls toensure he was properly apprised of the progress ofthe '519 Application. Use
ofthe PAIR system isnot required, but it isstrongly encouraged by PTO toeliminate scenarios like this one.

" This was not the first time Respondent's failure toreturn Ms. Oropeza's phone calls resulted in the abandonment
ofthe *519 Application. She called him at least four times in 2004 to determine whether he intended torespond to
the January 2004Notice. He did not returnany of those calls.

" Respondent asserts that heclears his docket before the winter holidays and again before hegoes onhisannual
summer vacation. The BoardDecision was issued on June 1,2009, Assuming Respondent's summer vacation
occurs at the traditional time, i.e., July or August, hewould have learned oftheJune 1 Board Decision during his
summer docket check. Ifhissearch occurred in Mayj itwould not have revealed theBoard Decision. However, the
winter search six months laterwould certainly have uncovered thatdocument as wellas the Notice of Abandonment,
which was issued in August. They would alsohave shown up in thesummer and winterdocketchecks in2010, and
thesummer check in2011. It strains beliefthatRespondent conducted these checks but still failed to discover these
documents.
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Respondent has also offered no explanation why he ignored Ms. Blake's e-mails and calls
for more than a year. Between July 16,2010; and October 5,2011, Respondent received at least
nine e-mails and anuntold number ofphone calls from Ms. Blake. The e-mails repeatedly
emphasized that the matter was urgent, and that Ms. Blake desperately needed anupdate about
thestatus of the '519 Application. He responded to none of them,and made no attemptto
investigate the progress of the Application. The e-mails also repeatedly noted that Respondent
had not returned messages lefton his answering machine. The one time Ms. Blake didmanage
to reach Respondent onthe phone in2011, he abruptly ended the call without explanation.

During the hearing, Respondent stated that he was trying a "very complex divorce
matter" instate court during that period, and may have simply been too busy to respond to Ms.
Blake. Healso hinted thathis e-mail "may have been hacked butTm notsure." He then
admitted that"I don't havean explanation, quite frankly, otherthan that."

The Court is not persuaded by Respondent's assertion that he was overwhelmed by a
different legal matter. Ms. Blake attempted to communicate with Respondent for more than a
year, from July 2010 until October 2011. He cannot plausibly claim that hespent every moment
of that period embroiled in his state court case.

Additionally, Respondent's claim ofhacking isnot credible. He bases the claim ona
lone reference from Ms. Blakethat he "mayhave a virus on youraol e-mail account."
Respondent cannot recall ifor when he was hacked, orfor how long. Yet he theorizes that, if the
account was compromised during his divorce trial, hemay not have bothered to re-secure the
account until after the trial ended. Again, this argument overlooks the fact that Ms. Blake
attempted tocontact him for more than a year by phone and e-mail. Italso ignores the fact that
Respondent replied within 24hours toane-mail sent by Dr. Laird, who Respondent considered a
friend. Heclearly received Dr. Laird's e-mails. It therefore stands to reason thathe received
Ms. Blake's e-mails as well. Hesimply did not respond to them. Moreover, his hacking theory
doesnot explain why he did not returnMs. Blake's phonecalls.

Respondent also argues that hewas not obligated tocommunicate with Ms. Blake
because she was not EPRT's corporate representative. Rather, heclaims, he received orders and
instructions from Mr. Estes. There is no merit to Respondent's argument. The evidence is
overwhelming that Ms. Blake, as EPRT's President and CEO,acted as the corporate
representative. She was theone who responded to his initial assessment of the '519 Application,
stating in that e-mail that"I will contact you ina few days." Ms. Blake wasalso the onewho
signed the PowerofAttorney givingRespondent authority to prosecute the Application.

Respondent's ownevidence further betrays his position. Respondent includes
approximately 20 e-mailshe sent to EPRT between 2002 and 2009as evidence of his adequate
communication with his client during that time period. All but two of those e-mails were

" His explanation isagain reminiscent of2004. Respondent's Petition to revive theabandoned '519 Application
stated that hehadnot received theJanuary 2004 Notice, and thus was unaware thatthe Application faced
abandonment. Hedid notaddress the fact that Ms. Oropeza had left multiple voice messages informing him of the
impending abandonment.
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addressed to Ms. Blake as the primary recipient.''* At least sixof thee-mails were sent to her
alone. Other than the two initial e-mails in 2002, there is no evidence that Respondent ever
communicated with Mr. Estes alone. When Mr. Estes or Mr. Wendell were included as
recipients, theywerecarboncopied, and thee-mail often began withthe salutation "Dear
Katherine." One particular e-mail stands out. Ina March 17,2008, e-mail from Respondent to
Ms. Blake andMr. Wendell, Respondent asked "what is David Estes [sic] role in this
arrangement - who do I need to copy onpatent matters?" Had Mr. Estes actually been
Respondent's primary contact person, this e-mail would reasonably have been addressed tohim,
notMs. Blake and Mr. Wendell. This, and theotherevidence in the record, fatally undermines
Respondent's claim that he was not obligated tocommunicate v^th Ms. Blake because Mr. Estes
was actually EPRT's corporate representative for the '519 Application.'̂

Respondent also contends that hecould not have neglected the '519 Application because,
in 2008, Mr. Estes instructed him not to pursue the '519 Application in favor of a subsequent
patent application. The best evidence ofwhat Mr. Estes told Respondent would have been Mr.
Estes himself However, Respondent never called upon Mr. Estes to testify. Norhashe
produced any other evidence showing Mr. Estes ever ordered him toabandon the '519
Application. Ofthe many e-mails among Respondent, Mr. Estes, and Ms. Blake, none reference
the deliberate abandonment of the '519 Application. It is true that there was a patent application
filed in2008 that featured a new, improved silver electrode wrap. However, the assertion that
the new wrap made the '519 Application irrelevant is only attributable to Respondent himself'̂
The argument is therefore unavailing.

Finally, Respondent argues that hecould not have informed EPRT about the Board
Decision or the Notice of Abandonment because he never received them. Instead, the documents
were likely misplaced by the receptionist at his office.

Respondent does not contcst that the documents were sent to his office of record, 28 W.
Flagler inMiami, Florida. While it iscertainly possible that the building's receptionist
misplaced the documents, that does not absolve Respondent of his responsibility to EPRT.
Respondent chose tomove toa "virtual" office where he did not have any day-to-day physical
presence. He therefore chose to entrust his mail toa receptionist rather than seeing to ithimself
Any filing errors by the receptionist are foreseeable consequences ofhisown decision.
Respondent could have changed his correspondence address tohis home address, while still
maintaining his virtual office." He could have associated the '519Application with his

Thetwo outliers werethe initial assessment of the '519 Application andan e-mail acknowledging hishiring by
EPRT. Both e-mails were sent in 2002 and were sent to Mr. Estes alone.

Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply Briefdevotes substantial time tothe question of"apparent authority" in an
agent/principal context. There is no agent/principal dynamic at play in the instant case. Moreover, apparent
authority is viewed from theperspective of a third party. Here there isno thirdparty.

Thenew patent application, Application Number 61/190,421 ("the '421 Application"), wasfiled on August 28,
2008. The '421 Application specifically stated that"the instant invention is related to [the*519 Application],"
which it described as "pending." Thisdescription stands insharp contrast to Respondent's assertion that the '421
Application rendered the '519Application obsolete. Moreover, assuming, arguendo, that Mr. Estes did order
Respondent toabandon the *519 Application in2008, Respondent never affirmatively complied vvith that order. The
Application remained in active status until August 2009, more than a year after the '421 Application was filed.

" Notably, Respondent did instruct EPRT to send several checks tohishome address rather than to 28 W. Flagler.
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Customer Numberso he could monitor its progress electronically via the PAIR system. He
could have had his Virginia-based associate routinely check the physical file. He took none of
these protective measures. As a result ofthese omissions. Respondent claims he did not learn
about the Board Decision until it was far too late to prevent abandonment. Suchan outcome was
thus the result ofRespondent's own inaction. Sw Nam D. Dao. Proceeding No. D2015-23 (May
15,2015). (There, the practitioner failed tofile a change ofaddress form v^dth PTO. Acritical
notice was thus sent to hisoldoffice. Having never received thenotice, thepractitioner did not
respond to it, leading to the abandonment oftlie patent application. The practitioner was thus
found to have neglected theapplication, violating 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c).)

In sum, 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) prohibits a practitioner from disregarding, ignoring, or
forgetting about aclient matter for an extended amount oftime. The OED Director has provided
clear and convincing evidence that Respondent failed to monitor the progress ofthe '519
Application in 2009, ignored the patent examiner's phone call in 2009, ignored Ms. Blake's e-
mails and phone calls in 2010 and 2011, and failed to safeguard his lines ofcommunication with
PTO at any time. Any one ofthe alleged missteps here, on their own, perhaps would not
constitute neglect. However, the fiill complement ofthem, spread as they are over the course of
months and years, paints aclear picture ofan attorney who has either fallen asleep at the wheel
ordecided to invest his energies elsewhere. In either case, the evidence confirms that
Respondent neglected the *519 Application.

II. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.23fcV8^ - Failure to Inform EPRT of PTO
Coirespondence

The OED Director next alleges that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8), which
requires apractitioner to inform aclient when the practitioner receives correspondence from
PTO ifthe correspondence could have asignificant impact on apending matter and a reasonable
practitioner would believe the client should be notified. In this case, the OED Director contends
that Respondent should have notified EPRT about the Third Final Rejection in 2005, and the
Board Decision and Notice ofAbandonment in 2009.

Respondent maintains that aNovember 29,2005, e-mail from himself to Ms. Blake and
Mr. Estes informed them ofthe Third Final Rejection. The e-mail reads, inits entirety [sic
throughout]:

Dear Katherine:

The examiner, or more accurately, her new supervisor has issued anoffice
action (after the appeal was taken and brief filed) in which he has allowed
Method Claims 3 & 4 (copies attached) -1 have also included Claim 23 to
which each ofthese allowed claims make reference. The dependent Claims
3 &4 are to be read as including allof the limitation of Claim 23- where a
limitation in Claim 23 is furtherdefined (as inClaims3 & 4), the limitations
of Claim 3 & 4 respectively replace the limitation in Claim 23

The appeal is still going forward, because we are entitled to broader
coverage - specifically coverage as to the configuration ofthe wrap itself
Any questions, pis advise - John
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Respondent did not attach a copy of the Third Final Rejection Action to the e-mail. He
never explicitly said that Claims23-25 had been rejected. He also stated that Claims 3 and4 had
been"allowed" when in fact they had been objected to but "would be allowable if rewritten in
independent form." Having declined to inform EPRT that the Claims could be rewritten,
Respondent also did notmention that hedid not intend to rewrite them. Additionally, the e-mail
never described the PTO decision as a "final action" and did not mention the three-month
deadline to file a response. To the contrary, thee-mail implied that no additional stepswere
necessary at that time becausethe "appeal is still going forward."

Not until January 14,2006, did Respondent clarify that Claim 25 had been rejected when
hestated inan e-mail thatPTO had "persisted in rejection of electrode claim." The May 31,
2006, e-mail included a copy of theSecond Appeal and informed Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr.
Laird that Claims 3,4, 23, and24 were rejected on"formal grounds," but that Claim 25 was
rejected as "unpatentable over the prior art."

The narrow wording of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) prohibits a practitioner from failing to
inform a client of important correspondence. The November 29, 2009, e-mail did notify EPRT
personnel ofthe existence of the Third Final Rejection shortly after its issuance. However,
Respondent failed toactually provide the Third Final Rejection to EPRT and did not fully or
accurately explain the document and its ramifications.'̂ As a result, EPRT was left with the
erroneous impression that the *519 Application rested on firmer ground than itactually did.
EPRT was neveraware that Claims 3 and 4 needed to be rewritten to survive and thus neverhad
the opportunity to instruct Respondent to do so. Respondent therefore prevented EPRT from
making an informed decision about a preferred course ofaction. Section 10.23(c)(8) does not
require apractitioner to simply "notify" aclient about important correspondence, itrequires him
orher to"inform" the client about that correspondence. Respondent did not ftilly do sowith
regard to the Third Final Rejection.

The violation is even clearer with regard to the Board Decision and theNotice of
Abandonment. As already discussed. Respondent did not provide the Board Decision toEPRT
until compelled to do so two years after ithad been issued. He did not provide the Notice of
Abandonment at any time. The fact that he was unaware of these decisions does not absolve him
ofhis responsibility to EPRT. Both decisions were properly mailed to his address ofrecord,
which washis correct addressat the time. At best, it wasonly Respondent'sown negligence that
prevented him from receiving them.'̂ One failure does not excuse another.

Respondent argues that there was no need to provide EPRT personnel with acopy ofthe Third Final Rejection
because itwas "virtually the same" asthe two previous final rejections. This is categorically incorrect. The Third
Final Rejection stated, for the first time, that Claims 3 and 4 would be allowable ifrewritten. It thus presented
EPRT wiA a possible new avenue to pursue.

" TheOED Director turns to the"mailbox rule" as evidence thatRespondent actually received the Board Decision
andtheNotice of Abandonment. The mailbox rulecreates a rebuttable presumption Uiat properlyaddressed
documents placed into the possession ofa mail delivery service reach their destination in a reasonable time.
Rosenthal v.Walker. 111 U.S. 185,193-94 (1884); Rios v.Nicholson. 490 F.3d 928, 930-31 (Fed. Cir. 2007);
Lupvan v. Corinthian Colleges. Inc.. 761 F.3d 314 (3dCir. 2014). TheComplaint's allegations of dishonest and
deliberately misleading conduct rest entirely on application of this rule. It istoo fragile a presumption tosupport
such weighty charges. As discussed ingreater detail infra, the OED Director has notestablished any reason why
Respondent would receive these documents and not act onthem, given his then-ongoing relationship with EPRT.
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Both the Board Decision and the Notice of Abandonment should have beentimely
communicated to EPRT. The Board Decision was particularly vital because it carried a non-
extendable two-month deadline to appeal the decision. Respondent's failure to inform EPRT of
that document meant EPRT had no chance to file the appeal within the deadline. The
consequence ofthat inaction was the abandonment ofthe *519 Application.

Accordingly, the Court finds that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) by failing
to properly inform EPRT ofthe Third Final Rejection, the Board Decision, and the Notice of
Abandonment.

III. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S lQ.84(a) - Failing to Seek EPRT'sLawful
Objectives

The OED Director also contends that Respondent's mishandling of the '519 Application
constitutes a failure to seek his client's lawful objectives and a failure to carry out an
employment contract, thus violating 37 C.F.R. §10.84(a)(1), and {a)(2)}^ Respondent counters
that he continued to pursue EPRT's objectives until October 2011, when he claims Mr.
Farahmand threatened him with amalpractice suit. Additionally, Respondent argues that there
were "no available avenues to reverse the [Board] Decision" once it was issued, making any
additional work on the Application futile. He also asserts that, in 2008, Mr. Estes specifically
told him not to incur additional legal fees pursuing the '519 Application.

No explicit engagement agreement between the parties exists, which makes it difficult to
state the precise terms ofthe employment contract. That said, it is apparent that Respondent was
hired to attempt to salvage the '519 Application, ifpossible. Absent some future shift in EPRT s
goals, that obligation existed as long as Respondent remained as attorney of record for the 519
Application.

The OED Director does not dispute that Respondent was committed to securing a patent
on behalfofEPRT, at least initially. The Application was first rejected in 2002, under the
supervision ofadifferent law firm. Respondent's initial assessment ofthe viability ofthe
Application was grim, stating that "the final rejection is likely to be sustained because of the
absence ofany allowable claim...." However, Respondent also reconmiended re-filing the
Application, followed quickly by an amendment supported by athird-party affidavit. The
evidence shows that Respondent filed the necessary amendments, appeals, and affidavits, at least
until he received the Third Final Rejection in November 2005. At that point. Claims 3and 4
were potentially allowable ifrewritten. Based on his own experience and judgment, Respondent
chose not to rewrite either Claim. Respondent believed—and maintains to this day—that
rewriting the Claims would have been useless because they included references to other, rejected
Claims. He simply disagreed with Ms. Oropeza's assessment, as stated in the Third Final

Thus the Court concludes—based upon Respondent's testimony and clear and convincing circumstantial evidence-
that Respondent did not act on those items ofPTO correspondence because he had not received them.

The Complaint paints Respondent's various communications failures as evidence ofa violation of37 C.F.R.
10.84(a). The Court cannot agree. Apractitioner may fail to communicate adequately with aclient while still
working diligently on behalfofthat client. The practitioner would thus violate Section 10.23(c)(8) but not 10.84(a).
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Rejection, that Claims 3and 4 could be allowable. Respondent did not discuss rewriting the
Claims with anyone atEPRT. Ithas already been noted that Respondent did not even inform
EPRT ofthe patent examiner's suggestion, telling them instead that the Claims had already been
allowed. Instead ofconferring with his client, Respondent elected tofile the Second Appeal in
February 2006. He did not discuss the appeal with EPRT prior to filing it. '̂

The consequences of Respondent's decisions were substantial. Claims 3 and 4 were
ultimately deemed rejected because Respondent did not rewrite them as suggested. The Board
Decision therefore affirmed theThird Final Rejection because there were no allowable claims.

Had Respondent been timely aware ofthe Board Decision on June 1,2009, he could have
filed an appeal. Had he been timely aware ofthe Notice ofAbandonment, he could have
attempted to revive the Application. Either course ofaction would have served EPRT's
objectives. The Court cannot speculate whether he would have taken either action, because he
abandoned EPRT asa client within days ofdiscovering the existence ofthe Board Decision.

Respondent contends that, rather than an abandonment on his part, he was "constructively
discharged" as EPRT's counsel on or about October 28,2011. The basis for the constructive
discharge was an alleged telephone call between himselfand Mr. Farahmand where Respondent
contends Mr. Farahmand threatened Respondent with a malpractice lawsuit. He has provided no
evidence, other than his own testimony, that such a threat ever occurred. Nor has he offered any
legal support for his conclusion that such athreat would discharge him ofhis responsibilities to
EPRT.

Respondent never informed Mr. Farahmand or anyone atEPRT ofhis constructive
discharge theory. He also did not follow the withdrawal procedures outlined in 37 C.F.R. §
10.40. The only individual who was aware ofRespondent's purported withdrawal was
Respondent himself. This isindistinguishable from abandonment. Accordingly, Respondent
violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2) no later than October 2011.

Infact, the violation of this Disciplinary Rule occurred when the '519 Application was
abandoned in August 2009. Unlike the American Bar Association's now-defunct Code of
Professional Responsibility, the PTO's Disciplinary Rules do not require a practitioner's conduct
to be intentional.^^ Section 10.84(a) emphasizes the consequences of the conduct, not the intent
behind it. Neglectful conduct that derails aclient's objectives is thus sanctionable under Section
10.84(a). Here, Respondent negligently failed to monitor the *519 Application and failed to
ensure that he received correspondence from PTO. As a result, it was impossible for Respondent
to meet EPRT's lawful objectives.

Respondent has noted repeatedly that the November 29,2009, e-mail asked Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes tocontact
him ifthey had any questions. Neither did so. Respondent speculates that they would have had questions ifhis
communication had been unclear or inadequate. His conclusion overlooks the fact that heneglected toprovide them
with vital information onwhich to base their questions. They did not know theactual status ofClaims 3,4 or25.
They therefore did not know that they should be asking additional questions about those Claims. Their lack of
inquisitiveness was thedirect result of Respondent's own silence onthese issues.

22 See ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility Rule DR 7-101 (A)(1), which isvirtually identical to37
C.F.R. § 10.84(a), except the Model Code includes the preface stating that a practitioner "shall not intentionally."
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IV. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.23(a) - Engaging in Gross or Disreputable
Conduct

The Complaint next alleges that Respondent's failure to notify EPRT about the Third
Final Rejection, the Board Decision, and the Notice ofAbandonment constitute gross or
disreputable conduct, in violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

The Court has already concluded that Respondent's failure to inform his client of
important correspondence violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8). According to 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c),
any violation ofits subsections automatically violates 37 C.F.R. §10.23(a) and (b). No analysis
is necessary on this point. Respondent has violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

V. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S lQ.23fb¥4) - Engaging in Conduct Involving Fraud.
Dishonesty. Deceit or Misrepresentation

Next, the OED Director contends that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4) by
deceiving EPRT and misrepresenting the status ofthe '519 Application. Specifically, the
Complaint cites Respondent's July 30,2010, e-mail to Ms. Blake, which stated that he had
attempted to determine the status ofthe '519 Application but had not heard back from PTO.
According to the OED Director, this statement was false or misleading because Respondent had
received the Notice ofAbandonment inAugust 2009. He therefore already knew that the
Application had been abandoned and had never been revived.

The sole evidence that Respondent was aware ofthe Board Decision and the Notice of
Abandonment is that they were mailed to his address ofrecord, at28 W. Flagler. It is therefore
presumed that he received them at that address. Respondent insists that he did not.

Respondent's conduct vis-a-vis the '519 Application before and after 2009 supports his
position. Respondent worked competently to achieve EPRT's goals from 2002 until 2006, when
he filed the Second Appeal. After doing so, he resigned himself to waiting for a PTO response.
According to the OED Director's theory, Respondent received that response in 2009. Rather
than file an appeal, as he had done twice already, Respondent chose to ignore the Board
Decision. He then proceeded to stonewall and avoid Ms. Blake for more than a year. Missing
from the OED Director's theory is any hint ofRespondent's purported motive for this sharp shift
inattitude. As of2009, his relationship with EPRT and its personnel remained congenial. In
fact, he was handling a number ofother patent and trademark matters for the company atthe
time. The OED Director has provided no reason why Respondent would act in the manner
alleged in the Complaint. The Court is therefore persuaded that Respondent did not receive the
copies ofthe Board Decision or the Notice ofAbandonment in2009.

Having failed to receive the documents when they were initially sent. Respondent did not
become aware of theactual status of the '519 Application until October 2011, when he asked his
associate to personally check the physical file.^^ His e-mail toMs. Blake onJuly 30,2010, was

" As discussed supra. Respondent's delayed awareness oftiiese documents was due to his own negligent and
neglectful conduct.
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therefore not deceptive or dishonest. Accordingly, the Court finds that the OED Director failed
to prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4).

VL Alleged Violation of 37 C.F-R. 8 lQ.23fcV2Vi^ - Giving EPRTFalseor Misleading
Information

The Complaint also alleges that the July 30, 2010, e-mail was false ormisleading,
thereby violating 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i). The regulation only prohibits the communication of
information that the practitioner knows to be incorrect. Accordingly, the allegation fails here
because Respondent did not know the true status of the '519 Application at the time ofthe e-
mail. He therefore could not have intended to mislead Ms. Blake. The Court finds no violation
of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i).

VII. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. g 10.85(a)(5) - Making a False Statement ofLaw or
Fact

Again, the OED Director relies on the July 30,2010, e-mail as his soleevidence of a
violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.85(a)(5). This regulation also containsa knowledge element. It
therefore fails for the same reason.

VIII. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 6 10.112(c)f4) - Failing to Return EPRT^s Client File

The Complaintalleges that Respondent refused to return EPRT's client file to it when
askedto do so. PTO regulations state that a practitioner must promptly deliver to a client, upon
request, any client property in the practitioner's possession that the client is entitled to receive.
Respondent contends that the EPRT file was not in his possession on October 31, 2011, because
it remained in in the possession of his ex-wife at the marital home and that Respondent had been
denied access to that home. He also argues that EPRT was not entitled to the file because
Respondent placed a lien on the file due to unpaid legal bills.

There is no dispute that a client's file is the property of the client and should be returned
to that client upon request. Restatement (Third) ofthe Law Governing Lawyers (2000)yU43.
That general truthapplies in thiscaseas well. Although Respondent contends that the file has
not been inhispossession since 2011, hiscredibility on this issue is dubious. During theFlorida
malpractice proceeding, he told theopposing counsel that the file had been destroyed "several
years ago." Perhaps Respondent believed that when hesaid it, but the opposing counsel in that
caseeventuallyobtained the file from Respondent's ex-wife.

Respondent argues in this proceeding that he could not return the file because he did not
have access to the marital home. The evidence suggests otherwise. Mr. Farahmand requested
theEPRT file on October 31,2011. As Respondent testified, he did not convey the marital home
to hisex-wife until November 16,2011. Therefore, absent a restraining order, he hadthe legal
right to access theproperty until that date. When hesigned theproperty settlement agreement.
Respondent knew that the EPRT file that had beenrequested by the client was in the home, but
hechose not to retrieve it while he still hadtheopportunity to do so. Although the Court does
not doubt Respondent's claim of a hostile relationship between himself and his ex-wife, he has
offered no evidence that he reasonably sought to obtain the EPRT file from the home when he
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had the opportunity todo so. '̂* The opposing counsel inthe previous case issued a subpoena
duces tecum to successfiilly obtain the file. Respondent could have followed a similar approach.

The Court also rejects Respondent's claim that a retaining lien on the file prevented him
from returning the file when requested. He testified that he"found out about the outstanding
balance in the course of discovery during the malpractice case." Prior to thatpoint, hebelieved
EPRT's account was current. The malpractice complaint was notbrought until December 2012,
some 13 months after he received Mr. Farahmand's letter. Between October 31,2011, and
whenever hediscovered theoutstanding balance, Respondent had no reason to question EPRT*s
right to its file. The retaining lien therefore could not have prevented him from "promptly"
returning the file, as required by 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4).

Even if Respondent did not have easy access tothe file after his separation from his ex-
wife, he did retain a duty to maintain control ofclient property entrusted tohim. He took no
steps to protect the files inhis home office despite knowing that marital discord threatened his
use ofthat office. Indeed, Respondent testified that the marital separation began asearly as April
2011, and did not become permanent until November ofthat year. Respondent's banishment
from the marital home, and thus his lack ofaccess to his home office, came with ample warning.
His obligation to his clients, including EPRT, should have compelled him to move the files to a
more secure location. Again, he chose not to do so, toEPRT's detriment. Accordingly, the
Court finds thatRespondent has violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4).

IX. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S lQ.23(b)f6^ - Engaging in Other Conduct that
Adversely Reflects on Respondent's Fitness to Practice

Finally, the OED Director contends that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) by
"engaging in the acts and omissions" described in the Complaint. That regulation prohibits a
practitioner from engaging in"any other conduct that adversely reflects on the practitioner's
fitness to practice before the Office." This Court has consistently noted that the use ofthe word
"other" in the regulation isnot superfluous. Instead, it transforms 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) into a
"catch all" provision that addresses conduct that does not fall under the subsections immediately
preceding it.^^ As a result, conduct that violates any provision of§ 10.23(b)(1) through (b)(5)
cannot also violate § 10.23(b)(6). Inre Lane. USPTO Proceeding No. D2013-07, at 16 (USPTO
Mar. 11,2014); //7reKelber. USPTO Proceeding No. 2006-13 at 59 (USPTO Sept. 23,2008).
Respondent's conduct violated several Disciplinary Rules. Accordingly, the allegations are
cognizable under § 10.23(b)(1). The OED Director has not alleged any "other" conduct that

Respondent testified that, due tohis separation from his wife, he was "basically locked out" ofthe marital home
in November 2011. At one point, he "had to get apoliceman to get me in there to get my stuff." Respondent did not
explain why he did not retrieve the EPRT file during that police-facilitated visit to his home.

" 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b) reads in its entirety:
(b) A practitioner shall not:

(1) Violate a Disciplinary Rule.
(2)Circumvent a Disciplinary Rule through actions of another.
(3) Engage in illegal conduct involving moral turpitude.
(4)Engage inconduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.
(5) Engage in conduct that is prejudicial to theadministration ofjustice.
(6) Engage inany other conduct that adversely reflects on the practitioner's fitness topractice before
the Office.
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would fall within the purview of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6). Respondent has therefore not violated
this provision.

After considering all of the evidence inthe record, the Court finds, by clear and
convincing evidence, as follows:

Count 1

a. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b) via 10.23(c)(8) by failing to timely
inform Ms. Blake or anyone at EPRT ofthe Third Rejection Letter in2005, the June
2009 Board Decision, and theAugust 2009 Notice of Abandonment. Hedidnotreceive
the latter two documents when they were sent, and socould nothave forwarded them to
EPRT. However, his non-receipt ofthe documents was an error ofhis own making and
does not absolve him ofhis responsibilities to his client.

b. Respondent adequately communicated with Ms. Blake and EPRT in2007 and 2008. He
therefore didnot violate 37C.F.R. § 10.77(c) asto his communications with his client
during that time period.

c. Respondent did violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) by neglecting the '519 Application from
May 2006 until October 2011. He failed to properly monitor the progress of the Second
Appeal, and so was unaware ofthe Board Decision orthe Notice ofAbandonment until
it was too late to prevent theabandonment. He did not persist in his attempts to contact
Ms. Oropeza in2009, despite knowing she had attempted to communicate with him by
phone prior to the abandonment. Respondent also took no steps to confirm the status of
the '519 Application in2010 and 2011 despite Ms. Blake's frequent requests for
updates.

d. Respondent violated 37C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (2) byneglecting the '519Application.
His failure toproperly monitor the appeal rendered it impossible for him to accomplish
the task for which he had been hired. He also violated the Disciplinary Rule by
deliberately abandoning his representation of EPRT after hisexchange with Mr.
Farahmand.

e. Any violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c) constitutes a violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).
Respondent hasviolated multiple Disciplinary Rules. Hehas therefore also violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

f. Respondent hasnotviolated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) because the OED Director has
failed to allege anyother conduct that is not covered byother subsections of 37C.F.R. §
10.23(b).

Count II

a. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) byrefusing to communicate with Ms. Blake
about the status of the '519 Application in 2010 and 2011.
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b. Respondent did not receive the Board Decision orthe Notice ofAbandonment until
October 2011. Therefore, his July 30,2010, e-mail was not dishonest or deceitfiil.
Accordingly, Respondent did not violate 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4).

c. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b) via 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i)
because he did not know thestatus of the '519 Application at the time he wrote the July
30,2010, e-mail. The e-mail therefore was not intended to befalse ormisleading.

d. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.85(a)(5) because he did not know the content
of the July 30,2010, e-mail was false.

e. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2) by refusing to
communicate with Ms. Blake in 2010and 2011. Failure to communicate with a client, in
and of itself, does not indicate refusal tocarry out the terms of a contract or a refusal to
seek the client's lawful objectives. Respondent's refusal torespond toMs. Blake is
evidence ofhis neglect of the *519 Application. It is the consequences ofthat neglect
that places him in violation of 37C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and(a)(2).

f Respondent has violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4) by refusing to return EPRT's client file
when requested. EPRT was entitled to receive the file because no retaining lien existed at
the time the request was made. Respondent's failure to maintain possession ofthe file
wasan errorof his own making and does notabsolve himof his responsibility to return
the file. Moreover, Respondent testified that hewas able to retrieve personal property
from the house with police assistance.

g. Any violation of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c) constitutes a violation of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).
Respondent has violated multiple Disciplinary Rules. He has therefore also violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

h. Respondent has not violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) because the OED Director has not
alleged any conduct that is not covered by other subsections of 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b).

Sanctions

The Court often looks to the ABA's Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions("ABA
Standards") forguidance when determining the proper length and severity ofa sanction, or when
determining whether aggravating or mitigating factors exist. SeeIn re Chae, Proceeding No.
D2013-01, at 4 (USPTO Oct. 21,2013). Before sanctioning a practitioner, the Courtmust
consider the following four factors listed in 37 C.F.R. § 11.54(b):

(1) Whether the practitionerhas violated a duty owed to a Client,
to the public, to the legal system, or to the profession;

(2) Whether the practitioner acted intentionally, knowingly, or
negligently;

(3) The amount of the actual or potential injury caused by the
practitioner's misconduct; and

(4) The existence of any aggravating or mitigatingfactors.
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1. Respondent Violated His Duties to EPRT

Respondent was hired to attempt to salvage the '519 Application inDecember 2002. His
last communication with PTO occurred in May 2006. Respondent has argued in passing that he
no longer had a duty to EPRT after December 2006, when it assigned the rights to the *519
Application to Thrisoint. There isno merit to this argument. Respondent never withdrew his
representation ofEPRT, and several e-mails in 2008 confirm that he continued toactively
represent its interests after EPRT's acquisition by Thrisoint. Respondent therefore remained
obligated to fulfill his duties toEPRT. Instead, he refused to return phone calls and e-mails from
Ms. Blake, and disregarded important phone calls from the PTO examiner. Respondent utterly
neglected the '519 Application for almost two years. As a result, he failed to keep EPRT
apprised ofthe '519 Application's progress, leading to the Application's abandonment. Finally,
herefused to return EPRT's client file despite an explicit request to do so. Respondent has thus
repeatedly failed in his responsibilities to hisclient.

Respondent's duties to the public, the legal system, and the legal profession are less
directly implicated by his conduct. Any improper behavior by a member of the legal community
undermines public faith in the sanctity ofthe legal system. However, Respondent's primary duty
is to his client, not the population at large. There isno tangible injury to the public here; EPRT-
and only EPRT-suffered the consequences ofRespondent's misconduct. Likewise, there isno
substantive damage tothe legal system. Respondent alone has been tainted by his actions. This
factor supports a moderate sanction.

2. Someof Respondent's Actions Were Intentional or Negligent

The Court finds that Respondent's neglect of the '519 Application stemmed primarily
from his decision to move to the28 W. Flagler address. Had he remained in his original office,
orchanged his correspondence address to his home office, hewould have timely received the
Board Decision and the Notice of Abandonment. He would therefore have had an opportunity to
inform EPRT of those documents, agree upon a course of action, and file appropriate responses.
Instead, heentrusted a receptionist to sorthis mail without his input. Bydoing so,heput the
burden onthe receptionist to recognize critical correspondence and notify him ina timely
manner. It was a calculated risk that has cost both Respondentand EPRT.

Compounding the risk wasRespondent's insufficient docket management system. Rather
than using an electronic system, Respondent testified that he maintained a manual system and
relied on his (now former) wife to keephim informed of upcoming deadlines. He had no
"tickler" system in placeto remind himto check on pending applications. Hetherefore hadno
wayto monitor his cases, other than contacting PTOdirectly. Despitehis claims that he
adequately monitored the *519 Application, theevidence is overwhelming that he did not. He
never contacted Ms. Oropeza in 2009, andapparently never received any updates about the
Application in 2010. A successful phone call should have made it immediately apparent thatthe
Application had been abandonedby that date. Respondent also never associatedhis Customer
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IDnumber with the '519 Application, making it impossible for him to monitor its progress
electronically.^^ He therefore negligently allowed the Application to goabandoned.

Respondent's refusal tocommunicate with Ms. Blake, however, was intentional. He
received at leastninee-mailsand an untold number of telephone calls from her in 2010and
2011. He chose not to respond to any ofthem, other than asingle, abbreviated, non-substantive
call in 2010.

Respondent's failure to return the EPRT client file was also intentional. He knew
precisely where the file was located, and knew he had an obligation to return it. Armed with that
knowledge, he made no attempt to reclaim the file. The Court appreciates the sensitive
circumstances underlying Respondent's decision. However, marital strife cannot shield him
from his responsibility tohis clients. Again, he understood the risks ofmaintaining private files
in a home office during a period of intense personal turbulence. He must beheld accountable.
This factor also warrants a moderate sanction.

3. EPRT's Has Suffered Economic Harm, but the Amount of Injury is Impossible to Quantify

Respondent has consistently argued that the abandonment ofthe *519 Application caused
EPRT no economic harm because the invention could neverhave obtained patent protection.
The Court offers no opinion onthe accuracy ofthis assessment. Itwould bean exercise in
futility to speculate whether the invention was actually patentable, orwhat kind ofprofit itcould
have generated if it had been patented. However, that is not the entire scope ofthe inquiry.
EPRT paid Respondent between $35,000 and $45,000 to guide the '519 Application through the
patent process. The original estimate for this service was only $4,000. EPRT's return on its
investment has been nothing.^^ The client has thus experienced substantial monetary harm
because of its dealings with Respondent.

Unfortunately, theCourt has no way to determine what percentage of EPRT's payments
were invain. Respondent did represent EPRT's interests competently, at least for a time.
Without a clear guide, it is simply impossible toarrive ata non-arbitrary dollar figure
representing EPRT's loss. Nonetheless, there is noplausible dispute that theclient'sattempts to
secure a patent forthe '519 Application left it economically weaker. Noris there any dispute
that Respondent's neglect andmisconduct exacerbated EPRT's suffering. Additionally, EPRT
has expended more than $170,000 in litigation costs against Respondent, with at least one
lawsuit still ongoing. This merits an increased sanction against Respondent.

Respondent asserts that because he failed to associate his Customer ID number with the '519 Application in
2002, any charges based onthat conduct aretime-barred. This assertion is incoirect. A patent practitioner isnot
required toassociate a Customer IDnumber with a patent application. The decision notto doso is therefore not
misconduct. Statutes of limitation prohibit prosecution of stale charges. The failure to associate hisCustomer ID
number isnotincluded inany of the charges. It is merely a fact introduced as evidence to support thecharges of
neglect. Asalready discussed, the neglect charges are timely.

Respondent also now stands intheway of EPRT's attempts to revive the '519 Application. Despite agreeing to
settle the Florida malpractice case. Respondent has refused to accept blame for involuntarily abandoning the
Application. An admission of intentional abandonment was one ofthe settlement terms. Such anacknowledgement
would allow EPRT to revive the '519 Application. Respondent has proffered noreason forhisrefusal, and none is
readily apparent other than spite.
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4. Aggravating and MitigatingFactors Exist in This Case

The Court also turns to the ABA Standards whendetermining whetheraggravating or
mitigating factors exist. Sw Lane. USPTO Proceeding No. D2013-07, at 19; American Bar
Association Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions (2005) § 9.2. Upon reviewof the
record, the Court finds six aggravating factors '̂ and two mitigating factors.^^

The most serious of Respondent's aggravating factors is his disciplinary history, both
before the USPTO and the Florida Bar. Hehasbeen disciplined at leasttwice by the state of
Florida. Both cases bear some similarities to the present controversy.

In 1995, Respondent agreed to a consent judgment inFlorida, resulting ina 10-day
suspension. That proceeding involved a client's attempts to resolve apparent duplicate charges
for legal fees, and repayment ofunexpended payments. Respondent refused to provide the
requested information and did not return the unearned fees until after the client filed a
disciplinary grievance. The Supreme Court ofFlorida held that Respondent had violated Florida
Bar Rule 4-1.4(a), which requires an attomey to respond toa client's reasonable requests for
information; Rule 4-1.4(b), which states that an attomey must explain matters to the extent
reasonably necessary to allow the client to make an informed decision about the course ofaction;
and Rule 4-1.15(b), which requires an attomey to promptly deliver toa client any funds that they
are entitled to and render a full accounting of charges.

Florida BarRules 4-1.4(a) and(b) serve substantially thesame function as PTO
Disciplinary Rule 10.23(c)(8). Florida Bar Rule 4-1.15(b) is, inwording and flmction, nearly
identical to PTO Disciplinary Rule 10.112(c)(4). Respondent was thus aware, in 1995, that
ignoring client requests for information was sanctionable misconduct.

In 2011, Respondent again accepted a consent judgment in Florida, resulting ina public
reprimand. The case revolved around Respondent's failure to inform a client that he would no
longer pursue the client's interests, and his failure to tell the client that the client's trademark
applications had been abandoned. Respondent was found to have violated Florida Bar Rule 4-
1.4(a) again, aswell as Rule 4-8.4(d), which prohibits conduct that isprejudicial to the
administration ofjustice.

The OED Director sought to impose reciprocal discipline against Respondent in
connection with the 2011 state discipline. Respondent vociferously opposed any such reciprocal
discipline. Despite the fact that he had consented to the Florida discipline. Respondent argued
before the OED Director that the PTO's rulesshould havebeen applied in the Floridaproceeding

Aggravating factors include: (a)prior offenses; (b)dishonest orselfish motive; (c)a pattern of misconduct; (d)
multiple offenses; (e)bad faith obstruction ofthe disciplinaiy proceeding; (f)submission of false evidence, false
statements, ordeceptive practices during the disciplinary proceeding; (g)refusal toacknowledge wrongful nature of
conduct; (h)vulnerability of thevictim; (i)substantial experience inthe law; (j) indifference to making restitution;
and (k) illegal conduct. ABA Standards § 9.2

^ Mitigating factors include: (a)noprior offenses; (b) no dishonest orselfish motive; (c)personal or emotional
problems; (d) timely, good faith effort tomake restitution; (e) full and free disclosure and cooperative attitude
during disciplinary proceeding; (f) inexperience in the legal profession; (g)character or reputation; (h)physical
disability; (i)mental disability or chemical dependency; 0) delay in disciplinary proceedings; (k) imposition ofother
sanctions; (I) remorse; or (m) remoteness of prior offenses.
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rather than the staters own rules. He also contended that the Florida proceeding had been
constitutionally inadequate andconstituted a grave injustice. Respondent's arguments were
unpersuasive, and the OED Director thus imposed a public reprimand on November 18,2013.

As the 2011 disciplinary action was resolving itself, Respondent was also embroiled in
the malpractice lawsuits brought against him by EPRT and Thrisoint in Texas and, later, in
Florida. Those proceedings were predicated on the same conduct at issue inthe present case.
Respondent agreed in principle to settle the Florida malpractice suit, including paying EPRT
$7,000. But to date he has not complied with any ofthe terms ofthat settlement, and now
disputes that he is required to do so. Respondent effectively leaves EPRT in a lurch because the
Florida case has already been dismissed with prejudice based on the settlement agreement.

The case at bar constitutes Respondent's fourth disciplinary proceeding. His previous
sanctions have not inspired him to better appreciate his duties toward his clients. He has refused
to respond to his client, refused to return client property, and allowed a client matter to go
abandoned, just as he did in 1995 and 2011. Amore severe sanction is therefore warranted. '̂

Asecond aggravating factor isRespondent's attempt to silence Ms. Blake and other
EPRT employees. While negotiating the settlement agreement in the Florida malpractice
lawsuit. Respondent inserted into the settlement agreement a section prohibiting any EPRT
personnel from testifying or participating in Florida's or the PTO's disciplinary investigations
against him. Both investigations were prompted by grievances filed by Ms. Blake on behalfof
EPRT. The final settlement agreement included Respondent's prohibition, albeit with additional
language noting that EPRT personnel could participate ifsubpoenaed.

The only purpose ofthis prohibition was to hinder or derail the disciplinary investigations
against him. The Court thus agrees with the OED Director that this constitutes bad faith
obstruction ofthe PTO disciplinary investigation. See Kentuckv Bar Ass'n v. Unnamed
Attomev. 414 S.W.3d 412,418 (Ky. 2013) (court applying similar rule found violation where a
settlement agreement required grievant to either withdraw disciplinary complaint orrefuse to
voluntarily cooperate with investigation).

Athird aggravating factor isRespondent's obstinate refusal to recognize his wrongdoing
or the harm he has caused his client. This case could have been resolved in 2011 with an
apology and the return ofEPRT's payments. Instead, Respondent has turned it into awar of
attrition. To date. Respondent has never offered EPRT a refund. He has never apologized to
Ms. Blake for deliberately ignoring her urgent pleas for information. He has not acknowledged
the consequences ofneglecting the '519 Application for almost two years. He has shown no hint
of remorse for his actions. To the contrary. Respondent has attempted to deflect blame onto any

The Court will consider the facts surrounding Respondent's unfulfilled conditions of hissettlement agreement
with Thrisoint in the Southern District of Florida lawsuit as aggravation in determining an appropriate sanction in
this case. Arguably Respondent's conduct in that matter could have been alleged asa violation of37 C.F.R. §
10.23(b)(6), but it was not.

In his Post-Hearing Reply Brief, Respondent argues that the discipline in 1995 was too remote to be treated as an
aggravating factor here. Generally, the Court would be inclined to agree. However, the misconduct involved in that
case isidentical to misconduct found here. Respondent either did not adjust his conduct after the 1995 discipline, or
he has slippedback into his old habits.
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number ofalternate targets. Among others, heblames the receptionist in his virtual office for
misplacing his mail, his ex-wife for maintaining possession ofEPRT's file, and Mr. Farahmand
for allegedly threatening a malpractice lawsuit. He even blames Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes for not
asking probing questions about his handling oftheir patent application, and for not hiring an
experienced patent attorney as his replacement.^^ While there may be a whisper oftruth in some
orall of these critiques, none of these events would have occurred if not for Respondent's own
misconduct. He is simply unwilling to be held accountable for his actions.^^ This demands a
harsher penalty.

Afourth aggravating factor is Respondent's legal experience. Respondent has been a
practicing attorney for almost halfa century. His dismissive treatment ofhis client and neglect
ofEPRT's patent application thus cannot be brushed aside asthe mistakes ofa novice
practitioner. The Court isdeeply concerned by Respondent's apparent disregard for the ethical
rules of his profession.

Experience isalso often considered as a mitigating factor, but itdoes not mitigate
Respondent's conduct here. The Court does note that during nearly 50 years oflegal service,
Respondent has faced public discipline only three other times. Additionally, the 2011 public
reprimand, and the reciprocal discipline itspawned, occurred during approximately the same
years as the incidents at issue today. It is undisputed that Respondent faced severe personal
turbulence during those years.

However, the Court cannot attribute Respondent's misconduct during those years to a
momentary, stress-related departure from his normal code of behavior. Despite the
normalization ofhis personal affairs, Respondent's behavior has not improved in the intervening
years. To the contrary, his conduct during the Florida malpractice suit and during this
proceeding have arguably provided ammunition for more disciplinary complaints. For example,
during the Florida proceeding Respondent sent Ms. Blake an ill-advised and ethically
inappropriate '̂' e-mail threatening a counterclaim and stating, "this is going tocost you
$10,000—my demand to settle." Additionally, the Court has already found that he deliberately
attempted tofrustrate the OED Director's investigation inthis proceeding by negotiating the

" Respondent makes much ofthe fact that EPRT employs the legal services ofMs. Helene Pretsky as their
securities attorney. Ms. Pretsky also practices patent law, but does not do so for EPRT, Respondent argues that Ms.
Pretsky should have been handling the revival ofthe *519 Application instead ofMr. Farahmand orMr. Babayi.
Respondent's opinion as to who EPRT should hire for what roles isofnoconsequence.

" During the hearing, Respondent testified that his primary motivation in contesting EPRT's allegations is toavoid
a suspension that would cripple his legal practice, which ishis primary source of income.

Ms. Blake and EPRT were represented in that lawsuit by Steven Greenberg and Ms. Chaiken. Florida Bar Rule
4-4.2 Instructs attorneys that, with limited exceptions, they "must not communicate about thesubject of the
representation with a person the lawyer knows to berepresented byanother lawyer inthematter, unless the lawyer
hastheconsent of the otherlawyer." TheFlorida Barexplains thatthis rule is intended in part to prevent an attorney
from interfering with the attorney-client relationship ofanadverse party. USPTO Disciplinary Rule 10.87(a) is
substantively identical inpurpose to Florida Bar Rule 4-4.2, asisRule 11.402 ofthe current USPTO Rules of
Professional Conduct. Regardless, Respondent's e-mail to Ms. Blake described Mr. Greenberg as"scum" and stated
that"his interest [sic] are notyour interests" and"don't rely ongreenberg [sic]." These statements could only have
been intended todrive a wedge between Ms. Blake and her chosen counsel. Respondent acknowledged inhis
testimony that the e-mail was "unfortunateand inappropriate."
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silence of EPRT personnel, in violation of37 C.F.R. §11.304(f). Moreover, hispw se defense"
throughout this proceeding has attimes crossed the border from zealousness into abusive. Most
recently, Respondent's Post-Hearing Brieflabded Ms. Chaiken as a serial perjurer and derided
Ms. Blake as simply the mistress ofMr. Wendell, rather than a co-founder ofEPRT in her own
right. Such incendiary, unsupported, and potentially libelous comments have no place in the
record and are beneath the dignity ofthe Court and its officers. Moreover, these comments could
have violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(15).^<^ Respondent's willingness to step beyond the bounds of
good practice and professional behavior are astrong indication that his commitment to ethical
conduct has grown weaker over the years. Acourse correction is required.

Finally, Respondent isuninterested in making restitution to EPRT. Despite signing a
settlement agreement inwhich he promised topay EPRT $7,000, he now claims he has no
obligation to do so. This suggests the settlement agreement was made in bad faith and was
merely an attempt toescape the Florida malpractice proceeding. As a result, EPRT has been
forced to expend more resources by filing another lawsuit in Florida to enforce the agreed-upon
terms. This factor supports a moderatesanction.

In mitigation, theCourt recognizes the distracting effect ofRespondent's acrimonious
separation from his wife in 2011. This could have impacted his decision making atthat time.
However, that does not explain Respondent's neglect in 2009 orhis refusal to communicate with
Ms. Blake in 2010 and 2011. Additionally, Respondent referenced his marital discord only as it
related to his inability to reclaim possession of EPRT's client file. Hedid notpresent any
evidence that his personal turmoil negatively affected his mental state during that time period.
Accordingly, this factor offers minimal mitigation.

The lack of dishonest motive also works in Respondent's favor. Respondent's conduct
was not the result of greed or any other nefarious consideration. Although herefused to
communicate with Ms. Blake in 2010 and 2011, he did not do so to hide his neglect; he was
unaware at the time that he had neglected the *519 Application. This factor therefore mitigates
the sanction.

ORDER

The OED Director requests that theCourt suspend Respondent from practice before the
PTO for6-12 months, with reinstatement conditioned upon Respondent takingand passing the
MPRE. The Court finds thatRespondent should besanctioned forseven of the 13 alleged
violations which would suggest against imposition ofa maximum sanction. Additionally, none
ofRespondent's violations were dishonest, misleading, false, ordone with malicious intent. It

The Court considers Respondent tobe acting prose, although he was supported at the hearing byattorney Edmar
Amaya. Although Mr. Amaya remains listed as Respondent's co-counsel, t does notappear that hisparticipation in
this case extended beyond thehearing itself. Respondent has consistently identified himself as seonthe cover
page ofhis filings, even while claiming toberepresented by counsel. Moreover, the distinctive grammatical and
typographical errors present In allof Respondent's filings are a reliable indicator that he has been their sole author
throughout this proceeding.

w 37C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(l5) prohibited a practitioner from "making a scandalous or indecent statement ina paper
filed in the Office." There is no direct corollary in the USPTO's Rules of Professional Conduct.
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has noi been proven thai he deliberately abandoned the '519 Application and or lied to Ms.
Blake, which also militates against imposition of a maximum sanction.

The appropriate sanction must take into consideration the aggravating and mitigating
factors. All six aggravating factors are serious concerns, none more so than Respondent's
previous disciplinary history. The mitigating factors arc less impactful, but they cannot be
ignored.

Ba.sed on the foregoing fmdings and conclusions, as well as consideration of the factors
identified in 37 C.F.R. § 11.54(b), the Court concludes that an eight-month su.spension is an
appropriate sanction for Respondent's multiple violations of the Disciplinary Rules found in this
matter. '̂ Respondent's persistent refusal to recognize his own wrongdoing also indicates that he
is currently oblivious to the fact that his behavior is at odds with his ethical obligations to his
clients. Me cannot be an adequately functional attorney without knowledge of—and adherence
to-his professional responsibilities. Accordingly, it is appropriate to require that he take the
.MPRE to re-familiarize himself with the expectations for members of the legal profession. Mis
suspension shall remain in force until the eight-month period has run. he has passed the MPRE.
and he has been reinstated by the OED Director. '̂

So ORDERED.

c

.1. .leremjidi Mahoney
Unitedotates Administrativ Law Judge

Notice of Appeal Rights: Within thirty (30) days of this initial decision, either party may appeal
to the USPTO Director. 37 C.F.R. § 11.55(a).

Respondent is directed to .37 C.F.R. § 1 which sets forth Respondent's duties while suspended. Respondent
shall remain suspended from the practice of patent, trademark, and non-patent law before the LISPTO until the OED
Director gramsa petition reinstating Respondent pursuant to 37 C.F\R. § 11.60(c).

•''' Finally, addressing a collateral matter, Respondent's Post-Haarin^ Reply fimyincluded a request for attorney's
fees inan amount "not less than SI50,000" pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 504. Respondent is nota prevailing party in this
proceeding, so he would not be entitled to attorney's fees. If thisrequest was properly before theCourt, it would be
DENIED.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1hereby certify that copies of the foregoing IjNITIAL DECISION AND ORDER,
issued by J. Jeremiah Mahoney, Administrative LawJudge, in D2015-27. were sent to the
following parties on this 15thday of September. 2016. in the manner indicated:

John H. Faro, Esq.
Johnl75712@aol.com

Johnf75712@umail.com

Tracy L. Kepler
Robin J. Crabb

Associate Solicitors

Mail Stop 8
Office of the Solicitor

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
PTO-HUDcases@usDto.gov

Cinthia i\4atos. Docket Clerk

Via Email:

Edmar M. Amaya, Esq.
175 SW 157 Street, Suite 2410

N4iami, PL 33130
Edmar.amava^.edamlaw.com
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PETITION EXH NO. 3

PETITIONER (APPELLANT) MOTION
TO WAIVE 40 PAGE LIMIT FOR INITIAL BRIE
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Misc. Docket No.

UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR

INTELLECTUALPROPERTY &

DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.

Respondent

In re matter ofJohn H. Faro Disciplinary Proceeding No, D2015-27

(OED Case No,G2389)

MOTION TO WAIVE 40 PAGE LIMIT FOR INITIAL BRIEF

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL33I 31
(305)761-6921
Johnt75712@aol.com
Pro Se
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RESPONDENT'S MOTION

TO WAIVE THE 40 PAGE LIMIT FOR INITIAL BRIEF

The Petitioner, JOHN H. FARO, herein submits his Motion To Waive

The 40 Page Limit For Initial Brief. As set forth hei'einafter. Respondent intends

to appeal the ALJ Initial Decision & Order, (33 pages single spaced 12 point

font) involving his (a) evidentiary rulings made during the trial (b) extensive

recitation oi facts, and his interpretation of the facts, as the basis for numerous

violations, (c) determination of thirteen (13) alleged violations of the Rules and

(d) elaborate discussion of mitigating and aggregating factors relative to

discipline. In addition, there are numerous evidentiary rulings before trial, a

questionable evidentiary rulings ^ trial, and the iurisdictional issues' raised in

the Respondent s Rule 1.181 & 1.182 Petition to the Director, which upon which

upon review, the Director has been deferred ruling pending completion of the

merits determination bv the AIJ, Director Order, dated December 18, 2015.

Pre-Filing Conference ~ Respondent has previously consulted with

counsel, Tracy Kepler, Esq. as to the Respondent's intent to file the instant

Motion and she indicated that she would oppose it.

OED Director's violation of mandatory requirements of 37 CFR 11.22(d) in the
conduct of the allegations oi' attorney misconduct, which resulted in a tainted probable
cause finding by the Committee on Discipline.
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION

Respondent has deferred fih'ng the instant Motion until now because he is

better able to gauge the length on his initial Appeal Brief. Based upon the

number of issues (12) and the restatement of the relevant facts (-10 pages), the

Respondent estimates that the length of his initial Appeal Brief shall be a

minimum ofat least 55 pages, and more likely 60 pages in length.

The Director is reminded that ALJ Initial Decision & Order^ was 33 pages

in length (single spaced 12 point fontl the OED Post Trial Brief was

approximately 38 pages in length (single single spaced 12 point font), plus a

Response Brief. In each these documents, neither the pre-trial ruling ofthe ALJ,

nor the jurisdictional issues were discussed. Respondent's Post Trial &

Response Briefs were also lengthy although considerably shorter that than the

ALJInitial Decision iSc Order and the OED Post Trial Brief in the aggregate.

The OED Rules require Respondent to address each of his exceptions to

the ALJ rulings at this phase of these proceedings; and, that any issues not raised

at this juncture shall be waived, 37 CFR 11.55(h). Respondent cannot

reasonably be expected to address the all of the exceptions he has to ALJ Initial

Decision ct Order, plus his evidentiary ruling made prior to and during trial.
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within the forty (40) limitation cuirently imposed by the Rules on his appeal

brief. At this stage of preparation of Respondent's Appeal Brief, he realistically

estimates that his Brief shall take approximated 60 pages in length.

Respondent believes that based upon the foregoing complexity of this

matter, specifically, the number issues and exceptions Respondent is required to

address, or waive, that good cause has been shown to exist to grant this motion to

waive the 40 page limit on Respondent's Appeal Brief Accordingly,

Respondent respectfially requests the Director enter an Order to increase the

permissible length of the Respondent's Appeal Brief fi^om 40 to 60 pages in

length.

Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue
Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131
Ph: 305-761-6921

Email: Johnl757l 2a/)ao].com

John(75712ra:-aoi.c:om

Respectfully

John Fir^ai^o, Esq.
"^eg.No, 25,859

/rl'
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Certificate of Service

I herein that the enclosed pleading entitled:

Motion To Waive The 40 Page Limit For Initial Brief

was mailed to the 25"' day ofOctober, 2016, to P.O. Box 1450, Mail Stop 8-

Office of the Solicitor, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 via EXPRESS MAIL,

Certificate No. . & HAND DELIVERY: Madison West -

8D41, 600 Dulany Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, with copies via email as per

DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION
Tracv.Kenler^fV.I SPIO C.fiv

•lennirer.scilrirlfff'uspto.cov
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Misc. Docket No.

UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR

INTELLECTUALPROPERTY &

DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.

Respondent

In re matter ofJohn H. Faro, DisciplinaryProceeding No. D20I5-27

(OEDCaseNo.G2389)

NOTICE OF FILING RESPONDENT'S (RevisedSubstitute)
BRIEF APPEAL OF INITIAL DECISION & ORDER OF ALJ DATED

SEPTEMBER 15,2016

JOHN H. FARO. ESQ.
Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, Fl. 33131

(305) 761-6921
John£75712@aol.com
ProSe
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Notice Of Filing Respondent's (Revised
Substitute) BriefAppeal OfInitial Decision c&

Order OfALJ DatedSeptember 15, 2016 \

The Respondent herein notices the filing and service the Respondent's (Revised

Substitute) Brief(on) Appeal OfInitialDecision & Order Of ALJ, DatedSeptember

15, 2016. The revisions comport with requirements set forth inithe Director Order of

December 2. 2016 '

Respectfiaily, ;:

J^hnR

.No, 25,859
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CERTll-lCATl^ OF SERVICE

I herein certify thai the enclosed pleading entitled:

Respondent's (RevisedSubstitute) Brief, Appeal
OfInitial Decision & Order ofALJ Dated September 15, 2016

was mailed this 3'"'̂ day of January, 2017, to Mail Stop 8 - Oillce of the

Solicitor. Alexandria. P.O. Box 1450. VA 22313-1450 via EXPRESS MAIE.

Certificate No EL 152706729 US, with copies via email as per DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION

Tracy.Keplent^USP rO.GOV,
Jeiini ler.sci feri V/uspto.gov
Aij.alj r/ hiid.LiO\

J Bs^ro>xtesq.
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Misc. Docket No.

UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR

INTELLECTUALPROPERTY &

DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.

Respondent

In re matter ofJohn H. Faro, Disciplinary Proceeding No. D2015-27

(OED Case NO.G2389)

RESPONDENT'S (RevisedSubstitute)
BRIEF APPEAL OF INITIAL DECISION & ORDER OF ALJ DATED

SEPTEMBER 15,2016

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131

(305) 761-6921
John£75712@aol.com
ProSe
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CERTIFICATE OF

INTEREST

Pursuant to Federal Circuit Rule 47.4, counsel of record for

Respondent, JOHN H. FARO, certifies as follows:

1. The full name of every party or amicus represented by me

is: JOHN H. FARO

2. The name of the real party in interest represented by me

is: JOHN H. FARO

3. All parent corporations and any publicly held companies that own 10 percent

or more of the stock of the party represented by me are:

N/

A

4. The names of the law firms and the partners or associates that appeared for

the party now represented by me in the United States Patent & Trademark

Office or are expected to appear in this court are:

Edmar Amaya,
Esq.

vN hxAx:

Imn 11.

PT,0 Reu. No\25, 859
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

One or more of the issues before the Director, in the instant appeal, is also

presently before the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, John H. Faro, Esq. v.

Michelle K. Lee, Director, US Patent & Trademark Office, Appeal No. 2016-2716.

The issues in common to the instant appeal, challenge the subject matterjurisdiction

of the OED to initiate and prosecute a disciplinary Complaint the Respondent. The

Appeal at the Federal Circuit seeks reversal of the Federal District Court (Case No,

l:l6-cv-00320-GBL-TCB, (2106 E.D. VA )), denying Respondent's Petitionfor a

Writ of Mandamus, (seeking to abate the instant disciplinary proceeding). The

Respondent's Petition before the District Court, not unlike the affirmative defense

asserted in this case, is based upon OED Director intentional and premature

conclusion of his investigation, in violation of his ministerial duties, and OED

specified procedures, under 37 CFR §U.22(d), to investigate allegations of

misconduct against Respondent. In this case, OED Director did not endeavor to

review and collect "a// information and evidence'̂ relevant to such allegations,

specifically, ""information and evidence'', which fairlv detracts from a probable

cause finding of misconduct. Thus, in this case, the protection accorded to an

attorney under 37 CFR U.22(d) was ignored, when the OED Director

prematurely concluded his investigation in advance of the Federal District Court

ruling upon pending motions in a parallel malpractice involving the same issues.

XIV
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Accordingly, the OED report and presentation of his investigation of the allegations

of misconduct to the Committee on Discipline, was incomplete and biased against

the Respondent. The finding of probable cause finding by the Committee was, thus,

based upon a biased presentation, and tainted the probable cause finding, which was

illegally obtained by the OED Director.

XV
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I. JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT - The Director of the United States

Patent & Trademark Office has appellate jurisdiction to review the ALJ Initial

Decision & Order of September 15, 2016, under 35 USC§32 and 37 CFR§11.55.

II. CONCISE STATEMENT OF DISPUTED FACTS - The Respondent

disputes the following ALJ's "FINDINGS OF FACTS" ("FoF") because they are

inconiplete, and therefore, misleading and/or are false:

FoF #1-3 - Respondent's background professional Background includes

approximately forty-six (46) year's experience, (as of the date of this appeal)',

having been first admitted to practice before the Massachusetts Bar in 1969, and as

a Registered Patent Attorney 1971. Respondent's sixteen (16) years of corporate

patent practice includes employment as staffattorney in the patent departments of

Over the forty-six (46) years of patent practice, more than 150 patents have issued

on applications prepared by Respondent.

FoF #9 - Method Claims for a medical device are not allowed in most foreign

jurisdiction (only Medical Device claims, as is evident from the ALJ FoF #9); and.

Method Claims are not enforceable against a clinician in the U.S., 35 USC§287(c).

The Patent Office never allowed the EPRT Medical Device claim (Claim 25) in the

'519 Patent Application, Vol II, Tx@

' Respondent's was admitted to practice in Florida in 1986, where he currently practices.
Appellant was also admitted in Delaware (1970) and Ohio (1971), both of which have been
allowed to lapse.

I
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FoF ##13 & 21 - Respondent's November 19, 2002, email, to EPRT included both

a Review & Recommendation, the latter being a detailed outline of a prosecution

strategy, and the basis of scope of original engagement of Respondent by David

Estes, a co-inventor and the Director ofEngineering ofEPRT, RES Exit No. 4, Bates

No, 20-22 .

FoF #15 - The Respondent's fee estimate of $4,000, was for the contemplated

services set forth in his November 19, 2002, Recommendation, {RES Exit No, 4,

Bates No. 20,). The entire $4,000 was applied to the enumerated services set forth

in the Recommendation - all of which were performed.

FoF ##4L 45, 47 & 52 - The Examiner's November 14,2005, (3''̂ Final Rejection)

withdrew the rejection of dependent Claims 3 & 4, over the prior art (J5 USC 103);

and, finally rejected of all the pending claims, under (35 USC 112), including

Method Claim 23 and dependent Method Claims 3 & 4, because of inadequate

support in the specification. The Examiner's proposed amendment, which

contemplated modification of the finally rejected Independent Method Claim 23,

suggested the substitution ofcertain paragraphs in Claim 23, with the corresponding

features of Claims 3 & 4). This proposal was unacceptable because it did not

obviate the final rejections, under (35 USC 112). to Method Claim 23. The

independent claim for the Medical Device, Claim 25, (so-called "electrode wrap,

which was the "key to the effectiveness of the invention"), was never found to be
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allowable over the prior an, VoL II, Tx @

FoF #53 - In December 2006, EPRT assigned the '519 Patent Application to the

holding company, Thrisoint Ptv (Belize), GOV1 @1. Blake's only interest in the

'519 PatentApplicationwas as a ''shareholder" of EPRT, (Farahmand Depo@page

8f line to page 9, line I). From and after December 2006, both Blake and EPRT

were, thus, precluded from any control or oversight of the Respondent's prosecution

of the '519 Patent Application, 37 CFR 11.504(c), The sole officer and director of

Thrisoint Pty, was Keith Wendell, the co-inventor of the '519 Patent Application.

On March 17. 2008. Wendell confirmed, notwithstanding the assignment to

Thrisoint Pty (Belize)% that his co-inventor, David Estes. was to remain the

responsible individual for oversight of the Respondent's prosecution of the '519

Patent Application {RES Exh No 33, Bates No, 429). Respondent had extensive

contact with Estes in 2008. {RES Exit No. 10, Bates Nos 41-55), relative to filing a

new patent application for a Medical Device C-'Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap""),

that was to replace the originally "electrode wrap" covered by the '519 Patent

Application. In 2009, Respondent also worked with ESTES on infringement issues,

and reviewed of FDA related matters for new Medical Device for the EPRT

products, RES Exh No. 36 Bates Nos41-55 From and afterthe filing of theESTES

" Thecorporate registry forThrisoint Pty isdevoid of any reference to Katherine Blake in
any capacity; and. certainly not as a manager. The equivalent company in Australia has long
since been dissolved.
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patent application for the replacement of the Medical Device, (which was originally

covered by the '519 Patent Application), ESTES directed that Respondent not to

incur any additional legal expense for '519 Patent Application. Vol //, Tx @

BLAKE later confirmed, under oath, that the oriainal Medical Device component of

the EPRT product was discontinued, in favor of the ESTES's new Medical Device

(Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap),, RES Exh No. 26 Bates Nos ???

FoF #56 - In December 2007. the Respondent chanized his correspondence address

to an "executive suite", run by attorneys, primarily for attorneys, Vol //, Tx @ .

Respondent's incoming mail to the "executive suite" was sorted by the receptionist,

and segregated in Respondent's dedicated file - Respondent's "private" mailbox!

FoF #59 to 65 - Respondent never received the Board ofAppeals Decision or Notice

of Abandonment, at his correspondence address the executive suite, ("private

mailbox"), and, consequently, did not advise EPRT of their existence. Moreover,

had Respondent received the Decision, there was no action available to him to

reverse it. Vol 11, Tx @ Respondent does not recall receiving a telephone call on

August 6, 2009. Obviously, if such call was returned after the Notice of

Abandonment was entered after August 7, 2009, it would not be reflected on a closed

patent file.

FoF #66 to 68 - Respondent had minimal contact with EPRT/Blake in 2010. {RES

Exh No, 37, Bates Nos 444-449), before it went out of business in 2010.
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FoF #69 - Respondent monitored^ the status of the '519 Patent Application before

the Board of Patent Appeals, in accordance with the instructions contained in the

Docketing Notice, (GOV1 @ 27), which directed the Respondent to call or fax the

Clerk at the Board of Appeals for the status of the Appeal - a practice Respondent

periodically followed every six (6) months, Vol11, @page.

FoF #70 to 76 - Respondent briefly spoke with EPRT (Blake) in March 2011,

advised her that he had nothing new to report relative to the status of the appeal, Vol

11 @page. In April 2011, Respondent was actively engaged in litigation on behalf

ofat least one of his active clients; and, did in fact replv or respond to Blake's inquiry

in April'*.

FoF #79 - In June 2011, EPRT (Blake), and Smallbizpros, Inc. v. MacDonald, 618

F.3d 458 (5th. Cir. 2010)DISPUTED POINTS OF LAW & ISSUES FOR

REVIEW

A. No Subject Matter Jurisdiction - The Respondent has disputed the

OED subject matter jurisdiction to both initiate and, thereafter, to prosecute a

^ The docketingand monitoringsystem used by Respondent, in his private practice,was basically
the same as he used when employed in the corporate patent departments of DuPont and Xerox
Corp., Vol n, Tx@

^ In apparent an acknowledgment of such contact between Blake and Respondent in April 2011,
Blake sent Respondent a check on April 29,2011, which Respondent never received. Ina follow-
up email from BLAKE on October 5,2011, Blakeadvised Respondent (a) the checksent on April
29, 2011, had not cleared; and asked (b) "Have you moved?" RES Exh No. 12, Bates No. 57
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Disciplinary Proceeding against the Respondent under 35 USC §32, because the

Committee on Discipline finding of probable cause, was illegally obtained by the

OED Director.

B. The OED Allegations of Professional Misconduct Against

Respondent Are Time Barred - The Respondent has disputed the OED

prosecution of allegations of misconduct, based upon acts and/or omissions

occurring in 2005, as time barred under the federal statute of limitation, 35 USC

§2462 and/or 35 USC§32. These statute of limitation bar prosecution ofall alleged

discrete and independent acts and omissions of misconduct against Respondent

occurring five (5) years prior to September 16, 2011, (National Railroad

Passenger Corp. v. Morgan, 536 U.S. 101, 113-15, 122 S.Ct. 2061, 153 L.Ed.2d

106 (2002). The ALJ has repeatedly attempted to circumvent the "continuing

violations doctrine" indirectly in his finding of "neglect"

C. Considering All The Pertinent Evidence in the Record, The ALJ

Cannot Support Any of the OED Alleged Violations by Clear and Convincing

Evidence, the ALJ Decision is erroneous, and his analysis and conclusions flawed

because

"(he) only...( relies upon) the evidence that supports the conclusion reached.
Evidence only clearly and convincingly supports a conclusion when it does so in the
aggregate considering all the pertinent evidence in the record, and despite the
evidence that fairly detracts from that conclusion", (emphasis added) .Whitmore v.
Dep't of Labor. 680 F.3d 1353, 1367-68, 33 lER Cases 1527 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
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D. The ALJ Rulings On Respondent's Motions Before Trail <&

Obiections To Introduction of Evidence During & After Trial, Were

Arbitrary, Unreasonable & Comprise An Abuse Of His Discretion - The

ALJ's abuses include his (1) denial of the Respondent's Motion of to Amend

Affirmative Defense,{Q.g. affirmative defenses attacking subject matter jurisdiction-,

and statute of limitation), because he mistakenly believed that such defenses do not

have a ''nexus to the misconducf\ 37 CFR 11.36; and (2) permitting the OED

introduction of testimony of a confidential Federal Court mediation, over the

Respondent's timely objection Vol II @ , and (3) the exclusion of sworn, non-

opinion deposition testimony (classic hearsay) of a contemporaiy patent attorney of

Respondent, which is routinely admissible indisciplinaiy proceedings, including this

one.

E. Considering All The Pertinent Evidence In The Rccord, The ALJ

Cannot Support His Sanction Determination By Clear & Convincing Evidence

-The ALJ sanction recommendation by the ALJ is excessive because there was no

intentional violation of any disciplinary rule, the client did not lose or forfeit any

interest or right detrimental to it business and suffered no financial harm, as direct

consequence of the Respondent's representation. Moreover, the inclusion of a

' Theassertion of a challenge to thejurisdiction is appropriate at any stage of a proceeding, and is timely
asserted even if case is on appeal (citation of authority unnecessary)
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technical violation of a trust accounting rule, as an "aggravating factor", based upon

a representation occurring more than twenty (20) years ago, was improper because

of its remoteness in time and unrelated to the current allegations of misconduct.

IV. CONCISE STATEMENT OF CASE (2002-2011)

A. Respondent's Representation of EPRT Technologies (EPRT)

1. Engagement of Respondent - In 2002, EPRT filed a patent application

(the "'519 Patent Application") on a TENS machine having a unique body

conformable, electrode wrap (also "Medical Device"), for delivery of a therapeutic

electrical stimulus to a pain center of an individual suffering from chronic pain. On

September 2002, the '519 Patent Application was fmally rejected, RES Exh No. 3.

In October 2002, the Dr. Laird (the EPRT FDA compliance officer) recommended

Respondent to EPRT Director of Engineering, David Estes (ESTES), for review the

prosecution of the '519 Patent Application. ESTES contacted Respondent in

October in 2002; and, thereafter ESTES directed Katherine Blake ("BLAKE), - the

nominal EPRTPresident- to provide Respondent withprior relevant correspondence

between ESTES and predecessor patent counsel, and the Patent Office file history

for the '519 Patent Application. BLAKE provided Respondent with the June 19,

2002, email from ESTES to predecessor patent counsel, {RES Exh No. 2), and the

'519 Patent Application file history, including the September 20. 2002, Final

Rejection, RES Exh No. 3. TheESTES June 19,2002,email, forwarded by BLAKE,
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identified the ""construction"" of the body conformable, electrode wrap ("Medical

Device"), as the "'The,..key to the effectiveness ofour device " RES Exh No.2, Bates

No. 9. On November 19. 2002, Respondent forwarded his Review &

Recommendation, to ESTES, RES Exh No 9. Respondent's Review was critical of

the content of the '519 Patent Application RES Exh No 4, Bates No 20, paragraphs

3-5; and, his Recommendation offered certain suggestions, with little encouragement

of success. RES Exh No 4, Bates No 20, paragraph 6, A&B. ESTES subsequently

forwarded Respondents' Review & Recommendation to his co-inventor, Keith

Wendell ("WENDELL"), RES Exh No 4. Upon completion of the ESTES and

WENDELL review, ESTES authorized Respondent to undertake his representation

of EPRT, and Respondent thereafter assumed responsibility for the '519 Patent

Application, RES Exh No 5 Respondent filed a Power of Attorney^, and

subsequently performed all of the services outline in hisRecommendation, (thefiling

of a CIP was barred by prior publications by the inventor, and, therefore, the entire

retainer applied to '519 Patent Application prosecution).

2. PTO Persists In Final Rejection Of EPRT Patent Claims - On April

19. 2005, the PTO finally rejected, {2"^ Final Rejection), (RES Exh No, 46), all of

the claims of the '519 Patent Application under 35 USC 112. (based upon a lack of

Respondent's Powerof Aitorney revoked the Powerof Attorney to predecessor patentcounsel, provided
Respondent' correspondent address and contact information. Respondent's Power of Attorney was
accepted by the PTO as fully compliant with the Rules of Practice, notwithstanding it did not include his
Customer Number - which was and continues to optional.
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suppon for claims in the specification), and under 35 (JSC 103. based upon the prior

art. Respondent thereafter filed a Notice ofAppeal, (without responding to the Final

Rejection), In response to the EPRT Notice ofAppeal, the PTO recast the April 19,

2005 rejection, and issued another Final Rejection on November 14,2005, Final

Rejection), RES Exh No. 8. In this November 14, 2015, Final Rejection, the PTO

persisted in the April 19. 2005. the final rejection, {2"'' FinalRejection), of all of the

pending claims under 3J USC 112, {RES Exh No. 8, Bates No. 29-30)\ suggested a

willingness to withdraw the final rejection under 35 USC 103. of Method Claims 3

& 4, if Method Claims 3 & 4 were amended by inclusion ofall the limitations of

the base claim (Claim 23) and all intervening claims'' (RES Exh No. 8. Bates No.

37). The November 14, 2005, (3'"'' Final Rejection), also persisted in the Final

Reiection. under 35 USC 103, of Medical Device (Claim 25), the ''the key to the

effectiveness of (EPRT) device". On November 29, 2005, Respondent apprised

EPRT, by emaiP, of the substance of the Final Rejection, including forwarding a

copy of the claims under examination, {RES Exh No. 8, Bates No. 39-40). Insofar

as the Medical Device (Claim 25) continued to be finally rejected. Respondent

advised EPRT of the need to appeal to obtain reversal of the Final Rejection, which

appeal was pursued, as he had recommended, {RES Exh No. 8, Bates No. 38).

' The email explained, in simply lavman's terms, howthe Examiner proposed the amendment of
Method Claim 23, by the substitution of certain subparagraphs of Claim 23, with the
corresponding the limitations of Method Claims 3 &4.

10
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i. EPRT Abandonment of Configuration of Original Configuration

of Medical Device (Claim 25 of '519 Patent Application) - In 2008, ESTES

redesigned and made substantial changes to the "key^ component (electrode wrap)

of the EPRT TENS machine. On August 28. 2008, Respondent, at ESTES'

direction, filed a patent application for the ''Silver Conductive Electrode Wrap" for

the new, re-designed EPRT products, {RES Exh No. 10, Bates No. 41-55). At the

time of the filing for the ESTES improvement patent application, Respondent was

told bv ESTES not to incur any additional fees in the prosecution of the 519 Patent

Application. VolIKa), Shortly thereafter, EPRT discontinued its manufacture of its

original products, and filed a new FDA 51 OK application for its next generation of

products with the new "key component", {RES Exh No. 26). EPRT also proceeded

to abandon a number of the foreign equivalents of the '519 Patent Application in the

EU, as the renewals and/or annuity payments became due, {RES Exh No. 38, Bates

No. 450). EPRT would periodically inquire as to the status of the '519 Patent

Application, and Respondent made periodic telephonic inquiry to the Clerk at the

Board of Patent Appeals, VoL II @.

4. Respondent's Change of Correspondence Address - During the

period the when the EPRT Appeal was pending. Respondent closed his physical

office, (in December 2007), and in February 2008, filed a changed his

correspondence address to an "executive suite" with the Patent Office, {RES Exh No.

11
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10). Respondent did not have a physical presence at hissuite's address, nor was his

''executive suite" staffed by any Respondent employee.

5. EPRT Ceased Operations In The USA Sometime In 2009 - In about

January 2009, ESTES, the co-inventor (Respondent's primaw contact for patent

and technology matters), left the employ of EPRT; and, EPRT went out of business

in the USA in 2009, {Vol II @ ). In 2009. the ESTES patent application

(provisional) filed by Respondent in 2008, for the "key" component of the

redesigned EPRT products, {RES Exh No. JO), was allowed to lapse, without EPRT

filing of a utility patent application.

6. Board of Appeals Affirmance of November 14. 2005 Final

Rejection - On June 1, 2009, the Board of Patent Appeals issued a Decision

affirming the Final Rejection of all of the claims on appeal, which was mailed to

Respondent's correspondence address. Respondent never received the Decision.

A NoticeofAbandonment was also mailed to Respondent's correspondence address.

Respondent never received the Notice ofAbandonment. On August 6, 2009, the

Patent Examiner called Respondent, and failing to reach him, reportedly left a

message inquiring as the status of the '519 Patent Application. When Respondent

didn't return her call on August 6. 2009, the Examiner issued a Notice of

Abandonment, the following day on August 7. 2009.

7. Respondent's First Awareness Of Potential Mail Delivery Issues At

12
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His Exccutivc Suite In October 2011 - In 2011, there was intermittent telephone

and email communication between EPRT and Respondent; and, Respondent was

unavailable, because he was unable to interrupt his litigation activities, and respond

to EPRT communications (a "dormant" or "cold" client), until later in the month of

April. Respondent did, in fact, have undocumented contact with EPRT toward the

end of April; and, on April 29. 201 K EPRT sent Respondent a check which

Respondent never received. On October 3, 2011. EPRT sent Respondent a follow-

up email asking if he had received the check it had sent to him on April 29, 2011,

because it had not "cleared" its account: and, further inquired "Have you moved"

{RES Exh No. 12). In response to an EPRT counsel request^, On October 28, 2011,

Respondent contact an Associate in Alexandria, VA, who inspected the appeal and

emailed or faxed Respondent a copy of the Board of PatentAppeals Decision, which

was forwarded, by facsimile, to EPRT litigation counsel on the same day. ERPT

litigation counsel (also "FARAHMAND") thereafter called Respondent and wanted

to discuss the Decision, {RES Exh No. 26 @ ). During this phone call,

FARAHMAND, became confrontational and threatened to sue Respondent for

malpractice, {Vol II, @ page). Respondent regarded the threatened malpractice

® On October 21. 2011, a litigation (non-patent) attorney, representing EPRT, contacted
Respondent inquiring as to status of the '519 Patent Application. Respondent, thereafter, called
an Associate (who had a Power to Inspect in the '519 Patent Application), and requested him to
inspect the appeal file.

13
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litigation as creating a conflict of interest, (adversity with EPRT), and/or the

equivalent of his "constructive discharge", J7 CFR 11.16(a)(3): Florida Bar Rule

4-1.7(a)(2) (attorney and client interests adverse). Accordingly, Respondent was

professionally constrained from any further involvement with '519 Patent

Application EPRT, or in the representation of EPRT. The Florida Bar has a lower

threshold than the OED, requiring withdrawal, upon the first appearance of an

attorney conllict of interest with his client.

B. EPRT Sues Respondent For Malpracticc - In December 2012, EPRT

follows through on its October 2011 threat to sue Respondent and files malpractice

case in Texas'̂ , ("Texas Malpractice")...This Texas Malpractice litigation was

dismissed in February 2013. On October 27. 2013, EPRT re-filed its malpractice

case against Respondent in Florida''̂ ("Florida Malpractice"). The EPRT Florida

Complaint was repeatedly dismissed and amended. The 3*"^ Amended Complaint

alleged that Respondent had violated numerous professional and ethical duties to

EPRT, and sought to recover $5.3MM in damages, for lost sales attributable to

alleged its inability to obtain a "blocking patenf {GOV 6, @16, paragraph 61)

C. EPRT Files Bar Complaints Against Respondent - EPRT also filed

^ EPRT Technologies v John H. Faro, Case No. 3:I2-CV-05047- DC NDTexas, Dallas Div.)

Thrisoint PTY Ltd. & EPRT Technologies v. John H Faro & Technology Business Law
Group, LLC. Case No. 13-CV-23893-Huck

14
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a Complaint with the OED and with the Florida Bar, based upon the same alleged

violation of Respondent's professional and ethical duties, as asserted as the basis of

its malpractice claims against Respondent. The OED was aware of the parallel

malpractice litigation in Florida; and, that the issues in the malpractice case were

virtually identical to the allegation of misconduct, GOV #74, page 4

D. OED Illegally Initiates Disciplinary Proceeding On May 14, 2015

1. Secret Inyestigation - The OED conduct of its investigation, under

37 CFR }1.22(d), is maintained secret. Respondent was, thus, unable to question

or challenge, the OED Director's report to Committee on Discipline",which was

used to secure a finding of probable cause from the Committee on Discipline'".

In this case, the OED Director's investigation failed to comport with the

mandatory ministerial, procedural requirements of 37 CFR 11.22(d), which were

designed to protect an attorney under investigation; and, the consequently the

" The OED Director practice in the conduct of its investigation and the presentation to a
Committee for a determination of"probable cause" is insharp contrast to the practice of the Florida
Bar, and other bar association, which have adopted to the ABA rules regulating the practice of
attorneys, and for the conduct of an investigation of attorney misconduct. In Florida, the report
of the investigator is first forward bv Bar Counsel to the attorney under investigation, to permit
him to comment on the investigator's findings, and only thereafter, is it forwarded and the
attorney comments (if any) forwarded to a Committee on Discipline for a determination of
probable cause.

it is not clear what, if anything, the OED Director used in his presentation of his investigation
to the Committee on Discipline. The Rules don't provide any insight or do they define the format
for his investigative report (if any). Accordingly, the lack of any administrative framework is
fraught with potential mischief at a secret and critical phase of the OED obtaining authorization
to pursue a disciplinary proceeding against Appellant.

15
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integrity of tlie OED Director's investigation was compromised, because it was

incomplete and biased.

E. On May 14, 2015, The OED Director Prematurely Concluded His

Investigation Of EPRT Complaint. With The Knowledge That "Information

And Evidence" Potentiallv Favorable To Respondent), Was Forthcoming. On

Discipline, solicited a probable cause finding from the Committee on Discipline,

based upon his incomplete and biased investigation against Respondent; and,

thereafter, initiated a disciplinaiy proceeding against Respondent. At the time of

the time of the conclusion of the OED Director investigation, he knew that the same

issues, as were in the OED Grievant complaint to the OED, were to be potentially

resolved, in the immediate future, in the parallel malpractice litigation.

F. September 1, 2015, Stipulation of Dismissal, With Prejudice, Of

Malpractice Litigation - On September 1, 2015, after two (2) years, and more than

245 docket entries, EPRT & Respondent, on the eve of trial, jointly filed a Rule

41 (A) Stipulation ofDismissal, with preiudice'^ EPRT waived all right to attorney

fees, in exchange for Respondent's foregoing his claims against EPRT for malicious

prosecution. EPRT was fleeced, by its own attorneys, out of $170,000, in attorney's

fees, when it authorize the malpractice suit against Respondent for malpractice -

" The Stipulation of Dismissal, with prejudice, pursuant to Rule 41, entered on the Court Docket (DE
#237),on September I, 2015, wasctTcctive uponfiling by thesignatories, without the need for endorsement
by the Court.

16
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these are the same attorneys relied upon by the OED Director to initiate and

prosecute a disciplinary proceeding against Respondent.

G. Information Relevant To OED Investigation Not Included In

Report To Committee On Discipline - The malpractice claim by EPRT against

Respondent was specious and retaliatory. The credibility of the OED Grievant is

always in issue; and, the disposition of the malpractice complaint against

Respondent, was yeiy type of "information" that OED Director was required to

report to the Committee on Discipline, and did not.

IV. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

A. The OED Lacked Subject Matter Jurisdiction to initiate and pursue

a disciplinary proceeding against the Respondent under 3J USC 32, because the

OED Director did not comply with the OED mandatoiy ministerial duties and

procedures, under 37 CFR U.22(d), in the conduct of his investigation of the

allegations of misconduct against Respondent. Accordingly, the initiation of the

disciplinary proceeding, based upon the tainted probable cause finding was,

therefore, illegaK and must be abated.

B. The EPRT Pnmai-y Legal Objectives, in the filing of the '519 Patent

Application, in 2002, (and later reaffirmed on June 19.2002, in an email from ESTES

to predecessor patent counsel), {RES Exh No. 2), was to attain patent protection for

the body conformable, electrode wrap ('Medical Devicc"), the ''construction'' of

17
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which was the key to the effectiveness of,.(the EPRT)..,device RES Exh No.

4

C. Respondent ''^Reasonably Informed^''— EPRT Of The Conflated

(Multiple) Final Rejections Of All OfThe Claims Of Its Pending Patent Claims,

Occurring From April 19.2005 Through November 14,2005 - During this period,

Respondent explicitly advised ERPT of the need to appeal to the Board of Appeals

{RES Exh No, 30, Bates No. 420); the filing of a Notice of Appeal {RES Exh No, 30,

Bates No. 420)\ the need to file the EPRT Appeal Brief {RES Exh No, 30, Bates No

420). Attached to the Respondent's November 29. 2005 email {RES Exh No,

30Bates No. 421), he also included a copy of all of the finallv rejected claims {RES

Exh No, 30 Bates No. 422-423), This November 29, 2005, email explained, in

simplistic terms, how the Examiner proposed amending such claims, (e.g. by

replacement of the subparagraphs in independent Method Claim 23, with the

corresponding limitations in each of dependent Method Claims 3 & 4). The

Examiner's proposed amendment was unacceptable because it did not also remove

the rejections in the other subparagraphs of Claim 23. under 35 USC 112).

Accordingly, Respondent recommended continuing to pursue the pending appeal of

The ALJ has misinteipret. and thereby misapplied the applicable standard under 37 CFR 10.23(8),
which necessary incorporates 37 CFR 11.104, which is the overriding and controlling. It requires that
the client be "reasonably informed". The ALJ has incorrectly interpreted 37 CFR 10.23(8), & 37 CFR
11.104, and applied the incorrect legal standard - as requiring the client be "fuHv informecr Decision
@13-

18
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the Medical Device Claim 25, (RES Exh No, 30, Bates No. 421). ''because we are

entitled to broader coverage... any questions, pis advise'' (RES Exh No, 30, Bates

No. 421). There were no questions by anyone in EPRT!

D. The OED Allegations of ^^Neglect" Are Timed Barred - It is of no

consequence as to how, and which statute of limitations applies to the facts of this

case. As of November 29, 2005, EPRT was "reasonably informed", in simple and

readily comprehensible layman's terms, as to the status of the claims under

examination and how the Examiner had proposed to amend them. The ALJ has

acknowledge that providing the client with a copy of the Patent Office

correspondence is not required, to comply with 37 CFR 10.23(8), Decision @13

E. Did Not ''''Compromise His Communication With The Patent Office'''^

- In February 2008, Respondent used, and designated, a private and professionally

operated executive suite, {for attorneys and managed by attorneys), for his

correspondence address. The ALJ assertion, {ALJ Decision @ ), that the

Respondent's use of an executive suite, as a correspondence address, a fortiori,

''Compromise(d) His Communication With The Patent Office'', is utter nonsense!

The ALJ cannot point to any PTO rule, practice or precedent in support of his

conclusion. This novel proposition is a transparent attempt by the ALJ to

circumvent the Respondent's rebuttal testimony of non-receipt of Board of Patent

Appeal's Decision, dated June 1, 2009, or the Notice ofAbandonment, dated August

19
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7, 2009. According lo the ALJ, Respondent is required to be physically ensconced

at his correspondence address, before asserting his challenge to lack of receipt the

correspondence, and rebuttal of the "Mail Box" to be effective'̂ .

F. EPRT "Constructive Discharge" of Respondent In October 2011,

By Threatened Malpractice, Professionally Constrained Respondent's Further

Involvement With EPRT and Its Patent Application - Respondent was

threatened with a malpractice lawsuit by EPRT on or about October 28, 2011, (Vol

//, @ ), thereby creating adversity, and a conflict of interest, between EPRT and

Respondent, under both the Florida Bar rules and/or the constructive discharge of

Respondent by EPRT, under the OED rules'^ Accordingly, Respondent could no

longer represent EPRT, absent a waiver of the conflict; and, had no obligation to file

a notice of withdrawal, because the '519 Patent Application was no longer pending.

G. Respondent Had No Further Obligation To Represent EPRT, Or

To Continue The Prosecution Of The ^519 Patent Application, From And After

About October 28, 2011. From and after October 28. 201 K because of the

adversarial relationship created by EPRT's litigation counsel, when he threatened

There is nothing in the PTO Rules of Practice that requires a patent practitioner's presence at
his correspondence address: and. if that were the case, it would be impermissible to designate a
US Post Office box as a correspondence address. For purposes of application of the "Mail Box"
rule of evidence, to the facts of this case, there is no difference between a private or public "mail
box".

Florida Bar Rule 4-1.7(a)(2) (attorney and client interests adverse): 3 7 CFR 11.16(a)(3)

20
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Respondent with a malpractice lawsuit; and, in fact, to continue without a written and

informed waiver of the conflict, would have been unethical'^. Moreover, where as

in this case, the ERPT patent application had been held to be abandoned in August

2009, theEPRT application was no longer "pending". Respondent had no obligation

to formally withdraw from a matter that is no longer pending.

H. Respondent's Representation Of EPRT Did Not Proximateiy

Result In Any Economic Loss Or Harm To EPRT. The ALJ's statement that

the EPRT "attempt to secure a patent^^ for the '519 Patent Application left it

economically weaker", {ALJ Decision @ ), is not based upon any evidence

before the Court, and even if accurate, is irrelevant to anv issue or sanction

determination in this case. The attempt to secure a patent was based upon a

decision made bv EPRT management, in 2000 The failure to secure "'apatent is

the result of the poor patent application drafting in 2000 (RES Exh NoA, Bates No.

Florida Bar Rule 4-1.7(a)(2), (adverse interest - personal interest of the lawyer) required
Respondent to refrain from further representation as soon as EPRT and respondent's interest
became adverse to one another -The OED has a similar, and somewhat higher (more forgiving)
threshold before there is a con Hid of interest. Where, as in this case, malpractice is threatened,
adversity exists which precludes continued representation under the OED's own rules, 37 CFR
11.16(a)(3), (constructively discharge) - the only possible exception being when attorney
withdrawal would occur at critical staae of the representation, and the client would be left
unrepresented The above exception is inapplicable in this case.

The EPRT 'lawful objective" was to secure patent protection for its Medical Device to be used
in one or more of the EPRT products, not simply to obtain a piece of paper from the Patent Office
with a pretty red seal on it. Such patent protection (Medical Device Claim 25) never allowed in
any form. Accordingly, patent protection was unavailable (no patentable subject matter) for
reasons unrelated to Respondent' representation.

21
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20. paragraphs 1-5) : and, the Board of Patent Appeals Decision on June 1, 2009,

which affirmed the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection, RES Exh No. 4, Bates No.

20, paragraphs 1-5,

V. ARGUMENT

A. Analysis Of Allegation Of Violation For "Neglect^^ - In Violation

of37 CFR 10,77(c) - The ALJ finding of"neglecf, is based upon an impermissible,

conflation of discrete, unrelated and time-barred events. The ALJ's basis for his

finding of neglect is reproduced below:

"The OED Director has provided clear and convincing evidence that
Respondent failed to monitor the progress of the '519 Application in 2009.
ignoredthepatent examiner's phonecall in2009, ignored Ms. Blake's emails
and phone calls in 2010 and 2011, and failed to safeguard his lines of
communication with PTO at anv time. " ALJ Decision @14

In order to prove neglect the OED need establish each and every element of

the alleged violation by "clear & convincing" evidence. The ALJ once again, in

an effort to circumvent the ''continuing violation" doctrine'^ attempts to conflate

discrete and independent time barred events (occurring in 2002), to construct a

narrative, that is not only inconsistent with the record, but one which he has also

personally characterized as not credible. Decision @ 14-18. Moreover, the ALJ

has explicitly acknowledged, in his review of the litanv of violation asserted in the

When Respondent file his Powerof Attorney in 2002, he did not include his CustomerNumber, which
is not required. Accordingly, even if this violatedTo the that this discrete and independent event had an
effect in the future, does not permit conflation with

22
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OED Complaint, that one ofthealleged missteps here, on their own, perhaps

would not constitute neslect*\ (emphasis added), Decision @ 14-18. Lastly, the

ALJ has also personally observed, that based upon the Respondent's aggressive

pursuit of the prosecution of the '519 PatentApplication, it is unlikely that he would

have ignored a phone call from the Examiner, and passed up an opportunity to

discuss the '519 Patent Application, Decision @ 14-18

The ALJ is estopped from finding any neglect where, as in this case, the

Respondent Power of Attorney^ (without a Customer Number), as filed complied

with the PTO Rules of Practice, in 2003. iGOV tfl @ 450). In addition, the

Docketing Notice {RES Exh No, 11, Bates No. 55), in 2008. explicitly directs the

appellant to contact the Clerk bv phone or fax to check on the status of the appeal.

Moreover, the only evidence in the Record, relating to the method and frequency of

monitoring the '519 Patent Application, was introduced by Respondent -

periodically calling Clerk at the Board of Patent Appeals every six (6) months, Vol

II @ . The ALJ exclusion of the Gregroiy Maybeck's deposition testimony^^

(admittedly hearsay), was proffered to confirmed that another Florida patent

attorney's monitoring practice, closely paralleled those of Respondent. The fact

Mavbeck Deposition. RES Exh No. 27. Bates No. 339 @ 78:6-19)
FARO's intent to rely upon the Maybeck Deposition testimony, as evidence, supporting his,
periodic practice of monitoring the status of the appeal every six (6) months as adequate, or in
the words of Maybeck, "more than necessary". See , RES Exh No. 27, Bates Nos 339,
Deposition @ 35:2 to 36:17),.
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that other methods (PAIR), in hindsight, could have revealed the status of the

application sooner, is irrelevant. Electronic access to patent applications, through

the use of PAIR, has always been optional! EPRT had changed the construction of

the Medical Device (electrode wrap), associated with its new products in 2008; and,

shortly thereafter discontinued the products having the original configuration of the

Medical Device (electrode wrap), {Claim 25 in its abandoned patent application).

Lastly, the EPRT responsible executive directed Respondent not to incur and

additional legal fees in the pursuit of the '519 Patent Application"'. The Board of

PatentAppeals Decision affirmance of the November 14,2005, Final Rejection, was

not reversible: and, no amount of monitoring can alter that fact.

As to the final piece of the ALJ construct of "neglect", the ALJ assertion that

the Respondent's use of an executive suite, as a correspondence address, afortiori,

''compromise(d) his communication with thepatent ofjice'\ is nonsense! The ALJ

reasoning reflects his mistaken belief that Respondent had an obligation to supervise

the personnel, employed by the suite management, who receive and sort the

incoming mail. There is no such obligation. Moreover, the ALJ Initial Decision

does not contest the Respondent's testimony of non-receipt, but instead, without any

The intensity of attorney monitoring is driven bv client inierest. Respondent conformed his
monitoring practice to the EPRT expression of lack of interest, and avoidance of incurring
additional attorney fees. Respondent's methods and frequency of monitoring, were thus based
upon the minimum he believed necessary.
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factual support, or legal precedent, illogically assumes, that each of the Board of

Patent Appeal's Decision and Notice of Abandonment were properly addressed,

forward to Respondent's executive suite, received within the executive suite and,

thereafter, somehow lost by the executive suite personnel. Where is the evidence

that such correspondence was received at the Respondent's executive suite address?

The Mail Box rule applies to both public and private mail boxes: and, the

presumption of receipt has been rebutted.

Lastly, the AJL, asserts that the Respondent's use of the executive suite

comprise 'Intentional misconduct". Such conclusion is not legally justified; and,

clearly not based upon any rule or precedent. Accordingly, it should be rejected.

B. Analysis Of Allegation Of Vioiation For Failing to Keep Client

^^Reasonablv Informed" - In Violation of 37 CFR 10,23(8) - EPRT was

''reasonably informed" as to thestatus of its claims under final rejection in 2005, and

how the Examiner proposed to amend them, (RES Exh No. 30), which was

unacceptable. As noted above the ALJ has applied the incorrect standard^ under

the OED rules, and, in any event the allege violation is time-barred

The ALJ finding of 'failure to adequately inform'' EPRT as to prosecution

events in 2005-2006, is not based upon what information was conveyed to EPRT in

-- The ALJ fails lo appreciate the relationship between of 37 CFR 10.23(8). & 37 CFR II. 104,
accordintiiv hasapplied the incorrect letzal standard for a violation of 37 CFR 10.23(8), - as requiring the
client be '"fully informed" Initial Decision @13
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Respondent's November 29, 2005, email, and the attachment, but what was not

included. The ALJ's analysis and conclusions are drawn from a single November

29,2005, email, and is, thus, uninformed. Between April and November 2005, there

were multiple Final Rejections, and multiple correspomdence (RES Exh No. 30,

Bates Nos. 419-423), and included apprising EPRT of the filing of a Notice of

Appeal filed in July 2005, and the PTO November 14, 2005, Final Rejection, filed

in response to the Notice of Appeal,. Atnotime did theExaminer allow theMedical

Device claims (Claim 25) for the ''key'' component of the EPRT product. The

Respondent concluded his November 29, 2005, email to EPRT, indicting the

pending appeal was going forward, because we are entitled to broader coverage

- specifically coverage as to the configuration of the wrap itself'.(RES Exh

No. 9, Bates 38-40); and explicitly asked the EPRT recipients of the November 29,

2005, email if that hadany questions. Therewerenone! The OEDhas notproduced

any evidence to refute the adequacy of the November 29, 2005, email and

attachment, to reasonably inform EPRT, as to the above patent prosecution.

Providing EPRT with a copy of the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection was not

required to reasonable inform EPRT, Accordingly, EPRTunderstood the content of

the email, and was ""reasonably informed'' as to the status of the pending claims at

this point in time.

C. Analysis Of Ailegation Of Violation For Failing to Seek The EPRT
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"Lawful Obicctivc" - In Violation of 37 CFR 10,84(a) - The alleged violation of

37 CFR 10.84(a), ignores the EPRT priorities to protect the "key" component of its

invention, (RES Exh No, 2, Bates No. 9), and the Respondent's recommendation in

hisNovember 29, 2005 email to pursue an appeal of the Finally Rejected Medical

Device claims (Claim 25), in lieu of amending the Methods claims (Claim 23, 3

&4) as suggested by the Examiner. What other 'Mawful obiective" did EPRT

have?

D. Analysis Of Allegation Of Violation For Failing To Provide EPRT

With Respondent's Home Office Patent File - In Violation of 57 CFR

10J12(c)(4) - Due to marital strife in 2011, Respondent was periodically separated

from his ex-wife, including being denied^^ access to his "home office" where his

copy of the ERPT patent file was maintained. Moreover, EPRT subsequently

obtained Respondent's complete home office file, with the assistance of the Court

and my ex-wife's husband number 4, RES Exh No. 50

H. ALJ Sanction Analysis

A. Respondent did not violate any professional duty to EPRT - It

is pointless to re-argue the allegations of misconduct here. This case needs to be

remanded to address the corruption of the disciplinaiy process by OED counsel,

Respondent was required to request police assistance, for limited access, to obtain some of his personal
belongings, Fo///. 119:1-12
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specifically, the suborning perjury, the mischaractering of the legal effect of certain

exhibits and the breach of confidentiality of a Federal District Court Mediation.

B. No Intentional Misconduct - Neither the Respondent's adherence to

an acceptable PTO form for hisPower of Attorney, nor adherence to a specified

procedure in a Docketing Notice, for checking upon the status of an appeal,

can be supply the intent to commit a violation of any disciplinary rule. The ALJ

is estopped from asserting otherwise. There is no other basis for neglect"'̂ .

C. No Adverse Economic Harm Or Monetary Losses - As a matter of

law, EPRT did not suffer any economic harm from the unsuccessful prosecution

of the '519 Patent Application - None of the perceived violations of the OED

rules, even if proven by clear and convincing evidence, proximately caused any

financial harm to EPRT, or the loss of patent rights to protect any of its products.

D. Mitigating Factors (a) Absence of Dishonest or Selfish Motive -

Respondent had an exemplary professional relationship with EPRT, for at least nine

(9) years, RES Exh. No. 35; (b) No Intentional Misconduct - The abandonment of

the '519 Patent Application on August 7, 2009, is not sanctionable, where it

Respondent never received the PTO Decision or Notice ofAbandonment', and, the

Moreover, the ALJ reliance upon the Respondent's (a) relocatinu his office to his home
and (b) the designation of a professionally run "executive suite", as his correspondence
address, being "primarily" the cause of his alleged "neglect", as to supply the requisite intent for
a disciplinary rule violation, or as a factor for enhancing the sanction for a disciplinary rules
violation., is equally unprecedented and unavailing

28
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constructive discharge of FARO on October 28, 2011, relieved Respondent of any

further responsibility, (c) Personal Problems - Very contentious separation

prevented Respondent access to, and return of his home office EPRT patent files,

to EPRT, RES Exh No, 50; (d) GoodFaith Effort To Resolve Dispute With Client -

EPRT agreed to settle the malpractice lawsuit in Florida against Respondent only

after two (2) years contentious litigation, (245 Docket entries), when the District

Court dismissed the specious EPRT claims against FARO for $5.3MM, and limited

its potentially recoverable damages to $4,000, if any. The parties jointly stipulated

to a Rule 41 dismissal with prejudice, with EPRT waiving any claim to attorney

fees, and the Respondent relinquishing his claim against EPRT for malicious

prosecution, (e) Cooperation With Disciplinary Proceedinss - Respondent has fully

cooperated with the OED, to the extent he had relevant files and records accessible

to him. (f) Absence of Causation Loss - The inability of Respondent to secure

allowance of a patent application, was not do to FARO's competency or neglect

in the drafting of the '519 Patent Application, (g) Unlikely Recurrence -

Respondent presently associates his Customer Number with patent applications he

files and prosecutes, (h) Cooperation With DisciplinaryProceedings - Respondent

has fully cooperated with the OED, to the extent he had records acccssible to him. (i)

Absence ofCausation —The inability of Respondent to secure allowance ot a the

EPRT Medical Device claims (Claim 25). was not do to Respondent's competency
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or neglect in the drafting of the'519 Patent Application.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

Respondent herein certifies that the Respondent's Brief] zom^Wts with Rules

28(a)(a)(2).(3) and 32(a), (3) and (5) -(10), of the Federal Rules of Appellate

Procedure.

J[^n H.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I herein certify that the enclosed pleading entitled:

Respondent 's (RevisedSubstitute) BriefFor
Appeal OfInitial Decision & Order OfALJ Dated September15, 2016

was mailed to the 3'̂ ' day of January, 2017. to Mail Stop 8 -Ofliceol the

Solicitor, Alexandria. P.O. Box 1450, VA 22313-1450 via EXPRESS MAIL.

Certificate No EL 152706750 US, with copies via email as per DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION

Tracy.Kepler r/1 ISP'fO.CiOV

Jenni 1"cr.sei 1en a iisnt(). u.o\

Ali.ali V/.hud.eov

ro.jtisq.
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PETITION EXH NO. 5

PETITIONER (APPELLANT) MOTION UNDER 37 CIil^ 11.55(H)
FOR AN ORDER REOPENING DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING
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Misc. Docket No,

UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR

INTELLECTUALPROPERTY & DIRECTOR, UNI FED STA l ES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFPTCE

JOHN //. FARO. ESQ.

Respondent

In re matter of John H. Faro, Disciplinary Proceeding No. D20I5-27

(OED Case No,G2389)

Respondent's Motiony Under 37 CFR 11.55(h),
For An Order Reopening The Subject Disciplinary Proceeding For

Consideration OfNewly Discovered Evidence

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131
(305) 761-6921
Johiif75712@aol.com
ProSe
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Respondent's Motion, Under 37 CFR /1.55(It),
For An Order Reopening The Subject Disciplinary Proceeding For

Consideration OJNewly DiscoveredEvidence

This Motion is Hied pursuant to 37 CFR 11.55(h). As is evident from

the Chronology ofevents sei forth herein, the OED palpable misconducl and fraud

upon the Respondent, and upon the AL.I, in May 2016, only became evideni after

August 23, 2016, when US 9,421,367, issued; and. Patent Office Hie for US

9,421,367 became accessible to the public. Accordingly. Respondent could not

have discovered this new evidence prior to the trial of the ()F::D Complaint on May

10, 2016. The Respondent, John H. Faro, Esq., herein notices the filing and

service ol the Respondent 's Motion, Under 37 CFR 11.55(h). For An Order

Reopening The Suhjeci Disciplinary Proceeding For Consideration Of Newly

DisCOverecIEvidence.

Acopy of the ALJ Initial Decision d- Order, datedSeptember 15, 2016,

is annexed hereto, as Exhibit **1"

Pre-filini? Conference: 'fhe Respondent has contacted OEt) Counsel,

Robin Crabb. Esq., on January 10, 2017, by email, advising him of the

Respondent's intention to file a Motion To Remand Vacate, and the reasons

foi such Motion,, Respondent s January 10, 2017, limail to OED Counsel Robin

Crabb annexed hereto as Exhibit ^*2*\ Attorney Crabb indicated that the OED

shall oppose a Respondent Motion To i^emand cC- Vacate. Respondent has
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apparently iniproperlv stvled his Motion under "37 CI-1^ ll.55(hi, (to

^'Remancr in lieu of one for "Reopening^ the subject disciplinary proceeding.

As is evident for Exhibit Attorney Crabb was flilly apprised of the basis

for the instant Motion, and indicated his opposition to the basis thereof.

Basis for Motion: Relief from a judgment or order is governed b) j'' C! R

1L55(h), which tracts, in part. Rule 60(b). Fed. R. Civ. Proc., which is reproduced

below:

(b) Grounds for Relief from a Final Judgment, Order, or Proceeding. On
motion and just terms, the conn may relieve a party or its legal representaiive
from a Unal judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons:

(1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect;

(2) newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could
not have been discovered in lime to move for a new trial under Rule

mhi\

(3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic),
misrepresentation, or misconduct by an opposing part);

(4) the judgment is void;

(5) the judgment has l-)een satisfied, released or discharged; it is based
on an earlier judgment that has been reversed or vacated: or applying it
prospectively is no longer equitable; or

(6) any other reason that justifies relief.

As set forth hereinafter. Respondent seeks to reopen the disciplinary

proceeding, under 37 CFR U.55(h), for the same reasons as set forth in Rule
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60(b)(2), (3), (5) & (6) - which includes newly discovered evidence not otherwise

available until after August 23, 2016, when US 9,421,367, issued

As is manifestly apparent from the chronology ofevents set forth hereinafter,

the ALJ has been affirmatively misled by the OED, both in its presentation ol

evidence, and through the testimony of its witnesses, at the trial of its Complaint

against Respondent on May 10-12,2016. 1his palpable misconduct and fraud upon

the ALJ, at the trail of the its Complaint against the Respondent, was the result of

the ObD (a) mischaracterization Respondent's handling, and abandonment, of the

prosecution of the '519 Patent Application as involving "intentionaf' misconduct,

(b) falsely representing, during the trial, the status of the '519 Patent Application as

abandoned as oi the date of the Irial, Vviien in fact it had been revive and pending,

and (c) exaR^eratinR the potential and/or actual harm alleged sustained by HPRT.

notwithstanding that EPRT patent had revived '519 Patent Application, issue on

August 23. 2016. as US 9,421367.

—Sustained No ftconomic Harm - The F^espondent's alletied

abandonment, and the lailure to secure hPR I "^patent"', is acknowledge as one of

cornerstones ot the AIJ Initial Decision cic Ordet\ {Decision ci 26') as set forth

1he Respondent pursuii ol ihc l:PK'l primary "legal objecuves" was to allain patcnl prolecli
lor the so-called "elccirode wrap ", ihe -key"" coniponciil ofihc l-.PRT prodiicis. ion
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below:

i EPRPs Has SulTered Econoiinic Harm but the Amount of Injury is
Imnossibie to Quantify

Respondent has consistently amued that the abandonment of the '519
Application caused EPRT no economic harm because the invention could
never have obtained patent protection^ fhe Court offers no opinion on the
accuracy of this assessment. It would be an exercise in futility to speculate
whether the invention was actually patentable\ or what kind of prolit it
could have generated if it had been patented. However, that is not the entire
scope of the inquiry. I:PRT paid Respondent between S35,000 and S45,000
to guide the '519 Application through the patent process. The original
estimate for this service was only S4,00(), F::.PR f's return on its investmeni
has been nothing.-' Ihe client has thus experienced substaiuial momjmry
harm because ol its dealings with Respondent.

IJniortunately, the Court has no way to determine what percentage of
EPR I's payments were in vain. Respondent did represent liPRT's interests
competently, at least lor a time. Without a clear guide, it is simplv
impossible to arrive at a non-arbitrary dollar llgure representing l-PR r's

Nonetheless, there is no plausible dispute that the client's attempts to
secure a patent for the '519 Application left it economically weaker. Nor is
there any dispute that Respondent's neglect and misconduct exacerbated
EPR I s suHering. Additionally, EPF^T has expended more than SI7().0(){)
in litigation costs against Respondent, with at least one lawsuit still ongoing.
This merits an increased sanction against Respondent.

•̂ csponck'nl also now stands in the \yav o( KPRT's artcnints to revive the *51*)App icatmn. Despite agreeing to settle the Tlorida nnilprncticc ease. Kespoiidciit hiisicluNcd
toaccept blame forinvoluiilarily abandouiiiy the Application. Anadnii.ssion of intentional

one of thesettlement terms. Such an acknowledgement would allow
hi RT to revive the'519 Application. Respondent has proffered no reason for his refusal,
and none is readily apparent other than spile.

As is evident from the above quoted language ol the AU Decision, (includinii

Ihe Respondent argued thai Claim 25. lo the "key" componcni of the EPRT products could
not be patented, and nothing has changcd lo reverse Respondent's posiuon and belief.

There is no speculation required. The August 1. 2im. Board of F>atcni Appeals Dccnuw
determined the claims on appeal were unpatentable.
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lootnote (27)), the ALJ attempts to lay the blame for EPR Tbeing denied "a j}atent''

at the Respondent's doorstep, not the 1:PRT decision in November 2005, to continue

to pursue the appeal of the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection of its Medical

claims (Claim 25). or the Board of Patent Appeals Decision affirmance of

the November 14, 2005, Final Rejection, or the EPR I failure to hire a replaccmcni

patent counsel in 2011, following its "constructive discharge" of the Respondent, to

advise it as to how best to proceed.

As is evident from the ALJ Decision quoted above, the AIJ also erroncousK

concludes that the inability of EPRT to reinstate/revive the '519 Patent Application

was the result of the Respondent's refusal to acknowledge that he "intentionalIv"

abandoned the "519 Patent Application, fhe following discussion, Chronolo^^y of

Events and Exhibits that are annexed hereto, demonstrate that not onl>' was

Respondent's refusal to acknowledge his alleged 'Intentional abandonment, not an

obstacle to the revival of the abandoned the *519 Patent Application, but also that

when the '519 Patent Application was revived, and rcassitined to a new patent

Examiner, many ol the formal objections under 35 (JSC IJ2, based upon the claim

language adopted by Respondent in the drafting the EPRT patent claims, were

withdrawn and the claims allowed. The ALJ was, thus, misled b) the OKI3, and

as to all of the factual findings appearing of page 28 of his Decision. See Exhibits

"5", "6" & "7"
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ll is c\lso apparent (roni the above quoted language appearing on page (28) ol'

his Decision, the OED denied the ALJ have access to l:xhibits ''5", "6" <&

during the trial of the OED Complaint (which began ofiVlav 10. 2016). and/or prior

to his release of his Initial Decision & Order, on September 15. 2016. FBy

withholding Exhibits -5", -6" the 0\[D affirmativelv misted the AI.J, and

his findings, conclusions and sanctions, set forth on page (28) ofthe ALJ Decision,

relative to alleged '̂ Economic Harm" suffered by EPRT, clearlv reilect his beinti

misinformed. More specifically, had the OED made the AI.J aware of the EPR'f

etfoits to revive the '519 Patent Application, the ALJ would not have concluded that

Respondent was obstructive ol LRPl elfort and desire to revived its patent

application, 'fhe OED concealment of the EPR Tefforts at revival ol'the '519 Patent

Application, (as set forth in Exhibits ^^5", "6" &. -7"), at the trial, and its eliciting of

testimony from its witness, inconsistent with the EPRT revival efforts, was

prejudicial to Respondent's defense, a fraud upon the AI.J and a further corruption

ol the disciplinary process. Accordingly, ihe factual foundation of the ALJ's

Imdings, and sanctions recommendations, in his Initial Decision Ofdei\ is based

upon a record replete with false and misleading testimony bv the Ol-D and its

witnesses, and, accordintilv, must be vacated.

EPRT Waived its Claim To Attorney Fees - With respect to the ALJ's

comments appearing at the end of the above quoted language on page 28 of his

7
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Decision, as lo IZPRT's legal fees,

. Additionally, BPRT has expended more than Si 70,000 in litigation costs
against Respondent, with at least one lawsuit still ongoing. This merits an
increased sanction against Respondent.

BPR r sued Respondent in Federal District Court in Miami for S5.3iVIiVl. Ihc

1-ederal District Court determined, in granting Respondent's motions that HPRT

lacked standing to sue Respondent, and had sulTered no redressable harm. The

Court also ruled that the EPRT holding company, Throisant Pty had no actual or

consequential damages, with the exception of a claim lor disgori>ement of attorney

lees (4,000 to $7,000). Maybe HPRT's interests and welfare vvouid be better served

il the OED and AIJ focused their attention on the HPRT attorneys who fleeced

EPRT out of $170,000.

1he Respondent cind EPR'f, thereafter, endeavored to rc.solve the malpractice

case in mediation, and, icached an impasse when the parties could not agree upon

the wording ofan Exhibif^ to the proposed Seitlemeni Agreement, (GOV if33(a. page

2. paragraph Ad). Exhibit requirement, Proposed Setfiemenl Agreement annexed

hereto as Exhibit ^^4'Mjpon reaching an impasse, the proposed Settlement

Agreement was abandoned. EPRT, thereafter, agreed to waive its claims for its

attorney fees in exchange for Respondent' agreement to a waiver his right to sue

Meredith Chajken te.slitied ihal .such an lixhifjit exists, howev er, none was allaclied lo 01:1)
Exhibit GOV - because there i.sn'i any.
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EPRT for malicious prosecution (ihe pioposed Seitlemeni Agreement (GOV

page 2, paragraph A(4)) specified that the dismissal was with without nreiudice).

TSmallbizpros, Inc. v. MacDonRld r->l RPV) Cir. 2010). liPRT has since

reneged upon the proposed Settlement Agreement. In its current collection action

against Respondent, hPRl Complaint against Respondent attaches the same

proposed Settlement Agreement, without the f-xhibit specilied ui page 2, paragraph

A(l).

Relevant Chroiiolofyv

' • October 27, 2013, HPRT sued Respondent I'or malpraciicc in llio Icdcral

District Court for tiie S.D. of Florida, EPRT Technolof^ies vJohn //. Faru.

Case No. 13-CV-23893- HUCK/SULLIVAN) - -hlorida Malpmctce

Litigation'

2. On May 10, 2014, Steven Greenbcrg. Hsq. (n registered patent attorney)

entered a personal appearance on his own behalf, and behalf of his llrm, as

counsel for EPRT &fhrisoint Pty Ltd. in the l-loriJa Mci/praciicc l.iii^aiivn.

September 29. 2014. Greenberg, on behalfofEPRT, filed a3"' Amemled

Complaint against Respondent .seek damages ofS5.3iVlM.

July 20, 2015, after the Federal [district Court granted Respondent s

^ The OPD ha.s mislabeled the
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Motion in Liinine, striking ihe EPRT damages cxperl report, limiling llio

EPRT damages to S4,000 to S7,000, (lor disgorgemcnt ofattorncy fees). At

this hearing, the Court and UPR Tcounsel had the Ibllowing exchanao:

COURT: Do you want to go back to your client and tell your client, (who

resided in Australiaj. thai you want to have u trial in federal court over

$7.()()()•>

MS. CHAIKEN: Your Honor, the real value here to my client i.\ a iinai

ludf^ment that Defendants cummitted leeal malnractice in oro.secutitiv their

patent atmlicutinn

COURT: So you're looking to use this Court to vet hack at Mr t-nr,,

because...

MS. CHAIKEN: 7/ a nut geuing hack ai, your Honor...It '.v not relaliaiorv a!

all.....

Florida Malpractice Litigation, July 20, 2015,1 leai'ing Tx @page 18, line 23

10 page 19, line 15, Exhibit

September 1, 201,S, the parties could not resolve the impasse in the

wording to aproposed Setllement Agreement (COV ;i33. pages 2-6). The ALJ

has treated the lailure of ihe parties to aaree to the terms of the proposed

Settlement Agreement, as an aauravatina factor, in the determination of the

appropriate discipline. Proposed Settlement Agreement annexed hereto as
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Exhibit "4"

December 7, 2015, Sleven Greenberg, (a registered patent atlornev).

foi whom Chaiken works, tiled a Petition to Revive the *519 Paieni

Application. Chaiken was obviously aware ofihis Petition when she testified

against Respondent on May 10, 2016. This Petitkm to Revive was tiled

pursuant to 37 CFR 1.137(a) - for revival ol aii iminlenlioiuillv almniloiu-il

patent application. EPRT Petition to Revive attached hereto as E.vhibit "S"

Mtiv 2, 2016, the •.519 Patent .Application was revived, under the

CURRENT PTO RULF.S'" (17 CFR i./y.S no |onL.er Hpplir.hl.|

(nolM'ithsicmding that the EPRTissuedpaleni is likely niwnjorceuble /»/• frciiul

on tiw patent office. MPEP 7/VO. delay (in lilin^ rh.

t-evive) i-esiiltinf^ from a deliberately chosen course nfaction on the nart nt rh,-

applicant is not an "unintentional" delay within the meaning o! 37 CFR

1.137(b). ) - copy o(Decision on Petition attached hereto as Hxliibil "6"

8. On Miiv 10,2016, the AIJ presided over the trial of the ()|;D Complaint -As

is manilestly apparent from the record, and the AL.I Initial Decision Order

(Decision %25-28), the OED presentation ofevidence and witness testimony.

HiJ. !• "' apalent application i.s U,. rcsull ..filK. I'TUdiscontinued applicaiion ol strmuent standards lor revival of an application, under 17 CIR I 198
nlrn;: ' l"'" l'arnK,niza.ion whli USApdtt.nl pratticc uitii international patent practice.
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created the False imnression. and elTeciivelv misled the Al I that the '519

Patent Application was lost to EPRT because of Respondent's refusal to

cooperate in its revival, and, consequently. ERP Twas economicallv damatjcd.

when in fact it patent unnlication had been revived and was ncnditip

during the trial: and, .subscaiientlv issued. Ihus, there was no actual oi

potential harm to LiPRf. The ALJ proposed sanction was. tluis. based in large

measure, upon the ALJ perceived harm to l-:PR'i' caused by Respondent, as a

result ol the OEI) fraud upon the Court.

IVlay 10,2016, the OLD knew, or should have known, ofthe revival ofthe

•519 Patent Application on May 10, 2016, (at the time of the trial), and

withheld such information, allowing the Court to be misled by the OHU

witnesses, an, thereby resulted in a palpable fraud upon the Court.

'0- On August 23, 2016, the PfO issued US 9,421,367 - fhe OtiD knew, or

should have known, that the liPRT patent had issued with claims limited to

the Method Claims. .Method Claims are not enforceable again.st aclinician

in the U.S. under 35 USC§2H7(c). No Medical Device claims w.^r,. ,.v,.r r,--

submitted by Oreenbert;. and, thus, none have ever been allowed or issued - n

NEW EXAMFNKR conducted the examination of the revived patent

application. US 9,421,367 annexed hereto as Exhibit "7"

" • September 15. 2016. the ALJ issued his Iniiiul Decision ct Onlci-. The
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ALJ was never apprised by ihe OED of any of the EPRT/HPRT Counsel

actions to revive the '519 Patent Application at the May 10, 2016 Trial, or.

thereafter, when the '519 Patent Application issued on August 23. 2016.

before September 15, 2016, the dated the AI J penned his Initial Decision d-

Order. Accordingly, the assumptions. Hndinus and proposed sanctions in the

ALJ Inittal Decision cii Order are based upon the false and misleadinu

testimony of Katherine Blake and Meredith Chaiken.

in summary, (a) the manifest deception and fraud by the OED concealment

of EPR I patent application revival activities from the Respondent and Court,

edorto the commencement of the trial on May 10. 2016. (b) the false testimon\

ofits witnesses, during the trial, as to the prejudice to EPRT from the allege loss

ot patent rights and (c) the OED concealment of the issuance ofa patent to EPR'f.

based upon the revived '519 Patent Application, subsequent to the conclusion of

trial, were highly prejudicial to Respondent. Clearly, had the ALJ been made

aware of Exhibits "5", ^^6 '̂ & "7"; before September 15.2016. the date of the AIJ

Decision &Order, (which is based upon such false testimony), his perception of

the Respondent, and, thus, his Decision would have been different.

I"or all oi the above reasons, the Director is requested to order the

reopening the instant proceeding/or consideration of newly discovered evidence.

Respectfully.

13
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EXHIBIT "1"

(ALJ Initial Decision & Order
OfSeptember 15, 2016)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

In the Matter of:

John H. Faro,

Respondent.

Proceeding No. D2015-27

September 15,2016

Appearances:

Tracy L. Kepler, Esq.
Robin Crabbe, Esq.
Associate Solicitors

United States Patent and Trademark Office

John H. Faro, Esq.
Edmar Amaya, Esq.
Attorneysfor Respondent

Before: J. Jeremiah MAHONEY, United States Administrative LawJudge

INITIAL DECISION AND ORDER

On May 11, 2015, the Court received aComplaint and Notice ofProceedings under 35
U.S.C §32 ^Complaint'') related to this matter. In the Complaint, the Director of the Office of
Enrollment and Discipline ("OED Director") for the United States Patent and Trademark Office
("USPTO" or "PTO") requested the suspension ofJohn H. Faro ("Respondent") from practice
before the USPTO in patent, trademark, and other non-patent matters.' As the basis for his
request, the OED Director claimed Respondent committed multiple violations ofthe USPTO
Code ofProfessional Responsibility during his representation ofEPRT Technologies, Inc.
("EPRT" or "the Client").^ Specifically, the OED Director alleged various acts and omissions
committed by Respondent during his prosecution ofEPRT's U.S. Patent Application No.
09/656,519 ("the '519 Application" or"Application").

' Pursuant to an Interagency Agreement in effect beginning March 27,2013, Administrative Law Judges ofthe U.S.
Department ofHousing and Urban Development are authorized to hear cases brought by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office.

2 The USPTO Rules of Professional Conduct apply topersons who practice before the USPTO and became
effective May 3,2013. The Complaint alleges Respondent committed various violations ofthe USPTO disciphnary
rules before the effective date ofthe Rules ofProfessional Conduct. The USPTO Code of Professional
Responsibility, rather than the Rules ofProfessional Conduct, therefore applies to this proceeding.

1
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Respondent filed an Answer to the Complaint on June 9, 2015, and sought leave to file an
AmendedAnswer andAffirmative Defenses ("First Amended Answer") on September 8,2015.
This request was granted on September 15,2015. Respondent filed aMotionfor Summary
Judgment on October 6, 2015; aSecondAmended Answer on October 9,2015; and Motions in
Limine on October 16 and 19, 2015. The OED Director filed a Motion to Strike Affirmative
Defenses on October 8,2015, which was granted on October 21,2015. In response, Respondent
filed an Objection to the OED Exhibits on November 24, 2015, and aMotionfor leave to Amend
Affirmative Defenses on December 14,2015.

On January 21, 2016, the Court denied Respondent's Motions in Limine. On February 5,
2016, the Court issued an Order that rejected Respondent's summary judgment arguments, his
objection to the OED Director's exhibits, and his MotionforLeave to Amend Affirmative
Defenses. The Order did permit Respondent to maintain and assert his statute oflimitations
affirmative defense.

Ahearing inthis matter was held May 10-11,2016, in Miami, Florida. Testimony was
taken from EPRT President and CEO Katherine Blake, attorney Meredith Chaiken, and
Respondent. The parties filed their respective Post-Hearing Briefs on July 6,2016, and their
Reply Briefs on July 18,2016.

APPLICABLE LAW

The USPTO has the "exclusive authority to establish qualifications for admitting persons
topractice before it,and to suspend orexclude them from practicing before it." Kroll v.
Finnertv. 242 F.3d 1359, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2001). The Director of theUSPTO may suspend or
exclude a person from practice before theUSPTO if the person is "shown to be incompetent or
disreputable, or guilty of gross misconduct," or if the person violates regulations established by
theUSPTO. 35 U.S.C. § 32. TheOED Director has the burden of proving alleged violations by
clearandconvincing evidence. 37 C.F.R. § 11.49. Respondent thereaftermust proveany
affirmative defense by clear and convincing evidence. Id.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Based upon theadministrative record and the hearing transcript, the following findings
are relevant and material to the issues raised by the Complaint in this matter.

Respondent's Personal Background

1. Respondent has been a patentattorney registered with the USPTO since March 3,
1971. His USPTO registration number is 25,859.

2. Respondent was admitted to the MassachusettsState Bar in 1969, the Delaware State
Bar in 1970, and the Ohio State Bar in 1971. He remains an active member of the
Massachusetts Bar.
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3. Respondent was admitted to the Florida State Bar on January 21,1986. He is
currently an active member of that Bar. His Florida Bar number is 527,459.

4. Respondent was disciplined by the Florida Bar in 1995 and 2011. The former
discipline was a 10-day suspension; the latter was a public reprimand. In 2013, he
received reciprocal discipline by the USPTO in connection with the 2011 Florida
discipline.

5. Since approximately 2000, Respondenthas prosecuted 25 published patent
applications. Nineteenof the applications wereabandoned, seven of which were
reinstated after Respondent filed petitions to revive for unintentional abandonment.
The '519 Application was one of the sevenabandoned and reinstated applications.

6. Ofthe25 published patent applications, thePTO has issued eight patents.

7. Respondent hasoperated a private legal practice since 1986.

The *519 Patent Application

8. The *519 Application was originally filed onSeptember 7, 2000 by the Howrey
Simon law firm on behalfof EPRT. The Application covered an electrical
stimulation device forpain management ("thedevice").

9. The device was granted patent protection in Australia and New Zealand in2002 and
in the United Kingdom in2005. The European Patent Office granted the device
patent protection in 2007.

10. On March 27,2002, the USPTO issued a non-final Office Action rejecting many of
theApplication's claims.

11. On September 20,2002, the USPTO issued a final Office Action ("First Final
Rejection") rejecting Claims 2 through 22 ofthe *519 Application.

12. After receiving the First Final Rejection, EPRT contacted Respondent and asked him
to reviewthe '519 Application file.

13. Respondent e-mailed EPRT co-inventor and executive Mr. David Estes^ on
November 19, 2002, to provide "constructive criticism" of the *519 Application.

14. The November 19,2002, e-mail statedthat "the final rejection is likelyto be
sustained because ofthe absenceof any allowable claim, and the inability to modify
an existingclaim to overcome the final rejection."

' Although the e-mail was sent to Mr. Estes' e-mail address. Respondent addressed it to "Keith," presumably EPRT
co-founder Mr. Keith Wendell, the product's other inventor.
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15. The November 19, 2002, e-mail also included an estimate of "20 to 25 hours of
professional time" to perform the necessary services on the '519 Application.

16. Mr. Estes noted in a November20,2002, e-mail to Ms. Blake that Respondent's total
fee would be approximately $4,000.

17. Ms. Blake replied to Respondent's November 19 e-mail on November 20, 2002,
thanking him for his time and carefol review of documents, indicating she would "be
in touch with" Mr. Estes on how to proceed.

18. Mr. Estese-mailed Respondent onNovember 22,2002, authorizing Respondent to
attempt to remedy the deficiencies in the '519 Application.

19. Respondent replied to Mr. Estes the same day via e-mail, and told Mr. Estes to
"forward a retainer in the amount of 50% ofthe projected fees ($2,500)."

20. On December 12,2002, EPRT filed a Power of Attorney and Revocation of Prior
Powers appointing Respondent as the attorney for the '519 Application. The Power
ofAttorney was signed by Ms. Blake.

21. Other than the e-mail exchanges and the Power of Attorney, there is no other
document memorializing an attorney-client relationship between Respondent and
EPRT.

22. Respondent did not associate his PTO Customer Number with the '519 Application.

23. Respondent filed a Request for Continued Examination ("RCE") with PTO on
January 10, 2003.

24. On January 30,2003, PTO issued a non-final Office Action that was responsive to the
RCE.

25. Respondent filed a response to the OfficeAction on March 14,2003, which was
rejected in another non-final Office Action, issued June 4,2003. Both Office Actions
rejectedClaims 2-4 and 23-25 of the '519 Application.

26. On November 12,2003, Respondent filed an Amendment, which included an
affidavit from Dr. Steven Kaye, whom Respondent identified as EPRT's clinical
consultant.

27. On January 8, 2004, PTO issued a Notice of Non-Responsive Amendment ("January
2004 Notice") to Respondent.

28. Respondent'ssubsequent attempts to respond to the January2004 Noticewere
deemed non-compliant by PTO.
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29. The PTO patent examiner, Ms. Frances Oropeza, lefta voice message with
Respondent on February 6, 2004, informing him that a compliant response was due
no later than February 9,2004.

30. Ms. Oropeza called Respondent on February 9,2004, because she had not received a
response to the January 2004 Notice.

31. After discussing thesituation with Ms. Oropeza, Respondent informed her that he
could not file a response until the next day. Hethen hung upthe phone.

32. Respondent did file a response onFebruary 9,2004. However, the response was
deemed non-compliant.

33. On August 12,2004, PTO issued a Notice ofAbandonment ("First Abandonment") in
the '519 Application, citing Respondent's failure to file a compliant response tothe
January 2004 Notice.

34. The First Abandonment stated thatMs. Oropeza had called and left voice messages
with Respondent on July 9, July 19, and July 20,2004. The third call informed
Respondent that the '519 Application would be deemed abandoned ifRespondent did
not contact Ms. Oropeza by July 23,2004. Respondent did not return any ofthe
messages.

35. Respondent filed a Petition to revive the '519 Application on October 27,2004. The
Petition stated that the Application was unintentionally abandoned because
Respondent had notreceived the January 2004 Notice.

36. The Petitionwas grantedon January 18,2005.

37. On April 19,2005, PTO issued a final Office Action ("Second Final Rejection")
rejectingClaims 3,4, and 23-25.

38. On June 20,2005, Respondent sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with the
subject "Re: Statis [sic] ofPatents". The e-mail stated that "the US examiner has
issued anoffice action fnon-final rejection) and I shall set up an interview with her
shortly" (emphasis in original).

39. Respondent filed a Notice ofAppeal ("First Appeal") on June 30,2005.

40. On July 27,2005, Respondent sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Wendell an e-mail with the
subject "Patent Status." The e-mail informed them that Respondent had appealed the
rejection of the '519 Application.

41. On November 14,2005, PTO issued a final Office Action ("Third Final Rejection")
rejecting Claims 23-35 andobjecting to Claims 3 and 4.
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42. Under "Allowable Subject Matter," the Third Final Rejection stated that "Claims 3
and 4 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would be
allowable if rewritten in independentform including all of the limitations of the base
claim and any intervening claims."

43. The first substantive page ofa PTO Office Action defines the "Period for Reply." In
the Third Final Rejection, that section informedRespondent, in all capital letters, that
a shortened reply period of either 90 days or three months, whichever was longer,
would apply. The same section also stated that the application would become
abandoned if a reply was not receivedwithin the reply period.

44. OnNovember 29,2005, Respondent sent to Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with
the subject "Allowed subject matter." The e-mail stated that the Third Final
Rejection had allowed Claims 3 and 4,and that Respondent had "included Claim 23
to which each of these allowed claims make reference." The e-mail also stated that
the appeal was going forward because EPRT was "entitled to broader coverage -
specifically coverage as to the configuration of the wrap itself"

45. The November 29,2005, e-mail did not say that Claims 3 and 4 would only be
allowable if rewritten, nor did itsay that Claims 23-35 had been rejected. The email
did not mention that EPRT had three months to file a reply.

46. By virtue ofthe Power ofAttorney, Respondent alone received the Third Final
Rejection, and he did not send anyone at EPRT acopy ofthe Third Final Rejection.

47. Respondent did not rewrite Claims 3and 4to qualify for protection as outlined in
PTO's Third Final Rejection.

48. On January 14,2006, Respondent e-mailed Ms. Blake and informed her that PTO had
withdrawn two ofthe system/method claims but "persisted in rejection ofelectrode
claim."

49. Respondent appealed the Third Final Rejection ("Second Appeal") to the Board of
Patent Appeals and Interferences ("Board") on February 2,2006.

50. On May 31, 2006, Respondent sent an e-mail to Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr. Cleve
Laird, EPRT's FDA compliance coordinator. The e-mail stated that "only Claim 25,
directed to the structure of the electrode wrap, remains rejected asunpatentable over
the prior art."

51. In the May 31,2006, e-mail, Respondent expressed cautious optimism that Claim 25
would be accepted, and stated that EPRT had a"better than even chance of
prevailing" on that claim.

52. The PTO patent examiner answered the Second Appeal on August 31,2006. Ms.
Oropeza stated that Claims 3and 4were rejected because they had not been rewritten
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in independent form, as PTO had suggested in the Third Final Rejection. She also
reiterated that Claim 25 had been rejected.

53. Between 2006 and 2009, Respondent and various EPRT personnel, including Ms.
Blake and Mr. Estes, exchanged several e-mails discussing various patent and
trademark matters, including the '519 Application.

54. In January 2008, Respondent moved from his office on 44 West Flagler Street ("44
W, Flagler") to an office on 28 West Flagler Street ("28 W. Flagler"). He properly
informed PTO of his new address.

55. Respondent had no physical presence at the 28 W. Flagler office. The office served
primarily as amailing address, but Respondent had access to an available conference
room when needed.

56. Documents sent to 28 W. Flagler were set aside for Respondent by an on-site
receptionist, who would inform him when mail was received.

57. On June 1,2009, the Board issued its Decision on Appeal ("Board Decision"), in
which it affirmed the Third Final Rejection's conclusions as to Claims 3,4, and 23-
25.

58. The first page ofthe Board Decision included a footnote announcing the two-month
period to file an appeal or initiate acivil case. The Board Decision's final page stated
"no time period for taking any subsequent action in connection with this appeal may
be extended."

59. The Board Decision was mailed to Respondent's 28 W. Flagler address on June 1,
2009.

60. Respondent did not file any appeal within the two-month window.

61. Respondent did not inform EPRT about the Board Decision within the two-month
window.

62. OnAugust 17,2009,PTO issued a Notice of Abandonment regarding the '519
Application because all claims had been rejected and had not been amended and
becauseno appeal was filed within the two-month window.

63. The Notice of Abandonmentwas mailedto Respondent's 28 W. Flagler addresson
August 17,2009.

64. The Notice of Abandonment stated that a message had been left on Respondent's
answering machine on August 6,2009, but Respondent did not return thecall.

65. Respondent did not attempt to revive the '519 Application, and did not inform EPRT
that it had been abandoned.
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66. In aJuly 16,2010, e-mail to Respondent, Ms. Blake requested an update on the '519
Application. Respondent did not reply to the e-mail.

67. Ms. Blake sent Respondent another e-mail on July 29,2010, also seeking information
about the '519 Application's progress.

68. On July 30,2010, Respondent e-mailed Ms. Blake and stated that he had "attempted
to determine the status ofthe patent applications and have yet to hear back from my
inquiries."

69. Because Respondent had not associated his Customer Number with the '519
Application, he could not use PTO's Patent Application Information Retrieval
("PAIR") system to check the status ofthe Application online.

70. Ms. Blake contacted Respondent by phone in March 2011 to discuss the 519
Application. Respondent unilaterally terminated the call and did not answer the
phone when Ms. Blake immediately attempted to call him back.

71. In 2011, Ms. Blake sent Respondent seven increasingly urgent e-mails about the '519
Application.

72. The e-mails were sent on April 1, April 4, April 6, April 22, July 15, July 20, and
October 5. The subject line ofthe e-mails were, in order: "phone calls," "Trying to
reach you," "Need to reach you," "Have you received my messages," "US Patent
status?" "Status ofUS patents?" and "check has not been cleared."

73. Each e-mail stated that Ms. Blake had made repeated attempts to reach Respondent
by phone or to otherwise get in contact with him. The October 5e-mail asked
Respondent ifhe had moved.

74. Three ofthe e-mails noted that Ms. Blake needed tospeak with Respondent "asap."

75. The April 22 e-mail stated that Ms. Blake "did not ever receive correspondence
stating the patent had been denied as fmal. It was still under review per our last
discussion."

76. Respondent never replied to Ms. Blake's e-mails, text messages, or phone calls.

77. On April 5,2011, Ms. Blake e-mailed Dr. Laird to see ifhe had been in contact with
Respondent. On April 28,2011, Ms. Blake asked Dr. Laird to attempt to
communicate with Respondent.

78. On April 29,2011, Dr. Laird informed Ms. Blake that he had successfully contacted
Respondent via e-mail.
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79. Still unable to reach Respondent, EPRT hired the Farahmand Law Firm to pursue
possible legal action against Respondent.

80. On October 21,2011, attorney Roger Farahmand sent Respondent a letter requesting
the status of the '519 Application.

81. Respondent faxed acopy of the Board Decision to Mr. Farahmand on October 28,
2011. He did not include a copy of the Notice of Abandonment.

82. On October 31,2011, Mr. Farahmand sent Respondent a letter requesting acomplete
copy of the '519 Application file.

83. Respondent did not send the file to Mr. Farahmand or anyone atEPRT.

84. Respondent did not file a notice ofwithdrawal as attorney ofrecord in the '519
Application and did not revoke the Power ofAttorney filed in2003.

85. On February 13,2013, EPRT revoked Respondent's Power ofAttorney in favor of
Mr. Robert Babayi, a newly retained patent attorney. ThePower of Attorney was
signed by Ms. Blake.

86. Between November 22,2002; and February 13,2013, EPRT paid Respondent
between $35,000 and $45,000 to prosecutethe '519 Application.

Respondent's Docketing System

87. Prior to 2011, Respondent did not use an electronic docket management system.
Instead, he had a tickler file, a desk calendar, and a day book.

88. Respondent placed any document with an outstanding due date in the tickler file, and
noted the date and the necessary action in the calendar and day book.

89. Respondent's then-wife was primarily in charge of maintainingthe tickler file and
ensuring documents were filed on time.

90. Respondent assessed the status of the cases in his docket twice a year; during the
winter holiday season and before going on summer vacation.

91. If Respondent was going to meet with a client, he would check their file beforehand
to ensure all deadlines were up to date. He followed the same procedure if a client
contacted him requesting an update, even if a meeting was not upcoming.
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EPRT*s Malpractice Lawsuits Against Respondent

92. On December 5,2012, EPRT and Thrisoint PTY, Ltd., ("Thrisoint")" sued
Respondent inU.S. District Court for the Northern District ofTexas for legal
malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, fraud, and breach of contract.

93. TheTexas casewasultimately dismissed onjurisdictional grounds.

94. On October 25, 2013, EPRT and Thrisoint filed a substantially identical lawsuit
against Respondent inthe U.S. District Court for the Southern District ofFlorida.

95. EPRT was dismissed from the Florida case due to lack of standing, but the case was
permitted to continue with Thrisoint as the lone plaintiff.

96. On September 1, 2015, the case was settled and dismissed with prejudice. The court
retained jurisdiction for60days to enforce theterms of thesettlement agreement.

97. The dismissal was predicated on a settlement agreement inwhich Respondent agreed
topay EPRT $7,000 and submit a letter stating that he had intentionally abandoned
the '519 Application.

98. An admissionof intentional abandonment by Respondent would allow EPRTto
revive the Application.

99. The settlement agreement prohibited any EPRT representative, including Ms. Blake,
from voluntarily participating in the then-pending disciplinary proceedings against
Respondent bythe Florida Bar and PTO. The agreement did note that participation
could be compelled via subpoena.

100. Ms. Blake executed the settlement agreement on August 28,2015, in Australia.
However, thesigned agreement was not received by Ms. Chaiken until several weeks
later, after the case had been dismissed.

101. Respondent didnot accept Ms. Chaiken's phone calls and did not finalize the
settlement agreement. In response, Ms. Chaiken filed a motion to compel compliance
with the agreement. However, the motion was denied because the federal court's 60-
dayjurisdiction had already elapsed.

102. EPRThas filed a lawsuit in Florida statecourt alleging breach of contract in
cormection with the settlement agreement. That lawsuit remains ongoing.

103. To date, EPRT has spent approximately $170,000 litigating Respondent's handling of
the '519 Application.

" On December 22,2006, EPRT assigned itsrights to the *519 Application toThrisoint. Ms. Blake is the manager
of Thrisoint.

10
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DEFERRED RULING ON OBJECTION MADE AT HEARING

The OED Director objects to Respondent Exhibit 27. That exhibit is a transcript of Mr.
Gregory Mayback's deposition in the Florida malpractice litigation. Mr. Mayback served as an
expert witness for EPRT in that proceeding. He was not called asa witness inthe current
proceeding. Respondent sought to admit Respondent's Exhibit 27as evidence that Respondent's
docketing system and six-month survey schedule did not offend the standard ofcare in the legal
profession. The OED Director contends that the Exhibit should be excluded onprocedural
grounds because Respondent did not follow the Court's instructions regarding expert witness
testimony. Additionally, the OED Director asserts that the Exhibit is inappropriate because the
standard ofcare ina malpractice case is not relevant inanattorney discipline case. The Court
conditionally accepted the deposition transcript at the hearing, but ordered the parties tobrief the
issue in theirrespective Post-HearingBriefs. Both parties have done so.

The Notice ofHearing and Scheduling Order authorized expert witness testimony only if
"scientific, technical, orother specialized knowledge will assist the hearing officer to understand
theevidence or to determine a fact in issue." The Court previously struckRespondent's attempt
to present himself as an expert witness because the scientific and technical aspects ofthis
proceeding were not sufficiently complex to require expert testimony. Comprehending the
standard ofcare in the legal profession, to the degree that the issue is relevant here, is no more
daunting an undertaking. Mr. Mayback's deposition testimony istherefore ofonly minimal
value in helpingthe Court assess the evidence.

Moreover, the transcript cannot properly be considered expert testimony because Mr.
Mayback has not been qualified as an expert witness in this proceeding. The party seeking to
present expert testimony must disclose the expert's identity to the other party and submit a
written expert report. Respondent took neither of those actions with respect to Mr. Mayback. ^
The use ofhis deposition transcript from the previous proceeding would allow Respondent to
sidestep the procedural rules assuring the qualification ofthe witness as an expert. This puts the
OED Director at a significant disadvantage. The malpractice litigation was between
EPRT/Thrisoint and Respondent. The OED Director was not a party in that litigation. As a
result, his Counsel never had the opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Mayback. This Court has
also been deprived ofthe chance toquery Mr. Mayback, orassess his credibility. Respondent
states that Mr. Mayback practices in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Given his proximity to the hearing
location and his familiarity with the issues involved, there isno apparent reason why Respondent
chose not tosubpoena Mr. Mayback to provide testimony at thehearing.

For the foregoing reasons, theCourt finds that Mr. Mayback's deposition transcript was
not offered inaccordance with accepted procedures and its admission in evidence would bemore
prejudicial than probative. The OED Director's objection istherefore SUSTAINED, and the
transcript will not be considered.

^ The OED Director initially offered asan exhibit a summary judgment motion from the malpractice case, which
included acopy ofMr. Mayback's expert report. However, the OED Director withdrew that exhibit. Respondent
did not submit the report to the Court and has not otherwise attempted tocomply with the procedures for
establishing Mr. Mayback as an expert witness.
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DISCUSSION

The Court has considered all issues and examined all evidence contained in the record
and admitted athearing. Any issues not discussed here are not addressed because the Court finds
they lackmateriality or importance to thedecision.

Although the Complaint ispresented as only two counts, the OED Director actually
alleges a litany of ethical violations against Respondent. Specifically, the OED Director accuses
Respondent of(1) neglecting the '519 Application at various points during the application
process; (2) failing to inform EPRT ofimportant correspondence; (3) failing to seek EPRT's
lawful objectives atvarious points during the application process; (4) engaging ingross or
disreputable conduct; (5) engaging in conduct involving fraud, dishonesty, deceit, or
misrepresentation; (6) giving EPRT false or misleading information; (7) making a false statement
oflaw orfact; (8) failing to deliver toEPRT property that it was entitled to receive; and (9)
engaging inother conduct that adversely reflects onhis fitness to practice.

As a preliminary matter, the Court must determine whether any of these allegations
survive Respondent's statute of limitations defense. Respondent contends that any conduct that
occurred in2005 orearlier is governed by the five-year statute of limitations ineffect at that
time. Theapplicable statute, 28 U.S.C. § 2462, stated:

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, an action, suit or
proceeding for the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture,
pecuniary or otherwise, shall not be entertained unless commenced
within five years from thedate when the claim first accrued...

28 U.S.C. §2462

On September 16,2011, Congress enacted the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act
("AIA"), which replaced 28 U.S.C. §2462, for USPTO purposes, with an amended version of35
U.S.C. §32. As amended, 35 U.S.C. §32 now includes the following two-stage limitations
period:

A proceeding imder this section shall be commenced not later than the
earlier of either the date that is 10 years after the date on which the
misconduct forming the basis for the proceeding occurred, or 1 year
after the date on which the misconduct forming the basis for the
proceeding is made known to an officer or employee of the Office.

35 U.S.C. § 32; see also, Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. Law No. 112-29, § 3(k), 125
Stat. 291 (2011) (emphases added).

The new statute of limitations period applies to any case under 35 U.S.C. § 32that had
not already lapsed by the time of the AIA's enactment. Accordingly, any misconduct that
occurred prior to September 16,2006, —five years before the AIA took effect — falls under 28
U.S.C. §2462, and thus is no longer actionable. The OED Director contends, however, that even
ifsome of the misconduct pre-dated the AIA, those violations were continuous in nature, thereby
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tolling the statutory clock until the violation ended. Those violations would still be actionable if
they did not conclude until sometime after September 16,2006.

With one exception, discussed below, the alleged violations occurred between 2007 and
2011.^ They thus fall under the AIA's limitations umbrella, not 28 U.S.C. §2462. Ten yep
have not elapsed since the alleged misconduct occurred, and the Complaint was brought within
one year ofthe OED Director learning ofthe alleged misconduct. Ms. Blake first informed the
OED Director of these events on August 11,2014. The Complaint was filed approximately 10
months later, on May 11, 2015. Accordingly, the allegations from the Complaint discussed here
are timely.

The OED Director alleges that Respondent violated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) due, in part,
tohis failure to notify EPRT about the Third Final Rejection, which he received in 2005. This
claim thus should have gone stale sometime in2010. The OED Director asserts thatthe
continuing violation doctrine should apply inthis instance to toll the statutory clock. Respondent
argues in opposition that the statutory clock begins to run when the violation occurs, even ifthe
impact of the violationextends into the future.

Courts will normally apply the continuing violations doctrine only if (1) there isexplicit
language in the relevant statute orregulation defining the violation as continuous; or(2) if the
nature ofthe offense charged issuch that Congress (or an agency) must have intended that it be
treated as a continuous offense. Toussie v. U.S.. 397 U.S. 112,115 (1970). There is a strong
preference against applying the doctrine because itdirectly undermines the very purpose of
statutes of limitations. Toussie, 397 U.S. 112 at 135 (White, J. dissenting) ("weshould
undoubtedly approach the task ofstatutory interpretation with a presumption against a finding
that an offense is a continuing one").

The Court does not find explicit language in37C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8), which proscribes as
a continuing offense the failure to inform a client of significant correspondence from PTO.
However, the nature of the Rule does imply a time element. Unlike, for example, a false
statement, this isnot a "point in time" violation. The duty to inform one's clients ofpotentially
adverse information remains active until thepractitioner informs the clientof the correspondence
orceases representation ofthat client. The Court therefore finds that 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8)
states—and was intended to state—a continuing violation.

The question of whether Respondent ever fully informed EPRT of the contents of the
Third Final Rejection is addressed in more detail infra. Atpresent, it is sufficient to note that the
November 29,2005, e-mail was deficient. It did not containa copy of the Third Final Rejection;
it omitted some key information and it inaccurately described other information. Some of these
errors were rectified somewhat in two 2006 e-mails. The first, on January 14, 2006, stated that
PTO had persisted in its rejection of the electrode wrap. A May 31,2006, e-mail again stated
that Claim 25 remained "rejected as unpatentable." EPRT thus knew at thatpoint that the '519
Application had been rejected, and the general grounds upon which PTO based that rejection.

®Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply Briefasserts that theOED Director bases theComplaint inparton
Respondent's failure toassociate his Customer Number with the '519Application when he filed the Power of
Attorney in2002. Hethus argues that the charge is time-barred. The Complaint madeno such charge.
Respondent's argument on this point therefore does notwarrant additional consideration.
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The client was also aware that Respondent had appealed the rejection to theBoard in February
2006. As a result, the Court concludes that Respondent at least partially revealed thesubstance
ofthe Third Final Rejection toEPRT on January 14,2006. The statutory clock thus began to
runon thatdate.' The OEDDirector wastherefore required to file the Complaint by January 14,
2016. As already noted, the Complaint was filed on May 11,2015. Thus, discipline for the
alleged violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) is nottime-barred.

1. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.77(cW Neglecting the ^519 Application

The Code of Professional Responsibility states that a practitioner ''shall not neglect a
legal matter entrusted to the practitioner." 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c). Black's Law Dictionary defines
"neglect" as"the omission of proper attention toa person orthing, whether inadvertent,
negligent, or willful." BLACK'S Law Dictionary (8th ed. 2004).

The American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
opined in 1973 that:

[NJeglect involves indifference and a consistent failure to carry out
the obligations that a lawyer hasassumed, or a conscious disregard
for the responsibilities a lawyer owes a client. The concept of
ordinary negligence isdifferent. Neglect usually involves more than
a single act or omission. Neglect cannot be found if the acts or
omissions complained of were inadvertent or the result of an error
ofjudgment made in good faith."

American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
Informal Opinion 1273 (1973).®

Neglect occurs when a practitioner ignores orotherwise disregards his obligations to his
client. Itdoes notoccurinstantaneously, however. Instead, neglect generally requires a pattern
or course of conduct clearly illustrating thepractitioner's disinterest in performing his duties.
See/« re Levin. 395N.E.2d 1374, 1375 (III. 1979) (inaction, delay, and lack of effortexpended
onbehalf of a client constitutes neglect). A time element is therefore a central aspect of the
violation. As a result, a single forgetful moment or honest mistake normally will not violate 37
C.F.R. § 10.77(c).'

' Respondent correctly summarizes the"continuing impact" theory. However, the impact of hisalleged niisconduct
isnotat issue here. Failure to inform isa continuing violation. Theclock thus begins when the violation itselfends,
not its impact. The Court finds that the violationended on January 14,2006.

®Informal Opinion 1273 discusses then-ABA Disciplinary Rule 6-101(A)(3), which is identical in wording to 37
C.F.R. § 10.77(c).

' Although neglect and negligence are not interchangeable, there arescenarios where a single negligent act may
constitute neglect. Forexample, in Attorney Grievance Commission v. Montgomery, the attorney inadvertently
failed toappear fora hearing, resulting in dismissal of hisclient'scase. 460 A.2d 597 (Md. 1983). Thecourtfound
that he had neglected the client.
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The OED Director contends that Respondent's conduct prior toand immediately after the
Board Decision constitutes neglect ofthe '519 Application. More specifically, the OED Director
alleges that Respondent did not monitor the Application's progress through PTO; did not return
the patent examiner's phone call; did not inform EPRT ofthe Board Decision; refused to
communicate with Ms. Blake; and took no steps to appeal the Board Decision or otherwise
prevent theApplication from being abandoned.

Respondent counters that he made regular attempts to track the application after filing the
appeal to the Board in February 2006. On October 9,2008, he told Ms. Blake via e-mail that he
had "called the PTO 3 times and have yet to receive a return call re the status of the appeal inthe
US appln." AJuly 30,2010, e-mail stated that he had "attempted to determine the status ofthe
patent applns and have yet to hear back from my inquiries." Respondent also testified that he
normally determined the status ofapplications by calling the patent examiner directly.He also
claims to check the status ofall his pending casesevery six months.

These statements suggest that Respondent's failure to learn the status of the *519
Application was the product ofPTO's non-responsiveness. In actuality, Ms. Oropeza had left a
voice message for Respondent onAugust 6,2009, before the application was abandoned.
Respondent testified that heattempted to return her call onmultiple occasions, but "never
connected with her." He made no more attempts to determine thepurpose of the call. Had he
done so, he would have learned that the appeal had been denied two months earlier, and that
abandonment was imminent.

The personal phone call from Ms. Oropeza should have alerted Respondent that there was
movement on the '519 Application. It was PTO's first attempt to contact him on the matter in
more than two years. It would take Respondent two more years, until October 2011, to
undertake any investigation of thestatus of the '519 Application. Hedid so onlyafter receiving
the letter from Mr. Farahmand. Under the circumstances. Respondent's complete failure to
follow upon Ms. Oropeza's phone call is inexplicable. This failure is even more glaring in light
of Respondent's claimthat calling patent examiners is his primary means of tracking his
applications." Moreover, had Respondent been clearing his docket every six months ashe
claims, he would have learned of the Board Decision no later than December 2009.'^
Respondent insists he was ignorant of it until October 28,2011.

Respondent could have monitored the status ofthe *519 Application electronically via thePAIR system had he
associated the application with hisCustomer Number. He chose not todoso. Instead, hetrusted the physical mail
and his own occasional phone calls to ensure he was properly apprised ofthe progress ofthe *519 Application. Use
of the PAIR system is not required, but it isstrongly encouraged byPTO to eliminate scenarios like thisone.

" Thiswas not the first time Respondent's failure to return Ms. Oropeza's phone calls resulted in the abandonment
of the '519 Application. She called himat leastfour times in2004to determine whetherhe intended to respond to
the January 2004 Notice. He did not return any of those calls.

Respondent asserts that he clears his docket before the winterholidays and again before he goes on his annual
summer vacation. The Board Decision was issued on June 1,2009. Assuming Respondent's summer vacation
occurs at thetraditional time, i.e.,Julyor August, hewould have learned of theJune 1 Board Decision during his
summer docket check. If his searchoccurred in May, it would not have revealed the BoardDecision. However, the
winter search six months later wouldcertainly have uncovered thatdocument as wellas the Noticeof Abandonment,
which was issuedin August. They would also haveshovm up in the summerand winter docket checks in 2010, and
thesummer check in 2011. It strains belief that Respondent conducted thesechecks but still failed to discover these
documents.
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Respondent has also offered no explanation why he ignored Ms. Blake's e-mails and calls
for more than ayear. Between July 16,2010; and October 5,2011, Respondent received at least
nine e-mails and an untold number ofphone calls from Ms. Blake. The e-mails repeatedly
emphasized that the matter was urgent, and that Ms. Blake desperately needed an update about
the status of the '519 Application. He responded to none of them, and made no attempt to
investigate the progress ofthe Application. The e-mails also repeatedly noted that Respondent
had not returned messages left on his answering machine. The one time Ms. Blake did manage
to reach Respondent on the phone in 2011, he abruptly ended the call without explanation.

During the hearing. Respondent stated that he was trying a"very complex divorce
matter" instate court during that period, and may have simply been too busy to respond to Ms.
Blake. He also hinted thathis e-mail "may have been hacked butI'm notsure." Hethen
admitted that "I don't have an explanation, quite frankly, other than that."

The Court is not persuaded by Respondent's assertion that he was overwhelmed by a
different legal matter. Ms. Blake attempted to communicate with Respondent for more than a
year, from July 2010 until October 2011. He cannot plausibly claim that he spent every moment
of that period embroiled in his state court case.

Additionally, Respondent's claim ofhacking isnot credible. He bases the claim ona
lone reference from Ms. Blakethat he "mayhave a virus on youraol e-mail account."
Respondent cannot recall iforwhen he was hacked, or for how long. Yet he theorizes that, ifthe
account was compromised during his divorce trial, he may not have bothered to re-secure the
account until after the trial ended. Again, this argument overlooks the fact that Ms. Blake
attempted to contact him for more than a year by phone and e-mail. Italso ignores the fact that
Respondent replied within 24 hours toan e-mail sent by Dr. Laird, who Respondent considered a
friend. He clearly received Dr. Laird's e-mails. It therefore stands to reason that hereceived
Ms. Blake's e-mails as well. Hesimply did not respond to them. Moreover, his hacking theory
does notexplain why he did not return Ms. Blake'sphone calls.

Respondent also argues that hewas not obligated tocommunicate with Ms. Blake
because she was not EPRT's corporate representative. Rather, he claims, hereceived orders and
instructions from Mr. Estes. There is no meritto Respondent's argument. The evidence is
overwhelming that Ms. Blake, as EPRT's President and CEO, acted as the corporate
representative. She was the one who responded tohis initial assessment of the *519 Application,
stating in that e-mail that"I will contact you ina few days." Ms. Blake was also theone who
signed the Power of Attorney giving Respondent authority to prosecute the Application.

Respondent's own evidence further betrays hisposition. Respondent includes
approximately 20 e-mailshe sent to EPRT between 2002 and2009 as evidence of his adequate
communication with his client during that time period. All but two of those e-mails were

His explanation isagain reminiscent of 2004. Respondent's Petition to revive theabandoned '519 Application
stated that hehad not received theJanuary 2004 Notice, and thus was unaware that the Application faced
abandonment. Hedid notaddress the fact that Ms. Oropeza hadleftmultiple voice messages informing him of the
impendingabandonment.
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addressed to Ms. Blake as the primary recipient.'"' Atleast sixof the e-mails were sent toher
alone. Other than the two initial e-mails in 2002, there is no evidence that Respondent ever
communicated with Mr. Estes alone. When Mr. Estes or Mr. Wendell were included as
recipients, they were carbon copied, and the e-mail often began with the salutation "Dear
Katherine." One particular e-mail stands out. In a March 17,2008, e-mail from Respondent to
Ms. Blake and Mr. Wendell, Respondent asked "what isDavid Estes [sic] role in this
arrangement - who do I need tocopy on patent matters?" Had Mr. Estes actually been
Respondent's primary contact person, this e-mail would reasonably have been addressed to him,
not Ms. Blake andMr. Wendell. This, and the other evidence in the record, fatally undermines
Respondent's claim that he was not obligated to communicate with Ms. Blake because Mr. Estes
was actually EPRT's corporate representative for the '519 Application.'̂

Respondent also contends that he could not have neglected the '519Application because,
in2008, Mr. Estes instructed him not to pursue the '519Application in favor of a subsequent
patent application. The best evidence ofwhat Mr. Estes told Respondent would have been Mr.
Estes himself However, Respondent never called upon Mr. Estes to testify. Norhas he
produced any other evidence showing Mr. Estes ever ordered him to abandon the '519
Application. Ofthe many e-mails among Respondent, Mr. Estes, and Ms. Blake, none reference
the deliberate abandonment of the '519 Application. It is true that there was a patent application
filed in2008 that featured a new, improved silver electrode wrap. However, theassertion that
the new wrap made the '519 Application irrelevant is only attributable to Respondent himself'̂
The argument is therefore unavailing.

Finally, Respondent argues that he could not have informed EPRT about the Board
Decision or the Notice of Abandonment because he never received them. Instead, the documents
were likely misplaced by the receptionist at hisoffice.

Respondent does notcontest that the documents were sent to hisoffice of record, 28 W.
Flagler inMiami, Florida. While it is certainly possible that the building's receptionist
misplaced the documents, that does not absolve Respondent of hisresponsibility to EPRT.
Respondent chose to move to a "virtual" office where he did not have any day-to-day physical
presence. He therefore chose toentrust his mail toa receptionist rather than seeing to ithimself.
Any filing errors by the receptionist areforeseeable consequences of his own decision.
Respondent could have changed hiscorrespondence address to his home address, while still
maintaining hisvirtual office." He could have associated the *519 Application with his

Thetwooutliers werethe initialassessment of the *519 Application and an e-mailacknowledging his hiringby
EPRT. Both e-mails were sent in 2002 and were sent to Mr. Estes alone.

Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply Briefdevotes substantial time to the question of"apparent authority" in an
agent/principal context. There is no ager" ' ' ' ^ *
authority is viewed from the perspective
agent/principal context. There is no agent/principal dynamic atplay in the instant case. Moreover, apparent

tive of a thirdparty. Herethere is no third party.

The newpatentapplication, Application Number61/190,421 ("the '421 Application"), was filed on August28,
2008. The '421 Application specifically statedthat"the instant invention is relatedto [the *519 Application],"
which itdescribed as "pending." Thisdescription stands insharp contrast to Respondent's assertion thatthe '421
Application rendered the '519 Application obsolete. Moreover, assuming, arguendo, that Mr. Estes did order
Respondent to abandon the '519 Application in2008, Respondent never affirmatively complied with thatorder. The
Application remained inactive status until August 2009, more than a yearafterthe '421 Application was filed.

" Notably, Respondent did instruct EPRTto sendseveral checks to his homeaddressrather than to 28 W. Flagler.
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Customer Number so he could monitor its progress electronically via the PAIRsystem. He
could have had his Virginia-based associate routinely check the physical file. He took none of
these protective measures. Asa result of these omissions. Respondent claims hedid not learn
aboutthe BoardDecision until it was far too late to prevent abandonment. Such an outcome was
thus the result of Respondent's own inaction. Nam D. Dao. Proceeding No. D2015-23 (May
15,2015). (There, the practitioner failed tofile a change ofaddress form with PTO. Acritical
notice was ^ussent to his old office. Having never received the notice, the practitioner did not
respond to it, leading to the abandonment ofthe patent application. The practitioner was thus
found to have neglected the application, violating 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c).)

In sum, 37C.F.R. § 10.77(c) prohibits a practitioner from disregarding, ignoring, or
forgetting about a client matter for an extended amount oftime. The OED Director has provided
clear and convincing evidence that Respondent failed tomonitor the progress of the *519
Application in 2009, ignored the patent examiner's phone call in 2009, ignored Ms. Blake's e-
mails and phone calls in 2010 and 2011, and failed to safeguard his lines ofcommunication with
PTO atany time. Any one of the alleged missteps here, on their own, perhaps would not
constitute neglect. However, the full complement ofthem, spread as they are over the course of
months and years, paints a clear picture ofan attorney who has either fallen asleep atthe wheel
ordecided to invest his energies elsewhere. Ineither case, the evidence confirms that
Respondent neglected the '519 Application.

II. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 6 10.23fc¥8') - Failure to Inform EPRT of PTO
Correspondence

The OED Director next alleges that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8), which
requires apractitioner to inform a client when the practitioner receives correspondence from
PTO ifthe correspondence could have a significant impact on a pending matter and a reasonable
practitioner would believe the client should be notified. In this case, the OED Director contends
that Respondent should have notified EPRT about the Third Final Rejection in 2005, and the
Board Decision and Notice of Abandonment in 2009.

Respondent maintains that aNovember 29,2005, e-mail from himself to Ms. Blake and
Mr. Estes informed them of the Third Final Rejection. The e-mail reads, in itsentirety [sic
throughout]:

Dear Katherine:

The examiner, or more accurately, hernew supervisor has issued an office
action (after the appeal was taken and brief filed) in which he has allowed
Method Claims 3 & 4 (copies attached) -1 have also included Claim 23 to
which each of these allowed claims make reference. The dependent Claims
3 & 4 are to be read as including all of the limitation of Claim 23 —wherea
limitation in Claim 23 is furtherdefined (as in Claims 3 & 4), the limitations
of Claim 3 & 4 respectively replace the limitation in Claim 23

The appeal is still going forward, because we are entitled to broader
coverage - specifically coverage asto the configuration of the wrap itself.
Any questions, pis advise - John
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Respondent did not attach a copy of theThird Final Rejection Action to the e-mail. He
never explicitly said that Claims 23-25 had been rejected. He also stated that Claims 3 and 4 had
been "allowed" when in fact they had been objected to but"would be allowable if rewritten in
independent form." Having declined to inform EPRT that the Claims could berewritten,
Respondent also did not mention that he did not intend to rewrite them. Additionally, the e-mail
never described the PTO decision as a "final action" and did not mention the three-month
deadline to file a response. To thecontrary, thee-mail implied that noadditional steps were
necessary at that time because the "appeal is still going forward."

Not until January 14, 2006, did Respondent clarify that Claim 25 had been rejected when
hestated inan e-mail that PTO had "persisted in rejection ofelectrode claim." The May 31,
2006, e-mail included a copy of the Second Appeal and informed Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr.
Laird thatClaims 3,4, 23, and24 wererejected on"formal grounds," but that Claim 25 was
rejected as "unpatentable over the prior art."

The narrow wording of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) prohibits a practitioner from failing to
inform a client of important correspondence. The November 29, 2009, e-mail did notify EPRT
personnel ofthe existence ofthe Third Final Rejection shortly after its issuance. However,
Respondent failed to actually provide the Third Final Rejection to EPRT and did not fully or
accurately explain the document and its ramifications.'® As a result, EPRT was left with the
erroneous impression that the *519 Application rested on firmer ground than itactually did.
EPRTwas never aware that Claims 3 and 4 needed to be rewritten to survive and thus never had
the opportunity to instruct Respondent to do so. Respondent therefore prevented EPRT from
making an informed decision about a preferred course ofaction. Section 10.23(c)(8) does not
require apractitioner to simply "notify" a client about important correspondence, itrequires him
orher to"inform" the client about that correspondence. Respondent did not fully do sowith
regardto the Third Final Rejection.

The violation is even clearer with regard to theBoard Decision andtheNotice of
Abandonment. Asalready discussed. Respondent did not provide the Board Decision to EPRT
until compelled to do so two years afier it had been issued. He did not provide the Notice of
Abandonment at any time. The fact that he was unaware of these decisions does not absolve him
ofhis responsibility to EPRT. Both decisions were properly mailed to his address of record,
which was his correct address at the time. At best, it wasonly Respondent's own negligence that
prevented him from receiving them.'̂ One failure does not excuse another.

Respondent argues that there was no need to provide EPRT personnel with a copy ofthe Third Final Rejection
because itwas "virtually the same" asthe two previous final rejections. This iscategorically incorrect. The Third
Final Rejection stated, for the first time, that Claims 3 and 4 would be allowable ifrewritten. It thus presented
EPRT with a possible new avenue to pursue.

" The OED Director turns to the"mailbox rule" asevidence that Respondent actually received theBoard Decision
andtheNotice of Abandonment. The mailbox rulecreatesa rebuttable presumption that properlyaddressed
documents placed into the possession ofa mail delivery service reach their destination ina reasonable time.
Rosenthal v. Walker. Ill U.S. 185, 193-94 ri884l! Rios v. Nicholson. 490 F.3d 928.930-31 (Fed.Cir.2007);
Lupvan v. Corinthian Colleges. Inc.. 761 F.3d 314 (3d Cir. 2014). The Complaint's allegations ofdishonest and
deliberately misleading conduct restentirely onapplication of this rule. It is toofragile a presumption tosupport
such weighty charges. As discussed in greater detail infra, the OED Director has not established any reason why
Respondent would receive these documents and not act on them, given his then-ongoing relationship with EPRT.
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Both the Board Decision andtheNotice of Abandonment should have been timely
communicated to EPRT. The Board Decision was particularly vital because it carried a non-
extendable two-month deadline to appeal the decision. Respondent's failure to inform EPRT of
thatdocument meantEPRThadno chance to file theappeal within the deadline. The
consequence ofthat inaction was the abandonment ofthe '519 Application.

Accordingly, the Court finds that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) by failing
to properly inform EPRT ofthe Third Final Rejection, the Board Decision, and the Notice of
Abandonment.

III. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 6 lQ.84fa) - Failing to Seek EPRPs Lawful
Qbiectives

The OED Director also contends that Respondent's mishandling of the *519 Application
constitutes a failure to seek his client's lawful objectives and a failure to carry out an
employment contract, thus violating 37 C.F.R. §10.84(a)(1), and (a)(2).^° Respondent counters
that he continued to pursue EPRT's objectives until October 2011, when he claims Mr.
Farahmand threatened him with a malpractice suit. Additionally, Respondent argues that there
were "no available avenues to reverse the [Board] Decision" once it was issued, making any
additional work on the Application fiitile. He also asserts that, in 2008, Mr. Estes specifically
told him not to incur additional legal fees pursuing the '519 Application.

No explicit engagement agreement between the parties exists, which makes itdifficult to
state the precise terms ofthe employment contract. That said, it isapparent that Respondent was
hired to attempt to salvage the '519 Application, ifpossible. Absent some future shift in EPRT's
goals, that obligation existed as long as Respondent remained as attorney ofrecord for the '519
Application.

The OED Director does not dispute that Respondent was committed to securing a patent
on behalfof EPRT, at least initially. The Application was first rejected in 2002, under the
supervision ofa different law firm. Respondent's initial assessment ofthe viability ofthe
Application was grim, stating that "the final rejection is likely to be sustained because ofthe
absence ofany allowable claim...." However, Respondent also recommended re-filing the
Application, followed quickly by an amendment supported by a third-party affidavit. The
evidence shows that Respondent filed the necessary amendments, appeals, and affidavits, at least
until he received the Third Final Rejection inNovember 2005. Atthat point, Claims 3 and 4
were potentially allowable if rewritten. Based on his own experience and judgment. Respondent
chose not to rewrite either Claim. Respondent believed—and maintains to this day—that
rewriting the Claims would have been useless because they included references to other, rejected
Claims. Hesimply disagreed with Ms. Oropeza's assessment, as stated in theThird Final

Thus the Court concludes—based upon Respondent's testimony and clear and convincing circumstantial evidence-
that Respondent did not acton those Items of PTO correspondence because hehad notreceived them.

The Cor^laint paints Respondent's various communications failures as evidence ofa violation of37 C.F.R.
10.84(a). The Court cannot agree. Apractitioner may fail tocommunicate adequately with a client while still
working diligently onbehalfofthat client. The practitioner would thus violate Section 10.23(c)(8) but not 10.84(a).
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Rejection, that Claims 3and 4 could be allowable. Respondent did not discuss rewriting the
Claims with anyone atEPRT. Ithas already been noted that Respondent did not even inform
EPRT ofthe patent examiner's suggestion, telling them instead that the Claims had already been
allowed. Instead ofconferring with his client, Respondent elected to file the Second Appeal in
February 2006. He did not discuss the appeal with EPRT prior to filing it. '̂

The consequences of Respondent's decisions were substantial. Claims 3 and 4 were
ultimately deemed rejected because Respondent did not rewrite them as suggested. The Board
Decision therefore affirmed the Third Final Rejection because there were no allowable claims.

Had Respondent been timely aware ofthe Board Decision onJune 1,2009, he could have
filed an appeal. Had he been timely aware ofthe Notice ofAbandonment, he could have
attempted to revive the Application. Either course ofaction would have served EPRT's
objectives. The Court cannot speculate whether he would have taken either action, because he
abandoned EPRT asa client within days ofdiscovering theexistence of the Board Decision.

Respondent contends that, rather than an abandonment on his part, he was "constructively
discharged" as EPRT's counsel on or about October 28,2011. The basis for the constructive
discharge was analleged telephone call between himselfand Mr, Farahmand where Respondent
contends Mr. Farahmand threatened Respondent with a malpractice lawsuit. He has provided no
evidence, other than hisown testimony, that such a threat ever occurred. Nor has he offered any
legal support for his conclusion that such athreat would discharge him ofhis responsibilities to
EPRT.

Respondent never informed Mr. Farahmand oranyone at EPRT of his constructive
discharge theory. He also didnot follow the withdrawal procedures outlined in37C.F.R. §
10.40. The only individual who was aware of Respondent's purported withdrawal was
Respondent himself This is indistinguishable from abandonment. Accordingly, Respondent
violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2)no later thanOctober2011.

Infact, theviolation of this Disciplinary Rule occurred when the *519 Application was
abandoned in August 2009. Unlike theAmerican Bar Association's now-defunct Code of
Professional Responsibility, the PTO's Disciplinary Rules do notrequire a practitioner's conduct
to be intentional.^ Section 10.84(a) emphasizes theconsequences of the conduct, not the intent
behind it. Neglectful conduct thatderails a client'sobjectives is thussanctionable under Section
10.84(a). Here, Respondent negligently failed to monitor the '519 Application and failed to
ensure that he received correspondence from PTO. As a result, it was impossible for Respondent
to meet EPRT's lawful objectives.

Respondent has notedrepeatedly that the November 29,2009, e-mail askedMs. Blakeand Mr. Estesto contact
him if they had anyquestions. Neither didso. Respondent speculates thatthey would have had questions if his
communication had been unclear or inadequate. His conclusion overlooks the fact that he neglected to provide them
with vital information on which to base theirquestions. They did notknow theactual statusof Claims 3,4or 25.
They therefore did notknow that they should beasking additional questions about those Claims. Their lack of
inquisitiveness was the direct resultof Respondent's ownsilence on these issues.

" SeeABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility Rule DR7-l0l(A)(l), which is virtually identical to 37
C.F.R. § 10.84(a), except the ModelCode includes the preface stating that a practitioner "shall not intentionally."
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IV. Alleged Violationof 37 C.F.R. S 10.23(a) - Engaging in Gross or Disreputable
Conduct

The Complaint next alleges that Respondent's failure to notify EPRT about the Third
Final Rejection, the Board Decision, and the Notice ofAbandonment constitute gross or
disreputable conduct, in violation of 37C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

The Court has already concluded that Respondent's failure to inform his client of
important correspondence violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8). According to 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c),
any violation ofits subsections automatically violates 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b). No analysis
isnecessary on this point. Respondent has violated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

V. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.23(by4) ~ Engaging in Conduct Involving Fraud.
Dishonesty. Deceit, or Misrepresentation

Next, the OED Director contends that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4) by
deceiving EPRT and misrepresenting the status ofthe '519 Application. Specifically, the
Complaint cites Respondent's July 30,2010, e-mail to Ms. Blake, which stated that he had
attempted todetermine the status of the *519 Application but had not heard back from PTO.
According to the OED Director, this statement was false ormisleading because Respondent had
received theNotice of Abandonment in August 2009. Hetherefore already knew thatthe
Application had been abandonedand had neverbeen revived.

The sole evidence that Respondent was aware ofthe Board Decision and the Notice of
Abandonment is that they were mailed to his address of record, at 28 W. Flagler. It is therefore
presumed thathe received them at thataddress. Respondent insists thathe did not.

Respondent's conduct vis-a-vis the '519Application before and after 2009 supports his
position. Respondent worked competently toachieve EPRT's goals from 2002 until 2006, when
hefiled the Second Appeal. After doing so, he resigned himself to waiting for a PTO response.
According to the OED Director's theory, Respondent received that response in 2009. Rather
than file anappeal, as he had done twice already. Respondent chose to ignore the Board
Decision. Hethen proceeded to stonewall and avoid Ms. Blake for more than a year. Missing
from the OED Director's theory is any hint ofRespondent's purported motive for this sharp shift
inattitude. Asof 2009, his relationship with EPRT and itspersonnel remained congenial. In
fact, hewas handling a number of otherpatent and trademark matters for the company at the
time. The OED Director has provided no reason why Respondent would act in the manner
alleged in theComplaint. The Court is therefore persuaded that Respondent did not receive the
copies of the Board Decision or the Notice ofAbandonment in 2009.

Having failed to receive the documents whenthey were initially sent, Respondent did not
become aware of the actual status of the '519 Application until October2011, when he askedhis
associate topersonally check the physical file.^^ His e-mail to Ms. Blake onJuly 30,2010, was

" Asdiscussed supra. Respondent's delayed awareness of these documents wasdue to his own negligent and
neglectful conduct.
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therefore not deceptive or dishonest. Accordingly, the Court finds that the OED Director failed
to prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4).

VI. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.23fcK2)(i) - Giving EPRT False or Misleading
Information

The Complaint also alleges that the July 30,2010, e-mail was false ormisleading,
thereby violating 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i). The regulation only prohibits the communication of
information that the practitioner knows to be incorrect. Accordingly, the allegation fails here
because Respondent did not know the true status ofthe '519 Application at the time ofthe e-
mail. He therefore could not have intended to mislead Ms. Blake. The Court finds no violation
of37C.F.R.§10.23(c)(2)(i).

VII. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.85(aU5^- Making a False Statement of Law or
Fact

Again, the OED Director relieson the July30,2010, e-mail as his sole evidence of a
violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.85(a)(5). This regulation also contains a knowledge element. It
therefore fails for the same reason.

VIII. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. $ 10.112(c¥4) - Failing to Return EPRT's Client File

The Complaint alleges that Respondent refusedto return EPRT's client file to it when
askedto do so. PTO regulations state that a practitioner must promptly deliver to a client, upon
request, any client property in the practitioner's possession that the client is entitled to receive.
Respondent contends that the EPRT file was not in his possessionon October 31,2011, because
it remained in in the possession of his ex-wifeat the maritalhome and that Respondent had been
denied access to that home. He also argues that EPRTwas not entitled to the file because
Respondent placed a lien on the file due to unpaid legal bills.

There is no dispute that a client's file is the property of the client and should be returned
to thatclient upon request. Restatement (Third) of theLaw Governing Lawyers (2000), ^ 43.
That general truthapplies in this caseas well. Although Respondent contends that the file has
not been in his possession since 2011, hiscredibility on this issue is dubious. During the Florida
malpractice proceeding, he told theopposing counsel that the file had been destroyed "several
years ago." Perhaps Respondent believed that when hesaid it, but theopposing counsel in that
caseeventually obtained the file from Respondent'sex-wife.

Respondent argues in this proceeding that he could not return the file because he did not
have access to the marital home. The evidence suggests otherwise. Mr. Farahmand requested
theEPRT file on October 31, 2011. As Respondent testified, he did not convey the marital home
to hisex-wife until November 16,2011. Therefore, absent a restraining order,he had the legal
right toaccess theproperty until thatdate. When hesigned theproperty settlement agreement.
Respondent knewthat the EPRT file thathad been requested by the client was in the home, but
hechose notto retrieve it while he still had theopportunity to do so. Although the Court does
notdoubtRespondent's claim ofa hostile relationship between himself and his ex-wife, he has
offered noevidence that he reasonably sought to obtain theEPRT file from the home when he
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had the opportunity to do so. '̂* The opposing counsel in the previous case issued a subpoena
duces tecum to successfully obtain the file. Respondent could have followed a similar approach.

The Court also rejects Respondent's claim that a retaining lien on the file prevented him
from returning the file when requested. He testified that he "found out about the outstanding
balance in the course of discovery during the malpractice case." Prior to that point, he believed
EPRT's account was current. The malpractice complaint was not brought until December 2012,
some 13 months after he received Mr. Farahmand's letter. Between October 31,2011, and
whenever he discovered the outstanding balance, Respondent had no reason to question EPRT's
right to its file. The retaining lien therefore could not have prevented him from "promptly"
returning the file, as required by 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4).

Even ifRespondent did not have easy access to the file after his separation from his ex-
wife, he did retain a duty to maintain control ofclient property entrusted tohim. He took no
steps to protect the files in his home office despite knowing that marital discord threatened his
use ofthat office. Indeed, Respondent testified that the marital separation began as early as April
2011, and did not become permanent until November ofthat year. Respondent's banishment
from the marital home, and thus his lack ofaccess tohis home office, came with ample warning.
His obligation to his clients, including EPRT, should have compelled him to move the files to a
more secure location. Again, he chose not to do so, to EPRT's detriment. Accordingly, the
Court finds that Respondent has violated 37C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4).

IX. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.23(bV6^ - Engaging in Other Conduct that
Adverselv Reflects on Respondent's Fitness to Practice

Finally, the OED Director contends that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) by
"engaging in the acts and omissions" described inthe Complaint. That regulation prohibits a
practitioner from engaging in"any other conduct that adversely reflects on the practitioner's
fitness to practice before the Office." This Court has consistently noted that the use ofthe word
"other" in the regulation isnot superfluous. Instead, it transforms 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) into a
"catch all" provision that addresses conduct that docs not fall under the subsections immediately
preceding it.^^ As a result, conduct that violates any provision of§ 10.23(b)(1) through (b)(5)
cannot also violate § 10.23(b)(6). Inre Lane. USPTO Proceeding No. D2013-07, at 16 (USPTO
Mar. 11,2014); Inre Kelber, USPTO Proceeding No. 2006-13 at 59(USPTO Sept. 23,2008).
Respondent's conduct violated several Disciplinary Rules. Accordingly, the allegations are
cognizable under § 10.23(b)(1). The OED Director has not alleged any "other" conduct that

" Respondent testified that, due to his separation from his wife, he was "basically locked out" ofthe marital home
in November 2011. At one point, he "had toget a policeman toget me inthere togetmy stuff." Respondent did not
explain why he did not retrieve the EPRT file during that police-facilitated visit tohis home.

" 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b) reads in its entirety:
(b) A practitioner shall not;

(1) Violate a Disciplinary Rule.
(2) Circumvent a Disciplinary Rulethrough actions of another.
(3) Engage in illegalconduct involving moral turpitude.
(4) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.
(5) Engage in conduct that is prejudicial to theadministration ofjustice.
(6)Engage inanyotherconduct that adversely reflects onthepractitioner's fitness to practice before
the Office.
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would fall within the purview of37 C.F.R. §10.23(b)(6). Respondent has therefore not violated
this provision.

After considering all ofthe evidence in the record, the Court finds, by clear and
convincing evidence, as follows:

Count I

a. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b) via 10.23(c)(8) by failing to timely
inform Ms. Blake or anyone at EPRT ofthe Third Rejection Letter in 2005, the June
2009 Board Decision, and the August 2009 Notice of Abandonment. He did not receive
the latter two documents when they were sent, and socould not have forwarded them to
EPRT. However, his non-receipt ofthe documents was an error ofhis own making and
does not absolve him of his responsibilities to his client.

b. Respondent adequately conmiunicated with Ms. Blake and EPRT in 2007 and 2008. He
therefore did notviolate 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) as to hiscommunications vnth his client
during that time period.

c. Respondent did violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) by neglecting the '519 Application from
May 2006 until October 2011. He failed to properly monitor the progress ofthe Second
Appeal, and so was unaware ofthe Board Decision or the Notice ofAbandonment until
it was too late to prevent theabandonment. He did notpersist in hisattempts to contact
Ms. Oropeza in 2009, despite knowing she had attempted to communicate with him by
phone prior to the abandormient. Respondent also took no steps to confirm the status of
the '519 Application in2010 and 2011 despite Ms. Blake*s frequent requests for
updates.

d. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (2) by neglecting the '519 Application.
His failure to properly monitor the appeal rendered it impossible for him toaccomplish
the task for which he had been hired. He also violated the Disciplinary Rule by
deliberately abandoning his representation ofEPRT after hisexchange with Mr.
Farahmand.

e. Any violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c) constitutes a violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).
Respondent has violated multiple Disciplinary Rules. He has therefore also violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

f. Respondent has not violated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) because the OED Director has
failed to allege anyother conduct that is not covered byother subsections of 37 C.F.R. §
10.23(b).

Count II

a. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) by refusing to communicate with Ms. Blake
about the status of the '519 Application in 2010 and 2011.
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b. Respondent did not receive the Board Decision or the Notice ofAbandonment until
October 2011. Therefore, his July 30,2010, e-mail was not dishonest ordeceitful.
Accordingly, Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4).

c. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b) via 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i)
because hedid notknow the status ofthe *519 Application at the time he wrote the July
30,2010, e-mail. The e-mail therefore was not intended to befalse or misleading.

d. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.85(a)(5) because he did not know the content
of the July 30,2010, e-mail was false.

e. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2) by refusing to
communicate withMs. Blake in 2010 and2011. Failure to conununicate witha client, in
and of itself, does not indicate refusal tocarry out the terms ofa contract ora refusal to
seek the client*s lawful objectives. Respondent's refusal to respond to Ms. Blake is
evidence ofhis neglect ofthe '519 Application. It isthe consequences ofthat neglect
that places him in violation of37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2).

f Respondent has violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4) by refusing to return EPRT's client file
when requested. EPRT was entitled to receive the file because no retaining lien existed at
the time the request was made. Respondent's failure to maintain possession ofthe file
was anerror of hisown making and does not absolve him ofhis responsibility to return
the file. Moreover, Respondent testified that hewas able to retrieve personal property
from the house with police assistance.

g. Any violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c) constitutes a violation of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).
Respondent has violated multiple Disciplinary Rules. He has therefore also violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

h. Respondent has not violated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) because the OED Director has not
alleged any conduct that is notcovered byother subsections of 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b).

Sanctions

The Court often looks to die ABA's Standardsfor Imposing Lawyer Sanctions ("ABA
Standards") for guidance when determining the proper length and severity ofa sanction, or when
determining whether aggravating or mitigating factors exist. S^ In re Chae. Proceeding No.
D2013-01, at 4 (USPTO Oct. 21,2013). Beforesanctioning a practitioner, the Court must
considerthe following four factors listed in 37 C.F.R. § 11.54(b):

(1) Whetherthe practitioner has violated a duty owed to a Client,
to the public, to the legal system,or to the profession;

(2) Whether the practitioneracted intentionally, knowingly, or
negligently;

(3) The amount of the actual or potential injury caused by the
practitioner's misconduct; and

(4) The existence of any aggravating or mitigating factors.
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1. Respondent Violated His Duties to EPRT

Respondent was hired to attempt to salvage the '519 Application in December 2002. His
last communication with PTO occurred in May 2006. Respondent has argued inpassing that he
no longer had a duty to EPRT after December 2006, when itassigned the rights to the '519
Application to Thrisoint. There is no merit to this argument. Respondent never withdrew his
representation ofEPRT, and several e-mails in 2008 confirm that he continued to actively
represent its interests after EPRT's acquisition by Thrisoint. Respondent therefore remained
obligated to fulfill his duties to EPRT. Instead, he refused to return phone calls and e-mails from
Ms. Blake, and disregarded important phone calls from the PTO examiner. Respondent utterly
neglected the '519 Application for almost two years. As a result, he failed to keep EPRT
apprised ofthe '519 Application's progress, leading to the Application's abandonment. Finally,
he refused to return EPRT's client file despite anexplicit request to do so. Respondent has thus
repeatedly failed in his responsibilities to his client.

Respondent's duties to the public, the legal system, and the legal profession are less
directly implicated by his conduct. Any improper behavior by a member ofthe legal community
undermines public faith in the sanctity ofthe legal system. However, Respondent's primary duty
isto his client, not the population at large. There isno tangible injury to the public here; EPRT-
and only EPRT-suffered the consequences ofRespondent's misconduct. Likewise, there is no
substantive damage to the legal system. Respondent alone has been tainted by his actions. This
factor supports a moderate sanction.

2. Some of Respondent's Actions Were Intentional or Negligent

The Court finds thatRespondent's neglect of the '519 Application stemmed primarily
fi'om his decision to move to the28 W. Flagler address. Had he remained inhisoriginal office,
orchanged his correspondence address to his home office, he would have timely received the
Board Decision and the Notice ofAbandonment. He would therefore have had an opportunity to
inform EPRT of those documents, agree upon a course of action, and file appropriate responses.
Instead, heentrusted a receptionist to sort hismail without his input. Bydoing so,he putthe
burden on the receptionist to recognize critical correspondence and notify him ina timely
manner. It was a calculated risk that has cost both Respondent and EPRT.

Compounding the risk was Respondent's insufficient docket management system. Rather
than using an electronic system. Respondent testified that he maintained a manual system and
relied on his (now former) wife to keep him informed of upcoming deadlines. He had no
"tickler"system in place to remind him to checkon pendingapplications. He therefore had no
wayto monitor his cases, other than contacting PTOdirectly. Despitehis claims that he
adequately monitored the *519 Application, theevidence is overwhelming that he did not. He
never contacted Ms. Oropeza in 2009, andapparently never received any updatesabout the
Application in 2010. A successfiil phone call should have made it immediately apparent that the
Application had beenabandoned by thatdate. Respondent also never associated his Customer
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ID number with the '519 Application, making it impossible for him to monitor itsprogress
electronically.^^ He therefore negligently allowed the Application to go abandoned.

Respondent's refusal to communicate with Ms. Blake, however, was intentional. He
received at leastnine e-mailsand an untold number of telephone calls from her in 2010and
2011. He chose not to respond to any ofthem, other than a single, abbreviated, non-substantive
call in 2010.

Respondent's failure to return the EPRT client file was also intentional. He knew
precisely where the file was located, and knew he had an obligation to return it. Armed with that
knowledge, he made no attempt to reclaim the file. The Court appreciates the sensitive
circumstances underlying Respondent's decision. However, marital strife cannot shield him
from his responsibility to his clients. Again, he understood the risks ofmaintaining private files
in a home office during a period of intense personal turbulence. He must be held accountable.
This factor also warrants a moderate sanction.

3. EPRT's Has Suffered Economic Hann. but the Amount of Injury is Impossible to Quantify

Respondent has consistently argued that the abandonment ofthe *519 Application caused
EPRTno economicharm because the invention could never have obtained patent protection.
The Court offers no opinion on the accuracy ofthis assessment. Itwould bean exercise in
futility to speculate whether the invention was actually patentable, orwhat kind ofprofit itcould
have generated if ithad been patented. However, that isnot the entire scope ofthe inquiry.
EPRT paid Respondent between $35,000 and $45,000 to guide the *519 Application through the
patent process. The original estimate for this service was only $4,000. EPRT's return on its
investment has been nothing. '̂ The client has thus experienced substantial monetary harm
because of its dealings with Respondent.

Unfortunately, the Court has noway to determine what percentage of EPRT's payments
were invain. Respondent did represent EPRT's interests competently, at least for a time.
Without a clear guide, it is simply impossible toarrive ata non-arbitrary dollar figure
representing EPRT's loss. Nonetheless, there is noplausible dispute that theclient'sattempts to
secure a patent for the '519 Application left it economically weaker. Nor is there any dispute
that Respondent's neglect andmisconduct exacerbated EPRT's suffering. Additionally, EPRT
hasexpended more than $170,000 in litigation costs against Respondent, withat leastone
lawsuit still ongoing. This merits an increased sanction against Respondent.

Respondent asserts that because hefailed toassociate his Customer ID number with the *519 Application in
2002, any charges based onthatconduct aretime-barred. This assertion is incorrect. A patent practitioner is not
required toassociate a Customer IDnumber with a patent application. Thedecision nottodoso istherefore not
misconduct. Statutes of limitation prohibit prosecution ofstale charges. The failure to associate hisCustomer ID
number isnot included inany of the charges. It ismerely a fact introduced asevidence to support the charges of
neglect. Asalreadydiscussed, the neglectchargesare timely.

" Respondent alsonow stands in the way of EPRT's attempts to revive the '519 Application. Despite agreeing to
settle theFlorida malpractice case, Respondent has reftised to accept blame forinvoluntarily abandoning the
Application. Anadmission of intentional abandonment wasoneof the settlement terms. Such an acknowledgement
would allow EPRT to revive the '519 Application. Respondent has proffered no reason for hisreflisal, and none is
readily apparent other than spite.
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4. Aggravating and MitigatingFactors Exist in This Case

TheCourtalso turns to the ABA Standards when determining whether aggravating or
mitigating factors exist. See Lane. USPTO Proceeding No. D2013-07, at 19; American Bar
Association STANDARDS FOR Imposing Lawyer Sanctions (2005) § 9.2. Upon review of the
record, the Court finds six aggravating factors^® and two mitigating factors.^^

The most serious ofRespondent's aggravating factors ishis disciplinary history, both
before the USPTO andthe Florida Bar. Hehas been disciplined at least twice bythestate of
Florida. Both cases bear some similarities to the present controversy.

In 1995, Respondent agreed toa consent judgment inFlorida, resulting in a 10-day
suspension. That proceeding involved a client's attempts to resolve apparent duplicate charges
for legal fees, and repayment ofunexpended payments. Respondent refused to provide the
requested information and did not return the unearned fees until after the client filed a
disciplinary grievance. The Supreme Court ofFlorida held that Respondent had violated Florida
Bar Rule 4-1.4(a), which requires an attorney to respond toa client's reasonable requests for
information; Rule 4-1.4(b), which states that anattorney must explain matters to the extent
reasonably necessary to allow the client to make an informed decision about the course ofaction;
and Rule 4-1.15(b), which requires an attorney topromptly deliver to a client any funds that they
are entitled to and render a full accounting of charges.

Florida BarRules 4-1.4(a) and (b)serve substantially the same fiinction as PTO
Disciplinary Rule 10.23(c)(8). Florida Bar Rule 4-1.15(b) is, inwording and function, nearly
identical to PTO Disciplinary Rule 10.112(c)(4). Respondent was thus aware, in 1995, that
ignoring client requests for information was sanctionable misconduct.

In 2011, Respondent again accepted a consent judgment in Florida, resulting ina public
reprimand. The case revolved around Respondent's failure to inform a client that he would no
longer pursue the client's interests, and his failure to tell the client that the client's trademark
applications had been abandoned. Respondent was found to have violated Florida Bar Rule 4-
1.4(a) again, as well as Rule 4-8.4(d), which prohibits conduct that is prejudicial to the
administration ofjustice.

The OED Director sought to impose reciprocal discipline against Respondent in
connection with the 2011 state discipline. Respondent vociferously opposed any such reciprocal
discipline. Despite the fact that he had consented tothe Florida discipline. Respondent argued
before the OED Director that the PTO's rules should havebeen applied in the Floridaproceeding

" Aggravating factors include: (a) prior offenses; (b)dishonest orselfish motive; (c)a pattern of misconduct; (d)
multiple offenses; (e)bad faith obstruction of the disciplinary proceeding; (f)submission of false evidence, false
statements, ordeceptive practiccs during the disciplinary proceeding; (g) refusal toacknowledge wrongful nature of
conduct; (h) vulnerability of the victim; (i) substantial experience in the law;(j) Indifference to making restitution;
and (k) Illegal conduct. ABA Standards § 9.2

" Mitigating factors Include: (a) noprior offenses; (b)no dishonest orselfish motive; (c)personal oremotional
problems; (d) timely, good faith effort to make restitution; (e) full and free disclosure and cooperative attitude
during disciplinary proceeding; (f) inexperience in the legal profession; (g) character orreputation; (h) physical
disability; (I)mental disability or chemical dependency; 0) delay indisciplinary proceedings; (k) imposition ofother
sanctions; (1) remorse; or (m) remoteness of prior offenses.
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rather than the staters own rules. Healso contended thatthe Florida proceeding had been
constitutionally inadequate and constituted a grave injustice. Respondent's arguments were
unpersuasive, and the OED Director thus imposed apublic reprimand on November 18,2013.

As the 2011 disciplinary action was resolving itself, Respondent was also embroiled in
the malpractice lawsuits brought against him by EPRT and Thrisoint in Texas and, later, in
Florida. Those proceedings were predicated on the same conduct at issue in the present case.
Respondent agreed in principle to settle the Florida malpractice suit, including paying EPRT
$7,000. But to date he has not complied v^dth any ofthe terms ofthat settlement, and now
disputes that he is required to do so. Respondent effectively leaves EPRT in a lurch because the
Florida case has already been dismissed with prejudice based on the settlement agreement.

The case atbar constitutes Respondent's fourth disciplinary proceeding. His previous
sanctions have not inspired him to better appreciate his duties toward his clients. He has refused
to respond to his client, refused to return client property, and allowed a client matter to go
abandoned, just as he did in 1995 and 2011. Amore severe sanction is therefore warranted. '̂

Asecond aggravating factor is Respondent's attempt to silence Ms. Blake and other
EPRT employees. While negotiating the settlement agreement inthe Florida malpractice
lawsuit. Respondent inserted into the settlement agreement a section prohibiting any EPRT
personnel from testifying orparticipating in Florida's or the PTO's disciplinary investigations
against him. Both investigations were prompted by grievances filed by Ms. Blake on behalfof
EPRT. The final settlement agreement included Respondent's prohibition, albeit with additional
language noting that EPRT personnel could participate if subpoenaed.

The only purpose of this prohibition was to hinder orderail the disciplinary investigations
against him. The Court thus agrees with the OED Director that this constitutes bad faith
obstruction of thePTO disciplinary investigation. See Kentuckv BarAss'n v. Unnamed
Attorney. 414 S.W.3d 412,418 (Ky. 2013) (court applying similar rule found violation where a
settlement agreement required grievant toeither withdraw disciplinary complaint or refuse to
voluntarily cooperate with investigation).

Athird aggravating factor is Respondent's obstinate refusal to recognize his wrongdoing
or the harm he has caused his client. This case could have been resolved in 2011 with an
apology and the return of EPRT's payments. Instead, Respondent has turned it into a war of
attrition. Todate, Respondent has never offered EPRT a refund. Hehas never apologized to
Ms. Blake for deliberately ignoring herurgent pleas for information. He has not acknowledged
the consequences of neglecting the '519 Application for almost two years. Hehas shown nohint
of remorse for his actions. To the contrary, Respondent has attempted to deflect blameonto any

" TheCourt will considerthe facts surrounding Respondent's unfulfilled conditions of his settlement agreement
withThrisoinl in the Southern Districtof Florida lawsuit as aggravation in determining an appropriatesanction in
this case. Arguably Respondent's conduct inthatmatter could have been alleged as a violation of 37 C.F.R. §
10.23(b)(6),but it was not.

Inhis Post-Hearing Reply Brief, Respondent argues thatthediscipline in 1995 was too remote to be treated as an
aggravating factor here. Generally, theCourt would be inclined to agree. However, the misconduct involved inthat
case is identical to misconduct found here. Respondent either did notadjust hisconduct after the 1995 discipline, or
he has slipped back into his old habits.
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number ofalternate targets. Among others, he blames the receptionist in his virtual office for
misplacing his mail, his ex-wife for maintaining possession ofEPRT's file, and Mr. Farahmand
for allegedly threatening amalpractice lawsuit. He even blames Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes for not
asking probing questions about his handling oftheir patent application, and for not hiring an
experienced patent attorney as his replacement.^^ While there may be a whisper oftruth in some
orall ofthese critiques, none ofthese events would have occurred ifnot for Respondent's own
misconduct. He is simply unwilling to be held accountable for his actions.^^ This demands a
harsher penalty.

Afourth aggravating factor isRespondent's legal experience. Respondent has been a
practicing attorney for almost halfa century. His dismissive treatment ofhis client and neglect
ofEPRT's patent application thus cannot be brushed aside as the mistakes ofa novice
practitioner. The Court is deeply concerned by Respondent's apparent disregard for the ethical
rules of his profession.

Experience is also often considered as amitigating factor, but itdoes not mitigate
Respondent's conduct here. The Court does note that during nearly 50 years of legal service.
Respondent has faced public discipline only three other times. Additionally, the 2011 public
reprimand, and the reciprocal discipline itspawned, occurred during approximately the same
years as the incidents at issue today. It isundisputed that Respondent faced severe personal
turbulence during those years.

However, the Court cannot attribute Respondent's misconduct during those years to a
momentary, stress-related departure from his normal code of behavior. Despite the
normalization ofhis personal affairs. Respondent's behavior has not improved in the intervening
years. To the contrary, his conduct during the Florida malpractice suit and during this
proceeding have arguably provided ammunition for more disciplinary complaints. For example,
during the Florida proceeding Respondent sent Ms. Blake an ill-advised andethically
inappropriate '̂' e-mail threatening a counterclaim and stating, "this is going to costyou
$10,000—my demand to settle." Additionally, the Court has already found that he deliberately
attempted to fhistrate the OED Director's investigation inthis proceeding by negotiating the

" Respondent makes much ofthe fact that EPRT employs the legal services ofMs. Helene Pretsky astheir
securities attorney. Ms. Pretsky also practices patent law, but does not doso for EPRT. Respondent argues that Ms.
Pretsky should have been handling the revival ofthe '519 Application instead ofMr. Farahmand orMr. Babayi.
Respondent's opinion as to who EPRT should hire forwhat roles isof noconsequence.

During the hearing, Respondent testified that his prim^ motivation in contesting EPRT's allegations is to avoid
a suspension that would cripple his legal practice, which is his primary source of income.

Ms. Blake and EPRT were represented in that lawsuit bySteven Greenberg and Ms. Chaiken. Florida Bar Rule
4-4.2 instructs attorneys that, with limited exceptions, they "must not communicate about thesubjcct of the
representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented byanother lav^er in the matter, unless the lawyer
hasthe consent of the other lawyer." The Florida Barexplains that this rule is intended in part to prevent an attorney
from interfering with theattorney-client relationship of an adverse party. USPTO Disciplinary Rule 10.87(a) is
substantively identical in purpose to Florida Bar Rule 4-4.2, as isRule 11.402 of the current USPTO Rules of
Professional Conduct. Regardless, Respondent's e-mail to Ms. Blake described Mr.Greenberg as "scum" andstated
that "his interest [sic] are not your interests" and"don't relyongreenberg [sic]." Thesestatements could onlyhave
been intended to drivea wedge between Ms. Blake and herchosen counsel. Respondent acknowledged inhis
testimony that the e-mail was "unfortunate and inappropriate."
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silence ofEPRT personnel, in violation of37 C.F.R. §11.304(f). Moreover, his pro se defense^
throughout this proceeding has at times crossed the border from zealousness into abusive. Most
recently, Respondent's Post-Hearing j5r/e/labeled Ms. Chaiken as aserial perjurer and derided
Ms. Blake as simply the mistress ofMr. Wendell, rather than a co-founder ofEPRT in her own
right. Such incendiary, unsupported, and potentially libelous comments have no place in the
record and are beneath the dignity ofthe Court and its officers. Moreover, these comments could
have violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(15).^^ Respondent's willingness to step beyond the boi^ds of
good practice and professional behavior are astrong indication that his commitment to ethical
conduct has grown weaker over the years. Acourse correction is required.

Finally, Respondent is uninterested in making restitution to EPRT. Despite signing a
settlement agreement inwhich he promised to pay EPRT $7,000, he now claims he has no
obligation todo so. This suggests the settlement agreement was made inbad faith and was
merely an attempt to escape the Florida malpractice proceeding. As a result, EPRT has been
forced to expend more resources by filing another lawsuit in Florida to enforce the agreed-upon
terms. This factor supports a moderate sanction.

In mitigation, the Court recognizes the distracting effect ofRespondent's acrimonious
separation from his wife in 2011. This could have impacted his decision making atthat time.
However, that does not explain Respondent's neglect in 2009 orhis refusal to communicate with
Ms. Blake in2010 and 2011. Additionally, Respondent referenced his marital discord only as it
related tohis inability to reclaim possession of EPRT's client file. Hedid notpresent any
evidence that his personal turmoil negatively affected his mental state during that time period.
Accordingly, this factor offers minimal mitigation.

The lack of dishonest motive also works in Respondent's favor. Respondent's conduct
was not the result ofgreed or any other nefarious consideration. Although he refused to
communicate with Ms. Blake in 2010 and 2011, he did not do so to hide his neglect; he was
unaware at the time that he had neglected the *519 Application. This factor therefore mitigates
the sanction.

ORDER

The OED Director requests thattheCourt suspend Respondent from practice before the
PTO for 6-12 months, with reinstatement conditioned upon Respondent taking and passing the
MPRE. The Court finds that Respondent should besanctioned for seven of the 13 alleged
violations which would suggest against imposition ofa maximum sanction. Additionally, none
ofRespondent's violations were dishonest, misleading, false, or done with malicious intent. It

" The Court considers Respondent to be acting pro se^ although he was supported at the hearing by attorney Edmar
Amaya. Although Mr. Amaya remains listed as Respondent's co-counsel, itdoes notappear that hisparticipation in
this case extended beyond thehearing itself. Respondent hasconsistently identified himselfasse onthecover
page ofhis filings, even while claiming toberepresented by counsel. Moreover, the distinctive grammatical and
typographical errors present inallofRespondent's filings are a reliable indicator that he has been their sole author
throughout this proceeding.

" 37C.F.R. § I0.23(c)(l5) prohibited a practitioner from "making a scandalous or indecent statement in a paper
filed in theOffice." There is no directcorollary inthe USPTO's Rules of Professional Conduct.
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has not been proven thai he deliberately abandoned the '519 Application and or lied to Ms.
Blake, which also militates against imposition ofa maximum sanction.

The appropriate sanction must take into consideration the aggravating and mitigating
factors. All six aggravating factors are serious concerns, none more so than Respondent's
previous disciplinary history. The mitigating factors are less impactful, but they cannot be
ignored.

Based on the foregoing findings and conclusions, as well as consideration of the lactors
identified in 37 C.F.R. § 11.54(b), the Court concludes that an eight-month suspension is an
appropriate sanction for Respondent's multiple violations ofthe Disciplinary Rules lound in this
matter. '̂ Respondent's persistent refusal to recognize his own wrongdoing also indicates that he
is currently oblivious to the fact that his behavior is at odds with his ethical obligations to his
clients. Me cannot be an adequately functional attorney without knowledge of—and adherence
to-his professional responsibilities. Accordingly, it is appropriate to require that he take the
MPRE to re-familiarize himself with the expectations for members ol the legal protession. His
suspension shall remain in force until the eight-month period has run, he has passed the MPRE,
and he has been reinstated bv the OED Director.- '̂̂

So ORDERED,

J. Jerempi Mahoney
United^tates Administrativ^Law Judge

Notice of Appeal Rights: Within thirty (30) daysof (his initial decision, either party may appeal
to the USPTO Director. 37 C.F.R. § 11.55(a).

Respondent is dirccicd to 37 C.F.R. § 11.58, which sels Torlh Rcspondcnl's duties whilesuspended. Respondent
shall remain suspended from the practice of patent, trademark, and non-patent law before the USPTO until the ORD
Director grants a petition reinstating Respondent pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 11.60(c).

Finally, addressing a collateral matter. Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply included a request foraiioniey's
fees in an amount"not less than $150,000" pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § .504. Respondent is not a prevailing party in this
proceedinii, so he would not be entitled to attornev's fees, if this request wasproperlv before the Court, it would be
DEiNIED."

J J
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing INITIAL DECISION AND ORDER,
issued by J. Jeremiah Mahoney, Administrative Law Judge, in D2015-27, were sent to the
following parties on this 15th day of September, 2016, in the manner indicated:

John H. Faro, Esq.
Johnf75712@aol.com

Johnf75712@amail.com

Tracy L. Kepler
Robin J. Crabb

Associate Solicitors

Mail Stop 8
Office of the Solici tor

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
PTO-HUDcases@.iisnto.gov

Cinthia Matos, Docket Clerk

Via Email:

Edmar M. Amaya, Esq.
175 SW 157 Street, Suite 2410

Miami, FL 33130
Edmar.amava@,edamlaw.com
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EXHIBIT "2"

{January 10, 2017 Email
From Respondent to OED Counsel Robin Cr
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D-2015-27. In re John II. Karo. Proposed Motion to Keninnd and Vaca. https: mail.aol.convwebmail-.stdcn-tis Prini.Nk-ss.i-.

From; judicia<johnf75712@aol.com>
To: robin.crabb <robin crabb@uspto gov>
Cc: alj.alj <alj.alj@hud.gov>

Bcc; edmar.amaya <edmar.amaya@edamlaw com>
Subject: D-2015-27, In re John H. Faro. Proposed Motion to Remand and Vacate AU Decision

Date: Tue. Jan 10. 2017 4:27 pm

Attachments: Exnlbits Vacate.pdf (11701K)

of

Robin

1 Iam willing to give you and the OED the benefit of the doubt that you were not aware of the following

2. On December 7j_201_5. Meredith Chaiken. and Steven Greenberg. (a registered patent) for whom Chaiken
works, filed a Petition to Revive the '519 patentappIn - copy Petition to Revive attached

3. On Max.2,,,2016. the 529 patent appIn was revived, under the CURRENT PTQ Rules, on Petition for an
unintentional abandonment -which is automatic - notwithstanding that the patent may be unenforceable for
fraud on the patent office - copy of Decision on Petition attached

6 On May 2, 2016, the '519 application was reinstated (automatically - the only requirement being the
payment of the S850 fee) - the Blake and Chaiken insistence on mv admitting to an intentional
abandonment was to damage me orofessionallv

7. On May 10, 2016, the ALJ presided over the trial of the OED Complaint -As is manifestly apparent from the
record, and the ALJ Initial Decision, the ALJ was under the impression that the '519 patent irremediably lost and
consequently, ERPT was egononiically damaged -an false impression that was propagated by the OED and its
witnesses

Auflust 23, 2016, the PTO issued US 9.421,367 - theclaims are limited to the Method Claims - no Medical
claims ^ and thus none have ever been allowed - a NEW EXAMINER conducted the

examination

9 Ihave been dealing with Chaiken and/or Greenberg for almost 4 years - Both Blake and Chaiken were
aware ofthe revival of the '519 Patent AppIn on May 10. 2016, at the time of the trial, and withheld such
information allowing the Court to bo mislead - resulting in palpable fraud upon the Court -just typical of the
Florida gutter practice attorneys

The ALJ Initial Decision &Order - specifically the sanctions determination - is based upon the false impression
create by irremediable loss Blake and Chaiken the EPRT had lost " a patent" and Ihe irreparable harm resuitma
from, such loss - EPRT and Blake now have " a patent", without and Medical Device claims

pisadvise if you shall be opposing the motion to remand and vacate the ALJ Initial Decision

John

I 10 2i»!•' 1. 'V
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EXHIBIT "3"
(Excepts Transcript ofHearing

Before The Federal District Court in
Florida Malpractice Litigation)
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Case l;13-cv-23893-PCH Document 215 Entered on FLSD Docket 07/27/2015 Page 1 of 28
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION

CASE NO. 13-23893-CIVIL-HUCK

EPRT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,
and THRISOINT PTY, LTD.,

Plaintiffs,

Miami, Florida

July 20, 2015

10 : U2 a . iTi. zo 12:57 p . m

Pages 1 to 28

vs.

JOHN H. FARO and TECHNOLOGY
BUSINESS LAW GROUP, LLC,

Defendants.

APPEARANCES:

EXCERPTS FROM THE DAUBERT HEARING
BEFORE THE HONORABLE PAUL C. HUCK,

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

FOR THE PLAINTIFFS: MEREDITH CHAIKEN, ESQ.
I3ABELLE JUNG, ESQ.
CRGO LAW

/900 Glades Road, Suite 520
Boca Raton, Florida 3 34 34

:'0R THE DEFENDANTS

REPORTED BY:

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
FARO & ASSOCIATES
1395 Brickell Avenue, Suite 800
Miami, Florida 33131

LISA EDWARDS, RDR, CRR
Ofricial Court Reporter
United States District Court
4 00 North Miami Avenue
Twelfth Floor
Miami, Florida 33128
(305) 523-5499
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Case l;13-cv-23893-PCH Document 215 Entered on FLSD Docket 07/27/2015 Page 18 of 28
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In Paragraph 61, the one that's cized by them -- zne Defendan

we specifically say the lost sales and attorney's fees. And

we're not talking about attorney's fees for prosecuting this

case. Lost sales aruj attorney's fees.

And the only — the only issue -- i:he only dainages we

claiir. under that provision of uhe asset of this patent is the

iOSL .money in attorney's fees and costs to prosecute the patenu

application before it was abandoned.

We don'r even --

'r.H.". COURT: Excuse me.

There's no expert testimony about the book value of zh

•519 application proximately caused by the abandon.ment cf r.he

'519 application.

. CHAiKr^N: We're noL talking about — you don't neec

an exper- to shew —

IrtE. cOJRI: "'irst of all — let me just jump forward.

Do you want to have a trial over $7,C40?

MS. CK.AIKEN: Yes, your Honor.

THE COU.RT: Well, than shows you. I'm noL going to

allow iu. lou didn't raise it. You don't have an expert

reporu.

MS. CH.^IKEN: You're not going to allow —

i He. COURT: Do you wane :io go back t:o your client and

uexi your c-ient that you want to have a trial in federal court

over $7,040? They're going to fly up here from .Australia.
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Tr.ey're going zo pay you to try tihac case?

. CHAIKi;.iN': Your Honor, tihe real value here.* tio my

client is a final judgment cnat: Defendancs coinn^itted legal

rnalpraccice in prosecuting their patent appl icaiiion.

THE COURT: Then gc to the Florida Bar, as you've

a « ready done.

MS. CHAIKEN: But that's not --

THt, CQuR i : So you're looking to use this Court to cer

back at Mr. Faro, because --

•MS. CHAIKEN; That's not —

THE COURT: That's what you just said.

iMS. CnAI KEN: getting back at, your Honor.

Pleust'. iL's not. /'̂ aiiatory A all. I have nothing personal
We have nothing pjsjrsonal. Okay?

THt. COURT: No. Actually, your partner said you both

have something personal. You don't like each ether. You've

told me that from day one.

MS. CHAIKEN: I have not said a word about tnat, ycur

Honor.

THE COURT: I said your partner. Mr. Faro said it.

. CHAIKEN: I know Mr. Greenberg has never said he

doesn't like Mr. Faro. That's Mi. Faro saying that.

THE COURT: They both said they didn't get alone.

Anyway --

MR. CHAIKEN: I don't want to get into that.
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EXI-IIBIT "4"
(Proposed SettlementAgreement)
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.gENERAL.>njTUAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RFT

This GENERAL, MUTUAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE

("Agreement") is made and entered into on this^i^^dav of Y ,2015. by and
between Katherine Blake ("Blake") as representative of Thrisoint Pty. Ltd and EPRT

Technologies, Inc. ('Companies") and John H. Faro and Technology Business Law Group, LLC

("Faro") (collcctively the"Panics").

WHEREAS, The Parties have reached an agreement to rc.soivc all disputes by and

between them regardiiig Faro's representation of the Companies in the prosecution of United

State Patent Application Serial Number 09/656,519 before the United States Patent and

Trademark Office ("USPTO"), and in case number l:13-cv-23893 in the Southern District Coun

of I'lorida, EPRT Technologies. Inc. and Thhsohu Pty. Ltd v. John H. Faro and Technolofiy

Business LawGroup. /,Z,C("Ca.sc").

WHEREAS, Each party hereby releases the other party from any and all claims, known

or unknown, that have arisen or may arise respecting the representation ofEPRT Technologie.s,

Inc. and Thrisoint Pty. Ltd hy John H. Faro and Technology Business Law Group, LLC.

WHEREAS, This Agreement also applies to the re.spective Parlies" heir.s, legal

representatives, and successors and is binding on the heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of

each party as well as anyone else claiming under each party.

NOW, KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, in consideration t)f the funds to be

paid, and the mutual promises ofthe Parties set Ibnh in this Agreement, the Parties agree to the

following:

GOV #33 Page 2 of 6
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A, Setilement Terms

(1) Aletter from John H. Faro on FARO &Associates letterhead to Katherine Blake with^^
the agreed upon verbiage (annexed hereto);

(2) Neither Katherine Blake, nor her counsel or agents, or any other company representative

ofEPRT Technologies. Inc. andThrisoint Ply. Ltd, will voluntarily participate on behalf

ofKatherine Blake in the presently pending disciplinaiy proceedings, against Johii II.

Faro, before the Florida Bar and the USPTO. However, Defendants recognize Plaintiffs'

legal obligation to cooperate with the Florida Bar and the USPTO pursuant to any

subpoena issued by the Florida Bar, the USPTO or any conn ofcompetent jurisdiction;

(3) Faro shall pay the Companies S7.040.00US. Faro shall pay the Companies $5,000.00US

immediately upon execution of this Agreemcni payable to the order of CRGO Law for

deposit into the CRGO Law firm trust account. Faro shall pay the Companies the

remaining $2,040.00US over a period of three montlis in equal monthly installments of

$680.00US commencing one month after the execution ofthis Agrcemeni; and

(4) Stipulation of dismissal without prejudice of case number 1:13-23893 in the Southern'

District ofFlorida, each party bearing its own fees and costs

B. fVarranty of Voluntary Agreement. The Parties agree that the amount and terms set forth in

paragraph "A" of this Agreement arc fair and reasonable and further warrant that they have

entered into this Agreement voluntarily and of their own accord; and that this Agreement

contains and constitutes the entire understanding and agreement between the Panics respecting

the subject matter hereof and may not be changed or altered in any way. except by a writing

signed by all Panics hereto. The Parties ftirther agree that the terms of tliis Agreement are

contractual and not a mere recital.

GOV #33 Page 3 of 6
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C SeverabilUy, If any paragraph or clause hereof shall be held invalid or unenforceable in any

jurisdiction, for any reason, then the meaning of such paragraph or clause shall be consti-ued so

as to render It enforceable to the extent permissible. If no permissible interpretation would save

such paragraph or clause, it shall be severed from these terms and conditions and the remainder

ofthis Agreement shall remain in ftill force and effect.

D. Governing Law, It is hereby agreed by the Parties that this Agreement shall be governed

by the laws of theState of Florida.

GOV #33 Page 4 of 6
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IN \Vn NESS WHHREOF, WK hereunto set my/our hands and seals on tins day

of August, 2015.

Signed,sealed, and delivered in the
presence of;

WITNESS Kiithcrine Bhike on behalf of EPRT
Technalogies, Inc. andThrisoint Ltd. Ply.

WITNESS

AUSTRALIA
COUNTY OF

Sworn to (or afiHrmed) and subscribed before me this dav of
20 , by

Notary Public - Australia

(Print, Type, Stamp, or Comniissioncd
Name of Notaiy Public)

Personally Known OR Produced Identification
Type of Identification Produced:

GOV #33 Page 5 of 6
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, WE hereunto set my/our hands and seals on this day

of August, 2015.

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the
proBcnce of;

WITNESS

STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF /,-e^

of John H. l-aro and
Technology Bus^ss l.aw (iroup, 1. l.C

;^Swon;i^ to {pr affinned) and subscribed before me this dav of f '̂ US
2Q.n.. by ^

\y

Rcyt^^arsh. m
Notary Public

Staid ^Rwida
^ My CofTOiission Expires Noveir^r 14,2016

Commit NoEE8S1574

- State of Florida

(Print, Type, Stamp, or Commissioned
Name of Notary Public)

Personally Known OR Produced Jdcuitificatian t/
Type ofIdentification Produced: FWC U /": JiZ-fs I 'v f Q
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EXHIBIT ^'5"
(December 7. 2015, EPRT Petition to Revii^e'519 Patent Application For Unintentional Aban^nnmp.nt)

]8
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/

Doc Code: PET.OP

Document Description: Petition for RevieU by the Office of Petitions

FT(VSa/G4a2-lJ)
I *PI»»»«"o"«««h«»uah07/31/J0J$.0M806Sl-00Jl

u*d«theP*«rw*t a*-I loat [ Twdenwk Office; Ui OtPAHTMtMT Of COMMtRCE

PETITION FOR REVIVAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR PATENT
ABANDONED UNINTENTIONAUY UNDER 37 CFR 1.137(a)

Page 1 of 2

Flm named Inventor; Kslth F. WondeU

Application No,: 09/656.519
An Unit: 3766

DocketNwmber (Optional)

1341-002U

FJted: September 7.2000 txaminw: Ffances P. OTOpezB

TWe; ''oH performing microcurrent
ELECTROTHERAPY

Attention: Offlc* ofPetitions ~ — ^
Man Step Ptttltlon
Centmlsslonerfor Patentt
P.O. 8ox 14S0

Alexondrlo. VA 22313-14S0
FAX (571)273.8300

NOTE: If InJormatloo or aisisunce Is needed in completlns this form, please coMaa the Offiec of Petitions it (571) 272-3282.

h"""actionby the United States

APPUCAWT HEREBY PETTnONS FOR REVIVAl OF THIS APPUCATION.
NOTE: Agrantable petition requires thefoHofing Items:
(1) Petition fee; j
(2) Reply and/orIssue fee; ;

required for all utility and plant applleitlons filed before June 8, IWS, and for all(3) Termlnal disclakrter with disclaimer fee
d&stgn applicatians;and *

(4) Statement that theentire delay was unintentional.

1. Petition foo

13 Small entity fee $850.00 {3^ l.l7(m)). Af^licant asserts smalt eniltYsuiui.S«« 37 1.37.
• ur»dl«a«ntedfee$ .{37.CFR.j.i7(m)). '

2. Reply»ui/crfe«

A The reply and/or fee tothe above-noted Office n^lce or action In the form of
Amendment and Request for Continued Examination

n haj been flted previously on

(3 enclosed herewith.
0 The Issue fee and puttllcaiton fee (If applicable) ofjs

Q has been paid previously on !
D »* enclosed herewith. 1

(Identify the type of reply):

USno to prooMi) b » o<aain or retain abenefit bythe puMc which ti10 fflo (and Or tho
epmplne. (ndudlAi githertrts, pruwrlng, »na submttiina thu arrf 17 C/B l.il.L14 and 41.S. ThU mOectlart Is estimated w 1twur to

onth*amountof Uma yw* cose.Any
Ui Patew end Trademart Cf&«, us. D«p«tmmi of »>«««««»«>'« CWe' iMormatlon OfRoef.
AOOTOi UNO TO: M.aStop Pnttlon. COMPUTIO fOltMS TO THB

fyouMtdouhtonct to «mpirrbi9 the/turn. eaU l 0004>T04t99cmitrka opiton J.
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Doc Code: PET.OP
Document Description: Petition for Revie^ by the Office of Petitions

•^o/sa/Miu-ui
Appiovtd fwUM Ihfoush 07/31/2016.0M8 WSJ^l

PETITION FOR REVIVAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR PATENT
ABANDONED UNINTENTIONALLY UNDER 37 CFR 1.137(a)

Page 2 of 2
3. TomiitMlditdalmcrwIthdUdalmerfN

137(aJ was unl«ientlonal (MPEP 7Jl.03{c), ^
WARMING:

credit card authorization rorm PTO-2038 submdiod for oamcnt Du'roouKl ""'"•'e"'« credlj card numbert (other thar» ach«ck or
appficauon. It this type of personal Xmatl^ "»"»«« »<""'««> <>'
«^«8»och personal Xrnwtloolromird^u.^Ki'̂ ^ri^^^ofapatent application bavailable to the public after oublleatte! Petitioner/applicant is advised that the record
lJ13(a)ls mad. in tho application) ortsuancloapSF^reL^^^the pubdc Mthe application Is referenced in apublbhed T JPPllcation nwy also bo available to

/Steven M. Greenberg/ December 7. 201
S^nature

Steven M. Greenbero 4472fi
'VP*<'o'P"«««JName ' Registration Number. If applicable

CRGO Law. 7800 Glades Road. Suite 520 561-922-3845
Address

Boca Raton. FL 33434
Address

£iictos«res:

2 Payment
2]R«p»v
Q Terminal OlselaImM Form

Telephone Number

3 Additional sheets) containing sutementi estaWljIiina unintentional delay
3®*''"= Request (or Continued Exainination

^ '̂'̂ f'CAT£dFMAlUN60RTRANSMlSSI0Mf37CfR lJ(a)lHereby certify that this correspondence Is being:
• Deposited with the United States Postal Service or

addressed to: f^all stop PetlUoa Commljslonar fc
3 Transmitted by EfS-Web or facsimile

2015-12-07
5;;;;^ — /.StPVPn M

the date shown below with sofficlent postage as first class mall In an envelope
r Patents. P. O. Bon IdSfl ua •»•>!.« . onrwiopoPatenu, P.0. Bo* 1450, AJexandfla. VA 22313-1450.

on the date sKown below to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at (S7i) 273.8300.

signature

Steven M. Grec;nhprt»
Typed orprimed name of penon sljining certificate
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal
Application Number:

Filing Date:

Title of Invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Filer:

Attorney Docket Number:

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC111 (a)

Description

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Petition:

Pet. Revive Abandon App, Delay Pymt-Resp

Patent-Appeals-and-lnterference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-lssuance:

09656519

07-Sep-2000

Method and apparatus for performing microcurrent electrotherapy

Keith F.Wendell

Steven M. Greenberg/lsabelle Jung

123647-336093

Fee Code Quantity

2453

Amount

850

Sub-Total in

USD($)

850
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United States Patent and trademarkOffice

CRGO LAW
ATTN: STEVEN M. GREENBERG, ESO.
7900 GLADES ROAD, SUITE 520
BOCA RATON,FL 33434

In re Application of
Keith F. Wendell, et al.
Application No. 09/656,519
Filed: September 7, 2000
Attorney Docket No. 134I.002U

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria. VA 22313-1050

www.uspi0.90v

h I L
MAY 0 2 2016

OmCEOFPETITIOWS

DECISION ON PETITION

This IS adecision on the petition under the unintentional provisions of 37 CFR 1.137(a) filed
December 7, 2015, to revive the above-identified application.

The petition is GRANTED.

This application became abandoned as aresult ofpetitioner's failure to file acomplete and
proper appea bnef within the time period provided in 37 CFR 41.37(a)(1). As acomplete and

w^Tfr Notification of Non-Compliance
37 CFR 11 ^ u June 1, 2009, and no extensions of time under the provisions ofCFR 1.136(a) v^ere obtained, the appeal was dismissed and the proceedings as to the rejected
claims were terminated. See 37 CFR 1.197(b). As no claim was allowed, the application
became abandoned on August 2, 2009. See MPEP 1215.04.

T CFR 1.137(a) in that petitioner has supplied (1) thereply mthe form ofaRequest for Continued Examination (RCE) and fee of $850 and the

^SnZ£' by 37 CFR 1.114; (2) the petition fee of$850; and (3) aproper statement of
TWs application is being referred to Technology Cemer AU 3766 for processing of the RCE and
orappropnate acuon by the Examiner in the normal course ofbusiness on the amendment

submitted in accordance with 37 CFR 1.114.

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-
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application should be directed totne lechnology Center at their customer service line (571) 272-3700,

f^priCM. Wise/
April M. Wise
Petitions Paralegal Specialist
Office of Petitions
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FIG. 1 (a)

&
To COG lead

FIG. 1 (b)
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VIKTIIOI) AND APPARATUS KOR

PERFORMING MICROCURRENT

ELECTRO niE!t.\PY

The present application is a Continuation-in-Part of U.S. ^
patent application Sen No. 09/645.819. filed on Aug. 24,
2000. now abandoned, wliich is incorporated herein in its
entirety by reference.

riliLDOrTliniNVCN'llON 10

The present invention relates to a micwcurrent electro
therapy method and apparatus for using extremely low level
current and current densities to promote the healing process
in a subject in need thereof

DESCRIPTION OF Till- PRIOR ART

Rlectrolheriipy is well known to those skilled in the art as a
way of assisting the human body's natural healing process. 20
Prior inventions in the lield of electrotherapy have been
directed at treating such ailments as pains, lacerations, abra
sions, sprains, strains, neurolgia, Parkinson's disease,
fatigue, hemorrhoids and the like. Several dilTerent methods
have been developed for applying electrotherapy to the 25
human body.Some tecluiiques, such as that described in U.S.
Pat. No. 5,935,156, wliich is incorporated herein by refer
ence, teach applying a direct current to the body. Other tech
niques, such as that described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,960,125,
which is incorporatedherein by reference, leach applyingan 30
alternating current to the body.

fhe recognized method by which electrotherapy performs
its healing functions is by acting on the ionscontained within
human tissue. Muman tissue for the most part is not electri
cally neutral,butcontains charges in the formof positiveand 35
negative ions. These positive and negative ions are the life
energy forceof the btidy. When an electric current is applied
to a body, that current creates a force on the ions in the tissue
of that body, causing the ions to be displaced from their

microamperes. One benefit of microcurrent electrotherapy
over highcurrent electrotherapy techniques is that it results in
little or no discomfort to the patient.

.\noiher problemwith current electrotherapy tecluiiquesis
that the current density (current per unit surface area) ofthese
techniques is fairly high. Most electrotherapy techniques,
including microcurrent electrotherapy techniques, utilize
small electrodes of.several square inches ofsurlace area. This
translates into a current den.sity of 0.1 milliamperes per
square inch to 5milliamperes per square inch for hi^icurrent
electrotherapytecluiiques at the point of current application
to the body and as the current travels througli the body.Cur
rent density yields for microcurrent electrotherapy tech
niques range from 5 microamperes per square inch to 120
microamperes per square inch, fhe high current densities
achieved by the known techniques overload the body's natu
ral electropotential during application. .Applicants have dis
covered that the resulting overload of the body's natural elec
tropotentialiscounter-prixluctiveto stimulationof thebody's
natural process of tissue healing and regeneration.

SUMMARY Ol- ri ll'; INVRNTION

The present invention is a methodand apparatusforelec
trotherapy. The object of the present invention is to impnive
upon the known tecluiiques ol'electrotherapy, as well as over
come some of their limitations, lb achieve the foregoing in
accordancewith the present invention, a methodand appara
tus is providedforhealing injuriesto the humanbody,as well
as other typesof tissue. It is understood that the method and
apparatus of the present invention can also be used for vet
erinarypurposes..X methodandapparatusisalsoprovided for
stimulating regeneration and grow th of otherwise unliealthy
tissue. Particularly, the method and apparatus of the present
invention is u.seful in treating wounds, ulcerations, spinal
cord injuries,amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclero
sis, nervoussystem abnormalities, scar tissue and age lines.

In one aspect of the present invention, a method is dis
closed which includes delivering a microcurrent under .spe-

original position. The movement oftlieseions causes, among 40 cific conditions, such as: applying niicrocurrents ranging
otherthings, a warming andstimulation ofthetissue, andalso from 3 milliamperes to 1 femtoamperes, applying an alter-
assists in themovement of fluids tlirough the body. nating current witha frequency in therangeof0.00065Hzto

However, several problems have been identified with the 0.00085 Hz and utilizing large surface-area electrodes,
previously utilized techniques of electrotherapy. Ithasbeen referred to herein as electaide wraps, to achieve low current
recognized that the utilizaitioii of direct current tlmiugh the 45 densities, fhe use ofcurrents lower than 20microamperes is
body cim cause thetissue ol" thebixly to which thecurrent is currently unknown intheprior art.Prior techniques have also
applied lo break down. Such a result iscounter-productive to not utilized thevery low current frequency andcurrent den-
thegoal of increa.sed regeneration andhealing of thehuman sities of thepresent invention for anycurrent level.
body. Asanalternative, theapplication ofalternating current Inanother aspect of thepresent invention, an apparatus is
to tlie body is currently themost commonly used method of 50 disclosed which includes a plurality of electrode wraps for
electrotherapy treatment. However, the application of high-
frcqucncy alternating current has been recognized to have
minimal therapeutic eflect. This is due to the fact that a higli
frequency alternating current causes the ions of the tissue to
oscillate rapidly without being di-splaced very far from their
original positions. Ilierefore, electrotherapy techniques have
been developed that utilize low frequency alternating current.
Such a technique is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5.476.481.
which is incorporated herein by reference, fhe known tech
niques of low-frequency alternating current electrotherapy
utilize a low-end frequency ofaround 0.01 I Iz.

Tlie concept of microcurrent electrotherapy is well-known
in the art. Microcurrent electrotherapy, also called MENS
(microcurrent electrical neuromuscular stimulation), is the
use of low-level current to promote healing and regeneration
of the human body. Ilie current used in microcurrent electro
therapy is nomially in the range of 20 microamperes to 600

6(1

65

applying said electrotherapy method to a body. Each elec
trode wrap includes a first layer wrap of water absorptive
material and a second layer wrap of moderately conductive
material. Each electrode wrap is placed on a portion of the
body, including, without limitation, arms. legs, hands, feet
and torso. Hie first and second layers ofthe electrode wrap are
applied lo the selected porlittnof the body in such a way that
each forms a closed surface aroiuid the body part to which
theyarc applied.Anelectropotential is thenappliedacross the
electrode wraps to generate a current How througli the body.
Hiearea of applicationof the electrode wraps to the selected
portion of the body is large compared to the area covered by
known eleclroiherapy electrodes.

In yet another aspect of the pre.sent invention, a means for
generating electric current for a microcurrent therapy is dis
closed.'fhe current output generator ("COG") is the preferred
device for generating a constant current and outputting said
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3 4
current lo ihcclccirodc wraps according to themethod of the Referring now to I'lG. 1(6), when the 101 lirst and 102
present invention. The current is provided to the electrode second layer wrap areapplied to theportion of the body to
wraps from the(X)Ci by means lorconducting current, such which the electrotherapy current will be introduced, they
as a rubber-encased copper wire, which is electrically con- serve as a conductive surface around theselected portion of
nected loeither thepositive or negative lead from ihecurrent ^ thebody. Each electrode wrap isattached toeither thepositive
outputgenerator. Particularly, theCOG isdesigned todeliver or negative lead of the current output generator by 103 a
current according lo the method of tlie present invention. means for conducting current, uicluding. without limitation.

llie method of the present invention leijches a constant copper wire, silver wire, iron wire, brass wire or aluminum
current in the range of 3 milliamperes to 1 femtoampere. wire. Theelectrode wraps areattached to theCOG byalliga-
When these low current levels are utilized with the large 'f' dips, button clips orother means in such a way thai a
surface area of ihe electrode wraps of llie present invention. complete circuit can be fomied such that current will (low to
extremely low current densities are achieved at the points of more electrode wraps, then through the body, to the
application ofsaid current and throughout the How ofcurrent electrode wraps and then back to the COG.
through the body, as have heretofore been unknown in the current thus generated through the bodv creates a net
prioran/llicsocxlrcnKly lowcurnJiildensilicsprovUfc I.-
gentle push .ind p., Ioi. the ,ons of the msue to whtch the promoting he.thng and
cur.^ntisnpphed,wh.chdocsnotovertodlhelKKly snatunil tissue llm current .•,!» has an

''°™rniethod of the present invention also utilizes along f '1"=
dntyK^cle of between 0.00065 Hi and 0.00085 Hz. While 2»
alternating current is known in the prior art. no prior art melalonin levels. ...
teaches the utiliziUion of such a long alternating current apparatus is provided tor by the present inveiition that
period, l-xperimentation by applicants has shown that aduty- be applied lo ihe electrode wraps
cycle of().()()()732 IIz. or one cycle evcrv 22.77 minutes. according lo the method ol the present invention. Ihe pre-
increases the bixly's ability lo heal and re^ienerale tissue. 25 ferred embodiment lor this apparatus, the CO(.. is described

below.

BRIHI- DHSCRIP flON OF THE DR.AWINGS Referring now to I'lG. 2 and FIG. 3. ihe COG has a pre
ferred user interface, fhe user interface for the COG is con-

FIG. 1(a) is adepiction ofthe preferred electrode wrap as tained on the 201 front ol ihe COCi casing. 1he user interlace
taught by the present invention. 3'̂ ' hasa 202 power switch. The power switch can beofany ofthe

FIG. l(/j) is adrawing ofthe preferred method ofapplica- various types ofswitching devices allowing for an on and olT
lion ofthe eleciaide wnip. position. In a preferred embodiment, the power switch isa

FIG. 2is apicture ofthe user interface and display panel of latching pushbutton .switch. When the power switch is in the
the preferred current output generator ofthe present inven- oft position, no current is drawn from the batteries or other

.15 powersupply for the COG. When the powerswitch is in the
FIG. 3is adiagram ofcomponents ofthe preferred current on position, the COG draws power from the 301 battery or

output generator ofthe present invention. olher power supply and can generate a potential difference
betweenthe 302 positiveand negative COCi leads. Whenthe

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED powerswitch is turned to iheon position theCOGmicropro-
RMBODIMENTOF INVFl^ION 4o cessors receivepower and begin a self-test sequence, as more

fully described herein, lo verify thattheprocessors andsafety
Tlie present invention provides for anapparatus consisting monitors arc functional. Until the self-test successfully

ofvarious components. One component isanelectrode wrap. executes, no treatment operation of the COG ispossible.
Referring now to FIG. 1(a). anelectrode wrap cotisisls ofa The user interface also preferably contains a plurality ol
first and second layer wrap. Tlie first and second layer wrap is 45 other switches. These switches can beany ofihe various types
applied lo the selected portion of Ihe body lo which the of switching devices that allow for Iwo or more possible
current oftheelectrotherapy method ofthe present invention. switching positions, lor example, a latching or momentary
orother elecirolhenipy method, islobeapplied, llie first and push-button switch ormulti-channel rotating switch. Further,
second layer wraps arcapplied ina manner such that a large thefunctionality olall switches may be incorporated into one
surface area ofthe selected portion ofthe body iscovered by ><i multi-purpose sw itching device that can control all the lunc-
saidwrap. 101 fhe lirst layer wrjip consists ofa water-absor- lions ofthe plurality ol independent switches.
bent bandage. Ilie bandage may bemade ofanymaterial that Afirst switch isprovided torinthepresent invention that is
easily absorbs and retains water, and may beofany length and used to select the electrotherapy program lo be applied as
width suflicient tocompletely wrap theportion ofthe body lo lauglii bytheprc.sent invention. Preferably, the203 program
which it istobeapplied. 102 The .second layer wrap consists 55 selection switch is a pushbutton thumbwheel switch. The
of a moderately conductive, synthetic rubber impregnated program switch has sixteen dilTerent selection positions,
cloth strap, fhe slrap isofa length sullicient towrap a large Each position corresponds lo a given level of current lo be
surfaceareaof iheselectedportionoflhe bodytowhichitwill applied lo the patient.
beapplied. In a preferred embodiment, thesecond layer wrap .Another switch isprovided for inthepresent invention that
is approximately iwo inches wide and twelve feel long. 60 when utilized, in conjunction with the program selection
althougli other width and length wraps are contemplated by switch, selects normai. 7. mode, and three dilTerent femto
thepresent invention. Ina preferred embodiment, thesecond modes of operation ol the electrotherapy method ol the
layer wrap is composed of a cloth impregnated with silicon present invention, allowing dilferenl ranges ol current to be
rubber acting as a llexible carrier forconductive carbon par- applied to the patient. Preferably, the 204 mode selection
tides dispersed wilhin ihesilicon rubber. Tlie second layer 65 switch is a rotating thumbwheel switch. When utilized, the
wrap hasa nominal resistance of2Kohmsacross thelength of 204 mode selection switch sends a signal to the313option
the wnip. asmeasured byany calibrated galvanic ohm meter. processor tochange the operation of the COG tothe selected
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mode. The 204 mode selcclion switch docs not iunction to

change modes ol'the COG when the COG is currently in a
treatment cycle.

llie sixteen positions ol'the 203 program selection switch,
when in normal mode, selects one ol thirteen possible current
levels, comprising: 10 microamperes, 20 microamperes, 30
microamperes. 40 micmamperes. 50 microamperes. 60
microamperes. 70 microamperes, 80 microamperes, 90
microamperes, 100microamperes, 1milliampere, 2milliam-
peresand 3 milliamperes.Whenin normalmode, the last four
positions of the 203programselectionswitchall select the 3
milliampere current level. The sixteen positions of the 203
program selectionswitch,when in Z mode,selectsoneoften
possiblecurrent levels, comprising: 115 nanoamperes, 215
nanoamperes, 310 nanoamperes, 410 nanoamperes. 505
nanoamperes, 605 nanoamperes, 705 nanoamperes. 800
nanoamperes, ')0() nanoamperes and 1000 nanoamperes.
Wlien in Z mode, the last six positions of the 203 prognim
selection switch do not sclcct any current level.

llie 204 mode selection switch also has three possible pico
modes. The tliree pico modes divide the current being sup
plied to the 302 COG output leads by activating the 317
femto-pico attenuatorcircuit. The 317 femto-pico attenuator
circuit, when activated, divides the current of the Z mode
operation byone thousand (picol ntode), ten thousand (pico2
mode) and one hundred thousand (pico3 mode).

Ilie sixteen positions ofthe 203 paigram selection switch,
wheninpicol mode,selectsoneoften possiblccurrent levels,
comprising: 115 picoamperes. 215 picoamperes, 310 pico-
amperes, 410 picoamperes. 505 picoamperes. 605 picoam
peres, 705 picoamperes,800 picoamperes,900 picoamperes
and 1000 picoamperes. When in picol mode, the last six
positions of the 203 program selection switch do not select
any current level.

Tliesixteen positions ofthe 203 program selection switch,
wheninpico2mode,selectsoneoften possiblecurrent levels,
comprising: 11.5 picoamperes. 21.5 picoiimperes. 31 pico
amperes. 41 picoamperes. 50.5 picoamperes. 60.5 picoam
peres, 70.5 picoamperes. 80 picoamperes. 90 picoamperes
and 100picoamperes. When in pico2 mode,the lastsix posi
tions of the 203 program selection switch do not select any
current level.

Tlie sixteen positions of the 203 program selection switch,
wheninpico3mode,selectsoneoften possiblccurrent levels,
comprising: 1.15 picoamperes, 2.15 picoamperes,3.1 pico
amperes, 4.1 picoamperes, 5.05 picoamperes, 6.05 picoam
peres, 7.05 picoamperes, 8 picoamperes,9 picoamperesand
10picoamperes. Wheninpico3mode, the lastsix positionsof
the 203 program selection switch do not select any current
level.

The 204 mode selection switch also has tliree possible
femto modes. The three femto modes divide the current being
supplied to the 302 COG output leads by activating the 317
femto-pico attenuator circuit. The 317 femto-pico attenuator
circuit, when activated, divides the current of the Z mode
operation by one million (femtoI mode), ten million (femto2
mode) and one hundred million (femto3 mode).

Filesixteen positions ol'the 203 program selection switch,
when in femto I mode, selects one of ten possible current
levels, comprising: 115 femtoamperes. 215 femtoamperes.
310 femtoamperes. 410 femtoamperes. 505 femtoamperes.
605 femtoamperes. 705 femtoamperes. 800 femtoamperes,
900 femtoamperes and 1000 femtoamperes. When in femto I
mode, the last six positions of the 203 program selection
switch do not select any current level.

Tlie sixteen positions ofthe 203 program selection switch,
when in femto2 mode, selects one of ten possible current
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levels,comprising: 11.5 femtoamperes. 21.5 femtoamperes.
31 femtoamperes. 41 femtoamperes. 50.5 femtoamperes.
60.5 temtoamperes. 70.5 temtoampercs. 80 femtoamperes.
90 femtoamperes and 100 femtoamperes. When in femio2
mode, the last six positions of the 203 program selection
switch do not select any current level.

The sixteen positionsof the 203 programselection switch,
when in fcmlo3 mode, selects one of ten possible current
levels, comprising: 1.15 femtoamperes. 2.15 femtoamperes.
3.1 femtoamperes, 4.1 femtoamperes, 5.05 femtoamperes.
6.05 femtoamperes, 7.05 femtoamperes. 8 femtoamperes, 9
femtoamperes and 10femtoamperes. When in femto3 mode,
the lastsix positionsol'the 203 program selectionswitchdo
not select any current level.

When in normal mode, the COCi has a tolerance ofplus or
minus fivepercent foreach current levelselected. Whenin Z
mode, pico mode or femto mode operation, the COG has a
tolerance level ofplus or minus lifteen percent. For the first
ten positionsofthe programselectionswitchindicatedabove,
whether in Z mode, normal mode or any pico or femto mode,
the patient or other operator of the COG can select single
cycle or repeating cycle modes. For these positions, the
present invention provides for a 217 one cycle switch that
selectseitherone cycleor repeatingmode.The 217 onecycle
switchis preferably a latching pushbutton switch. Tlieopera
tion ofthe COG is limited to only one cycle mode for the last
six positionsofthe programselectionswitch. Whenutilized,
the 217 one cycle switch sends a signal to the 303 option
processorindicatingthat no further treatment cyclesshould
be started after conclusion ofthe present treatment cycle.

.\jiother switch is providedfor in thepresent invention that
begins thetreatment cycleof theelectrotherapy method ofthe
presentinvention. Preferably, this205switchis a momentary
pushbutton switch. When utilized, the 205 run program
switch sends a signal to the 304 system control processor
indicating that the treatment cycle should begin. If certain
safety conditions described more fully herein are met, the
COG willdeliver current to the 302 COG output leads accord
ingtothemodethathasbeenselecte<l withtheotherswitches.

.^notllerswitch is provided for in the present invention that
when utilizedwill pause the electrotherapy treiitment cycle.
When the 206 pau.se switch is utilized,a signal is sent to the
304 system control processor to lialt output of current to the
COG leads. The time remaining in the treatment cycle is
storedby305 the range cycleprocessor. When thepatient or
other operatorof theCOG wishes to resumetiiepausedtreat-
nient, the 206 pause switch is again selected to unpause the
treatmentcycle.Asignal is thensent to the304 systemcontrol
processor. If certain safety conditions described more fully
herein arc met. the outputof current to the 302 COG leads is
resumed and the treatment cycle continues.

-Another switch is providedfor in thepresent invention that
when utilized will end the electrotherapy treatment cycle.
Preferably, the 207programend switch isa momentarypush
button switch. When the 207 program end switch is utilized,
a signal issent to the304system controlproces.sor to re.sel the
COG. llie 304 system control processor activates the 306
master reset line. Fhe 306 master re.set line is attached to the
manual reset pin of each microproce.ssor of the COG. .\cli-
vation ofthe program end switch causes all the COG micro
processors to reset and all current output to cease.

Another .switch is provided for in the present inventionthat
when utilized lowers the sound level ofthe 307 sonic alarm of
the COG. Preferably, the 208 quiet switch is a latching push
button switch. If the 307 sonic alarm is presently unquietcd,
whenthe208quiet switchis utilizeda signal is sent to the307
sonic alarm to reduce the voltage provided to the speaker. If
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ihe 307 sonic ahirm is presently quieted, when the 208 quiet
switch is utilized a signal is sent to the 307 sonic alarm to
increase the voltage provided to the speaker.

Tlie 201 user interface lor the COG also preferably has a
status display. 209 .A staUisdisplay aids the patient or other
operator in the utiliziUion ofthe COG and micaicurrent elec
trotherapy methodofthc present invention.The status display
preferably has si.x status indicators. Thestatus indicators arc
preferably 1.1^1) devices, such as a Kingbrighrfe L-1154
round LKD lamp, that light in certain situations. The 209
stams display conimunicaies with and receives commands
from the 304 .systemcontrol processor. In order to conserve
battery power, the I.liD status indicators are not continually
lit. but Hash lor a very short duration, typically '/looth of a
second, ever>' five seconds.

One status indicator 210 is used to indicate when the COG

is supplying current to the 302 COG output leads, and the
electrotherapy methodis inprogress..Another status indicator
211 is used to indicate a pause in the electrotherapy method
by either the patient or other operator of the COG. .Another
status indicator 212 is used to indicate when the electro
therapy treatment has been completed and the COG is no
longer supplying current to the 302 COG output leads.
Another status indicator 213 is used to indicate that the bat
tery supplying the power to the COG is running low and
shouldbereplacedor recharged.Anotherstatus indicator214
is used to indicate when the circuit formed by attaching the
electrodewnips to the 302 COG leadsby means forconduct
ing electrical current is open, and hence the COG cannot
supply current to the electrode wraps. .Another status indica
tor 215 is used to indicate that a fault lockout has occurred.

TheCOGalso preferablyhasa 216cyclespan limedisplay.
The cycle span time display indicates to the patient or other
operator of the COG the duration and lime remaining in the
treatmentcycle. The 216cyclespan timedisplay ispreferably 35
a bar graph segmented LED display, such as a KingbrightiR:
DC-10 bar graph array. The 216 cycle span time display
communicates with and receives instnictions from the 308

cycle spandisplay proces.sor. Fora ten segmentLCDdisplay,
each segment represents a period of approximately ten per- 4ti
cent of the cycle lime. Each segment is lit when the time
period that the segment represents is entered. Once an LED
segment is lit. il remains lit until the entire cycle span lime
displayis reset.Forexample,at the begimiingofiheireaimeni
cycle thefirstLEDsegmentis lit.The second LEDsegmentis 45
lit after len percent of Ihe cycle lime has elapsed, so that the
first and second LED segments are now lit. The third LED
segment is lit after twenty- percent of the cycle time has
elapsed, so that the first, second and third LED segments are
now lit. This continues until ihe last LED segment is lit when
ninety percent of the cycle time has elapsed, so that all the
LED segments arc lit. When every LED .segment is lit. the
patient is therebyinfomied that the current treatmentcycle is
nearing completion. If the patient or other operator has
selected repeating cycle mode, the 313 option processor will
send a command to the 308 cycle span display processor to
reset the 216 cycle span time display and begin incrementing
again. Inorder to conserve battery power,the 216 cycle span
lime display is not continually lit, but flashes approximately
every 2()seconds for a duration of 1 second.

The COCi preferably has a 307 sonic alarm. The 307 sonic
alami may consist ofa speaker attached electrically to a wave
generator. Preferably, the 307 sonic alarm is a piezo-buzzer.
that emils a short beep. However, other devices for making
sounds are contemplated by the present invention. The 307
sonic alarm communicates with and receives instructions

from Ihe certain processors of the COG. Preferably, the pro-
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8
cessors that conununicate with the 307 sonic alarm are the
304 systems control processor, the 313 option processor and
tlie 305 range cycle processor. On the occurrence of certain
events, ihe appropriate systems processor sends an instnic-
tion to the 307 sonic alarm indicating that said event has
occurred. The 307 sonic alarm processes the incoming signal,
and outputsan appropriatesignal to the speaker.The speaker
then outputs an appropriate aural indicator.

.As an example, consider the case wherea patient starts an
electrotherapy treatment cycle and then falls asleep. If the
palient has set the COG to one cycle mode, the COG will
automatically terminatealter one treatmentcycle. When the
COG completes the one cycle, a signal is sent from the 305
nuigec7cle processorto the 307 sonic alami, instructingil to
senda signalthatonecycleiscompleted.The307sonicalarm
then generatesa wavesignal that is sent to the speaker, 'fhe
speaker then makes that signal aural, infomiing the sleeping
patientthata cyclc hasbeencompleted. In thisway,a patient
thatissleeping, or othenvise unable tosecthepaigrcss of the
treatment cycle on the 216 cycle span lime display, can be
informed of the end of a ireatment cycle.

Other aural indicator functions for the sonic alami are
conlemplated by the present invention. Tliese functions
include, but are not limiled to, low batier>' power, open circuit,
current oul of tolerance level, fault lockout and end of pro
gram. OnIheoccurrence of anyof theseevents, iheappropri
ate systemprocessorsendsa conunand to the wavegenerator.
Tlie307 sonic alarm processesthe incomingsignal,and out
puts an appropriate signal to the speaker. The speaker then
outputsan appropriateaural indicator

fhe COGis preferably suppliedpowerby301 battery. The
301 battery is preferably a six voli rechargeable batter)'. The
COG does not draw current from the battery until the 202
power switch of the201 userinterface issetintheonposition.
Oncethe power switchis in theon position, current flows to
the 309 power supply and voltage regulator. The 309 power
supply and voltage regulators distributes power and main
tainsadequate voltage throughout thecircuitry of the COCJ.
The 309 powersupply and voltage regulator communicate
with and receive instructions from the 305 range cycle pro
cessor.The COG operates forapproximately50 hoursonone
charge of the 301 preferred battery.

The present invenlion also provides for a 310 constant
current source. The 310 constant current source provides a
constant current to the 311 polarity switching device. Tliis
constant current provided by the 310 constant current source
is preferably within the tolerances ol" the selected program
from the 203 program selection switch. Ihe 310 constant
current source communicates with and receives instnictions
from the 305 range cycle paicessor.

The 310 constant current source prelerably consists of a
voltagereference, a currentsensingdcvicc.anamplifier, con
trol element and outpul current source, fhe current sensing
device.signals aresentto theamplifier andthenarecompared
to the referencevoltage..A control signal is derived fromthe
comparison and sent to the control element to adjust to the
correct voltage value for the selected current range. In the
case where the current measured by the current sensing
device is outside the tolerance range of the selected program,
the amplifier sends a signal to the control element to either
increase or decrease the voltage being created between the
302 COG leads, thereby bringing the current being supplied
to the 302 COG leads within the tolerance set by the selected
paigrani. In tliis way the constant current source is able to
continuallyadjust toanychange inthe loadpresenton the302
COGoutputleads,therebymaintaining anacceptablecurrent
output.
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Tlie prescni invoniioii ;ilso provides lor 312 a plunilityof
electrical safety circuits. These circuits arc continuously
active and constantly measures various performance levelsof
the COG. In a prelerred embodiment the COG internal oper
ating voltage is monitortxl for a minimum acceptable voltage.
If the internal opemting voltage falls below this level, the 312
electrical safely circuit sends a signal to the 304 system con
trol processor indicating that low system voltage has been
detected. The power source voltage being supplied lo the 310
constant current source is also monitored by the 312 electrical
safety circuits for an acceptable maximum voltage. If the
voltage is above this level, the 312 electrical safety circuit
sends a signal lo the 304 system conta)! processor indicating
that over voltage has been detected. The current being sup
plied to the 302 COG output leads is also monitored by the
312electrical safety circuits for maximum safe current levels.
In a preferredembodiment the maximum safe current level
varies with the selected treatment current level, i.e. approxi
mately 20% above the current level of the selected treatment
program. If the current being supplied to the 302 COG output
leads is measured to be above this maximum safe current
level, a signal is sent to ihe 304 system control processor
indicatingthat the current is being supplied to the 302 COG
output leads is above the safe current level range.

Tlie present invention pawides for a 305 range cycle pro
cessor. llie 305 range cycle processor is a microprocessor,
such as a CMOS microprocessor, programmed to operate
according to the method and requirements of the present
invention.The 305 range cycle processor receives data from
the 203 programselection switch indicating which program
should be run. The 305 range cycle processor pas.ses the
selected program current level infonnation to the 310 con
stant current source and to the 3(M system control processor.
The 305 rangecycle processoralso controls thecycle timeof
the COG. Specifically, the 305 range cycle processor sets the
cycle time lo 0.(X)()732 Hz. The 305 range cycle processor
controls the 311 polarity switching circuit, causing the cur
rent flow to be reversed every half-cycle. When the 305 range
cycle processor receives a pause signal from the 206 pause
switch, the 305 range cycle processor halts the cycle time.
When the 305 range cycic processor receives an unpause
signal from the 206 pause switch, the 305 range cycle pro
cessor continues the cycle lime.

ITie presentinventionprovidesfora 303option board.The
303option boardiscomprisedofan 313optiv)n processorand 4.s
a 308cyclespandisplay processorattached toa circuitboard.
The 313 option processor is a microprocessor, such as a
CMOS microprocessor, programmed to operate according to
the method of the present invention. In a preferred embodi
ment. the 313 option processor receives signals from the 217 50
one cycle switch and 204 mode switch. When a signal is
received from the 204 mode switch, the 313 option processor
changes the mode of operation of the COG. When the 313
option processor receives a signal from the 217 one cycle
switch, provided certain safety condition as more ftilly 55
described herein are met. the 313 option pa)cessor changes
the COG operation from one cycle mode lo repeating cycle
mode or Irom repeating cycle mode to one cycle mode as
appropriate.

ilie 308 cycle span display processor is a microprocessor,
such as a CMOS microprocessor, programmed to operate
according to the method of the pre.sent invention. Tlie 308
cycle span display processor monitors the elapsed time in
each treatment cycle. The 308 cycle span display processor
sends instnictions to the 216 cycle span time display to light
the next LBD segment alier an appropriate time has elapsed,
e.g. at the beginningof each '/lothof the cycle time for a 10
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segment LED display.The 308 cycle .span display processor
also resets the 216 cycle span time display after the termina
tion of each treatment cycle.

.Alternatively, the 303 option board may also include a 316
systems operation surveillance circuit. The 316 systems
operation surveillance circuit is an inter-micaiprocessor ana
log circuit, 'llie 316 systems operation surveillance circuit
acts as a surveillance timer for the COG. In a preferred
embodiment the 316 systems operation surveillance circuit
receives periodicsignals fromthe 304 systemcontrolproces
sor. i.e. one signal every 30 seconds. If the 316 systems
operation surveillancecircuit failstoreceivea periodic signal
from the 304 system conta)l processor, the 316 systems
operation surveillancecircuit times out. This lime out indi
cates that the performance ol" the 304 system control paices-
sor cannot be validated. When the 316 .systems operation
surveillance circuit times out. a manual reset signal is sent to
each of the COG processors via the 306 mainial reset line lo
tcnninatc all operations and reset. The COG must then suc
cessfully run a self-test in order to restart operations.

The present invention provides for a 304 .system control
processor. The 304 system control paicessor is a micropro
cessor. such as a CMOS microprocessor, programmed lo
operate according to the method and requirements of the
present invention. The 304 systemcontail processorreceives
from the 312 electrical safety circuits a signal indicating the
voltageacross the tenninals of the 301 COG battery. If the
received signal indicates a signilicanl voltagedropacrossthe
batteiyterminals, i.e.voltage lowerthan.5.8 voltsDCfora six
voltbattery, lhe304system controlpaicessorsendsasignal to
the 307 sonic alarm to aurally indicate that the 301 battery
should be recharged and sends a signal to the 213 low battery
LF.D of the 209 status display to light and visually indicate
that the301 batteryshouldbe recharged. If the received signal
indicates a substantial voltage da)p across the banery termi
nals. i.e. voltage lower than 4.6 volts DC. the 304 system
controlprocessor.sends a signal,via the306 masterresetline,
to resetallCOGmicroprocessors and haltfurtheroperation ol"
the COG. The COG will be inoperable until the 301 battery
hasbeen replaced or recharged toatiacceptable voltage level,
i.e. approximately 5.8 volts DC.

Tlie 304 system control processor also operates as an error
sensor for the COG. Tlie 304 system control processor
receives othersignals from the312electrical safetycircuits. If
an error signal, as discussed above, is received by the 304
system conia)l processor, the 304 system control processor
halts system operation. Ihe 304 system control processor
then isolatestheoutput to the 302 COG leads fromthe rest of
the COG circuitr)' so no potential differenceexists between
said leads. Hie 304 system control processor then sends a
signal to the to the 307 sonic alarm lo aurally indicate that a
COG fault lockout has occurred and .sendsa signal to the 215
fault lockout LED of the 209 status display to liglit and
visually indicate thata COG fault lockout has occurred. If a
COG fault lockout occurs, the COG remains inoperable until
the indicated errors are corrected.

Particularly, a fault lockoutwilloccur if the internalsystem
operating voltage is measured below a minimum acceptable
level, i.e. below 5.0 volts IK". .'\ faull lockout will also occur
when the current level as measured between the 302 COCJ
leads is above a maximum acceptable level, i.e. 20% above
the current level of the .selected treatment program current
level.

In a preferred embodiment the COG is monitored for an
open circuit bclween the 302 COCi output leads. If an open
circuit is detected between the 302 COG output leads by the
312 electrical safety circuits, a signal is sent to the 304 system
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conirol processor indicaling ihal ihcrc is an open circuit
between the 302 COCJoutput leads. I( the 304 system control
processor receives an open circuit signal, the 304 system
control processor sends a signal to the 307 sonic alarm to
aurally indicate that a complete circuit is not being made 5
between the leads and sends a signal to the 214 open lead LHD
of the 209 stanis display to light and visually indicate that a
complete circuit is not being made between the leads.

llie 304 system control processor also monitors the 205
run, 206 pause and 207 program end switches, and controls lO
the COG operation accordingly. When the 205 run switch is
utilized, a signal is sent to the 304 system control processor to
beginthe.selected programtreatment.Providedcertainsafely
condition are met. as arc herein more lully described, the 304
system control processor begins the selected treatment cycle i."*
and sendsappropriatesignals to the restof the COGcircuitry.
The 304 system control proces.sor then sends a signal to the
210 run LED of the 209 status display to liglit and visually
indicate that the COG is providing current to the 302 COG
leads. When the 206 pause switch is (irst utilized, a signal is
sent to the 304 system control processor to pause the current
treatment cycle. The 304 system control processor then lialts
the current ireatntent cycle and sends appropriate signals to
the rest of the COG circuitry. The 304 system control proces
sor then sends a signal to the 211 pau.seLlil) ofthe 209 status
display to light and visually indicate that the selected treat
ment cycle is paused. When the 206 pause switch is utilized
again, a signal is sent to the 304 system control processorto
unpausethe current treatment cycle.The 304 systemcontrol
processorthen resumes thecurrent treatmentcycleand sends
appropriatesignals to the rest of the COG circuitry. The 304
systemcontrolprocessor then sends a signal to the 211 pause
LED of the 209 status display to unlight. When the 207
program end switch is utilized, a signal is sent to the 304
system control processor to terminate the current treatment
cycle. The 304 system control processor then terminates the
current treatment cycle and sends appropriate signals to the
rest of the COG circuitry. The 304 system control processor
then sends a signal to the 212 program end LED of the 209
status display to light and visually indicate that the current -ui
treatment cycle has terminated. Hie 304 system control pro
cessor then begins the system self test and prepares for a new
cycle ofoperation.

In order to receive full ellicacy of the present electro
therapy method and apparatus, it is important for the treat- 45
nienl current levels to be witliin the tolerances of the present
invention. If the circuitry of the COG is not operating prop
erly. it is possible that the elcvtric current being provided to
the bodycan be outside the specified mngcs..Accordingly, the
present inventionpMvidesfor312electrical safety circuits, as .so
detailed above, to monitor and ensure safe system perfor
mance. Ina preferred embodiment. theCOG also provides for
a self-test ofthe 312 electrical safely circuits, fhe 304 system
control processor perfomis a self-test of the 312 electrical
safety circuits monitoring during start-up of the COG and 55
following a manual reset of the COG.

In conducting ihe self-test, the 304 system control proces
sor instructs the 302 output leads of the COG to be removed
from the 310 current source and 311 polarity switching device
by activating the 315 test load switches. 314 Test loads are 60
then comiected to the 310 current source and 311 polarity
switching device, fhese 314 test loads are designed to cause
the current through the test loads to exceed the maximum
safety limits of the COG. If the sell-test tails, i.e. the 312
electrical safety circuits fail to return an error, the 304 system 6.'̂
control processor causes a fault lockout to occur. Tlie 304
system control processor then isolates the 302 output to the
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COCj leads from the rest of the COG circuitry so no potential
difference exists betwc*en said leads. 'Hie system contail pro
cessor then sends a signal to the 307 sonic alarm to aurally
indicate that a COG fault lockout has occurred and sends a
signal to the 215 fault lockout L£vD of the 209 status display
to liglit and visually indicate that a COG fault lockout has
occurred. If a COG fault lockout occurs, the user may not
utilize the COG until the error is corrcctcd and the sclf-tcst is
properly performed.

If the self-test properiy executes, i.e. an error signal is
generatedby the 312 electrical salety circuits and receivedby
the 304 system control processor, the 304 system control
pa>cessordeactivates the315 test loadswitches,reconnecting
the outputofthe 310 constantcurrent source and 311 polarity
switching device to the 302 COG output leads. .Mter a suc
cessful self-test. Ihe COG is ready for use.

Referring again to FIG. the method of the present
prtwides for the application of a largesurface-area electrode
wrap. Preferably, said electaidc wrap comprises a 101 first
and 102 second layer wrap. Preferably, the patient soaks the
101 first layer wrap with lap water prior to application.After
saturatingthe 101 first layer wrapwith tap water, the patient
wraps the 101 first layerwraparoundthe portionof thebody
to which the current will be applied. Tliis can be any part of
the body, including, without limitation, the head, arm, leg,
feet, hand and torso, fhe application of tap water to the 101
first layerwrapprovides goodconductivity to the layerbeing
placed closest to the skin. Tap water is a moderately good
conductor of electricity on account of the metal ions con
tained in the tap water

Once the 101 first layer wrap is applied to the selected
portionof thebody,the 102secondlayerwrap isappliedover
the 101 first layer wrap. This 102 second layer wrap is a
moderately conductive synthetic rubber impregnated cloth
strap. Ina preferred embodiment, the 102second layerwrap
iscomposed ofa clothimpregnated withsiliconrubberacting
as a llexible carrier for conductive carbon particles dispersed
within the silicon rubber, fhe 102 second layer wrap has 103
one or more electrodes on its distal ends to which it can be
electrically connected withtheCO(i bymeans forconducting
electricity. Referring now to FIG. 1(6). when properly
applied, the 101 first and 102 second layer wrap form an
cylindrical surfacearoundthe selectedportionof the body.

Because the first and second layer wraps, as tauglit by the
present invention, are only moderately goodconductors, the
current is spread out over a large surface-area. Due to this
largesuriace-areaand moderateconductivityof the first and
secondlayerwraps, the pointof enti7 and exit of thecurrent
is spreadacrossa broadsurfacearea of the selectedportions
of the body. fhus. a very low current density around the
selected portionsof the body is therebyachieved throughthe
presentinvention. .-Xs oneexample.500square inchesof body
surface is covered by one ofthe electrode wraps and a curreni
of 500 nanoamperes is applied througli the body via the first
and second layer wraps, resulting in a current density of 1
nanoampere per squareinch at each selected portion of the
body.These lowcurrentdensities are translated intosubstan
tially lowercurrent densities thmugli the body as the curreni
travels fmm the electrode wrap{s) attached to the positive
COG lead to the electrode wrap(s) attached to negative COG
lead than has been previously achieved by known electro-
therjipy techniques, fhese low curreni densities do not over
loadthebody's natural electropolential, but insteadprovide a
slight push and pull on the body's natural current, thereby
aiding the body's natural healing process.

The electrotherapymethodofthe present inventionutilizes
a microcurrent to elTecluate the healing of the tissue. The
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microcurrent that is applied to the body is in the range of 3
milliamperes to 11'enitoampere.'Hieuse ol'current lower than
20 microamperes is unknown to the prior art. Specifically, the
inventors have discovered that use ofcurrent in the range of
100 to 500 luinoampcrcs results in improved healing of the
body tissue in comparison to prior art electrotherapy tech
niques.

Iheelcctn^lherapy method of the present invention utilizes
a duty cycle in the range of 0.(K)065 to 0.00085 Hz. Prefer
ably, a duty cycle of0.000732 Hz is utilized. Thistranslates to
a cycle time of 22.77 minutes. Hxperimentation has .shown
that a duty cycle of 0.000732 Hz. plus or minus ten percent,
has an improved healing elTect on the body tissue over the
applicationof the same current at a diiVerent duty cycle, with
markedly increa.sed healingbeingachievedbya duty cycleof
0.0077321 Iz.plus or minus two percent. Hxperimentation has
shown that the ollicacy distribution of the method of the
present invention is Gaussian in the range oi plus and minus
ten percent of 0.000732 Hz.

nXPERIMENIAL

Applicants have performed the following experiments
using the electrotherapyapparatus ajid metiiodof the present
invention. Results from these experiments, which are typical
of the beneficial results of the present invention, are detailed
below in fable 1.

TABLE 1

20

25

.11)

Paticm l)isc:u:c Stage .N'uinber Montlw Pre.som Time to Heal

1 t^M 3 6 70% in 48 hours

2 DM 4 60 50% in 2 weeks

3 DM 4 30 60% m 1 week

4 sx:i 3 y 100% in 48 hoiiis

5 SCI 4 3 40"/oin 12 days
(, pvn 4 9 90% ill 72 hours

7 P\tl 4 i: 100% ill 5 days
K SCI 4 IX 75% ill 7 days

y DM 3 K ill 72 licniis

All patients includetl in Table 1 have decubitus ulcers. The
primar>' disease leadingto the ulcersis indicatedin thesecond
column, as follows: DM indicates diabetes mellitus, SCI indi
cates spinalcord injuryand PVD indicatesperipheral vascu- 45
lar disease. The size of the ulcers is indicated by the stage
listed in the third column. Tlie indicated stages are based on
the scale developed in 1989 by the National Pressure Ulcer
Advisory- Panel Consensus. A stage 3 ulcer consists of full
thickness skin loss involving damage to or necrosis of sub- 5fi
cutaneous tissue thai may extend down to. but not through,
underlying fascia. .A stage 3 ulcer present clinically as a deep
crater with or without undermining adjacent tissue. A stage 4
ulcer consists of full thickness skin loss with extensive
destniciion. tissue necrosis, or damage to muscle, bone or 55
supportingstructures.Stage 4 ulcers may be associated with
underminingol adjacent tissue and sinus tracts.'Hie lengthof
time the ulcers have been present in the listed stage is indi
cated in the fourth colunui.

Bachpatient underwent a treatment paigram utilizing the 60
electrotherapy apparatus and method ofthe present invention.
Tlietypical treatment program consistedofthree andone-half
hours of treatment per day. live days per week, fhe resultsof
the treatment paigram are given in the fifthcolumn olTable 1.
The percentage indicated in the fifth colunui is the approxi- 65
mate percentage of ulcer closure in terms of depth and diam
eter. As can be seen from Table 1, the use of the electrotherapy

14
apparams and methodof the present inventiongives benefi
cial results in the healing of persistent ulcers of various
pathologies.

.\lthough the foregoing invention has been described in
some detail by way of illustnition and example for purposes
of clarity of understanding, it will be obvious that certain
changes and modificationsmay be practicedwithin the scope
of the appended claims.

.Mlpublications, patents,and patentapplicationsare herein
incorporatedby reference in their entirety to the same extent
as if individualpublication, patent, or patent application was
specificallyand individually indicated to be incorporatedby
reference in its entirety.

We claim:

1. hi an electrotherapy niethixl wherein an electrode is
placedproximatetoa damagedtissuemass,or on the.surface
of the skin, that is contiguous with said damaged tissue mass,
a microcurrent applied through said electrode to .said dam
aged tissue mass, in accordance with a defined treatment
regime,and themethodrepeated,as needed, to promoteheal
ing of said damaged tissue mass, wherein the improvement
comprises:

A. Providing
(i) a body conformable,electrode wrap of compositecon

struction consisting essentially of a first layer including
a moisUire absorbent material for placement proximate
to a damaged tissue mass,a second layerof elastomcric
material, in electrical contact with said first layer and a
source of direct electrical current, said .second layer
including a dispersion of conductive particles within
said elastomeric material, and means, associated with
said second layer, for connectingsaid electrodeto said
.source of direct electric current;

(ii) means for connecting said source of direct electric
current connected to said electrode wrap;

(iii) means for activating said electrode wrap with electri
cal energy from said souree of direct electric current;

(iv) means forperiodicallyreversingpolarityof saiddirect
electric current so as to pauluce an alternating current;
and

(v) means for inactivating said electrode wrap, thereby
temiinating flow of the direct electric current to said
electrode wrap, from .said source of direct electric cur
rent;

D. Saturating said first layerof said electrode wrap with
water;

C. Placingsaidelectrodewrap uponan individual fortreat
mentof a damagedtissue mass so as to essentiallycom
pletely encircle saiddamaged tissue masswithsaidelec
trode wrap; and

D. Applying the alternating current with a duty cycle of
0.00065 Hz to 0.00085 Hz, to said elcctrodc wrap, in
accordance with a therapeutic protocol, so as to effect
essentially unifomidispersalof electrical energywithin
said second layer of .said electrode wrap. and. thereby,
over said first layerof said electrode wrap proximate to
saiddamagedtissuemass,with theprovisothateach of
said first and each of said second layer of said wrap are
essentially coextensive with one another, and otherwise
confonn to a portion of an individual's body so as to
pmvide an es.sentially uniform pattern of therapeutic
energy distribution; and

B. RepeatingStep (D) at least one additional time.
2. The method of claim 1. wherein Step (D) comprises

applying thealternating currentwitha currentdensity of less
than 5 microamperes per square inch of said electrode wrap,
to the individual in need thereol".
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3. The method of claim 1. wherein Step (D) comprises

applying the ahernating current of 1 lemtoampere to 20
microamperes, with a duty cycle or().(K)06511/. to 0.0008511/
and at a current density of less than 5 microamperes per
square inch ofsaid electrode wrap.

4. In a system for providing therapeutic elTecliveamounts
of electrical energy lo a damaged tissue mass to promote
regeneration and healing of said damaged tissue mass,
wherein the improvement comprises:

A. A body conformable, electrode wrap ofcomposite con
struction consisting essentially of a fir.st layer including
a moisnire absorbent material for placement proximate
lo a said damaged tissue mass, a second layer of elasto-
meric material, in clectrical contact with said first layer
and a source of direct electrical current, said second
layer including a dispersion of conductive particles
witliin said elastomeric material and means, associated
with said second layer for connecting said electrode
wrap to said .sourceof direct electric current;

B. Means lor activating said electrode wnip with electrical
energy from said sourcc ol"direct electric current;

16
C. Means for periodically reversing polarity of said direct

electric current so as to produce an alternating current;
D. Means for inactivating said electrode wrap, thereby

temiinating How of said direct electric current lo said
5 electrode wrap, from said source of direct electric cur

rent; and

H. Means for execution of an electrotherapy protocol tor
modulation of delivery of the alternating current with a
duty cycle of 0.00065 Hz to 0.00085 Hz. froma source

m thereof, to said electrode wrap and from said electrode
wrap to said damaged tissue mass;

and

F.Means formonitoring ofdelivery of therapeutic elTeclive
amounts of said alternating current through said elec-

15 trodewrapto saiddamagedtissuemass,withtheproviso
that each of .said first and each of said second layer ol'
said electrode wrap are essentially coextensive with one
another, and otherwise conform to a portion of an indi
vidual's body so as to provide an essentially unifomi

2u patternof therapeutic energy distribution.
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CERTIFICATE OF

INTEREST

Pursuant to Federal Circuit Rule 47.4, counsel of record for Appellant,

JOHN H. FARO, certifies as follows:

1. The full name of every party or amicus represented by me is:

JOHjN H. FARO

2. The name of the real party in interest represented by me is:

JOHN H. FARO

3. All parent corporations and any publicly held companies that own 10

percent or more of the stock of the party represented by me are:

N/A

4. The names of the law firms and the partners or associates that appeared

for the party now represented by me in the United States Patent & Trademark Office

or are expected to appear in this court are:

Edmar Amaya, Esq.

A-
l^hn 11.
PTQ Reg. No\25, 859
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APPELLAN PS REPLY'

This Reply has been necessitated by the incomplete and distortive application

of the factual record by the OED; and, the manifest failure of the OED to address a

number of the legal issues raised in the Respondent's Brief. Only those matters

which have been inaccurately stated, or distorted in the OED Director Brief are

included in this Reply; and, the Appellant' Initial Brief more fully addresses the

Contested Issues in this Appeal.

F. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

^ Contested Trial Irregularities - It is noted at the outset, [-xhibii

A2453-, OED Exh. No. 1, (File History for the '519 Patent Application), is

manifestly incomplete because of its intentional omission of the Petitionfor Revival

of an Patent Application For Patent Abandoned Unintentionally Under 37 CFR

LI37(a), which were filed on December 7, 2015 (prior to Trial of the OED

Complaint on May 10, 2016): and the Decision of Petition, dated May 2, 2016

(prior to Trial of the OED Complaint on May 10,2016). F I'om and a lier February

13, 2013, Appellant no longer had access to the '519 Patent Application file in ihc

Patent Office because his Power ofAttorney had been revoked by the OED Grievant,

A-2454. Accordingly, he not could have been apprised of reinstatement ofthe '519

Reference lo the OED Director Brief in this Reply are denoted by "Dir. Brief@ M"
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Patent Application in advance of the commencement of May 10, 2016. trail of ihe

disciplinary proceeding.

Each of the foregoing Petition and Decision were releyanl to the Appellant's

defense (whether or not the Board Decision was reviewable on appeal"), and to the

sanction (absence of harm or likelihood of harm-^). imposed by the ALJ. Appellant's

Motion to Reopen Disciplinary Proceedings, under OED Rule 37 CFR 11.55(h), was

not an effort to reargue the issues at trial.

The ability of the OED Grieyant to i*einstate the '519 Patent Application, in

2015, was the result in the change in the Patent Law, or more accurately, the

harmonization of U.S. Patent Practice, pursuant to the Patent Law Treaty''

^ The ALJ asserted that the Appellant's lack of timely response denied the client an opporiiinii)
to file an appeal. After its reinstatement of the *519 Patent Application on May 2. 2UI6. the lioard
Decision was not appealed, as the ALJ suggested was possible, without any basis for hi^.
conclusion; but rather the '519 Patent Application was abandoned, in favor of a new application,
(with a new patent disclosure).

^ The OED Gricvant subsequently obtained patent coverage, US 9,421,367. based upon it a new
patent application,

The term "abandonment" is an anachronism. Prior to 2013. the reinstatement of an ubandi)ncd
patent application to "pending" status, after an adverse Board of Patent Appeals Decision, was
dictated by37 CFR 1.198. Applicant testified thatsuch reinstatement was not permissible under
37 CFR 1.198, without the approval of a Technical Director, and that such approval was not
attainable. A. @ In 2013. US Patent practice was harmonized with international practice under
the Changes To Implement the Patent Law Treaty: Final Rule, Federal Register Volume 78.
Number 203 (Monday, October 21. 2013')irRules and Regulations][Pages 62367-62400]
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsvs/pkg/FR-2013-10-21 /html/2013-24471 .htm Reinsiaicmenl iseirecied.
after 2013. by a simple Petition under 37 CFR L137(a)^ plus the payment of the petition fee ol"
$850. The relevancy of this change in the law relates to both ihe substantive issues and ihc
sanctions.
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B. Contested Junsdictional Issues - The OED Reply Brief (OED Br. @

11-12), incorrectly asserts that Respondent waived his objections to the 01-1)

jurisdiction by not timely raising such matter under i7 CFR J1.2(e). Appcilani

asserts that 37 CFR 11.2(e) is inapplicable to review OED Director misconduct.

More specifically, an objection to an OED review of attorney misconduct, under 37

CFR 11.2(e), is not the sole or exclusive avenue for securing such review and/or noi

mandatory. In fact, Appellant timely challenged the OED subject matter jurisdiction

of the OED on multiple occasions during the disciplinary proceedings.

C. Contested "Neglect" Issues - Appellant takes strenuous exception to

the OED contention {OED Br. @ 16) that Appellant's use of an ''executive suitc"\

as his correspondence address "engendered certain risks" that were not also inherent

with the designation of any mailbox - public or private. Professionally managed

executive suites are every bit as reliable as a Post Office Box, and have the additional

advantage ofalerting the addressee when something has been received. Both public

and private mailboxes have a common physical address and require manual soriiim

of the mail at the physical address. The Rules ofPractice do not prohibit the use of

"executive suite" as a correspondence address, 37 CFR 1.33.

^ Appellant's arrangement was a "hybrid" ''executive suite, without a dedicated oflkc. All
communications are were routed through a common receptionist. Conference room and oihcr
support services were also available, in Appellant's executivesuite, (photocopier, notaryand mail
notification).
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2i Contested "Communication" Issues - Appellant takes strenuous

exception to the ALJ and OED contention (OED Br @ 17-19), that Appellant's

November 29, 2005, emailed failed to adequately inform his former client, m

lavman^s terms, as to the ''contents" and "import" of the November 14, 2005 Office

Action. The OED Brief, as did the ALJ, chooses to focus upon what was not

included, rather the content of the email and the attachment to the email (which each

of them neglect to mention). Both the ALJ Initial Opinion and OED (OED Br 19),

thus, refuse to acknowledge the undisputed fact that (a) acomplete copy ofthe patent

claims were attached to the November 29, 2005. and (b) the email makes to the

claims in the attachment. Even a rudimentary understanding ofpatent practice make

it crystal clear that the client was informed, in layman' terms, as to "status" of the

claims under examination, and "how" the Examiner proposed to amend them. In

this November 29, 2005, email Appellant explicitly asked the client if there were

any questions, as to what had been communicated. The Appellant's former client

never questioned the sufficiency of the information communicated on November 29,

2005.

El Contested "Continuing Appellant Obligation" To OED Gricvant

After October 2011 —Fhe OED Rules of professional conduct are applicable to

both non-lawyer representative and to an attorney, who practice before the Patent

Office. Appellant takes strenuous exception to the OED Brief (Dir. Br 23-24.
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for failure to acknowledge the distinction between the application of these OED

Rules application non-lawyer representative and attorney, or for lack of a belter

phrase, the ''choice oflaw'' issues^ implicated in this case. Appellant's professional

obligations, from and after October 2011, required him to refrain from any

involvement with OED Grievant or the '519 Patent Application, under Florida Bar

Rule 4'L 7(a)(2) (attorney and client interests adverse). Under the facts of this case,

the OED Grievant was represented by no less than two (2) attorneys in October 201 1,

the '519 Patent Application was no longer pending and had a copy of the Appeal

Brief and Board of Patent Appeals Decision, which fully apprised it of the options

available to it for review of the Decision. Clearly, the OED Grievant was not with

attorney representation at the time of Appellant's restraint from further

representation.

F. Contested Sanctions Determination - The record in this case does not

support either the OED sanctions analysis, or the factual basis for such analysis.

II. ARGUMENT

Ai Contested Trial Irregularities-The inegularities in the Trial, relative

to OED intentional concealment of materials in the OED proffered Exhibit No. 1

^ George M. Cohen, The Law ofAgency Lawyering, 84 Fordam Law Rev .1963. 1963-99. Mr.
Cohen differentiates between an agency rules ofconduct which governs both non-professionals
and professional (OED Rules), agency rules which are specific for the practice before the agcnc\
("competency" or "specialized practice" before an agency @ page 1982-84) and rules of
professional conduct which are imposed upon attorneys by State Bar licensing.
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were relevant in to the Appellant's defense; and, therefore raise constitutional issue,

as to the fairness of the trial, whichare reviewed de novo. It is notedand emphasized

that the OED "certified" its Exh. 7 to be a complete copy of the Patent Office file

for the '519 Patent Application, See Declaration by Mr. Shane Walter, the Paralegal

Specialist assigned to this case by the Solicitor's Office.

Si Contested Jurisdictional Issues -

ii The OED Subject Matter Jurisdiction Has Been Timely

Challenged - The jurisdictional issued raise herein present legal issues which

are reviewed de novo. Where as in this case, the OED Director compliance,

vel non, with 37 CFR 11.22(d)j is a condition precedent to a probable causc

determination of misconduct by the Committee on Discipline, it directly

implicates the subject matter jurisdiction of the OED, under Article 1, U.S.

Constitution, to initiate a disciplinary proceeding under 37 CFR 11.32, cf

Nalco Co. V. U.S. E.P.A., 786 F.Supp.2d 177, 183 (DC 2011). The party

asserting subject matter jurisdiction ''...bears the burden of demonslraiing

that suchjurisdiction exists'\ Id@ 183. The OED has not carried its burden!

2. A Challenge To The Agency Subiect Jurisdiction Is Never

Untimely Because It Disputes The Underpinning Of The Agency

Constitutional Authority Under Article I, U.S. Constitution. The

Respondent timely challenged the subject matter of the OED on December
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14, 2015, {Motion (First) to Amend Affirmative Defenses) and, again on

December 15.2015. in tlie Appellant's Petition under 57 CFR I. ISI & 1.1<S2.

The ALJ refused to permit the Respondent's First Amended Counterclaim, to

assert the OED Director failure to comply with 37 CFR 11.22(d), ostensibly

because it was not entertainable within a disciplinary proceeding (not an

affirmative defense under 37 CFR 11.36(c),hQcmsQ there was no nexus to

misconduct). The Respondent's Petition under 37 CFR 1.18J and 37 CFR

1.182, was "mothballed", Order. In its Order of December 18, 2015. the

Director never questioned the Respondent's Petition as ''untimely", (which is

the law of the case).

3. The Plain Meaning of i7 CFR 11.22(d), Is Not Seriously Ln

Dispute - The OED reading of the 37 CFR 11.22(d)(2), is unorthodox,

contrary to generally principles of statutory construction and otherwise

disingenuous, {Dir. Brief@72-73),. It has been, and remains Respondent's

position, that the procedures sets forth in i7 CFR 11.22, generally, and 37

CFR 11.22(d), in particular, have been adopted to insure a fair and objective

investigation; and, that an attorney's right to due process is to be respected.

That did not occur in this case.

The terms ''preliminary" and "investigation" within Paragraph
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lL22(d), are to be read in conjunction with Paragraph lL22(h)\ Clearly,

the OED Director "investigation", is only "preliminary", as used in 37 CFR

11.22, because it occurs prior in time to the action items set forth in Paragraph

1L22(h). After OED Director's first reviews "a//information andevidence \

of which he is aware, or likely to be forthcoming, then and only then is his

investigation complete. Thereafter, where warranted, he can he proceed, as

authorized under Paragraph IJ.22(h). This interpretation is reinforced by

reference to 37 CFR 11,23(b)(1), which reserves to the Committee on

Discipline, the responsibility for rendering a determination of '̂ probable

cause". Where, as in this case, the investigation was prematurely concluded

and incomplete, the Committee on Discipline cannot fulfill its function.

Accordingly, the Committee on Discipline finding of "probable cause" was

taint^. The OED Director initiation of disciplinary proceeding, under 37

CFR 11.32, based upon the tainted finding of "probable cause" by the

Committee on Discipline was thus illegal.

^ (h) Disposition of investigation - Upon the conclusion of an investigation, the OI:D Dirccior
may:

(1) Close the investigation without issuing awarning, or taking disciplinary action;
(2) Issue a warning to the practitioner:
(3) Institute formal charges upon the approval ofthe Committee on Discipline; or
(4) Enter into a settlement agreement with the practitioner and submit the same for
approval of the USPTO Director.
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fL The OED Was Aware Of "Information <& Evidence" That

Existed & Was Forthcoming. Which Was Relevant To Its Inquiry Of

Attorney Misconduct <& Prematurely Concluded It Investigation - On

September 11, 2014, he OED was made aware of the parallel malpraclicc

litigation by the OED Grievant by Appellant, 4-3381 The OED Grievant

filed virtually the same complaint with the Florida Bar. All ofthe pleadings

in the parallel malpractice litigation were available and accessible lo ihc OHD

on Pacer, or from the OED Grievant. including deposition and materials which

the Grievant may have designated as confidential (which was also evident

from Pacer). Thus, the OED had access to the same deposition and pleadings

in the parallel malpractice case, which resulted in a disposition ofthe parallel

malpractice litigation in favor ofthe Appellant, The disposition ofthe parallel

malpractice litigation was highly relevant to the OED Complaint, as to (i) the

credibility of the Grievant's substantive allegations (e.g. client's legal

objectives), and the sanction to be imposed, if any, (e.g. no harm or

likelihood ofharm). The resolution ofthe parallel malpractice litigation was

effected by a loint Stipulation of Dismissal with prejudice, without any

reservations or reference to any settlement agreement, (because there wasn't

W)' On February 8.2017. the Florida Bar also dismissed the OED Grievant
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complaint against Appellant, with respect to all allesations of misconciuci'̂

relating to the Appellant's representation of the QED Grievant.

C. Contested "Neglect" Issues - The neglect issued raise herein present

legal issues, specifically, an interpretation of i7 CFR 1.33, (Patent Office

Correspondence), which is reviewed de novo. The Appellant's Initial BriefvnoxQ

than adequately addressed the "monitoring" (App, Br @ ) and ''phone call" (App.

Br @ ) issues. OED Brief applies to a ''hindsight'' standard^ in lieu of ihc

Respondent's adherence to accepted Patent Office practices, specifically, [add from

Brief

The ALJ and OED fixation on the Appellant's use of an "executive suite" Ibr

his correspondence address, (Dr. Br@ 16-17) as an element of "neglect", is a "red

herring". The Appellant's designation ofan "executive suite", for his PatentOffice

correspondence, comports with the Rules of Practice, 37 CFR 1.33. The AL.J the

attack of the Appellant's use of "private mailbox", is a transparent elTorl lo

^ The Florida Bar was provided with all of the Appellant's Exhibits proffered in the disciplinary
proceeding, (including the Gregory Maybeck deposition which the ALR refused to consider): and
the Exhibits annexed to Appellant's Motion to Reopen Disciplinary Proceeding (under "^7 C'l K
11.55(0)

The Respondent's compliance with the Patent Office Rules of Practice, creates an irrebutable
(legal) presumption that Respondent's compliance with the Patent OfUcc Rules of Practice is not
sanctionable under the OED Rules of Professional Conduct. The fact that there were alternative
measures available does not supportthe ALJ findings ona '"'"would havey should havey couldhave"
rational.

10
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circumvent the Appellant's effective rebuttal of the evidentiary presumption of

receipt under the "mailbox rule". There is no evidence that the Patent Office

correspondence was properly address'" and/or was received at the Appellant's

correspondence address. Appellant effectively rebutted the evidentiary presumption

ofreceipt under the "mail box" rule, and that ends the inquirv. Speculation is no

substitute for proof, and once the Appellant rebutted the presumption of receipt, the

burden shifts to the OED to prove otherwise. There is no proof of receipt of the

Board ofPatent Appeals Decision at the Appellant's correspondence address!

Ei Contested "Communication" Issues - The adequacy of the

Appellant's communication of the November 14, 2005, Office Action, implicate

legal issues, specifically, the Appellant's interpretation of 35 USC 112 35 USC

103, (Multiple Final Rejections), and his summation thereof, in layman's terms,

which is reviewed cie novo.

h Appellant Adequately Informed His Former Client, In Layman's

Terms. As To The "Contents" & "Import" Of The November 14. 2005 .Office

Action - The Appellant takes strenuous exception of the ALJ and OHD contention

(OED Br @ 17-19), that Appellant's November 29, 2005, emailed failed to

adequately inform his former client, in layman's terms, as to the '"contents" and

Board ofPatent Appeals Decisions are not transmitted in "window" envelopes, and the
address on the Decision, even ifaccurate, was not visible through the envelope.
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"import" of the November 14, 2005 Office Action. There is no prescription.

guidance or rule as to the content of an explanation, in layman's term, of Patent

Office correspondence. The Appellant's interpretation thereof is only potentially

subject to discipline, based upon a competency rational. The ALJ explicitly reject

the OED allegation attacking the Appellant's competency.

Both the ALJ Initial Opinion and OED (Dir. Br 19) intentionally ignore the

undisputed fact that a complete copy of the patent claims under examination were

attached tothe November 29. 2005: and, even a rudimentary understanding ofpatent

practice make it clear from the November 29, 2005, email, in combination with the

attached set of claims, as to the "status" of the claims and "how" the Examiner

proposed to amend them. The Appellant's former client never questioned the

sufficiency of the information communicated on November 29, 2005.

2. Appellant's Competency To Interpret The Multiple Final

Rejections in 2005, And To Communicate His Interpretation Thereof, In

"Layman's Terms", Has Never Been Questioned or Challenged By The ALJ

The Appellant's Initial Brief(App Br. @9-10, 18), makes it crystal that the patent

prosecution in 2005, was convoluted: and, the advice communicated on November

29, 2005, attempt to explain, in layman's terms, was based upon an amalgam ofai

least two (2) Final Rejection, (A ???, Res Exh No April 2005, and A???, Res Exh

No, November 2005). The Appellant's interpretation and communication to his

12
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former clients was simple and effective, and is entitled to deference. The fact that

the ALJ would have preferred Appellant communicate additional information, does

not diminish the sufficiency of content and explanation, in layman' terms, of the

November 29, 2005, and the reference attachment (complete set of pending claims).

E: Contested **Continuing Appellant Obligation" Issues To QED

Grievant After October 2011 - The Appellant strenuously challenges the OFiD

assertion that he had continuing obligation, as an attorney, to represent/assist the

QED Grievant from and after the '519 Patent Application was no lonaer pcndinu

before the Patent Office (Dir. Br @ 23-24): and, Appellant's obligation, if any, to

continue his represent the OED Grievant, is governed by the Florida Bar Rules

regulating Appellant, as a member of the Florida E5ar. Accordingly, the Appellant's

professional obligation implicates legal issues, and is therefore subject to de novo

review.

The OED assertion that the Appellant's obligations from and alter October

2011, (Dir. Br. @ 23) under the OED disciplinary rules, ignores the professional

constraints imposed by Appellant's admission to the Florida Bar to refrain ibr

representation upon the first appearance of a potential conflict", Florida Bar Rule

" Appellant has testified that he was threatened with amalpractice lawsuit, in a telephone call,
byEPRT litigation counsel Roger Farahmand from and afterabout October 28,2011. Farahmand
does not dispute the having called theAppellant from and afterOctober 28, 2011; however, denies
having spoken to him.

13
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4-J. 7(a)(2) (attorney and client interests adverse). As noted in the Cohen Article,

(fn 6), the OED rules only take precedent over the State Bar rules where the such

rules pertain to the "specialized" administrative practice environment; and, the

attorney's professional obligations, as an attorney, by the State Bar Rules, in the

jurisdiction where he is admitted to practice. On February 2017, the Florida Bar

dismissed the OED Grievant Count I of the Florida Bar complaint, with respect the

allegations of neglect'^.

El Contested "Sanction" Issues - The Appellant strenuously challenges

the OED assertions that the ALJ sanctions determination is warranted, and is

otherwise supported by competent evidence, (Dir. Br. 25-27). More specifically,

there is no record evidence of any loss or harm or likelihood of harm. The '519

Patent Application was found to be unpatentable by the Board of Patent Appeals,

under 35 (JSC J12 and 25 (JSC JOS); and, even when subsequently reinstated in May

2016, it was, thereafter, abandoned'^

The OED solicited penurious testimony from Chaiken regarding Appellant's

breach of a prior settlement agreement with the OED Grievant, A. 7868, May //.

20J6 Tx, Vol 11 @ 132:15 to 133:20), MoniqueA. Levi & Associates, Inc. v. SPCP

" Cross-Reference to Related Application, in issued U.S. Patent 9,421,367.

14
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Group V, LLC^ 140 So.3d 1089, (Fla App 4"' 2014) - refusal to enforce settlemenl

where lack ofagreement on material terms. . The OED Grievant settled the parallel

litigation with the Appellant with ajoint Stipulation ofDistvissal with prejudice.

There was no reference to any settlement agreement in the Stipulation.

The ALJ improperly conflated Florida Bar discipline occurring more than

twenty (20) years ago, in his cumulative misconduct calculus, (A-29 - Initial Opinion

@ 29). Contrary to the ALJ Opinion'̂ the Bar discipline in 1996, (10 day

suspension), was based upon a technical trust account occurring in 1994 - the failure

a client a final bill, reflecting the application ofthe trust account on aclient statement

{A. 7868, May 11, 2016 Tx, Vol II@125:5 to 126:8). Appellant was required to

refund the trust account balance without deduction of the outstanding time and

charges for attorney fees, ((A. 7868, May II, 2016 Tx. Vol II 125:5 to 126:8). ).

III. RELIEF REQUESTED - (a) Dismissal for lack of subject matter jurisdiction;

(b) Dismissal for prosecutorial misconduct; or (c) Remand to permit modification

consistent with the Exhibits annexed to Appellant's Motion under 37 CFR 11.55(h),

Xohn H. Ek|.

1he Bar Complaint was originally dismissed, {A-24240), and then reinstated after the Appellant
secured his recovered of $140,000, in attorney fees from Robert V. Romani (a member of the
Florida Bar Board ofGovemors), {A-2421-23)

15
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCF

Respondent herein certifies that the Respondent'sBriefi. complies with Rules

Rule 28(a)(2), (3), (8), and (9) of the Federal Rules of Appe

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure.

late Procedure of the

phn H. feco.
I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I herein certify that the enclosed pleading entitled:

APPELLANT'S REPL YBRIEF

was mailed to the 10"' day of February, 2017, to Mail Stop 8 -Office of

the Solicitor, Alexandria, P.O. Box 1450, VA 22313-1450 via EXPRESS MAIL,

Certificate No EL 1567854424 US, with copies via email as per DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION -

Robin.Crabb@USPTO.GOV

Jennifer.seifert@,uspto.gov
Ali.ali@hud.gov
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J(^n H.^ '̂o.)Esq.
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BEFORE THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND DIRECTOR OF THE

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In the Matter of )
)

John H. Faro, ) Proceeding No. D2015-27
)

Appellant. )
J

Final Order

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §11.55, JolinH. Faro ("Appellant") has appealed the September 15,

2016 Initial Decision and Order ("Initial Decision") of Administrative Law Judge ("AU") J.

Jeremiali Mahoney in this matter to the Director of the United States Patent and Trademark

Office ("USPTO" or "Agency"). In that Initial Decision, the AU concluded that Appellant

violated multiple disciplinary rules of the USPTO Code of Professional Responsibility including

37 C.F.R. §§ l().23(a) mid (b), 10.23(c)(8), 10.77(c), 10,84(a)(l) and (2), and 10.112(c)(4).

(A.25-26). After considering these violations and the relevant factors set forth in 37 C.F.R. §

11.54(b), including Appellant's significant prior disciplinary history, the ATJ ordered

Appellant's suspension from practice before the USPTO for aperiod of 8-months and until

Appellant has passed the MPRE and been reinstated by the OED Director. (A.26-33).

In this appeal, briefs have been submitted by Appellant and the Director of the USl'lO

Offiee of Bnrollment and Discipline ("OED Director ).

For the reasons set forth below, the USPTO Director affmns the AIJ's initial decision.

1. FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Appellant has been apatent attorney registered with the USPTO since March 3,

1971. (a.43; A.1355). His USPTO registration number is 25,859. {Id.).
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2. Appellant was admitted to the Florida State Bar on January 21, 1986. (W.)- He is cuirently

an active member ofthat Bar. His Florida Bar number Is 527,459. (K).

3. Appellant was disciplined by the Florida Bar in 1995 and 2011. (A.7390-98). The Ibrmer

discipline was a10-day suspension; the latter was apublic reprimand. {Id.). In 2013, he received

reciprocal discipline by the USPTO in connection with the 2011 Florida discipline. (A.1272-83;

A.7671; A.7675, A.7678-81).

4. ApiJellant has operated aprivate legal practice since 1986. (A.5907; A.7681).

Tl s p-h-nt Annlication Nn. 09/656.519 ("the 'S19 Application")

5. On September 20, 2002, the USPTO issued afinal Officc Action ("First Final Rejection )

rejecting Claims 2through 22 of the '519 Application, which had been filed by EPRT
Technologies, Inc. ("EHR f") on September 7,2000, (A.2924-30; A.595-621).

6. At EPRT's request, and after the '519 application had been rejected. Appellant e-mailed

EPRT co-inventor and executive Mr. David Estes' on November 19, 2002, to provide

"constructive criticism" of the '519 Application as drafted by prior counsel. (A.6557-58). The e-

mail proposed apath forward for '519 Application and included Appellant's estimate of"20 to
25 hours of professional time" to perform the necessary services on the '519 application. (W.).

7. Ms. Katherine Blake^ replied to Appellant's November 19 e-mail on November 20, 2002.

thanking him for his time and careful review ofdocuments, indicating she would "be mtouch
with" Mr. Estes on how to proceed. (A.6559). Ultimately, Mr. Estes e-mailed Appellant on

November 22, 2002. authorizing Appellant to begin work on the '519 Application. (A.6560).

' Mr. Estes was the former chiefelectrical engineer for EPRT. (A.7528). He remains acontract employee with
EPRT and manages repairs and diagnostics for equipment. (Jd.)
2Ms. Blake is aco-founder and the president ofEPRT. (A.7524-25).
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8. Appellant submitted aPower of Attorney and Revocation of Prior Powers on December

12, 2002. (A.2902). That Power ofAttomey was signed by Ms. Blake, on behalf of EPRT. {Id).

Ms. Blake was the primary contact person for Appellant and possessed authority to direct

Appellant to take action on the '519 Application. (A.7532).

9. Appellant did not associate his USPTO Customer Number with the '519 Application.

(A.6021).

10. On January 30,2003, USPTO issued anon-final Office Action that was responsive to a

Request for Contiiiiicd Examination ("RCE"), filed on January 16,2003. (A.2897-99; A.2872-

82). Appellant filed aresponse to that Office .Action on March 14,2003, which was rejected in
another non-fmal Office Action, issued on June 4. 2003. (A.2848-69; A.2834-46). Both Office

Actions rejected Claims 2-4 and 23-25 of the '519 Application. (A.2835; A.2873).

11. On November 12, 2003, Appellant filed an amendment to the '519 Application, which

included an affidavit from Dr. Steven Kaye, whom Appellant identified as Rl'RT's ciniical

consultant. (A.2803-32). However, after additional pleadings related U) the amendment, on

Januaiy 8,2004, USPTO issued aNotice ofNon-Responsive Amendment ("January 2004
Notice") to Appellant. (A.2786-89).

12. The USPTO patent examiner assigned to the '519 Application, Ms. Frances Oropeza, left
avoice message with Appellant on February 6,2004, informing him that acompliant response to

the January 2004 Notice was due no later than February 9, 2004. (A,2768). Ms. Oropeza then

called Appellant on February 9,2004, because she had not received aresponse to the January

2004 Notice. {Id.) After discussing the situation with Ms. Oropeza, Appellant informed her that

he could not tile aresponse until the next day and then he hung up the phone. (Id). Appellant did
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in fact file aresponse on February 9, 2004, (A.2768; A.2769-77; A.7708). However, the

response was deemed non-compliant. (A.2/67-68).

13. On August 12.2004, USPTO issued aNotice of Abandonment ("First Abandonment")

for the '519 Application, citing Appellant's failure to file acompliant response to the Januai-y

2004 Notice. (A.2763-6.5). The First Abandonment stated that Ms. Oropeza had called and left

voice messages with Appellant on July 9, July 19, and ,luly 20,2004. (W.) The third call

informed Appellant that the '519 Application would be deemed abandoned if Appellant did not

contact Ms. Oropeza by July 23.2004. (Id.) Appellant did not return any of the messages. (Id.)

Thus, the '519 Application was deemed abandoned. (A.2763-65).

14. Appellam tiled aPetition to Revive the '519 Application on October 28.2004. (A.2760-

62). The Petition slated that the Application was unintentionally abandoned because Appellant
had not received the Januaiy 2004 Notice. (Id) The Petition was granted on January 18, 2005.

(A.2748).

15. On April 19,2005, USPTO issued afinal Office Action ("Second Fijial Rejection' )

rejecting Claims 3,4, and 23-25 of the '519 Application. (A.2736-46).

16. On June 20,2005. Appellant sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with the subject

"Re: Statis [sic] of Patents". The e-mail stated that "the US examiner has is,sued an office action
(non-final rejection) and 1shall set up an interview with her shortly" (emphasis in original).
(A.6956),

17. Appellant filed aNotice of Appeal ("First Appeal") on June 30,2005. (A.2726-27;
A.2690-719). Appellant informed Ms. Blake and Mr. Keith Wendell ' that he had appealed the
rejection of the '519 Application on July 27, 2005. (A.6957).

3Mr. Wendell was the CEO ofEPR.T and an inventor on the '519 Application. (A.3074; A.5561-62).
4
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18. On November 14, 2005, USPTO issued a final Office Action ('Third Final Rejection")

rejecting Claims 23-35 and objecting to Claims 3and 4.^^ (A.2678-88; A.6565). Under

"Allowable Subject Matter," the Third Final Rejection stated that "Claims 3and 4are objected to

as being dependent upon arejected base claim, but v^ould be allowable ifrewritten in

independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims."

(A.2688; A.6574). The first substantive page of aUSPTO Office Action defines the Period for

Reply" and infomcd Appellant tliat, in all capital letters, "a shortened statutory period for reply

is set to expire 3month(s) or thirty (30) days, wliichever is longer, from tlie mailing date of this

communication." (A.2679; A.6565). The same section also stated that the application would

become abandoned ifa reply was not received within the reply period. (Id.).

19. On November 29, 2005, Appellant sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with the

subject "Allowed subject matter." (A.6958). The e-mail stated that the Third Final Rejection had

allowed Claims 3and 4, and that Appellant had "included Claim 23 to which cach ofthese

allowed claims make reference." (Id.). The e-mail also stated that the appeal was going forward

because EPRT was "entitled to broader coverage - specifically coverage as to the conliguration

of the wrap itself" (Id.). The November 29, 2005 e-mail did not say that Claims 3and 4would

only be allowable if rewritten, nor did it say that Claims 23-35 had been rejected. [Id., A.7537).

The e-mail did not mention that EPRT had tliree months to file areply. (A.6055; A.6958;

A.7711).

20. There is no indication that anyone at EPR'f received acopy of the Third Final Rejection.

Appellant never re-wrote claims 3and 4. (A.7711; A.7809).

The November H, 2005 Office Action was noted as responsive to Respondent's August 25, 2005 Appeal Brief and
accompanying Declaration. (A.2679; A.2690-719).

5
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21. On January 14,2006, Appellant e-mailed Ms. Blalce and inlonned her that USI' TO had

withdrawn two of the system/method claims but "persisted in rejection ofelectrode claim."

(A.6961).

22. Appellant appealed the Third Final Rejection ("Second Appeal") to the Board of Patent

Appeals and Interferences ("Board") on Febraary 2,2006. (A.2643-44).

23. On May 31,2006, Appellant sent an e-mail to Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr. Cleve Laiid,
EPRTs FDA compliance coordinator. (A.4S52; A.6962). The e-mail stated that "only Claim 25,

directed to the structure of the electrode wrap, remains rejected as unpatentable over the prior

art." (A. 4552; A.6962). He was also "cautiously optimistic" and expressed his view that EPRT
had a"better than even chance of prevailing" on Claim 25. (Id.).

24. The USPTO patent examiner answered the Second Appeal on August 31, 2006. (A.2575
602). Ms. Orope^a stated that Claims 3and 4were rejected because they had not been rewritten
in independent form, as USPTO had suggested in the Third Final Rejection. (M.). She also
reiterated that Claim 25 had been rejected. (Id.).

25. Between 2006 and 2009, Appellant and various EPRT personnel, includmg Ms. Blake
and Mr. Estes, exchanged several e-mails discussing various patent and trademark matters,

including the '519 Application. (A.6961-76).

26. In January 2008, Appellant moved from his office on 44 West Flagler Street ("44 W.
Flagler") to air office at 28 West Flagler Street ("28 W. Flagler"). (A.3382; A.7698). He properly
inlbrmed USl' TO of his new address. (A.2480; A.7699). However, Appellant had no physical
presence at the 28 W. Flagler office. (A.3382; A.6062; A.7698). Rather, that office served
primarily as amailing address, and provided conference room access when needed. (A.3382;
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A.7698). Any documents addressed to Appellant at 28 W. Flagler were set aside I'or hini by an

on-slte receptionist, who would inform him when mail was received. (A.7699).

27. On June 1,2009, the Board issued its Decision on Appeal ("Board Decision"), in which il

affirmed the Third Final Rejection's conclusions as to Claims 3, 4, and 23- 25. (A.2458-77). 1he

Board Decision was mailed to Appellant at the 28 W. Flagler address on June 1, 2009. (A.2477;

A.7716). The first page of the Board Decision included afootnote announcing the two-month

period to file an appeal or initiate acivil case. (A.2459). The Board Decision's final page staled
"no time period for taking any subsequent action in connection with this appeal may be
extended." (A.2476).

28. Appellant did not file any ftirther appeal within the two-month window. (A.3104;

A.7717). He also did not inform EPRT of Board Decision within the two-month window. (U).
Appellant claims he never received the decision. (A.6079-80).

29. On August 14, 2009, USPTO issued aNotice of Abandonment regarding the '519
Apphcation because all claims had been rejected, the application had not been amended and
because no appeal was filed within the two-month window. (A.2456-57; A.3350). The Notice ot
Abandonment was mailed to Appellant's 28 W. Flagler address on August 17,2009. (A.24i6;

A.3349; A.7725). I'he Notice of Abandonment stated that ame-ssage had been left on
Appellant's answering machine on August 6,2009 and there is no credible fact establishing that
Appellant returned the call. (A.2457; A,3350; A.7727-28; A.7940).

30. Appellant claims he did not receive the Notice of Abandonment. (A.6080; A.7729). As a
result, he did not attempt to revive the '519 Application and did not inform EPRT that it had
been abandoned.
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31. In 2010 and 2011, Ms. Blake contacted Appellant several limes to determine the status of

the *519 Application. (A.4661-62; A.6594; A.6981- 95; A.7543-53).

32. In July 30,2010, in response to several attempts to contact him. Appellant e-mailed Ms.

Blake and stated that he had "attempted to determine the status of the patent [applications] and

have yet to hear back from my inquiries." (A.3786; A.3847; A.6982).

33. In March 2011, Ms. Blake contacted Appellant by phone to discuss the '519 Application.

(A.6840-41). However, Appellant unilaterally ended the call and did tiot answer the phone when

Ms. Blake immediately atlenipted to call him back. {Id.)

34. In 2011, Ms. Blake sent Appellant seven "increasingly urgent e-mails" about the '519

Application. (A.8). The e-mails were sent on April I, April 4, April 6, April 22. July 13, July 20,
and October 5. (A.8; A.6265-67; A.6991; A.6993-95). The subject line of the e-mails were, in

order; "phone caUs," "Trying to reach you," "Need to reach you," "Have you received my
messages." "US Patent status?" "Status ofUS patents?" and "check has not been cleared." (Id.).
Each e-mail staled that Ms. Blake had made repeated attempts to reach Appellant by phone or to

otherwise get in contact with him. (Id.)- The October 5, 2011 e-mail asked Appellant if he had
moved. (A.8; A.6263). Three of the e-mails noted that Ms. Blake needed to speak wiUi Appellant
"asap." (A.8; A.6263; A.6991; A.6995).

35. In Ms. Blake's April 22 e-mail, she stated that she "did not ever receive cottespondence

stating the patent had been denied as final. It was still under review per our last discussion."
(A.8; A.6991).

36. Appellant never replied to Ms. Blake's e-mails, text messages, or phone calls. (A.8;
A.7547-50; A.7958).
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37. After continued attempts to reach Appellant, EPRT liired the Farahraand l.aw Finn to

pursue possible legal action against Appellant. (A.4664; A.7551-52).

38. On October 21, 2011, attorney Roger Faialimand sent Appellant aletter requesting the

status of the '519 Application. (A.4664; A.7162, A.3151). In response, Appellant taxed acopy of
the Board Decision to Mr. Farahmand on October 28,2011. (A.3150; A.4666-67; A.7552). He
did not include acopy of the Notice of Abandonment. EPRT was not aware ot the June 1,2009
Boaid Decision or abandonment at any time prior to October 28,2011. (A.4666-67, A.7553).

39. Appellant had never been ijistructed by Ms. Blake to abandon, or to take no farther action
regarding, the '519 Application, (A.7553-54). The first time Ms. Blake learned about the
abandonment was after receiving Appellant's fax in response to Mr. Farahmand's letter.

(A.7553).

40. On October 31,2011, Mr. Farahmand sent Appellant aletter requesting acomplete copy

of the '519 Application file. (A.6273; A.7553). However, Appellant did not send the file to Mi'.
Farahmand or anyone at EPRT. (A.7556). EPRT finally obtained the file via submitting a

subpoena duces tecum to Appellant's ex-wife. (A.7631-33).

41. Appellant did not file anotice of withdrawal as attorney of record in the '519 Application
and did not revoke the Power of Attorney filed in 2003. (A.5980; A.7735). However,

notwithstanding that, Appellant viewed his power ofattorney with EPRT as nullified by

operation of law as aresult of the "adverse relationship" he believed existed at the tune Mr.
Farahmand was retained, (A.5973-74; A.5977-78; A.5990; A.7736; A.7738; A.7745). FinaUy, on

February 14,2013, EPRT revoked Appellant's Power of Attorney in favor of Mr. Robert Babayi,
anewly retained patent attorney. (A.1948; A.2454), The Power of Attorney was signed by Ms.
Blake. (A.2454).
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42. Between November 22,2002 and February 13,2013, EPRT paid AppeUaiit asum of

between $35,000 and $4.5,000 to prosecute the '519 Application. (A.9; A.7567).

Apnellant^s Docketing System

43. Prior lo 2011, Appellant used a"manual docketing system" that consisted ofatickler file,

adesk calendar, and aday book. (A.9; A.5935-36; A.7687; A.7690). Appellant placed any

document with an outstanding due date in the tickler file, and noted tlie date and the necessary

action in the calendar and day book. (A.9; A.5935; A.7688). Appellant's then-wife was primarily

in charge of maintaining the tickler file. (A.5938; A.7689).

44. Appellant assessed the status of the cases in his docket twice ayear; during the winter

holiday season and before going on summer vacation. (A.9; A.5948; A.7692). Additionally, if
Appellant was going to meet with aclient, he would check their file beforehand to ensure all
deadlines were up to dale. (A.9; A.7692). He followed the same procedure ifaclient contacted

him requesting an update, even ifameeting was not upcoming. (A.9; A.5948; A.7692-93).
F.PR r\s Malpractice Lawsuit Against Appellant

45. On December 5,2012, EPRT and Thrisoint PTY, Ltd., ("Thrisoint"). EPRfs assignee of

the '519 Application, sued Appellant in U.S. District Court for the Northern District ofTexas tor
legal malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, fraud, and breach of contract. (A.IO; A.2453;
A.3506; A.7188-89). The Texas case was ultimately dismissed on jurisdictional gioimds. (A. 10;

A.7627).

46. Subsequently, on October 25,2013, EPRT and Thrisoint filed asubstantially identical
lawsuit against Appellant in the U.S. District Court for the Southern Distiict of Florida. (A.IO;
A.3630; A.7178-79). Though EPRT was dismissed from the Florida case due to lack ofstanding,

the case was permitted to continue with Thrisoint as the sole plaintiff. (A.IO).

10
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47. On Seplember 1, 2015, the case was settled and dismissed with prejudice. (A. 10; A. 1368-

69; A. 1379-83). The court retained jurisdiction for 60 days to eniorce the lentis of the settlement

agreement. (A.IO; A.1379-83). In the settlement agreement, Appellant agreed to pay EPRT

$7,040 and to submit aletter stating that he had intentionally abandoned the '519 Application.

(A.5490-93, A.7644-47). An admission of intentional abandonment by Appellant would allow
EPRT to revive the Application. (A, 10; A.7560).

48. The settlement agreement also prohibited any EPRT representative, including Ms. Blake,

from voluntarily participating in the then-pending disciplinary proceedings against

Appellant by the Florida Bar and the USPTO. (A.IO; A.5490-93, A.7644-47). The agreement did
note that participation could be compelled via subpoena. (A.IO)

49. As of the time the hearing was conducted. Appellant had not complied with the tenns of
U,e agreement, and the agreement was the subject of ongoing state court proceedings. (A.7659-
60). To date, EPRT has spent approximately $170,000 litigating Appellant's handling of the "519
Application. (A.IO; A.7567-68).

IT. OED DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING

The OED Director filed aComplaim and Notice of Proceedings under 35 US.C. §32
("Complaint-) with the AU on May 11.2015, alleging that Appellant committed multiple
violations of the USPTO Code of Professional Responsibility during his representation ol EPR P.
(A.42-54). Specifically, the OED Director alleged various acts and omissions committed by
Appellant during his prosecution of the '519 Application including, but not limited to, failing to
notify his client of the receipt ofoffice correspondence, failing to adequately momtor the status
of the matter, neglecting the tile, and failing to return client pioperty following the termination of
the representation. (Id.). Based on those alleged violations, the OED Director requested that

11
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Appellant be suspended from practice before the USPTO in patent, ti-ademark, and othei non-

patent matters. (A.52).

Ahearing in tliis matter was held May 10-11, 2016, in Miami, Florida. Testimony vyas taken

from EPRT Pre.sident and CEO Katherine Blake (A.7522-622), attomey Meredith Chaiken

(A.7622-A.68), and Appellant (A.7668-8002). The parties filed their respective Post-Hearing

Briefs and an Initial Decision and Orderwas issued bythe ALJ.

111. INITIAI. DECISION BY ADMINISTRATIVE LAW .TUDGE

On September 15, 2016, the ALJ issued the Initial Decision in this matter. (A.1-A.34). In that

Initial Decision, the ALJ determined that the OED Director clearly and convincingly established

that Appellant violated 6of USPTO's disciplinary rules. (A.25-26). Specifically, the ALJ

concluded that Appellant violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(a) and (b) via 10.23(c)(8) by failing to

timely inform Ms. Blake or anyone at EPR'f of the Third Rejection Letter in 2005, the June 2009

Board Decision, and the August 2009 Notice of Abandonment. (A.25). The ALJ rejected

Appellant's excuse of not having received the Board Decision and Notice of Abandonment on

the basis that his iion-i ecei]3t of the documents was an error ol his own making and does not

absolve him of his responsibilities to his client. (/<•/).

Next, the ALJ concluded that, with regard to Count 1of the disciplinary complaint,

Appellant violated 37 C.F.R. §§ 10.77(c), 10.84(a)(1) and (2), by ncglecting the '519 Application

from May 2006 until October 2011. (A.25). The ALJ cited Appellant's taiiure to properly

monitor the progress of the Second Appeal, and so he was unaware of the Board Decision or the

Notice ofAbandonment until itwas too late to prevent the abandomnent; his failure to contact

the examiner in 2009 despite knowing she had attempted to communicate with him by phone

prior to the abandonment; his failure to take steps to contlrm the status of the '519 Application m

12
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2010 and 2011 despite Ms. Blake's frequent requests for update; liis failure to properly monitoi

the appeal rendered it impossible ibr him to accomplish the task for which he had been hired;

and his deliberate abandonment of his EPRT representation after his exchange with Mr.

Farahmand. {Id.).

With regard to Count 2of the complaint, the AU found that Appellant violated 37 C.F.R. §

10.77(c) by refusing to communicate with Ms. Blake about the status of the '519 Application in
2010 and 2011; and violated 37 C.F.R. §10.n2(c)(4) by refusing to return El'RT's client file

when requested. (A.23-26). EPRT was entitled to receive the file because no retainmg lien

existed at the time the request was made. (A.26). The AU noted that Appellant's failure to

maintain possession of the file was an error of his own making and does not absolve him of his
responsibility to return the file. {Id.).

After making these findings, and considering the factors under 37 C.F.R. §11.54(b), including

his prior disciplinary history, the ALJ concluded that an eight (8) month suspension, with
reinstatement conditioned upon sueeessM passage of the MPRE, was the appropriate sanction.

(A.26-33).

IV. DECISION

Appellant has been aregistered patent attorney since March 3, 1971. (A.43; A.1355). His
USl'TO registration number is 25,859. (W.). As such, he is subject to the disciplinary authority of
the Office. 37 C.F.R. §11.19(a). For the conduct involved In this disciplinary case. Appellant

was subject to the cthical requirements set forth In the USPTO Code of Professional
Responsibility, 37 C.F.R. § 10.20 et

SEffectiveMavS 2013 the USPTO Rules ofProfessional Conduct, 37 C.F.R. §§ 11.101 through 11.901 apply to

mUconduct occurred prior to May 3,2013, the Code ofProfessional Responsibility applies.
13
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USPTO rcgulalions permit aparty to appeal aii ALJ's initial deeision to the USP10 Director

within thirty (30) days of issuance of the initial deeision. See 37 C.F.R. §11.55(a). See also 35

U.S.C. §2(b)(2)(D). On appeal, the USPTO Director has authority to conduct ade novo review

of the factual record and may affirm, reverse, or modify the initial decision, or remand the matter

to the hearing officer for such liii llier proceedings as the USP I'O Director may deem appropnale.

See 37 C.F.R. §§ 11.55(t), 11.56(a).

Here, Appellant appeals from the September 15,2016 Initial Decision of the AIJ entering

judgment in favor of the Agency and suspending Appellant from the practice of patent,

trademark, and other non-patent matters before tlie Office for eight (8) montlrs. In his appeal.

Appellant challenges several of the ALJ's Findings of Fact. (Appeal at 1-5). He also makes a
variety of initial challenges to the ALJ's Decision, including disputing OED's subject-matter
jurisdiction to initiate and prosecute the disciplinary action, raising astatute of limitations
defense, and challenging the ALJ's rulings on various motions such as the exclusion of"sworn,
non-opinion deposition testimony." (Appeal, at 5-6, 7,19,23). Finally, he challenges the
substantive findings of miseonduct based on neglect, tailing to inform EPRT about USPTO
correspondence, failing to seek EPRT's lawful objectives, and failing to return EPRT's client
file. (Appeal at 22-27). Lastly, Appellant challenges the sanction on the basis of lack of intent.
his argument that FJ>R rsuffered no harm as adirect result of bis representation, and due to
remoteness ofprior discipline. (Appeal at 7-8, 27-30).

The Director, having considered Appellant's appeal brief, the OED Director's response brief.
Appellant's reply brief, as well as the record of the proceedings before the ALJ, finds that there

14
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is ample factual and legal support for the ALJ's Initial Decision. Consequently, the Initial
Decision of the ALJ is AFFIRM ED.

A. Initial Anneal Issues

1. Anncllant's App-«l Amended Brief and Reply Fail to Comply with the
nSPTO Filing Rules.

The regulations at 37 C.P.R. §11.55 set forth the mandatory filing requirements for appeal

filings submitted to the Director. These requirements include directing all appeal briefs to

comply with the substantive requirements found in FRAP Rules 28(a)(2), (j), and (5) thiough
(10) and 32(a)(4) through (6). See 37 C.F.R, §11.55(c) and (d). These rules require that appeal
briefs, among other things, contain "appellant's contentions and the reasons for them, with
citations to the authorities and parts of the record on which the appellant relies," and for each

issue, "a concise statement of the applicable standard of review." FRAP 28(a)(8)(A)-(B).
Appellant's Appeal Brief filed on January 3.2017 was his second attempt to file an appeal brief
that complied with the USPTO's requirements under 37 C.F.R. §11.55.

Appellant filed his initial brief in .support of the appeal on November 7,2016. Thereafter, on
November 14,2016, the OED Director filed an "OED Director's Emergency Motion For The
USPTO Director To Refuse The Entry Of Appellant's Non-Conforming Brief ( Motion to

Strike). In the Motion To Strike, the OED Director argued that Appellant's brief "lailed to
comply with the formal and substantive requirements for pleadings submitted to the LSP fO
Director" and went on to allege several substantive failings in Appellant's appeal brief. (Motion

to Strike at 3-5). These failings included having no statement of law, no statement ot the case,
no summary of the argument, no statement of facts, and circumvention of the page limit via the
"incorporation" of facts into the brief without further specification. {Id. at 6). Although
Appellant opposed the Motion to Strike, the OED Director's Motion was granted on December

15
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2.2016. In granting the Motion To Strike, the USPTO Director found thattlic Appellant's

appeal brief did not comply with the Agency's substantive filing requirements, which require
separate sections containing aconcise statement ofthe disputed facts and points of law, a

statement of the issues presented for review, aconcise statement of the case, and asummary ot

the argument. See Order, dated Dec. 2,2016. All of these items were deemed missing from the
appeal brief. (W.). Further, Appellant's incorporation of facts into the argument section, rather
than specifically identifying them in the appeal brief, as deemed "unreasonably burdensome"
and "hindering aconsidered review of Appellant's appeal." (Id.). Appellant was permitted to

resubmit an appeal brief that conformed to USPTO's filing requirements. (W.).

Appellant then filed atimely "Revised Substitute" appeal brief ("Amended Appeal Brief) on

January 3, 2017. Despite being on notice of the filing requirements, however, Appellant's

Amended Appeal Briefcontains the same substantive flaws that were present in his initial appeal

filing. The Amended Appeal Briefconsists of various arguments, some masked as facts or
statements of the case, all of which contain very little substantive discussion or legal analysis.

Some of the arguments consist ofonly afew sentences or ashort paj-agraphs as support for the

point being argued. Lastly, there are few proper citations to the record, with some sections

having no citations to the record at all, as well as no discussion ofapplicable authorities.
The bulk of Appellant's arguments are fairly characterized as conclusory statements ot his

belief and general denials. These flaws are significant, substantive, and make any meamngful

review of his appeal diflicult. These tlaws are especially problematic given his prior notice of the
filing requirements, the fact tliat these types of flaws were identified as bases on which to strike

his prior filing, and tlie fact that he was advised of the need to comply with the filing
requirements in this Amended Appeal Brief. See Order, dated December 2, 2016. Thus, it is

16
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concluded that Appellant's failure to file an Amended Appeal Brief that complies with the

USPTO's substantive Filijig requirements provides an independent basis for rejecting all of

Appellant's arguments and, thus, his appeal/'

2 The USPTO Has Oiscinliiiarv Jurisdiction Over the Appellant.

Appellant first argues that the OED lacked subject-matter jurisdiction to both initiate and

prosecute adisciplinary proceeding against Appellant. (Amended Appeal Brief, at 5-6; Reply, at

3. 6-7). This position is without merit and contrary to law, USPTO sregulations, and long

standing LSI' fO precedent.'

Congress vested the USPTO with plenary, stawtory authority to promulgate regulations

"govemling] the recognition and conduct of agents, attorneys, or other persons representing

applicants or other parties before the Office." 35 U.S.C. §2(b)(2)(D). Kroll v. Finnerly, 242
F.3d 1359, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (stating that the USPTO has the "exclusive authority to

establish qualifications for admitting persons to practice before it, and to suspend or exclude
tliem from practicing before it.");i,ee.No. l:I5-cv-102.2015 WL 5277880 at *8

(E.D.Va., Sept. 8. 2015) (noting that "Congress gave the USPTO wide latitude to govern the
conduct ofthc members of its bar.") The fjirector of the USPTO may suspend or exclude a

person from practice before the USPTO if the person is "shown to be incompetent or

disreputable, or guilty of gross misconduct," or if the person violates regulations established by
the Office. 35 U.S.C. §32. Accordingly, the USPTO Director has authority to regulate practice

before the Office in both patent and trademark matters, including the unauthorized practice of

^AppelJant's Reply Brief also suffers from the same flaws noted in this Order. .
' Although the OED Director argues tliat Appellant's jurisdictional arguments were not tmiely made, that
question is not addressed here due to the fact that the substantive challenge is without any support
whatsoever.

17
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law before the Office. (Id). See also Haley, 2015 Wl., 5277880 al *9("Congress also explicilly

gives the USPTO the power to promulgate regulations related to the conduct of its membets. )
Pursuant to its authority to regulate the conduct of practitioners, the USP TO enacted its

former Code of Professional Responsibility, 37 C.RR. §§ 10.20 ei and the current Rules of
Professional Conduct, 37 C.F.R. §11.101 though 11.901, both of which include anumber ol

mandatory "Disciplinary Rules" setting forth the minimum level ofconduct below which no
registered patent practitioner can fall without being subjected to disciplinary action. It a
registered patent practitioner fails to comply with his or her professional obligations, the USP10
has the authority to suspend or exclude the practitioner from further practicc before the Ottice.

See 35 U.S.C. §32; 37 C.F.R. §11.19. Appellant has been registered as apatent attorney before
the USPTO since March 3. 1971. (A.43, A.1355). His USP IO registration number is 25,859.
(M.). Consequently, he is bound Appellant to comply with USPTO's disciplinary rules and is
subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction ot the oifiee. 37 C.F.R. §11.19(a).

As the OED possessed jurisdiction over Appellant, the proceedings before the Committee on
Discipline were also proper. Appellant attempts to attack the proceeding at that stage, arguing
that the OED Director improperly submitted his disciplinary matter to the Committee on
Discipline when he did not consider the setdement of the underlying EPRT malpractice matter.
(Amended Appeal Brief at 17). However, he cites no authority whatsoever in support ot this
argument. That is for good reason as the regulations concerning the Committee on Discipline, 37
C.F.R. §§ 11.22 and 11.23 include no requirements for what the OED Director submits to the
Committee. Further, as the OED Director points out. the malpractice agreement involving

18
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Appellant was dismissed after the Complaint was filed on May 11, 2015.' (Appellee Bnel at 13-
14).

As the USPTO unequivocally possesses disciplinary jurisdiction over the Appellant, and

there were no deficiencies associated with the OED Director's submission of the disciplinary

matter lo the Committee on Discipline, Appellant's arguments here are without merit and

provide no basis for nullifying or overtiiming the ALJ's Initial Decision.
3. The Disciplinary Comnlaint Was Timely.

Appellant's next preliminary argument is that the allegations of misconduct in the
disciplinary complaint are time barred. (Amended Appeal Brief at 6, 19). IIc aigues that [a)s ol
November 29,2005, BI'RT was 'reasonably informed', in simple and readily comprehensible
layman's terras, as to the status of the claims under examination and how the Examiner had
proposed to amend tbem," {Id. at 19). In response, the OED Director claims thai all of the
misconduct alleged in the complaint occurred within the new statute of limitations period
established on September 16,2011. except for one instance of misconduct that was governed by
aprior 5-year statute of limitations period, and were timely filed. But, even for that one instance
governed by the prior limitation period, the OED Director argues that the continuing violations
theory renders the complaint on Uiat issue timely. These arguments, and the AI.J's findings, are
discussed fiarther below.

Prior to September 16, 2011, the statute of limitations for attorney discipline matters was

governed by 28 U.S.C. §2462. wMch provided a5-year statute of limitations that ran from the
date when the clain, first accrued. However, on September 16, 2011. the l,eahy-Smith Ai,ierica
Invents Act ("AlA") replaced 28 U.S.C. §2462 with an amended version of 35 U.S.C. §32. 1he

Ŝuhn,isston tcTthrCoi^ramcITs
the matter had been submitted to the Committee.
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new statute of limitations period applies to any case that had not aheady lapsed by the time the

AIA was enacted. Section 32, as amended, provided for anew two-stage hmitation period, as

follows:

Aproceeding under this section shall be commenced not later than
the earlier ofeither the date that is 10 years after Uie date on wliich
the misconduct forming the basis lor the proceeding occurred, or I
year after the date on which the misconduct forming the basis for
the procecdmg is made known to an officer or employee of the
Office.

The only misconduct the Appellant claims is time barred' concerns the allegation that he
violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8) due, in part, to his alleged failure to notity El'RT about the

Third Final Rejection that he received in November, 2005. (Amended Appeal Brief at 19). In his
Initial Decision, tlie AU concluded that the "continuing violations" theory applied as the nature

of the rule violation was not a"point in time" violation. (A. 13). Rather, "[t]he duty to inlbrm

one's client of potentially adverse information remains active unlit the practitioner mfonns the
client of the correspondence or ceases representation of that client." {Id.) The AU then

concluded tliat, despite his continuing duly to keep his client infonned of that correspondence,

Appellant did not intbrm EPRT of the Third Final Rejection until January 14,2006, at which
point the statutory clock began to run under the statute of limitations. (Id.) Appellant does not
challenge the ALJ's application of the continuing violations theory'" and this order Imds that the
ALJ was correct in applying that docti'ine here.

-The ALJ con-ccUy noted thai ihc new suimte of limllation period applies lo any ease under 35 USC-§ 32 that had„:,t«c7hythe.i,neor,heA,A^^^

continuing violation, doetrine was applied. (An^nded Appea. Briefat 6^ ,,«ead
offutnc challenge lo lhat doetrine, Appellant doubte down on
and which statute of limitations applies to the facts of this case • (W. at h.s m.staken view, y
informed" EPRT ofthe Third Rejectiou and that is tiie end ol the matter.

20
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With regard to whether and how sufficiently the Appellant infonned EPRTof the fhird I'inal
Rejection, however, the statute of limitations did not begin to run on January 14, 2006, as the

AU found. Rather, (he violation continued to exist up to the point where Appellant unilaterally

severed his representation with EPRF in October. 2016. Supra, p. 9. At that point, having

severed liis relationship, his obligations arguably ended and the statute of limitations began to

run on October 28, 2016. Prior to that point, and indeed as the AU's decision notes, Appellant

had only "partially revealed" the substance of the Third Rejection. (A.14). Appellant continued
to fail, in significant ways, to fulfill his duty under §10.23(c)(8) after January 14, 2006. (A. 13).
These failings are discussed in detail by the AIJ in the Initial Decision:

"(Appellant! failed to actually provide the Third Final Rejection to EPRI
and did not ftilly or accurately explain the document and its ramitiaitions.
As a result EPRT was left with the erroneous impression that the i )
Application rested on firmer ground than it actually did. EPRT was never
aware that Claims 3and 4needed to be rewritten to survive and thus never
had the opportunity to instruct Respondent to do so. Respondent thereJoic
prevented EPRT from making an informed decision about aprefened
course ofaction. Section 10.23(c)(8) does not require a practitioner to
simply 'notify' aclient about important correspondence, it requires him oi
her to 'infoiTn' the client about that correspondence."

(A. 19; footnote omitted.)

Appellant's continued feilure to properly inform his client about the Third Final Rejection
remained up until October 28, 2011, when Appellant claims his representation of EPRT ended.
Supra p. 9. At that point, the AlA had been enacted !md the new, 2-stage statute of limitations
applied to Appellant's misconduct. 35 U.S.C, §32. Under that standard, the applicable
limhati<,ns period is lO-years from October, 2016 or 1-year &om when the OED Director was
informed of the alleged misconduct, which in this case was on May 12, 2014 when Ms. Blake

filed agrievance against Appellant with OED. (A.3102-06), wliichever is earlier. Here, the
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Complainl was filed on May 11, 2015, (A.42-54), in clear compliance with the new, 2-stage

statute oflimitations imder §32 and thus was timely filed.

4. The ALJ's Findings of Fact Are Supported by the Rccord.

Appellant challenges several of the specific fmdings of fact C'FOF") in the ALJ sinitial

Decision and Order. These are discussed further below.

a. Findings of Fact 1-3, 9.

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as required by 37 C.F.R.

§11.55, for the proposed changes to these FOF. As such, changes to the ALJ's FOF 1-3 and 9,
which Appellant does not challenge as incoitect, are not warranted.

b. Findings of Fact 13 and 21_,

FOF 13 accurately characterizes the November 19,2002, e-mail to l^PR I. Appellant does not

challenge thai characterization but seeks to provide additional inlbrmation, which is not
necessary or relevant. Thus, FOl- 13 is adopted as stated in the ALJ's Initial Decision.

Though Appellant refers to POF 21 in his brief, he proposes no changes to this FOF mthe
substantive discussion of his Amended Appeal Brief. As such, FOF 21 is adopted as stated in the

ALJ's Initial Order and Decision.

c. Finding of Fact 15.

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as required by 37 C.F.R.
§11,55, for the proposed changes to this FOF. As such, changes to the ALJ sFOF 15 aie not
wairanted.
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d. Findings of Fact 41^ 45. 47 and 52.

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as required by 37 C.F.R.

§11.55, for the propo.sed changes to these FOFs. As such, changes lo the AU .s I'OI* 41,45,47,

and 52 ai'C not vvananlcd.

e. Finding of Fact 53.

FOF 53 is supported by the administrative record. Appellant's Power of Attorney was signed

by Ms. Blake, on behalf of EPRT Technologies, hic. (A.2902). Ms. Filake was the prniiary

contact person for Appellant and possessed authority to direct Appellant to take action on the

'519 Application. (A.7532). Appellant's attempts to cast doubt on the nature ot his mteraction

with, or the authority of, Ms. Blake regarding liis representation of EPRT is without any support.

Consequently, changes to this FOF are not waiTanted.

f. Findinu of Fact 56,

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as required by 37 C.I-.R.
§n.55, for the proposed changes to this FOF. As such, changes to the AU's FOF 56 are not
waiTanted.

g. Findings of Fact 59-65.

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as required by 37 C.F.R.
§11.55, for the proposed changes to these FOFs. Further, the AIJ specifically considered
Appellant's testimony that he didn't receive the June 1,2009 Board decision or acall from
examiner Oropeza and rejected Appellant's position. His reasons for the proposed changes are

nothing more than unsupported, conclusoiy statements. Consequently, the proposed changes to

the AU's FOl'S 59-65 are not warranted.
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h. iMndin^s of I'act 66-6^

Appellant has not cited to any support in ihe administrative record, as required by 37 C.I'.R.

§11.55, for the proposed changcs to this FOF. And, further, he doesn't dispute the FOF as

written. Thus, the proposed change to FOFs 68-69 are not waranitcd.

i. Finding of Fact 69.

The ALJ plainly rejected Appellant's arguments that he adequately monitored lus docket

including, but not limited to, the fact that he did not associate his Customer Number with the
'519 Application, preventing him from using USPTO's Patent Application Information Retiieval

("PATR") system to check the status of the Application online. And, Appellant does not dispute
that he did not use PAIR. Thus, no change to this FOF is vvananted.

j. Findings of Fact 70-76.

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as required by 37 C.F.R.
§11.55, for the proposed clianges to these FOFs. Further, the ALJ's findings are amply
supported by the record. See Supra, Facts 33-36, No changes to these FOFs are warranted.

k. FindinR of FacL79^

Appellant has not cited to any support in the administrative record, as requited by 37 C.F.R.
§11.55, for the proposed change to this FOF. No change to this FOF is warranted.

B. Anncllant's Ai-.tinns Constitiit« Misconduct in Violatian nf the USPTO's
Discinlinan' Rules.

Turning to (he substance of the discipline, the AU concluded that the Appellant engaged in
misconduct in comiection with his handling ofthe '519 Application and his representation of

EPRT and that misconduct violated six ofUSPTO's disciplinary rules. Each of these findings, as

discussed further below, are amply supported by the record.
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1, Anncllant Neglected the 'j^l9 Annlication.

First, the ALJ provided athoughtftil and supported analysis for his findings that Appellant

violated 37 C.F.R. §10.77(c), which prohibits apractitioner from ncglccling alegal matter

entrusted to the practitioner. The AIJ noted .hat "tteglecl" is dcfmcd as "the omissum of proper

attention to aperson or tiling, whether inadvertent, negligent, or willful." (A. 14) (quoting Black's
Law Dictionary 1061 (8th ed. 2004). Neglcct occurs when apractitioner ignores or otherwise
disregards his obligations to his client. (Id.) Ncglect does not occur instantaneously and generally
requires apattern or course ofconduct clearly illustrating the practitioner's disinterest in
performing his duties. (Id.) (citing Levin, 395 N.E.2d 1374, 1375 (111. 1979) (inaction,
delay, and lack ofeffort expended on behalf ofaclient constitutes neglect). Alime element is
therefore acentral aspect of tlie violation and, as aresult, asingle forgetfol moment or honest
mistake normally will not violate 37 C.|.'.R. §10.77(c). (A.14). The ALJ correctly concluded that
OED Di«=etor has provided dear and convincing evidence that Appellant failed to monitor the
progress of the '519 Application in 2009, ignored the patent exmiiiner's phone call in 2009,
ignored his client Ms. Blake's e-mails and phone calls In 2010 and 2011, attd failed to safeguard
his lines of communication with USPTO at any time. (A.18). While any one of the alleged
missteps here, on their own, perhaps would not constitute neglect. Appellant's actions and
omissions over the course of months and years here rises to the level of neglcct of EPRT and Ihe
'519 Application. (Id.).

Appellant's neglect began when the examiner assigned to Uie '519 Application, Ms. Oropeza,
left avoice message for Appellant on August 6,2009, before the application was abandoned.
(A.2457; A.3350; A.7727-.28; A.7940). There is no fact in the record or identihed by Appellant
that shows Appellant ever attempted to find out the reason for Ms. Oropeza's call. This is so
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despite the fact that the call "should have alerted him that there was movement on the
application." (A. 15). However, despite the call and many attempted communications by Ms.

Blake, the record reHects that Appellant did nothing in support of the '519 Application for 2

years. Had Appellant been monitoring his docket in accordance with the procedures he testified
to during the hearing, he would have found out about the abandomnent. However, it was only
once Appellant was contacted by Mr. Farahmand that Appellant took any steps lo verity the
status ofthe '519 Application. (A.3150; A.4666-67; A.7552).

In addition. Appellant ignored Ms. Blake's attempts to contact him for over ayear. (A.16;
A.4661-62; A.6265-67; A.6594; A.6840-41; A.6991; A.69S1-95; A.7543). He has no

explanation as to why he didn't return her numerous calls and e-mails. Appellant's attempts to
make an after-the-fact explanation that he was not aulhorized lo speak with Ms. Blake, however

this argument is without merit. .Ms. Blake is acorporate representative, she signed the power of
attorney, and, importantly, Appellam had been communicating with her throughout the
processing of the '519 Application. (A.15-17; A.2902; A.6559; A.7524-2S; A.7532).

The bulk of Appellant's appeal of the ALJ's findings and conclusions is fairly characterized
as mere disagreement. His Amended Appeal Brief includes few citations to the record and puts
forth no discussion of applicable authority or aitalysis of the AU's conclusions. (Appeal at 22-
23). The few specific defenses raised in the Amended Appeal Brief are all without merit. Fust,
he claims a"deliberate abandonment theory." (Appeal, at 11). Specifically, he argues that Mr.
Estes told hhn not to incur additional costs for the '519 Application and he claims that BPR'f
made status inquiries directly to the Board. (W.). However, this is contrary lo the evidence of
record, which shows that EPRT repeatedly looked to Appellant for updates about the '519
Application and that it was Appellant's information on file with the USPTO. (A.2902-05). His
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claim that he was told not to incur additional costs with regai'd to the '519 Application finds

absolutely no support in the record.

Appellant's claim that he did not receive the Board Decision and Notice ol Abandonment,

even if true, does not negate his misconduct. Those documents were mailed to his address ot

record. Any issues of rcceipt, including non-receipt of correspondence, were the result of his

own choice to utilize an executive suite of offices, to not associate the '519 Application with his

customer number, and not monitor his docket. (A. 17-18; A.2456; A.2472; A.3349; A.6021;

A.7716;A.7725).

In sum, the AU's conclusion that Appellant engaged in misconduct that violated §10.77(c)

is well-supported and will not be disturbed.

2. Failwl t.. Inform EPRT of HSPTO Correspondence

Apractitioner is required to inform aclient when the practitioner receives correspondence
from USPTO if tl.e correspondence could have asignificant impact on apending matter and a

reasonable practitioner would believe the client should be notified. 37 C.l'.R. §10.23(c)(X). The

ALJ found that Appellant engaged in misconduct that violated this provision in three instances:

when he failed lo notify EPR'f of the Third l-inal Rejection, when he failed to informed hPRl of

the Boaid Decision, and when he failed to inform EPRT of the Notice of Abandomnent. (A.20).

Each of these instances is discussed further below.

a. Third Final Rejection.

Afler areview of the record and the arguments proffered by the parties, it is concluded that

AppeUant tmled to sufficiently inlbi-m EPRT about Uie Third Final Rejection. Although he did
inform tlvem that he had received the Third Final Rejection, he did not attach acopy of that

document. (A.7711; A.7809). Further, in his communication to EPRT about the 1hird Final
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Rejection, Appellant also did not explicitly iiilbmi EPRT that claims 2.i-25 were rejected.

(A.6955; A.7537). He also erroneously infoitned EPRT that Claims 3and 4had been allowed

when in fact they had been objected to but "would be allowable if rewritten mindependent

form." (A.6574; A.6958). Having declined to inform EPRT that these claims could be rewritten.

Appellant also did not mention that he did not intend to rewrite them. (Id.). Appellant's e-mail to

EPRT also never described the USPTO decision as a"final action" and did not mention the

three-month deadline to file aresponse. {A.6055; A.6958; A.7711). To the contrary, the e-mail

implied that no additional steps were necessary becausc the appeal "is still going forward."
(A.6958)

The ALJ noted that the naiTOW wording of 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8) prohibits apractitioner

from failing to inform aclient of important correspondence. (A.19). Further, §10.23(c)(8) does

not require apractitioner to sitiiply "notify" aclient about important correspondence, it requires
him or her to "Infonn" the client about that coitespondence. (A.19). While the November 29,

2009, e-mail did notify EPR f personnel of the existence of the Third Final Rejection shortly

after its issuance. Appellant failed in that e-mail to actually provide the Third Final Rejection to

EPRT and Itilly explain the action to EPRT. It was not enough for Appellant to simply convey

that the Third Final Rejection was received. EPRT was never made aware that Claims 3and 4

needed to be rewritten to survive and thus never had the opportunity to instruct Appellant to do

so. Appellant therefore prevented EPRT from making an informed decision about apreferred
course of action.

Appellant does not dispute what was conveyed in his e-mail. However, he maintains that the
infonnation he conveyed to EPRT "reasonably informed" them as to status of claims under tmal

rejection and how Examiner proposed to amend them. (Appeal at 25). Further, he attempts to
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shift Uie blame to the client by stating that EPRT never asked questions. (Appeal at 26). 1liese

arguments are unpersuasive and do not lind any support in the feets of the record or in any legal
authority. His arguments here, once again, are fairly characterized as mere disagreement with the

ALI's findings. As stated, Appellant had aduty to informed El'RT about all aspects of the Third

Final Rejection and not just selectively provide them with only portions of Uiat correspondence.

Having failed to do so, he engaged in misconduct that violated §10.23(cX8).

b. The Board Decision.

It is uncontroverted that Appellant did not provide the June 1, 2009 Board Decision until 2

years alter it had been issued. The AIJ correctly noted that this decision was aparticularly vital
communication due to the deailliiie to appeal not being e.xtendable, thus denying F.PRT of that

opportunity. (A. 19-20; A.2467)

Appellant relies on two arguments to negate his misconduct with regard to communicating

the Board Decision to EPRT. First, lie claims that he did not receive the Board Decision at his

address of record, which was an executive suite. (Appeal, at 12). As the AU properly noted, this

is an insufficient defense. The Board Decision was mailed to his address of record. (A.2477;
A.7716). Any issues associated with ability to receive mail at the address he provided to the
USPTO were his own and were as aresult of his decisions, including the decision to utilize an

executive suite ofoffices, to not associate the '519 Application with his customer number, ivnd to

not more closely monitor his docket. (A.17-18).

Appellant also claims the Board Decision was "not reversible" and "no amount of monitonng

can alter that fact." (Appeal at 24). It is unclear what Appellant means by this statement, though

it is presumed that he is arguing EPRT was not banned in receiving the Board Decision, but no
citations are provided to support this argument. However, Appellant's argument is belied by the
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tact that the first page of tlie Board Decision included atbotnote luinouncing the two-month

period to file an appeal or initiate acivil ease. (A.2459). Thus, EPRT was harmed by their lost
Opportunity to file an appeal of the Board Decision.

To conclude, the AU's conclusions that Appellant engaged in misconduct that violated 37

C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8) by failing to inform EPRT of the Board Decision is supported by tlie rccord
and waiTanted.

c. Notice of Abandonniciil.

As with the Board Decision, there is no dispute that the Notice of Abandonment was never

provided to Appellant. Rather, Appellant again relies on the claim that he never received the
document. (Appeal at 12; A.6080; A.7729). However, for the reasons slated above, this position
is rejected. The Notice of Abandonment was mailed to Appellant's address of record. (A.24.-)6-.
A.3349; A.7725).

3. Annrllant Failed tn RPRT'n l awful Objectives.

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §10.84(a)(1) and (2), practitioners are prohibited from foiling to seek

the lawftil objectives ofaclient and from failing to carry out acontract ofemployment entered
into with aclient for professional services. These provisions do not require apractitioner's

conduct to be intentional. Rather, §10.84(a) emphasizes the consequences of the conduct, not the
intent behind it. (A.21). Neglectful conduct that derails aclient's objectives is thus sanetionable
under §10.84(a). (Id.) XJnder this standard, the ALJ concluded Appellant negligently tailed to
monitor the *519 Application and failed to ensure he received communications from USPTO,
making it impossible for him to meet HPRT's legal objectives. (Id.). There is no basis argued by
Appellant, or supported by the record, to disturb these conclusions.
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Appellant's initial c-mail exchange with EPRT makes clear that Appellant was hired to

attempt to salvage the '319 Application, if possible. (A.6.557-60). The OED Director agrees

Appellant took actions to secure apatent for EPRT up until the Tlilrd Final Rejection m2005._At

that point, and as stated in the Third Final Rejection, Claims 3and 4were potentially allowable
if rewritten in independent form. (A.2688; A.6574). But, Appellant did not rewrite the claims.

However, this was aunilateral decision on his part and he tailed to inform or discuss the 1hird

Final Rejection and the consequences of not rewriting claims 3and 4with EPRT. (A.6958).

Instead, he filed the .second appeal, with the consequence being that these claims were not

allowed. As the ALJ noted, even after this tailure. Appellant could have taken steps to

accomplish EHRl 's objectives. He could have Petitioned to Revive the application as he had
done previously. But, due to his decisions as to how he monitored his docket and received
notices from the Office, he never received the Board Decision or Notice of Abandonment.

(A.21).

Appellant's constructive discharge theory is rejected. (Appeal, at 21-22). Ile cites no

evidence of any threat that would have necessitated or required his withdrawal, he did not

communicate his withdrawal to EPRT, and he did not cany out the withdrawal duties required

under 37 C.F.R. § 10.40. (A.7735).

In sum, the ALJ's conclusion that Appellant negligently failed to monitor the '519

Application and failed to ensure that he received correspondence from USPTO, with the result
being that it was impossible for Appellant to meet EPRfs lawful objectives, is fully supported.
(A.21-22).
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4. Apnellant Engaged in Gross or Disreputable Conduct.

According to 37 C.F.R. §10.23(c), any violation of its subsections automaticdly violates 37

C.F.R. §10.23(a) and (b). As already discussed, the AU concluded that Appellant's failure to
infonn his client of important correspondence violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(e)(8). As aresult, as a

matter of law, Appellant has also violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(a).

5 Anncllant Failed to Return KPKT's Client File.

The provisions of37 C.F.R. §10.112(c)(4) state that apractitioner must promptly deliver to a
client, upon request, any client property in the practitioner's possession that the client is entitled
to receive. And, there is "no dispute tiiat aclient's file is the property of the client and should be
returned to that client upon request." (A.23) (citing Restatement (Third) ofthe Law Governmg

Lawyers 43 (2000), para. 43).

Here, on October 31, 2011, Mr. Farahmand sent Appellant aletter requesting acomplete
copy of the ',519 Application file. (A.6273; A.7.552-3). However. Appellant did not send the file
to Mr. Farahniand or anyone at EPRT. (A.75S6). EPRT finally obtained the file via submitting a
subpoena duces tecum to Appellant's ex-wife. (A.7631-33).

Appellant contends that the EPRP file was not in liis possession on October 31,2011,
because it remained in in the possession of his cx-wife at the marital home and that he had been
denied access to that home. (Appeal at 27). But, this argument provides no help to Appellant,
whose duty to maintain his client's property exists regardless of liis personal situation.

Several other facts in the record also undermine Appellant's position here. Throughout the
hearing, as rellected in the administrative record. Appellant cited no evidence that he reasonably
sought to obtain the file from the marital home when he had the chance to do so. bPR fsnew
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counsel requested the file in October, 2011 and he had access to the marital home up to

November 2011. (A.7748-49). Further, as the AU noted, Appellant could have subpoenaed the

file fi-om his wife, but did not, instead letting that obligation fall to EPRT's new counsel. (A.24).

Lastly, it is noted that the ALJ specifically questioned Appellant's credibility with regard to this
issue. (A.23). The AlJ noted that, at the hearing, Appellant first slated the file had been

destroyed but in fact opposing counsel in the malpractice case against Appellant was able to find
it. (Id.). The ALJ's observations here are persuasive and provide further support for finding that
Appellant violated § U).l 12(c)(4).

C. The ALJ^s SanctionWas Aopropriate.

The Al..l's Initial Decision concluded that Appellant engaged in misconduct that violated 6

of USPTO's Disciplinary Rules, and that an 8-month suspension was the appropriate sanction.

(A.33). An AU Initial decision that Imposes exclusion or suspension must explain the reason tor
imposing such asanction after consideration of the following four factors:

(1) Whether the practitioner has violated aduty owed to aclient, to the

public, to the legal system, or to the profession;

(2) Whether the practitioner acted intentionally, knowingly, or

negligently;

(3) The amount of the actual or potential mjury caused by the practitioner's

misconduct; and

(4) The existence of any aggravating or mitigating lactors.

37 C.F.R. § n .54(b)(l)-(4).

The Director of the USPTO reviews an appeal from an AU Initial Decision on the record

before the ALJ. 37 C.F.R. §11.55(f); also Marmangeli v. Lehman, 32 F. Supp. 2d 1, 5
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(D.D.C;. 1998). After such review, and as di.scussed below, the AI.J's initial decision to suspend
Appellant from practicing before the USPTO for 8months included acareful and proper analysis

of the four factors set forth in 37 C.F.R. §11.54(b). The ALJ's sanction of suspension is

warranted and thus upheld. Here, the AIJ properly considered and applied the four factors

relevant to a„ exclusion or suspension under 37 C.F.R. §11.54(b). This mialysis is discussed

further, below.

1. WhgHicr the Pi-actitioner Has Violated aDuty Owed to aClient, to the Public, to the
T.e^al System, or to theProfession.

The ALJ concluded that Appellant repeatedly failed in his responsibilities to liis client and

this final order upholds that finding. (A.27). Though Appellant was hired to attempt to salvage

the -519 Application in December 2002, his last comnuinieation with USP fO regarding the
application occurred in 2006. (A.2643). fhe ALI rejected Appellant's argument that he no longer
had aduty to EPR'I' after December 2006, when EPRT assigned the rights to the '519

Application to Thiisoint, noting that Appellant never withdrew from his representation of EPRf
and several e-mails in 2008 that demonstrated Appellant's continued lo actively represent its

interests after EPRTs acquisition by Thi'isoint. (A.27). Consequently, Appellant remained

obligated to fulfill his duties lo EPRT but tailed to do so by reftising to return phone calls and e-
mails from Ms. Blake and disregardmg important phone calls firom the USPTO examiner. (A.27;

A.3786; A.3847; A.4661-62; A.6265-67; A.6594; A.6840-41; A.6981-95; A.7543-53; A.7958).
Because Appellant neglected the '519 Application for almost two years, he foiled to keep EPRT
apprised of the "519 Application's progress, leading to the Application's abandonment. (A.27).
Lastly, Appellant refiised lo return EPRT's client file despite an explicit request to do so. (Id.).
Although improper behavior by any member of the legal community undermines public laith in
the sanctity of the legal system, the ALJ properly noted that Appellant's primary failure was in
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his duty to his client, not the population at large, {hi). I'inding that Appella.it repeatedly failed in

his responsibilities to EPRT. the AU determined this finding supported amoderate sanction.

(/</.). The ALJ's findings here were appropriate and supported by the record.

2. Whether the Practitioner Acted Intentionally. Knowingly, orNcgllRcntlY.

As to the second factor, AIJ found that Appellant acted both negligently and intentionally,

and those findings warranted amoderate sanction. (A.27-2S). Firet, it was properly tound that

Appellant acted negligently when, after his move to the 28 W. l-'lagler address, he maintained

office procedures with arisk to receiving timely client information. (A.27-2X). Appellant

entrusted areceptionist at the W, Flagler address to sort his mail without his input. (A.27;

A.7699). By doing so, the AU properly noted that Appellant put the burden on the receptionist

to recognize critical correspondence and notify him in atimely manner. (A.27). Thus, the AIJ
properly concluded that, had Appellant changed his correspondence address to his home office or
associated his Customer ID number with the '519 Application, he would have timely received

the Board Decision and the Notice of Abandonment and could have informed EPRT of those

documents and planned astrategy for addressing those actions. (A.2/-28).

The AIJ also noted that Appellant's docket management system was insufficient. (A.27).

Appellant's own testimony was cited here, stating that he maintained amanual system and relied
on his (now former) wife to keep him infonned of upcoming deadlines. (A.27; A..S9j5-36,

A.5938; A.7687-90). He had no "tickler" system in place to remind him to check on pending

cases and had no way to monitor them, other than contacting USPTO directly. (A.27). The ALJ

was correct in noting that Appellant's claim that he properly monitored the '519 application was

belied by the fact that he never contacted Ms. Oropeza in 2009 and never leeeived any updates
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about the Application in 2010. (A.27-28). These actions were all properly identified as negligent

by the ALJ.

In addition to negligent behavior, the AU noted that Appellant's refusal to communicate

with Ms. Blake was intentional. (A.28). In support of this, the ALJ relied on the fact that

Appellant failed to respond to at least nine e-mails and an untold number of telephone calls from
her in 2010 and 2011, save for asingle, abbreviated, non-substantive call in 2010. (Id.). This

finds support in the administrative record. See .ttipra. p. 8. In addition, the AU identitied as
intentional Appellant's failure to return the EPRT client file upon request, despite knowing

precisely where the file was located and knowing he had an obligation to return it. (A.28). Fhe
AU acknowledged Appellant's sensitive personal situation that motivated his decision, but

properly noted that reason was insufficient to sWeld him from liis responsibility to his clicnts.
(W.). Any risk of maintaining private files in ahome office durmg aperiod of personal, marital
discord was properly found lo be his own making.

Because this factor was properly discussed and is amply supported by the record, there ts no

basis on wliich to disturb the AU's findings.

3 Th« Amount of the Actual or P»tKntial Injury Caused by the Practitioner's
Misconduct.

In discussing this factor, the AU addressed head on Appellattt's argument that the

abandorancnt of the '519 Application caused EPRT no economic harm because the invention

could never have obtained patent protection. (A.28). The AU noted that it would be "an exercise
in futility to speculate whether the invention was actually patentable, or what kind of profit it
could have generated if it had been patented." (A.28). However, BPRT was still hamied. EPRT
paid Appellant between $3.5,000 and $45,000 to guide the '519 Application through the patent
process and received nothing for that. (A.28; A.7567). Consequently, the AU properly
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concluded that EPR Texperienced substantial monetary harm bccause of its dealings with

Appellant. (A.28).

The AIJ also recognizcd that Appellant represented EPRTs interests competently, at least

for atime. (A.28). But, with no way to determine what percentage of EPR1spayments were in

vain, the ALJ noted that "it is suitply impossible to arrive at anon-arbitTa.7 dollar figure
representing EPRT's loss." («.). Despite this, the AU found it tmdisputed that EPRT's attempts
to obtain apatent for the '.519 Application left it economically weaker and Appellant's
luisconduct exacerbated EPRTs harm. (Id.). This is areasonable conclusion ba,sed on the record.

Finally, EPRT has expended more than $170,000 in litigation costs against Appellant, with at
least one lawsuit slill ongoing. (A.28; A.7.567-68).

Based on these factors, the AL.I found this factor merited an increased sanction against
Appellant. (A.28). This analysis is soimdiy rooted in the record and is reasonable.

4 The Existence of Anv Aggravating or Mitigating Factors.

Finally, the AU identified and considered both aggravating and mitigating factors in the
case, relying on guidance by Ihe ABA Standards when determining whether aggravating or
mitigating factors exist. (A.28). See also In re Lane, D2013-07. at 19 (USPTO Mar. 11.2017;
Standards For Imposing Lawyer Sanctions §9.2 (Ani, Bar Ass'n 2015).

The AU idemil-ied six aggravating factors and two mitigating factors. The most serious of
the aggravating factors was Appellant's disciplinary history, which included being twice
disciplined by the .state of Florida and once disciplined by the USP TO. (A.29, A.127- 83,
A.7390-98). Importantly, the AU noted that both Florida eases bore some similarities to
Appellant's current disciplina.7 ease. First, in 1995, Appellant agreed to aconsent judgment in
Florida, resulting in a10-day suspension for misconduct that involved acUent's attempts to
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resolve apparent duplicate charges for legal fees, and repayment of unexpended payments. (A.
29). There, Appellant refiised to provide the requested infonnation and did not return the
unearned fees until after the client filed adisciplinary grievance. (Id.). The AU went on to
explain that the Florida Bar Rule that Appellant was found to have violated concerns responding
to aclient's reasonable requests for inforiTiation, explainuig mattcisto the cxtt nt re, y
necessary to allow the client to make an informed decision about the course of action; and
prompt delivery to aclient aity fonds that he/she is entitled to and render aft.ll accounting of
charges. (M). The Florida rules served substantially the same function as USPTO's Disciplina..
Rules §§ .0.23(C)(8) and 10.112(c)(4). («.). As aresult, the AU concluded that Appellant was
aware, in 1995, that ignoring client requests for information was sanctionabic misconduct. (K)-

Subsequently, in 2011, Appellant again accepted aconsent judgment in Florida, resulting ma
public reprimand. (A.29; A.7390-98). That case revolved around Appellant's failure to info™ a
client that he would no longer pursue the client's interests atid h.s tailure to tell the diuit that the
o,«>. h«l 1»«. —o.«l, 29; A,73«). IT. OED Di»o,

„ imp™. """"

Win., APP.1M ,,—,1,. "» "•
F,o.W. - —'"" """"""•

j xr 1 18 7011 fA30- A1272-1283). Thus, this case is Appellant'spublic reprimand on Novembei 18, 201J. (A. ,

fourth disciplinary proceeding. The ALJ noted that the prior actions have "not inspired him to
better appreciate his duties toward his clients" as demonstrated by the fact that, here, he has
refused to respond to his client, refvsed to return client property, and allowed aclient matter to
go abandoned, just as he did in 1995 and 2011. (A.30). Thus. Appellant's disciplinary history
waiTants a severe sanction.
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Asecond aggravating fector was identified as Appellant's attempt to silcnce Ms. Blake and

other EPRT employees via aclause in the Florida malpractice settlcnent agreement prohibiting

any EPRT personnel from testifying or participating in Florida's or the USPTO's disciphnary
investigations against liim. (A.54<)0-93; A.7644-47). Botl) investigations were prompted by

grievances filed by Ms. Blake on behalfof EPRT. (A.30). While the final settlemct agreement

mcluded language noting that EPR Tpersonnel could participate if subpoenaed, the AU noted

that the only purpose of this prohibition was to hinder or derail the disciplinary investigations

against him, (A.30). The AU concluded that this constitutes bad faith obstruction of the USP10
disciplinary investigation. (W.); also Kentucky Bar Ass'r, v. Umamed Attorney. 414 S.W.3d
412,418 (Ky. 2013) (couit applying similar rule found violation where asettlement agreement

required grievant to either withdraw disciplinary complaint or refiise to voluntarily cooperate

with investigation).

Athird aggravating factor was noted as Appellant's "obstinate reRisal to recognize his

wrongdoing or the harm he has caused his client." (A.30). Appellant never offered EPRT a

refund and has never apologized to Ms. Blake for deliberately ignoring her urgent pleas for

information. (A.30). Instead, it was noted that Appellant has attempted to deflect blame the

receptionist in his W. Flagler office for misplacing his mail, his ex-wife for maintaining

possession of EPRT's file, Mr. Farahniand for allegedly threatening amalpractice lawsuit, and
incredibly he even blamed Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes for not asking probing questions about his

handling of their patent application, and for not hiring an experienced patent attorney as Iris

replacement. (A.30-31). However, the AU was unmoved by these deflections, noting that "none

of these events would have occurred if not for Appellant's own misconduct. ' (A.31). The AL.I

noted that tliis attitude demanded a harsher penalty. {Id,).
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Afourth aggravating fector was noted as Appellant's legal experience. Though experience is

often considered as amitigating factor, the issue of legal experience did not. mitigate Appellant s

conduct here. (A.31). Appellant's extensive experience as apracticing attorney for almost half a

century made it such that the AU could not dismiss his actions as by someone who did not know

any better. {Id.). Nor was the AU willing to rely on Appellant's personal situation or excuse his
behavior as fleeting lapse ofjudgment since, his conduct during the Florida malpracUce suit and

during the iastant disciplinary proceeding have only resulted in more disciplinary complaints.

{Id). Among the examples given is that he deliberately attempted to frustrate the OED Director's
investigation in this proceeding by negotiating tlie silence ofEPRT personnel, in violauon ot 37

C.F.R. §11.304(f). (A.31-32). Moreover, the AU noted his "abusive" behavior throughout these
proceedings, with specific examples such as labeling Ms. Chaiken as aserial perjurer in

pleadings and other ad hoininem attacks. (A.32). This behavior was noted by the AU as "a
strong indication that his commitment to etliical conduct has grown weaker over the years."
(A.32).

Finally, the AU took note of the fact that Appellant is uninterested and noncompliant m
making restitution to EPRT, despite signing asettlement agreement in which he promised to pay

EPRT $7,000. (A.32). "This suggests the settlement agreement was made in bad faith and was

merely an attempt to escape the Florida malpractice proceeding" and has forced EPR Tto spend
even more resources to file another lawsuit and enforce the terms of the settlement {Id.). In the

ALJ's view, this factor supports a moderate sanction. {Id.).

In mitigation, the AU recognized the negative effect of Appellant's personal situation, which
eould have impacted his decision making. {A.32). However, the AU properly noted that the

personal circumstances don't explain Appellant's earlier neglect in 2009 or his refusal to
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communicate witli Ms. Blake in 2010and2011. {Jd.y Additionally, the ALJ rejected Appellant s

reference to his mai'ital discord as it related to his inability to reclaim possession of EPRT's

client file since no evidence was presented any that his msmtal problems negatively affected his

mental state during that time period. {Id.). Finally, the lack ofdishonest motive was found to be

mitigating here. {Id.). The ALJ noted that his conduct was not the result ofgreed or any other

nefarious consideration. {Id).

It is noted here thatneither the ALJ'sorder, northe Amended Appeal Briel, discuss the

consistency ofthe 8-month suspension here with other comparable disciphnary cases. However,

the OED Director provided evidence that an 8-month sanction is consistent with other

disciplinai7 matters previously decided before tlie USPTO Director. (Appellee Brief at 26-27).

For example, it was noted that a6-month suspension was imposed for apractitioner v/ho, inter

alia, tailed to monitor tlie status ofapatent application, failed to respond to aclient's inquiries,

and keep the client reasonably informed, and failed to comply with aclient's request to retuni

her file. {Id. at 26 (citing h re Stretch, No. D2013-03 (USP'fO July 29, 2013)). In another

matter, apractitioner was suspended for 36-months, stayed after 6-months, for neglecting client

matters, not notifying clients about Oflice correspondence, allowing applications to go

abandoned and then misrepresenting the status ofthose applications to the client. {Id. at 26-27)

(citing In re Edelson, No. D2011-13 (USPTO Dec. 15, 2011). Finally, apractitioner was

suspended by consent for 24 months witli the right to seek reinstatement after 12 months and

placed on a24-month probation for neglecting two patent applications even though the

practitioner represented that his firm had significant staffing problems during the time ol the

events atissue and that a nev/ office manager made several clerical and administrative errors that

contributed to the neglect ofthe patent applications. {Id. at 27) (citing In re Matlocky No. D2011 -
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52 (USPTO Feb. 7, 2012). These comparables, which are not discussed or refuted by Appellant,

demonstrate that Appellant's 8-month suspension is within the range of discipline for other

similar disciplinary matters.

In sum, after reviewing the ALJ's sanction determination, it is concluded that the

determination was reached after proper consideration of all the required factors, was reasonable,

andis supported by therecord.

ORDER

Having considered Appellant's appeal under 37 C.h'.R. §11.55 Irora the September 15, 2016

Initial Decision of the ALJ suspending Appellant from the practice of all patent, trademark, and

other non-patent matters before the Office for eight months, it is ORDEKI'̂ D that the Initial

Decision of the ALJ is AFFIRMED.

It is further:

ORDEl^D that the OED Director give notice pursuant to 37 C..f.R. § 11.59 of the

public discipline and the reasons for the discipline to disciplinary entbrcement agencies in

the state(s) where Appellant is admitted to practice, to courts where Appellant is known to be

admitted, and to the public;

ORDERED that the USPTO dissociate Appellant's name from any Customer Numbers

and the public key infrastructure C'l'KI") certificate associated with those Customer

Nimibers;

OIU)El^D that Appellant shall not apply for aUSPTO Customer Number, shall not

obtain aUSPTO Customer Number, nor shall he have his name added to aUSPTO

Customer Number, unless and until he is reinstated to practice before the USPTO; and
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OUDKRFJ) that Appellant shall comply with the provisions of37 C.F.R. § 11.58

governing the duties ofdisciplined practitioner.

RECONSIDERATION AND APPEAL RIGHTS

Any request for reconsideration of tliis decision must be filed within twenty (20) days from

the date ofentry ofthis decision pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §11.56(c). Any request for

reconsideration mailed to the USPTO must beaddressed to:

Sarah T. Han is

General Counsel

United States Patent and Trademark Office
600 Dulany St.
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22314

Acopy of the request must also be served on the attorney for the Director of Enrollment and
Discipline:

Robin Crabb

Counsel for the Director of Office of Enrollment andDiscipline
600 Dulany St.
P.O. r3ox 1450

Alexandria, VA 22314

Any request hand-delivered to the USPTO must be hand-delivered to the Office of the

General. Counsel, in which case the service copy for the attorney tor the Director sliall be hand-

delivered to the OtTiee of Enrollment and Discipline.

If arequest for reconsideration is not filed, and Appellant desires further review, Appellant is

notified that he is entitled to seek judicial review on the record in the U.S. District Court lor the
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Eastern District of Virginia under 35 U.S.C. § 32 "within thirty(30) days afterthe date of: the

order recording the Director's action," See E.D.Va. Local Civil Rule 83.5.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

^ /a l^o\n.
Date Sarah T. Han is

General Counsel

United States Patent and Trademark Office

on delegated authority by
Joseph Matal
Performing the Functions and Duties of
the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual
Property and Director of the United States Patent
and Trademark Office

cc:

Jolin H. Faro

Appellant

Robin Crabb

Associate Solicitor

Counsel for the Director of Office of finrollment and Discipline
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PETITION EXH NO. 8

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION
OF FINAL ORDER AUGUST 2, 2017
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BEFORH rH[£ UNDERSECRETARY OF COMMERCE

FOR INTELLEC rUAL PROPERTY AND DIRECTOR OF THE
UNITED STATES PATENT &, TRADEMARK OFFICE

In the Matter of

JOHN H FARO. ESQ.

APPELLANT

Proceeding No. D2015-27

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF DIRECTOR'S
FINAL ORDER DATED AUGUST 2, 2017

The Appellant herein files and serves his Request For Reconsideration of the Director's

Final Order dated August 2, 2017.

This Request, is filed under 37 CFR 11.56, and is predicated upon the following errors of

law or fact, as follows:

I. Jurisdictional Legal Issues - Errors of Law

^ The Director's Final Order Is Deficient On Its Face - The Director's Final Order

fails to address the Appellant's challenge to subject matter jurisdiction of the OED Director, to

initiate a disciplinary proceeding against the Appellant, Final Order @ 18-19. The pertinent

portions of the Director's Final Order is reproduced below:

As the OED possessed jurisdiction over Appellant, the proceedings before the Committee
on Discipline were also proper. Appellant attempts to attack the proceeding at that
stage, arguing that the OED Director improperly submitted his disciplinaiy matter to the
Committee on Discipline when he did not consider the settlement of the underlying
EPRT malpractice matter. (Amended Appeal Brief at 17). Flowever, he cites no
authority whatsoever in support of this argument. That is for uood reason as the
regulations concerning the Committee on Discipline. 37 C.F.R. 11.22 and 11.23

include no requirements for what the OED Director submits to the Committee. Further,
as the OED Director points out, the malpractice agreement involving Appellant was
dismissed after the Complaint was filed on May I 1, 2015 (emphasis added)
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The above quoted paragraph from the Director's Order misstates the Appellant's objection

to the disciplinary proceedings, and otherwise ignores the explicit wording of 37 CFR 11.22(d).

37CFR 11.22(d)

Preliminary screening of infonnation or evidence. The OED Director shall examine aj]
information or evidence concerninu possible grounds for discipline of a practitioner..

The legality of a challenge to OED Director's compliance with OED Rules, and the

Director's statutory duty to supervise and compel such compliance, preliminary to the OED

Directorsubmission of his investigation, to the Committee on Discipline review, is settled law, cf

Goldstein v. Moatz, 364 F.3d 205, 218-19, (4"' Cir 2004), citing to Cf. Siejfel v. Thompson. 415

U.S. 452, 459, 94 S.Ct. 1209, 39 L.Ed.2d 505 (1974), declaring that "it is not necessary that

petitioner first expose himself to actual arrest or prosecution to *219 be entitled to challenge a

statute that he claims deters the exercise of his constitutional rights". The statute in question is

35 use 32;and, the OEDdisciplinary proceeding initiated, under 37CFR I 1.32, requires theOED

Director adherence to traditional procedural due processes safeguards before the OED Director

can recommend the initiation a disciplinary proceeding, to suspend or revoke Appellant's PTO

Registration and license to practice before the PTO.

In this case, the Director's Final Order has failed to proffer any explanation as to how the

OED Director' conduct, at the preliminary (investigatory) stage of disciplinary process, need not

comply with the law and/or is exempt from judicial scrutiny, on a Petition to the District Court.

In this case, as in Moatz, Appellant Hied a Petition to Commissioner (Director) to invoke her

supervisory authority, as to the OED Director failure to comply with 37 CFR 11,22(d). This

Petition was denied, without prejudice: and, the Commissioner (Director) stated in her Order that

the issues raised in the Petition were to be revisited after the AIJ merits determination. Both

parties briefed this issue in the appeal of the ALJ Initial Opinion to the Director.
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Moreover, Appellant has sought interlocutory judicial review to the District Court, under

28 use 1361 (District Court dismissal, on jurisdictional grounds, which is currently on appeal to

the Federal Circuit), to compel the Director's supervision and oversight of the OED Director, to

enforce hiscompliance with 37 CFR 11.22(d). At the hearing on the Director's Motion to Dismiss

under 12(b)(n, the Director asserted, and District Court was assured at the hearing bv the

Director's counsel, that the Appellant's allegations of 01£D Director non-compliance with 37 CFR

11.22(d) would be addressed bv the Director, upon her review of the ALJ Initial Opinion (merits

review). Appellant is still waiting.

Accordingly, the failure to address, in the Final Order, the Director's obligation to exercise

her supervisory authority to enforce OED Director compliance with 37 CFR 11.22(d). is

interpreted by Appellant as the Director lacking an appropriate response, and/or that such silence

is intended to frustrate effective appellate review. These foregoing errors in law and fact have to

addressed, in detail, in the Director Final Order. The Director Final Order must be reconsidered

to address these errors in law and fact.

II. Procedural Infirmities In OED Director Investigation Of Allegations of Misconduct

Against Appellant - Errors of Law

A. OED Director Unfairlv Influenced The Committee on Discipline Finding of

Probable Cause - The role of the OED Director, at this preliminary stage of the complaint review

process, is as an "investigator", because therehas been no probable cause determination, Goldstein

V. Moatz, 364 F.3d 205, 215, (4''̂ Cir 2004). The OED Rules are clear, the scope of the

investigation is inclusive of"all information or evidence" related to the allegations of misconduct,

GOV #13 3, OED Staff Attorney 2"'' Request for Information (RFI), under 37 CFR 11.22(f),

dated February 5, 2015, annexed hereto Exhibit "A". This 2"'' Request for Information to
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Appellant, affirms the scope of investigation into these allegations of misconduct, including the

mandatory scope thereof, specifically,

"The OBD must develop all information reuarding the information received (Client

Complaint), including that information that mav justifyor exonerate the allege actions of
the registered practitioner or mitiiiate the seriousness of any violation that may have
occurred" (emphasis added), GOV #13 @ 3, Exhibit "A" @ 1

Under 37 CFR 11.22(d), there is no discretion accorded the OED Director, relative to

source of the "information or evidence" that must be considered; or, as to when he may conclude

his investigation, when, as in this case, he is aware that additional "information or evidence" exists

and is forthcominii. In this case, the OED Director investigation of "information or evidence",

relating to the allegations of professional misconduct, logically parallels a prior filed, professional

malpractice lawsuit, initiated by the OED Grievant (BLAKE/EPRT) against the Appellant. The

OED Director was aware of this prior filed, professional malpractice lawsuit, at least as early as

September 1K 2014. Appellant September 11, 2014, Response to OED RFI (GOV #10, pages 1-

3), annexed hereto as Exhibit "B". Moreover, approximately 80% of the OEDS Exhibits, for the

trial of the OED Complaint against the Appellant, consist of documents and pleadings from the

parallel prior filed professional malpractice lawsuit. Clearly, the parallel prior filed, professional

malpractice lawsuit by the OED Grievant against Appellant "(concerned) possible grounds for

discipline of a practitioner", and, more than likely, contained "..•information that mav justify or

exonerate the allege actions of the registered practitioner or mitigate the seriousness of any

violation", GOV #13 @ 3, Exhibit "A" @ 1 Notwithstanding such awareness, the OED Director

prematurely concluded his investigation, under 37 CFR 11.22(d), before the dismissal of the

parallel prior filed, professional malpractice lawsuit; and, submitted an incomplete and biased

report and recommendation to the Committee on Discipline, which unfairly infiuenced the decision

of to find probable cause.
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Accordingly, the OED Directordisregard of his ministerial duties under 37 CFR 12.22(d),

materially affected the subsequent finding of probable cause by the Committee on Discipline,

because it unfairly influenced the Committee on Discipline deliberations and was prejudicial to

the Appellant substantive rights under 37 CFR 11.22(d). Such undue influence of the OED

Directoron the Committee on Discipline, requires the disciplinary proceedings against Appellant

be dismissed, U.S. v. Mechaniky 475 U.S. 66, 78 (1986), 106 S.Ct. 938, 89 L.Fd.2d 50, 54 USLW

4167; followed Bank of Nova Scotia v. U.S.. 487 U.S. 250, 251 (1988), 108 S.Ct. 2369, 101

L.Ed.2d 228, 62 A.F.T.R.2d 88-5738, 56 USLW 4714

(Concurring Opinion by Justice O'Connor) In my view, when a defendant makes a timely
objection to the grand jury indictment based on a violation of Rule 6(d), the remedy of
dismissal of the indictment is appropriate if it is established that the violation substantially
influenced the grandjury's decision to indict,or if there is grave doubt as to whether it had
such effect. See Lane, supra, at 449, 106 S.Ct., at ; Kotteakos v. UnitedStates, 328
U.S. 750, 765, 66 S.Ct. 1239, 1248, 90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946). The focus of the prejudice
inquiry should be on the effect of the alleged error on the grand jury's decision to indict
even if the court postpones its decision until the conclusion of the trial.

This issue of lack of subject matterjurisdiction was timely raised and squarely before the

ALJ, in the disciplinary proceeding {Motion to Amend AJJirmative Defenses', and, before the

Director, by way of a Petition under Rule 37 CFR 1.181 & 37 CFR 1.182. The Final Order ol

August 2, 2017, fails to provide any analysis or legal support, and is otherwise dismissive of the

Appellant's challenge to the OED subject matter jurisdiction to initiate a disciplinary proceeding.

Maybe the Director doesn't have answer to the Appellant's challenge.

The OED Director thereafter initiated a disciplinary proceeding by filing its Complaint

against the Appellant on May 14, 2016.

The parallel prior filed, professional malpractice lawsuit (filed on October 23. 2013) was

concluded on September K 2015 (ECF U237). The Federal District findings and rulings, in the
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denying the BLAKH/EPR T summary judgment (liability) against Appellant, is replete with

findings that are inconsistent with the OED allegations of neglect of the '519 Patent Application -

specifically, that

• BLAKE/EPRT had abandoned the foreign equivalents of the *519 Patent

Application:

• the product, intended to be covered/protected by the '519 Patent application, and

had been discontinued by EPRT:

• Appellant had filed a new patent application in 2008, (in the name of David Estes).

which was to replace the invention/concept claimed in the *519 PatentApplication;

and

• Appellant was told bythe OED Director of Engineering (David Estes) to not invest

any additional time and expense in the prosecution of the '519 Patent Application.

Accordingly, there was "...information that mav iustifv or exonerate the allege actions of

the registered practitioner or mitiiiate the seriousness of any violation", that was ignored by the

OEDDirector fhe premature conclusion of theOED Director, wasnot harmless and had an effect

upon the Appellant's substantive rights, (e.g. unfairly influenced the Committee on Discipline

finding of probable cause).

The above errors in law and fact have been endorsed in the Director Final Order, and

require rejection of the ALJ Initial Opinion, to the extent is Initial Opinion is based upon such

errors. The Director Final Order, requires that it be reconsideration and/or remanded to address

these errors in law and fact.

III. Procedural Infirmities During The Prosecution Of The OED Disciplinary

Proceedings In This Case - terrors of Law & Fact
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A. Admission At Trial Of Testimony. Over Appellant's Objection. Of Testimony

Related To A Confidential Federal Coiiit Mediation - The Federal District Court, in the parallel

malpractice case, ordered the parties to Mediation. Since the federal court jurisdiction over the

parallel malpractice case was under 28 USC 1332, the Mediation privilege and confidentiality law

of Florida applies. Under Florida law, the Court ordered mediation, in the parallel malpractice

case, was governed by Section 44.405, Fla Stats., reproduced below:

Confidentiality: privilege: exceptions.

(1) Except as provided in this section, all mediation communications shall be
confidential. A mediation participant shall not disclose a mediation

communication to a person other than another mediation participant or a
participant's counsel. A violation of this section may be remedied as
provided by s. 44.406. If the mediation is court ordered, a violation of this
section may also subject the mediation participant to sanctions by the court,
including, but not limited to, costs, attorney's fees, and mediator's fees.

At the trail of the OED Complaint, the OED called Meredith Chaiken, (EPRT counsel in

the malpractice); and, she was thereafter allowed to testify, over Appellant's timely objection, as

to the confidential Federal District Court mediation in the parallel malpractice litigation, including

the introduction ofa proposed settlement agreement drafted by EPRT counsel, (Vol. 1, (May 10,

2016 Tx), A156:15 to 156:9). Chaiken testified over Appellant's continued objections (which

were sustained), both as to the proposed terms of the proposed settlement, and falsely asserted the

proposed Settlement agreement was finalized, and was operative to conclude the litigation, and

Appellant continued to object, (Vol. I, (May 10, 2016 Tx), A156:13-22), which was false'.

' The proposed scltlement is informative, as to the relative bargaining positions of the parties. More specifically.
Appellant insisted upon a provision wherein had reserved his right to sue EPRT following the conclusion of
settlement of the malpractice litigation. Appellant also agreed to pay $7,000, to EPRT to finally resolve all future
claims it had against him. When theparties were unable to agreeonthewording ofa Letter attachment on Appellant's
letterhead to the proposed Settlement, the negotiations reached an impasse. The parties thereafter filed a Joint
Stipulation of Dismissal, with prejudice. In an accepting a settlement "with prejudice" EPRT agreed to
relinquish a claim to any cash payment.
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The proposed Settlement, tentatively endorsed by Appellant, was never consummated

because ofthe parties could not agree upon the wording ofa letter from Appellant on his letterhead,

and this letter was material settlement term, GOV #33 @ 3, Proposed Settlement Agreement @

page 2, Paragraph A(l), annexed hereto as Exhibit "C". The material terms, which are set forth

of under this Paragraph A, also provided for the filing of a Stipulation of Dismissal of the

malpractice litigation, without preiudice, GOV #33 @ 3, Proposed Settlement Agreement @

page 2, Paragraph A(4), annexed hereto as Exhibit "C". No such Stipulation was ever filed.

Quite the contrary, because ofthe failure to agree as to the material settlement terms set forth in

Paragraph A( 1). EPRT counsel filed a Joint Stipulation of Dismissal, withprejudice^, (under Rule

41(a), F.R.Civ.Proc.), which was entered by the Clerk on the docket on September 1. 2015. as

ECF #237 A voluntarydismissal, under Rule41(a), iseffective upon filing, withoutendorsement

by the Court upon receipt by the Clerk, i^ECF U237) The sua sponte Order of Dismissal by the

Court filed thereafter on September 2, 2015, (ECF U238) was ineffective, because the case had

already been closed the day before. September 2. 2015, Order of Dismissal annexed hereto as

Exhibit "(7". The OED improperly labeled its GOV #40 (Order of Dismissal) as a "Stipulation"

to confuse it with the "Stipulation of Dismissal", with preiudice (EFC #237) filed the day earlier.

In summary, the AU permitted OED counsel to elicit parol evidence of a confidential

Federal Court ordered mediation, over Appellant's objection, and in violation of Section 44.405,

Fla. Stats., in the OED effort prove to the existence an enforceable Settlement Agreement: and,

thereafter the AIJ relied upon thealleged breach thereof, as an aggravating circumstance, tojustify

the recommended discipline.

- The Stipulation of Dismissal (ECF #237) filed on September I, 2015. did not includc any rcfcrcncc to any
Settlement agreement, and obviouslydid not contain any reservation of jurisdiction by the DistrictCourt to enforce
the proposed Settlement agreement. The EPRT attempted enforcement of the proposed Settlement agreement by the
District Court was denied.
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This prejudicial error was compounded when the AIJ improperly referenced and relied

upon the Chaikin testimony in the ALJ's discussion of "aggraMiHi^" lactors in the sanction

determination, specifically, the ALJ Initial Opinion @ 30 (second''aauravatinu" factor, proposed

agreement provision to refrain for further active prosecution of complaints against the Appellant);

//»></"aggravating" factor failure to reimburse EPRT its attorneys (which it had explicitly waived

in the Stipulation of Dismissal filed By EPRT Counsel Chaiken); and, ALJ Initial Opinion @ 32

{final "aggravating" factor, failure to honor terms of proposed Settlement agreement).

The Record is clear that the proposed Settlement Agreement (GOV //33), was incomplete.

and acknowledged to be incomplete bv OED Counsel, (Vol. 1, May 10, A, 159:1-3). More

specifically, OED Counsel claimed that she had the Letter referenced in paragraph A (1), of the

proposed Settlement Agreement, and had not included it in GOV #33. (Vol. I, May 10, A:159:1-

3). OED Counsel advocacy is not evidence. Clearly, this Letter attachment was material to

proposed Settlement Agreement, and its absence gives rise to a presumption that it did not exist;

and,consequently, therewas no settlement, based upon the proposed Settlement Agreement. The

material differences between the proposed Settlement Agreement (Appellant's reservation of his

claims against EPRT in GOV #33 @ paragraph A(4), and the Stipulation of Settlement, with

preiudice. (EFC #237) is irrefutable; and, further undermines the AL.I finding, by clear and

convincing evidence, that there wasa "final" Settlement Agreement AIJ Initial Opinion @ 30

The above errors in law and fact have been endorsed in the Director's Final Order, and

require rejection of the ALI Initial Opinion, to the extent is Initial Opinion is based upon such

errors. All testimony by Chaiken relative to the confidential negotiation proposed Settlement

Agreement, was improperly elicited by the OED, and introduced at the Trial, was prejudicial to

Appellant, and violated Florida law. Sec. 44.405, Fla Stats. Accordingly, the Chaikin testimony
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must be excluded. The above errors in law and fact have been endorsed in the Director Final

Order, and require rejection of the AU Initial Opinion, to the extent the ALJ Initial Opinion is

based upon such errors. The exclusion of the Chaikin testimony necessarily renders all ALJ

finding of fact, and conclusions of law. which rely upon theChaikin testimony, unsupportable by

clear and convincing evidence. The Director's Final Order, requires reconsideration and/or

remand to address these errors in law and fact.

B. Prosecutorial Misconduct-On January 13, 2017, Appellant tiled Respondent's

Motion. Under 37 CFR 11.55(h), For An Order Reopening The Subject Disciplinary^ Proceeding

For Consideration OfNewly Discovered Evidence^, annexed hereto as Exhibit "D" The OED

knew, and was on notice, that l£PRT counsel was preparing and/or had undertaken steps to

revive the '519 Patent Application, GOV #6 @120, Appellant email to EPRT Counsel, dated

May 15, 2014, GOV #6, annexed hereto as Exhibit "E".

The Appellant's Motion under 37 CFR 11.55(h), advised the Director of newly

discovered evidence, which was known to the OED and withheld from the Appellant, prior

to the trial of the OED Complaint. The two (2) items annexed to the Motion under 37 CFR

11.55(h), (Exhibits 5 6 to Exhibit "D"), are routinely found in the file history of the "519

Patent Application. GOV #1. The OED certified that the File History submitted as an OED

' AppellaiU iheieaflcr •'Supplemented" his Motion 37 CFR 11.55(h). with ABA Standing Committee on
Standing & Professional Ethics, Formal Opinion 09-454, '"Prosecutor'.s Duly To Disclose Evidence Favorable
to the Defense", which advises, in pertinent part, that the Prosecutor's Duty, as set forth in Model Rule 3.8(d);
and, is "more demandinu than the constitutional case law. Formal Opinion @ 4. More specifically, the Rule
3.8(d) requires prosecutor disclosure of evidence to an accused where the

"...information ordinarily...lend(s) to negate the guilt of the accused if it would be relevant or useful
to establishing a defense or negating the prosecutor's proof. Evidence and information subject to the
rule (Rule 3.8(d)) includes both that which tends it exculpate the accused when viewed independently
and that which tends to be exculpatory when viewed in light of other evidence or information know to
the prosecutor, Format Opinion @ 5

10
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exhibit (GOV #1) was a "...correci copy of the official USPTO eleclronic data... of the file

wrapper for: U.S. Patent Application No. 09/6656,5190. which was false. OED

Certification that GOV #1 was complete, annexed hereto as Exhibit "F" Neither of the two

(2) items annexed to the Motion under 37 CFR I 1.55(h), (Exhibits 5 & 6 to F^xhibit "D"),

were in the certified copy of GOV 1; and, the OED certification was false (in violation of IS

use 1001).

Exhibit 5 to Exhibit "D" was a Petition to Review the Unintentionally Abandoned

('519 Paten Patent Application): and & Exhibit 6 to Exhibit "D" the Director Decision

granting the Petition to Revive. This OED Exhibit, GOV #1, was repeatedly reference by

the OED during the trial of the OED Complaint before the ALJ, with the knowledge that it

was incomplete; and, that information, material to the OED allegations of misconduct, were

not present in GOV #1. Clearly, these omitted materials were inconsistent with the OED

representations (either by commission or omission - "half-truths"), with the testimony

solicited from the OED trial witnesses and other exhibits, notably false testimony relating to

EPRT economic harm, and the false allegations relating to Appellant impeding EPRT efforts

to obtain patent protection. This false testimony is reflected in the ALJ Initial Opinion, and

the primary basis for imposition of the sanction, based upon aggravating circumstances, ALJ

Initial Decision, @ 26 to 28, Exhibit "1" to Exhibit "D".

The Director denied this Motion, and attempted to justify her action by asserting that

the Appellant's Motion (a) was simply an attempt to reargue the merits, and (b) that such

evidence could have discovered by Appellant in advance of the Trial on May 10, 2017, which

is false. The Director improperly attempts to shift the responsibility for the deficiencies in

I I
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GOV # I to Appellant. The OED knew, or should have known, that GO V U1 was incomplete.

The OED had an affirmative dutv to confirm the content and accuracy of its own exhibits.

The newly discovered evidence, submitted with the Respondent's Motion, Under 37

CFR 11.55(h). clearly falls within OED Counsel's responsibilities to discover and disclose

material information to Appellant, because it was '^relevant or useful to establishing a defense

or negating the prosecutor'sproof". See ABA FormalOpinion 09-454'\ The OED Counsel

are chargeable with a breach of their duty to disclose exculpator>' evidence in their

possession, and failed to do.

These newly discovered Patent Office documents, in the confidential '519 Patent

Office file, were material to Appellant's defense and mitiiiatinu of the ALJ sanction. The

newly discovered Patent Office documents included a Petition to Revive the "519 Patent

Application for Unintentional Abandonment, Decision granting the Petition and an issued

patent, based upon a Continuationapplication, based upon the *519 Patent Application. The

patent, ultimately issued on the revived *519 Patent Application, does not cover any EPRT

current product configuration.

IV. The ALJ Initial Opinion Is Not Supported By Clear & Convincing Evidence -

Numerous Errors of Law & Fact

^ ABA Standing Committee on Standing &Professional Ethics, Formal Opinion 09-454. "Prosecutor's Duty To
Disclose Eviclcncc Favorable to the Defense"\ which advises, in pertinent part, that the Prosecutor's Duty, as
set forth in Model Rule 3.8(d); and, is "more demanding than the constitutional case law. Formal Opinion @
4. Morespecifically, the Rule 3.8(d) requires prosecutor disclosure of evidence to an accused where the

"...information ordinarily...tend(s) to negate the guilt of the accused if it would be relevant or useful
to establishing a defense or negating the prosecutor's proof. Evidence and informationsubject to the
rule (Rule 3.8(d)) includes both that which tends it exculpate the accused when viewed independently
and that which tends to be exculpatory when viewed in light of other evidence or information know to
the prosecutor. Forma! Opinion @ 5

12
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A. Appellant Did Not ''Ne^lecr The Prosecution of the '519 Patent Application. There

is no evidence that the Board of Appeals Decision of August 1, 2009, was ever received by

Appellant. (Appellant having effectively rebutted the "Mail Box" rule - AIJ Initial Opinion @

Footnote (19)) Moreover, given the Appellant's aaaressive prosecution of the *519 Patent

Application, the AIJ conceded that it was unlikely that Appellant would have ignored the Board

of Appeals Decision had it been received. "The Court is therefore persuaded that Respondent

did not receive the copies of the Board Decision or the Notice of Abandonment in 2009". ALJ

Initial Decision @ 22

The Director's Final Order attempts to "gloss over" the patentlydeficient factual, and "off

the wall" legal predicates, for the ALJ analysis; and, the ALJ's distorted interpretation of the law,

in his finding of neglect. More specifically, the basis for ALJ for the finding of neglect appears

reproduced below (ALJ Initial Opinion @ 27-28), wherein the AIJ made a specific finding that

Appellant's neglect

...stemmed primarily for his (Appellant) his decision to move to the 28 W. Flagler address.
Had he remained in his original office, or changed his correspondence address to his home
office, he would have timely received the Board Decision and the Notice of Abandonment.
He would therefore have had an opportunity to inform EPR'f of those documents, agree
upon a course of action, and file appropriate responses. Instead, he entrusted a receptionist
to sort his mail without his input. By doing so, he put the burden on the receptionist to
recognizc critical correspondence and notify him in a timely manner. It was a calculated
risk that has cost both Respondent and EPRT.

It is unclear if the Director's Final Order has abandoned the ALJ's ratio decidendi for the

ALJ, quoted above, for his finding of a violation 37 CFR 10.77(c) (neglect), ALJ Initial Opinion,

Discussion of Neglect of *519 Patent Application, in context of violation of 37 CFR 10.77(c),

Initial Opinion @ 17-18 . The above quoted ALJ findings in his Initial Decision, were highly

critical ofthe Appellant for closing is physical office, and changing his "Correspondence Address"

to an executive suite ("suites address"), which was managed by attorneys for attorney. Such

13
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criticism is based upon an impermissible, uninformed and illegal interpretation of the phase

"Correspondence Address", as requiring a patent practitioner to be physically present at the

"Correspondence Address". An interpretationof the phase "Correspondence Address", is reserved

for Congress or the Director, Cooper Technologies Co. v. Dudas, 536 F.3d 1330, 1337 (Fed. Cir.

2008); See also Tq/as v. Doll, 559 F.3d 1345, 1355 (Fed Cir 2009) - for discussion of

distinguishing between "interpretive" and "substantive" rules as to Patent Office authority, not the

OED nor an AIJ sitting in a disciplinary proceeding.

After the ALJ having convinced himself that he was free to "interpret" the phrase

"Correspondence Address", he then proceeds to adopt a hind-sight test, relative to the sufficiency

of Appellant's "monitoring practice", by

• Ignoring the alternatives, set forth in Rules of F^ractice, for entering an appearance

in a Patent Office Proceeding, as an inventor's representative/attorney, fhe ALJ

asserting that the failure of Applicant to associate his Customer Number for

electronic access to the '519 Patent Application, rather than adopt an approved

Patent Office alternative for association of his Registration Number with the *519

Patent Application, was (i) inappropriate and (ii) ineffective to monitor the status

of the appeal before the Board of Patent Appeals, somehow breach his duty of care

to EPRT, ALJ Initial Opinion, @ 15, footnote (10). In this footnote (10), the ALJ

acknowledges that the Appellant's election not to associate his Customer Number

with the '519 Patent Application, and have electronically access to the '519 Patent

Application through the Patent Office PAIR system, was not required: and, Uie

election not to as.sociatcd his Customer Number with the '519 Patent Application,

was neither improper, nor contrary to the Patent Office Rules of Practice.

14
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• Factors which, in practice, determine the frequency and attorney attention to be

accorded to a given client matter, such as:

o the Appellant's undisputed testimony as to the evolution of EPRT product

development, and EPRTtransitioning from its initial product concept of the

•519 Patent Application (having an effective filing date September 7, 2000)

, to its new product concept and technology, based upon its Conductive

Silver Electrode Wrap, which was conceived 7-8 years later.

o the EPRT discontinuing to make and sell products, based upon the concepts

in the *519 Patent Application,

o the EPRT abandonment of the foreign equivalents of the '519 Patent

Application,

o the constraints imposed upon the Appellant by the EPRT Director Research

with respect to incurring any additional legal fees in the prosecution of the

of the '519 Patent Application,

o EPRT development of a replacement product based a Conductive Silver

Electrode Wrap,

o EPRT's filing for a new FDA 51OK registration for its replacement product

because of the material difference between the product concept based upon

the '519 Patent Application and configuration of the replacement product

based a Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, and

o EPRT ceasing its U.S. operations in 2009 - 2010

None of the above "context factors" were discussed, nor considered as factors, as to

the adequacy of Appellant's monitoring of the '519 Patent Application. Accordingly, the

15
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ALJ analysis of neglect, based upon the perceived inadequacy of Appellant's monitoring of the

'519 Patent Application, is unsupported by clear and convincing evidence because it is disregards

the above "context factors"; and is otherwise contrary to law because it unsupported by any

evidence, or Patent Office rule, advising the practitioner, as lo the duration of pendency of an

appeal and/or the frequency of the monitoring the status of an appeal

In summarv, in this case the OED and ALJ have attempt to create new rules, and/or

standards, as to Patent Office solicitation and prosecution of patent applications, and thereafter

asserts that such new rules, and/or standards, violate one or more OED rules of conduct.

• To the extent that the ALJ analysis and determination of a violation of 37 CFR

10.77(c) rests upon the above quote from the ALJ Initial Opinion, specifically, the

finding of neglect stemmedprimarily upon the Appellants use of a suite address

as a Correspondence Address, it is unsupported byclear and convincing evidence

and because it is contrary to law.

• To the extent that the ALJ analysis and determination of a violation of 37 CFR

10.77(c) rests upon the OED attempt to create new rules, and/or standards, as to

Patent Office solicitation and prosecution (monitoring) of pending patent

applications, it is unsupported by clear and convincing evidence and because it is

contrary to law.

B. Appellant's Unintentional Abandonment of the '519 Patent Application Did Not

Cause EPRT Any Economic Harm - The joint Stipulation of Dismissal, with prejudice, (ECF

237). prepared and filed by EPRT counsel, to finally end the malpractice litigation, precludes

a finding of economic harm. The parties were at arm's length, represented by counsel, and

agreed to settle on the eve of trial, after the District Court entered an order granting, in part,

16
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the Appellant's Motion for Summary (ECF #225) on August 17, 2015; and, granted

Appellant's Motion in Limine (ECF #215) on July 22, 2015, wherein the Judge struck the

EPRT damages expert report, (after an evidentiary (Dauhert) hearing, because there was no

credible evidence that EPRT was damatied as a result its representation by Appellant.

The newly discovered evidence further refutes any suggestion by the ALJ (Initial

Opinion @ 28) that EPRT suffered any economic consequences from the Appellant's

unintentional abandonment of the "519 Patent Application; and

a. Dispels the ALJ findings of fact, or legal conclusion, the Appellant impeded

the reinstatement of the *519 Patent Application, Exhibit "7" to Exhibit "D".

The *519 Patent Application was revived by EPRT counsel without

involvement or assistance by Appellant;

b. Dispels any finding of fact or legal conclusion, that once revived, the Board

of Appeal decision was appealable. Upon revival of the *519 Patent

Application, EPRT counsel, simply filed a Request for Continuing

Examination, which resulted in the allowance of the *519 Patent Application,

as US 9,421,367. None of the issued patent claim of the '367 patent cover

any EPRT product. It is noteworthy Examiner Orpoeza, who had previously

rejected the '519 Patent Application five (5) times, was no lontier conducting

the examination of the *519 Patent Application.

c. Confirms the lack of credibility of EPRT counsel Chaiken testimony that

Appellant "intentionally" abandoned the '519 Patent Application.

The ALJ acknowledges that there is no direct evidence oFany economic harm; and,

whatever findings and conclusions he made are based upon assumptions, ALJ Initial Opinion
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@ 28. His assumptions are inconsistent with only evidence of Record, as to the Factors

related to economic consequence of the failure to attain allowance of the '519 Patent

Application.

More specifically. Appellant testified that EPRT product, originally conceived in

2000 had evolved during his representation of EPRT, Vol II (May 11, 2016 Tx) 52:16 to

54:17. More specifically, in 2008. David Estes developed a new product concept, discussed

it the company founder Keith Wendell, and agreed to pursue as an improvement for obsolete

product configuration claimed in the "519 Patent Application, A, Vol II (May 11, 2016 Tx)

@ A, Vol II (May 11, 2016 Tx) A @ 31:12-17; 32:9-18.

Appellant filed a patent application for this new product concept {Conductive Silver

Electrode Wrap), Vol II (May 11, 2016 Tx) A @ 39:8-22. Appellant was advised that by

EPRT management that the configuration and functionality of new EPRT product

configuration, incorporating Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, was substantially different

from the product concept of '519 Patent Application, so as to require a new FDA 51OK

registration in future EPRT products, Vol II (May 11, 2016 Tx) A, @ 60:11-22

The Board of Appeals decision on June 1,2009, held that the EPRT claims, on appeal,

in the *519 Patent Application were unpatentable. The Board Decision was res judicata as

to the claims before the Board; and preclusive of claims were not patentable distinct from the

subject matter on appeals. The only claims potentially patentable, if any, could not protect

any of the EPRT new/current products, because the EPRT new/current products used a

Conductive Silver Electrode Wrap, which was distinct from the original product concept

disclosed in the '519 Patent Application.

18
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The ALJ findings of fact, based upon his hind-sight, and the creation of a standard, or

imposition an additional rule governing the practice, is an impermissible incursion into the

exclusive authority of Congress or the Director, Cooper Technologies Co. v. Diidas, 536 F.3d

1330, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2008). The Directors Final Order, which has endorsed the AIJ efforts a

"rule making" requires reconsideration and/or remanded of the case to address these errors in law.

V. Summary & Conclusion

A. The Appellant's objections to subject matter jurisdiction is based upon the failure

of the OED Director to comport his investigation of the allegations of misconduct against

Appellant with 37 CFR 11.22(d). which is intended to protect the Appellant from being unfairly

prosecuted for violation of the OED Rules. In this case, the OED Director investigation was

incomplete and, therefore, biased againstAppellant, forwhatdid not include: and,thereby, unduly

influenced the Committee on Discipline, bv the absence of exculpatory information and/or

evidence inconsistent with a finding of wronadoina. U.S. v. Mechanik, 475 U.S. 66, 78 (1986),

B. The Director's Final Order, to the same extent it relies upon the testimony of EPRT

counsel, Meredith Chaiken, to support a violation ofa disciplinary, is lacking clearand convincing

evidence to sustain such violation. The Chaikin testimony relating to a Confidential Federal Court

ordered mediation was excluded at trial. Section 44.405, Fla Stats., Confidentiality

C. The Director's Final Order, to the same extent it relies upon the testimony of EPRT

counsel, Meredith Chaiken, as a basis for a finding of "aggravation", is lacking clear and

convincing evidence. The Chaikin testimony relating to a Confidential Federal Court ordered

mediation was excluded at trial. Section 44.405, Fla. Stats.

Respectfully,

19
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United States Patent and Trademark Office

Office of ENBOLLf-cur and Discipline

FEB -5 2015

Mr, John H. Faio CERTIFIED MM\3ikf>IO0Xr)Uk&!,S(Bf^
Faro & Associates RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
P.O. Box 490014

Key Biscaync, Florida 3314')

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Re; FileNo.G2389

SECOND REQUEST FOR INFORMA l lONAND EVIDENCE UNDER 37 C.F.R § 11.22(f)

Dear Mr. Faro;

The Office of Enrollmentand Discipline ("OED") received your lettersdated September 11,
2014, and December 11, 2014, in response to OED's Request For Information And Evidence
Under 37 C.F.R. § 11.22(f)dated July 11,2014 ("First RFI"). As discussed ftirther below,the
OED Director requests youradditional comments before determining whether any violation of
the United Slates Patentand Trademark Office ("USPTO" or "Office") Code of Professional
Responsibility' may have occurred.

Youshouldunderstand thai «JED must develop all information regarding the information
received, including that infoimation which may justify or exonerate the alleged actions ofa
registered practitioner or mitigate the seriousness ofany violations that may have occurred.
Yourstatement of position may result in a decision to dismiss the matter. You may wish to
retain or consult with counst1before submitting a statement of your position. Your response to
this letter should be received by OED within fifteen (15) daysof the date of this letter, or by
February 20. 2015. whichc^'er is later.

The additional alleged facts presently underconsideration arc as follows:

1. You were retained in December 2002 to continue the prosecution of U.S. Patent
Application Serial nJo. 09/656,519 entitled"Method and Apparatus for Performing
Microcurrent Elect-otherapy" ("the '519 application") on behalf of EPRF
Technologies, Inc., and/or ThrisointPty Ltd (hereinafter individually or collectively
referred to as "EPKT').

Since the alleged conduct occurred priorto May 3,2013, the USF TO Codeof Professional
Responsibility is applicable in thisinvestigation. See'hl C.F.R, §§ 10.20-10.112. Effective
May 3,2013, the applicable !lules of Conduct are the USPTO Rules of Professional Conduct.
5ee 37 C.F.R. §§ 11.101-11.901.

Mail Stop OED. P O Bo* 1450. Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450 -vawvuspto oov

GOV #13 Page 3 of 7
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Mr. John H. Faro Page 2
Faro & Associates

OEDFileNo.: G2389

2. In the '519 applicai on, you filed the following documents:

a. Notice of Appeal to Boardof Patent Appeals and Interferences dated
June 30,2005.

b. Appellants' Briefon Appeal to theBoard of Patent Appeals and
Interferences dated August 26,2005;

c. Notice of Appeal to Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences dated
February 2, 2(106;

d. Appellants' Sjppleraental Brief onAppeal to theBoard of Patent Appeals
and Interferences dated February 2,2006;

e. Appellants' Corrected Supplemental Brief on Appeal tothe Board of
Patent Appeals and Interferences dated May 29, 2006; and

f Appellants' Sjcond Corrected Supplemental BriefonAppeal to the Board
of Patent Appeals and Interferences dated October 18,2006.

3. In the '519 application, after filing the above documents, the following documents were
sent by the USPTO toyour address ofrecord (28 W. Flagler Street, Suite 1000, Miami,
Florida 33130):

a. Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences Docketing Notice dated
November 12, 2008;

b. Decision on /vppeal dated June 1,2009; and

c. Notice of Abandonment dated August 17, 2009.

4. Youstatedin your responses to OED thatyoudid not receive the Decision on Appeal
dated June 1,2009 or the Notice of Abandonment dated August 17,2009 in the '519
application even though thesedocuments were sent to your address of record.

5. Please explain in d2lail the typeof mail docketing system(s) thatyou had in placein
2008 and 2009to rscord incoming mail to and outgoing mail from your office. Please
provide all records from tliis system from November 2008 through September 2009.

6. Please state the name, address and telephone nujnber of any person (including current
or former employe is of your law fmn) who has firsthand knowledge of the mail
docketing system(5) referenced in your response to the preceding question.

7. To the extent not provided in response to question 5 above, pleasedescribe in detail
your practices, pro:edures, ajid/or policies in place in 2008 and 2009 for retrieving mail

Mail Stop DED, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450 -www usptogov
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Mr. John H. Faro Page 3
Faro & Associates

OEDFilcNo.: G2389

from your"28 W. }lagler Street, Suite 1000, Miami, Florida" office,e.g., howoften
mail was retrieved, by whom, and recording keeping.

8. Please stale the name, address, and telephone numberof any person (includingcurrent
or former employee s of yourlaw firm) who has firsthand knowledge ofyourpractices,
procedures, and/or Dolicies in place in 2008 and 2009 for retrieving mail referenced in
your responseto tho preceding question.

9. Other than the correspondencethat is the subjectof OED File No. G2389, please
describe any problems you claimto havehad in receiving correspondence that was
mailed to your"28 W. Flagler Street, Suite 1000, Miami, Florida" office.

10. Pleasedescribe an} problems aboutwhichyou have heard conceramg otherpersons
allegedly not recei\ ing correspondence that was mailed to the executive suites located
at 28 W. Flagler St eel, Miami, Florida.

11. You stated thatyoi made inquiries on September 30,2008, of the Board of Appeals
and Interferences to ascertain the statusof the appeal and that you became aware of the
Noticeof Abandonment in the '519 application inNovember 20II. Please explain in
detail all steps that youtook between October 18,2006 and November 2011 to
determine and monitor the status of the appeal in the '519 application. Please provide
any supporting documents.

12. Please explain indetail the type ofcalendaring system and/or tickler sysiem(s) that you
have to docket due dates and status checkdates in patent applications. Please provide
any supporting documents.

13. Foryour answer to the preceding question, please explain whether you used thatsystem
for checking the status of the appeal in tlie '519application. Please provide documents
to support your position.

14. In your response lc- OED, you stated that the '519 application was not associatedwith
yourCustomer Nunber because youdid not file the application andthatyou did not
know what Customer Number was associated with the '519 application, so you could
not verify the statusof the '519 application on PAIR(PatentApplication Information
Retrieval). Please explain in detail why you didnot have the '519 application
associated witli yo .ir Customer Numberor take other appropriate steps to ensure that
you could properl) monitor the statusof \he '519 application when youlookover
prosecution of the '519 application in December 2002.

15. Given that you did not have access to PAIR, please explain in detail what steps you
took to ensure that you monitored, tracked, and followed up on the '519 application to
ensure that no due dates were missedand to ensure that you receivedall documents in
the '519 appljcaticn.

Mail Stop OED. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 -v/wwusptogov
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Mr. John M. Faro Page 4
Faro & Associates

OEDFileNo.: G2389

16. Please state the name, address and telephone numberof any person (including current
or formeremploye<5s of yourlawfirm) who yourelied on to docket, calendar or
monitor due dates aid statuses in patent applications.

17. To the extentnot already provided in yourresponses to these questions, please statethe
name, address and elephone number of all persons (including currentor former
employees ofyour law fimi) who are able tocorroborate any of the information you
provide in your responses to tliese questions and previous questions byOED.

18. Please provide OED with all documents supporting yourpositions.

19. Please provide OED with all documents, not previously provided to OED, from the
matter in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida (Miami), styled
EPRT TechnologieInc. et al. v. Faro etai, Docket No. 1:13-CV-23893-PCH,
including but not limited to, copies of all discovery requests servedon you intliat
matter and copies cf all of your responses to such discovery.

20. Please provide OED with all documents, not previously provided to OED, that you
received or submitted in the matter before The Florida Bar in The Florida Bar File No.
2014-70,913 (11J) regarding you or any other pending barinvestigation regarding you.

21. Please provide OED with any additional information and documents regarding the
matters set forth above.

The OED Director willmake no determination for disposition of this matteruntil you havebeen
afforded anopportunity to fi.lly state your position with respect thereto within fifteen (15) days
of the date of this letter. This is your opportunity pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 558(c), if appropriate,
todemonstrate that you are C'r have come into compliance with the USPTO Code ofProfessional
Responsibility and/or USPTO Rules ofProfessional Conduct. Please note that the USPTO Rules
ofProfessional Conduct impose an obligation to cooperate with OED inan investigation ofany
matter before it, andproscribe knowingly failing to respond to a request from OED. 37C.F.R.
§ 11.801(b). In addition, if \ ou do not respond to thisRequest for Information or any OED
request, the Committee onDiscipline may draw an adver.se inference in making a determination
under37 C.F.R. § 11.23. Se?Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308 (1976).

Accordingly, we invite your response to the alleged facts presently under consideration. In your
response, please also stateyour account of the events ina clironological and specific manner and
include copies of any particularly pertinent documents referred to in your response. Your
response should address the information in eachof the numbered paragraphs in this letter. You
may also address theinformation inview oftheDisciplinary Rules. Also, please provide any
othercomments or evidence youbelieve would be helpful in considering this matter.

We will attempt to verify the statements inyour response justaswe do with the information
provided to us. For this rea.son, and because a registered practitioner could be subject to
discipline for making a materially false statement or deliberately failing to disclose a material

MailSlop OED, P.O. Box 1450. AlDxandria. Virginia 22313-1450 -w/wusptogov
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Mr. John H. Faro Page 5
Faro & Associates

OEDFiicNo.: G2389

fact in connection with a disc iplinary matter (see V C.F.R. §§ 11.804(c) and 11.804(d)), you
should accurately set forth ycur factual statements.

If you have any questions, yc u or your counsel should not hesitate to contact OED at
(571)272-4097. Thank you foryour anticipated cooperation and assistance in this important
matter. Please address your lesponse to Mail Stop OED, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
P.O. Box 1450,Alexandria, Virginia22313-1450. Please refer to OED file numberG2389 in
the heading of your response.

Sincerely,

l\: ^
Jennifer A. Harchick

Staff Attorney
Office of Enrollment and Discipline

MallSlop OED. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 -vavwusptogov
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Law Offices Of ' ''
FARO & ASSOCIATES •' f ;h ii-ivhiu l.fvi''-*'

1395 Brickcll Avenue - Suite 800 "

Miami, Florida 33129

Email: John 57/ 2Ccp.oo(. com

Telephone: (305) 761-6921
Facsimile: (305) 726-0029
Evenings (305) 761-6921

September 11, 2014
yia Facsimile 571-273-0074

Jennifer A. Harchick. Esq.
OED-Staff Attorney
MS: OED

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Ms. Harchick:

Re: OED File No. G2389

Request for Informalion
Complaint by EPT Technologies v.v. John H. Faro

The same issues raised by EPRT with OED complaint against me are the subject of
litigation now pendintz in the Federal District for the Southern District of Florida, Thrisoini Pty,
Ltd. &Eprt Technologies. Inc. v. John H. F'\iro EtAl, Case No. 13-CV-23893- HUCK/SULLIVAN
(DCSDFla)'.

1. Enclosed is the most recent HPRT Amended Complaint (malpractice) and my
Motion to Dismiss. I would request that the OED review of this matter be abated and permit the
judicial review to be concluded first, insofar as the same issues and same parties (in the EPRT
Complaint to the OED) are now before the Federal Court.

2. It is clear from the prosecution history, that the EPRT patent application, which is
the subject of the EPRT complaint, was thorouuhlv prosecuted and the finally determined to lack
patentable subject matter. It is also further apparent that the continued pursuit of this EPRT
application in the Patent Officc was not permitted without first obtaining the approval of the
Commissioner of F^atents. 37 CFR 1.198" There was no basis for either reopening examination

' Thisissccond lawsuit filed against me byEPR'f. the first onehaving been dismissed, Eprt Technologies.
Inc. V. .John 11. Faro EtAl. Case No. i2-CV-05047-LlNDSAY (DC Dallas Div. Texas)

• §1.198 Reopening after afinal <ieci.\ion ofthe Boardof Patent Appeals and Interferences.
When a decision by the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences on appeal has become final Tor judicial
review, proscculion of ihe proceeding before the priniar>' examiner will not be reopened or reconsidered
by the primary examiner except under the provisions of§1.114 or §41.50 of this title without the written
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before the Patent Office, or an appeal to the District Court. See enclosed Motion to Dismiss -
Exhibit *4"

3. Around January 1, 2008, I closed my office at 44 W. F'-jagler Street, Miami, Fl, in
favor of an "executive suite" relationship at 28 W. Flagler Street, Miami, l*i. 1did not have any
physical presence or office staff at this suite address, and simply used its facilities as a mailing
address, and for conference room access. A Change ofCorrespondence Address (28 W. Flagler
Street. Miami, Fl ), was filed with the USPTO on February 11, 2008. I never received cither the
Board of Appeals decision, or the Notice of Abandonment, at 28 W. Flagler Street. Miami. Fl
address. See Change ofCorrespondence Address, dated February 11, 2008, - Exhibit "2"

4. I made an inquiries on September 30, 2008. of the Board of Appeals, to ascertain
thestatus of the appeal of the patent application for the"Microcurrent Electrotherapy"" technology.
See Faro & Associates Statement dated October 1,2008 (note addres.s on Statement) - Exhibit
"3" 1do not recall what if anything I was told, other than the appeal was still pending.

5. ThisOctober 1,2008 Statement also indicates that EPRT was seriously delinquent
in account with niy office, more than $2,000 being more than 120 past due.

6. My recollection of events during theperiod from about 2008 to 2010, is that EPRT
abandoned pursuit of a number of matters. More specifically, EPRT and/or THRISOINT
requested estimates for trademark and patent applications and/or for the continuation of pursuit of
existing work or work in process, and declined lo pursue any of the matter for which an estimate
was provided. See enclosed pro forma invoices to Thrisoint PTY, Ltd (EPRT holding
company) dated November 2008 and December 2009, - Composite Exhibit "4"

7. EPRT w^ent out of business, at least in the United States, sometime during the period
(2009 - 2010) in which its pending application was before the Board of .Appeals.

8. 1believe EPRT eventually paid ofT itsdelinquent bill, in installments, over a period
of several months/year sometime in late 2009 or early 2010, EPRT was aware of my
unwillingness to undertake any further representation without first receiving a retainer tor the
requested work. I do not believe I undertook any additional work for EPRT after the delinquent
account was brought current.

In summai7 - It is evident from my statement of October 1, 2008, (Exhibit "3") that I
endeavored to ascertain the status of the appeal when requested by EPRTand my efforts were
unsuccessful. I do not recall when I first learned that the appeal of the final rejection had been
affirmed.

authority of the Director, and then only for the consideration of matters not already adjudicated,
sufficient cause being shown, (emphasis added)
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Whatever phone call may have been made to me by the Examiner
likely relumed. The Examiner comments in the Notice of Abandon
content of her message, if any.

in September 2009, was
rncnt do not indicate the

If you require additional information or clarification of the enclosed, please advise.

Sincerely,

Nt

k
{ Jol

Enclosures as per text
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GENERAL. MUTUAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE

This GENERAL, MUTUAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE

("Agreement") is made and entered into on this^^j/ '̂̂ day of Y 2015, by and
between Kadierine Blake ("Blake") as representative of Thrisoint Pty. Ltd and EPRT

Technologies, Inc. ("Companies") andJohn H. Faro and Technology Business Law Group, LLC

("Faro") (collectivcly the "Parties").

WHEREAS, The Parties have reached an agreement to resolve all disputes by and

between them regarding Faro's representation of the Companies in the prosecution of United

State Patent Application Serial Number 09/656,519 before the United States Patent and

Trademark Office ("USPTO"), and in case number l;13-cv-23893 in the Southern District Court

of Florida, EPRT Technologies, Inc. and Thrisoint Pty. Ltd v. John H. Faro and Technology

Business Law Group, LLC ("Case").

WHEREAS, Each party hereby releases the otlicr party from any and all claims, known

or unknown, that have arisen or may arise respecting the representation of EPRT Technologies,

Inc. and Thrisoint Pty. Ltdby John H. Faro and Technology Business Law Group, LLC.

WHEREAS, This Agreement also applies to the respective Parties' heirs, legal

representatives, and successors and is binding on the heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of

each party as well as anyone else claiming under each party.

NOW, KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, in consideration of the funds to be

paid, and the mutual promises of the Parties set forth in this Agreement, the Parties agree to the

following:
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A, Settlement Terms

(1) A letter from John H. Faro on FARO & Associates letterhead to Katherine Blake with

the agreed upon verbiage (annexed hereto);

(2) Neither Katherine Blake, nor her counsel or agents, or any other companyrepresentative

of EPRT Technologies, Inc. and Thrisoint Pty. Ltd, will voluntarily participate onbehalf

of Katherine Blake in the presently pending disciplinary proceedings, against Jolin H.

Faro, before the Florida Bar and the USPTO. However, Defendants recognize Plaintiffs'

legal obligation to cooperate with the Florida Bar and the USPTO pursuant to any

subpoena issued by the Florida Bar, the USPTO or anycourtof competent jurisdiction;

(3) Faro shallpay the Companies $7,040.00US. Faro shall pay the Companies $5,OOO.OOUS

immediately upon execution of this Agreement payable to the order of CRGO Law for

deposit into the CRGO Law firm trust account. Faro shall pay the Companies the

remaining $2,040.00US over a period of three months in equal monthly installments of

$680.00US commencing one month after theexecution of this Agreement; and

(4) Stipulation of dismissal without prejudice of case number 1:13-23893 in the Southern

District of Florida, each party bearing its own fees and costs.

B. Warranty of Voluntary Agreement, The Parties agree that the amount and terms set forth in

paragraph "A" of this Agreement are fair and reasonable and further warrant that they have

entered into this Agreement voluntarily and of their own accord; and that this Agreement

contains and constitutes the entire understanding and agreement between the Parties respecting

the subject matter hereofand may not be changed or altered in any way, except by a writing

signed by all Parties hereto. The Parties flirther agree that the terms of this Agreement are

conU-actual and not a mere recital.
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C Severability. If any paragraph or clause hereof shall be held invalid or unenforceable in any

jurisdiction, for any reason, then the meaning of such paragraph or clause shall be construed so

as to render it enforceable to the extent permissible. If no peitnissible interpretation would save

such paragraph or clause, it shall be severed from these terms and conditions and the remainder

of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

D, Governing Law. It is hereby agreed by theParties that this Agreement shall be governed

by the laws of the State of Florida.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, WE hereuntoset my/our hands and seals on this day

of August, 2015.

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the
presence of:

WITNESS Katherine Blake on behalf of EPRT
Technologies, Inc. and Thrisoint Ltd. Pty.

WITNESS

AUSTRALIA

COUNTY OF

Sworn to (or affirmed) and subscribed before me this day of
20 . by .

Notary Public - Australia

(Print, Type, Stamp, or Commissioned
Name of Notary Public)

Personally Known OR Produced Identification
Type of Identification Produced:
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, WE hereunto set my/our hands and seals on this day

of August, 2015.

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the
prcibence of:

\

W TNESS

ITNESS

STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF

of John H. Faro and

Technology Busm^ss Law Group, LLC

IS^Sworn to (or afFimied) and subscribed before me this
20II2., by •

day of I,

\ ^ ^ Coosnissioo ^rw Ncveinber 14,2016

Roy L. Marsh, 11!
NotefyPiM:

Cofwws^ No. K 851574

State of Florida

(Print, Type, Stamp, or Commissioned
Name of Notary Public)

Personally Known OR Produced Idcuitificati
Type of Identification

OR Produced ideiitiiicati^ v , ^
ion Produced; pVgvli \ J \ t f '•^5 ^
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Misc. Docket No.

UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR

INTELLECTUALPROPFRTY & DIRECTOR, LMTED S'l ATES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

JOHN //. FARO, ESQ.

Respondent

In re matter of John H. Faro, Disciplinary Proceeding No. D20I5-27

(OED Case NO.G23H9)

Respondent's Motion, Under 37 CFR IL55(h),
For An Order Reopening The Subject Disciplinary Proceeding For

Consideration OfNewly Discovered Evidence

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131

(305) 761-6921

John£75712(«)aol.coin
ProSe
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Respondent's Motion, Under 37 CFR 11.55(h),
For An Order Reopeninf^ The Subject Disciptinary Proceeding For

Consideration OJNewly Discovered Evidence

This Motion is tiled pursiianl to 37 CFR I i.55(h), As is evident from

the Chronology ol events set forth herein, the OED palpable miseonduei and IVaud

upon the Respondent and upon the ALL in iVlay 2016. only became evident after

August 23, 2016, when US 9,421,367, issued; and. Patent Olllce file for US

9,421,367 became accessible to the public. Accordingly. Respondent could not

have discovered this new evidence prior lo the trial ol'lhe OED Coniplainl on May

10, 2016. 1he Respondent, John H. Iniro, Esq., herein notices the filing and

service of the Respondent s Motion. Under 37 CFR }1.55(h). For An Order

Reopening The Subject Disciplinary Proceeding For Consideration Of Ne^-ly

Discovered Evidence.

Acopy of the ALJ initial Decision Order, dated September 15, 2016,

is annexed hereto, as Exhibit

Pre-filing Conference: The Respondent has contacted OED Counsel,

Robin Crabb. Esq., on January 10, 2017, by email, advising him of the

Respondent s intention to lile a Motion To Remand lK: Vacate, and the reasons

for such Motion, Respondent's January 10. 2017, Email lo OED Counsel Robin

Crabb annexed hereto as Kxhibit Atiorney Crabb indicated thai the OED

shall oppose a Respondent Motion To I^emand ct- Vacate. Respondent has
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apparently improperly styled his Motion under ChR 11.55(h), (to

'^Remancr in lieu ol one for '̂Reopening" the subjeet disciplinary proceeding.

As is evident for Exhibit "2", Attorney Crabb was fully apprised of the basis

for the instant Motion, and indicated his opposition to the basis thereol'.

Basis for Motion: Relief from a judgment or order is governed by ( I 'R

11.55(h), which tracts, in part. Rule 60(b), Fed. R. Civ. Proc., which is reproduced

below:

(b) Grounds for Relief from a Final Judgment, Order, or Proceeding. On
motion and just terms, the court may relieve a parly or its legal represeniaiivc
from a final judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons:

(1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect;

(2) newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could
not have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule
59(b):

(3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic),
misrepresentaiion, or misconduct by an opposing parts ;

(4) the judgment is void;

(5) the judgment has been satisfied, released or discharged; it is based
on an earlierjudgment that has been reversed or vacated: or applying it
prospectively is no longer equitable: or

(6) any other reason that justifies reliel'.

As set forth hereinafter, Respondent seeks to reopen the disciplinary

proceeding, under 37 CFR ! 1.55(h). for the same reasons as set forth in Rule
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60(b)(2), (j), (5) & (6) - which includes newly discovered evidence noi otherwise

available until aiter August 23, 2016, when US 9,421,367, issued

As IS manifestly apparent from the chronology ofevents set forth hereinalter.

the ALJ has been a1fi[•mative1v misled by the OLD, both in its presentation of

evidence, and through the testimony ol its witnesses, at the trial of its Complaint

against Respondent on May 10-12,2016. 1his palpable misconduct and fraud upon

the ALJ. at the trail of the its Complaint against the Respondent, was the result of

the OLD (a) mischaracterization Respondent's handling, and abandonment, of the

prosecution of the '519 Patent Application as involving "intentionaf' misconduct,

ialselv representing, during the trial, the status of the "5 1 Patent Applieation as

"abandoned" as of the dale of the frial, when in lact it had been revive and pending.

exa.^^eratinu the potential and/or actual harm alleged sustained b\ LPR I,

notwithstanding that LPR'f patent had revived ^519 Patent Application, issue on

August 23. 2016. as US 9.42K367.

—Sustained No Economic Harm - fhe Respondent's alleged

abandonment, and the failure to secure HPRT is acknowledge as one of

the cornerstones ot the AIJ Inilial Decision &Order, [Decision a 28) as set forth

' The Respondem pursuil ol'ilie l:PRT primary -legal ol^icciives- was to attain patent protection
101 the so-called 'electrode wrap the "kc>"" component oTihe l-PRT products.
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below;

i EPR-T's Has SulTered Economic Harm but the Amoiini of Injury is
Impossible to Ouantif\^

Respondent has consistently argued that the abandonment of the '519
Application caused EPRT no economic harm because the invention could
nevei have obtained patent protection". Ihe Court olTers no opinion on ihc
accuracy of this assessment. It would be an exercise in futility to speculate
whether the invention was actually patentable\ or what kind ol' profit il
could have generated if it had been patented. However, that is not the entire
scope ol the inquiry. HPRT paid Respondent between $ >5,000 and S45.000
to guide the '519 Application through the patent process. The original
estimate lor this service was only !!>4,000. EPR f's I'eturn on its investment
has been nothing.- Ihe client has thus experienced substantial monetary
harm because of its dealiny:s with Respondent.

Unfortunately, the Court has no way to determine what percentaue ol
EPR 1's payments were in vain. Respondent did represent EPRT's interests
competently, at least for a time. Without a clear guide, it is simply
impossible to arrive at a non-arbitrary dollar figure representing EPRT's
loss. Nonetheless, there is no plausible dispute that the client's attempts to
secuie a patent for the '!>19 Application left it economically weaker. Nor is
there any dispute that Respondent's neizlect and misconduct exacerhnied
EPRTs suffering. Additionally, EPRT has expended more ihan .Si70,000
in litigation costs against Respondent, with at least one lawsuit still ongoing.
This merits an increased sanction against Respondent.

Kt'sponticnt also now statuLs in the ua\ oi KPUT's ;>ttcnn)i.s (o revive the 'SI9
•Application. Dcspiic aurccing to sctiic the l-lorida miilpniciicc case. Kcspondcni has rdu.scd
tt) accept blame lor involunUirily abandoning the Applicalion. Anadmi.ssion of intentioiinl

rnoT tcrni.s. Such an acknowledgenicnt wuuld allowLI Kr to revive the '519 Applicalion. Respondent has proffered no reason for hi.s refu.sal,
and none is readily apparent other than spite.

As IS evident from the above quoted language of the ALJ Decision, (including

1he Respondeni argued that Claim 25. to the "key" component ol the [•i'RT products could
not be patented, and nothing has changed lo reverse Re.spondent s posiii<)n atul belief.

There is no speculation required. The August I. 2009. Board i)!' Patent Appeals /.)ccision
determined the claims on appeal were unpatentable.
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footnote (27)), the Al.J attempts to iay the blame Ibr 1:PR 1 being denied "a patent''

at the Respondent's doorstep, not the liPRT decision in November 2005, to continue

to pursue the appeal of the November 14, 2005. Final Rejection of its Medical

Device claims (Claim 25), or the Board ol Patent Appeals Decision alTirmance ol

the November 14, 2005, l-inal Rejection, or the fiPRT failure to hire a replacemeni

patent counsel in 2011, following its "constructive discharge" of the Respondent, to

advise it as to how best to proceed.

As is evident from the ALJ Decision quoted above, the AIJ also erroneous!)

concludes that the inability of L-'PRT to reinstate/revive the '519 Patent Application

was the result ol the Respondent's refusal to acknowledge that he "inlentionallv''

abandoned the '519 Patent Application. The following discussion, Chronolo^v of

Events and Exhibits that are annexed hereto, demonstrate that not only was

Respondent's reiusal to acknowledge his alleged 'Intentionar' abandonment, not an

obstacle to the revival of the abandoned the *519 Patent Application, but also that

when the '519 Patent Application was revived, and reassigned to a new patent

Examiner, many of the formal objections under USC 112, based upon the claim

language adopted by Respondent in the drafting the 1-PR l patent claims. v\crc

withdrawn and the claims allowed. The ALJ was, thus, misled by the OKI), and

as to all of the factual findings appearing of page 28 of W\s Decision, See ILxhibits

"5", "6" & ^^7"
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It is also apparent trom the above quoted language appearing on page (28) ol

his Decision, the OhD denied the AIJ have access to l.xhibits "5", "6" <&

during the trial ofthc OED Complaint (which began of May 1Q> 20161 andybr prior

to his release ot his Initial Decision &Order, on September 15. 2016. By

withholding Hxhibits "5", -6" & the OHD aflirmatively misled the Al.J. and

his lindings, conclusions and sanctions, set forth on page (28 )ofthe AU Decision.

relative to alleged -^Economic Hamr' suffered by EPRT, dearly relleci his being

misinformed. More specifically, had the OED made the Al .J aware of the EPR'f

efforts to revive the '519 Patent Application, the ALJ would not have concluded that

Respondent was obstructive of ERPT effort and desire to revived its patent

application. The OED concealment ofthe 1:PR Tefforts at revival ofthc '519 Patent

Application, (as set forth in Exhibits -5", "6" -7"), at the trial, and its eliciting of

testimony from its witness, inconsistent with the EPRT revival efforts, was

Respondent's defense, a iraud upon the A1..I and a further corruption

ol the disciplinary process. Accordingly, the factual foundation ofthc AI.J's

findings, and sanctions recommendations, in his Initial Decision &Order, is based

upon a record replete with lalse and misleading testimony bv the Ol-D And \t<

witnesses, and, accordingly, must he vr^cnied.

^—Waived Its Claim lo Attorney Fees - With respect to the ALJ's

comments appearing at ihe end of the above quoted language on page 28 of his
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Decision, as lo EPRT's legal fees,

. Additionally, liPRT has expended more than $170,000 in litigation costs
against Respondent, with at least one lawsuit still ongoing. Thfs merits an
increased sanction against Respondent.

HPR1 sued Respondent in Federal District Court in Miami for S5.3M1VI. The

Federal District Court determined, in granting Respondent's motions that l-PR T

lacked standing to sue Respondent, and had sulTered no redressable liarm. Fhe

Court also ruled that the l-PRT holding company, Throisant Pty had no actual or

consequential damages, with the exception of aclaim for dis^onJement of attorney

lees (4,000 to $7,000). Maybe FPR F's interests and welfare would be better served

il the OliD and ALJ focused their attention on the HPRT attorneys who fleeced

EPRTout of SI 70,000.

The Respondent and EPRT, therealter, endeavored to resolve the malpractice

case in mediation; and, reached an impasse when the parties could not aLzree upon

the wordmg ol an Exhibit' to the proposed Scfilemeni Agreement. (GOV «JJ (i/; pu^e

2, paragraph A(l), Exhibit reqitiremeni, Proposed Settlement Agreement annexed

hereto as Exhibit ''4'MJpon reaching an impasse, the proposed Settlement

Agreement was abandoned. HPRT, therealier, aareed to waive its claims for its

attorney fees in exchangeJor Respondent" agreement to a waiver his right to sue

Meredith Chaiken testified that such an Exhibit exists, however, none was attached to Ol:!)
Exhibit GOV - because there isn't anv.
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EPR1 for maiicious prosecution (the proposed Settlement Agreement (GOV US3.

page 2, paragraph A(4)) specified thai the dismissal was with without preiudicei.

f.Smalibizpros, Inc. v, MacDonald. 618 F.3d458(5ih. Cir. 2010). liPRT has sincc

reneged upon the proposed Settlement Agreement. In its current collection action

against Respondent, HPRT Complaint against Respondent attaches the same

proposed Settlement Agreement, without the i-xhibii spccificd a page paragraph

Ad).

Relevant Chronoloov

1. On October 21 2̂U13, IilM< Tsued Respondent lor malpracticc in the Icdciul

Dislrict Courl for the S.D. oC Florida. HPRT Teclvwloui^s vJohn //, haro.

Case No. 13-CV-23893- I-IUCK/SULLIVAN) - -Honda Malpraakv

Litigation'

Mav 10, 2014, Steven Greenbcrg, Hsq. (a registered patent attorney)

entered a personal appearance on his own behalf; and behali" ol'his lirm, as

counsel for EPRT &Thrisoint Pty Ltd. in the hlorida Malpractiee l.itigaiiun.

September 29, 2014, Greenberg, on behalfofEPRT, filed a 3'"' Amended

Complaint against Respondent seek damages ol\S5.3iVIM.

July 20, 2015, alter the Federal District Court granted Respondent's

The OED has mislabelcd the
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Motion in Liminc, siriking ihe EPRT damages expert report, limiting ihe

[:PR I damages to S4,000 to S7,000, (tor disgorgemeni oi attorncy fees). At

this hearing, the Court and liPRT counsel had the Ibllowinii exchange:

COURT: Do yon mm! to go back lo your dienl and leil your diem, (who

lysidc'd m Ausn-aliui. ihui you want lo /ia\ c a irial in Jcdmil court over

V,()()()?

MS. CHAIKEN: Your Honor, the real value here to my client ts a /inai

tudf^ment that Defendants cottimitled leml tiialrjracUce in t)rosecutiti^ their

patent at}t}lication

COURT: So you're looking to itse this Court to vet hack at Mr Far,,

because...

MS. CHAIKEN: It '.v not getting hack at. your Honor...It's not retaliatory m

all

Florida Malpractice Litigation, July 20. 2015,1 leai'ing Tx (a) page 1S, line 23

to page 19, line 15, Exhibit "3".

September I, 201.S. the parties could not resolve the impa.sse in ihe

wording to aproposed Settlement Agreement (COV n33. pages 2-6). The ALJ

has treated the lailure of the parties lo afiree to the terms oC the pioposeil

Settlement Agreement, as an nauravalint; factor, in the detemiination ol" the

appropriate discipline, Pi'oposed Settlement Agreement annexed hereto as
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Exhibit "4"

6. On December 7, 2015. Sleven Gieenberg. (a resi.stcred patent attorney),

loi whom Chaiken works, filed a Petition to Revive the 519 Paiem

Application. Chaiken was obviously aware of this Petition when she testified

against Respondent on May 10, 2016. This Peli/ion u> Revive was filed

pursuant to J7 C/'R 1.137(a) - for revival of an utiinlenlionqilv atmiuton,;!

patent application. i;i'RT Petition to Revive attached hereto as E.vhibit "5"

Mav 2, 2016, the -519 Patent .Application was revived, under the

CURRENT I'TO RULK.S" ^^7 CFR y./w nn longer annllr.hl.i

(nonvUhs,uncling thai ,l,e EPRTi,si<edpatent is lil^dy unenforceable tor fraud

on the patent office. MPEP 7i1.03(0. "A May (in HHn. rh.

!evivef residtin^ from adeliheratelv chuaen course ofaction on the pan ofthe

applicant is noi an "uninlenliona/" delay within the meanine of37 CFR

1.137(b). ) -copy ol Decision on Petition attached hereto as Kxhibit "6"

8- On May 10,2016, the ALJ presided over the trial of the ORD Complaint -As

is manifestly apparent from the record, and the AIJ Initial /X-cision ct Order

(Decision @25-28), the OtD prc.sentaiion ofevidence and witness testimonv.
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created the False impression, and elTeciivcIv misled the AI I that the "519

Patent Application was lost to EPRT because of Respondent's refusal to

eoopei-ate in its revival, and, conseciuentl>, KRPT was eeonomicalK dMmnu,.,!

when in fact it patent appliciition had been revived and was nendiiip

during the trial; and, xubsequcnllv issuc-il Ihus, there was no actual or

potential harm to liPRT. The ALJ proposed sanction was, thus, based in laruc

measure, upon the ALJ perceived harm to EPR'I' caused by Respondent, as a

result of the OED Iraud upon the Court.

May 10,2016, the OHD knew, or should have known, ofthe revival ofthe

•519 Patent Application on May 10, 2016, (at the time ofthe trial), and

withheld such information, allowing the Court to be misled by the OHD

witnesses, an, thereby resulted in a palpable fraud upon the Court.

10. On August 23, 2016, the PIO issued US 9.421.367 - fhe Ol-I) kncN^, or

should have known, that the EPRT patent had issued with claims limited to

the Method Claims. Method Claims are not enforceable against aclinician

in the U.S. under 35 USC§287(c). No Medical nevicc claims n-

submitted by Greenbern, and, thus, none have ever been allowed or issiicl - «

NKW L.XAMINLR conducted the examination of the revived patent

application, U.S 9,421,367 annexed hereto as Exhibit "7"

' September 15, 2016, the ALJ issued liis Iniiiai Decision A- Order The
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ALJ was never apprised by the OED of any of the EPRT7EPRT Counsel

actions to revive ihe *519 Pateni Application at the May 10. 2016 Trial or.

thereafter, when the '519 Patent Application issued on August 23, 2016.

before September 15, 2016, the dated the AIJ penned his Initial Decision &

Order. Accordingly, the assumptions. Ilndinus and proposed sanctions in ihc

ALJ Initial Decision ct- Order are based upon the lalse and misleadinu

testimony of Katherine Blake and Meredith Chaiken.

In summary, (a) the manifest deception and fraud by the OED conceahiient

of EPR'f patent application revival activities from the Respondent and Court.

gnovjo the commencement of the trial on May 10, 2016, (b) ihe lalse testimony

of its wiuiesses, dunng the trial, as to the prejudice to 1£PRT from the allege loss

ofpatent rights and (c) the OED concealment ofthe issuance ofapatent to EPR'f.

based upon the revived 19 Patent Application, subsequent to the conclusion of

trial, were highly prejudicial to Respondent. Clearly, had the AIJ been made

aware of l.xhibits -6" & -7": before September 15.2016. ihe date of ihe AIJ

Decision c^- Order^ (which is based upon such false testimony), his percepiion ol^

the Respondent, and, thus, his Decision would have been different.

l oi all ol the above reast)ns. the Director is requested to order the

reopening the instant proceeding/<;/• consideration of newly discovered evidence.

Respectfully,
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EXHIBIT "1"

(ALJ Initial Decision Order
OfSeptember 15, 2016)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

In the Matter of:

John H. Faro,

Respondent.

Proceeding No. D2015-27

September 15, 2016

Appearances:

Tracy L. Kepler, Esq.
Robin Crabbe, Esq.
Associate Solicitors

United States Patent and Trademark Office

John H. Faro, Esq.
Edmar Amaya, Esq.
Attorneysfor Respondent

Before: J. Jeremiah MAHONEY, United States AdministrativeLaw Judge

INITIAL DECISION AND ORDER

On May 11,2015, the Court received a Complaint andNotice ofProceedings under 35
U.S.C §32 {"Complaint'') related to this matter. In the Complaint, the Director ofthe Office of
Enrollment and Discipline ("OED Director") for the United States Patent and Trademark Office
("USPTO" or "PTO") requested the suspension ofJohn H. Faro ("Respondent") from practice
before the USPTO in patent, trademark, and other non-patent matters.' As the basis for his
request, the OED Director claimed Respondent committed multiple violations ofthe USPTO
Code ofProfessional Responsibility during his representation ofEPRT Technologies, Inc.
("EPRT' or"the Client").^ Specifically, the OED Director alleged various acts and omissions
committed by Respondent during his prosecution ofEPRT's U.S. Patent Application No.
09/656,519 ("the '519 Application"or "Application").

' Pursuant to an Interagency Agreement in effect beginning March 27,2013, Administrative Law Judges ofthe U.S.
Department ofHousing and Urban Development are authorized to hear cases brought by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office.

2 The USPTO Rules of Professional Conduct apply to persons who practice before the USPTO and became
effective May 3,2013. The Complaint alleges Respondent committed various violations ofthe USPTO disciplinary
rules before the effectivedate of the Rulesof Professional Conduct. The USPTOCode of Professional
Responsibility, rather than the Rules ofProfessional Conduct, therefore applies to this proceeding.
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Respondent filed an Amwer to the Comp/ami on June 9,2015, and sought leave to file an
AmendedAnswer and Affirmative Defenses ("First Amended Answer") on September 8,2015.
This request was granted on Septennber 15,2015. Respondent filed aMotionfor Summary
Judgment on October 6, 2015; aSecondAmended Answer on October 9,2015; and Motions in
Limine on October 16 and 19,2015. The OED Director filed aMotion to Strike Affirmative
Defenses on October 8,2015, which was granted on October 21,2015. In response, Respondent
filed an Objection to the OED Exhibits on November 24,2015, and aMotionfor leave to Amend
Affirmative Defenses on December 14,2015.

On January 21, 2016, the Court denied Respondent's Motions in Limine. On February 5,
2016, the Court issued an Order that rejected Respondent's summary judgment arguments, his
objection to the OED Director's exhibits, and his MotionforLeave to Amend Affirmative
Defenses. The Order did permit Respondent to maintain and assert his statute oflimitations
affirmative defense.

Ahearing in this matter was held May 10-11,2016, in Miami, Florida. Testimony was
taken firom EPRT President and CEO Katherine Blake, attorneyMeredith Chaiken, and
Respondent. The parties filed their respective Post-Hearing Briefs on July 6, 2016, and their
Reply Briefson July 18, 2016.

APPLICABLE LAW

The USPTO has the "exclusiveauthority to establish qualifications for admitting persons
topractice before it, andto suspend or exclude them fi'om practicing before it." Kioll v.
Finnertv. 242 F.3d 1359, 1364 (Fed. Cir.2001). The Director of the USPTO maysuspend or
exclude a person from practice before the USPTO if the person is "shown to be incompetent or
disreputable, or guilty of gross misconduct," or if theperson violates regulations established by
the USPTO. 35 U.S.C. § 32. The OED Directorhas the burden of proving alleged violations by
clear and convincing evidence. 37 C.F.R. § 11,49. Respondent thereafter must prove any
affirmative defense by clear and convincing evidence. Id

FINDINGS OF FACT

Based upon the administrative record and the hearingtranscript, the following findings
are relevant and material to the issues raised by the Complaint in this matter.

Respondent's Personal Background

1. Respondent has been a patent attorney registered with the USPTO since March 3,
1971. His USPTO registration number is 25,859.

2. Respondent was admitted to the Massachusetts State Bar in 1969, the Delaware State
Bar in 1970, and the Ohio State Bar in 1971. He remains an active member of the
Massachusetts Bar.
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3. Respondent wasadmitted to theFlorida State Baron January 21,1986. He is
currently an active member of thatBar. His Florida Bar number is 527,459.

4. Respondent was disciplined bythe Florida Bar in 1995 and 2011. The former
discipline was a 10-day suspension; the latter wasa public reprimand. In 2013, he
received reciprocal discipline by the USPTO in connection with the 2011 Florida
discipline.

5. Since approximately 2000, Respondent hasprosecuted 25 publishedpatent
applications. Nineteen of theapplications were abandoned, seven of which were
reinstated after Respondent filed petitions to revive for unintentional abandonment.
The '519 Application wasoneof theseven abandoned and reinstated applications.

6. Of the 25 published patentapplications, the PTO has issued eight patents.

7. Respondent hasoperated a private legal practice since 1986.

The '519 Patent Application

8. The *519 Application was originally filed on September 7, 2000 by the Howrey
Simon law firm on behalf of EPRT. The Application covered an electrical
stimulation device for pain management ("the device").

9. The device was granted patent protection in Australia andNew Zealand in 2002 and
in the United Kingdom in 2005. TheEuropean Patent Office granted the device
patent protection in 2007.

10. On March 27,2002, the USPTO issued a non-final Office Action rejecting many of
the Application's claims.

11. On September 20,2002, the USPTO issued a final Office Action ("First Final
Rejection") rejecting Claims 2 through 22of the '519 Application.

12. After receiving the First Final Rejection, EPRT contacted Respondent and asked him
to reviewthe '519 Application file.

13. Respondent e-mailed EPRT co-inventor and executive Mr. David Estes^ on
November 19,2002, to provide "constructive criticism" of the '519 Application.

14. The November 19,2002, e-mail stated that "the final rejection is likely to be
sustained because of the absence of any allowable claim, and the inability to modify
an existing claim to overcome the final rejection."

' Although thee-mail was sent to Mr. Estes' e-mail address, Respondent addressed it to"Keith," presumably EPRT
co-founder Keith Wendell, the product's other inventor.
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15. The November 19, 2002, e-mail also included an estimate of"20 to 25 hours of
professional time" to perform the necessary services on the '519 Application.

16. Mr. Estes noted in a November 20,2002, e-mail to Ms. Blake thatRespondent's total
fee would be approximately $4,000.

17. Ms. Blake replied to Respondent's November 19 e-mail onNovember 20, 2002,
thanking him for his time and careful review ofdocuments, indicating she would "be
in touch with" Mr. Estes on how to proceed.

18. Mr. Estes e-mailed Respondent on November 22, 2002, authorizing Respondent to
attempt to remedy the deficiencies in the '519 Application.

19. Respondent replied to Mr. Estes the same day via e-mail, and told Mr. Estes to
"forward a retainer in the amount of 50% of the projected fees ($2,500)."

20. On December 12,2002, EPRT filed a Power of Attomey and Revocation of Prior
Powers appointing Respondent as the attomey for the '519 Application. The Power
of Attomey was signed by Ms. Blake.

21. Other than the e-mail exchanges and the Power of Attomey, there is no other
document memorializingan attorney-client relationship between Respondent and
EPRT.

22. Respondent did not associate hisPTO Customer Number with the '519 Application.

23. Respondent filed a Request forContinued Examination ("RCE") with PTOon
January 10,2003.

24. On January 30,2003, PTO issued a non-final Office Action that was responsive tothe
RCE.

25. Respondent filed a response to the Office Action on March 14,2003, which was
rejected in another non-final Office Action, issued June 4,2003. Both OfficeActions
rejected Claims 2-4 and 23-25 of the '519 Application.

26. On November 12, 2003, Respondent filedan Amendment, which included an
affidavit from Dr. Steven Kaye, whom Respondent identified as EPRT's clinical
consultant.

27. On January 8,2004, PTO issued aNotice ofNon-Responsive Amendment ("January
2004 Notice") to Respondent.

28. Respondent's subsequent attempts to respond to theJanuary 2004 Notice were
deemed non-compliant by PTO.
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29. The PTO patent examiner, Ms. Frances Oropeza, left a voice message with
Respondent on February 6,2004, informing him that a compliant response was due
no later than February 9,2004.

30. Ms. Oropeza called Respondent on February 9,2004, because she had not received a
response to the January 2004 Notice.

31. After discussing thesituation with Ms. Oropeza, Respondent informed her that he
could not file a response until the next day. He then hung up the phone.

32. Respondent did file a response on February 9,2004. However, the response was
deemed non-compliant.

33. On August 12,2004, PTO issued a Notice of Abandonment ("FirstAbandonment") in
the '519 Application, citing Respondent's failure to file a compliant response to the
January 2004 Notice.

34. The First Abandonment stated that Ms. Oropeza had called and left voice messages
with Respondent onJuly 9, July 19, and July 20,2004. Thethird call informed
Respondent that the *519 Application would be deemed abandoned if Respondent did
not contact Ms. Oropeza by July 23,2004. Respondent did not return £uiy of the
messages.

35. Respondent filed a Petition to revive the *519 Application on October 27,2004. The
Petition stated that theApplication was unintentionally abandoned because
Respondent had not received theJanuary 2004 Notice.

36. The Petition was granted on January 18,2005.

37. On April 19,2005,PTO issued a final Office Action ("Second Final Rejection")
rejecting Claims 3,4, and 23-25.

38. OnJune 20,2005, Respondent sentMs. Blake and Mr. Estes an e-mail with the
subject *'Re: Statis [sic] of Patents". The e-mail stated that "the US examiner has
issued an office action fnon-final rejection) and I shall set up an interview v/ith her
shortly" (emphasis in original).

39. Respondent filed a Notice of Appeal ("First Appeal") on June 30,2005.

40. On July 27,2005, Respondent sent Ms. Blake and Mr. Wendell an e-mail with the
subject "Patent Status." The e-mail informed them that Respondent had appealed the
rejection of the '519 Application.

41. On November 14,2005, PTO issued a final Office Action ("Third Final Rejection")
rejecting Claims 23-35 and objecting to Claims 3 and 4.
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42. Under "Allowable Subject Matter," the Third Final Rejection stated that "Claims 3
and 4 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim, but would be
allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base
claim and any intervening claims."

43. The first substantive page of a PTO Office Action defines the "Period for Reply." In
the Third Final Rejection, that section informed Respondent, in all capital letters, that
a shortened reply period of either 90 days or three months, whichever was longer,
would apply. The same section also stated that the application would become
abandoned if a reply was not received within the reply period.

44. OnNovember 29, 2005, Respondent sent to Ms. Blake and Mr. Estesan e-mail with
the subject "Allowed subject matter." Thee-mail statedthat the ThirdFinal
Rejection had allowed Claims 3 and4, and that Respondent had "included Claim 23
to which each of these allowed claims make reference." The e-mail also stated that
the appeal was going forward because EPRT was "entitled to broadercoverage -
specifically coverage as to theconfiguration of the wrap itself."

45. The November 29,2005, e-mail did not say that Claims 3 and 4 would only be
allowable if rewritten, nordid it say that Claims 23-35 had beenrejected. Theemail
did not mention that EPRT had three months to file a reply.

46. By virtue of the Power of Attorney, Respondent alone received the Third Final
Rejection, and hedid not send anyone at EPRT a copy of theThird Final Rejection.

47. Respondent did not rewrite Claims 3and 4to qualify for protection as outlined in
PTO's Third Final Rejection.

48. On January 14,2006, Respondent e-mailed Ms. Blake and informed her that PTO had
withdrawn two of the system/method claims but "persisted in rejection ofelectrode
claim."

49. Respondent appealed the Third Final Rejection ("Second Appeal") to the Board of
Patent Appeals and Interferences ("Board") onFebruary 2,2006.

50. On May 31,2006, Respondent sent an e-mail to Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr. Cleve
Laird, EPRT's FDA compliance coordinator. The e-mail stated that "only Claim 25,
directed to the structure of the electrode wrap, remains rejected as unpatentable over
the prior art."

51. In the May 31,2006, e-mail. Respondent expressed cautious optimism that Claim 25
would beaccepted, and stated that EPRT had a"better than even chance of
prevailing" on that claim.

52. The PTO patent examiner answered the Second Appeal onAugust 31,2006. Ms.
Oropeza stated that Claims 3and 4 were rejected because they had not been rewritten
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in independent form, as PTO iiad suggested in the Third Final Rejection. She also
reiterated that Claim 25 had been rejected.

53. Between 2006 and 2009, Respondent and various EPRT personnel, including Ms.
Blake and Mr. Estes, exchanged several e-mails discussing various patent and
trademark matters, including the '519 Application.

54. In January 2008, Respondent moved from his office on 44 West Flagler Street ("44
W. Flagler") to an office on 28 West Flagler Street ("28 W. Flagler"). He properly
informed PTO of his new address.

55. Respondent had no physical presence at the 28 W. Flagler office. The office served
primarily as amailing address, but Respondent had access to an available conference
room when needed.

56. Documents sent to 28 W. Flagler were setaside for Respondent by an on-site
receptionist, who would inform him when mail was received.

57. On June 1, 2009, the Board issued its Decision onAppeal ("Board Decision"), in
which it affirmed the Third Final Rejection's conclusions as to Claims 3,4, and 23-
25.

58. The first page of the Board Decision included a footnote announcing the two-month
period to file an appeal orinitiate a civil case. The Board Decision's final page stated
"no time period for taking any subsequent action inconnection with this appeal may
be extended."

59. The Board Decision was mailed to Respondent's 28 W. Flagler address on June 1,
2009.

60. Respondent did not file any appeal within the two-month window.

61. Respondent did not inform EPRT about the Board Decision within the two-month
window.

62. On August 17,2009, PTO issued a Notice of Abandonment regarding the '519
Application because all claims had been rejected and had not been amended and
because no appeal was filed within the two-month window.

63. The Notice of Abandonment was mailed to Respondent's 28 W. Flagler address on
August 17, 2009.

64. The Notice of Abandonment stated that a message had been left on Respondent's
answering machine on August 6,2009, but Respondent did not return the call.

65. Respondent did not attempt to revive the '519 Application, and did not inform EPRT
that it had been abandoned.
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66. In aJuly 16,2010, e-mail to Respondent, Ms. Blake requested an update on the '519
Application. Respondent did not reply to the e-mail.

67. Ms. Blake sent Respondent another e-mail on July 29,2010. also seeking information
about the *519 Application's progress.

68. On July 30,2010, Respondent e-mailed Ms. Blake and stated that he had "attempted
to determine the status ofthe patent applications and have yet to hear back from my
inquiries."

69. Because Respondent had not associated his Customer Number with the 519
Application, he could not use PTO's Patent Application Information Retrieval
("PAIR") system to check the status ofthe Application online.

70. Ms. Blake contacted Respondent by phone in March 2011 to discuss the '519
Application. Respondent unilaterally terminated the call and did not answer the
phone when Ms. Blake immediately attempted to call him back.

71. In 2011, Ms. Blake sent Respondent seven increasingly urgent e-mails about the '519
Application.

72. The e-mails were sent on April 1, April 4,April 6, April 22, July 15, July 20, and
October 5. The subject line ofthe e-mails were, in order: "phone calls," "Trying to
reach you," "Need to reach you," "Have you received my messages," "US Patent
status?" "Status of US patents?" and "check has not been cleared."

73. Eache-mail stated that Ms. Blake had made repeated attempts to reach Respondent
by phone or to otherwise get in contact with him. The October 5e-mail asked
Respondent if he had moved.

74. Threeof the e-mails noted that Ms. Blake needed to speakwith Respondent "asap."

75. The April 22 e-mail stated that Ms. Blake "did not ever receive correspondence
stating the patent had been denied as final. It was still under review perour last
discussion."

76. Respondent never replied to Ms. Blake's e-mails, text messages, or phone calls.

77. On April 5, 2011, Ms. Blake e-mailed Dr. Laird to see if he had been incontact with
Respondent. On April 28,2011, Ms. Blake asked Dr. Laird to attempt to
communicate with Respondent.

78. On April 29,2011, Dr. Laird informed Ms. Blake that he had successfully contacted
Respondent via e-mail.
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79. Still unable to reach Respondent, EPRT hired the Farahmand Law Firm to pursue
possible legal action against Respondent.

80. On October 21,2011, attorney Roger Farahmand sent Respondent a letter requesting
the status of the '519 Application.

81. Respondent faxed acopy of the Board Decision to Mr. Farahmand on October 28,
2011. He did not include a copy of theNotice of Abandonment.

82. On October 31,2011, Mr. Farahmand sent Respondent a letter requesting a complete
copy of the '519 Application file.

83. Respondent did not send the file to Mr. Farahmand oranyone atEPRT.

84. Respondent did not file a notice ofwithdrawal as attomey ofrecord in the '519
Application and did not revoke the Power ofAttomey filed in2003.

85. On February 13,2013, EPRT revoked Respondent's Power ofAttomey in favor of
Mr. Robert Babayi, a newly retained patent attorney. The Power of Attomey was
signed by Ms. Blake.

86. BetweenNovember22,2002; and Febmary 13,2013, EPRT paid Respondent
between $35,000 and $45,000 to prosecute the '519 Application.

Respondent's Docketing System

87. Prior to 2011, Respondent did not use an electronic docket management system.
Instead, he had a tickler file, a desk calendar, and a day book.

88. Respondent placed any document v^dth an outstanding due date in the tickler file, and
noted the date and the necessary action in the calendar and day book.

89. Respondent's then-wife was primarily in charge of maintaining the tickler file and
ensuring documents were filed on time.

90. Respondent assessed the status of the cases in his docket twice a year; during the
winter holiday season and before going on summer vacation.

91. If Respondentwas going to meetwitha client, he would check their file beforehand
to ensure all deadlines were up to date. He followed the same procedure if a client
contacted him requesting an update, even if a meeting was not upcoming.
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EPRT's Malpractice Lawsuits Against Respondent

92. On December 5, 2012, EPRT and Thrisoint PTY, Ltd., ("Thrisoint")^ sued
Respondent inU.S. District Court for the Northern District ofTexas for legal
malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, fraud, and breach of contract.

93. TheTexascase wasultimately dismissed onjurisdictional grounds.

94. OnOctober 25, 2013, EPRT and Thrisoint filed a substantially identical lawsuit
against Respondent inthe U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida.

95. EPRT was dismissed from the Floridacase due to lack of standing, but the case was
permitted to continue withThrisoint as the lone plaintiff.

96. On September 1,2015, thecase was settled and dismissed with prejudice. The court
retained jurisdiction for60days to enforce the terms of the settlement agreement.

97. The dismissal was predicated on a settlement agreement inwhich Respondent agreed
to pay EPRT $7,000 and submit a letter stating that he had intentionally abandoned
the '519 Application.

98. An admission of intentional abandonment by Respondent would allow EPRT to
revive the Application.

99. The settlement agreement prohibited any EPRT representative, including Ms. Blake,
from voluntarily participating inthe then-pending disciplinary proceedings against
Respondent by the Florida Barand PTO. The agreement did note that participation
could be compelled via subpoena.

100. Ms. Blake executed the settlement agreement on August 28, 2015, in Australia.
However, the signed agreement was not received by Ms. Chaiken until several weeks
later, after the case had been dismissed.

101. Respondent didnotaccept Ms. Chaiken*s phone calls and did not finalize the
settlement agreement. In response, Ms. Chaiken filed a motion to compel compliance
with theagreement. However, the motion was denied because the federal court's 60-
day jurisdiction had already elapsed.

102. EPRT has filed a lawsuit in Florida state court alleging breach of contract in
connection with the settlement agreement. That lawsuit remains ongoing.

103. To date, EPRT has spent approximately $170,000 litigating Respondent's handling of
the *519 Application.

On December 22, 2006, EPRTassigned its rightsto the '519 Application to Thrisoint. Ms. Blake is the manager
of Thrisoint.
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DEFERRED RULING ON OBJECTION MADE AT HEARING

The OED Director objects to Respondent Exhibit 27. That exhibit is a transcript of Mr.
Gregory Mayback's deposition in the Florida malpractice litigation. Mr. Mayback served as an
expert witness for EPRT in that proceeding. Hewasnotcalled as a witness in the current
proceeding. Respondent sought to admit Respondent's Exhibit 27as evidence thatRespondent's
docketing system and six-month survey schedule did not offend the standard of care in the legal
profession. The OED Director contends that the Exhibit should beexcluded on procedural
grounds because Respondent did not follow theCourt's instructions regarding expert witness
testimony. Additionally, theOED Director asserts that the Exhibit is inappropriate because the
standard ofcare ina malpractice case is not relevant inanattorney discipline case. The Court
conditionally accepted thedeposition transcript at the hearing, but ordered the parties to brief the
issue in theirrespective Post-HearingBriefs. Both parties havedone so.

The Notice ofHearing andScheduling Order authorized expert witness testimony only if
"scientific, technical, orother specialized knowledge will assist the hearing officer tounderstand
theevidence or to determine a fact in issue." The Court previously struck Respondent's attempt
to present himself as an expert witness because the scientific and technical aspects ofthis
proceeding were not sufficiently complex to require expert testimony. Comprehending the
standard ofcare in the legal profession, to the degree that the issue is relevant here, is no more
daunting an undertaking. Mr. Mayback's deposition testimony istherefore ofonly minimal
value in helping the Court assess the evidence.

Moreover, the transcript cannot properly beconsidered expert testimony because Mr.
Mayback has not been qualified asan expert witness in this proceeding. The party seeking to
present expert testimony must disclose the expert's identity to the other party and submit a
written expert report. Respondent took neither ofthose actions with respect to Mr. Mayback. ^
The use of his deposition transcript from the previous proceeding would allow Respondent to
sidestep the procedural rules assuring the qualification ofthe witness as an expert. This puts the
OED Director at a significant disadvantage. The malpractice litigation was between
EPRT/Thrisoint and Respondent. The OED Director was not a party in that litigation. As a
result, his Counsel never had the opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Mayback. This Court has
also been deprived ofthe chance toquery Mr. Mayback, orassess his credibility. Respondent
states that Mr. Mayback practices inFt. Lauderdale, Florida. Given his proximity to the hearing
location and his familiarity with the issues involved, there isno apparent reason why Respondent
chose not to subpoena Mr. Mayback to provide testimony at thehearing.

Fortheforegoing reasons, theCourt finds that Mr. Mayback's deposition transcript was
not offered in accordance with accepted procedures and itsadmission in evidence would be more
prejudicial than probative. The OED Director's objection istherefore SUSTAINED, and the
transcript will not be considered.

' The OED Director initially offered asan exhibit a summary judgment motion from the malpractice case, which
included acopy ofMr. Mayback's expert report. However, the OED Director withdrew that exhibit. Respondent
did not submit the report to the Court and has not otherwise attempted to comply with theprocedures for
establishing Mr. Mayback as an expert witness.
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DISCUSSION

The Court has considered ail issues and examined all evidence contained in the record
and admitted at hearing. Any issues not discussed here are not addressed because the Court finds
they lack materiality or importance to thedecision.

Although the Complaint ispresented asonly two counts, the OED Director actually
alleges a litany of ethical violations against Respondent. Specifically, the OED Director accuses
Respondent of (1) neglecting the *519 Application atvarious points during the application
process; (2) failing to inform EPRT of important correspondence; (3) failing to seek EPRT*s
lawful objectives at various points during the application process; (4) engaging in gross or
disreputable conduct; (5) engaging inconduct involving fraud, dishonesty, deceit, or
misrepresentation; (6) giving EPRT false ormisleading information; (7) making a false statement
of law or fact; (8) failing to deliver to EPRT property that it was entitled to receive; and (9)
engaging in other conduct thatadversely reflects on his fitness to practice.

As a preliminary matter, the Court must determine whether any of these allegations
survive Respondent's statute of limitations defense. Respondent contends thatany conduct that
occurred in 2005 or earlier is governed by the five-year statute of limitations in effectat that
time. The applicable statute, 28 U.S.C. § 2462, stated:

Except as otherwise provided by Act of Congress, an action, suit or
proceeding for the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture,
pecuniary or otherwise, shall not be entertained unless commenced
within five years from the date when the claim first accrued...

28 U.S.C. § 2462

On September 16,2011, Congress enacted the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act
("AIA"), which replaced 28 U.S.C. §2462, for USPTO purposes, with anamended version of35
U.S.C. §32. As amended, 35 U.S.C. § 32 now includes the following two-stage limitations
period:

A proceeding imder this section shall becommenced not later than the
earlier of either the date that is 10 years after the date on which the
misconduct forming the basis for the proceeding occurred, or 1 year
after the date on which the misconduct forming the basis for the
proceeding is made known to an officer or employee of the Office.

35 U.S.C. § 32; s^ also. Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. Law No. 112-29, § 3(k), 125
Stat. 291 (2011) (emphases added).

The new statute of limitations period applies toany case under 35 U.S.C. § 32 that had
not already lapsed by the time of theAIA's enactment. Accordingly, any misconduct that
occurred prior to September 16,2006, — five years before theAIA took effect — falls under 28
U.S.C. §2462, and thus is no longer actionable. The OED Director contends, however, that even
if some of the misconduct pre-dated the AIA, those violations were continuous in nature, thereby
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tolling the statutory clock until the violation ended. Those violations would still be actionable if
they did notconclude until sometime after September 16,2006.

With one exception, discussed below, the alleged violations occurred between 2007 and
2011.^ They thus fall under theAIA's limitations umbrella, not28 U.S.C. § 2462. Tenyears
have not elapsed since the alleged misconduct occurred, and the Complaint was brought within
one year of the OED Director learning of the alleged misconduct. Ms. Blake first informed the
OED Director of these eventson August 11,2014. The Complaint was filed approximately 10
months later, on May 11, 2015. Accordingly, the allegations from theComplaint discussed here
are timely.

TheOED Director alleges thatRespondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) due, in part,
tohis failure to notify EPRT about the Third Final Rejection, which he received in2005. This
claim thus should have gone stalesometime in 2010. The OED Director asserts that the
continuing violation doctrine should apply in this instance to toll the statutory clock. Respondent
argues in opposition that the statutory clock begins to run when the violation occurs, even ifthe
impact of the violation extends into the future.

Courts will normally apply the continuing violations doctrine only if (1) there isexplicit
language in the relevant statute orregulation defining the violation as continuous; or(2) ifthe
nature ofthe offense charged issuch that Congress (or an agency) must have intended that it be
treatedas a continuous offense. Toussie v. U.S.. 397 U.S. 112, 115 (1970). There is a strong
preference against applying the doctrine because itdirectly undermines the very purpose of
statutes of limitations. Toussie. 397 U.S. 112at 135 (White, J. dissenting) ("we should
undoubtedly approach the task ofstatutory interpretation with a presumption against a finding
that an offense is a continuing one").

The Court does not find explicit language in37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8), which proscribes as
a continuing offense the failure to inform a client ofsignificant correspondence firom PTO,
However, the nature of the Rule does imply a time element. Unlike, forexample, a false
statement, this isnot a "point in time" violation. The duty to inform one's clients ofpotentially
adverse information remains active until the practitioner informs the client of the correspondence
orceases representation ofthat client. The Court therefore finds that 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8)
states—and was intended to state—a continuing violation.

The question ofwhether Respondent ever fiilly informed EPRT of the contents ofthe
Third Final Rejection isaddressed in more detail infra. At present, it is sufficient tonote that the
November 29,2005,e-mail was deficient. It did not contain a copy of theThird Final Rejection;
it omitted some key information and it inaccurately described other information. Some of these
errors were rectified somewhat in two 2006 e-mails. The first, on January 14, 2006, stated that
PTO had persisted in its rejection of theelectrode wrap. A May 31,2006, e-mail again stated
thatClaim 25 remained "rejected as unpatentable." EPRT thus knew at that point that the '519
Application had been rejected, and the general grounds upon which PTO based that rejection.

' Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply Briefasserts that the OED Director bases the Complaint in part on
Respondent's failure toassociate his Customer Number with the '519 Application when he filed the Power of
Attorney in 2002. He thus argues that thecharge istime-barred. Tht Complaint made nosuch charge.
Respondent's argument on this pointtherefore does notwarrant additional consideration.
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The client was also aware that Respondent had appealed the rejection to the Board in February
2006. As a result, the Court concludes that Respondent at least partially revealed the substance
of the Third Final Rejection to EPRT on January 14,2006. The statutory clock thus began to
runon thatdate.' The OED Director wastherefore required to file the Complaint byJanuary 14,
2016. As alreadynoted, the Complaintwas filed on May 11,2015. Thus, disciplinefor the
alleged violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) is not time-barred.

I. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 8 10.77(c') - Neglecting the '519 Application

TheCodeof Professional Responsibility states that a practitioner "shall not neglect a
legal matter entrusted to the practitioner." 37C.F.R. § 10.77(c). Black's Law Dictionary defines
"neglect" as"theomission of proper attention to a person or thing, whether inadvertent,
negligent, or willful." BLACK'S Law Dictionary (8thed. 2004).

The American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
opined in 1973 that:

[NJeglect involves indifference anda consistent failure to carryout
the obligations thata lawyer hasassumed, or a conscious disregard
for the responsibilities a lawyer owes a client. The concept of
ordinary negligence isdifferent. Neglect usually involves more than
a single act or omission. Neglect cannot be found if the acts or
omissions complained of were inadvertent or the result of an error
ofjudgment made in good faith."

American Bar Association Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility
Informal Opinion 1273 (1973).^

Neglect occurs when a practitioner ignores or otherwise disregards his obligations to his
client. Itdoes not occur instantaneously, however. Instead, neglect generally requires a pattern
orcourse ofconduct clearly illustrating the practitioner's disinterest in performing his duties.
See/«rg Levin. 395 N.E.2d 1374, 1375 (111. 1979) (inaction, delay, and lack ofeffort expended
on behalfofa client constitutes neglect). Atime element is therefore a central aspcct of the
violation. Asa result, a single forgetful moment or honest mistake normally will notviolate 37
C.F.R. § 10.77(c).^

' Respondent correctly summarizes the "continuing impact" theory. However, the impact ofhis alleged misconduct
isnot at issue here. Failure to inform isa continuing violation. The clock thus begins when the violation itself ends,
notits impact. TheCourt finds that theviolation ended onJanuary 14,2006.

®Informal Opinion 1273 discusses then-ABA Disciplinary Rule 6-I01(A)(3), which is identical in wording to37
C.F.R. § 10.77(c).

' Although neglect and negligence arc not interchangeable, there are scenarios where a single negligent act may
constitute neglect. For example, inAttorney Grievance Commission v. Montgomery, the attorney inadvertently
failed to appear for a hearing, resulting in dismissal ofhis client's case. 460 A.2d 597 (Md. 1983). The court found
that he had neglected the client.
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The OED Director contends that Respondent's conduct prior to and immediately after the
Board Decisionconstitutes neglect of the '519 Application. More specifically, the OED Director
allegesthat Respondent did not monitor the Application's progress through PTO; did not return
the patent examiner's phone call; did not inform EPRTof the Board Decision; refused to
communicate with Ms. Blake; and took no steps to appeal the Board Decision or otherwise
preventthe Application from being abandoned.

Respondent counters that hemade regular attempts to track the application after filing the
appeal tothe Board inFebruary 2006. On October 9,2008, he told Ms. Blake via e-mail that he
had "called the PTO 3 times and have yetto receive a return call re the status of the appeal in the
US appln." AJuly 30,2010, e-mail stated that he had "attempted todetermine the status of the
patent applns and have yet to hear back from my inquiries." Respondent also testified that he
normally determined the status ofapplications by calling the patent examiner directly.'® He also
claims to check the statusof all his pending cases every six months.

These statements suggest that Respondent's failure to learn the status of the '519
Application was the product ofPTO's non-responsiveness. In actuality, Ms. Oropeza had left a
voice message for Respondent on August 6,2009, before the application was abandoned.
Respondent testified that he attempted to return her call on multiple occasions, but "never
connected with her." He made no more attempts todetermine the purpose ofthe call. Had he
done so, he would have learned that the appeal had been denied two months earlier, and that
abandonment was inmiinent.

The personal phone call from Ms. Oropeza should have alerted Respondent that there was
movement on the '519 Application. It was PTO's first attempt to contact him on the matter in
more than two years. It would take Respondent two more years, until October 2011, to
undertake any investigation ofthe status ofthe '519 Application. He did so only after receiving
the letter from Mr. Farahmand. Under the circumstances. Respondent's complete failure to
follow up on Ms. Oropeza's phone call is inexplicable. This failure is even more glaring in light
ofRespondent's claim that calling patent examiners is his primary means oftracking his
applications." Moreover, had Respondent been clearing his docket every six months as he
claims, he would have learned ofthe Board Decision no later than December 2009.
Respondent insists he was ignorant of it until October 28,2011.

Respondent could have monitored the status ofthe *519 Application electronically via the PAIR system had he
associated the application with his Customer Number. He chose not to do so. Instead, he trusted the physical mail
and his own occasional phone calls to ensure he was properly apprised ofthe progress ofthe *519 Application. Use
ofthe PAIR system is not required, but it is strongly encouraged by PTO to eliminate scenarios like this one.

" This was not the first time Respondent's failure to return Ms. Oropeza's phone calls resulted in the abandonment
ofthe *519 Application. She called him at least four times in 2004 to determine whether he intended to respond to
theJanuary 2004 Notice. Hedid not return anyof those calls.

Respondent asserts that he clears his docket before the winter holidays and again before he goes on his annual
summer vacation. The Board Decision wasissued onJune 1,2009. Assuming Respondent's summer vacation
occurs atthe traditional time, i.e., July orAugust, he would have learned ofthe June I Board Decision during his
summer docket check. Ifhis search occurred in May, h would not have revealed the Board Decision. However, the
winter search six months later would certainly have uncovered that document as well asthe Notice ofAbandonment,
which was issued in August. They would also have shown up in the summer and winter docket checks in 2010, and
the summer check in 2011. Itstrains belief that Respondent conducted these checks but still failed todiscover these
documents.
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Respondent has also offered no explanation whyhe ignored Ms. Blake's e-mailsand calls
for more than a year. BetweenJuly 16,2010; and October 5, 2011, Respondent received at least
ninee-mails and an untold numberof phonecalls from Ms. Blake. The e-mails repeatedly
emphasized that the matter was urgent, and that Ms. Blakedesperately needed an updateabout
the statusof the '519 Application. He responded to none of them, and made no attempt to
investigate the progress of the Application. Thee-mails also repeatedly noted that Respondent
had not returned messages lefton hisanswering machine. Theonetime Ms. Blake did manage
to reach Respondent on the phone in 2011, heabruptly ended the call without explanation.

During the hearing, Respondent stated that he was trying a "very complex divorce
matter" instate courtduring thatperiod, and may have simply been too busy to respond to Ms.
Blake. Healso hintedthat his e-mail "mayhave beenhacked but I'm not sure." He then
admitted that"I don't have an explanation, quitefrankly, otherthan that."

The Court is not persuaded by Respondent's assertion that he was overwhelmed by a
different legal matter. Ms. Blake attempted to communicate with Respondent for more than a
year, from July 2010 until October 2011. He cannot plausibly claim that he spent every moment
of that period embroiledin his state court case.

Additionally, Respondent's claim ofhacking isnot credible. He bases the claim on a
lone reference from Ms. Blakethat he "mayhave a virus on youraol e-mail account."
Respondent cannot recall ifor when he was hacked, or for how long. Yet he theorizes that, ifthe
account was compromised during his divorce trial, he may not have bothered to re-secure the
account until after the trial ended. Again, this argument overlooks the fact that Ms. Blake
attempted to contact him for more than a year by phone and e-mail. It also ignores the fact that
Respondent replied within 24 hours to an e-mail sent by Dr. Laird, who Respondent considered a
friend. He clearly received Dr. Laird's e-mails. Ittherefore stands to reason that he received
Ms. Blake's e-mails aswell. He simply did not respond to them. Moreover, his hacking theory
does not explain why he did notreturn Ms. Blake's phone calls.

Respondent also argues that he was not obligated to communicate with Ms. Blake
because she was not EPRT's corporate representative. Rather, he claims, he received orders and
instructions from Mr. Estes. There is no merit to Respondent's argument. Theevidence is
overwhelming that Ms. Blake, as EPRT's President and CEO, acted as the corporate
representative. She was the one who responded to his initial assessment ofthe '519 Application,
stating in that e-mail that "I will contact you ina few days." Ms. Blake was also the one who
signed the Power ofAttorney giving Respondent authority to prosecute the Application.

Respondent's own evidence fiirther betrays his position. Respondent includes
approximately 20e-mails he sent to EPRT between 2002 and 2009 asevidence of his adequate
communication withhis client during that time period. All but two of thosee-mails were

" His explanation is again reminiscent of2004. Respondent's Petition to revive the abandoned '519 Application
stated that hehad not received the January 2004 Notice, and thus was unaware that the Application faced
abandonment. Hedidnotaddress the fact thatMs. Oropeza had left multiple voice messages informing him of the
impendingabandonment.
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addressed toMs. Blake as the primary recipient.''' At least six of the e-mails were sent toher
alone. Other than the two initial e-mails in 2002, there is no evidence that Respondent ever
communicated with Mr. Estes alone. When Mr. Estes or Mr. Wendell were included as
recipients, they were carbon copied, and the e-mail often began with the salutation "Dear
Katherine." One particular e-mail stands out. In a March 17,2008, e-mail from Respondent to
Ms. Blake and Mr. Wendell, Respondent asked "what isDavid Estes [sic] role in this
arrangement - who do I need tocopy on patent matters?" Had Mr. Estes actually been
Respondent's primary contact person, this e-mail would reasonably have been addressed to him,
notMs. Blake andMr. Wendell. This, and theother evidence in the record, fatally undermines
Respondent's claim that he was not obligated to communicate with Ms. Blake because Mr. Estes
was actually EPRT's corporate representative for the *519 Application.'̂

Respondent also contends that he could not have neglected the '519Application because,
in2008, Mr. Estes instructed him not to pursue the *519 Application in favor of a subsequent
patent application. The best evidence ofwhat Mr. Estes told Respondent would have been Mr.
Estes himself. However, Respondent never called upon Mr. Estes to testify. Norhas he
produced any other evidence showing Mr. Estes ever ordered him toabandon the '519
Application. Ofthe many e-mails among Respondent, Mr. Estes, and Ms. Blake, none reference
the deliberate abandonment of the *519 Application. It is true that there was a patent application
filed in2008 that featured a new, improved silver electrode wrap. However, theassertion that
the new wrap made the '519 Application irrelevant is only attributable to Respondent himself'̂
The argument is therefore unavailing.

Finally, Respondent argues that hecould not have informed EPRT about theBoard
Decision or the Notice of Abandonment because he never received them. Instead, the documents
were likely misplaced by the receptionist at hisoffice.

Respondent does notcontest that the documents were sent to his office of record, 28 W.
Flagler in Miami, Florida. While it is certainly possible that thebuilding's receptionist
misplaced the documents, that does not absolve Respondent of his responsibility to EPRT.
Respondent chose to move to a "virtual" office where hedid nothave anyday-to-day physical
presence. He therefore chose toentrust his mail toa receptionist rather than seeing to ithimself
Any filing errors by the receptionist are foreseeable consequences of hisown decision.
Respondent could have changed his correspondence address to his home address, while still
maintaining his virtual office." Hecould have associated the '519 Application with his

Thetwo outliers were the initial assessment of the*519 Application andan e-mail acknowledging hishiring by
EPRT. Both e-mails were sent in 2002 and were sent to Mr. Estes alone.

Respondent's Post-Hearing Reply Briefdevotes substantial time to the question of"apparent authority" inan
agent/principal context. There is no agent/principal dynamic at play in the instant case. Moreover, apparent
authority is viewed from the perspective of a thirdparty. Here there is no thirdparty.

Thenewpatentapplication, Application Number 61/190,421 ("the '421 Application"), was filedon August 28,
2008. The*421 Application specifically stated that"the instant invention is related to [the*519 Application],"
which it described as "pending." Thisdescription stands insharp contrast to Respondent's assertion that the '421
Application rendered the '519 Application obsolete. Moreover, assuming, arguendo, that Mr. Estes did order
Respondent to abandon the '519 Application in2008, Respondent never afTirmatively complied with that order. The
Application remained inactive status until August 2009, more than a year after the '421 Application was filed.

" Notably, Respondent did instruct EPRT to send several checks to his home address rather than to 28 W. Flagler.
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Customer Number so he could monitor its progress electronically via the PAIRsystem. He
could have had his Virginia-based associate routinely check the physical file. He took none of
these protective measures. Asa result of these omissions. Respondent claims hedid not learn
aboutthe BoardDecisionuntil it was far too late to prevent abandonment. Such an outcome was
thus theresult of Respondent's own inaction. ^ Nam D. Dao. Proceeding No. D2015-23 (May
15,2015). (There, thepractitioner failed to file a change ofaddress form with PTO. Acritical
notice was thussent to his old office. Having never received the notice, the practitioner didnot
respond to it, leading to theabandonment ofthe patent application. The practitioner was thus
found to haveneglected the application, violating 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c).)

Insum, 37C.F.R. § 10.77(c) prohibits a practitioner from disregarding, ignoring, or
forgetting about a client matter for anextended amount oftime. The OED Director has provided
clear and convincing evidence that Respondent failed to monitor theprogress of the *519
Application in2009, ignored the patent examiner's phone call in 2009, ignored Ms. Blake's e-
mails and phone calls in2010 and 2011, and failed to safeguard his lines ofcommunication with
PTO atany time. Any oneof the alleged missteps here, on their own, perhaps would not
constitute neglect. However, the full complement ofthem, spread as they are over the course of
months and years, paints a clear picture ofan attorney who has either fallen asleep atthe wheel
ordecided to invest hisenergies elsewhere. Ineither case, the evidence confirms that
Respondent neglected the *519 Application.

II. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S 10.23fcV8^- Failure to Inform EPRT of PTO
Correspondence

The OED Director next alleges that Respondent violated 37C.F.R. §10.23(c)(8), which
requires a practitioner to inform a client when the practitioner receives correspondence from
PTO ifthe correspondence could have a significant impact on a pending matter and a reasonable
practitioner would believe the client should be notified. In this case, the OED Director contends
that Respondent should have notified EPRT about the Third Final Rejection in2005, and the
Board Decision and Notice of Abandonment in 2009.

Respondent maintains that a November 29, 2005, e-mail from himself toMs. Blake and
Mr. Estes informed them of theThird Final Rejection. Thee-mail reads, in its entirety [sic
throughout]:

Dear Katherine:

Theexaminer, or more accurately, her new supervisor has issued an office
action (after the appeal was taken and brieffiled) in which he hasallowed
Method Claims 3 & 4 (copies attached) -1 have also included Claim 23 to
which each of these allowed claims make reference. The dependent Claims
3 & 4 are to be read as including all of the limitation of Claim 23 - where a
limitation in Claim 23 is furtherdefined (as in Claims 3 & 4), the limitations
of Claim 3 & 4 respectively replace the limitation in Claim 23

The appeal is still going forward, because we are entitled to broader
coverage - specifically coverage as to the configuration of the wrap itself.
Any questions, pis advise - John
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Respondent did notattach a copy of the Third Final Rejection Action to thee-mail. He
never explicitly said that Claims 23-25 had been rejected. He also stated that Claims 3 and 4 had
been "allowed" when in fact they had been objected to but"would be allowable if rewritten in
independent form." Having declined to inform EPRT that theClaims could berewritten,
Respondent also did not mention that he did not intend to rewrite them. Additionally, the e-mail
never described the PTO decision as a "final action" and did not mention the three-month
deadline to file a response. To the contrary, the e-mail implied that noadditional steps were
necessary at that time because the "appeal is still going forward."

Not until January 14,2006, did Respondent clarify that Claim 25 had been rejected when
hestated inane-mail thatPTO had "persisted inrejection of electrode claim." The May 31,
2006, e-mail included a copy ofthe Second Appeal and informed Ms. Blake, Mr. Estes, and Dr.
Laird that Claims 3,4,23, and24 were rejected on"formal grounds," but thatClaim 25 was
rejected as "unpatentable over the prior art."

The narrow wording of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) prohibits a practitioner from failing to
inform a client of important correspondence. The November 29,2009, e-mail did notify EPRT
personnel of the existence ofthe Third Final Rejection shortly after its issuance. However,
Respondent failed toactually provide the Third Final Rejection to EPRT and did not flilly or
accurately explain the document and its ramifications.'̂ As a result, EPRT was left with the
erroneous impression that the '519 Application rested on firmer ground than it actually did.
EPRTwas never aware that Claims 3 and 4 needed to be rewritten to survive and thus never had
the opportunity to instruct Respondent to do so. Respondent therefore prevented EPRT from
making an informed decision about a preferred course ofaction. Section 10.23(c)(8) does not
require apractitioner to simply "notify" a client about important correspondence, it requires him
or her to"inform" theclient about that correspondence. Respondent did not fiilly do so with
regard to the Third Final Rejection.

The violation is even clearer with regard to theBoard Decision and theNotice of
Abandonment. Asalready discussed. Respondent did not provide the Board Decision to EPRT
until compelled todo so two years after it had been issued. He did not provide the Notice of
Abandonment at any time. The fact that he was unaware of these decisions does not absolve him
ofhis responsibility to EPRT. Both decisions were properly mailed to his address ofrecord,
which was his correct address at the time. At best, it was only Respondent's own negligence that
prevented him from receiving them.'' One failure does not excuse another.

'* Respondent argues that there was no need to provide EPRT personnel with acopy ofthe Third Final Rejection
because itwas "virtually the same" asthe two previous final rejections. This is categorically incorrect. The Third
Final Rejection stated, for the first time, that Claims 3and 4would be allowable ifrewritten. It thus presented
EPRT with a possible new avenue to pursue.

" The OED Director turns to the"mailbox rule" as evidence that Respondent actually received theBoard Decision
andtheNotice of Abandonment. The mailbox rulecreates a rebuttable presumption that properlyaddressed
documents placed into the possession ofa mail delivery service reach their destination ina reasonable time.
Rosenthal v. Walker. 111 U.S. 185, 193-94 (1884); Rios v. Nicholson. 490 F.3d928, 930-31 (Fed.Cir.2007);
Lupvan v. Corinthian Colleges. Inc.. 761 F.3d 314 (3d Cir. 2014). The Complaint's allegations ofdishonest and
deliberately misleading conduct rest entirely onapplication ofthis rule. It is too fragile a presumption tosupport
such weighty charges. As discussed in greater detail infra^ the OED Director has not established any reason why
Respondent would receive these documents and not act on them, given his then-ongoing relationship with EPRT.
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Both the Board Decision and theNotice of Abandonment should havebeentimely
communicated to EPRT. The Board Decision was particularly vital because it carried a non-
extendable two-month deadline to appeal the decision. Respondent's failure to inform EPRT of
that document meant EPRT had no chance to file the appeal within thedeadline. The
consequence ofthat inaction was the abandonment ofthe *519 Application.

Accordingly, the Court finds that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8) by failing
to properly inform EPRT ofthe Third Final Rejection, the Board Decision, and the Notice of
Abandonment.

III. AllegedViolation of 37 C.F.R. 6 10.84(a) - Failing to Seek EPRPs Lawful
Objectives

The OED Director also contends that Respondent's mishandling of the *519 Application
constitutes a failure to seek his client's lawful objectives and a failure to carry out an
employment contract, thus violating 37 C.F.R. §10.84(a)(1), and (a)(2).^® Respondent counters
that he continued topursue EPRT's objectives until October 2011, when he claims Mr.
Farahmand threatened him with a malpractice suit. Additionally, Respondent argues that there
were "noavailable avenues to reverse the [Board] Decision" once it was issued, making any
additional work on the Application futile. He also asserts that, in 2008, Mr. Estes specifically
told him not to incur additional legal fees pursuing the '519 Application.

No explicit engagement agreement between the parties exists, which makes itdifficult to
state the precise terms of the employment contract. That said, it isapparent that Respondent was
hired to attempt tosalvage the '519 Application, ifpossible. Absent some future shift inEPRT's
goals, that obligation existed as long as Respondent remained as attorney ofrecord for the '519
Application.

The OED Director does not dispute that Respondent was committed tosecuring a patent
on behalfof EPRT, at least initially. The Application was first rejected in2002, under the
supervision ofa different law firm. Respondent's initial assessment ofthe viability ofthe
Application was grim, stating that "the fmal rejection is likely to be sustained because ofthe
absence ofany allowable claim...." However, Respondent also recommended re-filing the
Application, followed quickly by an amendment supported by a third-party affidavit. The
evidence shows that Respondent filed the necessary amendments, appeals, and affidavits, at least
until hereceived theThird Final Rejection inNovember 2005. At thatpoint, Claims 3 and 4
were potentially allowable if rewritten. Based on his own experience and judgment, Respondent
chose not to rewrite either Claim. Respondent believed—and maintains to this day—that
rewriting the Claims would have been useless because they included references to other, rejected
Claims. Hesimply disagreed with Ms. Oropeza's assessment, as stated in theThird Final

Thus the Court concludes—based upon Respondent's testimony andclear and convincing circumstantial evidence—
that Respondent didnotacton those items of PTO correspondence because he had not received them.

The Conwlaint paints Respondent's various communications failures as evidence ofa violation of 37C.F.R.
10.84(a). The Court cannot agree. Apractitioner may fail to communicate adequately with a client while still
working diligently onbehalfof that client. The practitioner would thus violate Section 10.23(c)(8) butnot 10.84(a).
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Rejection, that Claims 3 and 4 could be allowable. Respondent did not discuss rewriting the
Claims with anyone at EPRT. Ithas already been noted that Respondent did not even inform
EPRT ofthe patent examiner's suggestion, telling them instead that the Claims had already been
allowed. Instead of conferring with his client, Respondent elected to file the Second Appeal in
February 2006. He did not discuss the appeal with EPRT prior to filing it. '̂

The consequences of Respondent's decisions were substantial. Claims 3 and 4 were
ultimately deemed rejected because Respondent did not rewrite them as suggested. The Board
Decision therefore affirmed the Third Final Rejection because there were no allowable claims.

Had Respondent been timely aware of the Board Decision on June 1,2009,hecould have
filed anappeal. Had he been timely aware of theNotice of Abandonment, hecould have
attempted to revive the Application. Either course ofaction would have served EPRT's
objectives. The Court cannot speculate whether hewould have taken either action, because he
abandoned EPRT asa client within days ofdiscovering the existence of the Board Decision.

Respondent contends that, rather than an abandonment on his part, he was "constructively
discharged" as EPRT's counsel onorabout October 28,2011. The basis for the constructive
discharge was an alleged telephone call between himselfand Mr. Farahmand where Respondent
contends Mr. Farahmand threatened Respondent with a malpractice lawsuit. He has provided no
evidence, other than his own testimony, thatsucha threat ever occurred. Nor has he offered any
legal support for his conclusion that such a threat would discharge him of his responsibilities to
EPRT.

Respondent never informed Mr. Farahmand oranyone at EPRT of hisconstructive
discharge theory. He also did notfollow the withdrawal procedures outlined in 37 C.F.R. §
10.40. The only individual who was awareof Respondent's purported withdrawal was
Respondent himself This is indistinguishable from abandonment. Accordingly, Respondent
violated37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2) no later than October 2011.

In fact, the violation of this Disciplinary Rule occurred when the '519 Application was
abandoned in August 2009. Unlike theAmerican Bar Association's now-defunct Code of
Professional Responsibility, the PTO's Disciplinary Rules do not require a practitioner's conduct
tobeintentional.^^ Section 10.84(a) emphasizes theconsequences of theconduct, not the intent
behind it. Neglectful conduct that derailsa client's objectives is thus sanctionable underSection
10.84(a). Here, Respondent negligently failed to monitor the '519 Application and failed to
ensure thathe received correspondence from PTO. Asa result, it was impossible for Respondent
to meet EPRT's lawful objectives.

Respondent has noted repeatedly that the November29,2009, e-mail asked Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes to contact
him if theyhadany questions. Neither did so. Respondent speculates that theywould havehadquestions if his
conimunication hadbeen unclear or inadequate. His conclusion overlooks the fact that he neglected to provide them
with vital information on which to base their questions. They did not know the actual status of Claims 3,4 or 25.
Theytherefore did not knowthat they shouldbe asking additional questions about those Claims. Their lackof
inquisitiveness was the direct result of Respondent's own silence on these issues.

" SeeABA Model Codeof Professional Responsibility Rule DR7-101(A)(1), which is virtually identical to 37
C.F.R.§ 10.84(a), except the Model Code Includes the prefacestating that a practitioner"shall not intentionally."
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IV. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S lQ.23(a) - Engaging in Gross or Disreputable
Conduct

The Complaint next alleges that Respondent's failure tonotify EPRT about the Third
Final Rejection, the Board Decision, and the Notice ofAbandonment constitute gross or
disreputable conduct, in violationof 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

The Court has already concluded that Respondent's failure to inform his client of
important correspondence violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(8). According to 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c),
any violation of its subsections automatically violates 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b). No analysis
is necessary on this point. Respondent has violated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

V. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 6 10.23fb¥4) ~ Engaging in Conduct Involving Fraud.
Dishonestv. Deceit, or Misrepresentation

Next, the OED Director contends thatRespondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4) by
deceiving EPRT and misrepresenting the status ofthe '519 Application. Specifically, the
Complaint cites Respondent's July 30,2010, e-mail to Ms. Bl^e, which stated that he had
attempted todetermine the status of the *519 Application but had not heard back from PTO.
According to the OED Director, this statement was false or misleading because Respondent had
received the Notice of Abandonment in August 2009. Hetherefore already knew that the
Application had been abandoned and had neverbeen revived.

The sole evidence that Respondent was aware of theBoard Decision and theNotice of
Abandonment is that they were mailed to his address of record, at28 W. Flagler. It is therefore
presumed that he received them at that address. Respondent insists thathe did not.

Respondent's conduct vis-a-vis the '519 Application before and after2009 supports his
position. Respondent worked competently toachieve EPRT's goals from 2002 until 2006, when
hefiled theSecond Appeal. After doing so,he resigned himself to waiting for a PTO response.
According to theOED Director's theory. Respondent received that response in 2009. Rather
than file an appeal, as he had donetwice already. Respondent chose to ignore the Board
Decision. Hethen proceeded to stonewall and avoid Ms. Blake for more than a year. Missing
from the OED Director's theory is any hint of Respondent's purported motive for this sharp shift
inattitude. As of 2009, his relationship with EPRT and its personnel remained congenial. In
fact, hewas handling a number of other patent and trademark matters for thecompany at the
time. The OED Director has provided no reason why Respondent would act in the manner
alleged in the Complaint. The Court is therefore persuaded that Respondent did not receive the
copiesof the Board Decision or the Notice ofAbandonment in 2009.

Having failed to receive the documents whentheywere initially sent, Respondent did not
become aware of the actual statusof the '519 Application until October 2011, when he asked his
associate to personally check the physical file.^^ His e-mail to Ms. Blake onJuly 30,2010, was

" Asdiscussed supra. Respondent's delayed awareness of these documents wasdue to hisownnegligent and
neglectful conduct.
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therefore not deceptive or dishonest. Accordingly, the Court finds that the OED Director failed
to prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. §10.23(b)(4).

VI. Alleged Violation of 37 C.RR. S 10.23(c¥2iri> - Giving EPRT False or Misleading
Information

The Complaint also alleges that the July 30,2010, e-mail was false ormisleading,
thereby violating 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i). The regulation only prohibits the commimication of
information that the practitioner knows to be incorrect; Accordingly, the allegation fails here
because Respondent did not know the true status ofthe '519 Application at the time ofthe e-
mail. He therefore could not have intended to mislead Ms. Blake. The Court finds no violation
of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i).

VII. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. 6 10.85(a¥5) - Making a False Statement ofLaw or
Fact

Again, the OED Director relies on the July 30,2010, e-mail as his sole evidenceof a
violation of37 C.F.R. § 10.85(a)(5). This regulation also contains a knowledge element. It
therefore fails for the same reason.

VIII. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. $ 10.112(c¥4) - Failing to Return EPRT's Client File

The Complaint alleges that Respondent refused to return EPRT's client file to it when
asked to do so. PTO regulations state that a practitioner must promptly deliver to a client, upon
request, any client property in the practitioner's possession that the client is entitled to receive.
Respondent contends that the EPRT file was not in his possession on October 31, 2011, because
it remained in in the possession of his ex-wife at the marital home and that Respondent had been
denied access to that home. He also arguesthat EPRTwas not entitled to the file because
Respondent placed a lien on the file due to unpaid legal bills.

There is no dispute that a client's file is the property of the client and should be returned
to thatclient upon request. See Restatement (Third) oftheLaw Governing Lawyers (2000), ^ 43.
That general truth applies in this caseas well. Although Respondent contends that the file has
not been in hispossession since 2011, hiscredibility onthis issue is dubious. During the Florida
malpractice proceeding, he told theopposing counsel that the file had been destroyed "several
years ago." Perhaps Respondent believed thatwhen he said it, but the opposing counsel in that
caseeventually obtained the file from Respondent's ex-wife.

Respondent argues in this proceeding that he could not return the file because he did not
have access to themarital home. The evidence suggests otherwise. Mr. Farahmand requested
theEPRT file on October 31,2011. As Respondent testified, he did notconvey the marital home
to hisex-wife until November 16,2011. Therefore, absent a restraining order, he hadthe legal
right to access the property until that date. When he signed the property settlement agreement,
Respondent knewthat the EPRT file that had been requested by the client was in the home, but
he chose not to retrieve it while he still had the opportunity to do so. Although the Court does
notdoubt Respondent'sclaim of a hostilerelationship between himselfand his ex-wife, he has
offered noevidence that he reasonably sought to obtain the EPRT file from the home when he
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had the opportunity to do so. '̂' The opposing counsel in the previous case issued a subpoena
duces tecum to successfully obtain the file. Respondent could have followed a similar approach.

The Court also rejects Respondent's claim that a retaining lien onthe file prevented him
from returning the file when requested. He testified that he "found outabout the outstanding
balance inthe course of discovery during the malpractice case." Prior to thatpoint, hebelieved
EPRT's account was current. The malpractice complaint was not brought until December 2012,
some 13 months after he received Mr. Farahmand's letter. Between October 31, 2011, and
whenever hediscovered the outstanding balance, Respondent had no reason to question EPRT's
right to its file. The retaining lien therefore could not have prevented him from "promptly"
returning the file, as required by 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4).

Even if Respondent did not have easy access tothe file after his separation from his ex-
wife, hedid retain a duty to maintain control of client property entrusted to him. He took no
steps to protect the files in his home office despite knowing that marital discord threatened his
use ofthat office. Indeed, Respondent testified that the marital separation began asearly asApril
2011, and did not become permanent until November of that year. Respondent's banishment
from the marital home, and thus his lack ofaccess to his home office, came with ample warning.
His obligation to his clients, including EPRT, should have compelled him tomove the files to a
more secure location. Again, he chose not to do so, to EPRT's detriment. Accordingly, the
Court finds that Respondent has violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4).

IX. Alleged Violation of 37 C.F.R. S lQ.23(b1(6^ - Engaging in Other Conduct that
Adversely Reflectson Respondent's Fitness to Practice

Finally, theOED Director contends that Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) by
"engaging in the acts and omissions" described in the Complaint. That regulation prohibits a
practitioner from engaging in"any other conduct that adversely reflects on the practitioner's
fitness to practice before the Office." This Court has consistently noted that the use of the word
"other" in the regulation is not superfluous. Instead, it transforms 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) into a
"catch all" provision that addresses conduct that does not fall under thesubsections immediately
preceding it.^^ As a result, conduct that violates any provision of § 10.23(b)(1) through (b)(5)
cannot also violate § 10.23(b)(6). Inre Lane. USPTO Proceeding No. D2013-07, at 16 (USPTO
Mar. 11,2014); In re Kdber, USPTO Proceeding No. 2006-13 at 59 (USPTO Sept. 23,2008).
Respondent's conduct violated several Disciplinary Rules. Accordingly, the allegations are
cognizable under § 10.23(b)(1). The OED Director has not alleged any "other" conduct that

Respondent testified that, due to his separation from his wife, hewas "basically locked out" of the marital home
In November 2011. At one point, he "had toget a policeman toget me In there toget my stuff." Respondent did not
explain why hedidnot retrieve theEPRT file during that police-facilitated visit to hishome.

" 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b) reads in its entirety:
(b) A practitioner shall not;

(1) Violate a Disciplinary Rule.
(2) Circumvent a Disciplinary Rule through actions of another.
(3) Engage in illegal conduct involvingmoral turpitude.
(4) Engage in conduct Involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation.
(5) Engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.
(6)Engage inanyotherconduct thatadversely reflects on thepractitioner's fitness to practice before
the Office.
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would fall within the purview of37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6). Respondent has therefore not violated
this provision.

After considering all ofthe evidence in the record, the Court finds, by clear and
convincing evidence, as follows:

Count I

a. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b) via 10.23(c)(8) by failing to timely
inform Ms. Blake or anyone at EPRT ofthe Third Rejection Letter in 2005, the June
2009 Board Decision, and the August 2009 Notice of Abandonment. Hedidnotreceive
the latter two documents when they were sent, and socould not have forwarded them to
EPRT. However, his non-receipt ofthe documents was an error ofhis own making and
does not absolvehim of his responsibilities to his client.

b. Respondent adequately communicated with Ms. Blake and EPRT in2007 and 2008. He
therefore did notviolate 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) as to hiscommunications v^thhis client
during that time period.

c. Respondent did violate 37C.F.R. § 10.77(c) by neglecting the '519 Application from
May 2006 until October 2011. He failed toproperly monitor theprogress of the Second
Appeal, and so was unaware ofthe Board Decision orthe Notice of Abandonment until
it was too late to prevent theabandorunent. Hedid notpersist in hisattempts to contact
Ms. Oropeza in2009, despite knowing she had attempted to communicate with him by
phone prior to the abandonment. Respondent also took no steps to confirm the status of
the '519Application in2010 and 2011 despite Ms. Blake's frequent requests for
updates.

d. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (2) by neglecting the '519 Application.
His failure to properly monitor the appeal rendered it impossible for him toaccomplish
the task for which he had been hired. He also violated the Disciplinary Rule by
deliberately abandoning his representation of EPRT afterhis exchange with Mr.
Farahmand.

e. Any violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c) constitutes a violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).
Respondent has violated multiple Disciplinary Rules. He has therefore also violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

f. Respondent has not violated37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) becausethe OED Directorhas
failed to allege any otherconduct that is notcovered by othersubsections of 37 C.F.R. §
10.23(b).

Count II

a. Respondent violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c) by refusing to communicate with Ms. Blake
about the status of the '519 Application in 2010 and 2011.
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b. Respondent did not receive the Board Decision or the Notice ofAbandonment until
October 2011. Therefore, his July 30,2010, e-mail was not dishonest ordeceitful.
Accordingly, Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(4).

c. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a) and (b) via 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(2)(i)
because he did notknow the status of the '519Application at the time he wrote the July
30,2010, e-mail. The e-mail therefore was not intended to befalse or misleading.

d. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.85(a)(5) because he did not know the content
of the July 30,2010, e-mail was false.

e. Respondent did not violate 37 C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2) by refusing to
communicate with Ms. Blakein 2010and2011. Failure to communicate with a client, in
and of itself, does not indicate refusal tocarry out the terms of a contract or a refusal to
seek the client's lawful objectives. Respondent's refusal to respond toMs. Blake is
evidence of his neglect ofthe '519 Application. It is the consequences of that neglect
that places him in violation of37C.F.R. § 10.84(a)(1) and (a)(2).

f Respondent has violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4) by refusing to retum EPRT's client file
when requested. EPRT was entitled to receive the file because no retaining lien existed at
the time the request was made. Respondent's failure to maintain possession ofthe file
was anerror of hisownmaking and does not absolve him of his responsibility to retum
the file. Moreover, Respondent testified that hewas able to retrieve personal property
from the house with police assistance.

g. Any violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c) constitutes a violation of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(a).
Respondent has violated multiple Disciplinary Rules. He has therefore also violated 37
C.F.R. § 10.23(a).

h. Respondent has not violated 37C.F.R. § 10.23(b)(6) because the OED Director has not
alleged any conduct that is notcovered byother subsections of 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(b).

Sanctions

The Court often looks to the ABA's Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions ("ABA
Standards") for guidance when determining the proper length and severity ofa sanction, or when
determining whether aggravating or mitigating factors exist. S^ In re Chae. Proceeding No.
D2013-01, at 4 (USPTO Oct. 21, 2013). Before sanctioning a practitioner, the Court must
considerthe following four factors listed in 37 C.F.R. § 11.54(b):

(1) Whether the practitioner has violated a duty owed to a Client,
to the public, to the legal system, or to the profession;

(2) Whether the practitioner acted intentionally, knowingly, or
negligently;

(3) The amount of the actual or potential injury caused by the
practitioner's misconduct; and

(4) The existence of any aggravatingor mitigating factors.
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1. Respondent Violated His Duties to EPRT

Respondent was hired to attempt to salvage the '519 Application inDecember 2002. His
last communication with PTO occurred inMay 2006. Respondent has argued inpassing that he
no longer had a duty to EPRT after December 2006, when it assigned the rights to the '519
Application to Thrisoint. There isno merit to this argument. Respondent never withdrew his
representation ofEPRT, and several e-mails in 2008 confirm that he continued to actively
represent its interests after EPRT's acquisition by Thrisoint. Respondent therefore remained
obligated to fulfill his duties to EPRT. Instead, he refused to return phone calls and e-mails firom
Ms. Blake, and disregarded important phone calls from the PTO examiner. Respondent utterly
neglected the '519 Application for almost two years. As a result, he failed tokeep EPRT
apprised ofthe '519 Application's progress, leading to the Application's abandonment. Finally,
herefused to return EPRT's client file despite anexplicit request to doso. Respondent has thus
repeatedly failed in his responsibilities to hisclient.

Respondent's duties to the public, the legal system, and the legal profession are less
directly implicated by his conduct. Any improper behavior by a member of the legal community
undermines public faith in the sanctity of the legal system. However, Respondent's primary duty
isto his client, not the population at large. There is no tangible injury to thepublic here; EPRT-
and only EPRT-suffered theconsequences ofRespondent's misconduct. Likewise, there isno
substantive damage to the legal system. Respondent alone has been tainted by his actions. This
factor supports a moderate sanction.

2. Some of Respondent's Actions Were Intentional or Negligent

The Court finds that Respondent's neglect of the '519 Application stemmed primarily
from hisdecision to move to the 28 W. Flagler address. Had he remained in his original office,
orchanged his correspondence address to his home office, hewould have timely received the
Board Decision and the Notice ofAbandonment. He would therefore have had an opportunity to
infonn EPRT of those documents, agree upon a course of action, and file appropriate responses.
Instead, he entrusted a receptionist to sorthis mail without his input. By doing so, he put the
burden on the receptionist to recognize critical correspondence and notify him ina timely
manner. It was a calculated risk that has cost both Respondent and EPRT.

Compounding the risk was Respondent's insufficient docket management system. Rather
than using an electronic system. Respondent testified that he maintained a manual system and
reliedon his (now former) wife to keep him informed of upcoming deadlines. He had no
"tickler" system in place to remind him to check on pendingapplications. He therefore had no
way to monitor his cases, other than contacting PTO directly. Despite his claims that he
adequately monitored the '519 Application, the evidence is overwhelming that he did not. He
nevercontacted Ms. Oropeza in 2009, and apparently never received any updates about the
Application in 2010. A successful phone call should have made it immediately apparent that the
Application had been abandoned by that date. Respondent also never associated his Customer
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ID number with the '519 Application, making it impossible for him to monitor its progress
electronically.^^ He therefore negligently allowed the Application to go abandoned.

Respondent's refusal tocommunicate with Ms. Blake, however, was intentional. He
received at least ninee-mailsand an untold number of telephone calls from her in 2010 and
2011. He chose not torespond to any ofthem, other than a single, abbreviated, non-substantive
call in 2010.

Respondent's failure to return the EPRT client file was also intentional. He knew
precisely where the file was located, and knew he had an obligation to return it. Armed with that
knowledge, he made no attempt to reclaim the file. The Court appreciates the sensitive
circumstances underlying Respondent's decision. However, marital strife cannot shield him
from his responsibility to his clients. Again, he understood the risks of maintaining private files
ina home office during a period of intense personal turbulence. He must be held accountable.
This factor also warrants a moderate sanction.

3. EPRT's Has Suffered Economic Harm, but the Amount of Iniurv is Impossible to Quantify

Respondent has consistently argued that the abandonment of the '519 Application caused
EPRT no economic harm because the inventioncould never have obtained patent protection.
The Court offers no opinion on the accuracy ofthis assessment. Itwould be an exercise in
futility to speculate whether the invention was actually patentable, orwhat kind ofprofit itcould
have generated if it had been patented. However, that isnot the entire scope of the inquiry.
EPRT paid Respondent between $35,000 and $45,000 to guide the '519 Application through the
patent process. The original estimate for this service was only $4,000. EPRT's return on its
investment has been nothing.^^ The client has thus experienced substantial monetary harm
because of its dealings with Respondent.

Unfortunately, the Court hasno way to determine what percentage of EPRT'spayments
were invain. Respondent did represent EPRT's interests competently, at least for a time.
Without a clearguide, it is simply impossible to arrive at a non-arbitrary dollar figure
representing EPRT's loss. Nonetheless, there is noplausible dispute that theclient'sattempts to
secure a patent for the '519 Application left it economically weaker. Nor is there anydispute
that Respondent's neglect and misconduct exacerbated EPRT's suffering. Additionally, EPRT
has expended more than $170,000 in litigation costs against Respondent, with at least one
lawsuit still ongoing. This merits an increased sanction against Respondent.

Respondent asserts that because hefailed toassociate his Customer ID number with the '519Application in
2002, any charges based onthat conduct aretime-barred. This assertion is incorrect. A patent practitioner is not
required to associate a Customer ID number with a patent application. The decision not todo so istherefore not
misconduct. Statutes of limitation prohibit prosecution ofstale charges. Thefailure to associate hisCustomer ID
number Is notincluded inanyof thecharges. It ismerely a fact introduced asevidence to support thecharges of
neglect. Asalreadydiscussed, the neglectchargesare timely.

Respondent alsonow stands in the way of EPRT's attempts torevive the '519 Application. Despite agreeing to
settle the Florida malpractice case. Respondent has refused to acccpt blame for involuntarily abandoning the
Application. An admission of intentional abandonment was one of the settlement terms. Such anacknowledgement
would allow EPRT to revive the '519 Application. Respondent has proffered no reason for hisrefusal, and none is
readily apparent other than spite.
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4. Aggravating and Mitigating FactorsExist in This Case

TheCourtalso turns to the ABA Standards when determining whether aggravating or
mitigating factors exist. See Lane. USPTO Proceeding No. D2013-07, at 19; American Bar
Association STANDARDS FOR Imposing Lawyer Sanctions (2005) § 9.2. Upon review of the
record, the Court finds six aggravating factors^® and two mitigating factors. '̂

The most serious of Respondent's aggravating factors ishisdisciplinary history, both
before the USPTO and the Florida Bar. Hehasbeen disciplined at leasttwiceby the stateof
Florida. Both cases bear some similarities to the present controversy.

In 1995, Respondent agreed to a consent judgment inFlorida, resulting in a 10-day
suspension. That proceeding involved a client's attempts to resolve apparent duplicate charges
for legal fees, and repayment ofunexpended payments. Respondent refused to provide the
requested information and did not return the unearned fees until after the client filed a
disciplinary grievance. The Supreme Court ofFlorida held that Respondent had violated Florida
Bar Rule 4-1.4(a), which requires an attorney to respond toa client's reasonable requests for
information; Rule 4-1.4(b), which states that an attomey must explain matters to the extent
reasonably necessary to allow the client tomake an informed decision about the course of action;
and Rule 4-1.15(b), which requires an attomey to promptly deliver to a client any funds that they
are entitled to and render a full accounting of charges.

Florida Bar Rules 4-1.4(a) and (b) servesubstantially the same function as PTO
Disciplinary Rule 10.23(c)(8). Florida BarRule 4-1.15(b) is, in wording and function, nearly
identical to PTO Disciplinary Rule 10.112(c)(4). Respondent was thus aware, in 1995, that
ignoring client requests for information was sanctionable misconduct.

In 2011, Respondent again accepted a consent judgment in Florida, resulting ina public
reprimand. The case revolved around Respondent's failure to inform a client that he would no
longer pursue theclient's interests, and his failure to tell the client that theclient'strademark
applications had been abandoned. Respondent was found to have violated Florida BarRule 4-
1.4(a) again, as well as Rule4-8.4(d), which prohibits conduct that is prejudicial to the
administration ofjustice.

TheOED Director sought to impose reciprocal discipline against Respondent in
connection with the2011 statediscipline. Respondent vociferously opposed anysuchreciprocal
discipline. Despite the fact thathe had consented to theFlorida discipline. Respondent argued
beforethe OED Director that the PTO's rules should have been applied in the Florida proceeding

Aggravating factors include: (a) priorofTenses; (b) dishonest or selfish motive; (c) a pattern of misconduct; (d)
multiple offenses; (e) bad faith obstruction of the disciplinary proceeding; (f) submissionof false evidence, false
statements, ordeceptive practices during the disciplin^ proceeding; (g) reftisal toacknowledge wrongftil nature of
conduct; (h) vulnerability of the victim; (i) substantial experience in the law; (j) indifference to making restitution;
and (k) illegal conduct. ABA Standards § 9.2

" Mitigating factors include: (a) no prior offenses; (b) no dishonest or selfish motive; (c) personal or emotional
problems; (d) timely, good faith effort to make restitution; (e) fiill and free disclosure and cooperative attitude
duringdisciplinary proceeding; (f) inexperience in the legal profession; (g) characteror reputation; (h) physical
disability; (i) mental disability or chemicaldependency; 0) delayin disciplinary proceedings; (k) imposition of other
sanctions; (I) remorse; or (m) remoteness of prior offenses.
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rather than the staters own rules. He also contendedthat the Florida proceeding had been
constitutionally inadequate and constituted a grave injustice. Respondent's arguments were
unpersuasive, and the OED Director thus imposed a public reprimand onNovember 18,2013.

Asthe 2011 disciplinary action was resolving itself, Respondent was also embroiled in
the malpractice lawsuits brought against him by EPRT and Thrisoint inTexas and, later, in
Florida. Those proceedings were predicated on the same conduct at issue in thepresent case.
Respondent agreed inprinciple tosettle the Florida malpractice suit, including paying EPRT
$7,000. But todate hehasnot complied with any of the terms of that settlement, and now
disputes that he is required todo so. Respondent effectively leaves EPRT in a lurch because the
Florida casehas already beendismissed withprejudice based on the settlement agreement.

The case at bar constitutes Respondent's fourth disciplinary proceeding. Hisprevious
sanctions have not inspired him to better appreciate his duties toward his clients. He has refused
torespond to hisclient, refused to return client property, and allowed a client matter to go
abandoned, just as he did in 1995 and 2011. Amore severe sanction is therefore warranted. '̂

A second aggravating factor is Respondent's attempt to silence Ms. Blake and other
EPRT employees. While negotiating thesettlement agreement inthe Florida malpractice
lawsuit. Respondent inserted into thesettlement agreement a section prohibiting any EPRT
personnel from testifying or participating inFlorida's orthe PTO's disciplinary investigations
against him. Both investigations were prompted by grievances filed by Ms. Blake onbehalfof
EPRT. The final settlement agreement included Respondent's prohibition, albeit with additional
language noting that EPRTpersonnel could participate if subpoenaed.

The only purpose of this prohibition was to hinder orderail the disciplinary investigations
against him. TheCourt thus agrees with the OED Director thatthis constitutes bad faith
obstruction of the PTO disciplinary investigation, to Kentucky Bar Ass'n v. Unnamed
Attomev. 414 S.W.3d 412,418 (Ky. 2013) (court applying similar rule found violation where a
settlement agreement required grievant to either withdraw disciplinary complaint or refuse to
voluntarily cooperate with investigation).

A third aggravating factor is Respondent's obstinate refusal to recognizehis wrongdoing
or the harm he has caused his client. This case could have been resolved in 2011 with an
apology andthe return of EPRT's payments. Instead, Respondent has turned it intoa war of
attrition. To date. Respondent has never offered EPRT a refund. He has never apologized to
Ms. Blake for deliberately ignoring her urgent pleasfor information. He has not acknowledged
theconsequences of neglecting the *519 Application for almost two years. He has shown no hint
of remorse for his actions. To the contrary, Respondent has attempted to deflect blameonto any

" TheCourtwillconsider the facts surrounding Respondent's unfulfilled conditions of his settlementagreement
withThrisoint in the Southern District of Florida lawsuitas aggravation in determining an appropriate sanctionin
thiscase. Arguably Respondent's conduct in that mattercouldhavebeenallegedas a violationof 37 C.F.R. §
10.23(b)(6), but it was not.

InhisPost-HearingReply Brief,Respondent argues that thediscipline in 1995 was too remote to be treated as an
aggravating factor here. Generally, the Courtwould be inclined to agree. However, the misconduct involved in that
case is identical to misconduct found here. Respondent eitherdid not adjust his conduct after the 1995 discipline, or
he has slipped back into his old habits.
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number ofalternate targets. Among others, he blames the receptionist in his virtual office for
misplacing his mail, his ex-wife for maintaining possession ofEPRT's file, and Mr. Farahmand
for allegedly threatening a malpractice lawsuit. He even blames Ms. Blake and Mr. Estes for not
asking probing questions about his handling oftheir patent application, and for not hiring an
experienced patent attorney as his replacement.^^ While there may be a whisper oftruth in some
orall ofthese critiques, none ofthese events would have occurred ifnot for Respondent's own
misconduct. He is simply unwilling to be held accountable for his actions.^^ This demands a
harsher penalty.

Afourth aggravating factor isRespondent's legal experience. Respondent has been a
practicing attorney for almost halfa century. His dismissive treatment ofhis client and neglect
ofEPRT's patent application thus cannot be brushed aside as the mistakes ofa novice
practitioner. The Court is deeply concerned by Respondent's apparent disregard for the ethical
rules of his profession.

Experience isalso often considered as a mitigating factor, but itdocs not mitigate
Respondent's conduct here. The Court does note that during nearly 50 years oflegal service,
Respondent has faced public discipline only three other times. Additionally, the 2011 public
reprimand, and the reciprocal discipline itspawned, occurred during approximately the same
years as the incidents at issue today. It is undisputed that Respondent faced severe personal
turbulence during those years.

However, the Court cannotattribute Respondent's misconduct during those years to a
momentary, stress-related departure from his normal code of behavior. Despite the
normalization ofhis personal affairs, Respondent's behavior has not improved in the intervening
years. To the contrary, his conduct during the Florida malpractice suit and during this
proceeding have arguably provided ammunition for more disciplinary complaints. For example,
during the Florida proceeding Respondent sent Ms. Blake an ill-advised and ethically
inappropriate '̂' e-mail threatening a counterclaim and stating, "this is going tocost you
$10,000—my demand tosettle." Additionally, the Court has already found that he deliberately
attempted to fhistrate the OED Director's investigation inthis proceeding by negotiating the

" Respondent makes much ofthe fact that EPRT employs the legal services ofMs. Helene Pretsky astheir
securities attorney. Ms. Pretsky also practices patent law, but does not do sofor EPRT. Respondent argues that Ms.
Pretsky should have been handling the revival ofthe *519 Application instead ofMr. Farahmand orMr. Babayi.
Respondent's opinion as towho EPRT should hire for what roles isofnoconsequence.

During the hearing, Respondent testified that his primary motivation in contesting EPRT's allegations is toavoid
a suspension that would cripple his legal practice, which is his primary source of income.

^ Ms. Blake and EPRT were represented inthat lawsuit bySteven Greenberg and Ms. Chaiken. Florida Bar Rule
4-4.2 instructs attorneys that, with limited exceptions, they "must not communicate about the subjcct of the
representation with a person the lawyer knows to berepresented byanother lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer
hasthe consent of the other lawyer." The Florida Barexplains that this rule is intended in part to prevent an attorney
from interfering with theattorney-client relationship of anadverse party. USPTO Disciplinary Rule 10.87(a) is
substantively identical inpurpose to Florida Bar Rule 4-4.2, as is Rule 11.402 of the current USPTO Rules of
Professional Conduct. Regardless, Respondent's e-mail to Ms. Blake described Mr. Greenberg as "scum" and stated
that "his interest [sic] arenotyour interests" and"don't rely ongreenberg [sic]." These statements could only have
been intended todrive a wedge between Ms. Blake and herchosen counsel. Respondent acknowledged inhis
testimony that the e-mail was "unfortunate and inappropriate."
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silence of EPRT personnel, in violation of37 C.F.R. §11.304(f). Moreover, his pro se defense"
throughout this proceeding has at times crossed the border from zealousness into abusive. Most
recently, Respondent's Post-Hearing Br/e/labeled Ms. Chaiken as a serial perjurer and derided
Ms. Blake as simply the mistress ofMr. Wendell, rather than a co-founder ofEPRT in her own
right. Such incendiary, unsupported, and potentially libelous comments have no place in the
record and are beneath the dignity ofthe Court and its officers. Moreover, these comments could
have violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.23(c)(15).^^ Respondent's willingness to step beyond the bounds of
good practice and professional behavior are a strong indication that his commitment to ethical
conduct has grown weaker over theyears. Acourse correction is required.

Finally, Respondent is uninterested inmaking restitution to EPRT. Despite signing a
settlement agreement in which hepromised to pay EPRT $7,000, he now claims he has no
obligation to do so. This suggests the settlement agreement was made inbad faith and was
merely an attempt toescape the Florida malpractice proceeding. As a result, EPRT has been
forced toexpend more resources by filing another lawsuit inFlorida toenforce the agreed-upon
temis. This factor supports a moderatesanction.

Inmitigation, the Court recognizes the distracting effect of Respondent's acrimonious
separation from his wife in 2011. This could have impacted his decision making at that time.
However, that does not explain Respondent's neglect in 2009 orhis refusal to communicate with
Ms. Blake in2010 and 2011. Additionally, Respondent referenced his marital discord only as it
related tohis inability to reclaim possession of EPRT's client file. Hedid notpresent any
evidence that his personal turmoil negatively affected his mental state during that time period.
Accordingly, this factor offers minimal mitigation.

The lackof dishonest motive alsoworks in Respondent's favor. Respondent's conduct
was not the result of greed or any other nefarious consideration. Although herefiised to
communicate with Ms. Blake in 2010 and 2011, he did not do so to hide his neglect; he was
unaware at the time that hehad neglected the *519 Application. This factor therefore mitigates
the sanction.

ORDER

TheOED Director requests that theCourt suspend Respondent from practice before the
PTOfor 6-12months, with reinstatement conditioned upon Respondent taking and passingthe
MPRE. The Court finds that Respondent should be sanctioned for seven of the 13 alleged
violations which would suggestagainst imposition of a maximum sanction. Additionally, none
of Respondent's violations weredishonest, misleading, false, or done with malicious intent. It

" The Court considers Respondent to be acting pro se, although he was supported at thehearing by attorney Edmar
Amaya. Although Mr. Amaya remains listed as Respondent's co-counsel, itdoes notappear that hisparticipation in
this case extended beyond the hearing itself. Respondent has consistently identified himself ^ pro seonthe cover
page ofhis filings, even while claiming to berepresented bycounsel. Moreover, the distinctive grammatical and
typographical errors present inallof Respondent's filings area reliable indicator that he has been their sole author
throughout this proceeding.

" 37C.F.R. § 10.23{c)(15) prohibited a practitioner from "making a scandalous or indecent statement in a paper
filed in theOffice." There is no direct corollary in the USPTO's Rules of Professional Conduct.
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has not been proven thai he deliberately abandoned the *519 Application and or lied to Ms.
Blake, which also militates against imposition of a maximum sanction.

The appropriate sanction must take into consideration the aggravating and mitigating
factors. All six aggravating factors are serious concerns, none more so than Respondent's
previous disciplinary history. The mitigating factors are less impactiul. but they cannot be
ignored.

Based on the foregoing Undings and conclusions, as well asconsideration ol the iactors
identified in 37 C.F.R. § 11.54(b), the Court concludes that an eight-month suspension isan
appropriate sanction for Respondent's multiple violations of the Disciplinary Rules lound in this
matter. '̂ Respondent's persistent refusal to recognize his own wrongdoing also indicates that he
is currently oblivious to the fact that his behavior isat odds with his ethical obligations to his
clients. He cannot be an adequately functional attorney without knowledge ol—and adherence
to-his professional responsibilities. Accordingly, it is appropriate to require that he lake the
MPRE to re-familiarize himselfwith the expectations for members of the legal profession. His
suspension shall remain in force until the eight-month period has run. he has passed the MPRh,
and he has been reinstated bv the OED Director.

So ORDERED.

J. .lerembdi Mahoney
United^tates Administrativ Law Judge

Notice of Appeal Rights: Within thirty (30) days of this initial decision, either party may appeal
to the USPTO Director. 37 C.F.R. § 11.55(a).

" Respondcnl is directed to 37 C.F.R. § 11.58, which scls forth Respondent's duties while suspended. Respondent
shall remain suspended from ihc practice of"patent, trademark, and non-patent law before the IJSPTO until the ORD
Director grants a petition reinstating Respondent pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 11.60(c).

Finally, addressing a collateral niatter. Respondent's Pu.si-Hearing Reply tf/vt/ included a rcquesi for attorney's
fees in an amount "not less than SI50,000" pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 504. Respondent is not a prevailing party in this
proceedinu, so he would not be entitled to atlornev's fees. If this request was properlv b«2fore the Couri, it would be
DENIED."
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing INITIAL DECISION AND ORDER,
issued by .1. Jeremiah Mahoney. Administrative Law Judge, in D20I5-27, were sent lo the
following parlies on this 15lh dayof September, 2016. in the manner indicated:

John H. Faro, Esq.
Johnf75712@aol.com

Johnf75712@amail.com

Tracy L. Kepler
Robin J. Crabb

Associate Solicitors

Mail Slop 8
Office of the Solicitor

P.O. Box 1450

Ale.xandria, Virginia 22313-1450
PTO-HUDcases@uspto.Gov

Cinthia Mates. Docket Clerk

Via Email:

Edmar M. Amaya, Esq.
175 SW 157 Street, Suite 2410

Miami, PL 33130
Edmar.amava@edamlaw\com
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EXHIBIT "2"
{January 10, 2017 Email

From Respondent to OED Counsel Robin Ci
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D-2015-27. In re John II. [j.ro. Proposed Nk.iion lo Remand and Vaca. Imps: maiLH.I,coniANcbniail-sicl en-iis Print\k-.s..,

From: judicia <johnf75712@aol.com>
To; robin.crabb <robin crabb@uspto.gov>
Cc: alj alj <alj.alj@hud gov>

Bcc; edmar.amaya <edmar.amaya@edamlaw.com>
Subject: D-2015-27. In re John H Faro. Proposed Motion toRemand and Vacate ALJ Decision

Date: Tue.Jan 10.2017 4:27 pm
Attachments: ExnjbltsVacate.pdf (11701K)

ol

Robin

1 Iam willing to give you and the OED the benefit of the doubt that you were not aware of the following

2' On DeceimMr_l,_^15. Meredith Chaiken. and Steven Greenberg. (a registered patent) for whom Chaiken
works, filed a Petition to Revive the '519 patent appIn • copy Petition to Revive attached

3. On 2016. the '529 patent appIn was revived, under the CURRENT PTO Rules, on Petition for an
unintentional abandonment - which is automatic - notwithstanding that the patent may be unenforceable for
fraud on the patent office - copy of Decision on Petition attached

6 On May 2. 2016. the "519 application was reinstated (automatically - the only requirement being the
payment of the $850 fee) - the Blake and Chaiken insistence on my admitting to an intentional
abandonment was to damage me orofessionajiv

On May 10. 2016. the ALJ presided over the trial of the OED Complaint - As ismanifestly apparent from the
record, and theALJ Initial Decision, theALJ was under the impression that the '519 patent irremediably lost and
consequently. ERPT was economically damaged -an false impression that was propagated by the OED and its
witnesses

® On August 23. 2016, the PTO issued US 9,421,367 - the claims are limited to the Method Claims - no IVIedical
Dev^j^jms weie and thus none have ever been allowed a NEW EXAMINER conducted the
examination

9 Ihave been dealing with Chaiken and/or Greenberg for almost 4 years - Both Blake and Chaiken were
aware of the revival of the '519 Patent AppIn on May 10, 2016, at the time of the trial, and withheld such
Information allowing the Court to be mislead - resulting in palpable fraud upon theCourt - just typical of the
Florida gutter practice attorneys

The ALJ Initial Decision &Order - specifically thesanctions determination - isbased upon the false impression
create by irremediable loss Blake and Chaiken the EPRT had lost " a patent" and Ihe irreparable harm resuitmo
from such loss - EPRT and Blake now have " a patent", without and Medical Device claims

pis advise ifyou shall be opposing the motion to remand and vacate the ALJ Initial Decision

John

I 10 2i)r' i'\:
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EXHierr '^3^'
(Excepts Transcript ofHearing

Before The Federal District Court in
Florida Malpractice Litigation)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION-

CASE NO. 13-23893-CIVIL-HUCK

EPRT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,
and THRISOINT ?TY, LTD.,

Plaintiffs,

Miami, Florida

July 20, 2G15

10:0/^ a . rii. to 12:57 c . mvs.

JOHN H. FARO and TECHNOLOGY
BUSINESS LAW GROUP, LLC,

Defendants. Pages 1 to 28

APPEARANCES:

EXCERPTS FROM THE DAUBERT HEARING
BEFORE THE HONORABLE PAUL C. HUCK,

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

FOR THE PLAINTIFFS: MEREDITH CHAIKEN, ESQ.
ISABELLE JUNG, ESQ.
CRGO LAW

7900 Glades Road, Suite 520
Boca Raton, Florida 33434

FOR THE DEFENDANTS

REPORTED BY:

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ.
FARO & ASSOCIATES

1395 Brickell Averme, Suite 800
Miami, Florida 33131

LISA EDWARDS, RDR, CRR
Official Court Reporter
United States District Court
4 00 North Mia.Tii Avenue
Twelfth Floor
Miami, Florida 33128
(305) 523-5499
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In Paragraph 61, the one that's cited by thern — the Defendant,

we spedfivcal-Y say the lost sales and attorney's fees. And

we're not talking about attorney's fees for prosecuting this

Case. ...osr sales ar-o attorney's fees.

Ana tne only — the only issue — the only damages we

Cxaiir. under tnat provision of cne asset of this patent is the

lost money in attorney's fees and costs to prosecute the patent

application before it was abanaoned.

We don't even --

TH.E; COURT : Excuse .Tie .

There's no expert testimony about the book value of th

519 application proximately caused by the abandon.ment of the

' 5 i b' app 1 i ca 11 on .

MS. CHAIKEN: We're not talking about -- you don't neec

an exper- to shew --

IHE COUR'I : r'lrst or all — let me just jump forward.

Do you want to have a trial over $7,C40?

MS. CHAIKEN: Yes, your Honor.

THE COURT: Well, that shows you. I'm not gcinq to

allow it. lou didn't raise it. You don't have an expert

report,

M£. LhAiKEN: You're not going to allow --

i Hri COURI'; Do you want to go back to your client and

uex.. your cxient that you want to have a trial in federal cour

over $/,04 0? Tney're going to fly up here from Australia.
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Tney're going to pay you to try that case?

MS. CKAIKEN: Your Honor, the real value here to my

client; is a r. inal judgment that Defendants cornir:itted legal

.malpractice in prosecucinq their patent application.

?.HE COURT: Then gc tc the Florida Bar, as you've

already done.

MS. CHAIKEN; But that's not --

THE COURT: .So you're looking to use this Court to get

back at Mr. Faro, because —

MS. CHAIKEN: That's not —

THE COURT: That's vvhat you just said.

MS. v-nAIK£.N; gertting back at/ your Honor.

Please. It s not /^etaiiatorv all. i have nothing personal

Ke have ncchinq p^rsonalT Okay?

TH::, COuRT: No. Actually, your partner said you both

have something personal. You don't like each other. You've

toid nie that from day o.ne.

MS. CHAIKEN: I have not said a word about than, your

Honor.

THE COURT: I said your partner. Mr. Faro said it.

i-l..-;. CHrtiKEN: . know Mr. Greenberq i'las never said h.e

doesn't like Mr. Faro. Tnat's Mr. Faro saying that.

THE COURT; They both said they didn't gee alone.

Anyway --

MR, CHAIKEN: I don't want to get into that.
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EXHIBIT "4"
(Proposed Settlement Agreement)
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•QENEEAL, .\iyTUAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT ANH

This GENHRAL. MUTUAL SETTLEMENT AGRfiEMFM AND RKLKASF

("Agreement") is made and entered into on this^^^^dav of r ,2015. by and
between Kaiherine Dlake ('̂ Blake") as reprcsemative of Thrisoint Pty. Ltd and EPRT

Technologies, Inc. ('Companies") and John H. Faro and Technology Busincs.s Law Group, LLC

("Faro") (collectivcly the "Panics").

WHEREAS, The Parties have reached an agreement to re.solvc all disputes by and

between them regarding Faro's representation of the Companie.s in the prosecution of United

State Patent Application Serial Number 09/656,519 before the United Stales Patent and

Trademark Office ("USPTO"), and in case number l:13-cv-23893 in the Southern District Coun

ot I'lorida, EPRT Techtologies. Inc. and Thrisohu Pty. Ltd v. Jvhn H. Faro and Technology

liuiiness Law Group. /.Z,C("Case").

WHEREAS, Each party hereby releases the other pa.ty from any and all claims, known

or unknown, that have arisen or may arise respecting the representation ofEPRT Technologies.

Inc. and 'Ihrisoini Pty. l.tdhy John H. Faro and Technoiogy Business Law Group, LLC

WHEREAS, This Agreement also applies to the re.spective Parlies' heins, legal

representatives, and successors and is binding on the heirs, legal rcpresentativu-s, and assigiih jf

each party as well as anyone else claiming under each party.

NOW, KNOW ALL MI<:N BY THESE PRESENTS, in consideration of the funds to be

paid, and tho mutual promises oftlie Parties set forth in this Agreement, the Parties agree to the

following;

GOV #33 Page 2 of 6
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A. Settlement Terms

(1) Aletter from John H. I'aro on FARO &Associates letterhead to Katherinc Blake wiih^**^
the agreed upon verbiage (annexed hereto);

(2) Neither Katherine I3lake, nor her counsel or agents, or any other company representative

ofEPRT Technologies. Inc. and Thrisoint Pty. Ltd, will voluntarily participate on behalf

ofKatherinc Blake in the presently pending disciplinai7 proceedings, against Jolin H.

Faro, before the Florida Bar and the USPTO. However, Defendants recognize Plaintiffs'

legal obligation to cooperate with the Florida Bar and the USPTO pursuant ic any

subpoena issued by the Florida Bar, the USPTO or any court ofcompetent jurisdiction;

(3) Faro shall pay the Companies S7.0'1U.00US. Faro shall pay the Companies $5,0()O.OOUS

Immediately upon execution of this Agreemeni payable to the order ofCRGO Law for

deposit into the CRGO Law firm unst account. Faro shall pay the Companies the

remaining $2,040.001JS over a period of three monUis in equal monthly installments of

$680.00LFS commencing one month after the execution ofthis Agreemeni; and

(4) Stipulation of dismissal without prejudice ofcase number 1:13-23893 in the Southern'

District ofFlorida, each party bearing its own fees and costs.

5. Warranty ofVoluntary Ajfreement, The Parties agree that the amount and terms set fonh in

paragraph "A" of this Agreement arc fair and reasonable and further warrant thai they have

entered into this Agreement voluntarily and of their own accord; and ihat this Agreement

contams and constitutes the entire understanding and agreement between the Panics respecting

the subject matter hereof and may not be changed or altered in any way, except by a writing

signed by all Panics hereto. The Panics ftirther agree that the terms of tiiis Agreement are

contractual and not a mere recital.
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C Severability, 11 any paragraph or clause hereof shall be held invalid or unenforceable in any

jurisdiction, for any reason, then the meaning of such paragraph or clause shall be construed so

as to render it enforceable to the extent pcrmissibic. If no peimissible interpretation would save

such paragraph or clause, it shall be severed from these terms and conditions and the remainder

ofthis Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

D. Governing Lmw It is hereby agreed by the Panies that this Agreement shall be governed

by the lawsof theState of Florida.
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IN WIINESS WHHREOF, WK hereunto set tny/our hands and seals on liiis

of August, 2015.

Signed, sealed, anddelivered In the
presence of:

dav

WITNESS Kjithcrine Blake oh behalf of EPRT
Technologies, Inc. and Thrlsolnt Ltd. Ply.

WITNESS

AUSTRALIA

COUNTY OF

Sworn to (or affimied) and subscribed before me this dav of
20 by_ . ' I

Notary Public - Ausmiiia

(Print, Type, Stamp, or Commissioned
Name of Notary Public)

Personally Known OR Produced Identilication
Type of Identification Produced;
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, WE hereunto set my/our hands and seals on this day

of August, 2015.

Signed, sealed, and delivered in the
pij (ence of;

WTNESS

STATE OK FLORIDA
COUNTY OF l. -e^

of H. l-aro and

Technotogy Hus^ss Law (iroup, I. l.C

20

SwofTij^ to ^or affinned) and suhscribed before me this day of f '̂ US
ri.. by \A.--£fri. e, • ^

Roy LMarsh, in
Notary Publl:

StiEsolRorida
My Coffm'ssion ExpifM Novetrier 14.2016

ComsnissionNo EE8S1574

State of Florida

(Print, Type, Stamp, or Commissioned
Name of Notary Public)

Personally Known OR Produced Idtyitificatioji V
Type of Identification Produced: FWf >CyvA U/ . J IC Q__
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EXHIBIT ^^5"
(December 7, 2015, EPRT Petition to Revi

'519 Patent Application For Unintentional Abankonmp.nt)
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Doc Code; PET.OP
Document Description: Petition for RevieU by the Office of Petitions

"0/Sa/S4U2-l3»
Approved to'utc Ihnnjj,h07/3J/20|6. OMS 06SI-00)1

TfwJeniflrt Offlee; UAOCPAATMtMT OfCOMMflia
jhgUyt a »«Cd QMScowei Bunbtf

Uftrfar ih* Ptpcfwt awtocHcn Aa ot was. nt> ptnom ier^uimt to fwpond lo «cdltntca o<
PETITION FOR REVIVAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR PATENT
ABANDONED UNINTENTIONALLY UNDER 37 CFR 1.137(a)

Page 1 of 2

Rrit nsmed Inventor: Ksith F« Wflndell

Application No.: 09/656,519
Fiw: September 7,2000

Docket Number (OpUooal)

1341-002U

Examiw: Ffancos P. Oropeza

Title; F01 PERFORMING MICROCURRENT

Attention: OHlccof Petitions ~ — ~
Man Stop Petition
CoRunlssioner for Patents
P.O. Box IdSO

AI«*ondrla. VA 22Jl3-t4S0
FAX (571) 273-8300

KOIt: »Misni>aUi»i« auituaa It iwoM In conpUllot tMt (oral, cleau contact IM Offleo el l>«liloiit at (S71| J72.32S!

APPUCAfnr HEREBY PETTDONS FOR REVIVAL OF THIS APPLICATION.
NOTE: Agrantable petition requires the following Items:
(1) Petition fee; ]

Reply and/or issuefe«;

wd rapplicationsfiled before June 8.199S. and for all
Statement thattheentire delay was unintentional.

(2)
(3)

(4|

1. Petition foo

(7j Small entity fee (37 CFR 1.17(m)). Applicant asserts small entity status. Sm 37 CFR 1.27.
• undiscountedfeeS (37.CFn.l.l7(m|). '

2. Replyand/or fee

A The reply and/or foe tothe above-noted Office notice or action In the form of

Amendfnent and Request for Continiied Examination

r~l bwn filed previously on

f/l iJ enclosed herewith.

B The Issue fee and publicatton fee (If applicable) of^S
Q has been paid previously on I
Q is enclosed herewith. i

(Identifythe type of reply):

J't 'n'on'wtton Is re«jvlrod to cbulA or rttain tbenefit by the pubOe wWch is to fflo (and by the

UA fttMand Tradcma/t omee. UA rtdudng tfUs bwdtn. shogid be $«« lothe Chief Mfomnion 0«icef.
AOOaa^U^OTO:

(ftwjneeaouhtontt (a imfiMUtg thtfotm. teu l-a00 PW-9l99<umitittt optton J.
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DocCode: PET.OP
Document Description: Petition for Revi^ by the Office of Petitions

n^o/stVM

i .... fO' "W Jhrouah 07/31/2016. OMB e6St-<W31

PETITION FOR REviVAl OF AN APPLICATION FOR PATENT
ABAMnnKIPn t liuiiair»nriAAiA I • w •

acvivML ur AIM APPLICATION FOR PATEMT

ABANDONED UNINTENTIONALLY UNDER 37 CFR 1.137(a)
—— Page2 of 2
3. Termliwl tflsdalmcr writh dtedalnuM- (m

0 Slfiet Ihts utility/plant appllcatton wa, filed on or after June 8,1995. no terminal dlicWmer I, required,
)<««'»-<ngthe,e<n.l.edp<,rtodoft.a,ohe„do.ed

under 37CfR LlS^a'w'j'oSnuIn^Son^TI^uXd
aVumiofl ai to whethar .tther the abaadonment^iSrde^ta^^^^ Trademark ^ may require additional Information If there is
subjections |ltl)(q and (0)).) ' Petition under 37 CFR 1.137{aJ wai untntentlonal (MP£P 711.03(c).

Address

enclosures;

f7l f«e Payment
0 Reply
n Terminal Oisctalmer Form

WARMING:

credit card aulhorlHtlon form PT0.2M8 ^ ' »"»« »check or
application, if thb type^f peTsI™SrnaJ^i^fn^.T*'. ^ «'redactlr^ Mxh pefwnal InferTtl (Z P«'«oners/applIcant5 should consider
ofapatent appUcatlon bavailable tothe put»llc after pulillcat^nf ^ It advised that the record
iai3(a) I, mad, 1„ appUctlon) or^TcLoa »PP'«Tlon («nle„ anon-pobllotlon recu«. in tompBance with 37 CFR
the public If the application Is referenced in apublJSTppltotlor^n h .? application may ato bo available to
formi PT0.203e submitted for payment curooiei are i i!^ suthorliatlon«!«! lor payment purpotes arc not retained In the application file and therefore are not publicly available

/Steven M. Greenberg/ December 7, 2015
signature ^ —

Date

Steven M. Greenberg 44725
Tw«'<'̂ P'»"t«'Name Reslstratlon Number, if applicable

CRGO Uw. 7800 Glades Road. Su)te 520 561 -922-3845
Address

Boca Raton. FL 33434

• Additional »heet(sj containing statemenu esubtJlng unintentional delay
f/l Other: Request for Continued Examlfiqdon

Telephone Number

CERTIFICATE OP H^UKC OR TRANSMISSION J37 CFR IJfaJl
Ihereby certify that thl» correspondence Is being:

^ Transmitted by IFS-Web or facsimile on the date skown betow tothe United States Patent and Trademark Office at (57x) 273.8300
2015-12-07 I

' /Stf>vpn M nrnnnh^ra/
Signature

Steven M. Green bt?rp
Typed orpilnied name ofpenon signing certificate
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittai
Application Number:

09656519

Filing Date:
07-Sep-2000

Title of invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Filer:

Attorney Docket Number:

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under35USC 111 (a)

Description

Basic Filing:

Pages;

Claims:

Misceilaneous-Filing:

Petition;

Pet. Revive Abandon App, Delay Pymt-Resp

Patent-Appeals-and-lnterference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-issuance:

Method and apparatus for performing m.crocurrent electrotherapy

Keith F. Wendell

Steven M. Greenberg/Isabelle Jung

123647-336093

Fee Code Quantity

?453

Amount

850

Sub-Total in

USD($)

850
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File Listing:

Document

Number

Warnings:

DocumentDescription

Requesi forContinued Examination
(RCE)

This is not a USPTO supplied RCE SB30 form.

Information:

Warnings:

Information:

Warnings:

Information:

Warnings:

Information:

Amendment Submitted/Entered with
Filing of CPA/RCE

Petition for review bythe Office of
Petitions

Fee Worksheet(5B06)

File Name

RCE.pdf

1341 •002U_Amendment.pdf

PetitionRevive.pdf

fee-info.pdf

FileSi2e(Bytes)/
Message Digest

1385M

90265

I4fI' .V/. isiMe.ti; aiamiki

?1603(

32234

Multi

Part/.zip

no

^ I J f jitin r^i. IA/»/

Total Files Size (inbytes)^
477084

Pages
(ifappl.)
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount Sub-Total in

USD($)

Extension-of-Time:
! ;

Miscellaneous;

RCE- 2nd and Subsequent Request
2820 1 850 850

TotJal in USD ($) 1700
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

EFS rO;
24288373

Application Number:
09656519

International Application Number:

Cortfirmation Number:
8991

Title of invention: Method and apparatus for performing microcurrent electrotherapy

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:
Keith F. Wendell

Customer Number: 26694

Filer: Steven M. Greenberg/lsabelle Jung

Filer Authorized By: Steven M. Greenberg

Attorney Docket Number:
123647-336093

Receipt Date: 07-DeC-2015

Filing Date: 07-SEP-2000

Time Stamp:
22:22:26

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

:)UDmitted with Payment
yes

Payment Type
Credit Card

Haymentwas successfully received in RAM
SI 700

KAMconfirmation Number
7864

Deposit Account

Authorized User

u,rector ot the USPTO ,s hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayrtrent as follows:
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EXHIBIT ^^6"
(May 2, 2016, Decision on Petition to Revi\^e

Granting EPRT Petition to Revive Unintentio^aUv
Abandoned '519 PatentApplication)
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United States Patent and Trademark Office

CRGO LAW
ATTN: STEVEN M. GREENBERG, ESQ.
7900 GLABES ROAD, SUITE 520
BOCA RATON, FL 33434

In re Application of
Keith F. Wendell, et al.
Application No. 09/656,519
Filed: September 7, 2000
Attorney Docket No. 1341-002U

Commissioner for PaJenls
United States PatentandTrademark Office

P O Box '450
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450

i ^ 1 a

llvU

MAY 02 2016

OFFICE OF PETITIONS

DECISION ON PETITION

f"nin'entional provisions of 37 CFR 1.137{a), filedDecember 7. 2015, to revive the above-identified application.

The petition is GRANTED.

TWs application baame abandoned as aresult of petitioner's failure to file acomplete and
proper appea bnef withm the time period provided in 37 CFR 41.37(a)(1). As acomplete and

^T37TfR 4^"3trvi r' 'he Notification of Non-Compliance
37 rPR I ^ 2009, and no extensions of time under the provisions of
rl»;mo the appeal was dismissed and the proceedings as to the rejected
hi T 'h' applicationbecame abandoned on August 2, 2009. See MPEP 1215.04.

o" °"7 CFR 1.137(a) in that petitioner has supplied (I) thereply in the form ofaRequest for Continued Examination (RCE) and fee of$850, and the

mimSnaTSy ^ the petition fee of$850; and (3) aproper statement of
TWs application is being referred to Technology Center AU 3766 for processing of the RCE and
<!uhn?nT" Examiner in the normal course of business on the amendmentsubmitted m accordance with 37 CFR l.114.

TOejjhone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-
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Application No. 09/656.519
Page 2

nnojogy (^enter at their customer service iine (571) 272-3700. '

'Wise/

April M. Wise
Petitions Paralegal Specialist
Office of Petitions
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EXHiBrr "7"
(EPRT Issued US Patent 9,421,367,

Based Upon UninienUonallv
Abandoned '519 Patent Application

20
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(12) United States Patent
Wendell ef al.
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,'\n electrotherapy method and apparatus Ibr healing injuries
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applying micaicurrents ranging from 4 milliamperes to 1
femtoamperes, applying an alternating current with a fre
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To COG lead

FIG. 1 (a)

To COG lead

FIG. 1 (b)
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us 9,421,367 81

1
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

PERFORMING MICROCURRENT

ELECTROTHERAPY

Tlic present application is a Continuallon-in-Part of U.S.
patent application Scr. No. 09/645.819. Illcd on .Aug. 24.
2000. now abandoned, which i.s incorporated herein in its
entirety by rclercnce.

I'll-LDOl'TlllilNVlINTION i"

Tlie present invention relates to a microciirrent electro
therapy method and apparatus for using extremely low level
current and current densities to promote the healing process
in a subject in need theretif.

DI'SCRIP TION or T1 Hi PRIOR ART

lilectrotherapy is well known to those skilled in the art a.s a
way of assisting the human body's natural healing process.
Prior inventions in the field ol' electrotherapy have been
directed at treatingsuch ailments as pains, lacerations,abra
sions, sprams. strains, neurolgia, Parkinson's disejise,
fatigue, hemorrhoids and ihe like.Several different methods
have been developed for applying electrotherapy to the
humanbody.Some tecliniques, such as that describedin U.S.
Fat. No. 5.935.156. wliich is incorporated herein by refer
ence, teachapplying a direct current to the body.Other tech
niques. such as that de.scribed in U.S. Pat. No. 4.960.125.
which is incorporated herein by reference, teach applyingan
alternating current to the body.

•file recognized method by which electrotherapy performs
its healingfunctions isby actingon the ionscontainedwithin
human tissue. Human tissue for the most part is not electri
callyneutral, butcontains chaises in the form of positive and 3.>
negative ions. These positive and negative ions are the life
energy force of the body. When an electriccurrent isapplied
to a body, thatcurrent creates a forceon liie ions in the tissue
of that body, causing the ions to be displaced from their
original position.The movementofthe.se ionscauses, among 4ti
other things,a warmingand stimulationof the tissue, and also
assists in the movement of lluids through the body.

However, several problems have been identified with the
previously utilized tecluiiques of electrotherapy. It lias been
recognized that the utilization of direct current through the 45
bodycancausethe tissueof Ihebody to which thecurrent is
applied to breakdown. Sucha resultis counter-productive to
thegoalof increased regeneration and healing of the human
body.As an alternative,the application of alternatingcurrent
to the body is currently the most commonly used methodof 50
electrotherapy trealment. However, the application of high-
frcquency alternating current has been recognized to have
minimal therapeutic elVect. fhis is due to the fact that a high
frequency alternating current causes the ionsof the tissue to
oscillate rapidly without being displaced very far from their 55
original positions. Therefore,electrotherapytechniqueshave
been developed that utilize low frequency alternating current.
Such a technique is disclosed in U.S. Pal. No. 5.476.481.
which is inciirporated herein by relerence. The known tech
niques of low-frequency alternating current electrotherapy 60
utilize a low-end frequency of around 0.01 Hz.

llie concept of microcurrenteleetrothenipy is well-known
in the art. Microcurrent electmlherapy. also called MliNS
(micaicurrent electrical neuroniuscular stimulation), is the
use of low-level current to promote healing and regeneration 65
of the human body. Hie current used in microcurrent electro
therapy is nonnally in the range of 20 microamperes to 600

25

microamperes. One benefit of microcurrent electrotherapy
over liighcurrent electaillierapy techniques is that it results in
little or no discomfort to the patient.

,\nother problem with current electrotherapy techniques is
that thecurrent density (cunrentper unit surface area) ofthese
techniques is fairly high. Most eleetrothenipy techniques,
including microcurrent electrotherapy techniques, utilize
small electrodes ofseveral square inches ofsurlace area, 'fhis
translates into a current density of 0.1 milliamperes per
square inch to 5 milliamperes per square inch for high current
electrotherapytecluiiques at the point of current application
to the body and as the current travels througlithe body.Cur
rent density yields for microcurrent electrotherapy tech
niques range from 5 microamperes per square inch to 120
microamperes per square inch. The higli current densities
achieved by the known techniques overload the body's natu
ral electropotential duringapplication. .Applicants have dis
covered thai ihe resulting overload ofthe body's natural elec
tropotential iscounler-produclivetostimiilationofthe body's
natural processof tissue healingand regeneration.

SUMMARY Ol'-l 1Hi INVl-N flON

The present invention is a method and apparatus forelec
trotherapy. The object ofthe present inventionis to impaive
upontheknown tecluiiques ofelectrotherapy, as wellasover
come some of their limitations. Toachieve the foregoing in
accordfince with tlie present invention,a method and appara
tus is provided forhealing injuries to Ihehuman body, aswell
as other typesof tissue. It is understood that the method and
apparatus ol the present invention can also be used for vel-
erinarv' purposes. Amethod andapparatus isalso provided for
stimulating regeneration and grow thof otherwise unhealthy
tissue. Particularly, the methodand apparatusofthe present
invention is useful in treating wounds, ulcerations. spinal
cord injuries, amyolrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclero
sis. ner\'oussystemabnormalities, scar tissueand age lines.

In one aspect of the present invention, a method is dis
closed which includes delivering a microcurrent under spe
cific conditions, such as: applying microcurrents ranging
from 3 milliamperes to 1 femtoamperes, applying an alter
natingcurrentwitha frequency in therangeof0.00065 Hzto
0.0(K)85 Hz and utilizing large surface-area electrodes,
referred to herein as electrode wraps, to achieve low current
densities, fhe use ofcurrents lower than 20 microamperes is
currently unknown inthepriorart. Priorlechniques have also
not utilized the very low current frequency and current den
sities of the present invention for any current level.

Inanotheraspect ofthe present invention, an apparatus is
disclosed which includes a plurality of electrode wraps for
applying said eleclrotherapy method to a body. Each elec
trode wrap includes a first layer wrap of waterabsorptive
material and a second layer wrap of moderately conductive
material, l-ach electrode wrap is placed on a portion ofthe
body, including, without limitation, arms. legs, hands, feet
and torso.The firstand second layers ofthe electrode wrap are
applied to theselected portion ofthe body in .such a way lhal
each forms a closed surface around the body part to which
theyareapplied. .'\nelectropotential isthenapplied across the
electrodewraps to generatea current tlow tlmnigli the body.
Tlieareaof application ofthe electrodewraps to the selected
portion ofthe body is largecompared to theareacovered by
known electrotherapy electrodes.

Inyetanotheraspect ofthe present invention, a means for
generatingelectric current for a microcurrent therapy is dis
closed.Thecurrent outputgenerator ("COG") is thepreferrcd
device for generatinga constantcurrent and outputtingsaid
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current to the electrode wraps according to the metliod of the
present invention. The current is provided to liie electrode
wraps from the COG by means for conducting current, such
as a rubbcr-cncased copper wire, which is electrically con
nected to cither the positive or negative load frotn the current
output generator. Particularly, the COG isdesigned to deliver
current according to the method of the present invention.

Tlie method of the present invention tciiches a constant
current in the range of 3 millianiperes to 1 femtoampere.
\Mien these km current levels are ulili/ed with the large
surface area of the electrode wraps of the present invention,
extremely low current densities are achieved at the points of
applicationof said current and throughoutthe How of current
through the body, as have heretofore been unknown in the
prior art.Tliese extremely low current densities provide fora '
gentle push and pull on the ions of the tissue to which the
current isapplied,whichdoes notoverloadthe body's natural
potential.

Tlie method of the present invention ahso utilizes a long
duty-cycle of between 0.00065 11/ and 0.00085 Hz. While 20
alternating current is known in the prior art. no prior art
teaches the utili/iition of such a long alternating current
period.Experimentation byapplicants has shownthata duty-
cycle of 0.000732 11/, or one cycle ever}- 22.77 minutes,
increases the body's ability to heal and regenerate tissue.

BRii-.i- Di;scRii'rioN Of Tin: drawings

FIG. 1(«) is a depiction of the preferred electaide wrap as
tauglit by the present invention.

FIG. !(/?) is a drawing of the preferred method ofapplica
tion of the electrode wrap.

FIG. 2 isa pictureof theuser interfaceanddisplaypanelof
the preferredcurrent output generator of the present inven
tion.

FIG. 3 is a diagram ofcomponents of the preferred current
output generator of the present invention.

DOTAlLEf) DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT OF INVT.NTION 40

Ilie pre.sent invention provides foran apparatusconsisting
of various components. One component is an electrode wrap.
Referring now to FIG. I(«). an electrode wrap consists of a
firstand second layer wrap. Ilie firstand second layer wrap is 4.s
applied to the selected portion of the body to which the
current of the electrotherapy method olthe present invention,
or other electa')therapy method, is to be applied. Ilie first and
second layer wraps are applied in a manner such that a large
surface area of the selected portion of the body is covered by 5ii
said wrap. 101 The lirst layer wrap consists of a water-absor-
bent bandage. The bandage may be made ofany material that
easilyabsorbs and retains water,and may beofany lengthand
width sufficient to completely wrap the portion of the body to
which it is to be applied. 102 The second layer wrap consists >5
of a moderately conductive, synthetic rubber impregnated
cloth strap. The strap is ofa length sullicient to wrap a large
surface area of the selected portion ofthe body to which it will
be applied. In a preferred embodiment, the second layer wrap
is approximately two inches wide and twelve feel long. 60
althougli other width and length wraps are contemplated by
the present invention. Ina preferredembodiment, the second
layer wrap is composed of a cloth impregnated with silicon
rubber acting as a llexible carrier for conductive carbon par
ticles dispersed within the silicon rubber. Hie second layer 65
wraphasa nominal resistanceof 2 Kohmsacross the lengthof
the wrap, as me^isured by any calibrated galvanicohm meter

25

Referring now to FIG. 1(6), when the 101 first and 102
second layer wrap are applied to the portion of the bixly to
which the electaitherapy current will be introduced, they
serve as a conductive surface around the selected portion of
the body.Eachelectrodewrap isattached to either thepositive
or negative lead ol" the current output generator by 103 a
means for conducting current, including, without limitation,
copper wire, silver wire, iain wire, brass wire or aluminum
wire. Theelectrode wraps are attached to the COG by alliga
tor clips, button clips or other means in such a way that a
completecircuitcan be formed such thatcurrentwill llow lo
one or more electrode wraps, then througli the body, to the
other one or motie electrode wraps and then back to the COCi.
Flic current thus generated through the body creates a net
force on the ions of the body in the path of the generated
current tlirough the body, thereby promoting healing and
regeneration of the body's ti.ssue. This current also has an
eliect in stimulating change to the body chemical stnictiire
by,amongother things,reducingcortisol levels and increas
ing melatonin levels.

.A.n apparatus is provided forby thepre.sent invention that
supplies the current to be applied to the electrode wraps
according to the method of tlie present invention. The pre
ferredembodiment for this apparatus, the COG. is described
below.

Referring now to l-IG. 2 and FIG. 3, the COG has a pre
ferred user interface. The user interface for the COG is con
tained on the 201 front of the COG casing, fhe user interface
hasa 202 power switch, 'fhe power switch canbeofany ofthe
various types of switching devices allowing foranonandoff
position. In a preferred embodiment, the power switch is a
latching pushbutton switch. When the powerswitch is in the
oil" position, no current is drawn from the batteriesor other
powersupplyfor the COG. When the powerswitch is in the
on position, the COG draws power from the 301 battery or
other power supply and can generate a potential difference
between the302 positiveand negativeCOti leads.Whenthe
powerswitch is turned to theon position theCOGmicropro
cessors receivepowerand begin a .self-test sequence, as more
fullydescribedhcrcin,to verifythat theprocessors andsafely
monitors are functional. Until the self-test successfully
executes, no treatment operation of the COCi is possible.

•fhe user interfacealso preferably containsa plurality of
other switches. These switches can be any ofthe various types
of switching devices that allow for two or more possible
switching positions, for example, a latching or momentaiy
push-button switchor multi-channel rotatingswitch,l-urther,
the functionality ofall switchesmay beincorporatedintoone
multi-purpose .switching devicethatcancontrol all the func
tions ofthe plurality of independent switches.

A first switchis providedfor in the presentinvention that is
used to select the electrotherapy program to be applied as
tauglit by the present invention. Preferably, the 203 program
selection switch is a pushbutton thumbwheel switch, fhe
program switch has sixteen dilVerent selection positions.
Each position corresponds lo a given level of current to be
applied to the patient.

Another switch is provided for in the present inventionthat
when utilized, in conjunction with the program selection
switch, selects normal, Z mo<le. and three dilTerent fenito
modes of operation of the electrotherapy method of the
present invention, allowing different ranges of current to be
applied to the patient. Preferably, the 204 mode selection
switch is a rotating thumbwheel switch. When utilized, the
204 mode selection switch sends a signal to the 313 option
processor to change theoperation ofthe COG to the .selected
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mode. The 204 mode seleclion swiich docs nol funciion to

change modes of the ("OCi when ihe C(X! is currently in a
treatment cycle.

Tlie sixteen positions ol'the 203 program selection switch,
when in normal mode, selects one of thirteen possible current
levels, comprising: 10 microamperes. 20 microamperes. 30
microamperes, 40 microamperes, 50 microamperes. 60
microamperes. 70 microamperes. 80 microamperes. 90
microamperes, 100 microamperes, 1milliampere, 2milliam-
peres and 3 milliamperes. When in normal mode, the last four
positions of the 20.1 program selection switch all select the 3
milliampere current level. The sixteen positions of the 203
pa)grcim selection swiich. when in /. mode, selects one often
possible current levcLs. comprising: 115 nanoamperes. 215
nanoamperes. 310 nanoamperes. 410 nanoamperes. 505
nanoamperes. 605 nanoamperes. 705 nanoamperes. 800
nanoamperes. 900 nanoamperes and 1000 nanoamperes.
>\lien in Z nmde. the last six positions of the 203 program
seleclion .switch do not .sclcct any current level.

Hie 204 mode seleclion switch also has three possible pico
modes. The three pico modes divide the current being sup
plied to the 302 COG output leads by activating the 317
femto-pico attenuatorcircuit. Tlie 317 femto-pico attenuator
circuit, when activated, divides llie current ol' the Z mode
operationbyone thousand(picol mode), ten thousand(pico2
mode) and one hundred thousand (pico3 mode).

Hiesixteen positionsof the 203 program seleclion switch,
wheninpicol mode, selectsoneoften possiblecurrentlevels,
compri.sing: 115 picoamperes, 215 picoamperes, 310 pico-
amperes, 410 picoamperes, 505 picoamperes. 605 picoam
peres, 705picoamperes. 800picoamperes. 900 picoamperes
and 1000 picoamperes. When in picol mode, the last six
positions of the 203 program selection switch do not select
any current level.

Tliesixteen positionsof the 203 paigram seleclionswitch,
when inpico2 mode, selects oneoften possiblecurrent levels,
comprising: 11.5 picoamperes, 21.5 picoamperes. 31 pico
amperes. 41 picoamperes, 50.5 picoamperes. 60.5 picoam
peres. 70.5 picoamperes. 80 picoamperes. 90 picoamperes
and 100picoamperes. When in pico2mode, the lastsix posi
tions of the 203 program selection switch do not sclcct any
current level.

nie sixteen positionsof the 203 programselectionswitch,
when inpico3 mode, selects oneoften possible current levels,
comprising: 1.15 picoamperes. 2.15 picoamperes. 3.1 pico
amperes. 4.1 picoamperes. 5.05 picuampcres. 6.05 picoam
peres,7.05 picoamperes. 8 picoamperes. 9 picoamperes and
10picoamperes. Wlien inpico3 mode,thelastsixpositions of
the 203 program selection switch do nol sclect any current
level.

Tlie 204 mode selection switch also has three possible
fcmto modes. The tlirce fcmto modes divide the currcnt being
suppliedto the 302 COG output leads by activatingthe 317
femto-pico attenuator circuit.The 317 femto-picoattenuator
circuit, when activated, divides the current of the Z mode
operation byone million(femlol mode),tenmillion(fcmto2
mode) and one hundred million {femto3 mode).

nie sixteen positions of the 203 program seleclion swiich.
when in femlol mode, selects one of tea possible current
levels, comprising: 115 femtoampercs. 215 femtoanipercs.
310 femtoamperes. 410 femtoampercs. 505 femtoampercs.
605 femtoamperes. 705 femtoamperes. 800 femtoamperes.
900 femtoamperes and 1000femtoamperes. When in femtol
mode, the last six positions of the 203 program selection
switch do nol select any current level.

Tliesixteen positions of the 203 program seleclion swiich,
when in femio2 mode, selects one of ten possible current

levels, comprising: 11.5 femtoamperes. 21.5 femtoampercs.
31 feniloanipcres. 41 femtoamperes. 50.5 femtoampercs.
60.5 lemtoamperes. 70.5 femtoamperes. 80 femtoamperes.
90 lemtoamperes and 100 femtoamperes. When in femto2

5 mode, the last six positions of the 203 program selection
switch do not sclect any currcnt level.

The sixteen positions of the 203 program seleclion switch,
when in femto3 mode, selects one of ten possible current
levels, comprising: 1.15 femtoamperes. 2.15 femtoamperes.

10 3.1 femtoamperes. 4.1 femtoamperes. 5.05 femtoamperes.
6.05 femtoamperes. 7.05 femtoamperes. 8 femtoamperes. 9
femtoamperes and 10 femtoamperes. When in femto3 mode,
the last six positions of the 203 program selection .switch do
not select any current level.

15 When in normal mode, the COCi has a tolerance of plus or
minus fivepercent foreach current level.selected. When in Z
mode, pico modeor femto mode operation, the COG has a
tolerance level of plus or minus lifteen percent. For the (irsi
tenpositions of theprogram .selection swiichindicated above.

20 whether in Z mode, normal mode or any pico or femto mode,
the patient or other operator of the COG can select single
cycle or repeating cycle modes. For these positions, the
present invention provides for a 217 one cycle switch that
selectseither one cycleor repealingmode.The 217one cycle

25 switchis preferably a latchingpushbutton switch.Theopera
tion of the COG is limited to only one cycle mode for the last
six positions of the program selection switch. When utilized,
the 217 one cycle .switch sends a signal to the 303 option
proce.ssor indicating that no further treatment cycles should

30 be started after conclusion of the present treatment cycle.
.\nother switch is providedfor in the present invention that

begins thetreatment cycle oftheelectrotherapy method ofthe
present invention. Preferably, this205switchisa momentary
pushbutton switch. When ulili/ed. the 205 nin program

?>> switch sends a signal to the 304 .system control processor
indicating that ihe treatment cycle should begin. If certain
safety conditions described more fully herein are met, the
COG willdelivercurrent to the 302 COG output leadsaccord
inglothe mode that has been selected with theotherswitches.

4(1 .Another switchisprovided lor in thepresentinvention that
whenutilized will pause the electrotherapy treatment cycle.
When tlie 206 pause swiich is utilized, a signal is sent to the
304system control processor to halloutput of currcnt to the
COG leads. The time remaining in the treatment cycle is

45 storedby305 the range cycleprocessor. When the patient or
otheroperator of theCOG wishes lo resume thepaused ireal-
ment. the 206 pauseswitch is again .selected to unpause the
treatment cycle..\ signal is then.sent tothe304system control
proces,sor. If certain safety conditions described more fully

>11 herein are met, the output of current lo the 302 COG leads is
resumed and the treatment cycle continues.

.\nother switchisprovided for in the prc.scnt invention thai
when utilized will end the electrotherapy treatment cycle.
Preferably, the207program end.switch isa momentary push-

5.S button switch. When the 207program end .switch is utilized,
a signal issentlothe304system control processor toreset the
COG. 'Ilie 304 system control processor activates ihe 306
master reset line. The 306 master resel line is altached lo ihe
manual resel pin of each microprocessor of the COCI. .\cti-

6<i vation of the programend switch causes all the COG micro-
paicessors lo reset and all current output to cease.

.Another swiich is providedfor in the prc.scnt invention that
when utilized lowers the sound level ofthe 307 sonic alarm of
the COG. Preferably, the 208 qiiiel swiich is a latchingpush-

65 button switch. If the 307 sonic alarm is presently unquieted.
whenthe208quietswitchis utilizeda signalis sentto the307
sonic alarm to reduce the voltage provided to the spcjiker. If
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the 307 sonic alarm is presently quieted, when the 208 quiet
switch is utilized a signal is sent to the 307 sonic alarm to
increase the voltage provided to the speaker.

llie 201 user interlace ibr the COG also prelenibly has a
status display. 209 A status di.spkiy aids the patient or other
operator in the utilizxition of the COG and microcurrent elec
trotherapy method of the present invention.The status display
preferably has six status indicators, 'fhc status indicators are
preferably LRD devices, such as a KingbrightiRi L-1154
round Ll-D lamp, that light in certain situations, 'fhe 209
status display communicates with and receives commands
from the 304 system control processor. In order to conserve
battery power, the I,HDstatus indicators are not continually
lit, but hash for a very short duration, typically '/ux)th of a
second, evcr>' live .seconds.

One .status indicator 210 is used to indicate when the COG

is supplying current to the 302 COG output leads, and the
electrotherapymethod is inprogress. .'Knother status indicator
211 is used to indicate a pause in the electrotherapymethod
by either the patient or other operator of the COG. .\nother
status indicator 212 is used to indicate when the electro
therapy treatment has been completed and the COG is no
longer supplying current to the 302 COG output leads.
Another status indicator 213 is used to indicate that the bat
tery supplying the power lo the COG is rumiing low and
should be replaced or recharged. .Anotherstanis indicator 214
is used lo indicate wlicn the circuit formed by attaching the
electrode wraps to the 302 COG leads by means for conduct
ing electrical current is open, and hencc the COG cannot
supply current to the electrode wraps. Anotherstatus indica
tor 215 is used to indicate that a fault lockout has occurred.

TlieCOGalso preferablyhas a 216cyclespan timedisplay.
The cycle span time display indicates to the patient or other
operator of the COCi the duration and time remaining in the
treatmentcycle, fhe 216cyclespan timedisplay ispreferably
a bar graphsegmented L<ED display, such as a Kingbright<i<>
DC-10 bar graph array. The 216 cycle span time display
communicates with and receives instructions from the 308
cyclespandisplayprocessor. Tora ten segment LIit) display,
each segment represents a period of approximately ten per
cent of the cycle time. Each segment is lit when the time
period that the segment represents is entered.Once an LED
segment is lit, it remains lit until the entire cycle span time
displayis reset.Forexample,at the begimiingof the treatment
cycle the firstLEDsegmentis Hi. The second LEDsegmentis
lit afler ten percent of the cycle lime has elapsed, so that the
first and second LED segmetUs are now lit. llie third LED
segment is lit after twenty percent of the cycle time has
elapsed, so that the first, second and third LED segmentsare
now lit. fhis continues until the last Llil^ segnient is lit when
ninety percent of the cycle time has elap.sed. so that all the
LED segments are lit. When every LliD segment is lit. the
patient is therebyinfomied that the current treatmentcycle is
nearing completion. If the patient or other operator has
selected repeatingcycle mode, the 313 option processorwill
send a command lo the 308 cycle span display processor lo
reset the 216 cycle span lime display and begin incrementing
again. In order lo conserve battery power, the 216 cycle span
lime display is not continually lit. but flashes approximately
every 20 seconds for a duration of 1 second.

TheCCKi preferably has a 307 sonic alarm fhe 307 sonic
alami may consist ofa speaker attached electrically to a wave
generator. Preferably, the 307 sonic alarm is a piezo-buzzer.
that emils a short beep. However, other devices for making
sounds are contemplated by the present invention. The 307
sonic alarm communicates with and receives instructions
from the certain processors of the COG. Preferably, the pro

8

cessors that communicate with the 307 sonic alarm are the

304 systems control processor, the 313 option processor and
the 305 range cycle processor. On the occurrence of certain
events, the appropriate systems processor sends an instruc-

5 lion to the 307 sonic alarm indicating that said event has
occurred, fhe 307 sonicalami processes the incomingsignal,
and outputs an appropriate signal to the speaker, fhe speaker
then outputs an appropriate aural indicator.

As an example, consider the case where a patient starts an
10 electnilherapy treaimenl cycle and then falls asleep. If the

patient has set the COG lo one cycle mode, the COG will
automatically terminate after one treatment cycle. When the
COG completes the one cycle, a signal is sent from the 305
rangecycle processor lo the 307 sonic alarm, instructing it lo

1.s sendasignal thatonecycle iscompleted.The 307sonicalami
then generates a wave signal that is sent to the speaker. The
speaker then makes that signal aural, informing the sleeping
patient that a cycleliasbeencompleted. Inthisway. a patient
that issleeping,or otherwise unableto see the paigressof the

20 treatment cycle on the 216 cycle span time display, can be
informed of the end ofa treatment cycle.

Other aural indicator functions for the sonic alann are
contemplated by the present invention, fhese iiinclions
include, but are not limited lo. low batler>'power, open circuit.

25 current out of tolerance level, fault lockout and end of pro
gram.Ontheoccurrence of anyof theseevents, theappropri
ate system processor sends a command to the wave generator.
Hie307 sonic alarm processesthe incomingsignal,and out
puts an appropriate signal to the speaker, fhe speaker then

.10 outputsan appropriateaural indicator.
TheCOGis preferably supplied power by301battery, fhe

301 battery is preferably a six volt rechargeable batter>'. fhe
COG does not draw current from the battery until the 202
power switch of the201 userinterface isset intheonposition.

35 Oncethepower switch is in theon position, current flows to
the 309 power supply and voltage regulator, 'fhe 309 power
supply and voltage regulators distributes power and main
tainsadequate voltage throughout thecircuitry of the COG.
The 309 power supply and voltage regulator communicate

41) with and receive instnictions from the 305 range cycle pro
cessor.The COG operates forapproximately 50 hourson one
charge of the 301 preferred batter>'.

Tlie present invention also provides for a 310 constant
current source. Tlie 310 constant current source pawides a

45 constant current to the 311 polarity switching device. Hiis
constant current provided by the 310 constant current source
is preferably within the tolerances ol" the selected program
from the 203 program selection switch, fhe 310 constant
current source communicates with and receives instructions

50 from the 305 range cycle paxessor.
The 310 constant current source preferably consists ofa

voltage reference, acurrcnt sensing device, anamplifier, con
trol element and output current source, fhe current sensing
devicesignalsaresent to theamplifierand thenarecompared

55 to the rcference voltage. .A control signal is derived fromthe
comparison and sent to the coiUrol element lo adjust lo Ihe
correct voltage value for the selected current range. In the
case where the current measured by the current sensing
device is outside the tolerance range of the selected program,

60 the amplifier sendsa signal to the control element lo either
increase or decrease the v«^ltage being cre;iled between the
302 (XXi leads, lliereby bringing the current being supplied
lo the 302 COG leads within the tolerance set by the selected
program. In this way the constant current source is able lo

65 continuallyadjust loanychange in the loadpre.seni on ihe302
COGoutput leads, therebymaintainingan acceptablecurrent
output.
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llie present invention also provides for 312 ;i pliinility of
electrical safety circuits. These circuits are continuously
active and constantly measures various perlormance levels of
the COG. In a preferred embodiment the COG internal oper
ating voltage is monitored ("or a minimum acceptable voltage.
Ifthe internalopeniting voltage falls below this level. the312
electrical .safetycircuit .sends a signal to the .104system con
trol proces.sor indicating that low system voltage has been
detected. The power source voltage being supplied to the 310
constant current source is also monitored by the 312 electrical
safety circuits for an acceptable maximum voltage. If the
voltage is above this level, the 312 electrical safety circuit
sends a signal to the 304 system control processor indicating
that over voltage has been detected. I'he current being sup
plied to the 302 COG output leads is also monitored by the
312 electrical safety circuits for maximum safe current levels.
In a preferred embodiment the maximum safe current level
varies with the selected treatment current level, i.e. approxi
mately 2()"'o above the current level of the selected treatment
pn.')gram. Ifthe current beingsupplied to the 302 COG output
leads is measured to be above this maximum safe current

level, a signal is sent to the 304 system control processor
indicatingthat the current is being supplied to the 302 COG
output leads is above the safe current level range.

The present invention provides for a 305 range cycle pa»-
cessor. llie 305 range cycle processor is a microprocessor,
such as a CMOS micropaicessor. programmed to operate
according to the method and requirements of the present
invention. The305 range cycle processor receives data from
the 203 progr.mi .selectionswitch indicating which program
should be run. fhe 305 nuige cycle processor passes the
selected program current level infonnaiion to the 310 con
stant current source and to the 304 system control processor.
The 305 rangecycle processoralso controls the cycle timeof
the COG. Specifically, the 305 range cycle processor sets the
cycle time to 0.000732 Hz. The 305 range cycle processor
controls the 311 polarity switching circuit, causing the cur
rent flow to be reversed every hal f-cycle. When the 305 range
cycle processor receives a pause signal from the 206 pause
switch, the 305 range cycle proce.ssor halts the cycle time.
When the 305 range cycle processor receives an unpausc
signal from the 206 pause switch, the 305 range cycle pro
cessor continues the cycle time.

Tlie present invention provides for a 303 option board. Tlie
303 option board iscomprisedofan 313 option processorand
a 308cycle spandisplay processor attached toa circuit board.
Tlie 313 option processor is a microprocessor, such as a
CMOS microprocessor, programmed to operate according to
the method of the present invention. In a preferred embodi
ment. the 313 option processor receives signals from the 217
one cycle switch and 204 mode switch. When a signal is
received from the 204 mode switch, the 313 option processor
changes the mode of operation of the COG. When the 313
option processor receives a signal from the 217 one cycle
switch, provided certain safety condition as more fully
described herein are met, the 313 option processor changes
the COG operation from one cycle mode to repealing cycle
mode or from repeating cycle mode to one cycle mode as
appropriate.

llie 308 cycle span display processor is a micaipaicessor,
such as a CMOS microprocessor, programmed to operate
according to the method of the pre.sent invention, llie 308
cycle span display processor monitors the elap.sed time in
each treatment cycle, fhe 308 cycle span display paicessor
sends instructions to the 216 cycle span time display to light
the next LED segment after an appropriate time has elapsed,
e.g. at the beginning of each '/loth of the cycle lime for a 10

10
segment LED display. The 308 cycle span display proce.ssor
also resets the 216 cycle span time display after the termina
tion ol each treatment cycle.

.Alternatively, the 303 option board may also include a 316
5 systems operation surveillance circuit, fhe 316 systems

operation surveillance circuit is an inter-micropaicessor ana
log circuit, llic 316 .systems operation .surveillance circuit
acts as a surveillance timer for the COCi. In a preferred
embodiment the 316 systems operation surveillance circuit

1(1 receivesperiodic signals fromthe 304 system control proces
sor, i.e. one signal every 30 secojids. If the 316 systems
operationsurveillancecircuit fails to receivea periodicsignal
from the 304 system conta)l processor, the 316 systems
operation surveillance circniit times out. fhis time out indi-

15 cates that the perlormanceof the 304 system control proces
sor cannot be validated. When the 316 systems operation
surveillance circuit times out. a manual reset signal is sent to
each of the COCi processors via the 306 manual reset line to
terminate all operations and reset. The COG must then suc-

:n cessfully run a self-test in order to restart operations.
The present invention provides lor a 304 system contail

paicessor. The 304 system control processor is a micropav
cessor, such as a CMOS microprocessor, programmed to
operate according to the method and requirements of the

25 pre.sent invention. The304.system contail processor receives
from the 312 electrical safety circuits a signal indicating the
voltage across the terminals of the 301 COG battery. Ifthe
received signal indicates a signilicant voltagedrop acrossthe
batter>' temiinals. i.e. voltagelowerthan 5.8 volts IOC fora six

3(1 voltbatter>'. the304systemcontail processorsendsa signalto
the 307 .sonic alarm to aurally indicate that the 301 battery
should be recharged and sends a signal to the 213 low battery
LED of the 209 status display to light and visually indicate
that the301 batteryshouldberecharged.Ifthe received signal

35 indicatesa substantialvoltage daip across the battery termi
nals, i.e. voltage lower than 4.6 volts DC, the 304 system
controlprocessorsendsa signal,via the306 masterre.set line,
to resetall COG micaiprocessorsand halt furtheroperationof
the COG. The COG will be inoperable until the 301 battery

4n hasbeenreplaced or recharged toan acceptable voltagelevel,
i.e. approximately 5.8 volts DC.

The 304 system control processor also operates as an error
sensor for the COG. Tlie 304 system control processor
receives othersignalsfrom the312electrical safetycircuits. If

45 an error signal, as discussed above, is receivetl by the 304
system control processor, the 304 system control processor
halts system operation. The 304 system control processor
then isolatestheoutput to the 302 COG leads fromthe restof
the COG circuitry so no potential dilfcrence exists between

50 said leads, flie 304 system control proce.ssor then sends a
signal to the to the 307 sonic alami to aurally indicate that a
COG fault lockout has occurrcd and sends a signal to the 215
fault lockout LED of the 209 status display to liglit and
visually indicate that a COG fault lockout has occurred. If a

55 COG fault lockout occurs, the COG remains inoperable until
the indicated era>rs are corrected.

Particularly,a fault lockoutwilloccur if the internalsystem
operatingvoltageis measured belowa minimum acceptable
level, i.e. below 5.0 volts DC.A fault lockout will al.so occur

60 when the current level as measured between the 302 COCi
leads is above a maximum acceptable level, i.e. 20% above
the current level of the selected treatment program current
level.

In a preferred embodiment the CO(i is monitored for an
65 open circniit between the 302 COG output leads. If an open

circuit is detected between the 302 COG output leads by the
312 electrical safety circuits, a signal is sent to the 304 .system
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control processor incliciiiing thai ihcro is an open circuit
between the 302 COG output leads. 1fthe 304 system control
processor receives an open circuit signal, tiie 304 system
control processor sends a signal to the 307 sonic alami to
auraily indicate that a complete circuit is not being made
between the leads and sends a signal to the 214 open lead LED
of the 209 status display to light and visually indicate that a
complete circuit is not being made between the leads.

The 304 system control processor also monitors the 205
run. 206 pause and 207 program end switches, and controls
the COG operation accordingly. When the 205 run switch is
utilized, a signal is sent to the 304 system control proce.ssorto
begin the selected program treatment. Provided certain safety
condition are met. as are herein more fully described, the 304
system control processor begins the selected treatment cycle
and sends appropriate signals to the rest of the COG circuitry.
The 304 system control processor then sends a signal to the
210 run LF-D of the 209 status display to light and visually
indicate that the COG is providing current to the 302 COG
leads. When the 206 pause switch is first utilized, a signal is
sent to the 304 system control processor to pause the currenl
treatment cycle. The304 system control processor then halts
the currenl treatincnt cycle and sends appropriate signals to
the resi of the COG circuitry. The 304 system control pa)ces-
sor then sends a signal to the 211 pause LED ofthe 209 status
display to liglit and visually indicate that the .selected treat
ment cycle is paused. When the 206 pause switch is utilized
again, a signal is sent to the 304 system control processor to
unpause thecurrent treatment cycle.The304 sy.stem control
processortlien resiuiies thecurrenltreatment cycleandsends
appropriatesignals to the rest of the COG circuitry.The 304
system control processor then .sends a signal to the 211 pause
LRD of the 209 .status display to unlight. When the 207
prognjm end switch is utilized, a signal is sent to the 304
system control processor to terminate the current treatment
cycle. The 304 system control processor then terminates the
current treatment cycle and sends appropriate signals to the
rest of the COG circuitry. The 304 system control processor
then sends a signal to the 212 program end LRDof the 209
status display to light and visually indicate that the current
treatment cycle has terminated. The 304 system control pro
cessor then begins the system sell"test and prepares for a new-
cycle ofoperation.

in order to receive full elRcacy of the present electro
therapy method and apparatus, it is important for the treat
ment current levels to be within the tolerances of the present
invention. 11" the circuitry of the COG is not operating prop
erly, it is possible that the electric currenl being providedto
thebodycanbeoutsidethespecified ranges. .Accordingly, the
presentinvention providesfor312electricalsafelycircuits,as
detailed above, to monitor and ensure safe system perfor
mance.hi a preferredembodiment,theCOGalsoprovidesfor
a self-test of the 312 electrical safety circuits. The 304 system
control processor performs a self-test of the 312 electrical
safety circuits monitoring during siarl-up of the COCi and
following a manual reset of the COCi.

In conducting the self-test, the 304 system control proces
sor instructs the 302 oiHput leads of the COG to be removed
from the 310 current source and 311 polarity switching dcvice
by activating the 315 lest load switches. 314 lest loads are
then comiected to the 310 currenl .source and 311 polarity
switchingdevice. These 314 test loads are designed to cause
the current tlu-ough the test loads to exceed the maximum
safety limits of the COG. If the self-test fails, i.e. the 312
electrical safety circuits fail to return an error, the 304 system
control processor causes a fault lockout to occur. "Hie 304
system control processor then isolates the 302 output to the

12

COG leads from the rest of the COG circuitry so no potenti:il
dilTerence e.xistsbetween said leads. Hie system control pro
cessor then sends a signal to the 307 sonic alarm to aurally
indicate that a COG fault lockout has occurred and sends a

5 signal to the 215 fault lockout Liil.) ol the 209 status display
to light and visually indicate that a COG fault lockout has
occurred. If a COG fault lockout occurs, the user may not
utilize the COG until the erair is corrected and the self-test is
properly performed.

1(1 If the self-lesl properly executes, i.e. an error signal is
generatedby the 312electrical .safety circuits and receivedby
the 304 .system control processor, the 304 .system control
processordeactivatesthe315 test load.switches, reconnecting
theoutputof the310constant currenlsourceand311polarity

15 switching device to the 302 COCi output leads. .After a suc
cessful self-test, the COG is ready for use.

Referring again to TIG. 1(a). the method of the present
provides for the applicationof a large surface-are;i electrode
wrap. Preferably, said electrode wrap comprises a 101 first

20 and 102 second layer wrap. Pa'ferably. the patient soaks the
101 first layerwrapwith tap waterprior to application. After
saturating the 101 first layerwrapwithtap water, thepatient
wraps the 101 first layerwraparound theportion of thebody
to which the currenl will be applied. This can be any part ol

25 the body, including, without limitation, the head, arm. leg,
feet, hand and torso, fhe application of tap water to the 101
first layerwrapprovides goodconductivity to the layerbeing
placed closest to the skin, lap water is a moderately good
conductor of electricity on account of the metal ions con-

.^0 tained in the tap water.
Once the 101 first layer wrap is applied to the selected

portion ofthe body, the102second layerwrapisapplied over
the 101 (irst layer wnip. fhis 102 second layer wrap is a
moderately conductive synthetic rubber impregnated cloth

35 strap. Ina preferred embodiment, the 102 secondlayerwrap
iscomposed ofa clothimpregnated with silicon rubber acting
as a fiexiblecarrier forconductive carbon particles dis|>ersed
witliin the silicon rubber. The 102 second layer wrap has 103
one or more electrodes on its distal ends to which il can be

40 electrically connected withtheCOGbymeans forconducting
electricity. Referring now to I'lG. !(/>). when properly
applied, the 101 first and 102 second layer wrap form an
cylindrical surface around theselected portion ofthe body.

Because the first and second layer wraps, as tauglit by the
45 present invention, are only moderately goodconductors. Ihe

current is spread out overa large surface-area. Due to this
large surlace-area :mdmoderate conductivity ofthe first and
second layerwraps, the point of entiy andexitofthe current
is spread acrossa broad surfaceareaofthe selected portions

50 of the body. Thus, a very low current density aanind Ihe
selected portions of thebodyis thereby achieved tlirough the
present invention. Asoneexample. 500square inches ofbody
surface is coveredby oneofthe electrodewrapsand a current
of 500 nanoamperes is applied througli the body via the first

55 and second layer wraps, resulting in a current density ol 1
nanoampere per square inchat each selected portion ol the
body. These lowcurrent densitiesare translated intosubstan
tially lowercurrenldensities througli the bodyas thecurrenl
travels from the electrode wrap(s) attached to ihe positive

60 COG lead to the electrode wrap(s) attached to negativeCOG
lead than has been previously achieved by known eleclro-
iherapy techniques. These lowcurrentdensities do notover
loadthebody's natural eleclropoleniial. but instead provide a
sliglu push and pull on the body's natural currenl. thereby

65 aiding the body's natural healing process.
'Theelectrotherapymethodofthe presentinventionutilizes

a microcurrent lo effectuaie the healing of the ti.ssue. Ihe
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microciirrcni thai is applied to the body is in the range of 3
millianiperes to 1 lemtoampere.'nieuseol ciirrent lower than
20 microamperes is unknown to the prior art. Specifically, the
inventors have discovered that use ol"current in the range ol"
100 to 500 nanoaniperes results in impawed healing of the
body tissue in comparison to prior art electrotherapy tech
niques.

llieelectrothenipy method ol'thc present invention utilizes
a duty cycle in the range of 0.(K)065 to 0.0(K)85 11/. Prefer
ably, a duly cycleol O.O(K)732 Hz is utilized. Thistranslates to
a cycle time of 22.77 minutes, l-xperimentaiion has .shown
lhat a duty cycle of 0.000732 I Iz. plus or minus ten percent,
has an improved healing effect on the body tissue over the
applicationof the same current at a dilVerent duty cycle, with
markedly increasedhealingbeingachievedby a dutycycleof
0.0077321 Iz. plus or minus two percent, lixperimentalion has
shown that the efficacy distribution of the method of the
present invention is Gaussian in the range of plus and minus
ten percent of 0.000732 Hz.

II.XPI2RlM17.Nf.\L

.'\pplicants have performed the following experiments
using the electrotherapy apparatus and method of the present
invention. Results from these experiments, which are typical
of the beneficial results of the present invention, are detailed
below in Table 1

lABLli 1

PatieiH Disciisc Stiijie Number Montlus Prcseiu Time to Me-il

I O.Vl 3 6 70% in 48 hours

2 DM 4 60 >11% in 2 sleeks

y IJ.M 4 .U> ()ii% in 1 week

4 •SCI 'J l"i(i% III 4X hours

5 SX'I 4 .3 4(i'Vu ill 12 d-iys
f. i'\n 4 'J 90% III 72 hours

7 l'\D 4 12 11111% in 5 days

8 SCI 4 IS 75''o in 7 days

9 DM 3 8 mO^'o in 72 hours

20

Allpatients included inTable 1havedecubitus ulcers. The
primar>' diseaseleadingtotheulcersis indicated inthesecond
column, as follows; DM indicates diabetes mellitus. SCI indi
cates spinal cord injury and PVD indicates periphenil vascu- 4.s
lar disea.se. The size of the ulcers is indicated by the stage
listed in the third column. The indicated stages are based on
the scale developed in 1989 by the National Pressure Ulcer
.Advisory Panel Consensus. A stage 3 ulcer consists of full
thickness skin loss involving damage to or necrosis of sub- 50
cutaneous tissue that may extend down to. but not through,
underlying fascia..'\ stage 3 ulcer present clinically as a deep
crater with or without undermining adjacent tissue. A stage 4
ulcer consists of full thickness skin loss with extensive
desiniction. tissue necrosis, or damage to muscle, bone or .^5
supportingstructures.Stage 4 ulcers may be associated with
underminingofadjacent tissue and sinus tracts. Hie lengthi)f
lime the ulcers have been present in the listetl stage is indi
cated in the fourth column.

Kach patient underwent a treatment program utilizing the 6n
electrothenipy apparatus atid method ofthe present invention.
Tlietypicaltreatmentprogramconsistedofthree andone-half
hours of treatment per day. five days per week. The results of
the treatment program arc given in the fifthcolumn ofTable 1.
The percentage indicated in the fifthcolumn is the approxi- 65
mate percentageof ulcer closure in temis ofdepth and diam
eter. As can be seen from fable 1, the use ofthe electrotherapy

14

apparatus and method of the present invention gives beneli-
cial results in the healing of persistent ulcers of various
pathologies.

.Although the foregoing invention has been described in
some detail by way of illu.strationand example for purposes
of clarity of understanding, it will be obvious that certain
changes and modifications may be practiced within the scope
of the appended claims.

-Ml publications, patents, and patent applications are herein
incorporated by reference in their entirety to the same extent
as if individual publication, patent, or patent application was
specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by
reference in its entirely.

We claim;

1. In an electrotherapy methcxl wherein an electrode is
placedpaiximate toa damagedtissuemass,or on thesurface
ofthe skin, that is contiguous with said damaged tissue mass,
a microcurreni applied througli said electrode to said dam
aged tissue mass, in accordance with a defined treatment
regime,and the melhodrepealed,as needed, to promoteheal
ing of said damaged tissue mass, wherein the improvement
comprises:

A. Providing
(i) a bodyconformable, electrodewrapof composite con-

stnictionconsistingessentiallyof a first layer including
a moisture absorbent material for placement proximate
toa damagedtissuemass,a secondlayerof elaslonieric
material, in electrical contact with said first layer and a
source of direct electrical current, said second layer
including a dispersion of conductive particles within
said elastomeric material, and means, associated with
saidsecond layer, for connecting saidelectrode to said
source ofdirect electric current;

(ii) means for connecting said source of direct electric
current connected to said electrode wrap;

(iii) means for activating said electrodewrapwithelectri
cal energy Iromsaid sourceof directelectriccurrent;

(iv)means forperiodically reversing polarity of saiddirect
electric current so as to produce an alternating current;
and

(v) means for inactivating said electrode wrap, thereby
terminating flow of the direct electric current to said
electrodewrap, from said sourceof direct electriccur
rent;

B. Saturating said first layer of said electrode wrap with
water;

C. Placingsaid eleclrode wrap uponan individual fortreat
ment ofa damaged tissue mass so as to essentially com
pletely encircle saiddamaged tissue masswithsaidelec
trode wrap; an<l

D. .^pplying the alternating current with a duty cycleof
0.00065 Hz to 0.00085 Hz, to said electrode wrap, in
accordance with a therapeutic protocol, so as to effect
essentiallyunifomi dispersal of electricalenei^y within
said second layer of said electrode wrap, and, thereby,
over said first layer of said electrode wrap proximate to
said damaged tissue mass, with the proviso that each of
said first and each of said second layer of said wrap are
essentially coextensive with one another, and otherwise
conform to a portion of an individual's body sii as to
provide an essentially unili»rm pattern of therapeutic
energy distribution; and

E. RepeatingStep (D) at least one additional time.
2. 'Hie melhod of claim 1. wherein Step (D) comprises

applying thealternatingcurrent with a current densityof less
than 5 microamperes per square inch of said electrode wrap,
to the individual in need thereof
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3. Tlie mclhod ol'claim 1. wherein Step (D) comprises

applying the iiliernating current of I femtoanipere to 20
microamperes, with a duty cycleofO OOOfiS 11/ to 0.0008511/,
and at a current density of less than 5 microamperes per
square inch of said clectaide wrap.

4. In a system for providing therapeutic ell'ective amounts
of electrical energy to a damaged tissue mass to promote
regeneration and hejding of said damaged tissue mass,
wherein the improvement comprises:

A. A body conformable, electrode wrap ofcomposite con
struction consisting essentially of a first layer including
a moisture absorbent material for placement proximate
to a .said damaged tissue mass, a second layer ofelasto-
meric material, in electrical contact with said first layer
and a source of direct electrical current, said second
layer including a dispersion of conductive particles
witliin said elastomeric material and me-ans. associated
with said secojid layer for connecting said electrode
wrap to said source of direct electric current:

B. Means tor activating said electrode wrap with electrical
energy from said source ol"direct electric current;

10
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C. Means for periodically reversing polarity of said direct
ekx;tric current so as to produce an alternating current;

D. Means for inactivating said electrode wrap, thereby
terminating How ol"said direct electric current to said
electrode wrap, from said .sourceof direct electric cur
rent; and

R. Means for excxnuion ol'an electrotherapy protocol for
modulation of delivery of the alternating current with a
duty cycle of 0.00065 11/ to O.OOOS5 IIz. from a source
thereof, to said electrode wrap and from said electrode
wrap to said damaged tissue mass;

and

F.Means formonitoringofdelivery of therapeutic elTective
amounts of said alternating current through said elec
trodewrapto saiddamaged tissuemass,with theproviso
that each of said first and ciich of said second layer of
saidelectrodewrapare essentiallycoextensivewithone
another, and otherwise conform to a portion of an indi
vidual's body .so as to provide an essentially unifonn
patternof therapeutic energy distribution.
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Respondent's Motion, Under 37 CFR 11.55(h),
For An Order Reopening The Subject Disciplinary Proceeding For

Consideration OfNewly Discovered Evidence
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Stop 8, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria VA 22313-1450 via l-.XPRHSS MAIL.

Certificate No EL 479256686 US. with copies via email as per DISTRIBUTION
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Robin.Crabb@USPTO.GOV
Jennifer.seifert@uspto.gov
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From; John <Johnf75712@aol,com>
To: Steven Creenberg <SGreenberg@crgolaw.com>
Date; 05/15/2014 05;34 PM
Subject: Re; EPRT Initial Contact

Steven

I don't have the file history -1 believe it was discarded several years ago

The court directed EPRT to produce its files re it's efforts for reinstatement of the patent
appln

The amended complaint still fails to satisfy thepleading requirement for a malpractice
case re "case within a case" - pis withdraw and/or amend - thecourtwas very cleai- that
this requirement must be affu-matively plead

As rcgai ds my bar discipline, have someone who has a less distorted view of reality
advise you as to the basis for the public reprimand

Lastly - do you intend to produce the EPRT file re reinstatement if thepatent appln -
either yes or no!

At the prior hearing on motion to dismiss I requested andthecourt granted my ore tenus
requestto undertake jurisdictional discovery

I want to depose EPRT in Miami within the next three weeks - preferably by about June
15 - absent agreement I will set it down at my convenience

You are notundertaking representation on a clean skate / educate yourself by speaking
with co-counsel before writing me further

Always a pleasure - John

Sent from my iPhone

GOV #6 Page 120 of 253
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

In the Matter of )

)
Joseph Stecewyez, )

) Proceeding No. D2015-09
Respondent )

)

Declaration of Shane M. Walter

1,Shane M. Walter, hereby declare as follows:

1. I am a Paralegal Specialist in the Office of the Solicitor at the United States Patent

and Trademark Office ("USPTO"), 600 Dulany Street, Alexandria, Virginia.

2. 'fhe attached patent application files is correct copy ol olficial USPTO

electronic data retrieved by me from the USPTO's Patent Application I.^ocation and Monitoring

(•'PALM") system via the P'fOZonc Intranet Portal, which isa central point for accessing

applications, information, and other resources within the USPTO.

3. Specifically, the attached document is the respective image file wrapper for: U.S.

Patent Application No. 09/656,519.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746,1 hereby certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief

Shane M. Walter Date
Paralegal Specialist
Office of the Solicitor

United States Patent and frademark Office
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Case l:13-cv-23893-PCH Document 238 Entered on FLSD Docket 09/02/2015 Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES DrSTRlCT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO.; 13-CV-23893-HUCK

THRISGINT PTY., LTD.,
And EPRT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

ESQ. JOI-rN H. FARO, individually,
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS LAW

GROUP, LLC, a Florida corporation
formerly known as Faro & Associates, LLC

Defendant(s).
/

CLOSED
CIVIL

CASE

ORDER OF DISMISSAL

This matter is before the Court on the parties' Joint Notice of Settlement [D.E. 236] and

the Mediation Report [D.E. 234], filed August 28,2015 andAugust 31, 2015, respectively. It is

hereby

ORDERED that this action is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE. The case is CLOSED

and all motions are DENIED AS MOOT. The Court retains jurisdiction for 60 days from this

date to enforce the terms of the settlement agreement.

DONE and ORDERED in Chambers, Miami, Florida, September 1, 2015.

Copies furnished to:

All counsel of record.

GOV #40 Page 1 of 1

Paul C. FTuck

United States District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I herein certify that the enclosed pleading entitled:

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF DIRECTOR'S
FINAL ORDER DATED AUGUST 2, 2017

was mailed this 17 '̂May of August, 2017, to

Sarah T. Harris, Esq.
General Counsel -USPTO

600 Dulany Street
PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22314

via EXPRESS MAIL, Certificate No. EL 56785441 US
&

Robin Crabb, Esq.
Office of the Solicitor - USPTO
600 Dulany Street - Mail Stop 8,

P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria VA 22313-1450

via EXPRESS MAIL, Certificate No. EL 567854455 US

&a.rq^^tsq
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED STATES

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In the Matter of )

)
John H. Faro, ) Proceeding No. D2015-27

)
Respondent )

)

OED Director's Response to Respondent's
Request for Reconsideration

Pursuant to the USPTO Director's Order issued on August 29, 2017, the

Directorof the Office of Enrollment and Discipline ("OED Director") of the United

States Patent and Trademark Office ("USPTO" or "Office"), through his

undersigned counsel, respectfully submits this response to Respondent's Request for

Reconsideration of Director's Final Order Dated August 2, 2017 ("Request").

L Introduction

A request for reconsiderationmust meeta high standard in order to be granted,

and Respondent's Request falls far short of that standard. A motion for

reconsideration permits a party to challenge a final decision if there is newly

discovered evidence that could not have been discovered by due diligence of the

requestor any earlier; or the decision maker made errors of law or fact. 37 C.F.R.

§ 11.56(c).
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Respondent's Request completely fails to address the IJSPTO Director's

conclusion that Respondent's submission of a non-compliant briefafterhaving been

onnotice of the filing requirements inthis action is an independent basis for rejecting

all of the arguments Respondent raised on appeal from the ALJ's Decision. August

2, 2017, Order at 17. Because the Respondent has left this independent basis for

rejecting Respondent's arguments unchallenged, the USPTO Director can deny the

Request without reaching any of the substantive arguments offered therein. The

USPTO Director can and should fmd that Respondent has consequently waived

reconsideration of this question, and the remainder of his arguments are now

completely without legal effect.

If the USPTO Director reaches the merits of the Request, Respondent fares no

better. The Request reasserts previously rejected arguments, claims an obligation

on the part of the OED Director that is directly refuted by controlling authority, and

claims the discovery of new evidence when such evidence was explicitly considered

by the hearing officer in one case, or is public information that could have been

discovered by the exercise of due diligence in the other. Respondent fails to meet

the high standard required for the USPTO Director to reconsider his Final Order,

and the USPTO Director should therefore deny Respondent's Request.
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11. Procedural History

TheOED Director filed a disciplinary complaint againstRespondent, alleging

multiple instances of failure to represent a client in a manner consistent with the

USPTO Code of Professional Responsibility ("Code"). Specifically, the OED

Director charged Respondent with neglect, failure to inform a client of important

correspondence received from the Office, failing to seek the lawful objectives of a

client, dishonest or fraudulent misconduct, knowingly making false statements of

fact, engaging in disreputable or gross misconduct, and failure to return the client

file after the termination of the representation, all in violation of provisions of the

Code. A. 48-49; A. 51-52. Respondent appeared at the hearing (A7497) with an

attorney (Id.), giving extensive testimony (A7668-8001) and presenting

documentary evidence and argument. After post-hearing briefing, the

Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") issued an Initial Decision, finding that

Respondent had engaged in attorney misconduct in violation of theCode. A. 1. On

appeal, the USPTO Director adopted the ALJ's findings of fact and conclusions of

law, imposed the eight-month suspension recommended by the ALJ, and affirmed

the Initial Decision. August 2,2017 Order("Final Order") at 42. Respondent timely

filed his Request pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c).
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III. Legal Standard

The regulations governing USPTO disciplinary proceedings permit a

Respondent to file a motion for reconsideration following a fmal order by the

USPTO Director, but only on very limited grounds. Specifically, 37 C.F.R. 11.56(c)

provides in part:

No request for reconsideration or modification shall be granted unless
the request is based on newly discovered evidence or error of law or
fact, and the requestor must demonstrate that any newly discovered
evidence could not have been discovered any earlier by due diligence.

The USPTO's rule allowing for reconsideration of a final decision is not

unique; Federal Courts apply similar standards in their analogous rules. Federal

Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e) generally provides for motions to alter judgments.'

The Fourth Circuit has interpreted Rule 59(e) as providing only three grounds for

amending an earlier judgment: (1) to accommodate an intervening change in

controlling law; (2) to account fornew evidence notavailable at trial; or (3)tocorrect

a clear error of law or prevent manifest injustice. Hutchinson v. Staton, 994 F.2d

1076, 1081 (4th Cir. 1993). A Rule 59(e) motion for reconsideration may not be

used "to relitigate old matters, or to raise arguments or present evidence that could

' While the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are not binding in this administrative
proceeding, they offer guidance. SeeBender v, Dudas, 2006 WL 89831 at *23 (D.
D.C. 2006); Genitsen v. ShiraU 979 F.2d. 1524, 1532 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (court looks
to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for guidance in judging action taken by USPTO
under its regulations).
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have been raised prior to the entry ofjudgment." Pac. Ins, Co. v. Am.. Nat'I Fire Ins.

Co., 148 F.3d 396,403 (4th Cir. 1998) (quoting 11 Wright, Miller, & Kane, Federal

Practice and Procedure § 2810.1 at 127-28 (2d ed, 1995)). Moreover, "[a] paity's

mere disagreement with the court's rulingdoes not warrant a Rule 59(e) motion, and

such motion should not be used to 'rehash' arguments previously presented or to

submit evidence which should have been previously submitted." Wadley v. Park at

Landmark, LP, No. 1:06 CV 111 (JCC), 2007 WL 1071960, at *2 (E.D. Va. Mar.

30, 2007) (citing Hutchinson at 1082). In short, Rule 59(e) does not "give an

unhappy litigant one additional chance to sway the judge." Durkin v. Taylor, 444 F.

Supp. 879, 889 (E.D. Va. 1977); see also Above the Belt, Inc. v. Mel Bohannan

Roofing, Inc., 99 F.R.D. 99, 101 (E.D. Va. 1983) (holding improper a motion for

reconsideration "to ask the Court to rethink what the Court had already thought

through—rightly or wrongly").

Rule 60 ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure also permits motions for relief

from judgments. A motion underthis rulemay be granted for the following reasons:

(1) mistake, inadvertence, suiprise, or excusable neglect; (2) newly discovered

evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could not have been discovered in time to

move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); (3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic

or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or misconduct by an opposing party; (4) the

judgment is void; (5) the judgment has been satisfied, released, or discharged; is
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based on an earlier judgment that has been reversed or vacated; or applying it

prospectively is no longer equitable; or (6) any other reason that justifies relief.

Motions for reconsideration, though permitted pursuant to Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure 59 and 60, are seldom granted. Indeed, these types of motions are

extraordinary remedies reserved only for extraordinary circumstances. See Dowell

V. State Farm Fire & Cas. Auto. Ins. Co., 993 F.2d 46, 48 (4th Cir. 1993) (limiting

reliefunderRule 60(b)(6) to "extraordinary circumstances"); Projects Mgmt. Co. v.

DynCorp Int'l, LLC, 17 F. Supp. 3d 539, 541 (E.D. Va. 2014), ajf'd, 584 F. App'x

121 (4thCir. 2014) (reconsideration ofajudgment afterits entry is an"extraordinary

remedy which should be used sparingly") (citing Pac. Ins. Co., 148 F.3d at 403); see

also Netscape Commc'ns Corp. v. ValueClick, Inc., 704 F. Supp. 2d 544, 546 (E.D.

Va. 2010).

IV, Argument

A. The USPTO Director May Deny the Request without Reaching
the Merits, Because Respondent Leaves Unchallenged a Separate
and Independent Basis for the Final Order

In his brief to the USPTO Director, Respondent fails to contest the USPTO

Director's finding that Respondent's post-hearing briefing was non-compliant, and

that such non-compliance was an independent basis for rejecting all of the

arguments. As a result, the USPTO Director should refuse Respondent's Request

without reaching any of the arguments therein.
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The USPTO Director concluded that Respondent failed to submit a

compliant brief, even after his initial brief was stricken for failure to comply with

the rules and he was put on notice of the formal and substantive requirements for

an appeal brief. Final Order at 15-17. The USPTO Director struckRespondent's

initial brief because it lacked several required sections and incorporated facts

within the argument section of the brief Id. at 15. After being notified of the

requirements, Respondent submitted a "Revised Substitute" brief that suffered

from many of the same flaws as the original. Id. at 16. Before reaching any of the

merits of Respondent's arguments on appeal, the USPTO Director noted that

Respondent's repeated failure to meet the briefing requirements, both in the initial

brief and the reply, formed an independent basis to reject Respondent's arguments.

Id. at 17.

Because Respondent has not challenged the USPTO Director's conclusion,

that conclusion forms an undisputed and independent basis to deny Respondent's

Request without even reaching the merits of the arguments. To obtain reversal of a

judgment that is based on multiple, independent grounds, an appellant must

convince the Tribunal that every stated ground for the judgment against him is

incorrect. Sapuppo v. Allstate Floridian Ins. Co., 739 F.3d 678, 680 (11th Cir.

2014). When an appellant fails to challenge properly one of the grounds on which

the judgment is based, he is deemed to have abandoned any challenge of that
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ground, and it follows that thejudgment is due to be affirmed. Id. The USPTO

Director can and should summarily deny Respondent's Request.

B. Respondent Again Fails to Present Any Authority for the
Revolutionary Proposition that the OED Director was Required
to Present Evidence to the Committee on Discipline that Did Not
Yet Exist

Respondent again^ argues that the OED Director failed to comply with 37

C.F.R. § 11.22(d) because no evidence of the September 2015 resolution of his

legal malpractice matter was presented to the Committee on Discipline in May

2015. Request at 1-5. As a consequence, Respondent argues, the OED Director

had no jurisdiction to initiate a disciplinary proceeding against him. Id. The

USPTO Director correctly ruled that the regulation cited by Respondent contains

no requirements as to what the OED Director submits to the Committee. Final

Order at 18. Respondent presents no authority to support his proposition that the

OED Director is obligated to present any particular evidence to the Committee on

Discipline, let alone any authority for the proposition that the OED Director is

obligated to present evidence that does not yet exist—an impossible feat. Request

at 1-5. The Request does not meet the high standard set by 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c),

and the USPTO Director should therefore deny the Request.

^Respondent's argument was previously presented to the USPTO Director in his
Initial and Corrected Appeal, and soundly rejected in the Final Order. Corrected
Appeal at 17; Final Order at 18-19.

8
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The OED Director is directed to examine all information or evidence

concerning possible gi"ounds for discipline of a practitioner. 37 C.F.R. § 11.22(d)

{emphasis supplied). From this simple and straightforward requirement,

Respondent bootstraps a requirement that the OED Director also examine evidence

that has not yet come into existence, and that the OED Director must then present

that non-existent evidence to the Committee on Discipline. Request at 4. Neither

of those actions are even possible, and neither of the requirements are established

by any reasonable reading of the text of the regulations, or by any other authority

cited by Respondent, or by any other authority Icnown to the OED Director. The

USPTO Director has already specifically considered and rejected^ this argument,

and should therefore deny the Request.

C. The ALJ Appropriately Admitted Evidence Related to the
Respondent's Attempt to Limit the Testimony of his Ex-Client

Respondent suggests that the ALJ was restricted from considering evidence

of a court-ordered mediation between the parties in the legal malpractice suit

arising from the same facts as the disciplinaiy matter. Request at 7-9. As a

threshold issue, Respondent has waived this argument by failing to adequately

^"As the USPTO unequivocally possesses disciplinary jurisdiction over the
Appellant, and there were no deficiencies associated with the OED Director's
submission of the disciplinary matter to the Committee on Discipline, Appellant's
arguments here are without merit and provide no basis for nullifying or overturning
the ALJ's Initial Decision." Final Order at 19.
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raise it in his Revised Substitute Brief. But even if USPTO Director reaches this

issue, Respondent failed to timely object to the information he wishes to exclude,

and did not object at all to the introduction of the exhibit containing the

information leading to the ALJ's conclusion. The USPTO Director should deny

Respondent's Request.

1. Respondent's Argument has been Waived, as He Failed to
Adequately Raise the Issue in his Opening Brief

As a threshold issue, Respondent failed to raise his argument in the Revised

Substitute brief, and has therefore waived it. The Revised Substitute brief contains

a grand total of two lines addressing this issue:

"The ALJ's abuses include his.. .permitting the OED introduction of
testimony of a confidential Federal Court mediation, over the Respondent's
timely objection[.]"

-Revised Substitute brief at 7.

An argument may be waived if it is not presented as a developed argument in the

opening brief. Fresenius USA, Inc. v. Baxter Int'l, Inc., 582 F.3d 1288, 1296 (Fed.

Cir. 2009). When an argument is raised for the first time in a motion for

reconsideration, the issue is waived. Lamle v. Mattel, Inc., 394 F.3d 1355, 1359 n.

1. (Fed. Cir. 2005). The USPTO Director can and should deny the Request on

those grounds.

10
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2. The ALJ did not Err in Considering Evidence To Which
Respondent Raised No Objection, and Such Evidence is
Sufficient to Support the ALJ's Conclusion

Even if the USPTO Director reaches the merits of this argument, there is no

error of law or fact that would justify Respondent's Request, and certainly nothing

that would warrant the sweeping remedy—exclusion of the entirety of the

testimony of one witness—^that Respondent apparently seeks. The ALJ properly

admitted testimony and documentary evidence relating to an agreement between

Respondent and his ex-client. Respondent had opportunity to object, and made

objections during specific portions of the testimonial evidence. Respondent did

not object during other portions of the testimony, and did not object to the

submission of Government's Exhibit 33, which contained the terms that the ALJ

relied upon to make his ruling. The ALJ properly accepted and considered the

evidence, and in no event does such submission justify reconsideration of the

USPTO Director's Final Order.

During the hearing, the OED Directorpresented evidence relating to

Respondent's actions in attempting to settle the legal malpracticecase.

Specifically, the OED Director showed that Respondent and his ex-client

considered an agreement in which the ex-clientagreed to refrain from voluntarily

testifying in Respondent's attorney discipline matter. A7643-62; A5491. The ex-

11
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client's current attorney, Meredith Chaiken, testified as to how the agreement came

about (A7643-62), and a copy of the agreement was submitted into evidence.

A5489-94. Respondent objected to Ms. Chaiken's representation as to who

requested the inclusion of the clause regarding the ex-client's testimony. A7647-8.

The ALJ sustained the objection as to that portion of Ms. Chaiken's testimony—

the identity of the party requesting the clause. A7648. Respondent objected again

when the witness was asked about her concerns with the provision. A7652.

However, the ALJ overruled the objection. A7652,1. 13-17; A7653,1.7-11.

Respondent did not say the word "objection" during any other point during the

discussion of the agreement. If a party fails to object to the admission of evidence

at the time it is introduced, such objections are waived. MicroStrategy Inc. v. Bus.

Objects, S.A., 331 F. Supp. 2d 396, 420 (E.D. Va. 2004). Ms. Chaiken later

testified that she was "very concerned" regarding that clause, and agreed to have

thatportion included, after modification to include the possibility that the ex-client

could testify if a subpoena was issued. A7653-54. That portion of testimony was

offered without objection. The document containing the draft agreement was

introduced as evidence, without objection. A5489, A8002-8005.

Respondent seeks a remedy that is not wairanted, even if the entirety of his

argument is accepted wholesale. Respondent appears to request that the entirety'̂

^ [T]he Chaikin (sic) testimony must beexcluded." Request at 9-10.

12
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of Ms. Chailcen's testimony be stricken. Ms. Chailcen testified to several matters

that were wholly unrelated to mediation, and were therefore not in any way

affected by Respondent's assertion of mediation privilege. For example, Ms.

Chaiken testified about the harm resulting from Respondent's misconduct,

Respondent's failure to produce the file to his client upon the termination of the

representation, even after multiple requests, and the extensive lengths she and her

client had to go to in order to enforce thejudgment. A7623-A7688. None of those

topics areaffected in any way by Respondent's claims of mediation privilege, and

it is a vastoverreach for Respondent to claim that they should be excluded on the

grounds he asserts.

Even if the USPTO Director declined to consider the portions of Ms.

Chaiken's testimony that Respondent has objected to, there would still be

sufficient evidence in the record to support the conclusion of the ALJ, which has

been adopted by the USPTO Director. The ALJ considered as an aggravating

circumstance Respondent's attempt to silence his ex-client. A.30. There is

evidence in the record that strongly suggests that the questioned paragraph was

included at the behest of Respondent; or in other words, that it is Respondent who

made this attempt. Ms. Chaiken testified that she was "very very concerned" about

the inclusion of that clause. A.7654,1.1. In fact, she was so concerned that she

consulted with the Florida Bar and engaged in legal research to determine whether

13
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such a clause was permissible. Id. at 1. 2-11. Ms. Chaiken only agreed to its

inclusion in the agreement if it was modified to allow for testimony if the

witnesses were subpoenaed. A7654 11. 13-17. It is not any great leap to conclude

that this clause was included in the agreement at the behest of Respondent.

Conclusions will be upheld if they are supported by substantial evidence. In re

Gartside, 203 F.3d 1305, 1316 (Fed. Cir. 2000). As is readily apparent, there is

substantial evidence to support the conclusion that Respondent sought to include

the questioned provision, even if considering only the evidence to which he did not

object.

Respondent has not timely made his request, and has not carried his burden

to show that the there was an error of law or fact in the USPTO Director's Final

Order. The USPTO Director should therefore deny Respondent's Request.

D. Respondent has Fails to Establish any Affirmative Duty for OED
to Disclosc Exculpatory Evidence, and No Such Duty Has Been
Established by Any Authority Known to OED

Respondent asserts for the first time in his Request that OED has an

affirmative obligation to disclose exculpatory evidence, and that the OED failed to

meet that obligation. As a threshold matter, Respondent has waived this argument

by failing to include it in his opening brief [A]n issue not raised by an appellant in

its opening brief is waived. Becton Dickinson & Co. v. C.R. Bard, Inc., 922 F.2d

792, 800 (Fed. Cir. 1990). Even if the USPTO Director reaches the merits of this

14
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argument, however, Respondent has failed to establish an error of law or fact

sufficient to warrant a motion to reconsider. The USPTO Director should deny the

Request.

As another independent reason for the USPTO to decline to consider this

argument, it was not raised timely. This argument was not properly raised in

Respondent's Revised Substitute Appeal Brief Respondent previously raised what

may be considered a version of this argument in "Respondent's Motion, Under

37CFR (sic) 11.55(h), to Remand and Vacate ALJ Initial Decision & Order, Dated

September 15, 2016" ("Motion to Remand"), submitted on January 13, 2017.

Respondent argued for the remand of the matter to the ALJ, contending that the

OED committed fraud. Motion to Remand at 4. The USPTO Director denied that

motion by order dated January 27, 2017, finding that the argument should have

been included in his initial appeal brief, and the information allegedly concealed

was not "new evidence" relevant to the proceedings. January 27, 2017 Order at 3-

4. The regulations allow for a motion for reconsideration within twenty days of the

USPTO Director's decision. 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c). To the extent the Request

(filed August 19, 2017) seeks review of the USPTO Director's January 27, 2017,

Order, the Request is too late by approximately six months.

If USPTO Director reaches the merits of Respondent's argument.

Respondent fails to meet the stringent standards for a motion to reconsider.

15
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Respondent asserts, without citing any relevant authority, that OED has an

affirmative duty to disclose exculpatory information to respondents in attorney

discipline matters. Request at 10, 12. The only authority presented in support of

this proposition is an ABA Formal Opinion, interpreting Rule 3.8(d) of the Model

Rules of Professional Conduct ("MRPC"). Id. Respondent neither establishes nor

attempts to establish that MRPC Rule 3.8 applies to these proceedings. Id. To the

contrary, MRPC Rule 3.8 applies only to prosecutors in criminal cases.^ Attorney

discipline matters before the USPTO are an entirely different type of proceeding,

involving no threat to the respondent's physical liberty. Similarly, the U. S.

District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia has recently found that there is no

Brady obligation to produce exculpatory evidence in USPTO disciplinary

proceedings. Polidiv. No. 1:15-cv-01030-TSE-MSN (E.D.Va. November 24,

2015), slip op. at 4-5. Respondent fails to distinguish or cite PolidU and provides

no legal basis for the asserted duty. Respondent fails to establish any duty tor the

USPTO to produce exculpatory evidence, and fails to distinguish controlling

authority standing for the proposition that no such duty applies. Respondent

offers no sufficient grounds, under the standards set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c),

for the USPTO Director to reconsider this ruling.

^'The prosecutor in a criminal case shall. . Rule 3.8, MRPC.

16
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E. The USPTO Director did not Err by Finding that Respondent
Neglected the *519 Application, even though Respondent may not
have Received the August 1, 2009 Decision

The ALJ specifically found that Respondent neglected his ex-client's

application, even though Respondent may not have received the Board of Appeals

Decision of August 1, 2009 ("Board Decision"). A. 17. Similarly, the USPTO

Director specifically noted that Respondent's misconductwas not negated by his

claim that he did not receive the Board Decision. Final Order at 27. Regardless,

Respondent argues, without citing any authority in support, that other factors

should have been considered by the ALJ. Request at 14-15. Respondent provides

no authority to support the factors he proposes. Id. at 15. In requesting

reconsideration of the USPTO Director's Final Order, Respondent is required to

cite new evidence, or an error of fact or law. Respondent does not and cannot cite

anyauthority to establish that the ALJ's analysis was incorrect. Respondent does

not and cannot cite to any authority to establish that the USPTO Director's Final

Order incorrectly found the ALJ's analysis to be supported. Respondent's Request

does not meet the stringent standard set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c), and should

be denied.

F. Respondent Fails to Present Newly Discovered Evidence that Could
Not Have Been Discovered Earlier by Due Diligence

The documents characterized by Respondent as "newly discovered

evidence" are public documents that have been in his possession for months before

17
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the May 2016 trial in this matter. Respondent argues that court documents entered

in the District Court malpractice case are "newly discovered evidence," and are

relevant to the economic consequences to his ex-client. Request at 17. These

documents were court documents in a matter in which Respondent was a named

party, and were sei'ved upon him in July and August 2015, months before the May

2016 hearing. In order for Respondent to prevail in his Request, he must show that

"any newly discovered evidence could not have been discovered any earlier by due

diligence." 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c). Respondent does not and cannot make the

required showing that he could not have previously discovered the documents by

exercisingdue diligence. Beyond this fundamental failure, the USPTO Director

has already found that these documents do not bearany relevance to the resolution

of this disciplinary matter. January 27, 2017 Orderat 3. The USPTO Director

should deny the Request.

V. Conclusion

Respondent fails to presentany legally adequate basis for the USPTO Director

to grant his Request, or any other reason to delay the commencement of his

suspension from practice before the USPTO in patent, trademark, and other non-

patent matters as ordered by the ALJ on September 15, 2016, and affirmed by the

USPTO Director on August 2, 2017.

18
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The primary purpose of USPTO disciplinary proceedings is "to protect the

public and the administration of justice from lawyers who have not discharged, will

not discharge, or are unlikely properly to discharge their professional duties to

clients, the public, the legal system, and the legal profession." See In re Brufsky,

Proceeding No. D2013-18 (USPTO June 23, 2014)^ at 8, n.6. "Disciplinary

proceedings protect the integrity of the legal system, deter unethical conduct among

all lawyers, and where appropriate, rehabilitate the lawyer." Id at 8 (citing

American Bar Association Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions §1.1

(1991)). Respondent should be suspended promptly so that the public and the

USPTO are protected against further misconduct by Respondent.

^Available at: https://go.usa.gov/xNHKv.

19
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Accordingly, the OED Director respectfully requests that the motion for

reconsideration be promptly dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

September 15, 2017
Robin Crabb

Sydney 0. Johnson
Associate Solicitors

Office of the Solicitor

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Mail Stop 8 — P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
(571) 272-5048 (Crabb direct)
(571)273-0373 (fax)

Counselfor:
Director of the Office of Enrollment and

Discipline
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a copy of the foregoing OED Director's Response to
Respondent's Request for Reconsideration was sent this day to Respondent via e-
mail to johnf75712@aol.com and by mail to the following address:

John H. Faro

Faro & Associates

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131

September 15, 2017
United States Pa

Mail Stop 8
Office of the Solicitor

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
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PETITION EXH NO. 10

REPLY TO OED RESPONSE TO

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION
OF FINAL ORDER AUGUST 2, 2017
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BBFORE THE UNDERSECRETARY OF COMMERCE

FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND DIRECTOR OF THE
UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE

In the Matter of

JOHN H FARO, ESQ.

APPELLANT

APPELLANT'S REPLY TO OED OPPOSITION TO

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF DIRECTOR'S
FINAL ORDER DATED AUGUST 2, 2017

The Appellant herein files and serves his Reply To OED Opposition To Reqties! For

Reconsidenuion OfDirecfor 's Final Order Dated August 2. 2017. \

SUMMARY OF REPLY TO OED OPPOSITION -

1. The burden of proof of each and every allegation of misconduct, is and remains upon

the OED. The Substitute5r/e/(dated January 3, 2017), didn't waive anything.

2. With respcct to the Appellant's professional obligations, as an "attorney" for the EOD

Grievant, the State Bars of Florida and Massachusetts, (where Appellant is admitted

and remains active), are controlling as to the minimum professional standards and rules,

which govern the Appellant's conduct vis-a-vis his representation of a client (including

the OED Grievant). The "adversity'' created by the OED Grievant attorney, when he

threatened Appellant with malpractice, effects, as a matter of law. the "constructive

discharged" of Appellant in October 2011, relieving Appellant from any further of

responsibility for representation of the OED Grievant, and for the *519 patent

application. In in October 2011, there was no action required to be taken in respect to

the "519 Patent Application. Moreover, the OED Grievant was represented by no less

Proceeding No. D2015-27
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than three (3) attorneys, two (2) of whom were sophisticated in intellectual property

law (Helene Presky - in California; and Robert Babayi - Washington, DC).

Accordingly, the Appellant disqualification from further representation of the OED

Grievant did not leave it/her unrepresented.

3. The Appellants' registration to practice before the PTO, and his compliance with the

OEDdisciplinary rules, is subordinate to the"attorney" standards anddisciplinary rules

in Florida and Massachusetts (which in a number of instances are stricter).

4. fhe OED, and its counsel, professional obligations to Appellant, relative to disclosure

of exculpatory information, may not be commensurate with the Brady Document

disclosures under the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure; however, the OED

affirmative misrepresentation as to the completeness of the Patent Office file wrapper

(OED (Shane Walter's) Certification, annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" ) and, the

solicitation of testimony, in reliance upon the incomplete Patent Office IIle wrapper,

(GOV Exh No, ), was fraudulent!. Appellant did not have access to the secret '519

Patent Application file history in Mav 2016.; and, was force to rely, and did in fact rely,

upon the OED "Certification'' of the completenessof the '519 Patent Application file

history (Exhibit *^A"). The Patent Office tile wrapper revealed that as of May 2016,

the OED Grievant had revived the '519 Patent Application prior to trial, at nominal

expense, without any adverse business effect. The ALJ assumptions, as to adverse

economic impact upon EPRT, are inconsistent with the OED Grievant revival of the

•519 Patent Application; and, thus unsupported clear and convincing evidence.

5. The ALI determination of the sanction against the Appellant was based primarily upon

the fraudulent exhibit proffered by the OED {GOV Exh No. 33, proposed Settlement
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Agreement)^ and/or the inferences drawn from the fraudulent testimony as to this OED

Exhibit. The proposed Settlement Agreement was never consummated because of the

failure to agree as to wording of the Exhibit (a material term). The OED Counsel,

Kepler, affirmatively misrepresented the existence of this Exhibit, which was never

proffered in this, or any other proceeding.

6. The AU, as is the Director, constrained to interpret the Appellant's adherence to

establish rules of practice', as constituting evidence of neglect. See Tafas v. Doll, 559

F.3d 1345, 1352 (Fed . Cir. 2009) - Limitation on PTO to issue substantive rules.

7. Notwithstanding the Director refusal to reopen the trial of the merits, to consider newly

discovered evidence, on Motion by Appellant under 37 CFR 11.55(h), Appellant is

entitled to rely upon available public records, (to "judicial notice" the documents

referenced in Appellant's Motion under 37 CFR 11.55(h)\ to refute the ALJ findings

as to "economic" harm "presumed" to have been suffered by the OED Grievant..

I. Standard For Review

Appellant is entitled to request reconsideration of the Director Decision where, as in this

case, the Director has misapprended the legal basis of the Appellant's challenge of theOED failure

to adhere to his non-discretionary investigative duties under 37 CFR 11.22(d).

II. There Was No Waiver Of The Appellants^ Obiection To The ALJ

Introduction Of Testimony Relative To The Confidential Federal Court Mediation

' The completeness of Appellant's Power of Attorney has never been challenged by the PTO.
Moreover, the traditional (non-electronic) method of monitoring the status of the appeal
(independent of PAIR), has and remains compliant with the Rules of Practice.
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The OED assertion {Response@ 7), that Appellant waived the objection to the introduction

of evidence relative to Confidential Federal Court Mediation, by not the "development" of an

argument, is specious. No development was necessary; and, to the extent that the objection is

perceived to requiredevelopment by the OED, an explanation would not likely be understood by

the OED.

The Appellant clearly and succinctly stated his objections to the offensive introduction of

a "proposed" settlement agreement, in his Respondent's (Revised Substitute) Brief Appeal Oj

Initial Decision & Order Of AU Dated September 15, 2016 (served on January 3, 2017)

1ie objected because the Mediation was confidential and the "proposed" settlement aareement.

was never consummated. (Appellant's Brief, Findings OfFact (FoF) at pane 6)

Smallbizpros. Inc. v. MacDonald. 618 F.3d 458 (5th. Cir. 2010) (emphasis added)"
The Appellant clearly and succinctly stated his the objections to the offensive introduction

of the Chaziken testimony, in violation of Florida Law, in his Respondent's (Revised Substitute)

BriefAppeal Of Initial Decision & Order Of AU Dated September 15. 20J6 (served on

January 3, 20/7) He objected becausc the Chaziken testimony, because the Mediation was

confidential. Brief at page 7

"The ALJ's abuses include his (1) denial of the Respondent's Motion of to Amend
Affirmative Defense,{Q.g. affirmative defenses attacking subiect matter iurisdiction-, and
statute of limitation), because he mistakenly believed that such defenses do not have a
"nexus to the misconduct'\ 37 CFR ! 1.36; and (2) permittinu the OED introduction of
testimony of a confidential Federal Court mediation, over the Respondent's timely
objection, and (3) the exclusion of sworn, non-opinion deposition testimony (classic
hearsay) of a contemporary patent attorney of Respondent, which is routinely admissible
in disciplinary proceedings, including this one." (emphasis added)

~ The assertion of a challenge to thejurisdiction is appropriate at any stage of a proceeding, and is timely
asserted even if case is on appeal (citation of authority unnecessary)
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III. The "Extrinsic Factors^^-^ Relied Upon By the AL.K In His Imposition Of

Discipline Is Not Supported By Clear & Convincing Evidence Because His Findings Were

Either False Factual Predicate and/or Based Upon Inadmissible Evidence and/or Contrary

to Law

The AU Initial Decision & Order discussion of the Sanction is replete with factual errors

and supposition that have no basis in the record. Accordingly, the AU analysis and conclusion

for the imposition ofsanctions, lackclear and/orconvincingevidentiarysupport. The AU's entire

analysis and findings of "neglect" is not based upon any violation ofthe Rules ofPractice, but

instead upon his "could have, should have" analysis, based uponhindsight, ALJ Initial Opinion,

@ page 15,footnote (10)

1. (Initial Opinion @ 27)- At the outset. Director has rejected the AIJ '̂primary" reason

relied upon in his finding on netilect. specifically, that the change of the Appellant's

"Correspondence Address", from a staffed office, occupied by Appellant, to an

"executive suite", operated by attorney for attorneys, was not acceptable

"Correspondence Address". The Director has apparently agreed with the Appellant

that the AU characterization an "executive suite", operated by attorney for attorneys,

as an unacceptable "Correspondence Address", was illegal rule making. See Tqfas v.

DolL 559 F.3d 1345, 1352 (Fed , Cir. 2009) - Limitation on PTO to issue substantive

rules.

2. (Initial Opinion 27) The AU finding of neglect was predicated upon Ms perception

that Appellant was negligent because he rely upon a receptionist, in an "executive

suite", operated by attorney for attorneys, to sort mail. See Tqfas v. Doll, 559 F.3d

"Extrinsic Factors" meaning evidence not directly implicating an OED Rules violation.
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1345, 1352 (Fed . Cir. 2009) - Limitation on PTO to issue substantive rules. It is

unclear if the Director endorsed this reasoning to support the AU finding of neglect.

This AU findina is not suppoil his findings with any evidence. The only record

evidence, relative to transmittal and receipt, which is uncontested. is that neither the

Board of Appeals Decision, nor the Notice of Abandonment, were ever received. .

Accordingly, the presumption of receipt, under the evidentiary Mail Box Rule, was

rebutted.

3. (Initial Opinion @ 27-28) The AU finding neglect, based upon his finding that the

Appellant lacked a ^'tricklef' system to apprisehis of response dates for pending patent

application is contrary to the Record (Vol1,198:11-16); and irrelevant to the issues in

this case, (the unintentional abandonment of a patent following decision by the Board

of Appeals)

4. (Initial Opinion @ 27-28) With respect to the PTO Examiner telephone message left

on Appellant's voice mail, the dav before '519 Patent Application was abandoned,

there is no evidence that Appellant did not return the phone call. Quite the contrary

inference was drawn bv the AU in his gratuitous comment. Specifically, he believed

that, based upon Appellant's aggressive prosecution of the '519 Patent Application, it

was uncharacteristic for Appellant not to have returned the Examiners' call.

5. (Initial Opinion @ 27-28) The ALJ's finding neglect, based upon his finding that of

Appellant's power of attorney, lacked a "Customer Number"', is to be reiected under

the same rationale for the Director rejection of ALJ's interpretation of the Rules of

Practice relating to the Rule governing the designation ofa "Correspondence Address".

There is nothing in the PTO Rules of Practice which requires the association of a
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Customer Number with a patent application; or that monitoring of a patent application

requires electronic access to the PTO's PAIR system , See Tufas v. DolL 559 F.3d

1345, 1352 (Fed . Cir. 2009) - illegal Rule making

6. (Initial Opinion @ 28) There is no evidence that EPRT suffered any economic harm.

The undisputed evidence is that EPRT (represented bv counsel) sued Appellant in the

Federal District Court for $5.8 MM for professional malpractice, in which it asserted

the identical allegations of neglect and professional misconduct, as in the Complaint to

the OED (GOV U20:12 @ paragraph 61,). Appellant aggressively and successfully

defended against the EPRT claims; and, the parties agreed to jointly file a Rule 41

dismissal with preiudice.

7. (Initial Opinion @ 28) The OED Grievant revival of the "519 Patent Application, on

the eve of trail of the OED Complaint, for less than ($1,500) was based upon the

Appellant's "unintentional' abandonment of the *519 Patent Application, affirms the

absence of Appellant's neglect, and the EPRT extortive motives insuingAppellant for

$5.8MM. The fact that EPRT expended in excess of $170,000. in their unsuccessful

extortion of Appellant, is not the result, or consequence, of any neglect by Appellant,

but rather the incompetence and dishonesty of its counsel, Steven Greenberg (a

registered patent attorney). Accordingly, the ALJ finding that the OED Grievant

suffered any "economic harm." is unsupported by clear and convincing evidence.

Moreover, the record in the malpractice lawsuit, which was available in January 2015.

and the OED Director did not choose, to confirms that EPRT had (a) abandoned the

product intended to be covered by the '519 Patent Application; and (b) abandoned the

foreign equivalents of the "519 Patent Application.
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8. (Initial Opinion @ 29) The Applicant's prior disciplinary history was inappropriate,

as an aggravating factors, because it include discipline more than 20 years ago for a

Bar discipline based upon a technical trust account violation - failure to give a client a

final bill where to entrusted funds were less than the client indebtedness.

IV. The OED Rules. As Applied In This Case. LInfairlv Constrained The Appellant

In His Defense/Rebuttal Of The ALJ Findings Of Fact &. Conclusions Of Law

1. Appeal Of AU initial Decision - 37 CFR 11.55(c) - The number of pages & type size

limitations on Appellant's initial 5r/e/'unreasonably constrained Appellant from fully

and completed contesting the factual and legal issues in theALJInitial Decision. The

following conversion of the formal of the ALJ Initial Decision, to the format of the

Appellant's Brief, dramatizes the disparity between the two, and the unfair and

unreasonable constraints imposed upon Appellant inaddressing eachof the factual and

legal issues raised in the ALJInitial Decision in the Appellants' initial BrieJ.

2. Conversion & Comparison - The ALJ Initial Decision & Order was thirty-four (34),

single spaced paaes. 12 point type. A conversion the ALJ Initial Decision from this

single-space, thirty-four (34) page Decision to double space text, equates to sixty-four

(64) pages. When the font size is increased from 12 to 14 point type (as was required

for the Appellant's Appeal Briefunder the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure), the

effective length of the ALJ Initial Decision is increased bv 20%. or the equivalent of

just under seventy-nine (79) page. Appellant had formally requested the Director

permit an increase of the length of his Briefio forty (40) pages (or approximately 50%

of the ALJ Initial Decision, and such request was denied. As a result of the Director

denial of Appellant's request. Appellant was unreasonably constrained his ability to
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fully and completely respond to the ALJ Initial Decision',and include his own complete

Statement of Facts, in rebuttal to the ALJ Statement of Facts; and the inclusion of

response to each of the issues and factual predicates for the imposition of a sanction.

3. Summary - The manifest constraints upon the Appellant to fully and completely

controvert the ALJ Statement ofFacts', and, to address the allegations of misconduct,

denied him an opportunity to adequately defend himself Accordingly the structural

constraints, imposed by the OED Rules governing Appellants' Brief effective denied

the Appellant due process.

Respectfully,

J^hnxl^ro sq.
Reg. No'.'25,859
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE ADMINIS'I liATlVE LAW JUDGE

In the Matter of )

)
Joseph Steeewycz, )

) IVoceeding No. 1)2015-09
Respondent

Declaration of Shane M. Walter

1. Shane M. Waller, hereby deeiare as follows:

1. I am a Paralegal Specialist in the Office ol the Solicitor at the United States Patent

and Trademark Office ("USPTO"), 600 Dulany Street, Alexandria, Virginia.

2. The attached paient application files is correct copy of official USPTO

electronic data retrieved by mc txom the USPTO's Patent Application Location and Monitorijig

("PALM") system via the P'I'OZone Intranet Portal, which is a central point ibr accessing

applications, information, and other resources within the USPTO.

3. Specifically, the attached document is the respective image file wrapper for: U.S.

Patent Application No. 09/656,519.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746,1 hereby certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct lo the best of my knowledge and belief

1?

Shane M. Waller

Paralegal Speciali.st
Office of the Solicitor

United States Patent and Trademark Office
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Cr^lRTIFlCATE OF SERVICE

I herein certify that the enclosed pleading entitled:

REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF DIRECTOR'S
FINAL ORDER DATED AUGUST 2, 2017

was mailed this 27 '̂̂ day of August, 2017, to

Sarah T. Harris, Esq.
General Counsel -USPTO

600 Dulany Street
PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313 - 1450

via EXPRESS MAIL, Certificate No. EL 875522679 US
&

Robin Crabb, Esq.
Office of the Solicitor - USPTO

600 Dulany Street - Mail Stop 8,
P.O. Box 1450,

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

via EXPRESS MAIL, Certificate No. EL 567854455 US

Jcmn \l^J^ro^.fesq.
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PETITION EXH NO.

FINAL ORDER FEBRUARY 9, 2018

AFFIRMING ALJ INITIAL OPINION & ORDER

11
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to"*™?*

UNll KD S1AIKS PAl EN r AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

February 9, 2018

John H. Faro

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131

Office of the General Counsel

CERTIFIED MAIL Qooo

RETURN RECEIPT REQUES TED

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Re: File No.:D2015-27

FINAL ORDI'R

Dear Mr. Faro:

Please find enclosed a sei-vice copy of a Final Order responding to your Request for
Reconsideration, dated February 9, 2018, and signed on behalf of the Under Secretary of
Corrunerce for Intellectual Property and Director of the United States Patent and Trademark
Office,

Sincerely,

en

ciate Counsel
of General l..aw

P.O Box 1450/Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
WWW.USPTO.GOV
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BEFORE THE UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND DIRECTOR OF THE

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TIUDEMARK OFFICE

In the Matter of )
)

John H. Faro, ) Proceeding No. D2()15-27
)

Appellant. )
)

Final Order

The OED Director filed a disciplinary Complaint alleging that John H. Faro

("Appellant") violated the USPTO Code ofProfessional Responsibility during his representation

of his client, EPRT. After a hearing, the Administrative LawJudge ("ALJ") issued an Initial

Decision andOrderon September 15,2016,concluding that Appellant violated 37C.F.R. §

10.23(a) and (b) via 10.23(c)(8) when he failed to timely inform Ms. Blake, or anyone at EPRT,

ofa Third Rejection Letter in 2005, a June 2009 Board Decision, and an August 2009 Notice of

Abandonment. (A.18-20). The ALJ also concluded that Appellant violated 37 C.F.R. §§

10.77(c), 10.84(a)(1) and (2), byneglecting the '519Application from May 2006 until October

2011. (A.14-18; A.20-21). Finally, the ALJ found tlmt Appellant violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.77(c)

byrefusing to communicate with Ms. Blake about the status of the '519 Application in2010 and

2011 and violated 37 C.F.R. § 10.112(c)(4) by refusing to return EPRT's client file when

requested. (A.14-18; A.23-24). TheALJ ordered thatAppellant serve an eight(8)month

suspension, with reinstatement conditioned upon successfiil passed of theMPRE. (A.33).

Appellant appealed the ALJ's Initial Decision to theDirector of theUnited States Patent

and Trademark Office ("USPTO"). After briefmg by the parties, on August 2, 2017, the USPTO

Director issued a Final Order denying the appeal and upholding the AJ.J\s Initial Decision.
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On August 17,2017, Appellant filed a Request for Reconsiderationof Director's Final

Order. The OED Director respondedon September15, 2017, and Appellant replied. For the

reasons set forth below, Appellant's Request for Reconsideration is denied.

I- LEGAL STANDARD

Following a final decision of the USPTO Director, either paity may makea single request

for reconsideration or modification of the decision by the USPTO Director if such request is filed

within twenty days from the date ofentry of the decision. See 37 C.F.R. § 11.56(c). No request

for reconsideration or modification shall be granted unless the request is based on newly

discovered evidence, or an error of law or tact, and the requestor must demonstrate that any

newly discovered evidence couldnot have beendiscoveredany earlier by due diligence. SeeId.

The standard of review governing requestsunder § 11.56(c)has not beendefined beyond

what appears in the regulations. However, althoughthe FederalRules of Civil Procedure arenot

applicable in administrative proceedings,^ the courts have attimes looked to them for useiui

guidance injudging actions taken bytheUSPTO.^ Because thestandard of review used by

federal courts for motions to alter or amenda judgment under Rules 59(e) and 60 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure are most similar to requests for reconsideration filed pursuant to §

11.56(c), that standaid is applied here to Appellant's request.

Federal comts have claiified that the standard of review for Rules 59(c) and 60 are

narrow and limited to only circumstances involving new evidence, or to correct errors of law or

fact. See Hutchinson v. Staton^ 994 F.2d 1076, 1081 (4th Cir. 1993). Any new evidence

submitted must not have been available before tlie issuance of the final decision. See Boryan v.

' See Bender v. Dudas, No. 04-1301,2006 WL 89831, at *23 (D.D.C. Jau. 13,2006), aff'd, 490 F.3d 1361 (Fed. Cir.
2007).

2See Gerritsen v. Shirai, 979 F.2d 1524, 1532(Fed. Cir. 1992).

2
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UnitedStates, 884F.2d 767, 771 (4thCir. 1989) ("Evidence that is available to a partyprior to

entry ofjudgment, therefore, is nota basis for granting a motion for reconsideration asa matter

of law.") (citing Frederick S. Wyle P.C. v. Texaco, Inc., 764 F.2d 604, 609 (9th Cir. 1985)).

It is long-settled that requests for reconsideration^ are not a vehicle to state a party's

disagreement with a final judgment. See Hutchinson, 994 F.2d at 1082 ("mere disagreement does

not support a Rule 59(c) motion"); Arthur v. King, 500 F.3d 1335, 1343 (11th Cir. 2007), cert,

denied, 552 U.S. 1040 (2007) (stating that a Rule 59(e) motion cannot be used to relitigate old

matters, raise argument or present evidence tliat could have been raised prior to the entry of

judgment). A request for reconsideration should not be used to rehash "arguments previously

presented" or to submit evidence tliat should have been previously submitted, Wadley v. Park at

Landmark, LP, No. 1:06CV777, 2007WL 1071960, at *2 (E.D. Va. 2007) Hutchinson,

994 F.2d at 1081-82); Above the Belt, Inc. v. Mel Bohannan Roofing, Inc., , 99 F.R.D. 99,101

(E.D. Va. 1983) (holding improper a motion for reconsideration "to ask the Court to rethink what

the Court had already thought through—rightly or wrongly"); Durkin v. Taylor, 444 F. Supp.

879, 889 (E.D. Va. 1977) (stating that Rule 59(e) is not intended togive "anunhappy litigant one

additional chance to sway thejudge"). Reconsideration "would beappropriate where, for

example, the Court has patently misunderstood a party, or hasmade a decision outside the

adversarial issues presented to the Court by theparties, or has made an error not of reasoning but

of apprehension."the Belt, inc., 99F.R.D. at 101; United States v. No. 13-3398, 2014

WL 5790996, at *3 (D. Md. Nov. 5, 2014).

While requests for reconsideration are permitted they areseldom granted. These types of

motions arc extraordinary remedies reservedonly for extraordinary circumstances. SeeDowell v.

' Such requests refer toboth motions toalter oramend ajudgment (Fed. R. Civ. P.59(e)), or motions for relief from
a judgment or order (Fed. R. Civ. P. 60).
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State FarmFire & Cas. Auto. Ins. Co., 993 F.2d46,48 (4th Cir. 1993) (liniiting relief under

Rule 60(b)(6) to "extraordinary circumstances"); Projects Mgmt. Co. v. DynCorp Int'l, LLC, 17

F. Supp. 3d 539, 541 (E.D. Va. 2014), qff'd, 584 F. App'x 121 (4th Cir. 2014) (reconsideration

ofajudgment after its entry is an "extraordinary remedy which should be used sparingly")

(quoting Ins. Co. v. Am. Nat'I Fire Ins. Co., 148 F.3d 396,403 (4th Cir. 1998)); see also

Netscape Comma'ns Corp. v. ValueClick, Inc., 704 F. Supp. 2d 544, 546 (E.D. Va. 2010)). Thus,

the standard ofreview for aRequest for Reconsideration under § 11.56(c) is very high and such

requests should be granted sparingly and only in extraordinary circumstances. For the reasons

discussed below. Appellant has not made any arguments or submitted any evidence that satisfies

the standard of review.

II. DECISION

A. Appellant Has Not Identified Any Errors in Law or Fact That Would Warrant
Reversal of the Final Order.

Appellant raises anumber ofchallenges in his Request. These include challenges to the

USPTO's subject-matter jurisdiction, allegations ofa biased investigation, charges that the

finding ofneglect was improper, and complaints that the appeal filing requirements unfairly

constrained him during his appeal. However, those arguments fall far short ofthe requirements

for granting reconsideration under §11.56(c). These arguments are discussed more fully below.

1. Appellant's Challenge to OED Subiect-Matter Jurisdiction to Bring a
Disciplinary Complaint Is Without Merit.

Appellant fust challenges "the subject-matter jurisdiction ofthe OliD Director to initiate

adisciplinary proceeding against the Appellant". (Appeal at 1-3). He argues that the OED

Director failed tocomply with 37 C.F.R. §11.22(d) (preliminary screening) and failed to afford

him witli due process before initiating discipline. (Id.) Specifically, he argues that the OED
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Director failed to provide evidence of the September 2015 resolution ol his state legal

malpractice to the Committee onDiscipline. (Appeal at4-6). As a result, as Appellant views it,

the OED Director prematurely concluded his investigation, under 37 C.F.R. § 11.22(d), and

submitted an incomplete and biased report and recommendation to the Committee on Discipline.

{Jd.), Appellant claims the Committee's decision was thus unfairly influenced to find probable

cause. (Jd).

Before discussing the merits ofthese ^guments, it isnoted that OED unequivocally

possessed and properly exercised disciplinary jurisdiction in this case. Appellant has been a

patent attorney registered with the IJSPTO since March 3, 1971. (A.43; A.1355). As such, he is

unquestionably subject to the disciplinary authority ofthe Office. 37 C.F.R. § 11.19(a). lo the

extent that Appellant's appeal attempts to claim othei-wise, such arguiiient fmds no support in

law orthe Agency's regulations. Further, Appellant unsuccessfiilly argued against subject-matter

jurisdiction on appeal, rendering this argument nothing more than an attempt to reargue his

appeal under the guise ofreconsideration. This is an insufficient basis to grant reconsideration

under § H.56(c). See Wadley, 2007 WL 1071960, at *2 {ciim%Hutchmson, 994 F.2d at 1081-

82).

As anadditional basis for denying reconsideration, Appellant's claim that the Conimittee was

unfairly influenced by anincomplete or prematurely concluded investigation by the OED

Director is also widiout merit. First, Appellant already vigorously argued this point during the

appeal process and the Director's Final Order concluded that there were no deficiencies

associatedwith the OED Director's submissionof the disciplinary matter to the Committee on

Discipline. (Final Order, at 18-19). As stated in tliat Final Order, the regulations concerning the

Committee onDiscipline, 37 C.F.R. §§ 11.22 and 11.23, include no requirements for what the
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OED Directorsubmits to the Committeeand, even if it did, the malpractice case involving

Appellant was dismissed after the Complaint was filed on May 11, 2015 and thus after the

Committee had found probable cause to issue a Complaint, Appellant offers nonew

authorities that woulddictate a differentoutcome or requirethe OED Directorto engage in a

different course. Consequently, this argument isnothing more than anattempt to reaigue his

unsuccessfiil appeal. Thus, reconsideration onthis basis is notwarranted.

2. Appellant Is Incorrect That the AI J ImproDcrlv Admitted Ms. Chaiken's
Testimony About the State Settlement ARreement.

Appellant next challenges the ALJ's decision to admit the testimony ofMeredith

Chaiken, counsel for EPRT inthe state malpractice cases against Appellant. (Appeal at7-8).

Appellant claims that "the ALJ permitted OED counsel to elicit parole evidence ofaconfidential

Federal Court ordered mediation, over Appellant's objection, and inviolation of [Florida law], in

the OED effort prove to (sic) the existence an enforceable Settlement Agreement." (Appeal at 8).

He disputes the ALJ's reliance on that testimony as an aggravating circumstance in detei-mining

the appropriate disciplinary sanction. (Appeal at 9). As part othis argument, he claims that the

testimony was inappropriately admitted because the agreement was "never consummated."

(Appeal at 8).

TheALJ allowed Ms. Chaiken'stestimony, as well as thesettlement agreement itself,

and concluded that the evidence supported a fmding that Appellant attempted to silence Ms.

Blake and other EPRT employees and that this finding was an aggravating factor insupport of

the discipline ordered. (A.30-32). "While negotiating the settlement agreement in the Florida

malpractice lawsuit, [Appellant] inserted into the settlement agreement asection prohibiting any

EPRT personnel from testifying or participating in Florida's or the PTO's disciplinary

investigations against him." (A.30; A.5491). The ALJ concluded that "[t]he only purpose ofthis
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prohibition was to liinder orderail the disciplinary investigations against him", which the ALJ

concludedconstituted"bad faithobstructionof the PTOdisciplinary investigation" and an

aggravating factor indetermining thedisciplinary sanction. (A.30).

During the hearing, Appellant only made two (2) objections to Ms. Chaiken's testimony

about theoffending settlement provision. Thefirst objection concerned Ms. Chaiken's testimony

asto who requested the inclusion of the clause regarding HPR Tcooperation with the disciplinary

investigations, and that objection was sustained. (A.7647-48). Appellant also objected when Ms.

Chaiken testified about herconcerns with thatprovision, butthatobjection was overruled.

(A.7652-53). Appellant made no further objections during Ms. Chaiken's testimony concerning

the settlement agreement oritsterms. (A.7643-67). Further, the document containing the draft

settlement agreement was introduced asevidence without any objection by Appellant. (A.5489,

A.8002-05).

The AIJ concluded that there was sufficient evidence, which included the admissible

portions Ms. Chaiken's testimony and the settlement agreement, to conclude that Appellant

sought and advocated for the settlement agreement term prohibiting any EPRT personnel firom

testifying or participating inFlorida's orthe USPTO's disciplinary investigations against him.

(A.30). Further, the evidence supported that itwas only when Ms. Chfiiken expressed concerns

about that provision that modification was ultimately included that permitted testimony upon

subpoena. (A.30; A.7653-54). This modification was accomplished after Ms. Chaiken, because

ofher concerns over the proposed settlement term, consulted with the Florida Bar and engaged in

legal research to determine whether such a clause was permissible under the law. (A.7654).

Consequently, the ALJ concluded that Appellant's attempt to hinder or deter pending

disciplinary matters was "bad faitli obstruction" of the USPTO disciplinary investigation. (A.30).
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There is no basis to overturn these iindings or to second-guess the ALJ's decision to

admit Ms. Chaiken's testimony. First, Appellant only raised two, discreet objections to Ms.

Chaiken's testimony, of which one was over-ruled. (A.7647-48; A.765-53).The bulk of Ms.

Chaiken's testimony was heaid withoutobjection. Appellant also did not object to introduction

of the settlementagreement itself. (A.8002-05). As the OED Director notes in his brief, when a

partyfails to object to the admission of evidence at the time it is introduced, suchobjections are

waived. See MicroStrategy Inc. v. Bus. Objects, S.A., 331 P. Supp.2d. 396,420 (E.D. Va. 2004).

Consequently, Appellant's objections to admission of Ms. Chaiken's testimony are waived.

Further, even without the small portion ofMs. Chaiken's testimony lor which an

objectionwas sustained, there is substantial evidence in the record to support the conclusion that

Appellant advocated for the provision that aimed to interfere with the USPTO disciplinary

investigation. This includes Ms. Chaiken's testimony, which the ALJ allowed, about her

concerns with the provision, her consultation witli the Florida Bar, and the revised language, as

stated above. (A.5491; A.7651-54). Finding no error of law or fact witli the ALJ's decision to

allow Ms. Chaiken's testimony, reconsideration on this basis is denied.

3. There Is No Support for Appellant's Argument That the ALJ's Finding of
Neglect Was Legaliv nor Factually Unsupported.

Appellant liulher claims that the FinalOrder was incorrect in finding that Appellant

neglectedthe '519 Application. (Appeal at 13-16). In support of tliis argument, Appellantclaims

that the luiding was based on a "hindsight test relative to die sufficiency of Appellant's

'monitoring practice,'" which included criticisms for relying on an executive suite where he had

no physicalpresence as a coiTespondence address and failing to aijsociate bis Customer Number

with tlie '519 application. {Id). He argues, as he did during the disciplinary hearing, that no

USPTO i-ule or authority requires such actions. {Id), Further, he identified several "context

8
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factors" thathe believes "in practice" determine the frequency and attorney attention to be

accorded a givenclientmatter, and he assertstliatthe ALJfailed to consider these context

factors. (Appeal at 15). Finally, he restates arguments made during thedisciplinary hearing

including that there was adversity created byEPRT when opposing counsel threatened a

malpractice suit, thathe never actually received the documents related to the '519 Application,

and he generally disputes thathis practices rose to the level of neglect. (Reply at 5-6). As

discussed below, these arguments do not provide a basis for granting Appellant's request for

reconsideration.

Asalready stated, thestandard for granting reconsideration is a highone. Reconsideration

isnotproper where the arguments are nothing more than a statement ofa party's disagreement

with a final judgment oramount to only relitigation of old matters. See Huichinson, 994 F.2d at

1082: Arthur, 500 F.3d at 1343; Wadley, 2007 WL 1071960, at *2;Above the Belt, Inc., 99

F.R.D. at \^\\Durkin, 444 F. Supp. at 889. Appellant's arguments donot satisfy this standard.

Rather, his arguments are anattempt to relitigate the issues andobjections made during the

disciplinary hearing and onappeal. Infact, every single one ofhisarguments was addressed by

the USPTO Director in the Final Order, including his "deliberate abandorunent" theory (Final

Order at 26-27, 31);hisarguments thatnegligence did not result Irom hisuseof an "executive

suite" (Jd, at 29); his claims that he never received documents so he could not have neglected

them {Id. at 27, 30); his arguments about tlie adequacy ofhis case monitoring system, including

his lack oftickler system {Id. at 27, 35-36); his dispute over whether hecalled examiner back {Id.

at 35); hisfailure to use a customer number {Id. at 24, 27, 29, 35); and his argument that EPRT

suffered no economic harm {Id. at 36-37).''

"His arguments that theALJ's reliance onprior disciplinary history was inappropriate (Reply at 8)
also fails for this reason.
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Lastly, Appellant's reliance on "context factors" to negate the neglect finding doesnot

support a grant of reconsideration here. Appellant cites noauthority tosupport his implication

that the Director or the ALJ was required to consider tliese factors.

In sum, Appellant cites noerror of law or fact thatwarrants reconsideration here. On the

issue of neglect, both the ALJ's decision and the USPTO Director's Final Order specifically

addressedall of the arguments raised in his request. Appellant cannot relitigatethose matters

under a veil of reconsideration.

4. Appellant's Argument that His Failure to Comply with the Appellate Filing

Requirements Was Improper Is Without Merit.

Lastly, Appellant claims thathe was "unfairly constrained" bythe filing requirements set

forth in 37 C.F.R. § 11.55(b)-(d). (Reply at 8-9). However, this claimwas not made in his

original RequCvSt for Reconsideration but, rather, responds to the OED Director's arguments that

he failed to challenge this basis for the Director's FinalOrder in his Reply brief Thus, not

having affirmatively raised tliis claim, it is waived. SeeSapuppo v. Allstate Floridian Ins. Co.,

739F.3d 678, 680 (11th Cir. 2014 (whenan appellant fails to challenge properly on of the

grounds on whicha decision is based, anychallenge is deemed abandoned.)

Additionally, however. Appellantoffersno supportfor his claimthat the filing

requirements unfairly constrained his ability to pursue hisappeal. Thefiling requirements

appliedequally to Appellant and theOKD Director and,as discussed in the November 2016

Order of the USPTODirector denying Appellant's request for a waiver of the page limit

requirements for appeal briefs, there is nothing unique or exceptional abouta paily finding it

cumbersomeor difficult to complywith knownfiling requirements. See Order datedNovember

2, 2016 (citingFetrow-Fixv. Harrah Entm't, Inc., No. 2:lO-cv-0560, 2011 WL 2313650, at *3

10
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(D. Nev. June 9, 2011)), Thus, the parties were expected to comply with the filing requirements

set forth in the L'SPTO regulations.

Despite having beenprovided multiple opportunities to file a compliant brief. Appellant

failedto do so and thatfailure wasan independent basis for rejecting his appeal. (Final Orderat

15-17). Appellant's arguments on reconsideration are nothing more than an attempt to excuse

those failures and rehash his attempts to circumvent the filing rules. That is an insufficient basis

to grant reconsideration.

B. Appellant Has Not Offered Any "New Evidence."

Petition to Revive.

Appellant also raises several arguments wherein he alleges the existence of new evidence

as support for granting Reconsideration here. First, he claims that inlbnnation about EPRT's

successful Petition to Revive the '519 Application that had gone abandoned dueto his own

neglect wasomitted from thedisciplinary record. (Appeal at 10-12). He claims that this evidence

mitigates thesanctionimposed on Mm by the ALJ. (Jd). Withthis argument, Appellant alleges

that tlie OED Directorhad a duty to discover and disclose the "new" evidence to Appellant as

"exculpatory" evidence. (Appeal at 12).

Appellant's claimherehas no merit. First, as statedabove, any evidence submitted now

to be properly considered "new" the evidence mustnot have beenavailable before the issuance

of the Final Order. See Boryan, 884 F.2d at 771. The Petition to Revive was filed on December

7, 2015 (Request, Ex. 5) and was granted on May 2, 2016 (Request,Ex. 6),before the

disciplinary hearingheld on May 10-11, 2016 (A.7493; A.7869) and before Appellant's January

2017appeal brief was submitted. Hecould haveusedthis information at thehearing or in his

appeal briefs in tliis disciplinarymatter but he did not. Rather,he raised it onlyin a separate

11
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Motion filed on J^uary 13,2017 whereinhe sought to reopen the record and admit evidence of

the Petition to Revive. He argued this issue extensively but unsuccessfully. Further, he was

informed at that time that he should have raised tliese arguments earlier in the disciplinary

process.. Asa result, these documents and Appellant's arguments have been raised and

considered. Consequently, tlie Petition to Revive is not new evidence under § 11.56(c).^

Finally, it is noted as a matter of law that Appellantoffers no legal support for his

argument that the OED Director possessed some obligation to disclose either information about

the Petition to Revive or anypurported exculpatory evidence. He hascited no authority thatthe

Model Rules referenced in his briefingmaterialshave any bindingauthority here - they do not.

Further, as he recognizes at page 2 of his Reply, in Polidi v. Lee, No. 15-cv-l 030, slip op. at 4-5

(E.D. Va. Nov. 24,2015), theEastern District ofVirginia has specifically disavowed such a

duty,

2. Malpractice Court Documents.

Next, Appellantargues that courtdocuments associated with the state malpractice

proceedings constitute newly discovered evidence andmitigate the economic haims suffered by

his fonner client,EPRT. (Appealat 16-17). These"new" documents appear to includetheorder

of dismissal, evidence that tlie state court judge struck EPRT's damages expert report, and

Appellant's own testimony in thedisciplinary hearing that theEPRT product thatwas the subject

of the '519 Application had "evolved." (Appeal at 17-18).

^ It is also noted that the USPTO Director, in a January 27,2017 Order, addressed the substantive effect of EPRT's
successful Petitionto Reviveon the disciplinary matter. (See Order,datedJan. 27,2017, p. 3). The Director, in that
Order,concluded that EPRT's ability to obtaina patentwasnot new evidenceanddoes not in and of itselfnegate
or nullifythe ALJ's disciplinary findings andconclusions. {Id.)"Rather, the profferednew evidenceconcerns a
different periodof time when theclientwasrepresented by someone else, whomanaged to then successfully
revived (sic) and prosecute the client's abandoned application." {Id.)

12
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Appellant is again incorrect thatthese documents arenewevidence for purposes of37

C.F.R. § 11.56(c).The hearing in this disciplinai'y matterwas held on May 10-11,2016.

(A.7493; A.7869). The documents citedby Appellant were court document in the state

malpractice matter and were served upon him, as a party to thematter, in July, 2015 (A.6766-69)

and September, 2015 (A.6530), or wereknown to himbefore the May, 2016 hearing. Thus, as he

cannot show and has not shown that this evidence "could not have been discovered any earlier by

due diligence", he is unable to make the requisite showing necessary for granting reconsideration

here.

C. CONCLUSION

Having consideredAppellant's Request for Reconsideration of Director's Final OrderDated

August 2, 2017 from the September15,2016 Initial Decisionof the ALJ, the OEDDirector's

Response and Appellant's Reply brief, it is ORDERED Appellant's Request is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

APPEAL RIGHTS

Appellant is notified that he is entitled to seek judicial review on the record in the U.S.

District Court for the Rastem District of Virginia under 35 U.S.C. § 32 "within thirty (30) days

after the date of the order recording the Director's action." See E.D.Va. Local Civil Rule 83.5.

Date Sarah T. Harris

General Counsel

United States Patent and Trademark Office
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on delegated authority by

Andrei lancu

Under Secretary of Commerce Ibr Intellectual
Propertyand Director of the United States Patent
and Trademark Office

cc:

John H. Faro

Appellant

Robin Crabb

Associate Solicitor

Counsel for tlie Dii'ector of Office of Enrollment and Discipline
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Final Order was sent to the
parties below, in the manner indicated:

VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL AND E-MAIL:

John H. Faro

1395 Brickell Avenue

Suite 800

Miami, FL 33131
Johiif757 12@aol.cQm

Johnf75712@gmail.com

Appellant

VIA HAND-DELIVERY AND E-MAIL:

Robin Crabb

Associate Solicitors

Mail Stop 8
Office of the Solicitor

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
Robin. Crabb@uspto. gov

SO-OEDca$es@uspto.gov

OED Director

a /i /1 < v..
i

(

Date United St^s Pateijit and TrademaSTOffic/
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